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I. EXHIBIT AND WITNESS INDICES
 

A. Exhibit Index
 

1. See Exhibit A hereto.
 

Response to Findine: No.1: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

B. Witness Index
 

2. See Exhibit B hereto.
 

Response to Findine: No.2: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

II. PROCEDURA BACKGROUN
 

A. Tranaction Background
 

L (PXOI62, in camera) Polypore acquired Microporous for approximately 
$76 milion, $29 millon in cash and $47 milion in assumed debt. (R1572 at ,14; PX0800 at 2, 
in camera) Due to the small value of the transaction, the paries were not required to make a 
premerger notification fiing under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrst Act. (Toth, Tr. 1557, 1559;
 

PX0800 at 2, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No.3:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.2
 

B. Pre-Hearing Background
 

4. On March 7, 2008, the 
 FTC initiated a non-public investigation into the Acquisition. 
Durng its investigation, the FTC issued Civil Investigative Demands to Polypore, its Daramic 
subsidiar and various third paries, and conducted many investigational hearigs. The FTC then 
proceeded to issue a Par 3 Complaint in this matter on September 9, 2008, alleging that the 
Acquisition violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 V.S.C. § 
45 ("Section 5") and Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 V.S.C. § 18, and that Polypore 
monopolized or attempted to monopolize certain product markets in Nort America. (RX 1572 

i Microporous previously had done business in the battery separator industr under the 

company name Amerace. (Gilchrist, Tr. 314). 
2 Complaint Counsel's Findings of Fact is abbreviated as CCFOF. Respondent's Finding 

of Fact is abbreviated as RFOF. Complaint Counsel's Reply Findings of Fact is abbreviated as 
CCRF. 



at 8-9). On October 15, 2008, Polypore fied its Answer and Defenses, which denied the FTC's 
allegations and set fort its afrmative defenses. (RXI589). 

Response to Findine No.4: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

5. An initial Scheduling Order was entered in the case on October 22,2008, setting fort a 
discovery cut-off date of February 13,2009 and a trial date of April 
 14, 2009. (RXI591). Due 
to extensive third party discovery issues, the SClieduling Order was amended to extend these and . 
other remaining deadlines by four weeks. (AU Order dated Feb. 4, 2009). 

Response to Findine No.5: 
Complaint Counel has no specific response. 

C. Hearing Summary
 

6. The hearing commenced in this case on May 12,200 and concluded on June 12,2009.
 

Durig the 22 days of actual trial proceedings, live testimony was received into the hearg 
record from the following 30 witnesses: 

Witnesses Related to PolyporelDaramiclcroporous 

· Robert Toth, CEO and President of Polypre
 

· Pierre Hauswald, General Manager and VP of DaramIc
 

· Sterling Tucker Roe, VP of Worldwide Sales and Marketing of Daramic
 

· Hary Seibert, VP and Business Director of Daramic 

· Tim Riney, VP of Finance of Daramic 

· Christopher Thuet, Business Director Asia-Pacific of Daramíc
 

· Hans-Peter Gaugl, Managing Director Austrian 
 Facility for DaramIc Austria GmbH (also 
former Manager of Austrian facilty for Microporous) 

· John Kevin Whear, VP of Technology of Daramic
 

· Lary Trevathan, VP Operations' of Daramic (also former VP Operations of Microporous)
 

· Steven McDoriald, Sales Manager, Nort America of 
 Daramic (also former Director of 
Sales of Microporous) 

· Michael Gilchrist, formerly CEO and President of Microporous .
 

· George Brilmeyer, formerly Director of Research & Development of Microporous
 

2 



· Michael Graf, Managing Director of Warburg Pincus (also Chairman of the Board of
 

Directors of Polypore)
 

Witnesses Related to Batterv Manufacturers
 

· Richard Godber, CEO and President of Trojan Battery
 

· Donald Wallace, Executive VP of Sales and Marketing of U.S. Battery Mfg. Co.
 

· Nawaz Qureshi, VP of Engineering and Technology of U.S. Battery Mfg. Co. 

· Larry Axt, VP of Global Procurement of 
 EnerSys 

· Lary Burkert, Senior Procurement Manager of EnerSys
 

· John Gagge, Jr., Sr. Director Engineering and Quality Assurance for EnerSys
 

· John Craig, Chairman, CEO and President of 
 EnerSys 

· Rodger Hall, Global VP of Procurement for Johnson Controls Battery
 

· Mitchell Bregman, Exide Technologies (former procurement council)
 

· Melvin Gilespie, Jr., VP of Global Procurement for Exide Technologies
 

· Norman Benjamin, President of Bulldog Battery Corpration 

· Dale Leister, Director Procurement Strategy & Supplier Dev., East Penn Mfg.
 

· James Douglas, Executive VP of 
 Douglas Battery Mfg. Co. 

· Arur Balcerzak, Director of Puchasing for Crown Battery (as consultat) 

· Daniel Weerts, Vice President of Sales and Marketing of Entek Holding Company
 

Expert Witnesses
 

· John Simpson, FTC Economist (FTC's expert witness)
 

· Henry J. Kahwaty, Ph.D., Director ofLECG (Respondent's expert witness)
 

ResDonse to Findinii No.6:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

7. In addition, for certain witnesses who were unavailable to attend trial proceedings,
 

testimony was received into the record through admission of certai deposition transcripts and 
investigational hearings, subject to any lodged objections. See JX3, JX8, JX9. 

ReSDonse to Findinii No.7:
 

3
 



This material cited does not support the finding. JX3, for the most par, consists of
 

o excerpts of investigational hearings and depositions of Respondent personnel. Many of these 

witnesses were available and did testify at trial. (JX3). In addition, there is no JX9. 

8. The hearing record in this case was closed Oy Order dated June 22, 2009. Concurent
 

reply briefs and replies to fidings of 
 fact are due to be fied by the FCC and Respondent on July 
31,2009. Closing arguments are scheduled for August 20,2009.
 

Response to Findine No.8:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

III. THE BATTERY SEPARTOR INDUSTRY
 
, 

A. Terminology
 

9. The following provides a glossary of some of the recurring terms and separator product
 

names referred to in the testimony, documents and deposition/investigational hearing transcripts: 

10. AGM - initials which refer to "absorbptive glass mat" battery separators. The liquid in 
the battery is absorbed like a sponge into the glass mat par of the separator and there is no free 
liquid electrolyte. AGM batteries are sealed and do not need maintenance. (Godber, Tr. 147; 
Hauswald, Tr. 994-95; Qureshi, Tr. 2055-56). 

Response to FindineNo.l0: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

i 1. ACE-SIL(ß product name of a hard rubber battery separator developed by Microporous 
o (and now sold by Daramic) that is made from rubbèr silcon. This pure rubber product is very
 

stiff and typically used in very high end stationary applications such as telecommunications, 
back up power for nuclear plants, and miltar products. (Gilchrst, Tr. 300; Hauswald, Tr. 992;
 

Roe, Tr. 1748; McDonald, Tr. 3786; RX1638 (physical product sample)). 

ReSÐonse to Findine No. 11: 

Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

12. Aftermarket - refers to the market for replacement batteries for products (in contrast to 
original equipment batteries). (Godber, Tr. 143-44; Gilespie, Tr. 2932). 

ReÐonse to Findine No. 12: 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

13. Antimony - refers to an antimony alloy that is sometimes included in the composition of 
the positive plate of a battery used for deep-cycle applications in oorder to improve battery
 

performance. Antimony can have a tendency to travel from the positive plate to the negative 
plate during usage, which could eventually lead to reduced battery performance. The addition of 
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rubber to a battery separator can help reduce the rate 
 of antimony transfer. (Godber, Tr. 138-40, 
149-50; Whear, Tr. 4667-68, 4683-84; PX1791 at 
 001). 

Response to Findine: No. 13: 
Deep-cycle batteries use a high-antimony lead alloy grd and use high-density active 

material that takes longer to fall apar. (Qureshi. Tr. 1995): The positive lead alloy grid at U.S. 

Battery has an antimony content of 5% and the negative grid has an antimony content of 2.75%. 

the Negative is called 

. antimony poisoning. It is referred to as poisoning because antimony transfer wil cause the 

premature death of the battery. (PX1791 at 001; PX1124 at 001; Godber; Tr. 137-139). The 
in camera 

reduction of antimony transfer is important property for separators used in deep-cycle batteries, 

(Leister, Tr. 4039). The separator plays an important role in scavenging or tying up the 

(Qureshi, Tr. 1998). The deposition of antimony from the positive plate to 


antimony in the electrolyte, preventing it from going to the negative plate. (Queshi, Tr. 2004). 

Antimony is what makes the battery deep-cycle; if you do not have enough antimony the cycle 

loses capacity. (Qureshi. Tr. 2001-2(02). 

14. Backweb Thickness - a primary measurement of a battery separator that is the thickness 
of the substrate in space between membranes of a rib. Simply put. it is the thickness of the 
separator that is measured between the ribs. The backweb thickness serves to create a wall of 
insulation in the battery between plates. (Hauswald, Tr. 966-67, 979; Leister, Tr. 4044; Whear, 
Tr. 4685, 4688;PX669, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 14: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

15. Battery Separators - products of various composition that are porous insulators placed
 

between positively and negatively charged plates in batteries to prevent electrical short circuits 
while allowing ionic curent to flow though the separtors. (Gilchrst, Tr. 314; Hauswald, Tr.
 

968-69; Benjamin, Tr. 3504; Whear, Tr. 4665-66). 

Response to Findine: No. 
 is:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

16. Black Scum - refers to a dark-colored residue 
 that can gather on the liquid surace inside 
a polyethylene or polyethylene-based flooded lead-acid battery during usage. The black scum 
can result from the interaction of various chemicals and the oil component of a separator though 
a proCess of oxidation. (Hauswald, Tr. 1096-98; Brilmeyer, Tr. 1834-35; Whear, Tr. 4707-08). 
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Response to Findim! No. 16: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

17. CelIForce - product name for a. polyethylene battery separator developed by 
Microporous (and now sold by Daramic) for deep-cycle applications that includes ground up 
ACE-'SILC! rubber product as an additive in the polyethylene matrix of the separator to improve 
performance. (Gilchrist, Tr. 337-38, 340; Hauswald, Tr. 672-73, 993; RX1640 (physical product 
sample)). 

Response to Findim! No. 17: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

18. Daramic lI - product name of a Daramic polyethylene battery separator made with a
 

liquid latex additive for deep-cycle applications. (Hauswald, Tr. 671-72; PX949 at 004, in 
camera; PX319 at 
 007). 

Response to Findhm No. 18: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

.

19. Darak - product name of a non-PE DaramIc battery separator made with cross-linked
 

phenolic resin for more porosity. The separator is made only in Germany and is typically used in 
gel type batteries. (Hauswald, Tr. 989-90; Whear, Tr. 4681; PX582 at 051). .
 

Resposne to Findinf! No. 19: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

20. Deep-cycle - refers to certain end use applications for batteries where the batteries are 
placed in products having a lower amperage draw over a longer duration of time. These batteries 
are repeatedly discharged deeply to a low state of charge prior to recharging. Example 
applications include golf cars, floor scrubbers, scissor . 
 lifts, utilties, and mare boat 
applications.(Godber, Tr. 137-38; Gilespie, Tr. 2931; Whear, Tr. 4682, 4694; PX0319 at 007
008). 

Response to Findinf! No. 20: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

21. FLEX-SIJA - product name of a premium battery separator product developed by 
Microporous (and now sold by Daramic) that is made of pure rubber (no polyethylene) for use in 
deep cycle applications such as golf cars, floor scrubbers and aerial lifts. Flex-Sit product is 

. sold only in "leaf' cut-piece form. (Roe, Tr. 1737, 1749; Hauswald, Tr. 992-93, McDonald, Tr. 
3787; RX1639 (physical product sample)). 

Response to Findine: No. 21: 
Flex-Sil's premium status is based more on its price rather than its performance as 

compared to Daramic's HD. (PX0423 at 002). 

22. Flooed Lead-Acid Battery - a battery that has liquid acid in it up to a level above the 
positive and negative lead plates. Due to repeated charging and discharging, especially in deep
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cycle applications, liqUid wil have a tendency to evaporate and. the battery wil need to be 
watered at certain intervals (except in a sealed, no maintenance automotive battery). (Goober, Tr. 
147; Brilmeyer, Tr. 1841; Qureshi, Tr. 2053-54; Whear, Tr. 4682) 

ResDonse to Findine No. 22:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

23. Enveloping - instead of having the battery separator material cut into separate smaller 
"leaf' pieces, the battery manufacturer will purchase the material in roll form and itself fold the 
separator inaterial around the plates of the batteries 
 and seal it on the side (thus "enveloping" the 
plate like it is in a pouch). (Roe, Tr. 1748-49; Qureshi, Tr. 2036; PX1791 at 002) This process 
also can be referred to by a battery manufactuer as "sleeving". (Benjamin, Tr. 3508). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 23: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

24. Gel (Non-Flooed) Battery - instead of having a liquid lead-acid like flooded batteries, 
these batteries (such as an AGM battery) have a gel silca that interacts with the positive and 
negative plates of the battery to allow for ionic transfer. (Godber, Tr. 147; Gaugl, Tr. 4557; 
Whear, Tr. 4681). 

ReSDonse to Finding: No 24:
 
The citations do not support this finding. . Gel batteries are not the same thing as AGM
 

batteries. In an AGM battery the electrolyte is absorbed into the fiber glass separator and there is 

no free active materiaL. In a gelled battery, the electrolyte is very thick but free of the separator. 

(Douglas, Tr. 4053-54). AGM and Gel batteries are both types of sealed batteries but are not one 

and the same. (Godber, Tr. 147). 

25. Industrial Separators - refers to separators for all industrial applications for batteries, 
including industrial motive power or industrial stationary batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1815; Whear, Tr. 
4682-83). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 25:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

26. Leaf Sepl,rator - refers to battery separator material that has been cut into pieces (i.e., 
"leafs"), and many of these pieces wil be stacked together in between plates and used in a single 
battery. (Roe, Tr. 1748-49; PX1791 at 2). 

Resoonse to Findine No. 26: 
Complaint Counsel has no 
 specific response. 
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27. Motive Power - refers to an end use application of batteries for certain industrial 
products that move, such as forklifts and mine equipment. (Gilchrst, Tr. 306; Roe, Tr. 1197; 
Balcerzak, Tr. 4092; Whear, Tr. 4694).. 

ReSpOnse to Findine No. 27:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

28. OEIOEM - generally synonymous terms for original equipment or originl equipment 
manufactuer. These types of batteries are installed as original equipment on a product (in 
contrast to batteries for the "aftermarket" which are replacement batteries). (Roe, Tr. 1762-63; 
Gilespie, Tr. 2932).
 

Response to Findine: No. 28:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

29. Overall Thickness - a primary measurement of a battery separator that measures the 
overall thickness of the product including the ribs (e.g., thickness of substrate and height of ribs. 
together). Overall thickness serves to provide the space between electrodes and make a reservoir 
for the liquid. (Hauswald, Tr. 966-67, 979; Leister, Tr. 4044; Whear, Tr. 4688-89). (For 
demonstrative purposes see PX669, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 29:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

30. PE Separators - abbreviation for a polyethylene battery separator. Daramic's 
polyethylene battery separators are formulated from ultra high molecular weight polyethylene, as 
well as other ingredients such as silica and oiL. (Toth, Tr. 1501, 1549; PX582 at 041, 043). 
Certain PE separators include additional additives as well. (PX582 .at 043-050; PX0949 at 003
004, in camera). These products are sold under trade names/trademarks that include Daramic
 

Standard, Daramic HP, Daramic V, Daramic HD, Daramc HPR, Daramic HP-S, Daramic HPO, 
Dararc Duralife, DaramIc W and Daramic CL. (PX582 at 043-050; PX0949. at 003~OO4, in 
camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 30: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

31. Profile - profie refers to the specifications of a separtor and includes the thckness of
 

the backweb as well as the shape of the ribs, Le., whether they are vertica, diagonal, or S-
shaped, along with the height and density of the ribs. Daramic offers a choice of approximately 
80 profies with its battery separators (Wear, Tr.4675-76). 

Response to Findine No. 31:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

32. Reserve Power - an end use application for batteries where the batteries are used to 
provide back-up or reserve power to a system. (Gilchrist, Tr. 306; Axt. Tr. 2099; Douglas Tr. 
4052-53). 
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Response to Findine: No 32: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

33. Ribs - protrsions on the separator. The ribs, which vary in height, thickness or shape
 

from separator to separator, help fix the physical spacing in the battery to make sure there is an 
appropriate amount of acid between the plates. The shapes and sizes of these ribs make up oar 
of the "profie" of the separator. (Hauswald, Tr. 966-67; Whear, Tr. 4665-67,4675-76; PX1791 

. at 002). 

Response to Findine: No. 33: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

34. SLI - abbreviation refers to an end use application for batteries known as "starer,
 

lighting, and ignition," which is generally synonymous with an automotive-type application for 
batteries. Examples of SLI batteries include those placed in automobiles, trcks, buses, boats,
 

snowmobiles, jet skis and recreational vehicles. (Brilmeyer, Tr. 1831-32; Gilespie, Tr. 2390, in 
camera; Leister, Tr. 3976-77). 

Response to Findine: No. 34:
 
Complaint CounseI.has no specific response.
 

35. Stationary - refers to an end use application for a battery where the product is 
 stationar, 
such as large back-up batteres for telecommunications, emergency lighting, UPS or other 
reserve power application. (Roe, Tr. 1736, 1816-17; Whear, Tr. 4692).
 

Response to Findine: No. 35: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

36. Traction - refers to an end use application for. batteries in certai industral products 
(e.g., electric forklifts). Term generally synonymous with "motive power" applications. 
"Motive power" is typically referred to in U.S., while "traction" is typically referred to globally. 
(Roe, Tr. 1250; Balcerzak, Tr. 4092). 

Response to Findine:"No. 36: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

37. UP - refers to an end use application for batteries known as "uninterrptible power 
supply" or "uninterrptible power source" products. These are batteries for emergency power 
use in case of a power outage/stoppage. Examples include back-up stationar batteries for 
computer systems, telecommunications systems, and cell phone towers. UPS batteries are 
generally considered to be a type of reserve power batteries. (Gilchrist; Tr. 306; Roe, Tr. 1736
37; Brilmeyer, Tr. 1832-33; Douglas Tr. 4052-53). 

Response to Findinl! No. 37: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

38. VRLA - abbreviation refers to valve-regulated lead-acid battery. VRLA is simply 
another name for an AGM battery. (Godber, Tr. 366; Douglas, Tr. 4052). 
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ReSDonse to Findinl! No. 38:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

B. The Product and The Relevant Product Market
 

a. The Role of a Battery Separator
 

(a) Physical Characteristics
 

39. Lead acid batteries are made up of thee primary components: a positive electrode, a
 

negative electrode, and an electrolyte. (PX211O at 010). The cells of a battery are made up of 
electodes which are lead plates that are positively and negativèly charged. (PX2110 at 010). 
The pl~tes are stored in the electrolyte, which is a solution of sulphurc acid. (PX211O at 010). 
The cell discharges electrons as the acid slowly changes the lead in the plates into lead sulphate. 
(PX2110 at 010). An electric curent then flows if the terminals are connected through a 
conductor. (PX211O at 010). When an electric curent is being drawn frm a 
 battery it is being 
discharged. (pX21l0 at 010). 

ReSDonse to Findinl! No. 39:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

40. A battery separator is a porous insulator placed between two plates of OPP'9sing polarity 
to prevent electrcal short circuits while allowing ionic curent to flow though the separator. 
(PX211O at 010). Prom .tis standpoint, a battery separator is a passive element in a lead-acid 
battery. (Whear, Tr. 4666). 

ReSDonse to Findinl! No. 40:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

ReSDonse to Findinl! No.4!:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

42. A battery separator serves two primary functions. (Whear. Tr. 4666).
 

ResDonse to Findinl! No. 42:
 
While in general a battery separator may have two primary functions across all types of
 

separators, battery manufacturers in North America demand separators that are designed for 

specific applications and have paricular additives and chemical recipes that make a particular 
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separtor suitable fòr a specific application. (Whear, Tr. 4667-4668; see also, PX0582 at 043

050). 

43. First, it prevents the positive and negative electrodes from having contact. If the positive
 

and negative electrodes come into physical contact 
 with each other, the cell wil short out with 
no voltage or energy. While a separator needs to prevent physical contact, it must allow ions or 
electrolytes to flow back and fort within the battery which is why separators are porous. This 
function is performed primarly by the microporous backweb of a battery separator. (Whea, Tr. 
4666). 

Response to Findin2 No. 43:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

44. The second fuction of a battery separator is to provide physical spacing. The separator 
fixes a physical spaciIg between the electrodes. The function is perormed primarily by the ribs 
of a battery separator. A battery separator may have taller and shorter ribs depending upon the 
desired amount of acid between the plates. (Whear. Tr. 4666; Hauswald, Tr. 966-69). 

Response to Fiiidin2 No. 44:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

45. Separators are characterized by their backweb thickness and their overall thickness.
 

Backweb thickness denotes the thickness of the substrate between the ribs. Overall thickness is 
the height of the ribs. includig the substrate thickness. Both thicknesses are measured in the 
unit mils or thousandths of an inch. (Whear, Tr. 4688-4689) (For ilustrative puroses see 
RX00945 at 167, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 45:
 
Separators for flooded lead-acid batteries are characterized by far more than backweb and
 

overall thickness. The thickness of the battery separator represents merely the primary physical 

characteristics and not its chemical characteristics which determe how that separator wil 

perform and in what application it wil be best suited. (Whear, Tr. 4682-4683; see also PX0582 

at 043-050). For instance, in a PE separator intended for a UPS application, or anywhere the 

formation of black scum is an issue. Daramic offers its "CL" which uses a patented "clean oil" 

that it markets as having "superior reduction of 
 black residue." (Whear, Tr. 4710-4711; PX0582 

at 050). Likewise, a separator destined for a deep-cycle application where antimony poisoning is 

a concern wil have a rubber additive inserted to allow the separator to inhibit the trsfer of
 

antimony from the positive to the negative plate within the battery. (Whear, Tr, 4667-4668). 
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46. Battery manufacturrs who purchase separators target a certin overall and backweb 
thickness in the separators they purchase, but a certain degree of tolerance is accepted within the 
industr. The typical tolerance for the backweb thickness is plus or minus one and one-half mils.
 

The typical tolerance for the overall thickness is plus or minus three mils (or plus or minus four 
mils if 
 the separator has a glass mat laminate). (Whear, Tr. 4689-4690). 

Response to Findine: No. 46: 
There is no documentary evidence for backweb thickness tolerances and no customers 

were asked questions about this topic at tral. The selfserving testimony of a daramci employee 

is not sufficient for a factual finding. 

47. Battery separators can be made out of glass, paper, polyvinyl chloride ("PVC"), rubber,
 

polyethylene, cellulosic and polypropylene. (Whear, Tr. 4666; HauswaId, Tr. 960; PX2110 at 
010). 

Response to Findine: No. 47: 

(While battery separators can be made from the materials listed by Respondent, in Nort 

America flooded lead-acid battery manufacturers use only PE, rubber, rubberized PE, and to a 

very limited extent phenolic resin separators. (
 

L (PX0922, Roe, IHT at 

34-35, in camera). In fact, Daric's Strategy Audit states there are
 

L (PX0265 at 004, in camera). 

48. The main varables in a battery separtor are the backweb thickness, the shape and/or 
height of the ribs, whether or not a laminate is used (a glass mat for instance), and whether an 
additive is used. (Whear, Tr.4667). 

ReSpOnse to Findinii No. 48:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

49. An additive can serve a variety of functions in a battery separator such as serving as a 
wetting agent, improving. oxidation resistance, improving water loss, and/or suppressing 
antimony. (Whear, Tr. 4668). 

Response to Findine: No. 49: 
To this list of additive functions must be added: reducing black scum and improving 

puncture resistace. (PX0582 at 04, 050). Complaint counsel would clarify the third function 
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stated as "improving water loss," as improving water retention or "lower(ing) water loss". 

(Whear, Tr. 4668; PX0582 at 045, 046). 

50.. The most common types of additive are ones intended to suppress antimony. These 
additives include rubber, lignin, and various 
 other organic chemicals. (Whear, Tr. 4668). 

Response to Findine No. 50: 
Complaint Counel has no specific response. 

51. Various additives which may be used in battery separators to suppress antimony 
poisoning are commercially available. (Wear, Tr. 4668).
 

Response to Findine No. 51: 
The only additives used to suppress antimony curently in the market for flooded lead-

acid battery separators are natural rubber and latex. The additive referred to in Mr. Whear's 

testimony has not been commercially used and the company EnscI is not known to be stil in 

operation. (Whear, Tr. 4771). While the Ensci additive was offered to Daramic, Daramic never 

actually considered using it. (Whear, Tr. 4772-4775). Ii fact Mr. Whear is aware of no 

company that actually used the additive. (Whear, 4775). 

52. For example, DaramIc uses a rubber additive which is commercially available from 
BASF. (Whear, Tr. 4668). 

Response to FiIidine No. 52:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

53. "Additionally, the company Ensci, Inc., which was founded by Thomas Clough, has
 

produced and patented organic chemical additives, in conjunction with Trojar Battery, which 
could be used in battery separators to suppress antimony. (Whear, Tr. 4670-75; RX00674; 
RX00675; RX00676).
 

Response to Findine No.53: 
This finding is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 51). 

54. In 2005, Ensci, Inc. offered to sell these additives to Daramic for use in Daramic's battery
 

separators, but Daramic declined as it was already using a different additive to suppress 
antimony. (Whear, Tr. 4675, 4771). 

Response to Findine No. 54:
 
This finding is contradicted by trial testimony of Mr. Whear. According to Mr. Whear,
 

Daramic first looked at the Ensci material in the "2002,2003 time frame". (Whear, Tr. 4774). 
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Durig this time DaramIc was using wood lignan as an antimony suppressor for its DC separator. 

(Whear, Tr. 4777). In 2005, when Daramic improved its DC separator and renamed it HD, 

rather than use the EnscI material it switched to latex for antimony suppression. (Whear, Tr. 

4778). 

55. A battery separator "profie" refers to the thickness of the backweb along with the shape 
of the separator's ribs (whether they are vertical, diagonal, or S-shaped), the density of these ribs, 
and the height of 
 these ribs. (Whear, Tr. 4675). 

Response to Findin!! No. 55:
 
Complaint Counel has no specifc response.
 

56. Daramic produces approximately 80 different separator profies. (Whear, Tr. 4675-76). 

Response to Findin!! No. 56:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

57. Daramc works with its customers to develop separator profiles which are suitable for the 
customer's batteries. (Whea, Tr. 4677). 

Response to findin!! No. 57:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

58~ A separator profie can be further differentiated by its backweb thickness (the thickness 
between the ribs), its overall thickness, and the formula used. (Whear, Tr. 4685). Considering 
these varables, Daramic offers over 5000 different product offerigs or SKU's. (Whear, Tr. 
4685-86). 

Response to Findine No. 58: 
The separator profie is not differentiated by its formula. The profie is determed by the 

calendar system, a stage of the manufacturing process that is well afer the mixing and extrsion 

stage, when additives are added and combined to achieve specific separator chemical properties 

(formula) such as antimony suppression, high puncture resistance and/or lower black sum 

occurrence. (Whear, TR. 4667-4668, 4782; PX0625 at 001). What Mr. Whear says in the 

citation referenced is that "you could make (a profile) into a multitude of or a few different 

formulas as well." Not that the profie is related to the formiùa can be a character of the profile. 
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(Whear, Tr. 4685). The same formula can be produced in many different profies depending on 

the calendar process used. 

59. Some separator profies have become standardized or widely accepted by customers. 
This is most 
 common in separators that are used in SLI end use applications. (Whear, Tr. 4686). 

Response to Findine: No. 59: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

60. Non-standard profies i;e designed thugh collaboration with individual . customers 
whereby a separator profile is prototyped, tested, and verified, and then once approved a calender 
roll wil be grooved for that paricular profie. (Whear, Tr. 4686). i 

Response to Findine: No. 60:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(b) End Uses
 

61. Polyethylene based separators are manufactued for myriad end uses, including staring,
 

lighting, and ignition batteries, stationar batteries, batteries that provide backup power, batteries 
that provide emergency power, and batteries that are deeply discharged. (Wear, Tr. 4679). 

Response to Findin2 No. 61: 
Complaint Counsel has no 
 specific response. 

62. Generally, a 
 separator manufacturer does not know for certain which end-use application 
a paricular separator wil be used in. (Whear, Tr. 4687-88; Hauswald, Tr.974-75, 978; Weerts, 
Tr. 4456, in camera) fix. 

Response to Findin2 No. 62:
 
PE separator manufacturers know the end-use applications of the separators they selL.
 

( 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4504, in camera). Daramic has suffcient information 

regarding the applications for its products that it is able to provide information regarding the 

demand for each type of application, including deep-cycle, motive power, reserve power, and 

SLI. (PX0395 at 019, in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2336). 

(RX01120, in camera; McDonald, Tr. 3895-3896, in camera). 

Daramic is aware of the end-use applications for the separators it sells. For example, Daramic 

has an agreement with ( 
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(Roe, Tr. 1354-1355, in camera). Daramic is aware that certain backweb thicknesses are 

typically used in paricular types of end use applications. (Roe, Tr. 1308). Customers often 

request a 
 specific backweb thickness when ordering a separator from Daramic. (Roe, Tr. 1308

1309). Daramc tracks the backweb thickness of all separators that it sells in the AFS database. 

(Roe, Tr. 1309-1310). In developing a new separator product for battery manufactuers, it is 

necessay to know for what application the battery is intended. In Dr. Brilmyer's position as 

Director of R&D, he insisted upon knowing the application that his separators would serve 

before a developmental separator project could be green-lighted. From his perspective such 

knowledge is essential. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1828-1829).. Daramic actually 
 suggests specific separators 

for specific applications. 

1 (PX0913 

(Whear, Dep. at 6, in camera)). 

63. This is true even if the manufacturer, such as Daramic, knows that a paricular separator
 

is going to a specific customer, as customers often withold this level of detail when purchasing 
separators. (Whear, Tr. 4688; Hauswald, Tr. 978; Douglas, Tr. 4057-59). 

Response to Findinl! No. 63:
 
The assertion in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 62).
 

64. The end use application of a battery separator can be generally, but not precisely, 
determined by looking at the physical dimensions of the separator, (Whear, Tr. 4690). 

Response to Findinl! No. 64:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

65. Battery separators used in SLI or automotive applications have overall thicknesses
 

ranging from 7 mils to 75 mils, and backweb thicknesses raging from 5 mils to 12 mils. 
(Whear, Tr. 4690-91,4697; for ilustrative purposes see RXI662). 

Response to Findinl! No. 65: 
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This finding is contradicted by the sales data provided by Respondent. In reality, over 

(PX1450, in camera (APS database on Excel spreadsheet 

pivot table sorted by backweb thickness for Nort American customers); Roe, Tr..1315; 

Hauswald, Tr. 678-679). 

66. Battery separators used. in deep-cycle applications have overall thicknesses ranging from
 

35 mils to 100 mils, and backweb thicknesses ranging from 8 mils to 15 mils. (Whear, Tr. 4691
92,4697; for ilustrative puroses see RX1662). 

Response to Findine No.66: 
This finding is contradicted by the sales data provided by Respondent. In reality, nearly 

_ (PX1450, in camera (AFS database on Excel spreadsheet pivot table sorted by
 

backweb thickness for Nort American customers); Roe, Tr. 1315). 

67. Battery separators used in stationar applications have overall thicknesses ranging from
 

11 mils to 200+ mils, and backweb thicknesses ranging frm 11 mils to 32 mils. (Whear, Tr.
 

4692, 4698)(For ilustrative purposes see RX1662). 

Res onse to Findin No. 67:
 

This finding is irrelevant. 

(PX1450, in camera (AFS database on 

Excel spreadsheet pivot table sorted by backweb thickness for Nort American customers); 

Hauswald, Tr. 1162; (PX0923 (Hauswald, IHT. 48-49)). 

68. Battery separators used in motive power applications have overall thicknesses rangig
 

from 60 mils to 140 mils, and backweb thicknesses ranging from 13 mils to 25 mils. (Whear, Tr. 
4694-95, 4698)(For ilustrative purposes see RX1662). 

Responsè to Findine: No. 68:
 
This finding is contrdicted by the sales data provided by Respondent. In reality, none of
 

the motive separators sold by DaramIc were thinner than 

(PXI450, in camera (AFS database on Excel spreadsheet 

pivot table sorted by backweb thickness for Nort American customers); Hauswald, Tr. 680). 
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69. A battery separator canot be grouped into a product market based on its backwen 
thickness and overall thickness. (Whear, Tr. 4699). 

Response to Findine No. 69:
 
hi addition to rib profie and dimenional thickness measures, the differences between
 

types of PE separators include electrical resistance, different puncture resistance, and different 

oxidation resistance, all of which are important in determining which separator you use with any 

parcular end use 
 application. (Lister, Tr. 4023-4024). 

70. There is overlap between the size of separators used in different end-use application such 
that battery separators of the same size or thickness can be used in multiple end-use applications. 
(Whear, Tr. 4695, 4699; RXOO677; in camera)(For ilustrative purposes see Kahwaty Slide No. 
44). For example, Daramic's AU profie has a 12 mil backweb thickness and a 39 mil overall 
thickness. Tls profie, which has yearly sales in excess of one millon dollars, is used by a 

. customer, Exide hidia, in a stationar application but is also used by a customer, Shin-Kobe, in 
an SLI application. (Whear, Tr. 4699-4700, 4767). 

1 (PXI450, in camera) hi any cae, Mr. Whear's 

testimony regarding Daramic's sales of its AU profie does not come from his personal 

knowledge, (Whear, Tr. 4699), and is contradcted by Darmic's AFS database. First, Daramic's 

.1 (PX1450, in camera). 

Second, the overall thickness is 

(PX1450, in camera). Third, the AFS database shows that the product type for both sales were 

automotive separators. (PX1450, iii camera). 
,. 

71. Daramic's flat-sheet profie is another example. This profie is sold to AT&T at an 11 mil 
backweb and overall thickness for use in a stationar application and is also sold to Concorde at 
a 10 mil backweb and overall thickness for use in a SLI application. (Whear, Tr. 4700). 

Response to Findine No. 71:
 
Daramic does not indicate the composition of the separators used by AT&T and
 

Concorde. Daramic's AFS database shows that i 

1 (pX1450, in camera). The total sales to 
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) (PX1450, in camera).
 

Durng this same period, the sales of the 

) (PX1450. in camera). Although the two sales share the same 

profie, Daramic discriminates in its pricing between the two sales, one allegedly used for a 

stationar application and one for an SLI application. (PX1450, in camera; Whear, Tr. 4700). 

Response to Findine: No. 72:
 
Daramic's finding is not supported by the evidence because PX1450 does not indicate the
 

end uses for Daramic sales. All that can be derived from PX1450 is that, in 2008, l_
 

) (PX1450, in camera).
 

Responsne to Findine: No. 73: 
The evidence does not indicate the type of 
 product (i.e., Daramic HD, DaramIc HP, etc.) 

for its sales of l 

) (PX1450, in camera). During this same period, the sales of 

the 

J (PX1450, in camera) Although the two sales share the same profie, Daramic 

discriminates in its pricing between the two sales, one allegedly used for a backup application 
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l L and one for a deep cycle application (_ 

(PXI450, in camera; Seibert. Tr. 4188, in camera). 

74. There is also a fair amount of end-use overlap in separators with a backweb thickness in 
the 11-12 mi range. (Hauswald, Tr. 984-985)(For ilustrative purses see RXI662). Within 
the 12 mil backweb range, for example, one would find separators used in automobiles (SLI), 
golf cars (deep cycle) and telecom batteries (station ). (Hauswald, Tr. 984-985). (For 
ilustrative puroses see Kahwaty Slides at No. 44). ( 

camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 74: 
Dr. Kahwaty lacked the foundation to testify regarding the backweb thicknesses of 

products actually sold by Daramic. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5435,5439, , in camera). 

There is very little overlap between end uses for separators of 12 mil backweb thickness 

in Nort America. 

(PXI450, in camera). 

Daramic has shown no overlap between end uses for separators of 11 mil backweb . 

thickness in Nort 
 America. In fact, in 2008, there were no separators sold in Nort America 

with 11 mil backweb thickness of 
 type automotive, deep cycle, or industriaL. (PX1450, in 

camera). 

Less than 0.1 percent of Daramic' s Nort American sales in 2007 and 2008 of 

automotive separators were more than 10 mils. (PXI450, in camera; Hauswald Trial Tr. 680; 

Roe Tr. 1315). 

(PX1450, in camera; see also for 

demonstrative puroses Kahwaty Slide 4-). 

.l (PX:1450, in camera).
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l (PX1450, in camera).
 

l (PX1450, in camera).
 

_l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5446, , in cameta). For example, (
 

L (PXI450, in camera). 

l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5435, in camera). pr.
 

Kahwaty was unable to testify regarding how the data was pulled to create slide 44 of his 

presentation. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5439, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty's slide 44 does not indicate the 

country in which each product was sold. Dr. Kahwaty's slide 44 includes industrial sales to 

L (PX1450, in camera). Although 

Dr. Kahwaty could not testify about the year for which he provided data on his Slide No. 44, 

Daramic only had no HD sales at 

L (PXI450, in camera). 

75. The ranges of backweb and overall thicknesses set fort above do not include the width 
tolerances permtted in the battery separator industr. (Wear, Tr. 4702). Including the width 
tolerances in these ranges would increase the overlap of separator sizes between different end-
use applications. (Whear, Tr. 4702).
 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 75: 
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There is no documentary evidence in support of 
 the proposition regarding customers' 

. acceptance of tolerances. The testimonial evidence is self serving and should be given little 

weight. Furermore, any tolerance margin would not create overlaps that wouLd significatly 

impact the product markets alleged by Complaint Counse1. 

76. Many separator profies are used in more than one of the Freis relevant markets. Thus, 
polyethylene products with the same rib profie are sold for use in batteries found in different 
end-use applications. (Whear, Tr. 4699~4702)(For ilustrative purposes see RX1662). 

Response to Findine No. 76:
 
Customers consider much more than rib profies when selecting a separator for a
 

paricular market. Customers look at a range of product attrbutes, including puncture resistance, 

oxidation resistance, and water loss. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5446-5448, in camera). 

) (Seibert, Tr. 4186-89, in camera; RXOO631, in camera; 
RXOO677, in camera; RXOl119; in camera; RX01323, in camera; RXOI604, in camera;
 

RX01605, in camera; PX1450, in camera). 

No. 77: 
) examples are not examples of the previous fact, as DaramÌC 

states. Automobile and motorcycle separators are both SLI separators, which are within the 

same market as dermed by the FlC. -_-1- have not been sold by
 

Daramic in North 
 America and are not relevant to this case. (pX1450, in camera (pivot table 

sorted by Nort American sales by profie.)). 

Daramc's BC profie with the HD composition is used by t 

the products. 

used for the different applications are important in determining their end use. 

) (PX1450, in camera). The compositions of 
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78. As a result, it is inaccurate to separate a polyethylene separator used for one end-use 
application from a polyethylene separator used in other end-use applications. (Whear, Tr. 4694). 
By way of example, there is no distinction in the 
 functionality of a separator used in a so-called 
motive power battery and a separator used in any other type of deep cycling battery. The 
separators in each of these applications both serve the same function within the battery. Each 
battery is used to move something (a golf car, a forklift, or a mining vehicle) and both are 
deeply discharged and then recharged. (Whear, Tr. 4694). 

Response to Findin2 No. 78: 
At a basic level all battery separators pedorm the same function. In the Nort American 

market, however, separators are designed for several different end uses. Separators for motive 

power and deep cycle batteries for golf cars and floor scrubbers require antimony poisoning 

suppression. Separators used for motive power batteries are much thicker than separators used 

fordeep cycling in golf car and floor scrubber applications. Separators for automotive 

applications are much thiner and do not require the antimony poisoning suppression required 

for deep cycle and motive applications. Separators for stationay batteries do not require 

antimony suppression, but require a clean operation so that the clear case does not build up black 

scum. The separators used in each of these applications are distinct and not substitutable. 

(c) Types of Separators
 

79. Polyethylene separators were patented in 1967 by W.R. Grace. (Whear, Tr. 4678-79).
 

Response to Findin2 No. 79:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

80. The patent on the polyethylene separator expired in the mid-1980s, and thereafter, the 
inormation necessar to manufactue polyethylene separators was publicly available. (Whear, 
Tr. 4679; Toth, Tr. 1626). Consequently, there are no patent barers which would prevent any 
individual or company from manufacturng a polyethylene separator. (Toth, Tr. 1626). 

Response to 'Findin2 No. SO: 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(d) DaramIc Products
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Response to Findinl! No. 81. 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(i) Polyethylene Separators - "Daramic"
 

Response t09 Findinl! No. 82. 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

Response to Findinl! No 83: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

) (PX0949 at 003, in camera): (For ilustrative purposes see 
RX1636, RX1633).
 

Response to Findinfl No. 84:
 
To suggest that there is one Daramc PE separator is disingenuous. According to
 

.daramc's own marketing materials there are at least eight different separator models 

differentiated by formula as opposed to any measure of thickness. (PX0582 at 042-050). If one 

includes Cellforce and Darak, Daramic sells at least 10 different separaotrs for use in varous 

flooded lead-acid battery applications. (PX0582 at 051 
 (Darak has limited sales within the 

flooded lead acid battery market. Primarily, its sales are for gelled batteries.). 

Response to Findinfl. No. 85:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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Response to Findinl! No. 86: 
Complaint Counsel 
 has no specific response. 

I (PX0949 at 003, in camera). Daramc HP is formulated from ultra-high 
molecular weight polyethylene, amorphous silica and specially formucalted oiL. (PX0582 at 44). 
This product offers excellent puncture and oxidation resistance for increased life in flooded lead-
acid battery applications. (PX0582 at 44). Daramc HP is used in most end-use applications, 
including stationar and automotive batteries, and can be produced in a wide range of 
thicknesses. (Hauswald, Tr. 987-88). Daramic HP is available with or without glass mat. 
(PX0582 at 43). 

Response to Findinl! No. 87: 
HP was formulated for SLI application due the increased occurance of separator 

punctures in the automated battery manufacturing process. (pX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 26, in 

camera)). See also, (Brilmyer, Tr. 1915; Whear, Tr. 4805). Separators are designed for specific 

applications accordiong to formula. For instance, using the HP PE separator in a UPS 

application would lead to a much greater scum issue than using Daramc CL. (Brilmyer., Tr. 

1922). Daramic HP was envisioned to be used with the expanded metal process typical in 

automotive battery separator manufacture. (PX0913 (Whear Dep. at 23-26)). 

1 (PX0949 at 003, in camera). Daramic Standard is
formulated from ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene, silca and oi1. (PX0582 at 43). This 
product offers good punctue and oxidation resistance for general use in flooded lead-acid 
battery applications. (PX0582 at 43). Paramic Standard is available with or without glass mat. 
(PX0582 at 43). 

Response to Findinl! No. 88: 
Complait Counsel has no specific response. 

I (PX0949 at 003, in camera). Daramic CL is used in
products in a multitude of end-use applications including traction and stationary battery 
applications. (Hauswald, Tr. 988; PX0582 at 50). Daramic CL is available with or without a 
glass mat. (PX0582 at 45). 

Response to Findinl! No. 89: 
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According to Daramic's own maketing material cited in Finding No, 89 by respondents, 

these traction and stationary applications are the only two for which this separator is intended. 

Moreover, the oil used is not simply "cleaet' oil, as labeled in ths fmding, but rather it is in fact 

a special and proprietary "clean" oiL. (PX0582 at 050 ("Daramic CL is formulated from. .. a 

proprietar 'clean oil' for use in traction and stationary battery applications."). 

) (PX0949 at 003, in camera). Daramic V. is formulated from ultra-high molecular 
weight polyethylene, amorphous silca, oil and an additive which decreases the water loss caused. 
by antimony deposition. (PX0582 at 45). This product is available with or without a glass mat. 
(PX0582 at 45). 

Response to Findim! No. 90: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

Response to Findine No. 91:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

1 (PX0949 at 003, in camera).
Ths product is available with or without a glass mat. (PX0582 at045). 

Response to Findine No. 92: 
This finding conflates facts concernng the HP product and those concerning HPR. (See 

CCRF 87). 

) (PX0949 at 004, in camera). This product is available with or without a 
glass mat. (PX0582 at 48). 

Response to Findine No. 93:
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Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

L (PX0949 at 004, in camera). This product is available with or without a glass mat. 
(PX0582 at 49). 

Response to Findinl! No. 94:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

95. 

_ 1 (PX0949 at 004, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 989).

DaramIc HD. is formulated from ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene and is designed to 
minimize antimony poisoning in lead-acid batteries. (PX0582 at 46). Daramic HD is available . 
with or without a glass mat. (PX0582 at 46). 

Response to Findinl! No. 95:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Fiodiol! No. 96: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

97. All of the polyethylene based separators (including Daramic Stadard, Daramic HP,
 

Daramic CL, Daramic V, Daramic HP-S, Daramc HPR, Daramic HPO, Daramic Duralife, 
Daramic HD, Daramic W, and CellForce) perform the function of keeping the positive and 
negative electrodes from touching and to provide physical spacing for the electrode. Each 
specific product has been slightly modified to perform different fuctions for 
 the end use
 
applications where the separator is used, such as lower electrical resistance or water loss. 
(Whear, Tr. 4682). 

Response to Findiol! No. 97: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

98. Interchanging one PE-based battery separator product for another PE-based battery
 

separator product would not impact the functionality of a battery, but may impact the battery's 
overall performance. (Whear, Tr. 4683). 

Response to findinl! No. 98: 
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This finding is contradicted by the existence of the various formulations themselves as 

well as the very citation used by Respondent. "(Interchanging different sepaators) inight change' 

the life of 
 the battery for instance." (Whear, Tr. 4683). If a battery does not last as long as 

advertised the battery maker wil be liable for a large waranty claim. The marketing material of 

Daramic relies on the fact that the differences in these PE separators are significant in terms of 

the effect of the additives on the pedormance of the separator. For instance, the HD separator is 

favorable compared to rubber and both rubber and HD with latex are shown as far superior to 

standard PE in terms of antimony suppression. (Whear, Ti. 4805-4806; PX0582 at 046). 

(ii) DAR Separators99. I
 
(PX0949 at 00, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 989-90). DARAK separators are formulated from a. 
modified phenolic resin and include an integrated polyester mat for reinforcement. (PX0582 at 
51). 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 99:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

L (PX0949 at 004, in camera). (For ilustrative 
puroses see RX1637).
 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 100:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

101. The DARAK product is manufactued only in Daramic's Norderstedt, Germany plant. 
However, on an anual basis, only one-fifth of the DARAK separators produced by Daramic are 
sold to customers in Nort America. (Hauswald, Tr.990-91). 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 101:
 
Complaint Counel has no specifc response.
 

102. DARK is a unique separator in that it can achieve levels of porosity up to 75 percent, 
while polyethylene separators typically have only a 60 percent porosity leveL. (Hauswald, Tr. 
989-90). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 102:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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103. However, seventy-five percent of the DARKseparators produced by Daramic are used 
in gel batteries, not flooded lead-acid batteries. (Hauswald, Tr. 990). 

Response to Findin2 No. 103: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

104. A DARK separator can be used in both a flooded lead-acid battery and a valve 
regulated lead-acid battery (also known as a gel or recombination battery). (Whear, Tr. 4681). 

Response to Findin2 No. 104: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(ii) Polyvinyl Chloride ("PVC") Separators
 

_ XSee PX0949 at 2~6 jRespondent's reply to CID)).
 
m camera 

(e) Microporous Products
 

) 
(PX0949 at 004, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 991). (For ilustrative puroses see RX1638, 
RX1639, and RXI640). 

Response to Findin2 No. 106:
 
In addition to the products listed in this finding, Microporous also sold PE for SLI prior
 

to the acquisition. (PX0921 (McDonald, IH at 34¡; PX0131 at 016; PX0264 at 003). 
in camera 

107. Post-acquisition, Daramic continues to manufacture and sell Ace-Sil, FIex-Sil and 
CellForce. (PX0582 at 042; Whear, Tr. 4681). 

Response to Findin2 No. 107:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

) (Hauswald, Tr. 897-899, in camera; Toth, Tr.
 
1422-23, 1504, 1551-52, 1554-55; Graff, Tr. 4857-58; Graff, Tr. 4861, 4877, in camera;
 

RX01097, in camera). Customers of Daramic had inquired repeatedly of Daramic 
representatives as to when Daramic would have a rubber separator. (Hauswald, Tr. 1059). 
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(Hauswald, Tr. 784, in camera; PX0203 at 086, in camera). Microporous had 

l (PX0462 at 005, in camera; PX0738 at 013, in camera; PX0463 at 002, . 

in camera). Darmic expected 

l (PX0463 at 003, in camera). 

(i) Ace-Sil
 

109. ACE-SILCí is a


RX01452 at 005). ( l (Whear, Tr.
 
4681; PX0949 at 004, in camera). ACE-SILCí does not contain any polyethylene. (Hauswald, 
Tr. 992)(For ilustrative purposes see RX1638). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 109:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

) (Gilchrist, Tr. 385; PX0949 at 012, in camera). 
SILCí canot be sleeved or enveloped. (Gilchrst, Tr. 316-17). 

ReDonse to Findine: No. 110:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

) (Whear, Tr. 4681; PX0949 at 004, in camera). ACE-SILCíis the 
only battery separator utilzed in 20 to 25 yea warranty reserve power applications. (PX0131 at 
044). 

ReSDonse to 
 Findine: No. 111:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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pieces with a glass mat finish attached. (Hauswald, Tr.112. ACE-SIL(!is typically sold in cut 


992). 

Responseto Findine No. 112: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

113. Because ACE-SIL(!is composed primarily of hard rubber, it can be manufactured with a 
large overall thickness, while stil maintaining its porosity. For this reason, ACE-SIL(!is used 
when a thick separàtor is required. (Hauswald, Tr. 1006). 

Response to Findine No. 113:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

114. ACE-SIL(!is manufactured only by Daramic, and only at Daramic's Piney Flats 
manufacturg facilty. (Hauswald, Tr. 1006; Gilchrist, Tr. 339). 

Response to Findine No. 114:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

115. Microporous had no competition for its ACE-SIL(! product. (PX920 at 006, in camera; 
Gilchrst, Tr. 552-53). Piney flats is the only plant in the world making an ACE-SIL(! product 
(Toth, Tr. 1554-55, 1556-57). 

Response to FindIne No. 115:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

116. Because no competitor makes ACE-SIL(! and no other product is used as a substitute for 
it, the Cour finds that ACE-SIL(! is a product market by itself. 

Response to Findine No. 116:
 
A product market must be proven and canot simply be stated as such by either
 

neither alleged nor presented evidenceComplaint Counsel or Respondent. Complaint Counsel 


of competitive impact on an Ace-Sil market. 

(ii) Flex-Sil
 

L (PX0949 at 004, in camera)(For ilustrative purpses~ 

Response to Findine No. 117:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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Response to Findim! No. 118:
 
The extent to which a battery can be considered deep-cycle depends on the amount of
 

antimony in the battery. Deep-cycle batteries use a high-antimony lead alloy grid and use high-

density active material that takes longer to fall apar. (Qureshi, Tr. 1995). The positive lead 

alloy grid at U.S. Battery has an antimony content of 5% and the negative grd has 
 an antimony 

content of 2.75%. (Qureshi, Tr. 1998). It is the antimony that allows the battery to effectively 

cycle that is survive the process of continuous discharge and recharging. "(D)eep-cycIe batteries 

are designed to run at relatively lower current draw for a long period of time, such as driving a 

golf car, scissor lifts, floor-sweeping machines." (Qureshi, Tr. 1994). Thus, regardless of 
 the 

end use application, to be considered deep-cycle the determining factor is the presence, and the 

concomitant need to suppress, antimony. 

119. Flex-Sil is manufactured only by Daramic, and only at Daramic's Piney Flats
 

manufacturing facilty. (Hauswald, Tr. 1012). (Toth, Tr. 1554-55, 1556-57).
 

Response to Findim! No. 119:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

) (PX0949 at 012, in camera). In fact, Flex-Sil is the industr gold-standard 
separator in motive, deep-cycle battery applications. (Whear, Tr. 4683; PX0433 at 001 ("Flex-
Sil is no doubt the separator of choice in today's market for golf cart battery application. "); 
Gilchrist, Tr. 535 ; Godber, Tr. 271). Prior to the acquisition, Microporous, based on the buying 
patterns of customers, operated on the basis that Flex-Sil was the industr standard for deep-
cycle applications. (Gilchrist, Tr. 535-536). 

Response to Findin2 No.120: 
The finding intentionaly conflates the motive power and deep':cycle markets. Although 

motive power batteries cycle with deep discharge, motive or traction batteries and those used to 

power electric golf cars are completely different. (Gilchrist, Tr. 306-307, 341, 385, 389 

(PX0131 at 030)).. (For reference, compare PX3003 (huge traction battery.seen in court by 

Complaint Counsel's table and PX1400 and PX1402 (small batteries seen in court on Complaints 

Counsel's table). For the Motive power application the former Microporous offered CellForce, 
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while for the golf car deep-cycle market it offered Flex-Sil and CellForce. (PX0131 at 028, 030; 

see generally PX0949 at 224-228). 

121.. As a rubber-based separator Flex-Sil is unique in that no other battery separator product 
can offer the same degree of antimony suppression as Flex-Sit (Whear, Tr. 4684-85). Trojan, 
Microporous' largest customer, considers FLEX-SIL(I to be unique. (Godber, Tr. 277; RX772, 
in camera; RX1338). U.S. Battery uses FlexSil in its premium battery line, offering a one year 
waranty. (Wallace, Tr. 1966-67). Over 90% of U.S. Battery separator purchases have been 
FlexSil. (Qureshi Tr. 2064-65). Both Trojan and U.S. Battery advertise the FlexSil separator on 
their websites, not Daramic HD. (Godber, Tr. 245-46, 277; (Wallace, Tr. 1963-65) (For 
ilustrative puroses see RX01643). 

Response to findine No. 121: 

This rinding is directly contradicted by the testimony of U.S. Battery's head of 

, 
technology. U.S. Battery has tested Daramic lI product and the Microporous Flex-Sil product .
 

side by side and determed the two "are very comparable." (Qureshi, Tr. 2033). Mter the 

merger, Mr. Qureshi met with Daramic's David Gunter and told him that in identical 

applications, there were no noticeable differences between HD and Flex-Sit (Qureshi, Tr. 2088

89; see also PX0682-002, in camera 

Emphasis in original)). With regard to U.S. Battery's use 

ofFlex~Sil in its year warranty battery, U.S. Battery is pleased with the performance of HD such 

that its purchases have increased over time and have grown to include additional models in its 

product line. (Wallace, Tr. 1947-1948). U.S. Battery planed additional purchases of the HD 

separator in its Group 27 and 31 
 lines of batteries prior to Polypore's purchase of Microporous. 

(Wallace, Tr. 1948). U.S. Battery also planed to put lI in its US 2000 model battery which 

has a one year waranty. 
 (Wallace, Tr. 1978).
 

122. Polyethylene is a completely inert material - it has no effect on inhibiting that antimony 
transfer process. (Gilchrist, Tr. 365). Rubber-based products, such as Flex-SiL, inhibit antimony 
transfer quite well. (Gilchrist, Tr. 365). For this reason, when in conies to preventing antimony 
transfer, batteries made with a polyethylene based separtor are ultimately inferior in 
performance to batteries made with a rubber-based separator. (Gilchrist, Tr. 365). FlexSil test 
results exceed those of Daramic HD. (RX01089; Godber Tr. 172,271; RX01093 at 2 ("Nawaz 
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said the batteries had failed and that we didn't have anyting to worr about as far as Dararic 
was concerned"); RX835; RX1334; RX1329). 

Response to Findine No. 122: ..
 
This rmding is directly contradicted by Complaint 
 Counsel's response to finding 121. 

Furtermore, Respondent attempts to support this rmding with documents it did not use at trial 

and do 
 not support its contention. For example, RXlO89 contradicts rather th support 

Respondent's contention. In the email from an Exide representative to Roger Berger of 

Microporous, the Exide representative states, "We have had some successful trals with the HD . 

which prompted us to convert some of the Salina production." This is a far cry from the 

suggestion in this finding that HD was failing tests. With regard to the Gilchrst trial testimony 

referenced, that testimony was elicited by questions by Complaint Counel regarding the 

performance of straight, without antimony suppressing additives, PE separators. (Gilchrist, Tr. 

364-365). The suggestion that this testimony represents Mr. Gilchrist's understanding of the 

performance of DaramIc' s HD or CellForce separators in golf car batteries is at best highly 

misleading. 

123. Flex-Sil also has very different functional capabilties than PE separators in that Flex-Sil 
canot be enveloped. (Gilchrst, Tr. 373). 

Response to Findine No. 123: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

124. FlexSil is priced substantially above Daramic lI. (Wallace, Tr. 1972; Qureshi, Tr.
 

2064). Despite the fact that FlexSil was priced substantially higher than Daramic HD, U.S. 
Battery purchased FlexSil separators, comprising over 90% of its separator purchases. (Wallace 
Tr. 1961-62; Qureshi Tr. 2064-65.) Trojan only purchased FlexSil separators, not Dararic HD, 
despite the substantial price differential. (Godber Tr. 270-71). 

Response to Findine No. 124: 
U.S. Battery and Trojan were both long standing customers of 
 Microporous's Flex-Sil 

product for their respective deep-cycle baÜeries. These companies are slow to change. U.S. 

Battery representatives testified that since they began using Daramic's DC product, they had 

consistently been increasing their orders and looking to furter expand their use ofDCs 
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replacement HD. (Wallace, Tr. 1946-1948). U.S. Battery planed additional purchases of the 

Il separator in its Group 27 and 31lines of 
 batteries prior to Polypore's purchase of 

Microporous. (Wallace, Tr. 1948). U.S. Battery also planed to put HD in its US 2000 model 

battery which has a one year waranty. (Wallace, Tr. 1978). 

125. Complaint Counsel called Mike Gilchrst. Microporous' former CEO, as its witness. 
Gilchrist testified that FLX-SIL(j had no real competition for its niche position in the battery 
separator market. (Gilchrist, Tr. 554; RX780). 

Resoonse to Findine No. 125: 
"Q: There's no other company in the world, to your knowledge, that makes a rubber 

product like the Flex-Sil product; right? A: That's correct." (Gilchrist, Tr. 554). Mr. Gilchrst 

testified that there were no other companies that made an all rubber battery separator of the Flex-

Sil recipe, not that there were no other companes makg a separator product that competed for 

the same market 
 sales as Flex-Sit "Q: Arid in the replacement market, which I thin you 

testified was over 85 percent of the total market out there for deep-cycle, in that area, did you see 

at the time competition from HD for Flex-Sil A: Yes, we did." (Gilchrist, Tr. 608). When 

asked whether MPLP had ever lost any Flex-Sil business to HD, Mr. Gilchrst affirmed that they 

had. (Gilchrst, Tr. 368-370). 

126. The aforementioned facts show that FlexSil is its own relevant product market. FlexSil is 
. a niche product used in deep cycle applications and has very different, and superior, technical 
capabilties than polyethylene based separators.
 

Response to Findine No. 126: 
The aforementioned responses 
 to the aforementioned findings show that MPLP's Flex-Sil 

was forced to compete against a game and formidable competitor in Daramc's HD separator 

product for deep-cycle (primarily golf and floor scubber) sales. (See CCRF 117-126). 

(iii) Cell Force 

1 (PX0949

at 005, in camera). . (For ilustrative puroses see RXI640). CellForce is manufactured as a 
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traditional polyethylene product, except that the rubber additive (ACE-SIL(í dust) is added to the 
productformula during the manufacturng process. (Hauswald, Tr. 993-94). 

ResPonse to Findine No. 127: 
Complaint Counsel has no speific response. 

(PX0949 at 005, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 128:
 
The end use applications for which CellForce ca be used must include automotive SLI.
 

Prior to the acquisition, MPLP had ben developing a novel use for CellForce in conjunction 

with Jei using CellForce in car batteries. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 122-123)). 

_ (PX0921 (McDonald, IH at 66-67, in camera)).
 

(f) Other
 

(i) AGM
 

(PX0925 at 004, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 129: 
There is no denying AGM separators are a kind of separator, but to be clear, AGM 

separators are not used in flooded lead-acid batteries, and flooded batteries are only substituted 

AGM batteries for very limited paricular uses where the sealed and leak-proof nature of the 

battery technology is måndated, and therefore, do not constrain the prices of those separators that 

are used in flooded batteries. (RX00945 (Kahwaty, Expert Report at 1117)). 

Response to Findine No. 130:
 
The assertion in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 129).
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Response to FindinlZ No. 131: 
Cited material does not support the proposition. 

in camera), 

Response to FindinlZ No. 132: 
Cited material does not support the proposition. 

in camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No 133: 
Cited material does not support the proposition. The assertion in ths finding is 

contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 129). 

(ii) PVC 

134. .J (PX0916 at

003, in camera). l (PX0916 at 003, in
camera). 

Response to Findine No 134:
 

Cited material does not support the proposition. Furtermore, there is no other PVC 

separator supplier in the world. Stating Amer,:Sil "is one" when it is in fact the only one is 

misleading at best. 

l (PX0916 at 004, in camera).
EnerSys has purchased PVC separators for use in its industrial batteries. (Axt. Tr., 2101). 

Response to Findinl! No. 135:
 
Cited material does not support the proposition.
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\i 

) (PX0916
 

(Dauwe, Dep. at 47, in camera, 35)). 

136. .) (PX0916 at 004,
 
in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 136: 
Cited material does not support the proposition. 

Response to Findine No. 137:
 
Cited material does not support the proposition. Furermore, the lower ER and higher
 

oxidation resistance are two of several differences between PVC and PE separators._ 

(PX0916 (Dauwè, Dep. at 

125-129), in camera)). 

_ (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at .23~).

II camera 

138. .J (PX0916 at 005, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 138: .
 
Complaint Counsel agrees that PVC separators canot be sleeved, however, cited 

material does not support the proposition. 

) (PX0916 at 024, in camera; Gilespie Tr., 2931-32, 
3042, in camera). 

. Response to Findin2 No. 139: 
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See response to Finding No. 135. Furermore, Respondent's own expert acknowledges 

that PVC does not have a constrainng effect on the price of PE and rubber based separators in 

Nort America. (RX00945 (Kahwaty, Expert Report at ll117)). 

(g) The Manufacturng Process
 

(i) PE Separators (manufactured by Darariic) and PE
 
Separators with a Rubber Additive (manufactured by
 

Daramic and Microporous) 

) 
(PX0949 at 007, in camera). These basic ingredients are used by all polyethylene battery 
separator manufacturers. (Hauswald, Tr. 998). .
 

Response to Findine No. 140:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

141. The basic polyethylene manufacturing process has thee stages: 1) Mixinglxtrsion, 2) 
Extraction, and 3) Finishing. (RX1304 at OOL-006; Hauswald, Tr. 996-997; RXl641,
 

demonstrative). This basic manufacturing process is used not only by DaramIc; but by all
 

polyethylene battery separator manufacturers. (Hauswald, Tr. 998; Gilchrist, Tr. 593). The 
technology needed to constrct a polyethylene manufacturing line is public knowledge.
 

(Gilchrst, Tr. 564-66; Gaugl, Tr. 4547; Hauswald, Tr. 998). 

Response to Findine No. 141: 
With regard to the third sentence, the evidence contradicts Respondent's assertion that 

the technology needed to construct a polyethylene manufacturing line is public knowledge. (See 

generally CCFOF 1009-1013,1015-1018,1022-1029). Mr. Gaugl testified that the 

manufacturing process for making PE separators "is not available to everybody." (Gaugl, Tr. 

4547). While Mr. Gaugl claimed there were a lot of people that knowthe process, he was only 

able to identify James Kung, two former Jungfer employees"" Dr. Winker and Mr. Duya - and 

"certain people at Daramic as well as at Entek" that he believed could put together and design a 

line. (GaugI, Tr. 4642). As stated below, each of these entities abilty to propagaie the 

technology is quite limited. 
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1 (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 92, in camera)).
 

Daramic ownsthe Jungfer process and considers information regarding its PE
 

manufacturing processes and know how, including that acquired from Jungfer, to be confidentiaL. 

(PX2237 at 002; PX0533 at 003). Daramic has admitted that "DaIamic's confdential 

information canot be readily ascertained or derived from publicly available informtion." 

(PX2237 at 006). Moreover, .'Daramic takes reasonable efforts to maintain the confdentiality 

and secrecy of its confidential inormation including entering into confdential agreements with 

its employees and limiting access to that inormation." (PX2237 at007). "Daramic (and 

Polypore) have a stated company policy of confidentiality.. . and require its employees to sign 

confidentiality and nondisclosure agreements." 
 (PX0533 at 003). In fact, Daramic sued 

Microporous for allegedly misappropriating Daramic's trade secretes relating to Microporous's 

use of the Jungfer process. (PX2237 at 006). 

1 (Weerts, Tr. 4498, in camera). ( 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4498-4499, in camera). 

142. During the mixing/extrusion stage, the polyethylene and the silca are lined together and 
oil is added to the formula mi. (Hauswald, Tr. 997). Also, durig this stage, the separator's 
backweb thickness and ribs are created. (Hauswald, Tr. 997; RX1304 at 001). More 
s ecificall , ( 

Response to Findine: No. 142:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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143. The second stage, extraction, is needed to add porosity to the separator. This is achieved 
by removin excess oil thou the use of a sòlvent. (Hauswald, Tr. 997; RX1304 at 001). In 
this sta e,
 

Response to Findinl! No. 143:
 
Complaint Counel has no specific response.
 

144. Finally, during the final finishing stage, the separator material is processed into cut pieces 
or into roll form. (Hauswald, Tr. 997-98; RX1304 at 001; RX1641 fim for ilustration). 

Response to Findine No. 144:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 145:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findine No. 146: 
Different ingredients, among other thins, do make each type of PE separator unique. 

However, the finding that the different ingredients are "minor," is contradicted by the evidence. 

For example, Daramic's CL separator, which is used in UPS and motive power applications, are 

made using a special patented "clea" oil that reduces the presence of black scum. (Whear, Tr. 

4807). Black scum can interfere with the proper maintenance and function of these types of 

batteries. (Whear, Tr. 4807; PX0582 at 050; see generally CCFOF 21-25; 138-146). 

Response to Findine No. 147: 
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The finding is contradicted by the fact that in the document it cites for support of its 

contention, Respondent's CID response to the FTC, Respondent states that f_ 

J (PX0949 at 007, in camera). Moreover, the 

manufacturing process for the products is not the same. (See CCRF 149). In addition, 

Complaint Counsel notes that the liquid latex rubber additive is added before the calender rolls. 

(Hauswald, Tr. 1013-1014; see also PX0635 at 003-004, in camera). 

(Hauswald, Tr.. 1012-1023; RX1309, in camera; PX0949 at 007, in camera). 
purposes see RX1641). 

Resoonse to Finding No. 148:
 
The finding is contradicted by the fact that in its draft supply agreement with Exide,
 

Microporous referred to CellForce as its "hybrid rubber and polyethylene product. (PX0065 at 

002; see also PXOO78 at 009 ("CellForce -aatural rubber. plastic hvbrilb primarily used in
 

motive power (fork trucks) and deep cycle battery applications.") (Emphasis in the originaL)). 

Moreover, the manufacturing process and the equipment need to produce CellForce are not the 

same. (See CCRF 149). In addition, Complaint Counsel notes that the natual rubber additive is 

added before the calender rolls. (Hauswald, Tr. 1013-1014; see 
 also PX0635 at 003-004, in 

camera). 

149. The manufacturng procss Daramic uses to produce polyethylene separators is the same 
manufacturing process used to produce CellForce and Daramic HD. In the production of 
CellForce and Daramic RD, an extra rubber additive is added to the component mix during the 
manufacturng process. (Hauswald, Tr. 1013-14). 

Response to Finding No. 149: 
This finding is contradicted by the evidence that the manufacturig process for the 

patented product CellForce requires one to find the right process parameters and settings, which 

entails modifying the mixing uiìit, the controls of the mixing unit, changing the temperature 
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profies on the extruder and calender, and modifying the extractor. (Gaugl, Tr. 4550.) In 

addition, during the process of producing CellForce, you evaporate sulf components, which are 

corrosive to the copper in the electrcal equipment causing equipment failures. (Gaugl, Tr. 

4589). In fact, the original purchase equipment agreement at Piney Flats required Jungfer to 

supply a line for the production of PE separators, "(b)y changing it over to ru CellForce, the 

specifcation for the equipment would have been a little bit different." (Gaugl, Tr. 4590). 

Because of the equipment failures at Piney Flats related to producing CellForce on a line 

designed for PE, Microporous changed the layout of the production in Austra and mOdified the 

equipment to better accommodate CelIForce and to avoid the problems it ran into at Piney Flats. 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4590-4591, 4600-4601). Similarly, 

1 (PX0913 (Whear Dep: at 113, in camera)). l 

l (PX0913 (Wear Dep. at 113-114, in 

camera)). 

-i (Hauswald, Tr. 1013-1014; see alsoPX0625 at 003-004, in camera).
 

150. Essentially, Daramic HD and CellForce are both made on a standard PE line, but in 
making DaramIc HD, latex is added, ànd in making CellForce, ACE-SIL(I dust is added. 
(Hauswald,Tr. 1013; Gilchrst, Tr. 312). '
 

Response to Findin2 No. 150: 
Respondent's assertion in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

149). 

151. On any PE line, including PE lines where a rubber additive is used, after the product mix 
passes though the extruder, but before the product mix enters the calender roll, the product can 
be used in any end-use application. Said another way, the composition of the product is the same 
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regardless of end-use 
 application. (Hauswald, Tr. 1015-16; Gilchrist, Tr. 562; Whear, Tr. 4679; 
Weerts, Tr. 4493-94; in camera).
 

Response to Findin2 No. 151:
 
This finding is nonsensical as written because no product can function properly as aPE 

batt~ry separator for a customer for any end-use application until the extrded formulàtion goes 

though the extraction and finishing processes. (PX0625, in camera; PX0949 at 007, in camera 

D. However,
 

assuming that Respondent is alleging that the calender roll determnes the end-use application, 

the evidence contradicts that proposition because the end-use application is determined by the 

formulation of the product, by customer testing for the specifc end use application, and by the 

calender roll, as well. (See generally CCFOF 21-25; 85-91;138-146; 884-885, 888). In other 

words, the composition of the product is not the same regardless of end use application. 

Respondent itself concedes that enhancements to its standard PE product 

) (PX0949 at 003, in 

camera). For example, Daramic HP is a high puncture and oxidation resistant formulated 

product made for the automotive industry. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1915; PX0949 at 003, in camera). 

_.) (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 26, in camera)). Daramic HP represents the majority
 

of Daramic' s sales of SLI separators. (Whear, Tr. 4805). Daramic Stadard was an l_
 

(PX0949 at 003, in camera). Likewise, DaramIc V l 

) (PX0949 at 003, in camera). Similarly, Daramic's CL product i.
 

) 
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(PX0949 at 003, in camera). DaramIc CL is formulated using "proprietay 'clean' oil for use in 

traction and stationar battery applications." (PX0582 at 050). DaramIc HP-S is a product 

(' 

L (PX0949 at 003, in camera). 

Moreover, the evidence is clear that the composition and formulation of products used in 

deep-cycle applications differ from the PE used in other applications. (See CCFOF 85-91). In 

deep-cycle applications a pure PE separator does not perform adequately. (Qureshi, Tr.2oo5

2006; Goober, Tr. 150-151). Daramic lI product
 

(PX0949 at 004, in camera). DaramIc lI "is designed to minimize antimony poisoning in lead-

acid batteries used for heavy-duty and deep cycle applications." (PX0582 at 046). i_
 

) (PX0949 at 019, in camera). Likewise, CellForce has a 

different formulation than other DaramIc PE separators. 

L (PX0949 at 005, in camera). 

L (PX0949 at 004

005, in camera). 

152. Separators are manufactured for diferent end uses based on the separator's thickness and 
rib-pattern. In the manufacturig process, as the product passes though the calender roll it 
receives a defined thickness and rib pattern. (Hauswald, Tr. 1016). The spacing between the 
top and bottom calender rolls determines the backweb thckness of a battery separator. The 

of a calender roll determine the height of the ribs and
grooves the overall thickness of a battery 
separator. (Hauswald, Tr. 1017-1019).
 

Resoonse to Findinl! No. 152: 
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The evidence contradicts the rinding' s proposition that thickness and rib-pattèrns are the 

only things that distinguish battery separators for different end uses. The end-use application is 

determined by the formulation of the product, by customer testing for the specific end use 

application, as well as by the calender roll. (See CCRF 151). In addition, aside from 

dimensional differences, there are differences between separators used for different end use 

applications. (Leister, Tr. 4023-4024). The differences between typs ofPE separators include 

electrcal resistance, different puncture resistance, and different oxidation resistance, all of which 

are importt in determining which separator you use with any paricular end use application.
 

(Leister, Tr. 4023-4024). 

153. Importantly, until a polyethylene separator (or a polyethylene separtor with a rubber 
additive) passes though the manufacturing line's calender roll, all PE separators are identica1. It 
is the calender roll, by adding a rib pattern to the polyethylene material and creating the
 

thickness of the material, that differentiates PE separators from one another. (Hauswald, Tr.1012-19). . 
Response to Findin2 No. 153: 
This finding is nonsensical as written. A product is not a PE separator until it is 

completely manufactured, including passing though the extraction and finishing processes. 

(PX0625, in camera; PX0949 at 007, in camera (i 

l). The evidence contradicts the finding's proposition that the 

calender roll, by adding a rib pattern and creating a thickness, is the only thing that differentiates 

PE separators from one another. The end-use application is determined by the formulation of 

the product, by customer testing for the specific end use application, as well as by the calender 

roll. (SeeCCRF151-152). 

154. By changing the calender roll, the same PE manufacturing line can produce separators for 
different end-use applications, such as SLI or industriaL. (Hauswald, Tr. 1019-20; Gilchrist, Tr. 
558-60; RX1123; RX1124, in camera 

Response to Findin2 No. 154: 
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The evidence from Dan Weert of Entek. Roger Hall, who sits on the Board of BFR. and 

varous EnerSys executives contradict RFOF 154 and RFOF 155. below, that the same PE 

manufacturng line can easily produce different end use applications, such as SLI or industria1. 

Mr. Weerts testified! 

.) (Weerts. Tr. 4493-4494, in camera). ._
 

) (Weerts. Tr. 4515, in camera).
 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera). 

(PX0672 at 002, in camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 85-86, in camera)). _l 
(Hall, Tr. 2849;.2850. in camera). ( 

l (PX0907 (Kung. Dep. at 262. in camera)). To date, BFR has not t.
 

J (Hall, Tr. 2880, in camera). Mr. Hall is not aware of 

any instance in which 

.J (Hall. Tr. 2880, in camera). ( 

.l (Axt. Tr.
 

2218, in camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera). Even if _had the appropriate 

calender roll, it would stil be l before t_l could begin ordering 
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product from them. (Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2498-2499, in camera). iiii
 

L (Gagge, Tr. 2508-2509, in camera). 

155. As a result, one manufacturing facility ca easily switch from producing one separator 
product to another. (Hauswald, Tr. 1012-19). 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 155: 
The assertion in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 154). 

. 156. A caender roll can be substituted into the manufactuing line in place of another calender 
roll in a very short timeframe. (in twent minutes, Hauswald, Tr. 1019). (For ilustrative 
u oses see RX1641). Moreover,
 

J (Weert, Tr. 4493-4494, in camera).
 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 156:
 
The evidence that the time frame for switching a calender roll to go from one PE product
 

to another is "very short," with the changeover and re-star being accomplished in 2 to 4 hours, is 

contradicted by the evidence. i
 

.J (Weerts, Tr. 4516, in camera). Mr. Gaugl stated that 

a changeover between CeIlForce and straight PE, including changing the calender roll, takes 4 to 

6 hours and is done 'only once every two weeks. (Gaugl, Tr. 4551-4552). 

L (Hauswald,

Tr. 1024; Gilchrist, Tr. 559, Weerts, Tr. 4488-4489, in camera; Gaugl, Tr. 4553; RX00146 at 
002-003, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 157:
 
Respondent's claim regarding the cost of a calender roll is contradicted by its own
 

witness, Mr. Whear, and its response to the FlC's CID issued on April 
 7, 2008; Mr. Whear 

testified that it costs $40,00 to $60,00 to procure a calender roll. (Whear, Tr. 4678). 

Respondent's CID response estimated the cost for a calender roll to be 

(PX0949 at 011, in camera; see also PX0578 at 004 "a production tool wil cost about $80m."). 

Moreover, with over 100 different calender rolls, Darâmic's sunk investment is significant 

(Whear, Tr. 4778-4779). 
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158. It taes a calender roll vendor anywhere from 2 days to 5 weeks to make and 
 sell a new 
calender roll. (Gilchrist, Tr. 569). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 158: 
Respondent's claim regarding the lead time for acquiring a. calender roll is contradicted . 

by its own witness; Mr. Gaugl, who stated that the lead time is significantly longer that the two 

days to five weeks claimed by Mr. Hauswald. Mr. Gaugl testifed that the lead time for calender 

rolls was 12 to 14 weeki;. (Gaugl, Tr. 4553-4554; see also RFOF 1066). 

159. Moreover, all of the equipment necessaf for the construction of a polyethylene line 
including extrders, extractors, ovens, dryers, and calender stacks - can be purchased "off-the

shelf' from various third-pary vendors. (Hauswald, Tr. 1025-29; RX1300; RX1219; RX1220; 
RX1221; RX1222; RX1223; RX1224; RX1046, in camera; RX1030; RXlO31; RX 


1 040, in 
camera). For example~ all of the equipment necessary for the polyethylene lines in the Feistritz, 
Austra facilt was rocured from 
 third- art vendors. Hauswald, Tr. 1102-04; RX1046, in
 
camera). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 159: 
Respondent's claim in the first sentence of 
 this finding that the equipment can be 

purchased "off-the~shelf' is contradicted by evidence. In its answers to Complaint Counel's 

interrogatories, Respondent provided contradictory evidence with regard to extraction 

equipment: f 

I (PX0949 at 040, in 

camera). Moreover, "long-lead-time items," which include some special-order items, canot be 

purchased "off-the-shelf." (Gangl, Tr. 454A). Mr. Gaugl, Respondent's witness who was 

responsible for setting up the Feistrtz facilty, testified that the long-lead items included the 

calender, the distilation unit and the dryers. (Gaugl, Tr. 4544). He also testified that the 

distilation unit, the condensation unit, the caron beds and the extractor, were "special-order 

equipment which you cannot buy right off the shelf." (Gaugl, Tr. 4544-4545). Moreover, the 

equipment is far from off-the-shelf. As Mr. Hall stated on behálf of BFR: f 

I (Hall, Tr. 2769..2770, in
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(Gaugl, Tr. 4612; PX0905 (Gaugl, Dep. at 77, in camera)). The machine suppliers draw up 

blueprints for the equipment based on the specifications Microporous provided. (Gaugl, Tr. 

4611-4612). ( 

L (PX0924 (Jensen, Dep.at 24-25, in 

camera)). 

(ii) Rubber Separators
 

) (PX0949 at 008, in camera; RX1310 at 001; Hauswa1d, Tr.
999-1006). (For ilustrative puroses see RX1641). 

Response to Findine No. 160:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

161. Flex-Sil battery separators are produced from a blend of natural rubber, precipitated 
silca, and water. After mixing these ingredients, the material is extruded in sheet form to a 
calender stack that forms a customer specific rib design. The rib design is created as the product 
passes though the calender roll. The calendered sheet is then cured or cross Iinked by 
irradiation from an electron beam accelerator system. The sheet is then dried to remove most of 
the water introduced during the initial mixing process. This water removal forms the basis for the 
porous strcture required for the battery separator to function properly in a battery. (Hauswald, 
Tr. 1006-1012; RX1311 at 001; PX0949 at 008, in camera)(For ilustrative purposes see 
RX1641). 

Response to Findine No. 161:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

162. Flex-Sil battery separators are produced using the same ingredients and though the same
 

manufacturing process as ACE-SIL(j battery separators, with the exception that sulfur is not 
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used in the process, but instead an electron beam is used to cross-link the Flex-Sil product 
(Hauswald, Tr. 1006, 1008-09). 

Response to Findine No. 162:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(ii) Phenolic Resin Separators (manufactured by Daramic)
 

Response to Findine No. 163:
 
The first sentence of this finding is contradicted by the evidence that Darak is produced at
 

its Norderstedt, Germany plant, not at its Selestat, France plant. (PX0949 at 004, in camera; 

PX0195 at 005). Complaint counsel has no specific response to the rest of 
 this finding. 

(iv) Polyvinyl Chloride Separators (manufactured by Daramic)
 

Response to Findine No. 164:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(h) The Production Lines
 

Response to Findine No, 165: 
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Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

RespOnse to Findine No. 166:
 
Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it takes for
 

delivery and installation of the mixing equipment for the "Thailand production line," because 

Daramic's Thailand facility has multiple production lines of 
 varying sizes. (Hauswald, Tr. 875,
 

in camera). Respondent does not identify which production line it is referring to in the second 

par of this finding, nor does it state whether the production line being referred to is one that was 

acquired though the acquisition or one that it constrcted new. 

l (Hauswald, Tr. 871, in camera). 

.l (Hauswald, Tr. 

871, in camera). 

_l (Hauswald, Tr. 872-873, in camera). (
 

) (Hauswald, Tr. 875, in camera). 

(PX0950 at 039, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 961-962; Gaugl, Tr. 4566). 
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Response to Findin~ No. 167: 
Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it taes for 

delivery and installation of the extruder for the "Thailand production line," because Daramic's 

Thailand facilty has multiple production lines of varying sizes. (Hauswald, Tr. 875, in camera).
 

Respondent does not identify which production line it is referring to in the second par of this. 

finding, nor does it state whether the production line being referred to is one that was acquired 

though the acquisition or one that it constrcted new.. 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 871, in caera). 

J (Hauswald, Tr. 

871, in camera). ( ...
_) (Hauswald, Tr. 872-873, in camera).
 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 875, in camera). 

Response to Findin~ No. 168: 
Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it takes for 

delivery and installation of the calender 
 stack for the "Thailand production line,'; because 

Daramic's Thailand faCility has multiple production lines of varying sizes; (Hauswald, Tr. 875, 

in camera). Respondent does not identify which production line it is referring to in the sècond 

par of this finding, nor does it state whether the production line being referred to is one that was 

acquired through the acquisition or one that it constructed new. 
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1 (Hauswald, Tr. 871, in camera). 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 

871, in camera). ( 

_1 (Hauswald, Tr. 872-873, in camera). ( 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 875, in camera). 

camera; Gaugl, Tr. 4545). 

ReSDonse to Finding: No. 169: .
 
Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it takes for 

delivery and installation of the extraction equipment for the "Thailand production line," because 

Daramic's Thailand facilty has multiple production lines of 
 varing sizes. (Hauswald, Tr. 875,
 

in camera). Respondent does not identify which production line it is referring to in the second 

par of this rinding, nor does it state whether the production line being referred to is one that was 

acquired though the acquisition or onethat it constructed new. 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 

871, in camera). ( 
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_l (Hauswald, Tr. 872-873, in camera). i
 

l (Hauswald, Tr. 875, in camera).
 

With regard to the last sentence of this finding, other than Respondent's bare assertion 

provided in.its response to Complaint Counsel's interrogatories, there is nQ evidence to support 

the proposition that one could acquire extraction equipment-for less than one-tenth the cost that 

Daramic paid for an extractor at its Thailand facilty. 

Response to Findinii No. 170: 
Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it takes for 

delivery and installation of the oven and web vapor tuel for the "Thailand production line," 
because Daramic's Thailand facilty has multiple production lines of varying sizes. (Hauswald, 
Tr. 875, in camera). Respondent does not identify which production line it is referrng to in the 
second par of this finding, nor does it state whether the production line being referred to is one 
that was acquired though the acquisition or one that it constrcted new. 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 171: 
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Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it taes for 

delivery and installation. of the winder rolls for the "Thailand production line," because 

Daramic's Thailand facilty has multiple production lines of varyig sizes. (Hauswald, Tr. 875, 

in camera). Respondent does not identify which production line it is referrng to in the second 

par of this finding, nor does it state whether the production line being referred to is one that was 

acquired though the acquisition or one that it constructed new. 

l (Hauswald, Tr. 871, in camera). 

l (Hauswald, Tr. 

871, in camera). 

_l (Hauswald, Tr. 872-873, in camera).
 

l (Hauswald, Tr. 875, in camera).
 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 172:
 

Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it takes for 

delivery and installation of the SlitterRewind line for the 'Thailand production line," because 

Daramic's Thaiand facilty has multiple production lines of varying sizes. (Hauswald, Tr. 875, 

in camera). Respondent does not identify which production line it is referring to in the second 
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par of this finding, nor does it state whether the production line being referd to is one that was 

acquired though the acquisition or one that it constructed new. 

(Hauswald, Tr. 871, in caera). 

L (Hauswald, Tr. 

871, in camera). 

_l (Hauswald, Tr. 872-873, in camera). l
 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 875, in camera). 

" 

Response to Findine No. 173: 
Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the tÍme it takes for 

delivery and installation of the evaporator. While Respondent states how long such equipment 

"generally" takes to be delivered or what it "typically" costs, Respondent does not state for what 

size production line it is referrg. 

Response to Findine No. 174:
 
Respondent's finding is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it takes for
 

delivery and installation of the defect detector and sheet conveyor. While Respondent states how 
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long such equipment "generally" takes to be delivered or what it "typically" costs, Respondent 

does.not state for what size production line it is referrg.
 

Response to Findin2 No.17S: 
Respondent's finding 
 is ambiguous with regard to the cost and the time it takes for 

delivery and installation of the testing equipment. While Respondent states how long such 

equipment "generally" takes to be delivered or what it ''typically'' costs, Respondent does not 

state for what size production line it is referring. 

Response to Findin2 No. 176: 
Respondent's claim in ths finding that the equipment. is readily available is contradicted 

by the evidence. The equipment for a PE line is not readily available and several pieces of the 

long-lead-time equipment must be special ordered. (See CCRF 159). The process for 

manufacturig PE separators is "a complicated yet continuous process." (PX0611 at 003). The 

process requires 15 to 18 diferent pieces of equipment. (Gaugl, Tr. 4610). One canot call a 

machine supplier and order a complete PE battery separator line. (Gaugl, Tr. 4610-4611). 

177. There are no patents, intellectual property, or other technological barers to installng this 
equipment and building a PE battery separator production line. (PX0950 at 42, in camera; Toth, 
Tr. 1626, Gaugl, Tr. 4547). 

Response to Findin2 No. 177: 
The evidence contradicts Respondent's assertion that there are no patents, intellectual 

property, or other technological bariers to building a PE battery separator production line. The 

know-how is not public knowledge. (See CCRF 141). The technology for building a line was 
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considered by l 

1 (PX2236 at 031, in camera; see generally CCFOF 1023-1029). Moreover, 

Daramic owns 18 active patents, which is more than any other battery separator manufacturer. 

(PX2074). 

178. The same production lines can be used to manufacture different types of polyethylene 
separators, including those with or without a rubber 
 additive. (Hauswald, Tr. 1012-13; Gaugl,
 

Tr. 4551; PX0949 at 011, in camera). 

Response to Findiol! No; 178: 
This finding is contradicted by the evidence that the equipment, which was originally 

designed to run PE, suffered electrcal failures when it attempted to ru the patented product 

CellForce, a PE separator with a rubber component. (Gaugl, Tr. 4589-4590). Moreover, in 

order to ru CelIForce on lines originally designed for PE, the former Microporous had to find 

the right process parameters and settings, which entails modifying the mixing unit, the controls 

of the mixing unit, changing the temperature profies on the extruder and calender, and 

modifying the extractor. (Gaugl, Tr. 4550). The designer of Microporous's PE line, Mr. Gaugl, 

admitted that he would have changed the specification of the equipment if he had known upfront 

about the factors that led to the machine failures. (Gaugl, Tr. 4590). 

179. The same production line can manufacture 
 polyethylene-based separators for automotive 
and industrial applications. (Hauswald, Tr. 1019-20; Gilchrist, Tr. 558-60; Gaugl, Tr. 4552-53; 
PX0949-011, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 179: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(Weerts, Tr. 4493-4494; Hauswald, Tr. 1019; Gaugl, Tr. 
4551; PX0949 at 01 1, in camera). 
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Response to Findim! No. 180: 
The contention that PE production lines can be switched to manufacture a different 

product in a relative short period of time is contradicted by the evidence. To meet customer. .
 
product specifications, the employees on the lines must know how to set the proper conditions of 

pressure, temperature and speed on the equipment. (Gilchrist, Tr. 394-395). t 

J (Weerts, Tr. ,
 

4516, in camera). Mr. Weerts testifed ( 

J (Weerts, Tr. 4493-4494, in camera). .
 

) (Weert, Tr. 4515, in
 

camera). 

.J (Hall, Tr. 2849-2850, in camera).
 

) (Axt, Tr. 2218, in
 

camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera): Even if l-J had the appropriate calender roll, 

it would stil be . 1 before _J could begin ordering product from
 

them. (Burkert, Tr.2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2498-2499, in camera). 

J (Gagge, Tr. 2508-2509, in camera). 

J (PX0949 at 012, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 993-94, 1000, 100 , 1008, 1012, 
1020-21 ). 

Response to Findine No. 181: 
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The bare assertion in the last sentence that ( 

)is not
 

supported by the citations provided. 

at 012. in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 182:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Finditil! No. 183:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response;
 

Response to Findinl! No. 184:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

Response to Findinl! No. 185: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

C. The Relevant Geographic Market of the Industry
 

a. Battery Setiarator Manufacturers Overate in a Global Market
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.l (Hauswald, Tr. 858-59, in camera; PX0522 at 11-18, in
 
camera; RX01073, in camera; RX01409, in camera; RX620, in camera; RX1001, in camera; 
RX1002; RX1004, in camera; RX1074, in camera; RXlO75, in camera; RXlO84, in camera; 
RXlO85, in camera; RXlO86, in camera; RXlO87; RXlO88; RX1179, in camra; RX1409, in 
camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 186: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the weight of the evidence concerning the Nort 

American market for each of the relevant products, which is where consumers could practicably 

tur for alternative sources of these PE separator products, and. where Daramic faced competition 

prior to acquiring MPLP. (See generally CCFOF 161-257). Nort America is the area in which 

the most direct and immediate effect of the acquisition has been felt. (See, e.g., CCFOF 420

424,468,471, SOl-503, 547,699). The self-serving testimony of 
 Dararc's employees
 

concerning "a global PE separator market" is contradicted by testimony of numerous customers 

(CCFOF 166-167, 170-171, 182-187, 190-198,200-201,204,255,257); Daramic's only 

remaing competitor in the Nort American SLI separator market (CCFOF 251-252);
 

Dr. Simpson (CCFOF 161-163); and - in several cases - the Daramic employees' own testimony 

and business documents (CCFOF 164-165,168-169,174-181). 

1 (RX00677, in camera; RXOlO84, in
camera). Dararic has sales teams and techncal service teams located all over the world. 
(Seibert, Tr. 4143-44). 

Response to Findinl! No. 187: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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J (Thuèt,

Tr. at 4351, in camera). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 188: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response to the first two sentences of this proposed 

finding. The third sentence is contradicted by the fact that Daramic has not shipped any of the 

relevant products from Asia to Nort America, even during the recent stre at its Owensboro, 

Kentucky plant. (Roe, Tr. 1233-1234). Furer, DaramIc has produced no evidence to show that 

Asian PE producers are sellng any of the relevant products to any Nort American customers. 

(Roe, Tr. 1234-1237; Seibert, Tr. 4266-4267, in camera (no record of any Asian sales in Nort 

America)). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 189:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the fact that l
 

J (See CCFOF 256). Moreover, Daramic stresses the 

benefits of local supply when sellng and marketing to customers. (PX0582 at 018, 020-021). 

(See also CCFOF 180-181). Finally, Daramic charges its customers different prices in different 

geographic regions. 
 (See CCFOF 164-169). 

1. (Seibert, Tr. 4175-76, in camera; RX1065 at 7; RX1069; RX1070, in 
camera; RXlO71; RX1022, 
 in camera; RX1339 at 7; RX1349, in camera). In fact, the 
competition from Asian manufacturers is increasing all over the world, not solely in Asia. 
(Thuet~ Tr. 4339).
 

Resoonse to Findine No. 190: 
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This proposed finding does not specifically address any of the relevant product markets. 

Moreover, ids contradicted by testimony from Daramic's witnesses, Entek, and the former 

MPLP (See CCFOF 248-252). 

191. Prior to the acquisition. Microporous considered its CellForce separator to bea "world
 

leader product." (Gilchrist, Tr. 339). Additionally, Microporous sold and shipped separators
 

from its facilty in Piney Flats, Tennessee to customers around the world, including locations in 
the U.S., Mexico, South America, Europe, Asia and Afica. (McDonald, Tr. 3790-91; Gilchrist, 
Tr.540-41). 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. .191: 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

192. Before being acquired, Microporous exported a large portion of its separators from Nort 
America. (McDonald, Tr. 3790-91). In fact, prior to the ac uisition, Micro orous ex orted 60% 
to 70% of its CellForce product. (Gaugl, Tr. 4555) 

1 (Thuet, Tr. at 4352, in camera) l 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 192:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by evidence of numerous additional cost factors
 

and logistical issues involved in exporting and shipping the relevant products oversubstantial 

distances. (See CCFOF 199-206; see also CCFOF 172, 177, 179, 188-189). 

Resoonse to Findin2 No. 193: 
The proposed finding is not supported by the testimony of Mr. 
 Weerts. He testified that 

(Weerts, Tr. 4500, in camera). Mr. Weerts also stated that l 
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(Weert, Tr. 4501, in camera). As for ( 

1 (Weerts, Tr. 4512, in camera; see also CCFOF 251-252). 

1 (Veerts, Tr. 4466
67, in camera; RXoo119, in camera; RX00120, in camera; RX00121, in camera; RXOOI22, incamera). ( 1
(RX59, in camera; RX260, in camera). 

Response to Findiniz No. 194:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the specific testimony of Mr. Weerts concerning
 

( 1 (See CCRF 193). 

.195.. In 2008, (
 

facility. (PX1833 in camera). In 2007, ( 
.) (PX1833, in camera).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 195:
 
Respondent's general citation to an entire 86-page exhibit does not allow for a specific
 

response. 

4464-65, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 196:
 
The proposed finding is vague. More specifically, (
 

) 

(Weerts, Tr. 4502, in camera; see also CCRF 193-194). 
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Response to Findine No. 197:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the weight of the evidence. (See CCRF 193

194, 196; see also CCFOF 251-252). 

Response to Findine'.No.198: 
Respondent's assertions in this finding are contradicted by the record evidence. il

1 (RXoo114 at 024-077, in camera; see also CCRF 933). 

l (Weert, Tr. 4483, in camera; RXoo132, in camra). 

199. Due to the excess capacity, Asian separator manufacturers are exporting products to other 
pars of the world. (TImet, Tr. 4339-40). For example, DaramIc is exporting separators to 
Europe, the Middle East and South America. (TImet, Tr. 4339). NSG, Anpei and Epoch are also 
ex ortin to Euro e and South America. (Thuet, Tr. 4339-40; RX50, in camera). _ 

) (Seibert, Tr. 4165, in
 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 199:
 
Respondent's assertions in this finding are contradicted by the record evidence. (See
 

CCRF 1002, 1009-1010, 1013-1014,1020-1021,1023,1025-1031,1035,1048-1051,1053

1057. This finding is contradicted by Mr. Kung who testified that excluding Daramic, Asia is a 

net purchaser of separators. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 146-47, in camera)). l 

J (See CCRF 1357). If they were, they would have 

expanded capacity and exported separators to Nort America. Dr. Simpson testified that the 

excess capacity is a result of the current recession. When the recession ends, demand wil 
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increase and that excess capacity wil decrease. Thus, battery separator manufacturers must act 

accordingly. (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camra). 

Even if Asian competitors were selling separators outside of Asia as alleged by . 

Respondent's, they are certainly not sellng separators in Complaint Counsel's Nort American 

geographic market. DaramIc competes with various companies for sales of separators in Asia 

and other parts of the world, but to the extent that Respondent alleges that Daramic competes in 

Nort America with any company other than Entek for sales of PE SLI separators, or has any
 

competition whatsoever in Nort America for sales of deep-cycle, motive and/or UPS separators,
 

testimony at trial from Daramic,
 

contradict this finding.
 

Mr. Roe testified that he 
 is not aware of any instance prior to Daramc's acquisition of 

MPLP where Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort American battery 

manufactuers with PE separators for use in any type of flooded lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 

1236). 

(Roe, Tr. 1236-1237,1807,1812-1813; 

Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380; Seibert, Tr. 4165, in camera; PX0902 (Keith, Dep. at 81,127-128, in 

camera); PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 186-187, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty admitted being aware of no 

Asian suppliers sellng in Nort America. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). Nor has Daramic 

ever lowered prices on separators sold to customers in North America due competition from any 

of the Asian battery separator maufacturers. (Roe, Tr. 1812-1813). 

Notwithstanding post-acquisition price increases, Daramic has not lost any Nort 

American motive power or deep cycle business to any competitor since the acquisition of 

Microporous, nor has it had to adjust prices in Nort America on such separators due to 
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competition from any other supplier since the acquisition of 
 Microporous. (Roe, Tr. 1217-1218, 

1236-1237,1279,1812-1813). 

i (See generally, CCFOF 207-246). t_
 

i (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). t 

_i (Weerts, Tr. 4501,4512, in camera).
 

Moreover, the assertion in the second sentence is contradicted by the fact that Daramic is 

not an Asian separator manufacturer. (Hauswald, Tr. 711-713). 

J (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). t_
 

.J (Hall, Tr. 2735, 2745-2747, in camera). 

t 

(Hall, Tr. 2746, in camera). 
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Additionally, this proposition is contradicted by the fact that NSG refused to quote on 

Exide's RFP due of NSG's new relationship with Daramic, despite 
 previous assurances that it 

wanted to bid on Exide's PE business. 
 at 001-003). In July 

2007, NSG inormed Exide that it had sold the majority interest of its Tianjin, China facility to 

. Daramic, and suggested that Exide contact Daramic for a quote on supply from Tianjin because 

according to NSG, "Daramic has the management authority to decide product mix and customer 

pricing." (PX1079 at 003). NSG also informed Exide that it did not have the capacity to service 

new PE separator customers from its maufactuing facility in Japan. (PX1079 at 003; see also 

CCFOF 937). 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2963-2964; PX1079 


200. Asian separator companies have grown substantially in the past years and are competitive 
with Daramic. (Seibert, Tr. at 4149; Thuet, Tr. at 4330; RX00032, in camra). 

(Hauswald, Tr. 862-63, in camera, 866-867,
in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 1030, 1034, 1036-37, 1107-11; Seibert Tr. 4159-66, 4176-77, in 
camera; Thuet, Tr. 43314333, 4335-36, 4339-40; RX1342; PXl84; RX51 at 3,.4, in camera; 
RX1447, in camera; RX1448, in camera; RX1064; RX1067; RX1125; RX1447, in camera; 
RX1558, in camera; RX1085, in camra; RXI409, in camera; RX586, in camera; RXI6oo, in 
camera; RX587-04, in camera; RX555, in camera; RX553 
 , in camera; RX550, in camera). 
DaramIc considered the quality of Anpei, BFR and Baotou's product suffcient that it made an 
offer to purchase each of those companies. (Hauswald, Tr. 1109). 

Response to Findine No. 200:
 
DaramIc does ndt compete with any Asian battery separator producer in Nort America.
 

(Seibert, Tr. 4165, 4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382). Nor has Daramic ever seen 

any instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead 

acid batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). 

_ (RXOi084, in camera; RX0185, in camera). According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian
 

separator manufacturers are not sellng separators in Nort America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe 

testified that he is not aware of any instance prior to DaramIc's acquisition of MPLP where. 

Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort American battery manufacturers with PE 
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separators for use in any type of flooded lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe furer 

testified that he does not know of any instances where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had 

supplied Nort American battery maufacturers with separators for any type of floòded 

applications since the acquisition of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). Dr. Kahwaty confired that. 

pre-acquisition, no Asian battery separator producer has sold flooded lead-acid separators in 

Nort America. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). ( 

(Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera). 

Microporous did not consider the regional Asian suppliers as potential competitors for its 

separator business in North America. (Gilchrist, Tr. 308). Mr. Gilchrist explained, aside from 

Daramic and Entek, there were no other competitors tha( 

gainst Daramic and Entek. (Gilchrist, Tr. 423-4~4).
II camera 

Daramic has never had to make price concessions to customers in Nort America due to 

competition from any Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). _ 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). ( 

camera). l_l (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in 


(Weerts, Tr. 4501,4512, in camera). 
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Asian firms do not compare favorably to the former Microporous. 

l (Axt, Tr. 2221,
 

in camera). Because 1 are located in _J techncal visits are more 

difficult and time consuming, as well as additional transportation costs and times, duties, and 

extra inventory. (Axt, Tr. 2223, in camera). i 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2223, in camera; see 

generally, CCFOF 971-982).

Additionally, the from a
 
manufacturing operations perspective. It has been Mr. Gilespie's experience that the i_
 

1 than us separator manufacturers. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3031-3032, in camera). According to Mr. Gilespie, the majority of separators 

manufactured in Asia are manufactured for the Chinese market, f 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3032, in camera). 

Burkert, Tr. 2366-67, in camera). 

Respondent's assertion that Daramic made an offer to BFR, Anpei and Baotou because 

they all manufactured comparable separators is contradicted by the trial evidence. First, 

Baotou's, Anpei's, and BFR's separators are not of a comparable quality. (CCRF 1002, 1008

1009,1011,1020,1022-1025,1028,1030,1033, 1040-1041, 1044-1045, 1049, 1051, 1053). 

Daramic's Strategy Audit listed tI1 as "Worst in Industry" for f
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1 where as it considered itself "Best in Industry" in those
 

categories. (PX0265 at 16, in camera). f
 1 were also 

included as the "Worst In Industry" in Daramic's Strategy Audit in the same categories as 

l-i in addition to these two categories - ( ) (PX0265
 

at 16, in camera). Moreover, according to Mr. Hauswald, Baotou could only produce separators. 

with a backweb thickness of 250. And these separators were not of equal quality of DaramIc' g 

because Baotou's factory had "sand wind entering every where in the plant, and creating 

stoppage and pinholes." . (PX0697). Dr. Kung tried to fix_ine on thee different
 

occasions. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 119, in camera). Dr. Kung said_inewere old and 

. dirty. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 109-110, in camera). DaramIc's Vice-President of 
 Technology, 

Kevin Whear, stated that when Daramic tested_eparators, they produced the "worst
 

black scum I ever remember seeing." (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. 117, in camera)). As if Mr. 

Whear's comment left any doubt, he also stated Baotou'g separators "were really bad." (PX0913 

(Whear, Dep. 117, ifi camera)). Lastly, 

(Hall, Tr. 2771-2773, in camera; see also CCFOF 983

986). 

201. Asian separator manufacturers have also sought to sell PE separators to customers located 
in Nort America. 

a. East Penn obtained a quote for the sale of PE separators from
 

Anpei. (Leister, Tr. 3992). East Penn also obtained PE samples from Anpei. 
(Leister, Tr. 3992; RX79). 

Resooìise to Findine No. 201 3.: 
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RXOOO74-06, in camera.) 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2862-63, in 

camera). 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2746, in camera). ( 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2878, in camera; PX1509 at 9, in camera). 
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J (Burkert Tr. at 2360-61, in camera; RXOO23; RX193; RX198; 
RX199, in camera; RX203, in camera; RX204; RX25; RX237; RX239, in 
camera). 

J (see generally CCFOF 947-950, 966~967, 

969,972-974,983-986). ( 

J (Hall, Tr. 2881, in camera). ( 

J (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera; see 

also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera) ( 

1 (HalL, Tr. 2881, in 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 262), in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gàgge,Tr. 2498-2499, 

in camera). 

This timelIne is also tre of
 L (Gagge, 

Tr. 2499-2500, in camera). 

l 

.J (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in camera; PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. at 291, in camera)). 

(Axt, Tr. 2217-19). Mr. Hall has communicated 

.J (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in camera). 
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1 (PX1248 at 001, in camera). 

i (Burkert, Tr. at 2450, in camera; RXOO223). 

Res onse to Findin No. 201 d.: 
Mr. Axttestified that ( 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2305, in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2450-51, in camera). 

After working with t 

.1 (Burkhert, Tr. 2359, in camera). 

_i (Axt, Tr. 2306, in camera).
 

e. 

RX305; RX306; RX307). 

.) (Gilespie, Tr. 3025-3026, in camera).
 

. (Gilespie, Tr. 3029-3031, in camera). t_
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l (Gilespie, Tr. 3025, in camera).
 

.l (See e.g., Gilespie, Tr. 3024, 3041, in camera ( 

_l; Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera (
 

l; Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera (_ 

l (Gilepsie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera).
 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3028-:3030, in camera). (
 

). (Gilespie, Tr. 3028-3036, in camera). 

_.l (Gilespie, Tr. 3041, in camera).
 

202. ) (RX00095, in
 
camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 202:
 
This finding is not supported by the document it cites. (
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1 (RXoo095 at 007, 017, in camera). Furermore, the finding is 

contradicted byf 

1 (PXooll, in camera ((
 

l); see also PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 149-150,154-160, in camera)). 

b. Battery Manufacturers Also Conduct Their Business in a Global Market
 

203. . JCI is the largest manufacturer of automotive batteries in the world, and it procures
 

separators on a global basis. (Hall, Tr. 2662-64). Rodger Hall of JCI is the Global Vice 
President for Procurement. (Hall, Tr. 2662). In that position, he is responsible for global 
procurement of all materials purchased by JCI, including PE separators. (Hall, Tr. 2663-64). In 
addition, Mr. Hall is in charge of JCI's "global separator strategies." (Hall, Tr. 2664). 

(PX1522 at 004, in camera). ( 

_ (See PX1519 at 009, in camera). JCI is a company with plants around the globe that
 

compete and purchases in regional markets. 

Mr. Hall is also a director on BFR's board of directors. (Hall, Tr. 2716). 

204. JCI has numerous plants located throu hout the world, incIudin 
Brazil, Europe and Asia. (Hall, Tr. 2794-95). ( 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2865, in camera; PX1505, in camera) f 
1 (RX36, in camera; RX39, in
 

camera; RX75, in camera; RX65, in camera; RX57, in camera; RX00070-03, in camera). 

(pX1522 at 004, in camera). .f 

009, in camera)._l (See PX1519 at 
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JCI understood the value of local supply very well. 

1 (pX0652; PX0924 

(Jensen, Dep. at 94-95, in camera)). 

(PX0652 at 001; PX0924 (Jensen, Dep.at 99, in 

camera)). This deep discount came from Entetec's strong interest in enticing Daramic to build a 

production line close to its facilty. (PX0652 at 001 ("Enertec is not sellng us land for the 

money; they are looking for a Brazil supplier."). 

(PX0653 at 001; PX0924 (Jensen, Dep. at 110, in camera)). 

Similarly, in 2006, JCI worked to develop a new supplier in Asia to introduce new 

competition to that geographic region. (Hall, Tr. 2702). 

(Hall, Tr. 2702-2703; PX1509 at 003, in camera). lCI believed 

that the addition of one or more new Asian suppliers would l 

1 (PX1519 at 009, in camera). JCI's strategy with regard to BFR was e. 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2856, in 

camera. 2878. in camera). 

(RXOOOn, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 205:
 
JCI's contract with Entek provides that its European SLI PE purchases wil be supplied
 

from Entek's European plant, and its American volumes wil be supplied from Entek's U.S. 

plant. (RXOOOn at 30). JCI has endeavored to get its Asian volumes supplied though _1. 

(PX1519 at 009, in camera). JCI believed that the addition of one or more new Asian suppliers 

would camera). JCI's strategy withl (PX1519 at 009, in 
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regard to 

~J (Hall,Tr. 2856, in camera, 2878, in camera). 

JCI views the SLI PE separator market as being regional with lócal competitors. (CCRF 

204). 

206. i J (Hall, Tr. 2715-16;

PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 59); RX00053, in camera; RXOO032, in camera). As par of its joint 
venture agreement with BFR, JCI contemplated BFR supplying it with separator on a global
 

supply basis. (RX1602). (See also RX 51 "Strate ic vision for ex andin BFR market outside 
of China! Asia"); . RXOO054-02 

H, in camera; RXOO55, ("We can work together to make BFR a world class separator 
supplier to JCI and other battery manufacturers"); Hall Tr. 2860). 

Response to Finding: No. 206: 
BFR canot compete in North America. (CCFOF 207-246). 

'(Hall, Tr. 2856, in 

camera). Mr. Hall also testified that 

(Hall, Tr. 2860, in camera; see also PX1519 at 009, in 

camera). JCI believed that the addition òf one or more new Asian suppliers would i_ 

(PX1519 at 009, in camera). JCI's strategy with regard to i.
 

J (Hall, Tr. 

2856, in camera, 2878, in camera). JCl views the SLI PE separator market as being regional
 

with local competitors. (CCRF 204). 

Mr. Hall testified that the i J cited by respondent was 

merely 

IIJ (Hall, Tr. 2857-59, 2883, in camera).
 

207. l J (RXOO65 at 011-13, in 
camera). 
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L (Weerts, Tr. 4483, in 

camera; RXOO132, in camera). 

208. EnerSys is the largest manufacturer of industral batteries in the world, and it procures 
separators on a global basis. (Axt, Tr. 2228; RX236; RX1203, in camera). Lary Axt of 
EnerSys is responsible for "global procurement" of all raw materials and finished goods, as well 
as indirect material and capital equipment. (Axt,Tr. 2097-98). Furtermore, Lary Burkert of 
EnerSys is in charge of "global procurement" of separators. (Burkert, Tr. 2369). 

Complaint Counsel's Response to Findine: No. 208:
 
Complaint counsel does not disagree.
 

209. EnerSys has more than 20 plants worldwide. (Axt, Tr. 2226). EnerSys manufacturès
 

batteries in Mexico, China and Europe which are shipped to and sold in the U.S. (Axt, Tr. 2228
29). Because of its size and numerous facilties thoughout the world, EnerSys manages its
 

business strategy on a global basis. (Axt, Tr. 2239). EnerSys maintains global strategies for its. 
policies and procedures concerning quality assurance. (Gagge, Tr. 2542). 

Complaint Counsel's Response to Findine: No. 209: 
This proposed finding rnscharacterizes the testimony of Mr. Axt. He explained that 

EnerSys makes some motive batteries in Mexico that it ships to the United States. Mr. Axt 

furter clarified that the only battery EnerSys manufactures in China that is exported to the 

United States is a two-volt AGM battery used in wireless telecommunications. (Axt, Tr. 2228

2229). The only flooded lead-acid battery made by EnerSys in Europe that it exports to Nort 

America is "an extremely low volume" product called OPz. (Craig, Tr. 2549-2551). 

210. Exide rans as the first or second largest battery manufacturer in the world; depending on 
the specific area. (Gilespie, Tr. 2930). Exide is a "global paricipant in the global marketplace."
 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3093).
 

Response tofindine: No.210: 
To the extentthat Respondent asserts that the fact that 

such 

assertion is contradicted by testimony from_ (Gilespie, Tr. 2998, in camera, 

3093). 
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211. Douglas Gilespie of Exide is the Vice President of Global Procurement, and he is 
res onsible for the rocurement of materials around the world. (Gilespie, Tr. 2926, 2928).
 

Response to findine No.211:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

camera; RX300, RX30L, in 
camera; RX302; RX303, in camera; RX304; RX305; RX306, in .camera). i 

) (Bregman, Tr. 2898-99, in camera; RXl44, in 


.) (Giles ie, Tr. 3026, in camera).
 

Response to findine No.212: 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that-iegotiates one global price for
 

separators, such assertion is contradicted by testimony froii (Gilespie, Tr. 2998,
 

in camera, 3093). 

213. Exide conducted a global search for automotive battery separator manufacturers.
 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2962-63; RXl44, in camera; RX300, RX301, in camera; RX302; RX303, in 
camera; RX304; RX305; RX306, in camera; RX362). In conducting the search, Exide visited 
various separator manufacturers around the world, hired a third pary to identify separator
 

manufacturers in the Asia-Pacifc region, and sent a Request for Proposal (ltRFPlt) to "the top 
separator manufacturers around the globe.lt (Gilespie, Tr. 2962-63). Through the RFP, Exide 
provided its global PE separator requirements to numerous. separator manufacturers. (Gilespie, 
Tr. 2965, 2967; RX144, in camera; RX145, in camera; RX339 at 17, in camera; RX338). 
i 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2998, 

in camera, 3093). 

(See CCRF 584-589). 

214. Exide is working to standardize the specifications for its separators used around the 
world. (Gilespie, Tr. 3093). 
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Response to findine No.214: 
To the exttnt that Respondent asserts that Exide is working to come up with one 

specifcation for all separators, such assertion is contrar to testimony at triaL. l_ 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3118, in
 

camera). 

215. East Penn is a lead acid battery and wire and cable manufacturing company
 

headquarered in Lyon Station, Pennsylvania. (Leister, Tr. at 3968). East Penn has 
manufacturng facilties located in Lyon Station, and Corydon, Iowa with anual sales of 
approximately $1.25 bilion. (Leister, Tr. at 3968). East Penn also has a battery manufacturing 
facilty in Asia, with thee automotive plants, one motive power plant, and one stationary plant. 
(Leister, Tr. at 3969).
 

Complaint Counsel's Response to Findine No. 215:
 
Complaint Counsel has no speific response to the first two sentences of this proposed
 

finding. The third sentence is false on multiple levels. Mr. Leister testified that East Penn has
 

one battery plant in Wujiang, China. (Leister, Tr. 3969). That facility is an assembly plant for
 

. UPS (stationary) batteries for sale in Asia; it does not engage in any manufactring. (Leister, Tr.
 

4030-4031). 

216. East Penn sells its batteries manufactured out of its Lyon Station facilty outside of Nort 
America. (Leister, Tr. 3969-70). 

Complaint Counsel's Response to Findine No. 216: 
This proposed finding would be accurate only if restated without the first "its," which is 

highly misleading. Even with this correction, the finding is stil too vague to allöw a specific 

response. Mr. Leister's testimony did not quantify the percentage of output (in unts or dollars) 

from the Lyon Station facilty that is sold outside of Nort America. (Leister, Tr. 3969-70). . 

217. East Penn purchases its PE separators for its global operations from DaramIc and Entek, 
approximately 70% and 30%, respectively. (Leister, Tr. at 3984). East Penn has obtained a 
quote and samples from Anpei. (Leister, Tr. at 3992). . 

COIDPlaintCounsel's Response to Findine No. 217: 
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This proposed finding misstates the cited testiony. Mr. Leister stated that the SLI 

Division of East Penn purchases PE separators from Daramic and Entek. (Leister, Tr. at 3984). 

In addition, East Penn 
 desires a local supplier of PE separators for its Nort American facilities, 

by which it means a supplier on the East Coast of Nort America.. (CCFOF 190-194). It is not 

currently seeking PE separators from any Asian supplier. (Leister, Tr. 4035-4036). 

218. Trojan is the largest manufactuer of golf car batteries in the world. (Godber, Tr. 274). 
It has two manufacturin lants, one located in California and the other in Geor ia. (Godber, Tr. 
253). 

Complaint Counsel's Response to Finding: No. 218: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

219. Trojan 
 sells approximately 60% of its batteries to the afer-market. (Godber, Tr. 144). 
Of those afer-market sales, 35-38% of Trojan's sales are domestic, while 62-65% of its sales are 
internationaL. (Godber, Tr. 144). 

Response to Finding: No. 219: 
Complait Counsel has no specific response. 

220. Trojan acquires AGM battery separators from China and uses those separators primarly 
in its marine line. (Godber, Tr. 148). Trojan's product sales and purchases of component pars 
indicate that it is involved in activity thoughout the global marketplace. 

Response to Finding: No. 220: 
Respondents assertions are contradicted by the facts in evidence. First, about one 

percent of 
 the batteries Trojan sells are AGM and they are resold. (Godber, Tr. 148). _ 

(RX0945, in camera 

(Kahwaty (Expert Report at 1117); Wallace, Tr. 1978 (AGM batteries are not flooded acid 

batteries)). Third, AGM batteries cost approximately 30% more than a flooded battery, which 

means that the cost to transport the AGM battery overseas is a smaller percentage of the overall 

cost of 
 the battery. (Godber, Tr. 149). Fourt, Trojan imports the entire AGM battery, which is 
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completely different proposition than importing separators because there are several _ 

_l involved with importing a separator. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 167-169, in camera)). 

221. Trojan competes for customers with US Battery, E.xide, Crown Battery, East Penn 
Battery, Surette, a Canadian company, Johnson Controls, Global and YUASA. (Goober, Tr. 
145). Global and YUASA are Asian battery 
 'manufacturers. (Godber, Tr. 145; Thuet, Tr. 4336
37.)
 

RespOnse to Findine No. 221:
 
Respondent's assertions are contradicted by the facts in evidence. Mr. Godber actually 

said "probably overseas would be Global and Yuasa," referring to companies that Trojan 

competes with abroad, not in Nort America as Respondents suggest. (Godber, Tr. 145). 

222. U.S. Battery holds itself out to the world as the leading manufacturer of deep-cycle
 

batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1955). U.S. Battery sells and ships batteries to more than 60 countries
 

around the world from its plants in Corona, California and Augusta, Georgia. (Wallace, Tr. 
1957-58). 

(PX0023 at 003, in camera). ( L (pX0023 at
 

003, in camera). Therefore, the volume of sales
 

l
 

. 223. Based 
 on the findings above, the Cour finds that battery separator manufacturers and 
battery manufacturers operate in a global market and, therefore. the valid and proper relevant 
market is worldwide. 

Complaint Counsel's Response to Findine No. 223:
 
Evidentiary support for finding a worldwide market is lacking. (CCRF 186-222; CCFOF
 

161-163). Respondent's legal conclusion is contrar to the weight of the evidence at trial 

concerning the Nort American market for the relevant separator products. (CCFOF 161-257). 

IV. The Parties
 

A. PolyporelDaramic
 

a. Before the Acquisition
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224. Polypore International, Iric. ("Polypre") is a global filtration company that specializes in 
the manufacturing of microporous m.embranes for use . in separation and fitration processes.
(PX2160 at 006). .
 

ResDonse to Findine No. 224:
 
Complait Counsel has no specific response.
 

225. Polypore is a Delaware corporation with headquarers. in Charlotte, Nort Carolina. 
global business and has a presence in Nort America, 

Asia, Western Europe, and South America. (PX2160 at 055). 
(PX2160 at 006). Polypore operates a 


ResDonse to Findine No. 225:
 
Complaint Coinsel has no specific response.
 

226. Polypore isa publicly traded company which was previously owned by Warburg Pincus,
 

a private equity fir. (Hauswald, Tr. 965; PX2160 at 060. Pol ore went ublic in the summer 
of 2007. (Toth, Tr. 1424). (
 

l (Toth, Tr. 1599, in

camera). In fact, Michael Graff, a parner and managing director of Warburg Pincus, has served 
as the Chairan of Polypore's Board of Directors since Warburg acquired Polypore in May


2004. (Graff, Tr. 4849-50). . 
ResDonse to Findine No. 226.
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

227. Polypore consists of four separate b.usiness divisions: 1) Liqui-Cel, 2) Membrana, 3) 
Ce1gard, and 4) Daramic. (roth, Tr. 1498-99; PX0194; RX00635). Liqui-Cel manufactures
 

specialty fitration products for liquid degasifcation and water purification. (RX00635 at 007). 
Membrana produces microporous membranes for medical applications such as hemodialysis, 
blood oxygenation and plasma separation.. (Toth, Tr. 1498-99; RX00635 at 006). èelgard 
manufactures battery separators for high-performance lithium-ion batteries. (Toth, Tr. 1498-99; 

. RX00635 at 008). Daramic, which is par of Polypore's energy storage segment, produces
 

microporous separators for the flooded lead-acid battery industry. (Toth, Tr. 1385; Hauswald, 
Tr. 965-66; RX00635 at 009). . 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 227:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

228. Polypre has been led by its President and CEO, Robert Toth, since July 2005. (Toth, Tr. 
1385). Toth has an extensive business background and a thorough understading of the business 
at each of Polypore's four divisions. (Toth, Tr. 1500). He obtained a bachelor's degree in
 

industral science from Purdue University and a master's degree in engineering from Washington 
University in St. Louis. (Toth, Tr. 1490). Toth began his career at Monsanto Company and its 
spin-off company, Solutia. For 20 years, he held a variety of senior level positions at Monsanto 
and Solutia before accepting the CEO position at CP Kelco. (Toth, Tr. 1492-1495). When CP 
Kelco was acquired by a large strategic buyer, Toth was approached by Warburg and accepted 
the position of President and CEO of Polypore. (Toth, Tr. 1496). 
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ReSDonse to Findin1! No. 228:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

229. Polypre employs approximately 1,900 employees worldwide. (PX2160 at 016).
 

ReSDonse to Findin1! No. 229:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

230. Daramic, one of the four Polypore divisions, is a global manufacturer of lead-acid battery 
separators for a varety of applications. (Hauswald, Tr. 965-66). DaramIC currently employs 
approximately 934 people worldwide, and 349 of those employees are located in the United 
States. (PX2160 at 16.) 

ReSDonse to Findin1! No. 230:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

231. W.R. Grace, Daramic's predecessor, began manufacturing PE separators in 1954. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 957-59). In 1994, W.R. Grace sold the separator manufacturing ar of its
 
business to Intertech Group, a private equity firm, and the new separator company becae 
known as Daramic. (Hauswald, Tr. 963; Roe, Tr. 1669). Intertech sold Daramic to Warbirg 
Pincus, a private equity fir, in 2004, and DaramIc became a subsidiary of Polypre at that time. 
(Hauswald. Tr. 965; Roe, Tr. 1669). 

ReSDonse to Findin1! No. 231:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

232. Although headquarered in Charlotte, Nort Carolina, Daramic serves customers all over 
the world. (Seibert, Tr. 4145-46). As par of Daramic's global strategy, it has manufacturing
 

facilties located around the world. (Hauswald, Tr. 711-12). Having multiple worldwide 
facilties, however, is not a requirement for success in the battery separator industry. (Seibert, Tr. 
4149). 

ResDonse to Findin1! No. 232: .
 
The last sentence of this finding is contradicted by both Daramic's documents and 

testimony. "To be a market leader in the lead acid separator market, you need several things: 

global scale and service..." (PX0483 at 013 (elipses in original); Toth, Tr. 1434 ("Q: You were 

tellng people at the time that global scale was an advantage, right, sir? A: We were tellng them 

that it was an advantage."). 

233. Prior to the acquisition of Microporous, Daramic had two manufacturg facilties in the 
United States and five manufacturing facilities abroad. (RX00814 at 003, in camera; Hauswald, 
Tr.990). In the United States, Daramic's manufacturing facilities 
 were located in Owensboro, 
Kentucky and Corydon, Indiana. (RX00814 at 010, in camera). The PE line operating at the 
facility in Owensboro is the same PE line which was originally installed in 1969. (Hauswald, Tr. 
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960-61). One of the first PE separatòr lines in the original line and is stil runnng 
 today. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 960-61). Pror to the acquisition, Daramic's five foreign manufacturig facilties 
were located in Selestat, France, Norderstadt, Germany, Potenza, Italy, Prachinburi, Thailand, 
and Tianjin, China. (RX00814 at 003, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 990). 

Response to Findine No 233:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(Hauswald, Tr. 918, in camera; ip00814 at 003, in
camera). I. 

Response to Findine No. 234:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

b. Daramic Management
 

i 

235. Daramc is led by Pierre Hauswald, Harry Seibert, Tucker Ro~, and Tim Riney.
 

(PX0971-006). Pierre Hauswald serves as the Vice President and General Manager of Daramic. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 629). He has over 27 years of experience in the lead-acid battery separator 
industry and a deep understading of the separator manufactuing process. (Hauswald, Tr. 630,
 

666). After receiving a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering, Hauswald stared working for 
Daramic in 1981 asa quality assurance manager working on the installation of a line in Selestat, 
France. (Hauswald, Tr. , 630, 666, 958). Hauswald was promoted to the position öf production 
manager and then site manager of Selestat during the 1990s. (Hauswald, Tr. 962). In 1996, 
Hauswald was promoted to Director of Worldwide Manufacturing and relocated to Owensboro. 
Kentucky. (Hauswald. Tr. 964). He then moved back to Selestat as the Vice President of 
Manufacturng before assuming the position of General Manager of Daric in 2004.
 

(Hauswald, Tr. 630,964). Thereafer. he moved to Daramic's headquarers in Charlotte, Nort 
Carolina. (Hauswald, Tr. 630). 

Response to Findine No, 235:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

i 

236. Hary Seibert serves as the Vice President and Business Director for DaramIc. (Seibert, 
Tr.4140). Seibert obtained a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from the University
 

of Toledo and an M.B.A. from Xavier University. (Seibert, Tr. 4142-43). Before begining 
work with Daramic, Seibert was employed for 13 years by Michelman followed by four and a 
half year at Avery Denison Corporation. 
 (Seibert, Tr. 4141-42). Seibert began working for.
Daramic Ìn August 2006 as Director of Marketing and New Business Development. (Seibert, Tr. 
4141). A year later, he moved into a position with Polypore as Director OD Enterprise Growt 
before transferrng back to Daramic in 2008 to assume his current role of IVice President and 
Business Director. (Seibert, Tr. 4141). In his curent position, Seibert is responsible for sales and 
marketing, technical service, product management, and technical service. (Seibert, Tr. 4143). 
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ResDonse to FindinS! No. 236:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

237. Tucker Roe serves as Dararc's Vice President of Sales and Marketing for the Americas, 
Europe, Middle East, and Africa. (Roe, Tr. 1669-70). 
 Roe obtained a bachelor's degree from 
Bowling Green State University in 1976 and an M.B.A. from the University of Dayton 
 in 1981
 

before begining work for General Motor's Delco Products division in Kettenng, Ohio. (Roe, 
Tr. 1666-67). Roe left General Motors in 1984 to take a job as a purchasing manager for C&D 
Battery. (Roe, Tr. 1669). In 1998, Roe left C&D and joined W.R. Grace (now Daramic) as an 
account manager. (Roe, Tr. 1668). Roe was promoted to the position of Sales Manager in 1990 
and then to General Sales ManagerlDirector of Sales and Marketing for the Americas in 1993.
 

(Roe, Tr. 1668). After Daramic was sold to Warburg, Roe assumed the title of Vice President of 
Sales and Marketing for Daramic's worldwide operations. (Roe, Tr. 1669). In his curent
 

position, Roe supervises sales teams, customer service teams and techncal service deparments 
in both Europe and the U.S (Roe, Tr, 1669-70). In this role, Roe frequently calls upon 
customers, negotiates supply agreements and future pricing, and supervises other sales managers 
in their dealings with customers. (Roe, Tr. 1671). 

ResDonse to FindinS! No. 237:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

238. Tim Riney serves as the Vice President of Finance for DaramIc. (Riney, Tr. 4907). Riney 
obtained a bachelor's degree from Breshner College and an M.B.A. from Muray State 
University. (Riney, Tr. 4907). Riney received his Certified Public Accountant certification in 
1998 and Certified Management Accountant certification in 2005. (Riney, Tr. 4907-08). After 
working for a public accounting firm for two year and Commonwealth Aluminum Company for 
a brief period, Riney began working with Daramic in 1998 as a Cost and Financial Accounting 
Manager. (Riney, Tr. 4908-09). In 2002, Riney was promoted to the position of Plant Controller 
for both the Owensboro and Corydon plants. (Riney, Tr. 4910). In 2005, Riney was promoted to 
the position of Director of Finance for the Americas and officially assumed the role of Vice 
President of Finance in .2007. (Riney, Tr. 4911). As Vice President of Finance, Riney is 
responsible for all of Daramic's fmandal reporting, overseeing all financial and accounting 
employees, handling the budgeting process, and managing all financial aspects of Daramic's 
plants on a global basis. (Riney, Tr. 4911-12). 

ResDOnse to FindinS! No. 238:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

c. Sales
 

239. Daramic's worldwide separator sales - including Darak - in 2007 were approximately 
1 (RX01119, in camera). The total sales of Daramic's PE separators in 2007 

for automotive applications was__1 (RX01l1~, in camera; RXOI418,.in camera).
 

In 2007, sales of HD were i-RXOll19, In camera; RX01418, tn camera).
 
Daramic's sales of PE separators for industrial applications during the same time eriod totaled 

1, and sales of PE separators for s ecialt a lications were 1 
(RX01l19, in camera; RX01418, in camera). ( 

1 (RXOl119, in camera;). 
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Response to Findine No. 239: 
Complaint Counsel 
 has no specific response. 

d. Contracts and Pricing
 

Daramic faces intense global competition as it sells lead-acid battery separators to the 
concentrated batte industr. (Seibert, Tr. 4149; Seibert, Tr. 4172, in camra). ( 

(Seibert, Tr. 4174, in camera; RX01084, in camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 240: 
In the Nort American market for battery separators for lead-acid batteries Daramic now 

faces no competion for motive deep-cycle and UPS separators, and Daramic competes with only 

one other supplier for SLI separators in this geographic market. (see CCFOF at 273,288-292, 

and 305). 

241. Daramic, like other suppliers in the industry, prefers to enter into long term supply 
agreements with its customers. (Hauswald, Tr. 1038; Roe, Tr. 1729). Approximately 60% of 
Daramic's customers are curently under long-term supply agreements (i.e., contracts of thee 
years or more) withDaramic. (Roe, Tr.1728). 

Response to Findim! No. 241: 
Testimony from two Daramic Employees is hardly suficient to conclude what "other 

suppliers in the industr" prefer with regard to supply contracts. 

L (Hauwald, Tr. 1038; Roe, Tr. 1729; RX1497, in camera; RX1498, in camera). 
Long-term supply agreements provide consistency and cost optimization, savings which are 
passed on to customers. (Hauswald, Tr. 1038). Because it is expensive and wastefu to star and 
stop lines, long-term contracts help Daramic plan its production schedule in such a manner as to 
reduce waste and 
 costs. (Hauswald, Tr. 1038). As Roe testified, "by having long-term contracts, 
we can establish a baseline of business so that we can better plan out capacities b re ion to be
 

sure we can su ort the base-load business as we 0 forward:' (Roe, Tr. 1729). ( 

) (Hauswald, Tr. 1038-39; RXlO62, in camera). To realize these reduced raw 
material costs, which are also passed along to customers, Daramic must plan the approximate 
amount of its raw material requirements in advance. (Hauswald, Tr. 1039). 

Response to Findine No. 242: 
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The citations lend support only to Daramic's supposed rationale foe having long term 

contracts but do not suggest that the alleged savings either occur or if so are 
 then actually passed 

along to customers. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3192-3194, in 

camera). 

243. Long-term contracts also provide benefits to customers. (Hauswald, Tr~ 1044; Roe, Tr. 
1728-29). Long-term supply agreements create customer relationships which provide for 
reliability of 
 supply, .continuous product development and technology improvement program. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 1044; Roe, Tr. 1729). Continuity and reliabilty of supply are especially 
important in the battery separator market where capacity has historically been constrained. (Roe, 
Tr. 1729).
 

Response to Findios! No. 243:
 
While these are examples of the positive attributes of long term contracts, this finding
 

. fails to detail the more sinister aspects of long term contracts as used by Daramic. Daramic used 

long term contracts to erect bariers to entr and forestall customers' efforts to qualify and
 

sponsor entry. (PX0758 at 017, in camera; PX0433 at 004). For instance, understanding the 

theat that the MPLP expansion posed, Daramic developed the MP Plan to offer beneficial terms 

to customers wiling to enter into exclusive or near exclusive long term contracts with DaramIc 

in order to prevent MPLP from gaining market share following their European expansion project. 

Roe, Tr. 1285-1286; 1291; see also PX0258 at 001 ("What do we want to achieve? Secure select 

(Long term) agreements to fight the (MPLP) theat."). 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 244: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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Response to Findine No. 245:
 
This finding is contradicted by testimony of Mr. Thuet.
 

(TImet, Tr. 4424, in camera). 

) (Riney, Tr. 4942, in
 
camera; RX00960, in camera; RXOO994, in camera; RX00993, in camra; RX01519, in
 

camra; RX00983, in camera; RX00976, in camera; RX00988, in camera). 

Tr. 4943, in camera). 
(Riney, Tr. 4943, in camera). 

Response to findine No. 246
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(Riney, Tl; 4937, in camera; Seibert, Tl; 4189-90, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 247: 

Daramic's raw material and energy inputs are based on crude oil. (PX2068 at 001). 

Several price indices can be used to estimate changes in the price of these raw material and 

energy inputs. (PX2068 at 001). The U.S. Bureau of 
 Labor Statistics publishes price indices for 

crude petroleum - domestic production and fuels and related products and power on its website. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3215-3216, 3217, in camera). 
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_ (Simpson, Tr. 3217, in camera).
 

ReSDonse to FindiOl?: No. 248:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

ReSDonse to Findinu No. 249:
 
See response to finding No. 247.
 

in camera). 

ReSDonse to Findinu No. 250:
 
This finding is contradicted by documentary evidence that shows Daramic did raise
 

prices in an effort to maintain overall gross margins at ~l. (PX0212, in camera ((. 

). 
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RX927 at 14-16, in camera).
 

Response to FindiOl! No. 251:
 
Bulldog battery accepted its most recent price increase without balkig. Mr. Benjamin 

testified that to argue the price increase demand was futile since there was no where else for 

Bulldog to go for its separator supply. (Benjamin, Tr. 3521-3522). 

Response to Findinl! No. 252:
 
This finding is contradicted by testimony of DaramIc's own Head of Sales, Tucker Roe.
 

Accordiig to Mr. Roe and substantiated by the actual contract, Daramic was obligated to provide 

the cost documentation to Exide rather than doing so voluntarly. (Roe, Tr. 1727). _ 

(PX0911, in
 

camera (Roe Dep. at 148-149)).
 

) (Riney, Tr. 4945, in camera). As a result, Daramic is 
. being "squeezed from both ends" as it faces escalating raw material and ener costs and erodin 
mar ins. (Toth, Tr. 1502, 1573, 1559; Rine , Tr. 4931, in camera). £ 
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_1 (PX0294 at 006, in camera).l 

1 (PX0294 at 006, in camera). l_
 

1 (PX0294 at 006, in 

(PX0294 at 006, in camra; Riney, Tr. 4983-4984, in camera).). l 

1 (PX0294 at 006, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4985, in 

camera). ( 

1 (PX0294 at 006, in camera). ( 

1 (PX0294 at 006, in camera; 

Riney, Tr. 4986, in camera). 

With regard to Daramic's actual financial performance in 2008, one of the reasons 

Daramic's ( 

1 (Riney, Tr. 5004, in
 

camera; see also PX2160 at 034 (polypore SEC Form lO-K for 2008 reporting that the decline in 

margins was primarily attributable to the acquisition of Microporous, which has lower gross 

profit magins)). 

254. (
 
_1 (Riney, Tr. 4932-33, in camera).
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Response to findinl! No. 254:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

255. While Daramic has implemented several initiatives to eliminate costs without licreasing 
prices, passing alon rising costs increases throu h rice increases is often necessary. (Toth, Tr. 
1576-77). 

Resoonse to Findinl! No. 255:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findine: No. 256. 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

95, in camera). 

Res onse to Findin No.257.
 
In Dr. Simpson's opinion, l
 

I. (Simpson, Tr. 3213-3220, in camera).
 

I. (Weerts, Tr. 4510-4511, in 
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camera). Dr. Simpson noted tht
 

I (Simpson. Tr. 3465-3466, in camera). 

e. Growt in Asia
 

. 258. Since 2000, DaramÌC has recognized Asia as a ke
 

Tr. 1434-35; Hauswald, Tr. 878-79, in camera).
 

.J (Hauswald, Tr. 872-73, 875, in camera; RX706 at 5, in camera;
 
RX1314, in camera). This line was developed and operattional in 15 months and through 
implementation of continuous improvement practices, this same size PE line curently produces 
25 milion square meters of product. (Hauswald, Tr. i 1 12). 

Response to Findinl! No. 258: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

I 
(Hatiswald, Tr. 873, in camera). This project was referred to internally as RAMA II, and it 
involved moving existing lines from Austria to Thailand. (Hauswald, Tr. 871-73, in camera, in 
camera; Thuet, Tr. 4322; RX699, in camera). l 

J (Huswald, Tr. 873, in camera;
RX706 at 5, in camera; RX1314, in camra). RAM II, the third phase of installation in 
Prachinburi, involved the construction of a new 30 millon s uare meter line. (Hauswald, Tr. 
875, in camera; Thuet, Tr. 4323). 

J (Hauswald, Tr. 880, 883,940, in camera; RX1038, in camera;
RXlO50, in camera; RX553 at 8, in camera; RX555 at 7 in camera). Following this latest 
expansion, the total production capacity at the Prachinburi facilty is approximately 80 milion 
square meters. (Thuet, Tr. 4323). 

Response to Findinl! No. 259: 
The propositìon of the sixth sentence is contradicted by the evidence. Respondent's own 

documents state that the 

J (PX0241, in camera; 
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PX0338 at 014, in camera; PX0640; PX0967 at 023, in camra). Moreover, thePranchinbur 

Plant already had in place a ( 

.J (RX1050 at 003, in camera).
 

260. Recognizing the growth opportunities in Asia, Daramic entered into a joint venture 
agreement with Nippon Sheet Glass ("NSG") in Tianjin, China. (Hauswald, Tr. 1107-08). 
Daramic has a 60% interest in the venture, and NSG has a 40% interest. (Toth, Tr. 1396; Thuet, 
Tr.4324). At the time Daramic entered into the joint venture agreement in February 2007, NSG 
was only producing 500,00 square meters of product on a 10 millon square meter line. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 1108; Thuet, Tr. 4323). Today, the facilty is ruing at full capacity. (Thuet, Tr.
4328). Daramic expects to increase the capacity of the line in Tianjin though the 
implementation of continuous improvement practices. (Thuet, Tr. 4326). 

Response to Findine: No. 260: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

f. The Acquisition of MicroDorous
 

l (PX0059 at 001, in camera; RX01227, in
camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 261: 
This proposed finding contradicts Respondent's Proposed Findirg No.3 above, which 

states in par: "Polypore acquired Microporous for approximately $76 milion, $29 milion in 

cash and $47 millon in assumed debt." (RFOF 3). 

J 
(RXOO814 at 010, in camera). In addition, Daramic struggled for years to obtain more business 
with deep cycle customers, first with Daramic DC, then Daramic HD, with little success. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 656-57, 744, 1196; Whear, Tr. 4777). The acquisition of Microporous allowed. 
Polypore the chance to diversify its product line, gain access to Microporous' rubber technology, 
and enter the niche rubber market. (Hauswald, Tr. 652; Hauswald, Tr. 896, in camera, 1057, 
1060-61; Roe, Tr. 1735; RX01630; RXI097-3; in camera; PX0433 f'The addition of Flex-Sil 
and Ace-Sil would broaden our portfolio of products into two niche markets we do not supply 
today."). 

Response to Findine: No. 262: 
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The proposed finding is inaccurate on thee main points. First, Daramic's HD separator 

andMPLP's CellForce separator are both made ofPE and rubber. (Hauswald, Tr. 664, 671-672; 

Gilchrst, Tr. 312). (See also CCFOF 80-82 (same)). These are similar products used in the 

same applications, such as golf car and floor scrubber batteries. (E.g., CCFOF 97-99). 

1 as Respondent 

suggests. As the evidence about the industry's strcture and competitive interaction shows,
 

.l (See CCFOF 535-539). In these circumstances. it is simply not credible for Daramic to 

claim that it had no inuence over the markets in which it concentrated its efforts. 

Third, Daramic has indeed "strggled for years to obtain more business with deep cycle 

customers, first with Daramic DC, then Daramic HD," but with more than 
 just a little success. 

(See, e.g., ÇCFOF 335-339, 350-353, 372-373, 386-390. 394). Mr. Roe of Daramic admitted 

that the company successfully increased its HD sales every year between the product's 

introduction and Daramic's acquisition ofMPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1209). He also acknowledged 

tellng customers that Daramic was "aggressively pursuing" the deep-cycle battery market. 

(Roe, Tr. 1209-1211; PX1071 at 001-002). DaramIc was gaiing market share in the deep-cycle 

market in par through customers converting from Flex-Sil to HD for use in their deep-cycle 

batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1212-1213; 1277-1278). Both Exide and U.S. Battery switched from Flex-

Sil to HD for a portion of their deep-cycle golf car batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1212-1213). 

263. Daramic believed that the addition of Microporous' rubber technology would
 

complement existing research and development programs, leading to new product develo ment 
and existing product enhancements. (Hauswald, Tr. 1059-60; Roe, Tr. 1735). t 
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ReSDonse to Findine No. 263: 
The assertion that Daramic was acquiring MP to complement its own technology is 

contradicted by the fact that Daramic and Microporous were competitors in PE/Rubber 

separators for deep-cycle and SLI applications. Daramic HD is a hybrid separator product made 

of rubber and PE. (Hauswald, Tr. 664). (See also CCFOF 77 (descrbing Daramic rubber 

technology and products)). In developing and improving its HD product over the years, Daramic 

used its own rubber technology and resources, thus competing with Microporous for inovation 

as well as sales in the deep-cycle market. (See CCFOF 347-357,366-367,703-705). l_ 

L (Gilchrist, Tr. 

440-441, in camera; see also PX0601 at 002, in camera (April 
 2, 2008 email from DaramIc 

(after the acquisition) reporting that l 

_m. 
l 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 264:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the weight of the evidence, much of which is in
 

the form of Daramic' s own words. Respondent's assertion that 

l is patently false. As early as 2003, 
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I (PX0758 at 017, in camera). ( 

I (PX0744 at 001; PX0908 (Amos, Dep. at 148, in camera)). (See 

generally CCFOF 553-555, 569, 575, 586, 588-592). In 2005, Mr. Hauswald told Mr. Toth that 

. MPLP was a "real theat" in the automotive market. (PX0168 at 002). 

Prior to the acquisition, Microporous had manufactured and sold SLI separators in Nort 

America and considered itself a competitor in that market. (Gilchrst, Tr. 308, 311, 313, 341

342). Although Daramc did not record Microporous's sales of SLI separators in its World Wide 

Market Study, Daramic documents did include Microporous in market share chars for SLI in 

Nort America, giving MPLP a 4 percent share of SLI saÌes, Entek 49 percent, and Daramic 47 

percent, but nothing to àny Asian producer. (PX0264 at 003). 

I (PX0080 at 060, in camera). 

Daramic feared that Microporous would take 
 market share from it. (CCFOF 526-527). In fact, 

Daramic had responded to Microporous' s entry into the SLI market by lowering the price of its 

SLI separators to at least one customer. (PX0258). 

More recently, Daramic conceived "Project Titan" in 2007 in par to stop MPLP from 

gaining automotive separator business. (See CCFOF764-772). In paricular, Mr. Hauswald's 

speaker notes for the October 2007 Project Tita Board presentation showed, 

I (PX0174 at 003, in camera, Hauswald, Tr. 788-789, in camera). And 

Mr. Hauswald coIirred that Daramic anticipated ( 

I (Hauswald, Tr. 788-789, in camera; PX0174 at 
\ 

003, in camera). One of the more revealing pieces of evidence from Project Titan was that 
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I 

Daramic predicted t 

(PXOI74 at 003, in camera). 

Respondent's proposed finding fails to specify which page, or even which document, 

might support their naked assertion. And Mr. Seibert's testimony is plainly self-serving, as well 

as contrary to contemporaneous Daramic documents. For example, in a series of emails in 

November 2007, l 

I (PX0215 at 002, in camera). 
.. 

I (Roe, Tr. 1350, in camera; PX0215 at 002, in camera; see also CCFOF 

742-745). 

265. The discussion with Microporous about a possible acquisition actually began as early as 
2005 when Microporous' former owners approached Warburg Pincus about acquiring the 
company. (PX00748; Trevathan, Tr. 3591-92) Intrigued by Mìcroporous' niche position and 
foothold.in the production of rubber separators, Warburg Pincus expressed a sincere interest in a 
possible acquisition of 
 the company. (Trevathan, Tr. 3591-92). At the time, however, Warburg 
could not financially undertake the proposed acquisition. (Toth, Tr. 1503). 

Response to Findinl! No. 265: 
The proposed fIIding is incorrect, to the extent it suggests the motivation for acquiring 

Microporous was its rubber product line. The reason Daramic, Polypore, Polypore's Board, and 

its largest shareholder, Warburg Pincus, wanted to acquire MPLP was to remove a growing 

competitive threat. (See, e.g., CCFOF 751, 753-754, 756, 762, 769, 773-775). 

266. Daramic and Polypore leadership continued to discuss the benefits and value of a 
potential acquisition of Microporous afer Warburg was approached in 2005. (Toth, n. 1504
05). Durng these discussions, Toth emphasized to his management team that defensive
 

acquisitions are never profitable, and that the only acquisitions that should be considered are 
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those that add value to the company's existing business units. (Toth, Tr. 1504-05). . Toth 
especially emphasized many of these basic principles with Hauswald, who offers tremendous 
insight in manufactug and operations but is weaer with regard to financial matter. (Toth, Tr. 
1506). 

Response to Findin!! No. 266: 
Again, Daramic' s leadership pursued the acquisition of Microporous to avoid losing 

futue sales volumes to MPLP, to raise prices, and to protect its market power. Before a 

scheduled Board meeting in September 2005, Mr. Hauswald recommended to Mr. Toth that 

Daramic "buy (MPLP), as a defensive action" because it was "a real theat for our business, not 

only in the industrial maket, but, later, in the automotive market..." (PXOI68 at 002; See also 

CCRF 265). There is no contemporaneous evidence that Mr. Toth told Mr. Hauswald or other 

managers that Daramic should not acquire MPLP for defensive reasons. The evidence 

concerning Project Titan is furher proof that Daramic purchased the Microporous assets for . 

defensive reasons, namely: 

I
 
I
 
I l
 

(PX0203 at 088, in camera). 

But that isn't all. In October 2005, Mr. Nasisi informed Mr. Hauswald by email that 

Daramic "must do everything possible to stop this process" of MPLP expansion, and Mr. 

Hauswald agreed, responding that Daramic should "solve the (MPLP) case definitively." 

(PX0694 at 001). And Daramic finally pulled the trigger on Februar 29, 2008 (RX01227 at 

001, in camera). 

267. Daramic interest in acquiring Microporous was rekindled during the course of settlement . 
discussions between the paries in August 2007 related to a pending arbitration proceeding. (Roe, 
Tr. 1758; Graff, Tr. 4854-55). The arbitration involved a contractual dispute between Daramic 
and Microporous concerning equipment and technology for a PE line which was purchased by 
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Microporous from Jungfer in 2001. (Roe, Tr. 1758; PX2237). Roe, Hauswald, and Daramic's in
house legal counsel attended on behalf of Daramc, and Trevathan, Gilchrst, and Microporous' 
outside legal counsel attended on behalf of Microporous. (Roe, Tr. 1758). A varety of
 

settlement optionS were discussed at the meeting, including: (1) Daramic selling its industrial 
business to 
 Microporous; (2) Daramc acquirng Microporous; and, (3) Micröporous acquirng 
Daramic. (Trevathan, Tr. 3615). During the course of settlement discussions, Daramic never
 

conditioned the sale of its industrial business, or any other settlement options, on the promise by 
Microporousto stay out of the SLI business. (Roe~ Tr. 1759).
 

Response to Findinsz No. 267: 
This proposed finding is unobjectionable until the final sentence. Several 

contemporaneous documents from the DaramiclMPLP settlement discussions reveal that 

DaramIc proposed a market division agreement to Microporous. (See, e.g., PX1106at 035; 

PXll03 at 001; see also CCFOF 1097-1100). Mr. Trevathan, now a loyal DaramIc employee, 

attended this "(a)mazing conversation" on behalf of 
 Microporous in 2007 and acknowledged that 

the clear implication of the conversation was that Microporous should stay out of the automotive 

(SLI) separator business. (Trevathan, Tr. 3707-3708; PXll03 at 001). Daramic, of course, has a 

history when it comes to market division agreements. (See CCFOF 1180-1188,1191 (detailing 

Daramic's non-compete agreement with H&V)). 

l (RX01097, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 897, in camera). While Daramic was 
interested in acquiring the rubber technology, they did not want to pay more than asset value for 
the remainder of Microporous' business, which would merely provide additional capacity for 
Daramic. (PX0978; Toth, Tr~ 1551-52,1564-65). 

ReSpOnse to Findinsz No. 268: 
To the extent the proposed finding suggests the only motivation for Daramic acquiring 

Microporous was to gain substantial synergies and enter markets where Daramic was not already 

present, it is abundantly false. (See CCRF 265). 

l (SeeCCFOF 764-772). Daramic believed, and 
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Mr. Hauswald also reported to the Polypore Board, that a 

1 (pX0203 at 088, in camera; PX0738 at 010, in 

camera). In contrast, i 

1 (PX0203 at 085, in camera). 

The proposition that Daramic i 

not supported by the evidence. Daramic was a full and active paricipant in the deep-cycle, 

motive and stationar (UPS) markets prior to the acquisition, and competed with MPLP 

head-to-head. (See, e.g., CCFOF 273-275,277-279,287-292). With respect to the deep-cycle. 

market in paricular, Mr. Roe acknowledged telling customers that Daramic was "aggressively 

pursuing" that market. (Roe, Tr. 1209-1211; PX1071 at 001-002). DaramIc was gaining market 

shae in the deep-cycle market in par through customers converting from Flex-Sil to HD for use.
 

intheirdeep-cyclebatteries. (Roe, Tr. 1212-1213; 1277-1278).
 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 907, in camera). The addition of Microporous' facilties in 
Piney Flats, Tennessee and Fiestrtz, Austria would help to immediately alleviate the mounting 
capacity concerns at Daramic. (Toth, Tr. 1564-65).
 

Response to Findine No. 269:
 
DaramIc's only real "capacity concern" were with the impending expansion of
 

Microporous, which had 
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1 (pX0462 at 005, in camera; 

PX0738 at 013, in camera; PX0463 at 002, in camera). (See also CCRF 265; CCFOF 769-770, 

772). 

Response to Findine No. 270: 
As detailed above in CCRF 268, 

1 Furermore, Respondent has no
 

valid effciency claims. Dr. Kahwaty and Dr. Simpson both agree that that pecuniar raw 

material savings that Dararric achieved were ( 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3240, in camera; 

Kahwaty, Tr. 5252-5254, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty ( 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5249-5250, in camera). Overall, 

1 or not factually supported. (CCFOF 

1054; see generally CCFOF 1051-1053, 1055-1057). 
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Response to Findim! No. 271: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by evidence that (Daramic actually raised its 

estimates of the MPLP income figues after reviewing the "Black Box". inormation. After 

Daramic presented to the Polypore Board its own projections, 

1 (pX2018-001, in camera; Riney,Tr. 5012-5014, in camera). _ 

(Riney, Tr. 5013-5014, 

in camera). 

Moreover. this finding is vague and ambiguous because Daramic 

_1 and the testimony doe not reference which version of the scenario is being 

referenced. (Riney, Tr. 5012-5013, in camera).
 

1 (PX0059 at 001. in camera; RX01227, in camera)~ 
At all ties. Daramic's rationale for acquirig Microporous was to obtain the benefits of the
 

rubber technology and access to the deep cycle segment. (Toth, Tr. 1554-55, 1564; Toth, Tr. 
1587. in camra). 

Response to Findine No. 272:
 
Once again. Respondent contradicts its earlier factual assertion that
 

l (See CCRF 261, RFOF 3). The second sentence is also 

wrong, but on a much more material point. The self-serving statements of Mr. Toth cannot come 

close to rebutting the overwhelming evidence that Daramic's motivations in acquiring MPLp. 

were anticompetitive. (See CCRF 265-271). 

g. Synergies Following the Acquisition
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273. Mer the Acquisition, Daramic improved Microporous' existing plants, processes, and 
equipment. (Hauswald, Tr. 1061). At the Piney Flats facility, Daramic created a task force of 
engineers from Daramic's Owensboro facilty to decrease costs and improve yields on 
Microporous' existing lines. (Hauswald, Tr. 1062-63; RX628). Prior to the Acquisition, the 
CellForce line had a yield of approximately 76%. (Hauswald, Tr. 1062). This yield was 
improved to approximately 90% through the efforts of the Daramic task force. (Hauswald, Tr. 
1062). In order to achieve higher efficiency, the team of engineers applied Daramic's best
 

practices ta the lines in Piney Flats, which improved safety and environmental standards,
 

reduced costs and improved quality. (Hauswald, Tr. 1063). For example, Daramic changed the 
oil used in the manufacturing process in Piney Flats to a higher grade to improve the quality of 
the product. (Hauswald, Tr. 1064). Daramic also improved the solvent recovery system in order 
to reduce solvent consumption by approximately 25%, which reduced costs and waste. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 1065). 

Response to Findinii No. 273: 
First, the proposition in the sixth sentence about oil is contradicted by Mr. Riney's 

deposition testimony. Mr. Riney, who has a role in determining what efficienciesPolypore 

could achieve by acquiring Microporous, did not 
 know why using 

L (PX0912 (Riney, Dep. at 43, 104, in 

camera)). Second, pre-acquisition, Micrporous was profitable and was a competitive theat. 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466, 

472-490,501-507,526-527,529, 1044). l 

L (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF . 

1051- 1053, 1055- 1057).
 

274. Daramic personnel also worked to improve costs and effciency at the Fiestritz facility. 
For example, the solvent recovery system was improved like it bad been in Piney Flats. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 1066). Daramic engineers also increased the capacity of the lines by fixing 
glitches in the winding and finishing areas. (Hauswald, Tr. 1065-66). These improvements 
allowed Daramic to fil the second line with pure SLI product. (Hauswald, Tr. 1065-66).
 

Additionally, Daramic found ways to reduce the smell of sulfur originating from the product 
process and plaguing the surounding Austran community. (Hauswald, Tr. 1065). 

Response to Findinii No~ 274: 
First, the proposition in the third sentence that Daramc's improvements allowed for the 

line to be filled with SLI separators is contradicted by the fact that Microporous was trying to fill 
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the line as early as 2007 with customers SLI separator purchases. (Gaugl, Tr. 4626; see also. 

CCFOF 631-632). Tucker Roe considered Microporous to be a competitor in SLI as evidenced 

by Microporous's quoting for Fiam's SLI separator business. 
 (Roe, Tr. 1307-1308; see also
 

CCFOF 692). Additionally, Daramic's improvements to the line
 

l (Riney, Tr. 4963

4964, in camera). In fact, Mr. Gaugl stated "we (Microporousl had the capability to produce
 

separators for automotive" without Daramic acquiring Microporous. (Gaugl, Tr. 4626-4627).
 

Second, pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive threat.
 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466, 

472-490,501-507,526-527,529,104). 

l (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF 

1051-1053,1055-1057). 

. 275. At both former Microporous facilties, Daramic found ways to reduce and recycle scrap
 

material. (Hauswald, Tr, 1067). Instead of simply thowing the scrap away, as Microporous had 
done, Daramc now regrinds and reuses the material to create new product. (Hauswald, Tr. 
1067). This practice not only reduces waste, but also results in cost savings for both plants. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 1067). 

Response to Findine No. 275: 
Pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive theat. (Trevathan, 

Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466,472-490,501

507,526-527,529,1044). 

l (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF 1051-1053,
 

1055- 1057).
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1 (Hauswald, Tr. 904, in camera; RX1431, in camera; RX1432, in camera;
 
RX1433, in camera;RX1473, in camera). 

ResDonse to Findinf! No. 276: .
 
First, the proposition in the first sentence about significant raw material savings is 

contradicted by several pieces of evidence in the record. Daramic has not passed along any raw 

material savings to 1 (PX0912 

(Riney, Dep. 200-201, in camera)). Moreover, the efficiencies that Daramic has achieved by 

acquiring Microporous is rather trivial, 
 when compared to either the $76 milion Daramic paid to 

acquire Microporous or th~ in litigation expenses that Daramic has spent as of 

Januar 3,2009, which does not include the time period where Daramic engaged in an onslaught 

of extensive discovery and a thirtyday triaL. (PX0954 at 006, in camera; PX2160 at 041). 

Second, the proposition in the second sentence is contradicted by the fact that (_ 

1 it was 

originally payig for silca from _l (Riney, Tr. 5021-5022, in camera). Third, the
 

proposition in the third sentence is contradicted by the fact DaramIc ~l passed along any of 

these alleged "signicant" savings in ultra high molecular weight to (
 1 

Daramic passing along the cost savings to 

its customers, Daramic increased prices in 2009. (PX0371). 

(PX0912 (Riney, Dep. at 200, in camera). Instead of 


Lastly, pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive theat. 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466, 
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472-490,501-507,526-527,529,1044). t 

L (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF 

1051-1053, 1055~ 1057).
 

h. Daramic's Diffculties In the Curent Market
 

The curent lead-acid battery se arator market is a "tough business." 

L (Toth, Tr. 1568; RX00927 
at 5-16, in camera). As a result, Dàramic has been experiencing continuous declines in its
 

margins (PX3016 at 010; Toth, Tr. 1649). 

ResDonse to Findine No, 277: 
Respondent's assertion that the battery separator business is a tough business from the 

perspective of separator producers and that its customers possess market power is belied by the 

evidence that battery producers have few alternative sources of supply. (See generally CCFOF 

258-323). Daramic's own documents confrm that battery manufacturers lack buying power. 

l; (PX0265 at 008, in camera). 

According to Daramic, 

_l. (PX0265 at 004, 007-008, in camera). (
 

(pX0265 at 010, in camera). 

L (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera): 

Because it is the separator suppIieIs that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly 
 called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (CCFOF 1079-1080; PX0832 
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at 004 ("demonstrate pricing power in the marketplace regardless of movements in material and 

energy costs."); PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 íncluded l

_l; PX0467 at 002, in camera (CEO Company Goals for 200
 

_1;PX0469 at OÖ3, in camera (CEO Company Goals for 2007); PX0204 at 002 (Mr. 

Hauswald's 2006 goals included "Raise Daramic prices where possible to demonstrate pricing 

power regardless of cost movements"). 

. Daramic's assessment that battery manufacturers lack buying power is confirmed by 

customer testimony at triaL. (See 
 e.g., Gilepsie, Tr. 3002, in camera (Exide believes that 

negotiations with Daramic are l); Gilespie, Tr. 3066

3068 (Exide has not used its size as leverage in negotiations with Daramic); Gilespie, Tr. 3097

3098 (Ex 
 ide has not used pressure points to negotiate and get their wil); Craig, Tr. 2565 

(EnerSys does not consider itself a power buyer, "not at all, not close."); Benjamin Tr. 3525, 

3522 (Bulldog Battery received a 10% post-acquisition price increase, which Bulldog considered 

"pretty exorbitant" but "(t)here was no way to try to negotiate a lower price. There was no place 

to go."); Godber, Tr. 242, in camera (Trojan concerned about Daramic's acquisition of 

Microporous because (
 

_D; Godber Tr. 133,232-233,239-242, in camera (notwithtanding the fact that Trojan
 

is the world's largest manufacturer of deep cycle batteries, 

With regard to this findings assertion that Daramic has heen experiencing continuous 

declines in its margins, the finding cites a document that was not in evidence. (See Toth, Tr. 

1647, 1654, 1656-1657 (No ruling on document's admissibilty based on Respondent's objection 
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of surrise). Moreover, the testimonial evidence ofMr. Toth is contradicted by DaramIc's 

financial statements, which show steady magins. (PX0294 at 006; See CCRF 278). Moreover, 

Polypore's majority owner, Warburg Pincus, advised that in a presentation toJP Morgan, 

Daramic needed to 

L (pX1715 at 002, in camera; CCFOF 

991). Mr. Toth heeded Warburg Pincus's advice and 
 jotted down the advice almost word-for

word on an agenda for a meeting with those that made the presentation: "Be clear that pnce was 

out in front & consistent w/cost escalation. . . no margin erosion." (PX0485 at 001). 

1. Daramic is Experiencing Declining Margins and Rising Costs
 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 278:
 
Respondent's testimonial-only evidence to support this finding is contradicted by the
 

documentar evidence of actual contribution margins found in its financial statements, which 

Daramic presented to the Polypore Board. (PX0294 at 006, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4981, in 

camera). 

l (PX0294 at 006, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4982-4983). 

Moreover, 

L (PX0294 at 006, in camera). 
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l (PX0294 at 006, in camera). t"
 

l (PX0294 at 006, 

in camera). 

(PX0294 at 006, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4983-4984, in camera). ). 

l (PX0294 at 006, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4985, in 

l (PX0294 at 006, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4984, in camera). 

l 

(PX0294 at 006, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4986, in camera). 
, 

With regard to Daramic' s actual financial pedormance in 2008, one of the reasons 

DaramIc's t 

l (Riney, Tr. 5004, in
 

camera; see also PX2160 at 034 (Polypore SEC Form lO-K for 2008 reporting that the decline in 

margin was "primarly attributable to the acquisition of 
 Microporous, which has lower gross 

profit margins.") 
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RespOnse to Findine: No. 279: 
The assertion in this finding contradicts the record evidence. (See CCRF 278 (Showing 

actual contribution margins remained steady with little fluctuation between 2005 and 2008 

budgeted.financial forecast)). 

27, iri camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 280:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

Response to Findine No. 281:
 
Respondentstestimonial-only evidence to support ths finding is contradicted by the
 

documentary evidence of actual adjusted EBITDA margin found in its financial statements, 

which Daramic presented to the Polypore Board. t 

1 (PX0294 at 006, in camera; see 

also CCRF 278 (multi-milion dollar increases in adjusted EBITDA dollar). With regard to 

Respondent's contention that Daramic incurred t 

L in 2008 afer the acquisition, when DaramIc and Microporous quit 

competing. (Riney, Tr. 4930-4931, in camera). Capacity in Owensboro was moved to 
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Microporous's Piney Flats facilty and capacity in Potenza was moved to Microporous's Feistritz 

facility. (Roe, Tr. 1744; Gaugl, Tr. 4572). Had Daramic not acquired facilities from 

Microporous, Dararnc would have had to either keep facilties and capacity open and available 

in order to compete against Microporous, or lose sales to Microporous. (pX0463 at 003, in 

camera; RX1097 at 003, in camera (( 

) 1; see also PX0203 at 088 (Daramic 

presentation to Polypore Board stating: ( 

1). 

Moreover, Polypore views the restructuring as a way of achieving cost-savings. 

. DaramIc's past restructuring was done in order to achieve cost savings associated with moving 

capacity from high cost facilties to low cost facilities. (Riney, Tr. 4932-4933, in camera 

see also RFOF 285 (stating Daramic's restructurng efforts to reduce costs by 

moving production to lower cost areas)). 

_1; 

1 (Riney, Tr. 4931, in camera). 
) (Riney, Tr. 4931,.. in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 282: 
The contemporaneous documentar evidence from Daramic's financial results, which 

were presented to the Polypore Board of Directors, contradicts the testimonial-only evidence that 

there is a continual erosion of Daramic' s margins. (See Response to CCRF 278 (Showing actual 

contribution margins f 

1) In addition, Polypore's largest shareholder and owner prior to
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the company going public, Warburg Pincus, advised that in a presentation to JP Morgan, 

DaramIc needed 

1 (PXI715 at 002, in camera; CCFOF 

991). Mr. Toth heeded Warburg Pincus's advice and 
 jotted down the advice almost word-for

word On an agenda for a meeting with those that made the presentation: "Be clear that price was 

out in front & consistent w/cost escalation. . . no margin erosion." (PX0485 at 001). 

283. One reason for the decline in gross profits has been the increased cost of raw materials 
and escalating energy costs. (pX2160 at 034; Toth, Tr. 1390-1391). Raw materials make up 
about a third of Polypore's cost of sales. (PX3016 at 038). 

Response to Findinl! No. 283:
 
Respondent's statement that raw materials make up a third of Polypore's cost of sales,
 

relies on a document that was not admitted into evidence. (See Toth, Tr. 1647, 1654, 1656-1657 

(No ruling on document's admissibilty based on Respondent's objection of surrise). Moreover,
 

the finding's assertion regarding cost as it relates to Daramic's business is ambiguous, because 

approximately half of Polypore is made up of businesses that are not related to lead acid battery 

separators. (CCFOF 3-6). With regard to the finding's assertion that gross profits declined, 

Polypore's lO-K contradicts this and shows gross profits for Polypore increasing from $197 

milion in 2007 to $215.7 milion in 2008. (PX2160 at 28). With regard to the Energy and 

Storage segment's decline in gross profits as. a percent of sales from 2007 to 2008 the other 

reason, as stated in its Polypore's 2008 SEC form lO-K, was "primarly attributable to the 

acquisition of Microporous, which has lower gross profit margins than our other lead-acid 

battery separator production facilities. . . and costs associated with the strike at our Owensboro, 

Kentucky facility." (PX2160 at 034). 
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4934-35, in camera). l
 

in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 284:
 

. (Riney, Tr. 4934-35, 


Respondent cites testimonial-only 
 evidence as the basis for this finding, which is not 

supported by contemporaneous documentay evidence. Moreover, Dr. Simpson testified that 

, based on producer price indices from the Bureau of Labor statistics, which showed oil and
 

energy. fallng after September 2008, in his opinion input cost increases would not justify
 

the price increases that Daramic was putting though to its customers given the fall-off in input 

prices. (Simpson, Tr. 3215-3218; PX0033 at 023-26, in camera, PXOO33 at 045; see also 

CCFOF 794-796).285. 1
 
(Riney, Tr. 4932, in camera). Polypore as a whole has attempted to offset Daramies declining 
margins by restrcturg and reducing discretionary spending. (PX3016 at 010-11; Toth, Tr.
 

1649). These efforts were parially offset by the FfC expenses and the. considerable
 

admiistrative ex nses that were inherited from the ac uisitions. (PX3016 at 019). l 

ReSpOnse to Findin2 No. 285:
 

This findings proposition that margins are declinig steadily is refuted by Daramic's 

financial statement presented to the Polypore Board. (See CCRF 278-279; 281-283). Moreover, 

the finding relies on a docuent that was not admitted into evidence. (See Toth, Tr. 1647,1654, 

1656-1657 (No ruling on document's admissibility based on Respondent's objection of surprise). 

With regard to the reminder of this rinding, Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

Response to Findin2 No. 286: 
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This findings contention that ( 

l. 

(See CCRF 278). ( 

1 (Riney, Tr. 4933, in camera). 

(Riney, Tr. 4933, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 287:
 
Respondent's contention in this finding that (
 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 2999-3000, in camera: see also CCFOF1068). Moreover,
 

notwithstanding Daramic's claim that it has ( 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 300, in camera). In fact, Daramic 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3148-3149, in camera). 
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I (Gilespie, Tr. 3151-3152, in
 

camera). 

288. Based on the foregoing, the Court finds that Daramic has experienced declinng margins 
and increasing costs since at least 2005. 

/,
ResDonse to Findine No. 288: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on Respondenfs 

proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF 277-287. 

j. Daramic Operates In a Stagnant Industr
 

289. l I (Riney, Tr. 4931, in camera).
 
The PE technology used by Daramic has been in existence for many years. (Toth, Tr. 1568). 
Daramic is currently using a line that was built in 1969, and the patents protecting much of its 
intellectual property expired in the 1980s. (Toth, Tr. 1569).
 

ResDonse to Findine No. 289: 
This rinding is contradicted by evidence that 
 in order to have the competitive advantage 

of meeting the widest range of customer needs, Daramic has patents and know-how, product 

custornzation, technical support, sales, support, and battery expertse. (Hauswald, Tr. 825-826, 

in camera; PX0194 at 036, in camera). Daramic owns 18 active patents. (PX2074). Its PE 

patent portfolio includes patents on lI and CellForce. (Gilchrist, Tr. 382; PX2161; PX2166). 

In industrial applications, Daramic uses a special patented "clean" oil that reduces the presence 

of black scum, which can interfere with the proper maintenance and fuction of these types of 

batteries. (Whear, Tr. 4807; PX0582 at 050). 

In addition Daramic recognizes that separator competitors are differentiated, which is not 

consistent with a mature industry. In assessing the performance of its technology compared to 

other battery separator manufacturers, Daramic views l 

I (PX0194 at 030, in camera). 

L (PX0194 at 025, in camera). 
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290. Because of the lack of leverage with both suppliers and customers, as well as the 
proliferation of competition in the marketplace. Dararic has sustained more than $100 milion in 
restructurng expenses over the last four years. (Toth, Tr. 1569). 

Response to Findine No. 290: 
This finding is contradicted 
 by evidence found in Polypore's Form lO-K reporting 

Polypre's financial results for Fiscal year ending Januar 3,2009. (PX2160). Polypore's 10-K 

details the company's restrcturing plans for each of the years between 2005 and 2009. (pX2160 

at 038). According to the lO-K, the restrcturing plan had nothing to do with the lack of 

leverage or the proliferation of competition, but rather Polypore's attempt "to align lead-acid 

battery separator production capacity with demand, reduce costs and position ourselves to meet 

future growth opportunities." (PX2160 at 038). 
- / 

Moreover, the $100 milion dollars testified to by Mr. Toth, is off 
 by a factor of $30 

milion, as the only two restrcturings affecting the energy storage segment, according to
 

Polypore's lO-K, were $61.7 milion in 2008, and $9.1 milion in 2005. (PX2160 at 038). With 

respect to the $9.1 milion in 2005, that restructurng was "to better accommodate customer 

growth and related demand" and lower the cost of production for lead-acid separators by 

transferring the Jungfer assets to Daramic's Thailand facilty. (PX2160- at 038; Riney, Tr. 4932, 

in camera). With regard to the $61.7 milion in 2008, 

_1 (Riney, Tr. 4933, in camera). In describing the environmental contamination at the 

Potenza, Polypore's lO-K does not mention either customers or competitors as the reason for 

setting aside money to remediate the Potenza site. (PX2160 at 076). 

With regard to the findings contention tht Óaramic lacks levemge with its customers as a 

result of competition, Daramic's own documents confirm that battery manufacturers have little 

leverage in negotiations with suppliers and that competitive rivalry among separator suppliers is 

low. (CCRF 277). l 
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J. (PX0265 at 008, 

in camera). According to Daramic, 

_1. (PX0265 at 004,007-008, in camera). (
 

I 

(PX0265 at 010, in camera). 

I (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera). 

291. Polypore's energy storage segment, which includes Daramic, has been declining in gross
 

profit in the current economic climate. (Toth, Tr. 1390-1391). Between 2007 and fiscal year 
2008, the energy storage segment has declined 3.7%. (PX2160 at 034; Toth, Tr. 1390-1391). 

Response to Findine No; 291:
 
With regard to Daramic's actual financial performance in 2008, one of the reasons
 

Daramic's ( 

I (Riney, Tr. 5004, in . 

camera; see also PX2160 at 034 (Polypore SEe Form 10-K for 2008 reporting that the decline in 

margins was primarily attributable to the acquisition of Microporous, which has lower gross 

profit margins.) 

292. In recent times, the lead-acid battery separator business has remained "soft." (PX3016 at 
007; Toth, Tr. 1649).
 

Response to Findine No. 292: 
This findings contention that the lead-acid battery business has remained "soft" in recent 

times is contradicted by the fact that its most recent strategic audit Daramic states that industry 

demand is expected to increase by 

(PX0194 at 023, in camera). hi fact, demand in Asia has not declined since the most recent 

economic recession. (Hall, Tr. 2852- 2853, in camera (( 
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l). Moreover, the fiding relies on a 

document that was not admitted into evidence. (See Toth, Tr. 1647, 1654, 1656-1657 (No ruling 

on document's admissibilty based on Respondent's objection of surrise). 

293. As of May 7, 2009, Polypre's energy storage sales were down 29% over the same
 

period in 2008. (PX3016 at 010). This loss was mainly concentrated in the lead-acid business, 
as Polypre's lithium business (Celgard) has been performing relatively well. (Toth, Tr. 1649). 
Specifically, first quarter 2009 sales in the lead-acid battery separator business declined 30% 
over the prior year due to the weak economy, the declining dollar, the loss of JCI's business, and 
the lowering of customer inventory. (PX3016 at 011). 

Response to Findimz No. 293:
 
The document cited does not support the "declining dollar" as a reason for the reduction
 

in first quarer sales. The finding relies on a document that was not aditted into evidence. (See 

Toth, Tr. 1647, 1654,1656-1657 (No ruling on documenës admissibilty based on Respondent's 

objection of surrise). Moreover, the document actually states that the sales reduction was a 

result of the "negative impact of the euro to dollar exchange rate," which means the 

strengthening dollar had a negative impact when sellng separators in Euros. (pX3016 at 011). 

Exchange rate fluctuations can have either a positive or negative impact on sales. In 2008, it had 

a positive impact according to Polypore's lO-K for fiscal 
 2008. (PX2160 at 034). 

294. Based on the findings above, the Court finds that the flooded lead-acid battery separator 
industry is a mature, stagnant growth industry. The Cour furer finds that Daramic's sales and 
profits are declining in the curent market. 

Response to Findin2 No. 294:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on'Respondent's
 

proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF 289-293. 

k. Burden of Acquiring Microporous
 

295. Another reason for the decline in gross profits for the energy storage segment of Polypore 

was Daramic's acquisition of Microporous, which had lower gross profit margins than Daramic. 

(PX2160 at 034; Toth, Tr. 1390-1391). 

Response to Findine No. 295: 
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Complaint Counsel has no specific respònse. 

camera). 

Response to Findius! No. 296: 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that after Daramic presented to the Polypore 

Board its own projections, l 

1 (PX2018 at 

001, in camera; Riney, Tr. 5012-5014, in camera). l 

L (Riney, Tr. 5013-5014, in camera).
 

Moreover, this finding is vague and ambiguous because Daramic l
 

_l and the testimony does not state which version of the various scenario is
 

being referenced. (Riney, Tr. 5012-5013, in camera). . 

Response to Findin2 No, 297:
 
This finding is contradicted by Mr. Riney's own testimony that DaramIc l
 

_l (Riney, Tr. 5012-5013, in camera). Without reference to a particular scenario,
 

any comparison, including the scope and magnitude of the differences between the information 

received pre and post-merger, is meaningless. 
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I I .1
. . . 
Response to Findinl! No. 298: .
 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that Microporous was controlled by Daramic for 

10 months during 2008 and did not have its own actual sales as an independent entity. (See 

RX01589 at 003 (stating that Microporous was acquired by Daramic on Februar29, 2008.) 

After February 29, 2008, the two firms no longer competed with one another. Respondent also 

faiIs to point to any documentar evidence to support its contention that ( 

l 

In addition, this finding is also contradicted by evidence that Daramic plants kept sales 

volume that, but for the acquisition, would have gone to Micrporous's facilities. In 2008, 

L (PX0203 at 

086, in camera; PX0294 at 002,008,013, in camera; Riney Tr., 4986-4987). Mr. Riney testified 

that the 

_.l (Riney, Tr. 4986-4987). The evidence shows that a portion of
 

L (Axt, Tr. 2210-11, in camera). 

l· · · I
 

Response to Findinl! No. 299: 
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The assertion in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 298). 

Res onse to Findin No. 300:
 

The contention that £ 

L (Gilchrist Tr. 467, in camera). ( 

. ) (Weerts, 

Tr. 4522-4523, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 301: 
This finding is contradicted by the evidence. A CellForce production line is a 

polyethylene line capable of ruing pure PE separators for SLI. (RFOF at 185). At the Feistritz 

plant facilty, Microporous built two production lines both of which could produce CellForce 

separators or plain polyethylene separators for SLI batteries. (Gilchrist, Tr. 332). 

Microporous planed to produce polyethylene (PE) separators for automotive batteries on one of 

the two production lines at its recently built plant in Feistritz, Austria. (Gilchrst, Tr. 331-332). 
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(pX2001 at 001-002, in camera). 

1 (PX2oo1 at 003-004, in camera). _ 

_l (pX2oo1 at 005, in camera).
 

1 (PX2001 at 006, in camera). 

With regard to Respondent's claim that the an independent Microporous would have 

significant excess capacity today, does not square with the testimony. According to Peter Gaugl, 

the capacity utilzation of the Feistritz facilties two lines is 70% today, and 30% of the two lines 

is being ru for CellForce. (Gaugl, Tr. 4569-4570). Thus the capacity utilzation on one line 

running only CellForce would be much greater than testified to by Mr. Riney. The evidence also 

indicates that Piney Flats capacity for CelIForce would be more fully utilzed but for the 

acquisition, and certainly much greater than 38% that Respondent claims it is today. _ 



two weeks before the merger for an IGP investor conference shows that Microporous had 

growing sales and steady EBITDA. (PX0078 at 019-020). Micrporous's offering 

memorandum also shows Microporous to be in healthy finacial shape, will significant potential 

for EBITDA growt from the expansion. (PXOOn at 059, 0~4, 066). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 302: 
Respondent's contention that the former Microporous plants operate as stad-alone 

entities and do not rely upon each other or any of Daramic's other plants is contradicted by the 

evidence that CellForce produced in both U.S. and in Austra, uses Ace-Sil dust. In fact, Mr. 

Riney testified that t 

l (Riney, Tr. 4971, in camera). The Ace-Sil dust is produced in Piney Flats and
 

shipped to Austra in 500 pound bags. (Gaugl, Tr. 4552). Moreover, Microporous's two plant 

strategy with a facilty in Austria, was a key component in Microporous's plans to expand sales 

in Nort America, as well as in Europe. (See CCFOF 678-681). 

Tr. 4973, in camera). 
l (Riney, Tr. 4973, in camera).
 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 303: 
Complaint Counsel objects to all but the first sentence of this finding. At trial, Complaint 

Counsel objected to the cost saving figues testified to by Respondent's witness because 

Complaint Counsel was not provided this information. (Riney, Tr. 5024-5025, in camera). 
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Your Honor granted Complaint Counel's motion, in par, stating that he would disregard the 

exact numbers. (Riney, Tr. 5024-5025, in camera). 

304. Based on the foregoing findings, the Cour finds that the acquisition of Microporous has 
caused additional declines in Daramic's profits and margins, despite efforts by Daramic to 
achieve synergies and reduce costs. 

Response to Findine No. 304:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on Respondent's
 

proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF 296-302. 

305. The Court furter finds that Microporous provided inaccurate inormation to Daramic
 

about its 2008 projected sales and EBITDA figures prior to the acquisition. Because 
Microporous' own internal budgeted sales and EBITDA figues were lower than the projections 
provided to Daramic, it is clear that Microporous provided false information to Daramic. 

Response to Findine No. 305: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion; Moreover, it is based on Respondent's 

proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF 296-302. 

In addition, there is no evidence to support the findings contention that Microporous 

provided inaccurate or false inormation to Daramic prior to the merger. And, if in fact the 

information did tur out to not be a hundred percent correct, thère is no evidence to support the
 

findings contention that Microporous knew it to be inaccurate or intended to mislead Daramic. 

As the findings above explicitly state, Microporous provided Daramic with its projected or 

budgeted sales. (See e.g., RFOF295~ 296). Respondent is well aware that 
 budgeted projections 

may not always tur out to be accurate. (See Riney, 5011-5012, in camera (stating that the 

budget is t 

1. Loss of Important Customers
 

306. L (Hauswald, Tr. 909, in camera). JCI
 
represente -1 II 0 aramic's total sales. (Hauswald, Tr. 1118). As of December 31,2008,
 
Daramic lost all of its battery separator business with JCI. (Toth, Tr. 1535). This constitutes a 
loss of $55 millon in anual revenue. (Toth, Tr. 1535; RX998, in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 306:
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The third sentence is contradicted by Mr. Hall's testimony at trial that JCI continues to 

use Daramic as its supplier of separators for golf car battenes. (Hall, Tr. 2705, 2874, in 

camera). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 307:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

308. As a result of the loss of JCl s business, Daramic was forced to shut down its Potenza, 
Italy plant, which was a main supplier to JCI. (Toth, Tr. 1535; Hauswald,l-Tr. 908 in camera' 

L (Hauswald, Tr. 922, in camera). The closing of that plant resulte in e terrination
 

llX997. While it was operating, the Potenza plant had a capacity ofo more than 125 employees. (Toth, Tr. 1535). Due to the loss of JCI's business, Daramic was 
also forced to restrcture its Owensboro plant and shut down some of the production lines 
located there. (Toth, Tr. 1535). Owensboro's production capacity has been reduced from 105 
milion square meters to 65 milion 
 square meters. (Hauswald, Tr. 923). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 308:
 
Complait Counsel has no specifc response.
 

309. Additionally, due to the world-wide economic downturn, there has been a decline in the
 

volume of separators that existing customers are ordering. (PX3016 at 024). While Daramic is 
hopeful about the future, there has been no noticeable improvement in orderig patterns. (Toth, 
Tr. 1653). Moreover, replacement sales have been flat to slightly down. (PX3016 at 034). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 309: 
The finding's assertions that the separator demand is down because of the economic 

downturn and that replacement sales are flat relies on a document that was not admitted into 

evidence. (See Toth, Tr. 1647, 1654, 1656-1657 (No ruing on document's admssibilty based 

on Respondent's objection of surpnse). 

310. Daramic's ten year contract with Exide is set to expire at the end of 2009. (Hauswald, Tr.
 

1117). Daramic does not have a new contract in place with Exide and does not know whether it 
wil continue to supply separators to Exide after the contract expires. (Hauswald, Tr. 1117; Roe, 
Tr. 1719-20). Daramic has been attempting to negotiate a new agreement with Exide since early 
2007. (Roe, Tr. 1713). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 310:
 
The fifth sentence mischaractenzes the evidence and is contradicted by Exide's testimony
 

at trial. Exide wil have no choice but to continue to purchases separators from Daramic after 
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2009 because ( 

provider today of deep cycle separators), 3037_J. (Gilespie, Tr. 2953-2954 (only one 


3039, in camera (( 

D 3041, in camera (l
 

J), 3049, in camera (
 

D. 

311. Based on the foregoing, the Court finds that the loss of JCI's business has had a 
significant negative impact on Daramic's business. The loss of this business has caused 
Daramic's margins to decline. 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 311:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

m. Effect of the Strike 

312. The Owensboro strike lasted 55 days during the fall of 2008. (Hauswald, Tr. 1071). At 
that time, Daramic HD was only being produced at the Owensboro facility. (Hauswald, Tr, p. 
1072). The labor stoppage had a major negative impact on all of Daramc's production, and 
specifically on Daramic HD. (Hauswald, Tr. 1072-1073). Product had to be shipped from other 
global locations in order to satisfy the demand, and Daramic had to reorganize its supply chain. 
(RX001167; Hauswald, Tr. 1075-1076). The expenses incured during the stre have
 
contributed to Daramic's recent decline in gross profit. (Toth, Tr. 1393). 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 312:
 
The findings contention that product was shipped to Nort America from other locations
 

at Daramic's expense is contradicted by the evidence that EnerSys was forced to ship a 

container of sepàrators to its Monterrey plant from Daramic's Feistritz facilty during the 

Owensboro strike at a high freight and time cost. (PX1285). The cost of the separator waS 

approximately 20 percent more because EnerSys had to pay in Euros, stock, car, and freight
 

the material to Mexico. The duties that EnerSys had to pay from Austra were approximately 6.5 

percent. (Burkert, Tr. 2402). 

n. DaramIc's Future
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313. If margins continue to decline and costs continue to increase, Daramic wil be forced to 
shed additional overhead costs and find other ways to reduce the costs of production. (Riney, Tr. 
4974). Because there are limited cost factors which DaramIc can control, DaramIc may be 
forced to move its production lines to lower-labor-cost locations. (Riney, Tr. 4974). DaramIc 
wil also have to consider fuher workforce consolidation due to the poor condition of the
 

battery separator industry. (Toth, Tr. 1635).
 

Response to FindinS! No. 313: 
The findings contention that Daramc's margins have been in decline for years prior to 

2008 is refuted by the evidence presented to Polypore's board. (See CCFOF 278-279; 281-283; 

285). Moreover, in March 2009 Polypore reported to its shareholders that Daramic 

""implemented a restrctuing plan to align lead-acid battery separator production capacity with 

demand, reduce costs and position us to meet future growth opportunities." (PX2160 at 034). 

Nowhere, other than to this Cour, has Respondent stated that it fears declining margins and 

lower sales wil result in furter restrcturing.
 

B. Microporous Products. L.P.
 

a. Background.
 

314. Microporous was a "niche" player in the battery separator industryuntil it was acquired 
by Polypore on Februar 29, 2008. (RXOO741 at 003; RX01452 at 005). Microporous
 
developed and manufactured rubber and rubber-based battery separators for the lead-acid battery 
industry. (RX00741 at 003). 

Response to FindinS! No. 314: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. Although the
 

Haris Wiliams & Company marketing book stated Microporous was a niche player, it also
 

stated "'MPLs strong brad reputation high-quality'products and leading customer relationships 

have also positioned the Company to capture substantial share of the automotive SLI market, the 

largest segment of 
 the lead-acid battery industry." (RX00741 at 017). 

. 315. Originally founded in 1898 as the American Hard Rubber Corporation, Microporous
 

developed and patented the ACE-SILCI rubber separator in 1935 and later developed the FLEX-
SILCß rubber separator in 1980. (Gilchrist, Tr. 313-14; RX01452 at 005). 

Response to FindinS! No. 315:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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316. Up until the time of 
 the Acquisition, Microporous' Piney Flats plant was the only plant in 
the world where rubber separators are maufactured. (PX2231 (Heglie, Dep.96)). The Piney 
Flats plant remains theonly such plant today. 
 (Toth, Tr. 1423)~
 

Response to Findine No. 316: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. To the extent that 

Respondent is including PE/rubber separators in their definition of rubber separators, 

Microporous's Feistritz, Austria facility possessed lines that were capable of producing 

PE/rubber separators. (Gilchrist, Tr. 312,558-59; Trevathan, Tr. 3714; Gaugl, Tr. 4551). 

317.. Not until 1999 did Microporous expand its product line beyond traditional pure rubber 
technology by introducing the CelIForce(ß product, a polyethylene ('PE") separator with a rubber 
additive. (RX01452 at 005). 

Response to Findine No. 317: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

318. At the time of the acquisition, Microporous sold no pure PE separators. (Gilchrist, Tr. 
557). 

Response to Findine No. 318: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. Prior to the 

acquisition, Microporous had manufactured and sold SLI separators in Nort America and 

considered itself a competitor in that market. (Gilchrist,Tr. 308, 311, 313, 341-342). Daramic 

. market share chars for SLI in Nort America give MPLP a 4 percent share of SLI sales, Entek 

49 percent, and Daramic 47 percent, but nothing to any Asian 
 producer. (PX0264 at 003). 

b. Ownership History
 

319.. As a "niche" company having been bought and sold several times over the years by 
private equity firms, Microporous was famliar with acquisitions. (RX01452 at 005; RX00741 at 
003). 

Response to Findine No. 319: 
The proposition in this fmding is contradicted by the record evidence, Although the 

Hars Wiliams & Company marketing book stated Microporous was a niche player, it also 

stated "MPLs strong brand reputation high-quality products and leading customer relationships 
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have also positioned the Company to capture substantial share of the automotive SLI market, the 

largest segment of the lead-acid battery industr." (RX00741 at 017). 

320. At one time, Trojan Battery had an ownership interest in Microporous. (McDonald, Tr.
 

3784). 

Resoonse to Findinl! No. 320:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

321. In 1997, several friends of, and investors in, the private equity firm, Kelso & Company 
("Kelso"), banded together to purchase Microporous. (McDonald, Tr. 3784; Trevathan, Tr. 
3574; PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 20)). 

Response to Findinl! No. 321:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

322. Afer approximately 9 years of ownership, the Kelso investors decided to sell 
Microporous because significant capital investment was needed to sustain any hopes of 
expansion, and the Kelso investors were not interested in personally funding an expanion. 

investors first contacted Warburg Pincus ("Warburg"), the 
private equity owners of Polypore, but at that time Warburg was unable to finance the proposed 
(Trevaihan, Tr. 3589-90). The Kelso 


acquisition. (Trevathan, Tr: 3591-92; PX0908 (Amos, Dep. 139), in camera). The Kelso 
investors also approached .JCI, but the multi-bilion dollar battery company chose not to pursue 
the proposed investment. (Trevathan, Tr. 3592). 

Response to Findinl! No. 322: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. the assertion in 

the first sentence is not supported by the citation. No where within the pages cited does Mr. 

Trevathan say that Kelso investors decided to sell Microporous because significant capital 

investment was needed to sustain any hopes of expansion is not supported by the citation 

provided. (Trevathan, Tr. 3589-3590). 

323. Ultimately, the Kelso investors hired the Hars Wiliams & Company as an agent and 
investment baner to sell the company. (RX00741 at 001). Hars Wiliams marketed the 
company as a successful "niche" player in the battery separator business: "(t)he company has 
succeeded in leveraging its supenor product technology. to establish leading positions in a 
number of niche market segments within the lead-acid bâttery industry where the 
electrochemical properties of rubber have technological and operating performance advantages." 
(RX00741 at 005). Additionally, the report states that "Microporous has established leading 
market share positions in segments of the lead-acid battery separator industry where rubber 
separators have proven technological operating performance advantages over competing battery 
separator technologies. (RX00741 at 016). 
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Response to Findine: No. 323: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. Although the 

Haris Wiliams & Company marketing book stated Microporous was a niche player, it also 

stated "MPLs strong brand reputation high-quality products and leading customer relationships 

have also positioned the Company to capture substantial share of the automotive SLI market, the 

largest segment of the lead-acid battery industr." (RX00741 at 017). 

324. On November 6, 2006, International Growth Parers ("IGP") acquired Microporous. 
(RXOO741; Trevathan, Tr. 3757, 3592-93; McDonald, Tr. 3785). Eric Heglie, Jeff Webb, Jerr
 

Jukiewicz, Matt Antaya, and Mike Beaumont were the principles at IGP in charge of the 
purchase of Microporous. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 15)); 

Response to Findine: No. 324:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

325. IGP purchased Microporous because of its unique rubber product technology, "niche" 
position within the lead-acid battery separator industr, 100% supply position for OE golf car 
manufacturers, and the possibilty of some growth opportunities. (RXOO741 at 005).
 

Microporous was an attractive investment to IGP because of its "differentiated products" and 
opportunity for growth of 
 these products. (PX2300 (Heglie, II at 125-126)). 

Response to Findine: No. 325: 
Respondent's assertion for whyIGP purchased Microporous is purely speculation and is 

not supported by RXOO741 at 5. Mr. Heglie stated that IGP saw growt potential for 

Microporous in golf car, reserve power, motive power markets, and automotive markets. 

(pX2300 (Heglie, IH at 23-24)). 

326. Less than two years later, on February 29, 2008, £ 
-l (Gilchrist, Tr. 476-77, in camera; RX01227 at 009, in camera; RX1 7 ,
~amera). 

Response to Findine: No. 326:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

c. Microporous Management
 

327. At the time of the Acquisition, Microporous principal management included Mike
 

Gilchrist, CEO, Larr Trevathan, VP of Operations, Matt Wilhjelm, CFO, and Steve McDonald, 
Director of Sales. (RXOO741 at 074; Gilchrist, Tr. 418) Gilchrist, Trevathan, and Wiljhelm 
regularly paricipated in Board of Directors meetings in their respective roles. (PX2300 (Heglie,II at 43)). . 
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. Response to Findine No. 327: 
The assertion in the first sentence is not supported by the Gilchrist citation~. 

328. Mike Gilchrist was the President and CEO of Microporous. (Gilchrist, Tr. 297). While 
Gilchrist served as CEO from 1998 until the Acquisition, Gilchrst's pedormance was under 
strict scrutiny by both the Kelso investors and IGP. (Gilchrist, Tr. 297; RX00244 at 003; 
PX2300 (Heglie il at 59-60); Trevathan, Tr. 3569). Gilchrst worked in a product strategy role 
at Daramic for several months before becomig the CEO for Altraverda Limited in Wales. 
(Gilchrist, Tr. 297, 531-532). . 

Response to Findine No. 328: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. There are no 

references in the record from IGP or Mr. Gilchrest that his position as CEO was in jeopardy or 

that IGP no longer had trst in his decision making abilty. Contrary to Respondent's inaccurate 

claim in this finding, Mr. Heglie stated "(IGP) thought the management team was sufcient to 

make a -- to ultimately generate a good investment outcome to us." (pX2300 (Heglie, il at
 

126)). Mr. Gilchrist had been in the industr for 32 years and at Microporous for 11 years.
 

(RX00741 at 074). 

329. Lar Trevathan served as the Vice President of Operations for Microporous. (Trevathan,
 

Tr. 3569). He was hired by the Microporous Board under the direction of the Kelso investors in 
November of 2004. (Trevathan, Tr. 3568). At the time he was hired, Trevathan was "made 
aware that par of the reason why this position was open and the search was in place was there 
was an opportunity to move into the - and backfil the president's position eventually and
 

replace Mike Gilchrist." (Trevathan, Tr. 3569). Trevath currently serves as the Vice President 
of Operations for Daramc. (Trevathan, Tr. 3566). 

Response to Findine No. 329: 
Mr. Trevathan's finding is self-serving and inaccurate. The proposition in this finding is 

contradicted by the record evidence. There are no references in the record from IGP or Mr. 

Gilchrest that his position as CEO was in jeopardy or that his successor would be Mr. Trevathan. 

Contrar to Respondent's inaccurate claim in this finding, Mr. Heglie stated "(IGPJ thought the 

management team was sufcient to make a -- to ultimately generate a good investment outcome 

to us." (pX2300 (Heglie, IH at 126)). Mr. Gilchrist had been in the industr for 32 years and at 

Microporous for 11 years. (RX00741 at 074). 
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330. . Matt Wiljhelm served as CFO for Microporous. (Gilchrist, Tr. 418). 

Response to Findine No. 330:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

331. Steve McDonald served as the Director of Sales for Microporous from 2002 to the 
Acquisition. (McDonald, Tr. 3781). Prior to becoming Director of Sales, McDonald had served 
as a sales representative for Microporous since August of 1997. (McDonald, Tr. 3780). 
Microporous' salesmen, Roger Berger and Cobb Rogers, reported directly to McDonald. 
(McDonald, Tr. 3782). McDonald curently serves at Daramc as a Sales Manager, Nort 
America. (McDonald, Tr. 3783). 

Response to Findine No. 331:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

d. Manufacturing Plants
 

332. Prior to the Acquisition, Microporous supplied separators from its only manufacturg 
facilty in Piney Flats, Tennessee. (Godber, Tr. 276-78; PX1788 at 004; Gaugl, Tr. 4601; . 
McDonald, Tr. 3791). This manufacturing facilty 
 first became operational in 1974. (PX1788 at 
004). 

Response to Findine No. 332: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. Microporous also 

has a facility in Feistritz, Austria, which has two PE lines capable of producing both CellForce 

and pur PE product. (Gilchrst, Tr. 312, 558-59; Trevathan, Tr. 3714; Gaugl, Tr. 4551). At the 

time of the acquisition, Mr. Gilchrist considered Microporous at the preoperational phase where 

itwas makihg sure the equipment was aligned properly, the motors tued in the right directions, 

the different components functioned as they should have. Moreover, he thought "within a few 

days even, maybe no more than a week after the acquisition, we actually ran the first product 

through the line." (Gilchrist, Tr. 334-35). In fact, Daramic first produced separators on one of 

those lines in March of 
 2008. (Gaugl, Tr. 4601). 

333. The facilty actually consists of two plants. (Gilchrst, Tr. 311). The first plant (the 
"rubber plant") houses the ACE-SIL(j and FLEX-SILcI lines. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311; Hauswald, Tr. 
999-100). 

Response to Findine No. 333: 
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The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. The plant in Piney 

Flats includes a building for the manufacture of Flex-Sil and Ace-Sil, and an adjoining building 

for the manufactue of CellForce. The CellForce separators made in the adjoining building 

consist of PE and Ace-Sil dust, which is ground up Ace-Sil product from next door. (Gilchrst, 

Tr.312). The two buildings have never operated "independently." (Gaugl, Tr. 4641). At the 

Piney Flats plant facility, Microporous operated three production lines - one line for each of its 

thee products (i.e., Flex-Sil, Ace-Sil and CellForce). (Gilchrst, Tr. 311; see PX0078, in 

camera). The two buildings share the same plant manager and same administrative office. 

(Gilchrst, Tr. 311,539). 

. 334. The 
 second plant (the .opE. plant") houses a PE line on which CellForce is made. 
(Gilchrist, Tr. 311; Hauswald, Tr. 999-1000). The PE plant became operational in 2001. 

purchased from Jungfer in 2000 for $5.4 
milion. (Gilchrist, Tr. 549-50; Gaugl, Tr. 4533-34). Jungfer was an Austran company that 
manufactued separators as well as sold turn-key PE lines for purchase by other separator 
manufacturers. (Gaugl, Tr. 4531). The PE line at Piney Flats was installed under the direction of 
Hans-Peter Gaugl in 2000. (Gilchrist, Tr. 320; Gaugl, Tr. 4533-34) 

Response to Findine No. 334:
 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. The plant in Piney
 

(McDonald, Tr. 3790). It houses a single PE line 


Flats includes a building for the manufacture of 
 Flex-Sil and Ace-Sil, and an adjoining building 

for the manufacture of CelIForce. The two buildings have never operated "independently." 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The CelIForce separators made in the adjoining building consist of PE and 

Ace-Sil dust, which is ground up Ace-Sil product from next door. (Gilchrist, Tr. 312). At the 

Piney Flats plant facilty, Micioporous operated three production lines - one line for each of its 

thee products (i.e., Flex-Sil, Ace-Sil and CellForce). (Gilchrst, Tr. 311; see PXOO78, in 

camera). The two buildings share the same plant manager and same administrative offce. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 311, 539). 

335. The rubber plant and PE plant in Piney Flats are distinct plants producing unique 
products - the production lines are not interchangeable and the products are not economic
 

substitutes. (Gilchrist, Tr. 349). Whle it would be possible for personnel at the PE plant to 
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operate another PE plant, it would be impossible for the people who run the PE line to run the 
ACE-Siilii or FLEX-SIL(í lines at the rubber plant. (Gilchrist, Tr. 349). 

Response to Findin2 No. 335:
 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. The plant in Piney
 

Flats includes a building for the manufacture of 
 Flex-Sil and Ace-Sil, and an adjoining building 

for the manufacture of CellForce. The two buildings have never operated "independently." 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The CellForce separators made in the adjoining building consist ofPE and 

Ace-Sil dust, which is ground up Ace-Sit product from next door. (Gilchrist, Tr. 312). At the 

Piney Flats plant facilty, Microporous operated thee production lines - one line for each of its 

three products (i.e., Flex-Sil, Ace-Sil and CellForce). (Gilchrist, Tr. 311; see PX0078, in 

camera). The two buildings share the same plant manger and same administrative office. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 311,539). The record evidence demonstrates CellForce is an economic substitute 

for Flex-Sit (PX0033 at 38-39, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3315-3316, in camera). 

336. The .PE line is capable of producing both CellForce and a pure PE product (e.g., SLI), but 
Microporous' only significant sales from the line were of the CellForce product. (McDonald, Tr. 
3903; Gilchrist, Tr. 300-01, 312; Gaugl, Tr. 4551) Microporous had not been successful in 
producing a pure PE product. One commercial ru of pure PE was produced for JOhison
 

Controls in late-2003 into early-2oo4 for an SLI end use, but Johnson Controls ultimately did not 
purchase these separators. (McDonald, Tr. 3792-95; RX77). The product was then tested and 
approved by both Douglas Battery and Voltmaster. (McDonald, Tr. 3795-96). Consequently, 

Microporous made a one time sale of the product to V oltmaster with no intention of making any 
future sales at that time. (McDonald, Tr. 3796-98; PX0921 (McDonald IH at 34-37), in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 336: 
The assertion that Microporous had not been successful in producing a pure PE product is 

contradicted by the record evidence. Prior to the acquisition, Microporous had manufactured and 

sold SLI separators in Nort America and considered itself a competitor in that market. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 308, 311, 313, 341-342). Daramic market share chars forSLI in Nort America 

give MPLP a 4 percent share of SLI sales, Entek 49 percent, and Daramic 47 percent, but 

nothing to any Asian producer. (PX0264 at 003). 
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337. In February of 2008, Micrporous was in the process of building a second manufacturng 
facilty in Feistritz, Austra. (Gilchrst, Tr. 334). The facility in Feistritz curently has two PE 
lines capable of producing both CellForce and pure PE product. (Gilchrist, Tr. 312, 558-59; 
Trevathan, Tr. 3714; Gaugl, Tr. 4551). Both lines were installed under the direction of Gaugl. 
(Gangl, Tr. 4536-37). As of the time of the acquisition, the plant in Feistriz, Austria was not yet 
operational. (Gilchrist, Tr. 334-35). DaramIc first roduced se arators on one of those lines in 
March of 2008. . Gau i Tr. 4601 . 

Response to Findin2 No. 337:
 

The proposition that the second line was not operational until DaramIc moved production 

from its existing plants is contradicted by the recòrd evidence. At the time of the acquisition, 

Mr. Gilchrist considered Microporous at the preoperational phase where it was making sur the 

equipment was aligned properly, the motors tured in the right directions, the different 

components functioned as they should have. Moreover, he thought "within a few days even, 

maybe no more than a week after the acquisition, we actually ran the firt product though the 

line." (Gilchrist, Tr. 334-335). In fact, Daramic first produced separators on one of those lines 

in March of 2008. (Gaugl, Tr. 4601). 

e. Sales
 

camera; RX01120, in camera). 

Response to findinl! No. 338: 
The first sentence of this finding is contradicted both by Daranc employee testimony 

and its documents. Prior to the acquisition, MPLP made commercial PE separator sales to a 

company called Voltmaster for the automotive SLI application. (PX0921 (McDonald, IHT. at 

34, in camera); PX0131 at 016; PX0264 at 003). 

339. ( 
(RX01120, in camera). 
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Response to Findine No. 339:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

Il (RX01120, in camera; McDonald, Tr.3855-57, in camera). 

Response to FindIn2 No. 340:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findin2 No.341:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

342. Microporous shipped products from its facility in Piney Flats, Tennessee to Mexico, 
South America, Europe, Asia, and Africa prior to the acquisition. (McDonald, Tr. 3790-91;
 

Gilchrist, Tr. 540-41). In fact, approximately 60 to 75 percent of the volume produced on the PE 
line at Piney Flats was shipped to Europe prior to the Acquisition. (Gilchrst, Tr. 540;Trevathan, 
Tr. 3774; Gaugl, Tr. 4555). 

Response to Findine No. 342:
 
The vast majority of the product shipped to Europe from Piney Flats prior to the
 

acquisitio J(PX0949 at 224-?33). This shipping patte.rn was part 
m camera 

of the reason for MPLP's expansion into Europe initially. ( 

L (Axt, Tr. 2142, in camera). MPLP and Enersys 
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l (PX1200 at 001, in camera). ( 

l (Axt, Tr. 2141, in camera). ( 

l 

(pX1200 at 002-003, in camera). 

343. Based on the above findings concerning its sales, the Cour finds that any competition 
Microporous generated in PE separators in Nort America was insignificant. 

Response to Findine No. 343: 
MPLP paricipated in the PE separator market prior to its acquisistion by Dararc. (See 

response to Finding No. 338.) 

f. Pricing
 

344. Prior to 2004, Microporous had not increased prices for approximately 10-years despite 
escalating energy and raw material costs. (Trevathan, Tr. 3576-77). Consequently, Microporous 
experienced a steady declIIe in margin thoughout this period. (Trevathan, Tr. 3577). 

Response to Findine No. 344: 
Prior to its acquisition by Daramic, MPLP was a profitable company. (Trevathan, Tr. 

3577). 

345. Staring in July of 2004, MiCfoporous anounced a series of price increases to cover 
escalating costs. (McDonald, Tr. 3803-05; McDonald, Tr. 3850, in camera; RXO 
 1 272, in 
camera). Microporous never supplied cost documentation to any customer to justify those 
increases. (McDonald, Tr. 3805). Microporous anounced the following price increases from 
200 until 
 2006: 

a. In July of 2004, Microporous anounced a price increase of
 

6.5% on FLX-SIUID and ACE-SILQi products to all customers. 
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(RX00859; McDonald, Tr. 3803). This increase became effective 
on August 30, 2004. (McDonald. Tr. 3803-04). 

b. In August of 2005, Microporous anounced a 15% increase
 

on the ACE-SILt! product. (RX00861; McDonald Tr. 3804). This 
increase became effective on October 17, 2005. (RX00861; 
McDonald. Tr. 3804). 

c. In Januar of 2006, Microporous anounced a price
 
increase of 6.5% for FLEX-SIL(I and 5.5% for CellForce. 
(RX00860; McDonald, Tr. 3804-05). This price increase became 
effective on March 6, 2006. (RX00860; McDonald, Tr. 3805). 

d. In August of 2007, Microporous not only raised prices but
 

also anounced a rubber surcharge component for future. pricing. 
(RXOO84; McDonald, Tr. 3805-06). In its price increase letter to 
customers, Microporous anounced a 12% increase for FLEX
SIL(I and 4% increase for CellForce effective October 15, 2007. 
(RX00084; McDonald, Tr. 3806-07). The rubber surcharge was to 
become effective on January 1, 2008. (RX00084; McDonald, Tr. 
3807). The rubber surcharge sought to offset the volatile nature of 
the price of rubber at the time. (McDonald, Tr. 3806). 

Response to Findine No.345:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

346. Despite these attempts to recover costs though pnce increases and surcharges,
 

Microporous was not always successfuL. (McDonald, Tr. 3907-08; Gilchrist, Tr. 376, 378-379). 

Customers, paricularly Trojan, approached each anounced price increase as a negotiation. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 377-379, 515-517). Some customers refued to pay any increase at alL. (Gilchrist, 

Tr. 572, 377-79; McDonald, Tr. 3807-10). 

Response to Findine No. 346.
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

347. EnerSys, Exide, and Trojan each resisted the price increase and rubber surcharge 
anounced in August 2007. (McDonald, Tr. 3807-16; RX00856. RXOI034; RX00228, in
 

camera; RX00084; RX002lO; RX00653; RX00560). 

Response to Findine No. 347:
 
Complaint Counel has no specifc response.
 

348. EnerSys refused to accept the price increase or the rubber surcharge. (McDonald, Tr. 
3807). Microporous attempted to negotiate with EnerSys, but EnerSys was not receptive to these 
attempts. (McDonald, Tr. 3852-53; RX0028, in camera; RX00228, in camera; RX002lO) II 
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(McDona ,Tr. , in camera . 
en lCroporoUS again approac ed EnerSys about the surcharge in a December 13, 2007
 

email, Larry Axt responded on behalf of EnerSys stating, "I am not accepting this rubber 
escalator regarding CeIIForce. Do not push EnerSys furer or else your volume wil be in 
jeopardy." (RX00210 at 001; McDonald, Tr. 3807-08). 

Response to Findin2: No. 348: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

349. Exide was unappy with the price increase and a negotiation between the paries resulted. 
(McDonald, Tr. 3808). Microporous agreed to a delay for the increase until December and split 
it up into two time frames. (RX00653; McDonald, Tr. 3808-09). The first par of the increase 
becae effective December 1, 2007, and was 4% for FLEX-SIUID and 10% for ACE-SIL(l. 
(RX00653; McDonald, Tr. 3809). The second part of the increase became effective April 1, 
2008, and was 1.5% for FLEX-SIL(I and 2% for ACE-SIL(l. (RX00653; McDonald, Tr. 3809). 
Despite this agreement, around Februar of 2008, Exide stared to short pay invoices by the 
amount of the increase. (McDonald, Tr. 3810). 

Response to Findin2: No. 349: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

350. Trojan also bucked the increase 
 despite its long-standing relationship with Microporous. 
(RX00856; Godber, Tr. 201; Gilchrist, Tr. 515-16, in camera; McDonald, Tr. 3812-3816). 
When Microporous first arounced the increase, Trojan responded: 

Roger - I know that you claim that you are just the mess 
 anger here but you can 
send a message to the board that this one wil not fly, and wil permanently 
change our relationship going forward. This is a 100% slap in Trojan's face. 
There is absolutely no justification for this increase, and we know it. This is the 
most broad. lame price increase letter I have ever read. 

(RX00560 at 001). 

Response to Findine: No. 350: 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

351. When Microporous tried to explain the increase, Rick Godber, Trojan's CEO, responded 
''Tis is bullshit - probably an outgrowth of our meetings and greedy new owners." (RX00856). 

Response to Findine: No. 351: 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 
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352. While Trojan never tested other products as substitutions for Microporous, they 
continued to refuse the increase. (RXOO~58 at 001). Mter much resistance, a negotiation ensued 
and Trojan and Microporous agreed to delay the price increase to December 2007 and then split 
the price increase between December 2007 and December 2OOS. (PX1664 at 001; McDonald, 
Tr.3S12-3S16). Ths increase was only effective though 2008, not though 2009 as. well. 
(McDonald, Tr. 3816). 

Response to Findine No. 352: 
The contention in this finding is patently false. While Trojan was resisting MPLP price 

increases it had qualified Daramic's lI separator. Trojan successfully used HD as leverage in 

negotiations with Microporous in 2007 when Microporous attempted to impose a base price 

increase of 6 percent on all of Trojan's Flex-Sil separators, and 4% on all of Trojan's 

CelIForce separators. (Godber, Tr. 293-295; PX1664; PX0428 at 001, 003, in camera). The
 

price increases covered all of the separators that went into Trojan's DE and 
 aftermket golf 

batteries. (Godber, Tr. 293-295). ( 

1 (Godber, Tr. 204-205; see 

also PX0428 at 001, in camera ( 

1. A Trojan internal email 

exchange confrms that at this time, Trojan was contemplating HD as an alternative on some of l-

its product lines and was also contemplating giving up the exclusive separator design that 

Microporous provided Trojan in retur for its sole source commitment. (Godber, Tr. 206-207; 

PXI663). 

(Godber, Tr. 214-215; Gilchrist, Tr. 408
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410, 526, in camera; PX1664, 

_J (Gilchrist, Tr. 410, 526, in camera). Mr. Goober's testimony and documentay
 

evidence is furter corroborated by testimony from Mr. Gilchrist who testified that Trojan used 

HD as leverage in pricing negotiations with Microporous, and indicated that Trojan would bring 

up HD "every time there was us instigating the need for a price increase." (Gilchrist, Tr. 371

372, 406).
 

353. Based on the foregoing findings, the Cour finds that EnerSys, Exide and Trojan had 
significant power derived from their size and purchasing power and that they used such size and 
power to reject or reduce bona fide Microporous price increases and to constrain prices. 

Response to Findin2 No. 353:
 
This finding is contradicted by evidence highlighted in previous responses. (See
 

Responses to Findings Nos. 344-352). 

g. Development Projects
 

(a) Project Eintein


:.. i : . :' l I 
Response to Findin2 No. 354. 
The citation does not support the proposition that Einstein was not going to be used in PE 

applications. The testimony cited states Mr. Whear's opinion of what Dr. Brilmyer thought 

This is hardly evidence worty or establishing a factilal finding. Dr. Brilmyer was not 

questioned on the innovation projects other than LENO due to severe time restrictions. 

(b) Project LENO
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Responseto Findine No. 355: 
Project LENO was conceived by Rick Wimberly and George Brilmyer at the request of 

Enersys who had asked for a MPLP to create a product to replace Daramic's Darak separator 

used primarly in gelled stationary batteries in Europe. (Gilchrist, Tr. 353-354; Brilmyer, Tr. 

1835-1836). After developmental work had begun, the idea to leverage the LENO team's efforts 

to develop a replacement for Daramic PE in the Nort American flooded UPS market was 

embarked upon as a parallel effort within the overall LENO project. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1836-1837, 

1839-1840). 

356. Project Leno, the Darak replacement project, was specifically directed at gel products. 
(Brilmyer, Tr. 1856).
 

Resøonse to findine No. 356:
 
Project LENO began as a DARAK replacement project. As previously stated, efforts
 

quickly turned to developing a PE separtor for flooded lead-acid batteries that would not suffer 

from the black scum formation as PE separators are known to do. This 'White PE' was another 

name for the LENO project. . Par of the LENO project goal was to find a solution to the black 

scum problem inherent in UPS batteries that used PE separators. White PE was a variation on 

the low ER no oil theme originally intended to become a replacement- for Daramic's DARK 

product, commonly used in gelled batteries. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1837, 1839-1840). 

357. Microporous developed this concept afer being approached by EnerSys, which was
 

looking to find a substitute for DARAK. (McDonald, Tr. 3863, in camera; Brilmyer, Tr. 1839). 
This project stared at Mieroporous in November or December of 2006. (Brihnyer, Tr. 1836). 

Response to Findine No. 357:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 358:
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_J (Whear, Tr. 4821, in camera).
 

359. The evidence is clear that testing of those samples contiued after the acquisition ~der 
the direction of 
 Daramic. (Brilmyer, Tr.1901; Whea, Tr. 4735). 

Response tb Findine No. 359:
 
The evidence is clear that testing of the separators continued without the slightest effort
 

tö collaborate on the par of 
 Daramic. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1924-1925; PX0665 at002, in camera). 

Moreover, as far as EnerSys could tell, Daramic had no intention of spending an additional man 

hour working on the solution to its black scum problem embarked upon by MPLP. (PX0579 at 

003, in camera 

.J (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 197, in 

camera); Whea, Tr. 4825, 
 in camera)). As a final solution it offered the Darak product, at a 

substantial premium to the cost ofPE, as an alternative to EnerSys. (Wear, Tr. 4722; PX0913 

(Whear, Dep. at 200, in camera)). 

Response to Findinsz No. 360: 
This finding is supported only by self serving DaramIc testimony and is contradicted by 

the customer's (EnerSys), and former MPLP employee testimony as well as MPLP internal 

documents. 

Burkert Tr. 
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2407 -08, in camera). The internal estimates of LENO' s success were so high in fact that 

Microporous had already made capital expenditures in its European facility, and was planning on 

additional expenditures at its United States facilty, in anticipation of separator sales from project 

LENO as early as late 2008 or early 2009. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1858; PX0664 at 002, in camera). The 

testing that the LENO project team had conducted was progressing very well before the merger. 

(Brilmyer, Tr. 1856-1857). The suggestion that LENO did not meet expectations is belied by the 

fact that the testing necessary for definitively deciding whether or not LENO met expectations 

had not yet been complete. Life-testing takes two years to complete for UPS batteries. 

(Brilmyer, Tr. 1902). The fact was, Daramic had decided that their own Darak product, which is 

twice as expensive an was all it was wiling to offer Enersys for its 

black sci. problem. (Gagge, Tr. 2528-2529, in camera; PX0579 at 003, in camera (October 06,
 

2008 internal Daramic email discussing the LENO project and its potential importance at 

EnerSys)(( 

)). 

361. ( l (Hauswald, Tr. 1099; Burkert Tr.
 
2407-08, in camera; RX1293, in camera; RX1296, in camera; Whear, Tr. 4736). 

Response to Findine No. 361: 
This finding contradicts the previous finding and mischaracterizes the testimony of Mr. 

Burkert. For instace, Mr. Burkert testified that as far as EnerSys' s internal testing of the 

material revived from MPLP, that testing was stil ongoing and was proceeding without the 

contribution of Daramic, who ( 

L (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 197, in camera); Whear, Tr. 4825, in 

camera)). As a final solution Daramic offered the Darak product as ~m alternative to EnerSys. 

(Whear, Tr. 4722; PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 200, incamera)). Daramic had little incentive to 

find a: fix since it saw separators in UPS. 
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(PX0579 at 003, in camera 

(c) White PE
 

Response to Findine: No. 362:
 
See response to Finding No. 356.
 

- ,in camera; RX1297, in camera) and samples were
 

RX1299, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 363: 
The buildig of the pilot extractor was the last effort Dr. Brilmyer succeeded in 

implementing before leaving the company. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1919-1920). The material that 

Enersys is testing was created by MPLP as an independent entity. 

,. l . :.' ) 

Response to Findine: No. 364: 
The preliminar results confirm that MPLP had created a successfully competitive 

product with which to challenge Daramic's hegemony in.the UPS market and win first EnerSys's 

business and then that of other UPS customers in Nort America. (See Brilmyer, Tr. 1834 (Dr. 

Brilmyer stated that DaramIc held 95% of the north America market for separators for flooded 
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. UPS batteries)). The LENO team at Microporous was eventually successful in discovering the 

root cause and a solution to the black scum problem and was committed to creating a product 

that would end EnerSys's black scum problem and would have continued to collaborate with. 

Enersys on this problem had MPLP not been acquired by Daramic. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1855). MPLP 

had in fact discovered what it believed to be a solution to the black scum problem but had not the 

opportnity due to the acquisition to follow-up on it. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1855). 

365. The White PE project is ongoing today. (Hauswald, Tr. 1099; Burkert Tr. 2407-08, in 
camera; RX1293~ in 
 camera; RX1296, in camera; Whear,Tr. 4736). 

.l (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 197, in camera); Whear, Tr. 4825, in camera)). As a final
 

solution it offered the Darak product as an alternative to EnerSys. (Wear, Tr. 4722; PX0913 

little support for the LEND project among Daramic 

management since the goal of the project was to replace the costly, "very high-margin" Darak 

product with a less expensive, lower margin PE based separator. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1863-1864). 

(Whear, Dep. at 200, in camera)). There is 


(d) CellForce in SLI
 

ear, r. -, in camera). ut it became c ear as e projec was un erway at it 

"wasn't a high priority for JCI, and that we weren't working with the most important people at 
JCI. And in our (IGP's) opinion is they were viewing it as a speculative project, so they were 
dedicating minimal time and resources to it." (PX23OO (Heglie, IH at 130). Neither JCI nor any 
other battery manufacturer ever approved CellForce for these specialized star-stop SLI 
applications. (Gaugl, Tr. 4558). 

Response to Findin2 No. 366:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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Response to Findine No. 367:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

368. Based on the foregoing findings, the Court finds that no change has occured with regard 
to development as the result of Polypore's acquisition of Microporous. 

Response to Findinf! No. 368:
 
Ths is a legal conclusion unsupported by the evidence.
 

h. The Expansion
 

369. Discussions of expansion began around 2005. During this period the FLEX-SIL(l line
 

was running at nearly full capacity and the CellForce line began to approach full capacity. 
(Trevathan, Tr. 3579; PX0920 (Gilchrist, IH at 10-11), in camera). 

Response to Findinf! No. 369:
 
This finding's contention that discussions of expansion began around 2005 is
 

contradicted by the evidence that Microporous was considerig expanding at the time it hired . 

Peter Gaugl in mid-2oo1. Mr. Gaugl agreed 
 that one of the reasons he took the job with 

Microporous was because Microporous was interested in expanding by putting in additional 

lines. (Gaugl, Tr. 4580). In May 2005, Daramic was aware that Microporous was considering 

expanding stating that the main disadvantage "if we do not acquire Amerace is that Amerace 

may continue their plans for a second line resulting in either our loss of curent customers of 

furer reduction in our market pricing, hence loss of margins." (PX0433 at 004 (emphasis in
 

original)). 

Response to Findinf! No. 370: 
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This finding's suggestion that months passed between the EnerSysfMicroporous MOD 

and the two signing a supply agreement, fails to recognize that a Force Majeure event delayed 

Microporous from obtaining several pieces of 
 EnerSys's business until much later than the two 

had planed. (See CCFOF 1155-1165). In addition, the amendment to the Supply Agreement 

not only committed additional EnerSys business to Microporous, but also committed 

J (See CCFOF 672 

- 673; RXOO207 at 010, in camera). 

371. Despite the fact that capital would be required to execute the expansion required to fulfil 
this contract with EnerSys, Microporous did not obtain approval from its Board before entering 
into the Amendment. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 138-139, 164)). Board members were unhappy 
with Management, but they supported the contract because EnerSys was a very important 
customer. (PX2300 (Heglie,æ at 138-139,164)). 

Response to Findine No. 371:
 
This finding's proposition that capital would be required to execute the expansion is
 

ambiguous and 
 not supported by the testimony cited. Mr. Heglie testifed that the EnerSys 

expansion "probably would involve the iIvestment of additional capital:' but he didn't state how 

much capital, or whether it was above the amount that would require Board approval. (PX2300 

(Heglie, æ at 138). Prior to entering into the amendment with EnerSys, the Microporous Board 

had already authorized the purchase of 
 three lines (RFOF 374), and Mr. Gilchrist testified that 

the third line
 

J (PX0920 (Gilchrist, æ at 57-58), in 

camera; see also CCRF 373). 

Moreover, the proposition that the Microporous's management had an obligation or duty 

to get Board approval is notsuppörted by the evidence or the testimony cited. Mr. HegHe, a 

member of the Microporous Board, stated that although the amendment to the EnerSys contract 

committing Microporous to add a line in Piney Flats was a "surprise," he thought that Mike 
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Gilchrist as an officer of the company 
 had the legal authority to execute the agreement.) 

(PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 138). 

In addition, there is no evidence that the Board members were "unappy" with 

Microporous management and, contrary to Respondent's contention, no Board member testifed 

to being unappy. First, Mr. Heglie testified that he was "surprised," not "unappy." (PX2300 

(Heglie, IH at 138, 164). Second, Mr. Gilchrst and Matt Wilhjelm, President and CFO of 

Microporous, respectively, sat on the Microporous Board. (Gilchrist, Tr. 419). There is no 

evidence that these Board members were "unhappy" with mangement. After all, thèy were the 

management. Finally, the propositions that the Microporous Board was not happy with 

management is contradicted by the draft mandate 
 to Mr. Gilchrst from Mr. Heglie, "I would like 

to reinforce our confdence in the company at this time, as evidenced by the fact that we have, .
 
supported the company (and provided the bulk of the capital) though the single biggest capital 

spending program in its history." (PX092 at 001). 

372. In early 2006, JCI also approached Microporous about the possibilty of a seven-year
 

supply agreement to supply approximately 22 milion square meters of PE-separators for SLI 
applications. (McDonald, Tr. 3827; Trevathan, Tr. 3587, 3596). An MOU was signed in March 
of 2006. (McDonald, Tr. 3827). At this time, Microporous approached JCI about making an
 

investment in 
 Microporous, but JCI refused. (McDonald, Tr. 3827). 

Response to Findine No. 372:
 
Complaint Counel has no specifc response.
 

373. The above discussions about adding one additional line in Tennessee became discussions 
of a thee line expansion in Europe to supply EnerSys and JCI. (Trevathan, Tr. 3599). By 2006, 
at the request of Jei, the plan shifted to a three line expansion with one line in the U.S. and two 
in Europe. (Trevathan, Tr. 3601). There were also discussions of placing the third line in 
Austria. (Gaugl, Tr. 4561-4562). 

Response to Findine No. 373: 
This finding's contention that none of the PE lines planed by Microporous for its thee 

PE line expansions was slated to be installed in Piney Flats is contrary to the evidence. Mr. 

Gaugl testified that the third PE line, which was put on hold, was "ordered in a way to be 
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installed in the United States." (Gaugl, Tr. 4563). Mr. Trevathan stated that "when we stared 

ordering equipment, the plan for installation involved two complete lines going into the facilty 

in Europe and one in the U.S." (Trevathan, Tr. 3601). Moreover, Mr. Gilchrist testified that the 

third machine, which was basically purchased but not installed, became phase two of the 

expansion "which would be a second (PE/CeIlForce) machine in Piney Flats to ( 

l (PX0920 (Gilchrst, IH at 57-58), in camera). i_
 

l (RX00207 at 010, in 

camera). 

For puroses of this CCRF and the ones immediately below, reference to the "third line" 

means the line slated for Piney Flats, TN, which was one of 
 the three lines authorized by IGP, 

and ordered and purchased for the Microporous expansion plan. 
 (Gilchrst, Tr. 374-375 ("we 

bought thee 
 machines at one time, two for Austria and one to come into the Unites States"); 

Trevathan, Tr. 3600-3601; Gaugl, Tr. 4564;PX0950 at 067"069, in camera). In CCFOF 698, 
~,....,.. 

Complaint Counsel refers to this line as the foürt PE line, because had it been installed, 

. Microporous would have had four PE/CellForce lines -- two PE/CellForce lines in Piney Flats, 

and two PElCellForce lines in Austria. (CCFOF 698). In response to Complaint Counsel's 

Interrogatories, Respondent refers to the third line as the ( 

l 

(PX0950 at 067, in camera). Microporous had spent approximately 

. third line. (PX091O (Trevathan Dep. at 80-81), in camera). ( 

1 (PX0957 at 007, in camera). Today, the third line ( 
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(PX091O (Trevathan Dep. at 83), in camera); see also CCFOF 698; PX0950 at 067-069, in 

camera; Trevathan, Tr. 3728). 

374. In early December 2006, shortly after the acquisition of Microporous by iop, 
management was given the authorization to begin purchasing èquipment for thee additional PE 
lines. (Trevathan Tr. 3600). 

Response to Findine No. 374:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

375. Around December 1, 2006, Lary Trevathan began to order the larger equipment 
requiring longer lead times, such as the extrder, the dryer, and the calender system for all thee 
lines. (Trevathan, Tr. 3600; Gaugl, Tr.4561). Other than ordering this equipment with long lead 
times, no other steps were taken to install the third line either in the United States or Austria. 
(Gaugl, Tr. 4563-64). 

Response to Findine No. 375:
 
This finding is contradicted by the evidence. In addition to ordering the equipment for
 

the third line, Microporous took additional steps to install the third PE line in Tennessee. 

Microporous hired an engineering firm, J.A. Street, to do designing and planning work, including 

drawing up blueprints, in preparation of installing the third line at Piney Flats. (Gaugl, Tr. 4574- . 

4575). In fact, Mr. Trevathan agreed that he had done a lot of work on the expansion at 

Tennessee. (Trevathan, Tr. 3725). This included hiring J.A. Street to draft plans for the 

expansion and meeting with two people from the fir on four separate occasions. (Trevaplan,
 

Tr. 3725-26). Mr. Gilchrst testified ( 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 374-375; PX0920 (Gilchrist, IH at 58-59), in camera). Respondent has admitted 

as much: ( 
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1 (pX0957 at 007, in 

camera). 

376. Plans of expansion began to slow in ealy 2007 as negotiations with Jei became shaky.
 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3601-02). Shortly afer the February Board meeting, the Microporous Board 
instrcted Lar Trevathan to discontinue or slow down the orders wherever possible for the
 

third line planed for the U.S. (Trevathan, Tr. 3602-04, 3764; PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 185);
 

PX0905 (Gaug1, Dep. 94)). 

Response to Findin2 No. 376: 
The evidence cited does not support the finding's assertion that "negotiations with JCI 

became shaky." In addition, the contention that Microporous's expansion plans slowed are 

contradicted by evidence that Microporous committed to ( 

1 (RX0207 at 010, in camera), and would have continued its expansion plans, 

including those with Exide, had Daramic not acquired it. (Trevathan Tr. 3753-3754). 

Microporous's Strategic Plan,Expansion, including obtaining a position in SLI, was par of 


2007, MPLP moved 

ahead with plans to expand. MPLP met several times with a building contractor, J. A. Street, and 

. hired them to draw plans for additional PE capacity in their Piney Flats Facilty. (Trevathan, Tr. 

3725-3726,3735-3736). 

Specifically, with regard to the third line, Mr. Trevathan never stated that Microporous 

did not plan to take delivery of the equipment for the third line or install the third line. In fact, he 

testified that 

which its Board supported. (CCFOF 664). In the fall and early winter of 


1 (pX091O (Trevathan 

and hiredthe third line
Dep. at 80-81), in camera). Microporous prepared for the installation of 


an engineering firm to draw up plan to accommodate the third line in Piney Flats. (Gaugl, Tr. 

4574-4575): 

1 (PX091O (Trevathan Dep. at 82), in camera). 
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By contract, Microporous was obligatèd to install another PElCellForce line at Piney. 

Flats for _l (RXOO207 at 010, in camera). Mr; Gilchrst testifed that the third line
 

1 (PX0920 (Gilchrist, IH at 57-58), in camera). 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 374-375, PX0920 (Gilchrst, IH at 58-59), in camera). 

Respondent has admitted as much: t 

_1 (PX0957 at 007, in camera). 

1 c 1st, r. -, in
 
camera . e 1CroporoUS Boar was a so concerne a out unattractive pricing under the
 

.contract proposed by JCI. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 151); PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. 132); RX00730). 
"JCI demanded lower prices than (Microporous) could produce and generate an acceptable 
profit." (PX23OO (Heglie, IH at 151)). Shortly after negotiations grew stagnant, JCI notified 
Microporous that they would not continue to negotiate a long-term supply agreement with
 

Microporous and would pursue other supply options. (Trevathan, Tr. 3608-'09; Gilchrist, Tr. 
504, in camera; RXOOO47). 

ResDonse to Findin1! No. 377:
 
The finding's contention that JCI and Microporous did not reach a supply agreement
 

becuse of the Microporous Board's concern regarding the prohibition on the sale of 

Microporous to a competitor, fails to take into account that JCI was also concerned about 

Daramic's arbitration against Microporous (Hall, Tr. 2699-2700). Likewise, the finding's 

contention that negotiations for supply ended are also contradicted by the evidence. Whle 

discussions about the possible supply of pure PE SLI separators to JCI did not continue past June 

2007, discussions about Microporous possibly supplyig deep cycle separators to Jei for use in 

JCI's golf car batteries continued right up until the acquisition. (Hall, Tr. 2704-2705). Indeed, 

prior to the acquisition of 
 Microporous, JCI was testing Microporous' CellForce separator for 
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use in JCI's golf car applications because JCI wanted "to see competition" in its 
 acquisition of 

golf car separators. (Hall, Tr. 2704-2707). In addition, l 

l 

2, 2008 email from(Gilchrist, Tr. 440-441, in camera; see also PX0601 at 002, in camera (April 


Daramic (afer the acquisition) reporting that ( 

_l)). 
378. In March 2007, Microporous established a European entity Microporous Products GmbH 
and began taking strdes to build a facilty in Feistrtz, Austria. (Trevathan, Tr. 3571-72).
 

Response to Findine No. 378:
 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony cited and by contemporaneous documents.
 

Microporous Products GmbH was established in March of 2006, not 2007. (Trevathan Tr. 3571

3572; PX061 1 at 004). The Feistrtz facility began producing commercial product two years 

later in March 2008 and stared operating on a regular schedule in June 2008. (Gaugl, Tr. 4603). . 

379. Prior to the termination of negotiations with JCI, Exide approached Microporous
 

regarding possible scenarios for an expansion opportunity if Microporous could supply 
separators at a reasonable price. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 152)). Exide approached Microporous 
about supplying approximately 22 millon square meters of volume of SLI and industral-type 
product. (McDonald, Tr. 3832, 3840; Trevathan, Tr. 3609-3610). 

Response to Findine No. 379: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

3~0. From the beginning, discussions with Exide were tainted due to Exide's troubled 
financial past3 and questions about its futue viabilty. (Trevathan, Tr. 3610) Microporous 
required "very strong assurances" from Exide prior to undertaking an expansion so as to avoid 
"not having them either as a viable company to do business with or not following through on 
their agreement." (Trevathan, Tr. 3610). 

Response to Findine No. 380: 

3 In 2002. Exide fied Chapter 11 Bankruptcy. (RXOl285). 
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The finding's statement that discussions with Exide were "tainted" is not supported by 

the evidence cited. (See Trevathan, Tr. 3610 (no suggestion that discussions were "tainted")). 

Mr. Trevathan testifed that Microporous management had some concern regarding Exide 

because it had just emerged from banptcy. (Trevathan, Tr. 3610). Neverteless, Microporous 

. worked with Exide up until the acquisition to become a supplier to Exide. (See CCFOF 604 

623). Moreover, because Mr. Trevathan stated that Mr. Gilchrist was the point person in 

negotiations with Exide on the expansion, Mr. Gilchnsts testimony should be accorded greater 

weight on the Exide negotiations. (Trevathan, Tr. 3756). l
 

l (Gilchrist, Tr.
 

443-444, in camera). 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 525, in camera; Trevathan, 
Tr. 3611; RX01034 at 001). . 

Response to Findinii No. 381:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

382. After meetings in tle late-spring and summer of 2007, Microporous sent an MOU and
 

contract draf to Exide. (Trevathan, Tr. 3611). By its own terms, the MOU expired on August 
31, 2007. Exide did not sign and retur the non-binding MOD to Microporous until late 
September of 2007, long after it had expired by its own term on August 31, 2007. (PX0056; 
Gilchrist, Tr. 474-76, in camera; RX399). Exide never retured or commented on the contract 
draft sent by Microporous. (McDonald, Tr. 3835; Trevathan,Tr. 3612, 3626, 3724). Through the 
fall 2007, no progress was made on an agreement with Exide. McDonald Tr. 3834. Exide's 
behavior was consistent with its ast conduct. 

Response to Findinii No. 382: 
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Respondents contention that Exide's behavior is consistent with its past conduct is 

ambiguous because it is unclear what conduct Respondent is referring to. To the extent 

Respondent is alleging that Exide was not negotiating in good faith with Microporous, such 

allegation is contradicted by substantial evidence. (See CCFOF 604-605, 609-611; 615-619; 

621-623). 

The reason Exide did not sign the MOD until late September 2007, was due to concerns 

at Exide over the potential for MPLP to have to disclose Exide's name to Dararic in connection 

with Daramic's lawsuit against MPLP. (Gilespie, Tr. 2971-2972; PX1080 at 007). However, 

after negotiating the MOU, Exide went forward with testing of MPLP's separator samples and. 

developing specific pricing for the separators. (Gilespie, Tr. 2974). Exide personnel also met 

with MPLP personnel on numerous occasions in fuerance of their work together on future 

supply of PE SLI separators. (Gilespie, Tr. 2975). Additionally, Exide was working throughout 

this period of 
 time to get internal buy-in for the strategy to move forward with MPLP, including 

working on a red-lined draf of a supply contract. (Gilespie, Tr. 3075, 3077). . In February 2008,
 

Exide and MPLP extended their MOU. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976). At that pòint in time, Exide had 

every intention that they would be purchasing PE SLI separators from MPLP in 2010. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2976). At the February 2008 meeting between Exide and Microporous, just days 

before the acquisition, Microporous's president testified that 

) (Gilchrist, Tr. 447, in camera). 

383. Because negotiations ceased with JCI, and an Exide commitment had not materialized, 
Microporous began looking for customers in both the U.S. 
 and Europe in the fall 2007. 
(McDonald, Tr. 3830). Microporous had brief discussions with East Penn regarding. SLI 
separators in the U.S., which Microporous had not produced commercially. (Trevathan, Tr. 
3623; PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 186-187)). Discussions never went beyond preliminary stages and 
no MOUs, letters of interest, or contract drafs were exchanged. (Trevathan, Tr. 3623; Gilchrist, 
Tr. 503, in camera). Microporous had no discussion with Douglas Battery in 2007 or 2008. 

(Douglas, Tr. 4063). 

Response to Findin2 No. 383: 
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The first sentence of this finding is not supported by the testimony cited. First, Mr. 

McDonald did not testify about Exide at the pages cited. (McDonald, Tr. 3830). Second, the 

testimony cited states that Microporous began approaching European customers in June or Julv. 

2007, not in the Fall of 2007, and furter, the testimony does not make any reference to U.S. 

customers at all. (McDonald, Tr. 3830). Third, any reference to an Exide commitment not 

materializing in June or July 2007, would make no sense because Exide had only began its 

search for suppliers in the Spring of 2007, and Microporous only first responded to Exide's RF 

in July 2007 with an MOU. (See CCFOF 604-605, 609, 611). Thus, for Respondent to allege 

that an Exide commitment had not materialized before there was an opportunity for a 

commitment to materialize is disingenuous. In fact, Microporous and Exide worked together to 

enter into a supply relationship up until the date of the acquisition. (See CCFOF 604 - 623). 

Afer negotiating the MOU, Exide went forward with testing of MPLP's separator samples and 

developing specific pricingfor the separators. (Gilespie, Tr. 2974). Exide personnel also met 

with MPLP personnel on numerous occasions in furterance of their work together on futue 

supply of PE SLI separators. (Gilespie, Tr. 2975). Additionally, Exide was working thoughout . 

this time period time to get internal buy-in for the strategy to move forward with MPLP, 

including working on a red-lined draft of a supply contract. (Gilespie, Tr. 3075,3077). On 

February 14,2008, just two weeks before the acquisition, Exide and MPLP extended their MOU. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2976). At that point in time, Exide had every intention that it would be 

purchasing PE SLI separators from MPLP in 2010. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976). 

With regard to the assertons in the second and third sentences that discussions with East 

Penn were "brief," the 
 evidence contradicts this fact. (See CCFOF 624 - 629). Microporous and 

East Penn representatives visited each other's facilities to discuss the possible supply of PE SLI 

separators to East Penn in the Fall of 2007. (CCFOF 624-626). The East Penn representatives 
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that came to Microporous's facility included Roger Bar, VP of Automotive Manufactug and 

Puchasing responsible for purchasing SLI separators, and Davis Knauer, VP of Automotive .. 

Engineering responsible for testing and qualifying of SLI products. (Leister, Tr. 3971-3976; 

4011). The East Penn representatives indicated that East Penn mightbe wiling to enter a long 

term contract with MPLP for the supply ofPE SLI separators. (Leister, Tr. 4016-4017). 

Following East Penn's visit to Piney FIats, Mr. Leister requested a price quote on 11 milion 

square meters ofPE SLI product from MPLP. (Leister, Tr. 4018). MPLP provided a price quote 

soon thereafer. (Leister, Tr. 4018). In late 2007, East Penn saw MPLP as a viable supplier for 

SLI separators. (Leister, Tr. 4018-4019). Up to the time of 
 Daramc's acqùisition ofMPLP, 

East Penn had not ruled out the possibilty of buying SLI separators from MPLP. (Leister, Tr. 

4019). 

Finally, the last sentence stating that Microporous had no discussion with Douglas 

Battery in 2007 or 2008, is also contradicted by the evidence. Douglas actually sought 

separators from Microporous in 2007 because it felt that Datamic's prices were "extremely high" 

and received lower prices from Microporous than from Daramic. (PX1810 at 001-002). 

Douglas also sought a quote from Entek, but Entek was not interested. (PX181O at 001-002). 

Mr. Douglas testifed that prior to the acquisition, both Daramic and Microporous made motive 

power separators, but that today, other than Daramic, there is no one else who sells a motive 

separator in Nort America. (Douglas, Tr.4081, 4076). 

384. Microporous solicited battery manufacturers throughout Europe to supply both SLI-type 
separators or separators for motive applications. 
 (McDonald, Tr. 3830). These customers
 
included: TAB Battery, Midac, Moll Battery, Fiamm, Inci Ak, Mutlu, Aktex, WESTA, ISTA, 
and Baner Batterie. (PX0126 at 002-04). Microporous was unable to secure a single MOU, 
commitment or supply agreement with any of these customers. (McDonald, Tr. 3831; Gilchrst, 
Tr. 539). 

ResDonse to Findinii No. 384: 
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This finding's contention that Microporous was unable to secure a commitment to supply 

separators to any European customer is contradicted by the faCt that just prior to the acquisition, 

Microporous had planed on seIlng SLI battery separators form it Feistritz facility, and it would 

have continued to pursue SLI separator business out of that facilty had the acquisition not 

occured. (Gaugl, Tr. 4626). It had ongoing discussion with customers and it was begining
 

customer trials. (Trevathan, Tr. 3631-32). Moreover, Daramic specifically identifed various 

European customers who were at risk of loss to MPLP, including Midac, Germanos, TAB and 

Nuova Brescia (PX0258 at 002), and offered them the same contractual terms that it had offered 

to the Nort American customers identified in the MP Plan. (Roe, Tr. 1294). Daramic then 

entered contracts with ( 1 in Europe under the 

terms of the MP Plan. (Roe, Tr.1353-1354, 
 in camera); 

1 (PX2001 at 003-004, in camera). 

385. Because of its failure to secure any furter business, Microporous never resumed
 

consideration of the third line in either the U .S; or Austria (Trevathan, Tr. 3613-14). 

Response to Findinl! No. 385: 
This finding is contrdicted by the fact that Microporous did in fact secure furter 

business in the form of an amendment to the EnerSys contract requiring that an l_
 

1 (RXOO207 at 010, in 

camera). Mr. Gilchrist stated that the third line was to become phase two of the MPLP 

expansion plan "which would be a second (PElCelIForce) machine in Piney Flats (I
 

1 (PX0920 (Gilchrst, IH at 57-58), in 

camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 374-375). l 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 374-375, PX0920 (Gilchrst, 

IH at 58-59), in camera). Respondent has admitted as much: 
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1 (PX0957 at 007, in camera). 

(a) The Microporous Board's Pullback
 

386. At Microporous' Board's October 2007 meeting, significant Board concerns were
 

discussed, including:
 

a. Entek's European expansion and the impact that that would have on the 
Feistrtz plan.
 

b. The viability and health of the Microporous business. Microporous at that
 

time was trackig below budget and was not meeting financial expectations set 
durig the budgeting process.
 

c. Microporous was experiencing signifcant increases in costs of raw
 

materials which was contributing to a deterioration of the margins which were not 
being offset by price increases or reduction of costs on other par of 
Microporous' operations. 

d. The necessity of reducing overhead including the possibility of cutting
 

jobs. 

e. Whether there should be a pullback on Microporous' so-called expansion
 

plans. 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3623-24, 3628-30). 

ResDonse to Findiiu!: No. 386:
 
This finding's contention that the above "concerns" were discussed is
 

the findings last 

point, "Whether there should be a pullback on Microporous' so-called expansion plans," 

The Board presentation lists as 

1 (PXOO81, in camera). With regard to 


Nothing in the Board 
 presentation discusses a_l (PX0081 at 002, in camera). 


pullback of the expanion. (PXOO81, in camera).
 

Moreover, in the testimony Respondent points to for support for the "pullback" 

proposition, Mr. Trevathan stated twice that he did not believe that IGP would support an 

expansion while proposed merger talks with Daramic were pending: "IGP, the Board 
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members from IGP, were focusing on this entirely on selling the business and would very 

likely not move forward with expanion." (Trevathan, Tr. 3623). Mr. Trevathan's 

testimony is supported by Mr. Heglie from IGP, who testifed tht although the a draft 

mandate (see CCRF 387) did not state that IGP would not invest capital in Microporous 

while it was talking to Daramic, he "had a view that if 
 we weren't going to get paid by 

Daramc or get compensation for the capital investments, that we wouldn't make them, 

and I believe Daramic understood that." (pX2300 (Heglie, IH at 206)). Mr. Trevathan 

also testified that not only were the pending merger talks an issue that affected the 

expansion, but also the then pending aritration was also of concern: "Well, the sale of
 

the business to Daramic obviously was the key item there, but there was also concern 

expressed by the Board regarding the arbitration and whether or not Microporous would 

prevail in that arbitration. . . . " (Trevathan, Tr. 3623-3624). t_ 

L (PX0081 at 002, iii camera). 

With regard to the findings allegation that the Entek expanion was a concern, the 

Board presentation suggests otherwise. The presentation references the Entek expansion 

and presents a slide showing t 

(PX0081 at 017-018, in camera). 

1 

(PX0081 at 018. in camera). 

1 (PX0081 at 018, in 

camera). 
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Regarding Microporous' s viabilty and health, deteriorating margins, or potential 

job cuts, the Board presentation is 

) (PX0081, in camera). However, any assertion that Microporous's 

ongoing viabilty was in question is clearly dispelled by its president, Mike Gilchrist, 

who testified that prior to the acquisition Microporous was in good financial shape, was 

profitable, and was not going to fold or go under because of the expansion that was 

taking place in Europe. (Gilchrist, Tr. 403). In fact, he stated: "We were growing. It 

was all upside potential for us." (Gilchrst, Tr. 403).
 

387. In fact, because of these circumstances, the Board had become very concerned about the
 

expansion and made itS position against furter expansion clear in a memorandum titled Board 
Mandate dated November 14, 2007 ("the Mandate"), to Mike Gilchrist. (RX00401 at 001; 
PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 194-195)). The Mandate detailed the specific strategic direction for 
Microporous with specific instrctions to Gilchrist as to what he could do, what he should be 
doing and what he could not do (RXOO401 at 001): 

Response to Findin2 No. 387:. 
This finding's contention that concern about 
 the expansion led to "the mandate" are 

contradicted by the evidence that the Board never expressed the expansion as a "concern." (See 

CCRF 386; see generally CCFOF 684-691; 700-702). To the extent the Board considered an 

expansion pullback, it was in the context of the ongoing merger discussions with Daramic, which 

had begun three months earlier. (See CCRF 386; CCFOF 684, 700). Moreover, the document 

Respondent refers to as the "mandate" was a correspondence from Eric Heglie, who was Mike 

Gilchrist's main contact at IGP, "delineating a potential Board mandates to what the 

management team at Microporous should be focused on in the near term around this date 

(November 14, 2007)." (Gilchrist, Tr. 433-434). The draft itself speaks from the perspective of 

its primar author, Mr. Heglie (e.g., "I am hopeful," I would also like), not from the perspective
 

of the Board. (RX00401 at 001; PX2300 (Heglie, IH 194-195)). l_ 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 435, 498-501, in camera). In fact, on its face the documellt 
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states: "Mike, let's discuss this when you have a chance. I would like to add this as a resolution 

to the Board minutes from the October 17th meeting but welcome discussing these points with . 

you prior to formalizing." (RXOO401 at 002). 

) (Gilchrst, Tr. 434, in
 

camera). 

Moreover, the finding's contention that the draft mandate was a set of specific 

. instructions to Mr. Gilchrist on what he could and could not do, or what he should do, is also 

contrdicted by the testimony of the mandate's principal author, Mr. Heglie. (PX2300 (Heglie, 

IH at 194-195)). Mr. Heglie testified that the draf mandate was not intended to tell Microporous 

management that there would be no fuer expansion. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 65)). Nor did 

the draft mandate mean the Microporous should stop the work that it was doing to tr to grow the 

business. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 65-66)). There is nothing in the draft mandate that 

eliminated the possibilty of Microporous moving forward in its desire to compete in the 

automotive separator market. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 67)). In fact, Mr. Heglie testified that he 

does not recall the Microporous Board ever communicating that Microporous could not compete 

in the automotive market. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 68)). Mr. Heglie furter agreed that the 

draf mandate was not the last word on possible expansion for Microporous. (PX2301 (Heglie, 

Dep. at 69); RX00401 at 002; PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 197)). 

388. The Board set out specific long-term strategic goals emphasizing Microporous' role as a 
"specialist player" in the battery separator industry (RC00401 at 001-002) encouraging 
Management to "grow upon Microporous' position as a specialist separator player, using Flex-
Sil and CellForce as the foundation of growth." (RX00401 at 001 (emphasis in original)). The 
Board furher clarified: 

We continue to believe more long-te value wil be created by focusing on
 

growing though products that are materially differentiated from competing 
products. Clearly Microporous' understading and knowledge of rubber-based 
technologies, as well as the proven electrochemical benefits of rubber, are core 
strengths that create meaningful differentiation from competition, and should 
continue to be leveraged as much as possible. 
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(RX0001 at 001). 

Response to Findine No. 388:
 
The finding's contention that the draft mandate set out specifc long term goals
 

emphasizing MPLP's role as a "specialist player" is not supported by the evidence. The 

mandate was a draft document that was a correspondence between Eric Heglie and Mike 

Gilchrist, and it was never adopted by the Microporous Board as a resolution. 
 (See 

CCRF 387). In addition, the draft mandate had a number of "Key Elements of Long-

Term MPLP Strategy" that also included focusing on new products and improving 

productivity. (RX00401 at 001). It also stated that a pure PE strategy may be endorsed 

"where economically attractive long-term contracts are available." (RX00401 at 001). 

389. . The Board directed Microporous to leverage its existing strengths, not just become 
another player in the crowded PE market. (RX00401 at 001). 

Response to Findine No. 389: 
This evidence cited does not support Respondent's contention that the draf mandate 

directed Microporous not just to become another player in the crowded PE market. The mandate 

was a draft document that was a correspondence between Eric Heglie and Mike Gilchrst, and it 

was never adopted by the Microporous Board as a resolution. (See CCRF 387, '396). Far from 

discussing a "crowded" PE market, the draft mandate discusses only Daramic and Entek as other 

PE competitors. (RX00401 at 002). 

390. Even more explicitly, the Board demanded that Management "avoid competition with 
larger, entrenched competitors with products that 
 are not differentiated; this is paricularly 
importt when such strategies require large capital commitments. (RX00401 at 002). 

Response to Findine No. 390: 
This finding's contention that the Board "demanded" that MPLP "avoid competition. . ." 

is not supported by the evidence. The mandate was a draf document that was a correspondence 

between Eric Heglie and Mike Gílchrist, and it was never adopted by the Microporous Board as 

a resolution. (See CCRF 387,396). In addition, had the Board issued a blanket demand, as 
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Respondent states, it then would not have needed to clarify when it applies. Second, the Board 

listed exceptions to the draft mandate, which included "where economically attactive long-term 

contracts are available." (RXOO401 at 002). According to Mr. Heglie, had "Microporous 

management brought the Board a long-term contract that the Board viewed as economically 

viable for an expanion into the PE SLI market, the Bo.ard would have stil contemplated 

expanding." (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 72).. 

391. The Board was explicit that: 

Other than filling the 2nd line in Austria, the Board does not endorse a pure PE 
growth strategy competing head-to-head with larger competitors (i.e., Daramic, 
Entek). Some exceptions may be made to this (particularly in instances where PE 
is a bridge to a longer-term CellForce/differentiated product solution and where 
economically attractive long-term contrcts are available), but these and any other 
exceptions must be approved by the Board on a case by case basis." 

(RXOO401 at 002 (emphasis added)). 

Response to Findinf! No. 391:
 
This finding's contention that the "Board was explicit. . ." is not supported by the
 

evidence. The mandate was a draf document that was a correspondence between Eric Heglie 

and Mike Gilchrist, and it was never adopted by the Microporous Board as a resolution. (See 

CCRF 387,396). Moreover, the finding is contradicted by the testimony of 
 Eric Heglie, the 

Microporous Board member who authored the mandate. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH 194-195)). Mr. 

Heglie stated that the Board was stil open to the possibilty of adding new PE lines in order to 

move into the PE SLI market. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep.at 71-72)); see also PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 

183)), ("I think the Board's, my view, and I believe this is true of the IGP par of the Board's 

view, is the SLI automotive market wasn't as attractive as other market opportunities available 

for the company, but it was stil a potential growth opportunity. It's something that we 

continually evaluated and considered investment in at different points."); CCFOF 685; 689; 691). 
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Moreover, but for the acquisition of Microporous by Daramic, the Microporous Board 

believed that growt opportunities would have continued to be a focus of IGP and Microporous. 

(PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 220-221)). In reaching that conclusion, Mr. Heglie and other Board. 

members from IGP discussed where they saw Microporous going if there was not an acquisition 

by Darmic. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 219)). With regard to those discussions, Mr. Heglie 

provided the following testimony: 

(W)e were stil moving forward on at least a broad view of the 
investment thesis in the strategic plan. . .. evaluating growt 
opportunities with the company, trying to grow the company, 
trying to grow the cash flow, trying to improve the margins, trying 
to generate cash to pay down debt. 

l m sure we would have continued attempting to move forward on 
some of these customer opportunities that we had. 

So I don't know that there was a major deviation from the original 
strategy. . . . But, again, it's really case-by-case, and we had plenty 
of opportnities on the radar screen, as we talked about.
 

(PX2300 (Heglie,IH at 219-220)). 

392. The Board also set fort several' "near-term" mandates related to the Austrian expansion. 
(RX00401 at 002). 

Management must "fill out Line 1 with CellForce and Line 2 with PE in 2008 in 
volumes and pricing levels that generate attractive profits for the company. The 
longer term objective in Austria should be to convert Line 2 to CellForce or other 
specialty separator products." 

Management must "prove out the financial viabilty of Lines 1 and 2 in Austria 
before furer capital wil be committed to the business in either Europe or the 
United States." (Rx0001 at 002). (Emphasis added). 

Response to Findine No. 392:
 
The finding's contention that the "Board also set fort. . ." is not supported by the
 

evidence. The mandate was a draf document that was a correspondence between Eric Heglie 

and Mike Gilchrist and it was never adopted by the Microporous Board as a resolution. (Se.e 

CCRF 387, 396). 
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393. The Board made clear that 
 "Microporous canot enter into sales contracts that bind the 
company to capital commitments without Board approvaL" (RXOO401 at 002). Gilchrist 
understood the concerns raised by the Board and the need to fillout the Austria lines. (Gilchrist 
Tr. 494-95,498-99). 

Response to Findine No. 393: 
The finding's contention that the "Board made clear that. . ." is not supported by the 

evidence. The mandate was a draft document that was a correspondence between Eric Heglie 

and Mike Gilchrist, it was never adopted by the Microporous Board as a resolution. (See CCRF 

387,396). 

394. The Microporous Board was paricularly concerned about furter investments in the two 
lines to be built at Feistrtz because of the company's financial performance relative to.
 

projections, the doubt'regarding management's abilties to successfully execute the expansion 
plan, and paricularly with respect to management's abilty to fill the new lines. (Trevathan, Tr. 
3630-31). 

Response to Findine No. 394: 
This findings contention that the MPLP Board was "concerned" about furter 

investments in the two lines to be built at Feistritz is not supported by the testimony cited. 

Moreover, this findings assertion is ( 

L (pXOO81, in camera; see also 

CCRF 386). In addition, had the deal with Daramic fallen through, MPLP would have continued 

with its expansion plans including negotiations to expand for Exide. (Trevathan, Tr. 3753-3754). 

Mr. Trevathan thought that MPLP was on its way to furter improve profitabilty in the event 

that the merger with Daramic fell though. (Trevathan, Tr. 3750). 

395. Of furter concern was the fact that Microporous had only a "parial commitment" from
 

EnerSys for one of the two Feistritz lines, and with respect to the Feistritz SLI line, Feistritz had 
no commitment or signed contract for that line. (Trevathan, Tr. 3631). 

. Response to Findine No. 395: 
The assertion that the Board was concerned because the EnerSys business would have 

only parially filed a line at Feistritz and that the other line at Feistritz had no commitments is 
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I (PX0081, in camera). Moreover, the evidence that the second line had 

no commitments or signed contracts, is contradicted by the fact that just prior to the acquisition, 

Microporous had discussions ongoing and had trials that were begining with customers. 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3632). Microporous had planed on selling SLI battery separators from its 

Feistrtz facilty, and it would have continued to pursue SLI separator business out of that facility
 

had the acquisition not occured. (Gaugl, Tr. 4626). Moreover, DaramIc specifically identified 

various European customers who were at risk of loss to MPLP, including Midac, Germanos, 

TAB and Nuova Brescia (PX0258 at 002), and offered them.the same contractual term to these 

customers that it had offered to the Nort American customers identified in the MP Plan. (Roe, 

Tr. 1294). Daramic then entered contracts with i 

(Roe, Tr. 1353-1354, in camera). 

I (PX2001 at 003-004, in 

camera). 

396. As Complaint Counsel's compliant witness, Mike Gilchrist, tried to minimize the 
Mandate, characterizing it as a "draft." Gilchrist's testimony and Complaint Counsel's position 
on the Mandate are not credible for the following reasons: 

a. The clear language of 
 the Mandate itself. (R00401; RX00752, in 
camera; RXOOI174; Gilchrist, Tr. 435, in camera; RX00248) 

b. Trevathan's testimony about the Mandate and the emails he and Gilchrst
 

exchanged about it. (RX00283-01-02; RX00402; Gilchrst, Tr. 435, in camera; 
RXOO248; RX00284).
 

Response to Findine No. 396: 
This finding's assertion that Mr. Gilchrist's statements regarding the mandate, including 

his statement that the mandate was a draf, are not credible is contradicted by the weight of the 

evidence. This finding is tantamount to a charge that Mr. Gilchrist had some motive to fabricate 

his testimony at triaL. At trial, Respondent did not show Mr. Gilchrist was biased, nor could it 

since Mr. Gilchrst no longer works in the battery separator industry. (Gilchrst, Tr. 603). With 
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regard to Respondent's contention that the language of the mandate, or that Mr. Trevathan's 

testimony and the email exchanges between him and Mr. Gilchrist, somehow 
 prove that Mr. 

Gilchrist's testimony is not credible, is not supported by the evidence, and is in fact contradicted 

by the evidence. 

The problem with Respondent's allegation that Mr. Gilchrist is not credible or that Mr. 

Gilchrist had some improper motive to fabricate his testimony is that Mr. Gilchrist provided 

prior consistent testimony regarding the mandate at his investigational hearing when .he was 

employed by Respondent and authorized bv Respondent to make admissions on its behalf. 

PX0920 (Gilchrist, IH 146), in camera). At his Investigational Heag, Mr. Gilchrist stated that 

l PX0920 (GilchIist, 

IH 146), in camera). Moreover, the findings citation to Mr. Gilchrist's trial testimony is also 

consistent with his sworn investigational hearg testimony l 

l (Gilchrist, Tr. 435, in camera). Mr. Gilchrist testified:! 

I (Gilchrst, Tr. 435, in camera). Mr. Gilchrist testified at 

trial that the l 

l (Gilchrst, Tr. 498, in camera; see also PX0089, in 

l).-on cross examination, 

Respondent's counel l
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(Gilchrst, Tr. 500-501, in camera). 

Finally, Mr. Gilchrst's testimony and Complaint Counsel's position regarding the draft 

mandate are totally consistent with the testimony from Mr. Heglie, the author of the mandate and 

an MPLP Board member. (See generally CCFOF 684-691). Mr. Heglie testifed that the 

mandate was not intended to tell Microporous management that there would be no furter
 

expanion. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 65)). Nor did the mandate mean the Microporous should 

stop the work it was doing to try to grow the business. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 65-66)). There 

is nothing in the mandate that eliminated the possibility of Microporous moving forward in its 

desire to compete in the automotive separator market. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 67)). In fact, 

Mr. Heglie testified that he does not recall the Microporous Board ever communicating that 

Microporous could'not compete in the automotive market. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 68),). Mr. 

Hegliefurther agreed that the mandate was not the last word on possible expansion for 

Microporous. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 69); RX00401 at 002; PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 197)). 
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397. . These same points were restated in ever more detail by the Board in reporting to the 
owners at IGP. In fact, many of these same points were restated in a subsequent document titled 
"Notes on Key Areas of Focus: IGP - Microporous Interaction" and dated December 3, 2007 
("December 3m Memorandum"). (RXOO248 at 001). While this memorandum was not circulated 
to Microporous management, it confirms and reiterates directives in the Mandate. (RX00248 at 
001). For example:
 

a. Microporous Management was chastised for creating a
 

"combative" relationship with the Board through "many mini
bomblets in communication", "digging up old bones", "lengty
 

emailsthat distract management and all recipients", and '.a sense 
that many operating problems are the Board's to reSOlVe."
 

(RXOO248 at 001). 

b. The Board "canot and wil not tolerate the buildout of a 
management .camp' vs. a Board 'camp' mentality (e.g. formal, 5
page, written response from 'management' on the Microporous 
Strategy Mandates memorandum)." (R00248 at 001; see also 
RXOO752, in camera). 

c. The Board reiterated its commitment to the positions in the 
Mandate: (the) "Board (rightfully) expects positive and 
constrctive implementation of decisions mutually taken and
 

under-written, without constant resistace/feedback/interference," 

(RX00248 at 001). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 397: 
Respondent's assertion that "these 'same points' were restated in even more detail by the 

Board in reporting to the owners at IGP" is meaningless, ambiguous, and not supported by the 

record. Respondent does not state what "same points" it is referring to. Assuming it is referring 

to all the "same points" it has 
 attempted to make in its findings regarding the draft mandate, 

Complaint Counsel's reply findings have addressed those. (See CCRF 386-396). 

Moreover, there is no evidence that RX00248at 001, the document in which Respondent 

claims that many of these "same points" were restated 
 "by the Board in reporting to the owners 

at IGP" was a Board document, or was ever presented to IGP. The IGP witness, Mr. Heglie, 

testified that he did not recognize the document. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 159-160)). While 

Respondent states that the document was not provided to Microporous management, it does not 
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provide any support for its contention that it was provided by the Board to IGP. 

Notwithstanding, Respondent's failure to provide any support for what it claims the 

document to be, the one prominent point the document does maie is that the Board's "ultimate 

decision on strategy" is a "joint decision" only "after full discussion and vote" between the 

Board and MPLP management. (RX00248 at 00l). Therefore, the document supports Mr. 

Gilchrist's contention that the mandate was a draft and did not require MPLP management do 

anyting differently than what it was already doing to expand the business, which was spelled 

out in its strategic plans. (See PXl102 at 029 May 2007 MPLP Böard presentation of strategic 

plan ("Protect golf car market"; "Protect position in European traction"; "Regai U.S. 

traction position"; and "Create postion in SLI market." (emphasis in the original)); PX0080
 

at 058-059, in camera (August 2007 Board presentation informing the MPLP Board that (I
 

l); PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 30), PX2300 (Heglie, IH 

at 159) (The Board was generally supportive of MPLP management's strategic plan.). 

398. As demonstrated by the Mandate and the December 3rd Memorandum, the Microporous
 

Board had become increasingly concerned about the viabilty of the expansion plans and 
Microporous' continuing fmancial viabilty. (RX00248 at 001-002; RX00401 at 001-002). 
(Trevathan, Tr. 3628).
 

Response to FindiUl! No. 398: 
. This finding's assertion that the Microporous Board had become increasingly concerned 

based on the draf mandate and the December 3rd Memorandum is not supported by the evidence 

and is contradicted by a great deal of evidence. (See generally CCRF 369-397). The MPLP 

Board took no form position regarding the expansion. (CCRF 387, 396). 

Moreover, any "concerns" expressed regarding the expansion occured after Daramic and 

Microporous were engaged in merger discussions and do not provide evidence that Microporous 
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would have discontinued its growth strategy though expansion as expressed in its strategic 

plans. As Mr. Trevathan stated twice, he did not believe that IGP would support an expansion 

while proposed merger talks with Daramic were pending: "IGP, the Board members from IGP, 

were focusing on this entirely on sellng the business and would very likely not move forward 

with expansion." (Trevathan, Tr. 3623; see also Trevathan, Tr. 3624 (stating that "the sale of the 

business to Daramic was the key item" in his thinking as to why there would not be any 

movement forward with expansion.)). Mr. Trevathan's testimony is supported by Mr. Heglie 

from IGP, who testified that while merger discussions were occurring he "had a view that if we 

weren't going to get paid by Daramic or get compensation for the capital investments, that we 

wouldn't make them, 
 and I believe Daramic understood that." (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 206)). 

399. Contry to Gilchrist's belief that Microporous was in "good rinancial shape," the 
evidence indicates otherwise. (Gilchrist, Tr. 403; RX00248 at 001-002). While Mçiagement 
seemed content with growth in revenues only, IGP was. "predominantly focused on cash flow 
growt" which takes into account those expenses associated with revenue. (PX2300 (Heglie il 
at 62)). Inconsistently with the Board, Gilchrist, paricularly, seemed to want "to 
 grow for the 
sake of growth, and was not as focused. 
 on profitabilty as we (IGP) were." (PX2301 (Heglie, 
Dep. 149)). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 399: 
The rinding's assertion is not supported by the evidence relied on by Respondent. There 

is no question that Microporous was profitable prior to the merger. (Gilchrist, Tr. 403; 

Trevathan, Tr. 3577, 3652). There is simply no evidence that contradicts that Microporous was 

profitable prior to the merger. Moreover, as a matter of accounting, Mr. Heglie's testimony that 

the IGP was predominantly focused on cash flow growth is not inconsistent with growing 

revenues, as Respondent seems to daim. In addition, Respondent appears to have intentionally 

misquoted Mr. Heglie's testimony to the Court in order to support its false accusation that Mr. 

Gilchrst was not focused on profitabilty. Mr. Heglie did not testify that Mr. Gilchrist "was not 

as focused on profitabilty as we were." Rather, he testified that Mr. Gilchrist "wasn't as focused 
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on the profitabilty of 
 that growt as we were." (PX2301 (Heglie,Dep. 149)). The distinction is .. 

significant, and Respondent should know better. 

400. Microporous' revenues were below where IGP had projected upon acqulTng the 
company in 2006 and also below Management's internal forecasts. (Trevathan, Tr. 3628-29, PX 
2300, (Heglie, IH at 72~73)). For example, durig 2007, sales were below budget and not
 

generating a retur on capital for many of its products as expected by IG (RX00248 at 002; 
Trevathan, Tr. 3628-29). As sales declined in 2007 raw material costs continued to escalate 
contributing to the deterioration of margins. (Trevathan, Tr. 3629). Additionally, the Board 
questioned the financial viabilty of the Austrian expansion as the costs of the expansion soared 
substantially over budget without any long-term supply commitments in place. (RX00248 at 
002). 

Response to Finding: No. 400: 
This finding's assertions are not supported by any of the documents or testimony cited. 

Respondent's finding states revenues were below forecasts, sales were below budget, and sales 

declined. The evidence cited makes no reference to sales or revenue numbers. The references 

speak to financial projections, without much mention of the specific type of measure, e.g., 

profits, expenses, cost, or EBITA. In fact, Microporous was sellin all Ìt could make and was 

expanding because it was runng out of capacity. (Trevathan, Tr. 3578-3579, 3581-3582, 

3773). In addition, Respondent's contention that "sales declined in 2007" is without merit. 

I (See PX0078 at 019, in camera 

l); see also PX0949 at 224

225, in ca,mera (l m., In addition, Respondent's 

reference to RX00248 for support'relating to what the Board thought, is misplaced. (See 

Response to CCRF 397; RX00248 at 001 (the Board's "ultimate decision on strategy" is a 'joint 

decision" only "after full discussion and vote" between the Board and MPLP management.) 

401. The Microporous Board had also lost confdence in Management, particularly Mike 
Gilchrst. (RX00244; RX0040 1; RX00248, PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 58); PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. 
161)). As Eric Heglie stated in his Investigation Hearing, "I think we generally discovered 
through our ownership that we had philosophical differences with Mike Gilchrist and the 
management team." (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 59)). 
 These philosophical differences arose because 
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IGP's "view was a lot more driven by financial results and return on investment for different 
growt areas that we were contemplating. And I think there became a general view that 
management wasn't as focused on the return on investment and on the numbers or at least the 
risks associated with those numbers." (PX2300 (Heglie IH at 60)). 

ReSDonse to Findiniæ No. 401: 
Respondent's assertion that the Microporous Board lost confidence in Management, is 

not supported by the documents or testimony cited. In fact, the one document Respondent cites 

to states "I would like to reinforce our confidence in the compaIy at this time, as evidenced by 

the fact that we have supported the company (and provided the bulk ofthe capita) though the 

single biggest capital spendig program in history." (RX00401 at 001). In addition 

Respondent's reference to the documents or testimony cited for any support relating to what the 

Board thought, is misplaced. (See Response to CCRF 397; RX00248 at 001 (the Boards 

"ultimate decision on strategy" is a '10int decision" only "after full discussion and vote" between 

the Board and MPLP management.) 

402. IGP Board members had multiple discussions with Gilchrist "disagreeing with his 
general assessment of the competitive landscape òfthe market." (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. p. 91)). 
IGP's Board members questioned the credibilty of Gilchrt because they "would hear one thing 
one day, and a different thing the next day." (PX2301 (HegIie, Dep. 164)). "Mike (Gilchrist) 
frequently blew comments out of proportion" (PX2300 (HegIie, IH at 84)). 

ReSDonse to Findiniæ No. 402: 
The finding's assertion that Board members had multiple discussions with Gilchrst 

regarding his assessment of the competitive landscape is not supported by the testimony cited. 

Mr. Heglie stated that he recalls generally having discussions about the topic, but could not recall 

specific conversations. .(PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 91-92)). There is absolutely no support for the 

proposition that multiple Board members had multiple discussions. In fact, Mr. Heglie testified 

that "I don't recall specific conversations with Gilchrist or with other Board members about that 

dynamic, butI don't -- but I don't know if I had those ~onversations or not." (PX2301 (Heglie, 

Dep. at 91-92)). With regard to the findings statement that Mr. Gilchrist blew things out of 

proportion, the witness that made that claim, stated that he was "totally speculating" with regard 
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to the document he was being questioned about. With regard to Mr. Gilchrist's veracity, the 

evidence supports finding that Mr. Gilchrist presented credible testimony thoughout these 

proceedings. Mr. Trevathan, who reported to Mr. Gilchrist, testified that Mr. Gilchrst was 

honest with him. (Trevathan, Tr. 3649). 

Response to Findine No. 403: 
This finding' scontention that iGPhad lost confdence in Mr. Gilchrist or that the Board 

issued mandates and instrctions that Mr. Gilchrist ignored are without merit. (See CCRF 396, 

401). Mr. Gilchrist testified I 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 436, in camera). l 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 435-436, in 

camera). 

404. Mike Beaumont, an aètive Board member, wrote in an memorandum to Eric Heglie and 
Jeff Webb on October 19, 2007, "MG (Mike Gilchrist) does not (or wil not) internalize the
 

mandate from his shareholders." (RX00244 at 001; PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. 143)). Beaumont also 
stated that Mike Gilchrst does not seem to be "financially savvy" and that perhaps "we should 
put out feelers for a new CEO." (RX00244 at 003). 

Response to Findine No. 404: 
The finding's assertion that Mr. Beaumont is an "active" Board member is not supported 

by the evidence. With regard to the memo's comment about Mr. Gilchrist's inabilty to 

internalize the mandate, the memo states that it was "parly a communication issue on our 

side.... I didn't get the impression that Mike was given much direction at the last Board 

meeting." (RX00244 at 001). Importantly, this memo, supports Mr. Gilchrist's testimony that 

the mandate issued was a draft and not formalized or voted on by the Board (RX00244 at 001). 
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405. Instead of replacing Gilchrst, IGP sold the company to Daramic in par because of
 

"philosophical differences with management." (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. 123-24)). 

Response to Findine No. 405: 
The assertionJthat the IGP sold Microporous to Daramic because it had philosophical 

difference with management is not supported by the evidence. Mr. Heglie listed a number of 

factors regarding why IGP sold the company to Daramic. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. 122-124). The 

primary reason according to Mr. Heglie was the significant time spent on the investment relative 

to its size. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. 122-124). 

406. The Board also questioned a pure-PE growth strategy and felt that it was 'just not 
practical to grow in every market." (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 62)). Board members from IGP were 
generally hesitant about producing pure PE separators since pricing is very competitive and 
margins are typically thin. (PX2300 (Heglie, HIT 196)). The Board saw the possibilty of 
supplying CeIlForce or other differentiated products for SLI end uses only as a possible long-
term goal for Microporous and that a successful outcome on the investment could be achieved 
without this type of expansion. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 161-62, 196-198); PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. 
70)). 

Response to Findine No. 406: 
The finding's contention that the Board questioned a pure-PE strategy is not supported 
 by 

the evidence cited. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 62) (no mention of Board questioning.pure-PE 

strategy)). Nor did the draft mandate represent the view of the Board regarding expanding into 

pure-PE for SLI. (CCRF 387,390,396). After the issuance of the "mandate" on November 14, 

2007, the MicrQPorous Board was stil open to the possibilty of moving into the . . . PE SLI 

market." (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 71)). Moreòver, the Board was "stil open to the possibilty 

of adding new lines in order to move into the PE SLI market." (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 72); 

see also PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 183 ("1 think the Boards, my view, and I believe this is tre of 

the rGP par of 
 the Board's view, is the SLI automotive market wasn't as attractive as other 

market opportities available for the company, but it was stil a potential growt opportunity. 

It's something that we continually evaluated and considered investment in at different points.")). 

Had "Microporous management brought the Board a long-term contract that the Board viewed as 
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economically viable for an expansion into the PE SLI market, the Board would have stil 

contemplated expanding." (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 72). In fact, Microporous's Board was 

supportive of management's activity with Exide, "(b )ecause it could generate a fair amount of 

. capital, gOo retur on the investment if it worked." (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 153)). 

407. As Entek's expanion plans in Europe becae evident, which would have resulted in 
significant excess capacity throughout Europe, concerns mounted about the Austrian expansion 
for Management and the Board. (Trevathan Tr. 3624).
 

Response to Findine No. 407:
 
With regard to the findings allegation that the Entek expansion was a concern, the
 

October 2007 Board presentation suggests otherwise. The presentation references the 

Entek expansion and presents a slide showing l 

t (PXOO81 at 017-018, in camera). 

1 (PX0081 at 018, in camera). l 

1 

(PXOO81 at 018, in camera). 

408. Most importantly, 
 no supply contracts were in place, and Exide was the only potential 
customer beyond EnerSys which might commit any significant volume to justify the expansion. 
Yet the Board questioned the viabilty of Exide as a customer and negotiations went nowhere.
 

(PX2301 (Heglie~ Dep. 133); Trevathan, Tr. 3610). 

ReSponse to Findine: No. 408:
 
The finding's assertion that no supply contracts were in place is contrary to the evidence.
 

Microporous had an agreement with EnerSys. The agreement with EnerSys had Microporous 

supplying EnerSys's European facilities from its newly expanded facility in Austria, and 

supplying EnerSys's U.S. facilties from Microporous's Piney Flats facilty, which Microporous 

t. (CCFOF 670-673).
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The finding's assertion that Exide and EnerSys were the only customers with significant 

enough volume to justify the expansion is also contrary to the evidence. In the United States, 

East Penn was a significant customer with which Microporous was discussing a supply 

relationship. (See generally, CCFOF 624-629). In fact, East Penn requested a quote on 11 

millon squae meters, the equivalent of one MPLP PE line. (CCFOF 627). 

The eviöence also contradicts the finding's contention that the Board questioned Exide's 

viabilty as a customer and the negotiations went nowhere. Microporous worked with Exide up 

until the acquisition to become a supplier to Exide. (See CCFOF 604 - 623). Moreover, 

because Mr. Trevathan stated that Mr. Gilchrist was the point person in negotiations with Exide 

on the expansion, Mr. Gilchrist's testimony should be accorded greater weight on the Exide 

negotiations. (Trevathan, Tr. 3756). According to Mr. Gilchrist there was t 

L (Gilchrst, Tr. 443-444, in 

camera). 

409. Based on the above findings, the clear language of the Mandate, the Court finds that 
Gilchrist's testimony about the Mandate is not credible, that the Mandate was the specific 
instruction of the Microporous Board öf Directors to management, and that the Microporous 
Board of Directors had determined that the policy and strategic elimination of Microporous was 
as set fort in the Mandate. Accordingly, the Cour furter finds that any expansion beyond
 

Feistritz was unlikely, particularly by expansion in Nort America. 

Response to Findine No. 409: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on Respondent's 

proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed ÌÌ CCRF 369-408. In 

addition, the finding's conclusion that the Microporous Board of Directors had determined the 

"strategic elimination" of Microporous is not supported by the language of the draft mandate. 
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Daramic was the entity that instigated the strategic elimination of Microporous as a competitor. 

(See CCFOF 646-656, 764-787). 

410. Thus, Trevathan, Gilchrst and Wilhjeim continued their "smokescreen." (RX00402).
 

Response to Findine No. 410:
 
This finding is meaningless, nonsensical and contradicted by the evidence that
 

Microporous management was proceeding in "good faith" with Exide on its potential expansion 

.. to supply it with PE SLI separators. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 75-76)). Because Mr. Gilchrist 

was concerned that the acquisition by DaramIc l 

l (Gilchrist, Tr. 447A49, in camera; RX0043). As Mr. Gilchrist testified: . 

) (Gilchrist, Tr. 449, in camera). 

411. As a result of the discussions at the Board level and ongoing, Gilchrit and Trevathan 
began to communicate among themselves about what they later referred to as "our ruse" and
 

"smokescreen." (RXOO283 and RX00402). Trevathan and Gilchrist had decided that 
Microporous needed to have "parallel stories" on parallel paths to tell Microporous employees, 
Microporous suppliers and Daramic, with whom Microporous had not revealed any change in 
plans. (Trevathan, Tr. 3621, 3637). 

Response to Findine No. 411: 
This finding's assertion that "parallel stories" were embarked upon because Microporous 

had changed its expansion plans, but intentionally failed to reveal such changes to its employees, 

suppliers, and Daramic, is contradicted by the evidence. Microporous never changed its 

expansion plans. (See generally CCRF 369-409). Right up to the date of the deal, MPLP had no 

assurance that the deal would be consummated with Daramic. (Trevathan, Tr. 3753). And had 

the deal fallen though, MPLP would have continued with its expansion plans including those 
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with Exide. (Trevathan, Tr. 3753-3754). Mr. Gilchrist testified that he and Mr. Trevathan 

discussed plans for Microporous should its acquisition by Dararc not occur. (Gilchrst, Tr. 

(12). Specifically, he stated: "We'd continue to work on it (the Exide deal) as well as massage 

the time frames to be able to accommodate customer needs for whatever eventuality. It's just 

continued planing as you move though managing the business." (Gilchrist, Tr. 612). 

In addition, this finding's contention that Microporous management was engaged in 

deliberate deception, based on Lary Trevathan's choice of words to describe Microporous's 

negotiations to sell the company to Daramc while it also sought to enter into contracts with 

Darmic's largest SLI customers in case a sale to Daramic did not mat~rialize, is contradicted by 

the evidence. Mr. Trevathan first used the word "ruse" in a November 9,2007 email to Michael 

Gilchrist. (RX00283 at 002; Gilchrist, Tr. 582-583 (Ruse is Lar's (Trevathan) word). Mr. 

Trevathan explained that Microporous had to have "parallel stories" on "parallel paths" because 

it was involved in potential supply agreement discussions with multiple customers;all of which 

"were being held confidential under nondisclosure agreements." (Trevathan, Tr. 3621). He also 

stated that the discussions with Daramc, which were being held at the same time, were also 

protected under a nondisclosure agreement. (Trevathan, Tr. 3621). Mr. Trevathan stated that as 

far as he knew, he never lied to anybody. (Trevathan Tr. 3751.) He also stated that par of the 

reason that Microporous had to be careful about what it said was because ithad contractual 

obligations to keep certain things confdentiaL. (Trevathan, Tr. 3751). He furter agreed that the 

primary reason driving Microporous to "parallel paths" and causing it to be so careful about what 

was said was. that it could not tell each of the different paries the whole story of what wàs going 

on. (Trevathan, Tr. 3751-3752 ("That was a key reason, yes.")). 

412. Further, Gilchrist and Trevathan believed that management had to "demonstrate clear,
 

favorable change and remove . . . doubt" to persuade the Microporous Board to continue to 
support management's expansion plan. (Trevathan, Tr. 3630-3632 and RX00283 at 001). 
Trevathan and Gilchrist knew that Microporous management had to address Microporous'
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financial performance, remove the doubt in the Board's mind about management's abilty to 
successfully execute the expansion plan and remove the doubt as to how the arbitration with 
Daramc would proceed. (Trevathan, Tr. 3630-3631). . .
 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 412:
 

The finding's assertion that Microporous management had to convince its Board to 

support the expansion plan is contradicted by the fact that the Microporous Board had already 

authorized the purchase of thee lines. (RFOF 374). Mr. Gilchrist testified that 
 Microporous had 

bought thee machines at one time, two for Austria and one to come into the United States. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 374). 

(Gilchrst, Tr. 374

375, in camera; see also PX0920 (Gilchrist, IH at 57-58), in camera; (( 

-
)). 

With regard to furter expanion into SLI, Mr. Heglie testified that the Microporous 

Board was supportive of management's activity with Exide, "fb)ecause it could generate a fair 

amount of capital, good retur on the investment if it worked." (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 153)). 

Mr. Heglie also testified that the Microporous management was working in good faith with 

Exide and that at.no point was it working in something other than good faith with Exide on 

potential expansion for PE SLI separators. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 75-76)). 

However, while the potential acquisition of Microporous was pending, Microporous' s 

Board was unlikely to move forward with the furter expansion. For example. Mr. Trevathan 

testifed that IGP and its Board members "were focusing on this entirely on sellng the business 

and would very likely not move forward with expansion." (Trevathan. Tr. 3623-3624 ("the sale 

of the business to Daramic obviously was the key item there."). The rationale for not moving 

forward on the expansion while a potential sale to Microporous was pending was obvious to Mr. 
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Mr. Beglie from IGP who "had a view that if we weren't going to get paid by Daramic or get 

compensation for the capital investments, that we wouldn't make them, and I believe Daramic . 

understood that." (PX2300 (Heglie; IH at 206)). He fuer testified Microporous had an
 

opportunity to do business with East Penn, which occured around the time of discussions wiÛl 

Daramic, but put off discussions with East Penn "based on the uncertainty with the Daramic 

transaction," (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 188)). According to Mr. Heglie, IGP was unwiling to 

commit a bunch of capital to it (contracting with East Penn L without knowing if we're going to 

be compensated for it." (PX2300 (HegIie, IH at 188)). Likewise, Mr. Heglie testified that he 

held the same view about spending capital to gain Exide's business: "I think similar to East 

Penn, we would, at least while those (Daramic/Microporous L discussions were moving forward, 

. 
we would have been reluctant to invest additional capitaL." (pX2300 (Heglie, IH at 190)). 

1. The Ruse - Management's Own Agenda
 

413. Despite concerns growing over the expansion, Microporous management tried to pursue a
 

supply agreement with Exide. (RXOO401; Gilchrist, Tr. 446, in camera). Some management 
members had a financial interest in Microporous: they "owned a good chun of the company 
and they also owned options in the company which had certain exercise prices. (PX2300 (Heglie, 
IH at 114)). If the company was sold to Daramic, Microporous would not reap the financial 
rewards of those options. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 114)). Microporous management, therefore, 
was hesitant about the looming merger with Daramic, and if sold to Daramic, wanted to 
maximize the value of the company. (PX2300 (HegIie, IH at 114-15); Gilchrist, Tr. 471, in 
camera). The Cour finds that these factors lead management to discuss and continue the "ruse" 
about Microporous' abilty to complete the expansion. 

Response to Findine No. 413: 
This finding's contention that only Microporous's management wanted a supply 

agreement with Exide, is contradicted by the evidence. Mr. Heglie testifed that the Microporous 

Board was supportive of management's activity with Exide, "(blecause it could generate 
 a fair
 

amount of capital, good retur on the investment if it worked." (PX23~0 (Heglie, IH at 153)). 

Mr. Heglie also testified that the Microporous management was working in good faith with 
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Exide and that at no point was it working in something 
 other than good faith with Exide on 

potential expansion for PE SLI separators. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 75-76)). 

. The remainder of 
 this finding's assertions are gibberish, not supported by the testimony 

cited, and the testimony cited was admittedly speculation. (PX23OO (Heglie, IH 114-115). Mr. 

Heglie did not testify that if the company was sold to Daramic, Microporous would not reap the 

financial rewards of those options. Rather, he speculated that the management shareholders that 

held options would want to hold them longer because they thought they could grow the businesS. 

(PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 114~ 115). Moreover, this finding states a legal conclusion, not a factual 

assertion. 

414. As par of their ruse, Microporous Management became intent on secunng a renewal of
 

the expired MOU with Exide. (McDonald,Tr. 3841-42; PXlO52; Gilchrst, Tr. 448, in camera). 
Microporous was concerned that Daramic would see though Microporous' "smoke screen," and 
in a November 27,2007 email, Trevathan stated "the greatest flaw we have right now in our ruse 
is that the Exide MOU has ex ired and we have no evidence of ro ress on a contract." 
RX00402 at 001 . 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 414: 
This finding's assertion that securing a renewal of the Exide MOU was par of a ruse, is 

contradicted by the evidence that Microporous management worked in good faith up until the 

time of the acquisition to become a supplier of SLI battery sepaiators to Exide. (See generally 

CCFOF 604-623). Moreover, notwithstanding the draf mandate, the Microporous Board was 

supportive of management's activity with Exide, "(b )ecause it could generate a fair amount of 

capital, good retur on the investment if it worked." (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 153); see generally 

CCFOF 685-691). 

Right up to the date of the deal, MPLP had no assurce that the deal would be 

consummated with Daramic. (Trevathan, Tr. 3753). And had the deal fallen though, MPLP 
'. 

would have continued with its expansion 
 plans including those with Exide. (Trevathan, Tr. 
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3753-3754). 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 448-449, in camra). MJ:. Gilchrist was 

concerned until the last minute that the acquisition might fall through and carried on developing 

Microporous's business until the merger agreement was signed 

1 (Gilchrist, 

Tr. 448-449, in camera; RX00403). Mr. Gilchrist testified that he and Mr. Trevathan discussed 

plans for Microporous should its acquisition by Daramic not occur. (Gilchrist, Tr.612). 

Specifically, he 
 'stated: "We'd continue to work on it (the Exide deal) as well as massage the time 

frames to be able to accommodate customer needs for whatever eventuality. It's just continued 

planning as you move through managing the business. (Gilchrst, Tr. 612). 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 448, 476, in camera; RX0003; RX01200 at 001).
Aside frm signing the non-binding renewal later, which only extended the MOU 45 days. 
(RX00403). Exide signed the MOU after Microporous told Exide that it would accept "an 
updated MOU by February 14th," "or redline of the original contract," and a commtment 
contract ready at the meeting on the 27th" in lieu of a price increase. (RX01033); Exide made 
no other commitments to Microporous,aid delegated negotiations to newcomer, Alberto Perez. 
(McDonald, Tr. 3836-38, 3845-46; Trevathan; Tr. 3640). 

. Response to Findine No. 415: 
The finding's implied assertion that the MOU was only renewed so as to be included in 

the information that Microporous was to hand over to Daramic is contradicted by the evidence. 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 448-449, in camera). Up until the 

time of the acquisition, 
 the Microporous management worked in good faith to become a supplier 

of SLI battery separators to Exide. (See generally CCFOF 604-623). Moreover, notwithstading 
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the draf mandate, the Microporous Board was supportive of management's activity with Exide, 

"(b )ecause it could generate a fair amount of capital, good return on the investment if it 

worked." (PX2300 (Heglie, il at 153); see generally CCFOF 685-691). 

In addition, Respondent's assertion that Exide's reason for signing the MOD extension 

was because of an impending price increase is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Gilespie that 

the price increase negotiations and the negotiations over Microporous' s planed expansion "were 

two separate issues." (Gilespie, Tr. 2976-77).
 

416. Microporous Management became increasingly and appropriately wary of Exide. 
(RX00285; Gilchrist, Tr. 515. in camera). In a Februar 15, 2008, email (RXOO285 at 001),
 

questioning Perez's trthfulness and Exide's sincerity, and in response to Perez's promise of 
returing the MOD extension and red-line contract draft, McDonald wrote, "that and a $1.50 wil 
buy you a cup of coffee." (RX00285 at 
 001). As shown by Exide's internal communications, the 
MOD was only signed to 
 delay a price increase. (RXooOI0). . 

Response tò Findine No. 416:
 
The finding's assertion the Microporous's management questioned Exide's sincerity in
 

moving forward to a supply arangement is contradicted by the evidence. t 

L (Gilchrist, Tr. 443-44, in 

camera). At that point in time of February 2008 MOD renewal, Exide had every intention that 

they would be purchasing PE SLI separators from MPLP in 2010. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976). At the 

t 

_l (Gilchrist, Tr. 447, in camera). Moreover, because Mr. Gilchrist was the point
 

person in negotiations with Exideon the expansion (Trevathan, Tr. 3756), Mr. Gilchrist's 
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testimony should be accorded greater weight on the Exide negotiations than Mr. McDonald's 

email relaying hearsay. 

In addition, Respondent's assertion that Exide's reason for signing the MOD extension 

was because of an impending price increase, is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Gilespie that 

the price increase negotiations and the negotiations over Microporous's planned expansion "were 

two separate issues." (Gilespie, Tr. 2976-2977). 

417. Microporous and Exide had two insignifcant meetings durng early 2008. (McDonald,
 

Tr. 3835-3840, 3844). The first was a brief technical meeting in Paris, France, in January 2008. 
Steve McDonald, Roger Berger, Rick Wimberly, and George Brilmeyer attended the meeting on 
behalf of Microporous. (McDonald, Tr. 3840). Despite the significant expense and time 
commitment to attend the meeting, Exide did not even allow Microporous to finish its prepared 
presentation. (McDonald, Tr. 3839). This meeting constituted little more than a technical 
overview for Exide personnel in Europe and a meet and greet for Alberto Perez. (McDonald, Tr. 
3837-38). Microporous was disappointed by the meeting. (McDonald, Tr. 3839). 

ReSDonse to Findim! No. 417:
 
Contrar to Respondent's assertion that the Pars meeting was insignificant, Exide made
 

it very clear to Microporous that it intended to use the meeting in Pars to discuss the expansion 

project as per the MOD. In this context, Mr. Perez informed Microporous that Microporous's 

attendance at the meeting was vital because Microporous was a "key parer in (Exide'sJ 

strategic version and needs to be represented" at the meeting in Paris (PX1018 at 002), that "the 

futures of our companies are too closely tied to miss ths opportnity" (PX1018 at 003), and that 

Mr. Perez (a new Exide employee) needed to "truly understand, (Microporous') commitment to 

growing its business with Exide, and what steps can, are, and/or should be taen to make that 

happen." (PX1018 at005). 

Furermore, contrary to Respondent's suggestion tht Microporous was disappointed by 

the length and overall tone of 
 the meeting, Microporous's contemporaneous call report described 

this meeting as "more productive than we had expected." (PX0512 at 002). In fact, the meeting 

in Paris was attended by no less than seven Exide employees, representing key Exide 
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. constituencies (procurement, engineering and quality control) from Nort America and Europe, 

including Mr. Alberto Perez, the person at Exide who had "global responsibility for separators 

'in the strategic sense:" (PX0512 at 001). According to Microporous' call report on the Paris 

meeting, supply of PE SLI separators was a key component of the meetig, as "(0 )ne large 

segment of the meeting revolved around our capabilties. Exide asked many questions 

concerning the entire range of their SLI needs." (PX0512 at 002). 

Moreover, because Mr. Gilchrst was the point person in negotiations with Exide on the 

expansion, Mr. Gilchrst's testimony should be accorded greater weight tha the testimony of
 

either Mr. Trevathan or Mr. McDonald on the Exide negotiations. (Gilchrist, Tr. 400; PX0920 

(Gilchrst. IH at 96, in camera); Treyathan Tr. 3756). ( 

_I (Gilchrst, Tr. 444, in camera).
 

418. A second meeting took place at Exide's facilties in Alpharetta, Georgia on Februar 27, 
2008, to discuss the intent of Exide going forward. (McDonald, Tr. 3844, Trevathan, Tr. 3844). 
Mike Gilchrist, Larry Trevathan, Steve McDonald, and Roger Berger attended the meeting on 
behalf of Microporous. (Trevathan Tr. 3639). Only Alberto Perez attended on behalf of Exide
 

despite expectations that Douglas Gilespie and Pradeep Menon, two key decision makers, would 
attend. (McDonald, Tr. 3844-45; Trevathan, Tr. 3640). When Perez met the group from 
Microporol.s, he told them that he had actually forgotten all about 
 the meeting and needed to find 
a room to meet in. (McDonald, Tr. 3846). The parties met in an uneated, back room, and the 
meeting lasted less than an hour. (Trevathan, Tr. 3640). The paries had little discussion about a 
future relationship between Microporous and Exide and no contract drafts were exchanged or 
discussed. (Trevathan, Tr. 3640; McDonald, Tr. 3846-47). 

Response to Findine No. 418: 
This finding's assertion that the meeting between Exide and Microporous on 

February 27, 2008 was unproductive with little discussion regarding the future 

relationship is contradicted by Mr. Gilchrist's testimony: 
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(Gilchrist, Tr. 480-481, in camera). Because Mr. Gilchrist was the point person 

negotiations with Exide on the expansion, his testimony should be accorded greater 

weight than the testimony of either Mr. Trevathan or Mr. McDonald on the Exide 

negotiations. (Gilchrst, Tr. 400; PX0920 (Gilchrist. il at 96, in camera); Trevathan, Tr. 

3756). ( 

L (Gilchrst, Tr. 44, in 

camera). 

419. Following the meeting, attendees from Microporous had little confdence in Exide's 
commitment to Microporous. (McDonald,. Tr. 3847). Steve McDonald questioned Exide's 
sincerity stating, "I had quite a few conversations with Exide, and it seemed like we never got 
anyting accomplished:' (McDonald, Tr. 3847). He also questioned whether Exide was actually 
committed to MiCloporous or whether a supply agreement would ever be reached between Exide 
and Microporous. (McDonald, Tr. 3847). Thus, the Court finds, based on the foregoing findings 
of fact, that it is unikely that Microporous would have secured a long-term supply agreement 
with Exide. (RX00283 at 001; Trevathan, Tr. 3760). Accordingly, the Court fuer finds that
 

Microporous was not in a position to fill out the new lines at Feistritz with production or fil in 
any capacity at Piney Flats. 

Response to Findinl! No. 419: 
The assertion in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 418). 

Moreover, the last two sentences are legal conclusions, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is 

based on Respondent's proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in 

CCRF 410-419. 

420. On February 29, 2008, Daramic acquired Microporous two days after the meeting with 
Exide. (Trevathan, Tr. 3640-3641). 

Response to Findinl! No. 420:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

j. Microporous Products Today
 

421. As 
 the findings below confirm, if MiCloporous remained a stand alone company today, 
there are questions as to whether it would be financially viable. 
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ResDoiise to Findine: No. 421:
 
Respondent's contention that Microporous's stand-alone viabilty was questionable is
 

contradicted by the evidence. Prior to the acquisition, Microporous was profitable, growing and 

it was all upside potentia1. (Gilchrist, Tr. 403). Microporous was profitable and was a 

competitive theat. (Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 2; see also CCFOF 326, 

346,425,465-466,472-490,501-507,526-527,529,104). 

(
FLEX- product was
~e contrbution margin of 
__l (Riney, Tr. 4963, in camer(l).
 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 422: 
The evidence cited does not support 
 the contention that Microporous's financial viabilty 

was in question. The documents cited discuss the potential strategies going forward, they do not 

state that Microporous's is unprofitable or that Microporous's long term financial viabilty is in 

question. Prior to the acquisition Microporous was profitable and financiallyviable. Prior to the 

acquisition, Microporous was profitable, growing and it was all upside potentiaL. (Gilchrst, Tr. 

403). Daramic's own downwardly adjusted financial projections for Microporous revealed 

.J (PX0203 at 083, in camera). Just 4 days before the acquisition,
 

Polypore reported to its board that the Microporous acquisition would have
 

. _l (PX0824 at 002, in camra). A Microporous document prepared two weeks before
 

the merger for an IGP investor conference shows that ( 

L (PX0078 at 019-020, in camera). Microporous's offering memorandum also 
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shows Microporous to be in healthy financial shape, with significant potential for EBITA 

growt from the expansion. (PX0072 at 059,064,066). 

The contention that f 

_J (Gilchrst Tr. 467, in camera). l 

J (VVeerts, Tr. 4522-23, 

in camera). VVile Daramc's HD separators were competitive with Flex-Sil in terms of 

performance, the HD separator's high manufacturing costs meant that Daramic made very little 

gross margin on the product. (PX0433 at 001). Since its acquisition of Microporous, Daramic 

embarked on a strategy 

camera). InJ. (PX0617, in 


response to a June 12,2008 email from Pierre Hauswald l 

J (PX0617-001-002, in camera). With regard to the Ace-Sil product, that 

product is also used as an input into CellForce. (Gilchrist, Tr. 312; Hauswald, Tr. 672; PX0798). 

As an input product, its profit margins would most likely be low. 

423. Additionally, since the fall of 2008, the economy in United States and the economies
 

throughout the rest of the world have been crippled by a severe economic recession. (Gaugl, Tr. 
4569; Riney, Tr. 4969-70, in camera; Thuet, Tr. 4328 ). 

Response to Findin2 No. 423: 
The finding's assertion 
 is not supported by the evidence cited. The witnesses cited are 

not economists and should not be relied upon for such a bold statement regarding the U.S. and 

world economies. Not one testified that "the economies throughout the rest of the world have 
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l 

been crippled by a severe economic recession." The witnesses spoke generally with regard to 

their own businesses and spoke of 
 the recession's impact. However, Dr. Simpson, an economist, 

assumed that the economy would recover at some point, and noted that when it does, demand 

wil incrase and that excess capacity wil decrease. (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 424:
 
Respondent's testimonial-only evidence to support this finding is contradicted by the
 

evidence and fails to recognize that Microporous was controlled by Daramic for 10 months 

during 2008 and did not have its 
 own actual sales as an independent entity. (See RX01589 at 

003 (stating that Microporous was acquired by Daramic on February 29,2008.) Afer February 

29, 2008, the two firms no longer competed with one another. Respondent also fails to point to 

any documentary evidence to support its contention that i 

1 

In addition, this finding is also contradìcted by evidence that Daramic plants kept sales 

volume that, but for the acquisition, would have gone to Microporous's facilities. In 2008, 

1 (PX0203 at 

086, in camera; PX0294 at 002, 008, 013, in camera; Riney Tr., 4986-4987, in camera). Mr. 

Riney testified that the 

1 (Riney, Tr. 4986-87. in camera). The evidence shows that a portion of 
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.J (Axt, Tr. 2210-11, in camera). 

(Riney, Tr. 4962-63, in camera). Present y, e me atmey 
Flats is operating at 38 percent of its available capacity. (Trevathan, Tr. 3647; Riney, Tr. 4963, in 
camera). The majority of production is stil CellForce, and a small portion of the production is 
of Daramic' s HD product. (Trevathan, Tr. 3647). The Feistritz plant is currently operating at 76 
percent of its available ca acit toda. Rine Tr. 4962, in camera; Gau i, Tr. 4569. 

Respon.se to Findin2 No. 425: 
This finding is contradicted by the evidence. Moreover, Respondent points to no 

documentary evidence to support this analysis. A CellForce production line is a polyethylene 

line capable of ruing pure PE separators for SLI. (RFOF at 185). At the Feistrtz plant 

facilty, Microporous built two production lines both of which could produce CelIForce 

separators or plain polyethylene separators for SLI batteries. (Gilchrist, Tr. 332). 

Microporous planed to produce polyethylene (PE) separators for automotive batteries on one of 

the two production lines at its recently built plant in Feistritz, Austria. (Gilchrist, Tr. 331-332). 

. According to Peter Gaugl, the capacity utilzation of the Feistrtz facilty's two lines is 70% 

today, and 30% of 
 the two lines is being ru for CellForce. (Gaugl. Tr. 4569-70). Thus the 

capacity utilzation on one line ruing only CellForce would be much greater than testified to 

by Mr. Riney. 

_ Respondent's contention that Piney Flats capacity for CellForce is only 38% is 

contradicted by evid~nce that it would be more fully utilzed but for the acquisition. l_
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(Axt, Tr. 2210-11, in camera). 

) (Riney, Tr. 4963, 4968-69, in camera). Forecasts for 2009

reveal that if Piney Flats were a stand-alone facility its net income would be l_ 
_1 (Riney, Tr. 4969, in camera). Forecasts for 2009 also reveal that if Feistritz were a 
stand-alone facilty its net income would be ($3.9 milion in the negative.) (Riney, Tr. 4969, incamera). . 

Response to Findinl! No. 426: 
Respondent's contention that Microporous's two facilities would have negative net 

income in 2009 if Daramic had not acquired Microporous is contradicted by the evidence that 

prior to the acquisition Microporous was profitable, growing and it was all upside potentiaL. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 403). Prior to the acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive 

theat. (Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 2; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465

466, 472-490, 501-507, 526-527, 529, 1044). Moreover, after the acquisition, Microporous did 

not compete with Daramic as an independent entity and did not have the opportunity to acquire . 

the sales volume at these plants that it had expected to gain and Daramic had predicted it would 

lose to an expanded Microporous. (PX0738 at 004, in camera (( 

)). Any attempt to forecast the net income of the former Microporous 

facilties on a standalone basis for all of 2009 is pure speculation and does not take into account 

the independent decisions that an independent Microporous would have made between February 

29,2008 and the December 31,2009, to fill up its capacity to compete against Daraiic. 

Additionally, this finding is also contradicted by evidence 
 that DaramIc plants kept sales 

volume that, but for the acquisition, would have. 
 gone to Microporous's facilties, which furer 

deprived the Microporous facilties frm sales that but for the acquisition it would have had. il 
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(PX0203 

at 086, in camera; PX0294 at 002, 008, 013, in camera; Riney Tr., 4986-4987, in camera). Mr. 

Riney testifed that the. 

L (Riney, Tr. 4986-87, in camera). The evidence shows that a portion of 

L (AXt, Tr. 2210-11, in camera). 

Moreover, the analysis referred to in this finding has never been documented, and the 

only evidence of its existence is Mr. Riney's statement that he 

as par of 
 his job. (Riney, Tr. 4967-4968, in camera.) Additionally, Mr. 

Riney's testimony and abilty to recite without reference to any document the exact amount of 

net income Feistrtz and Piney Flats would have had on a standalone basis had they not acquired 

Daramic's Potenza and Owensboro capacity is suspect. ( 

.J (Riney Tr. 5041-42, in camra). 

427. Due to the capital expended to fuer the expansions thus far, Microporous was capital
 

constrained compared to most businesses under IGP's ownership (PX2300 (Heglie, IHT 72)). 
Asa result, IGP was concerned about the future financial viabilty of the company. (Trevathan, 
Tr. 3628-29; PX2300 (Heglie, IH 72-73); RX00248). As of 
 December 31, 2007, Microporous 
had outstading debt of approximately $46 millon, which included debt for the prior Piney Flats. 
expansion and the 2007 Feistritz expansion. (PXOO78 at 21; Gilchrist, Tr. 549). 

ReSDonse to Findill! No. 427: 
The finding's contention that the capital expanion led to Microporous being capital 

constrained or that iGP was concerned about the Microporous's future financial viabilty as a 

company, is not supported by the evidence cited. Mr. Heglie testified that he would have 

considered buying Daramic's industrial business but Microporous's debt constrined it from 
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doing so. (PX2300 (Heglie, IH 72-73)). Mr. Trevathan, testified that the company was not 

meeting some of its budget projections, but agreed that the company was stil profitable.. 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3652). This is a far cry from Respondent's position that Microporous's future 

financial viabilty as a company was in question. In fact, the evidence Respondent points to 

shows that ( (PXOO78 at 019-020, in 

camera). There is no evidence that Microporous was unprofitable or not able to service its debt. 

Moreover, tota indebtedness is not an indication of firm's financial viabilty. If it were, than 

Polypore with $803.3 milion of consolidated indebtedness, is not financially viable. (PX2160 at 

018). Notwithstading this debt, Mr. Toth agreed that he has stated to investors that "we're 

pleased with our abilty to be profitable and to generate cash in a challenging economy." (Toth, 

Tr.1646). Likewise, Microporous was profitable before the merger. (Gilchrist, Tr. 403). 

Response to Findin2 No. 428:
 
The premise of this finding that Microporous' s financial viabilty was "shaky" is not
 

supported by the evidence cited. (CCRF 427). Microporous was profitable, growing, and had 

signficant upside potentiaL. (Gilchrist, Tr. 403). Microporous was 
 profitable and was a 

competitive theat. (Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 2; see also CCFOF 326, 

346,425,465-466,472-490,501-507,526-527,529, 1044). Moreover, there is no record 

evidence that had Microporous not been acquired it would have been affected by substantial . 

excess capacity. This is ran speculation and not supported by evidence. However, the evidence 

does support the proposition that Daramic sales and profits would have been impacted by 

Microporous's new capacity expansions had it not acquired the company. As Mr. Hauswald 

reported to the Polypore Board, the 
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_l (PX0203 at 088, in camera; PX0738 at 010, in camera; see generally CCFOF
 

725-779)). 

429. Based on the foregoing findings regarding Microporous, paricularly those concerning its 
management, financial and capital issues, the Cour finds that MicroporU-us was in such
 

precarious condition (financial and otherwise) that it was not of competitive significance. 

Response to Findin2 No. 429 
This finding states a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on 

Respondent's proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF 

421-428. 

k. Effciencies
. I
. I
 
Response to Findinf! No. 430:
 
Dr. Kawaty, Polypore's economic expert witness, submitted comments to the Euopean
 

Communities in response to the European Communities Green Paper that stated there _ 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5252-5254, in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty and Dr. Simpson both agree that that pecuniar raw material savings that 

Daramic achieved were 

1 (Simson,Tr. 3240, in camera). 

Moreover, nothing in Mr. Riney's cited testimony discusses neither today's troubling 

economic times nor 1 (Riney, Tr. 4971

4973, in camera). The 

.J (Kahwaty, Tr. 5367,
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in camra; Riney, Tr. 4963, in camera). Additionally, Microporous plants were under-utilzed
 

because Microporous was no longer independent ¡ud was unable to 

) (Riney, Tr. 4980, in
 

camera; PX0294 at 002, in camera). f 

_) (PX0929 (Gilchrist, IH at 47-48, in camera). Today, f
 

) (Gatigl; Tr. 4571; Riney, 

Tr. 4971-4973, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 431: 
Dr. Kahwaty, Polypore's Economic expert witness, submitted comments to the 

European Communities in response to the European Communities Green Paper that stated there 

f' 

) (Kahwaty, Tr.
 

5252-5254, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty and Dr. Simpson both agree that that pecuniary raw 

material savings that Daramic achieved were f 

.J (Simpson, Tr. 3240, in camera; 

Kahwaty, Tr. 5252-5254, in camera). 

Pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive threat. (Trevathan, 

Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFQF 326,346,425,465-466,472-490,501

507,526-527,529, 104).
 

.J (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF 1051-1053, 

1055-1057). 
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To the extent that these efficiencies are merger specific, the operating of two lines at the 

Feistritz facilty would have increased Microporous's total raw material purchases, which could 

have lead to volume discounts. For example, 

) it was originally paying for silca from (Rhodia. l 

(Riney, Tr. 5021-5022, in camera). 

Response to Findinl. No. 432: 
Pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive theat. (Trevathan, 

Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466,472-490,501

507,526-527,529,1044). 

) (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF 1051-1053, 

1055-1057). 

433. After the Acquisition, Daramic sought to improve Microporous' existing plants, 
processes, and equipment. (Hauswald, Tr. 1061). At the Piney Flats facility, Daramic created a 
task force of engineers from Dararnc's Owensboro facilty to decrease costs and improve yields 
on Microporous' existing lines. (Hauswald, Tr. 1062-63). Pror to the Acquisition, the CELL
FORCE line had a yield of approximately 76% which was improved to approximately 90% 
through the efforts of the Daramic task force. (Hauswald, Tr. 1062). In order to achieve higher 
efficiency, this team of engineers implemented Dararc's best practice~ to the lines at Piney 
Flats which improved safety and environmental standards, as well as reduced costs and improved 
quality. (Hauswald, Tr. 1063). For example, Daramic changed the oil used in the manufacturng 
process at Piney Flats to a higher grade to improve the quality of the product. (Hauswald, Tr. 
1064). Dararc also improved the solvent recovery system in order to reduce solvent 
consumption by approximately 25% which reduced costs and waste. (Hauswald, Tr. 1065). 

Response to Findinsz No. 433: 
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Firt, the proposition in the sixth sentence about oil is contradicted by Mr. Riney's 

deposition testimony. Mr. Riney, who has a role in determining what efficiencies Daramic could 

achieve by acquiring Microporous, did not know why using 

L (PX0912 (Riney, Dep. at 43, 104, in camera)). 

Second, pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive theat. (TrevathaI,
 

Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326, 346, 425, 465-466, 472-490,501

507,526-527,529,1044). f 

L (CCFOF 1054; see generally CFOF 1051-1053, 1055

1057). 

434. At the Fiestritz facilty, Danimic personnel worked to improve costs and efficiency
 

though steps such as changing the solvent as done in Piney Flats. (Hauswald, Tr. 1066). 
Daramic engineers also improved the capacity of the lines which had glitches in the winding and 
finishing areas allowing Daramic to fill the second line with pure SLI-type product. (Hauswald, 
Tr. 1065-66). Additionally, Daramic found ways to reduce the smell of sulfur originating from 
the product process and plaguing the surounding Austrian community. (Hauswald, Tr. 1065). 

Response to Findin2 No. 434: 
First, the proposition in the second sentence 
 that Daramic's improvements allowed for 

the line to be filled with SLI separators is contradicted by the fact that Microporous was trying to 

fill the line as early as 2007 with customers SLI separator purchases. (Gaugl, Tr. 4626; see also 

CCFOF 632-632). Tucker Roe considered Microporous to be a competitor in SLI as 
 evidenced 

by Microporous submitting a quote to Fiam for its SLI separator business. (Roe, Tr. 1307-1308; 

see also CCFOF 692). Additionally, Daramic's improvements to the line were not the reason 

why the line was filed with SLI separators; it was Daramic's shifting of 
 production from other 

Daramic plants to the Feistritz line that loaded it with SLI separators. (Riney, Tr. 4963-4964, in 

camera). In fact, Mr. Gaugl stated "(Microporous) had the capability to produce separators for 

automotive" before Daramic acquired Microporous. (Gaugl, Tr. 4626-4627). 
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Second, pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive theat. 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466, 

472-490,501-507,526-527,529,1044). ( 

. l (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF 

1051-1053, 1055-1057).
 

435. At both former Microporous facilties, Daramic found ways to reduce and recycle scrap 
materials. (Hauswald, Tr. 1067). Instead of simply tossing this leftover material, Daramic now 
regrids and reuses the material to create new product. -CHauswald, Tr. 1067). This not only
 

reduces waste, but also results in cost savings for both plants. (Hauswald. Tr. 1067). 

Response to Findinl! No. 435: 
Pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive theat. (Trevathan, 

Tr. 3652; Roe, Th. 1281; PX0482 at 2; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466,472-490,501

507,526-527,529,1044). ( 

.J (CCFOF 1054; see generally CCFOF 1051-1053, 

1055-1057). 

Response to Findinl! No. 436:
 
Dr. Kahwaty, Polypore's Economic expert witness, submitted comments to the European
 

Communties in response to the European Communities Green Paper that stated there t_ .
 

l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5252-5254, in
 

camera). Dr. Kahwatyand Dr. Simpson both agree that that pecuniary raw material savings that 
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DaramIc achieved were 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3240, in camera; Kahwaty, Tr. 5252-5254, in 

camera). 

First, the proposition in the first sentence about significant raw material savings is 

contradicted by several pieces of evidence in the record. Daramic has not passed along any raw 

material savings to l (PX0912
 

(Riney, Dep. at 200-201, in camera)). Moreover, the effciencies that Daramic has achieved by 

acquiring Microporous is rather trivial,when compared to either the $76 milion Daramic paid to 

acquire Microporous or the_in litigation expenses that Daramic has spent as of 

Januar 3,2009, which does not include the time period where Daramic engaged in an onslaught 

of extensive discovery and a thirty day triaL. (PX0954 at 006, in camera; PX2160 at 041). 

Second, the proposition in the second sentence is contradicted by the fact that _ 

J it was 

originally paying for silca from Rhodia. (Riney, Tr. 5021-5022, in camera). Third, the 

proposition in the thd sentence is contradicted by the fact Daramic _l passed along any of 

these alleged l' l 
(PX0912 (Riney, Dep. at 200, in camera). Instead of Daramic passing along the cost savings to 

its customers, Daramic increased prices in 2009. (PX0371). 

Lastly, pre-acquisition, Microporous was profitable and was a competitive theat 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482 at 002; see also CCFOF 326,346,425,465-466, 

472-490,501-507,526-527,529,1044). 
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see generally CCFOF(CCFOF 1054; 


1051-1053,1055-1057). 

437. Based on the foregoing findings of fact, the Cour furter finds that the acquisition of 
Microporous by Polypore has resulted in numerous effective efficiencies of the Piney Flats plant 
that are based on DaramIc's knowledge and skil. 

Response to Findine No. 437: 
Dr. Kahwaty, Polypore's Economic expert witness, submitted comments 
 to the European 

Communities in response to the European Communities Green Paper that stated there_
 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5252-5254, in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty and Dr. Simpson both agree that that pecuniar raw material savings that 

Daramic achieved were ( 

.J (Simpson, Tr. 3240, in camera; Kahwaty, Tr. 5252-5254, in 

camera). Moreover, Dr. Kahwaty J. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5249-5250, in camera). Lastly, this bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence 

and is contradicted by a great deal of evidence. (See CCRF 430-437 and CCFOF 1051-1057). 

Additionally, this finding is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, this 

finding is based on RFOF 430- 437, which are incorreCt and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF 430

437. 

V. The Customers
 

A. The "Power" Buyers
 

a. Johnson Controls Inc.
 

(a) JCls Size and Power
 

438. Johnson Controls (JCI) is the largest battery manufactUrg company in the world, mainly 
focusing on the production of SLI batteries. (Hall, Tr. 2662-2663; RX00034 at 012). JCI 
produced more than 120 milion lead acid batteries in 2008 with over $38 bilion in sales. (Hall, 
Tr. 2793; RX00034 at 004; RX01187 at 003). JCI produces these batteries in approximately 60 
wholly owned or majority-owned manufacturing plants in 20 countries worldwide. (RX01187 at 
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004). JCI has 
 36% of the global market share in the lead-acid automotive battery market. 
(RX00034 at 013). 

Response to Findine No. 438: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

439. JCI manufactures a small amount of golf car batteries, which account for only 2 to 3 
ercent of its roduction. (Hall, Tr. 2665).
 

(Hauswald, Tr. 943, in camera). 

L (Hall, Tr. 

2705,2874, in camera). 

440. JCI is headquarered in Milwaukee with plant locations worldwide, including Nort
 

America; Europe, 
 and China. (PX0965 at 11, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 1086; Hall, Tr. 2665; 
PX0614). JCI leverages its worldwide business in its relationships with its suppliers. 
(RXOO34 at 008). 

Response to Findine No. 440:
 
Respondents cited material in the second sentence does not support the proposition that
 

JCI leverages its worldwide business in its relationship with its suppliers. Nor was the cited 

document used with Mr. Hall at triaL. 

441. In 2008, Johnson Controls had over $5.8 bilion in sales in their Power Solutions group, 
whìch sells batteries. (RX00034 at 012; Hall, Tr. 2793-2794). 

Response to Findine No. 441:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

442. (RX00040 at 07, in camera;
Hauswald, Tr. 1086). 

Response to Findine No. 442:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

443.. JCI has joint venture or ownership relationships with Enertec (Mexico and Brazil),
 

Amara Raja (India), Vara (Europe), BFR (Asia), and Entek (worldwide). RX001 at 005, in 
camera; RX002, in camera' RX01187 at 014' Weerts Tr. 4479-4480 in camera' Hall, Tr. 
2819, in camera. 
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ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 443:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(b) JCI's Relationship with Daramic
 

44. Beginning in 2000, Daramic had a six year supply agreement with JCI Americas.
 

(Hauswald, Tr. 754). This agreement contained a minimum purchase amount. (Hauswald, Tr. 
756). 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 444:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 445: 
A par of JCI's 2004 Nort America Strategic plan was to ( 

L (RX00040 at 005, in camera). 

446. In addition to leveraging their global share to gai better prices from their existing 
suppliers, JCI was trying to "develop new entrts for competition", including an European
 

based company called Alpha4. (RXoo041, in camera' RXOO66 at 002-003 in camera' 
RX00070 at 05-06 in camera' Hall Tr. 2670 . 

Response to Findin2 No. 446:
 
The cited material is contradicted by JCI documents and testimony. At the time, JCI felt
 

that the existing supply base of Daramic and Entek were ( 

L (PX1505 at 002, in camera). However, Jei was unable 

to leverage their global share to gain better prices from their existing suppliers, as Daramic 

successfully thwared JCI'sefforts to use their global share to gain better prices from their 

existing customers by forcing JCI into a contract that it did not want to sign. (Hall, Tr. 2682). 

4 
I 

(Hall, Tr. 2 :1'. 
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Specifically, JCI was unappy with the pricing terms, the minimum volumes and the lengt of 

the contract, yet felt it had no choice but to 
 sign the contract as it was with Daraic. (Hall, Tr. 

2674,2681-2682, 2684). The new potential entrnts that JCI was working with included both 

Microporous and Alpha. (Hall, Tr. 2670). l_
 

) (ROO45 at 002, in camera; Hall, Tr. 2686, 2872). 

447. Jei and Daramic began negotiating a global supply contract in 2002 and continued to 
negotiate into 2004. (Hall, Tr. 2668, 2670-2674; Roe, Tr. 1241). The negotiations between JCI 
and DararcspaIed a 14 month period. (Roe, Tr. 1241). The contract negotiations began 
when Daramic initiated discussions to tr to improve their relationship with JCI. (Hall, Tr. 
2782). Daramic indica,ted their desire, in writing, to acquire 
 more of JCI's Nort American
 
business as early as January 2003. (RX01188; Hall, Tr. 2785-2787). 

Response to Findine No. 447: 
. The finding with respect to Daramic's desire to supply JCI's Nort American business is 

contradicted by Mr. Hall's testimony. Mr. Hall testified that Daramic did not initially quote on 

JCI's businèss in the United States, stating that --they weren't interested" and only after 

subsequent requests from JCI did Daramic provide a quote which to JCI "didn't seem to be 

aggressive about tryig to move into that region." (Hall, Tr. 2667-2668). 

448. Beginning in December of 2002 contract drafts were exchanged back and fort between 
Daramic and JCI. (Roe, Tr. 1673, in camera; RX01190, RX01192, RX01193, RXoo1194, 
RX001195). Additionally there were meetings between the legal teams of 
 both JCI and Daramic 
in order to work on the terms and conditions of 
 the contract drafs. (Roe, Tr. 1673). 

Response to Findine No. 448: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. . 

449. Though Daramic believed that the agreement was essentially complete at the end of 
 2003, 
Daramic granted JCI an extension into the first week of 2004 in order to finalize the agreement. 
(Roe, Tr. 1241-1242). Daramic believed that they were offering JCI a competitive price based 
on the information given by JCI as to the other prices they had been offered. (Roe, Tr. 1242). 

Response to Findine No. 449: 
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Daramic did not believe that an agreement was essentially complete at the end of 2003. 

On December 02. 2003, Mr. Roe informed JCI that the negotiations between the paries appeared 

to be at an "impasse". (PX1504 at 001). Because of the impasse. Mr. Roe withdrew all
 

previously submitted proposals. and was instrcted by the Polypore board to conclude. the
 

negotiations before the end of 2003. (PX1504 at 00 1). 

Daramic also understood that its pricing to JCI was not competitive with the offer that it 

understood JCI had received from Microporous. On December 13, 2003. Mr. Roe indicated that 

he understood Microporous had quoted JCI pricing of $0.51 per square meter of 6 mil separator 

and $0.52 on 7 mil in the Americas, as compared to Daramic's quote of $0.53 per square meter
 

on 6 mil and $0.622 on 7 mil separators. Additionally, Mr. Roe understood that Microporous
 

was offering to hold JCI's prices fir for 18 months and then to reduce prices 2-3 % each year, a
 

term that Daramc had "totally rejected" in its contract with JCI. (PX0693). 

450. To finalize the agreement. DaramIc offered a rebate of one and a half cents per square 
meter for minimum volumes met in order to earn a contract with JCI. (Roe. Tr. 1244). 

ResDonse to Findin1! No. 450:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

451. At the beginning of January 2004, Jei abruptly halted contract negotiatÍoiis and 
demanded that JCI and Daramic continue to operate under the existing contract covering the 
Americas and restar from scratch the negotiation for a separate European contract. (Roe. Tr. 
1679). Daramic understood this complete change in the course of the negotiations to signify that 
Daramic was no longer being viewed as a strategic parer by JCI. (Roe, Tr. 1679). When 
DaramIc inquired what it should make of those prior negotiations, JCI curtly instrcted Daramic 
to view them as a "learing experience:' (Roe, Tr. 1679).
 

ReSDonse to Findin1! No. 451:
 
JCI did not halt contract negotiations at the beginning of January 2004. As of eárly
 

Januar 2004 the paries had not agreed on a final contract and open issues were stil being 

discussed. (Hall, Tr. 2673-2674). JCI was not satisfied with the contract as it was then drafed 

. with regards to pricing and minimum volume numbers, as well as many other issues that "hadn't 

been discussed or thoroughly buttoned up as a matter of 
 business." (Hall, Tr. 2674). Jei 
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informed Daramic that it was not though negotiating the contract and that it wanted to continue 

to negotiate and to "order separators from (Daramic) as the norial coure of business." (Hall,
 

Tr.2675). 

452. Following those fourteen months of negotiations and near agreement, Daramic was
 

prepared to honor their existing agreement with JCI for the Nort and South American regions 
and to supply JCI on a spot price basis for the European region, because no agreement had been 
reached. (Roe, Tr. 1246-1247). 

Response to Findin2 No. 452: 
This finding is contradicted by evidence that indicates that Dararic was not prepared to 

honor the then -existing agreement as is. In December 2003, Dararic informed JCI that if a 

long term agreement was not reached by the end of 2003, "all purchases for product in Europe 

wil be priced on a spot purchase price that wil be significantly higher than those previously 

quoted." (PX1504 at 001). ( 

.l (Hall, Tr. 2676-2677, 2865-2867, in camera; PX1505 at 003, in 

camera). Moreover, Daramic inormed JCI that the spot pricing would apply to all separators 

ordered by JCI above the contractual minimums in Nort and South America. (PX1504 at 001). 

453. Jers European operations had been supplied by DaramIc without a contract prior to 
2004. (Hall, Tr. 2780; Roe, Tr. 1247). Durg the time prior to the signing of the 2004 supply 
agreement between JCI and Daramic, Daramic continued to honor the terms and conditions of an 
agreement with Var, a company in Europe that JCI had acquired. (Roe, Tr. 1680). 

Response to Findin2 No. 453:
 
Daramc did not honor the terms and conditions of the Vara agreement prior to the
 

signing of the 2004 supply agreement between JCI and Dararc.(See generally, CCFOF 576

(Hall, Tr. 2676-2677, 2865-2867, in camera; PX1505 at 003, in camera; PX1504 at 001). 

. l (Hall, 
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Tr. 2677-2680, 2867-2868, in camera; PX1505 at 003, in camera). 

(PX0757 at 002, in camera). 

454. After Daramic notified JCI that it would continue to supply Europe on a spot price basis 
DarmIc was contacted by Rodger Hall, JCI's global vice president. (Roe, Tr. 1685; Hall, Tr. 
2662). 

RespOnse to Finding No. 454:
 
Evidence contradicts this finding. After baramic notified JCI that it would continue to
 

supply JCI's European facilities on a spot basis with 85% higher prices, it was DaramIc's general 

manager Fran Nasisi who contacted JCI's Rodger Hall. (Hall, Tr. 2676-2677). 

455. While there is dispute as to what was said, Hall inormed DaramIc that JCI would sign 
the agreement that the two sides had been negotiating for the previous fourteen months. (Roe, 
Tr. 1682-1683). After that, DaramIc added the proposed rebate to JCI to the agreement. (Roe, 
Tr. 1683).
 

Response to Findine No. 455: 
Evidence contradicts this finding. There is no dispute that Daramic theatened to close
 

down its Potenza, Italy manufacturig plant in order to force JCI to sign a contract extension, and 

that JCI did not want to sign the contract. (See generally CCFOF 575-589). Mr. Hall testified 

that Mr. Nasisi informed him that DaramIc would be shutting down the facility in nine days time. 

(Hall, Tr. 2677-2680, 2867-2868~ in camera).
 

_l (PX0757 at 002, in camera). JCI signed the contract under duress with JCI's
 

management "felt we were being forced to sign this contract." (Hall, Tr. 2682). Even DaramIc's 

own executives later admitted to "strong aring" JCI during the 2004 contract negotiations.
 

(PX0750 at 001). Afr being "forced to sign this contract" there were stil other outstanding 

contractual issues that had not been finalized, including the rebate, and JCI was only able to deal 

with those issues after it had signed the contract. (Hall, Tr. 2682-2683). 

456. JCI then made additional changes to the agreement before signing. (Roe, Tr. 1683-1684). 
These additions were agreed to by Daramic and were included in an amendment to the contract. 
(Roe, Tr. 1684; RXOOI197). 

Response to Findine No. 456:
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The cited material does not support the proposition that JCI made additional changes to 

the agreement before signing. JCI was given only two or three days to sign the contract. (Hall, 

Tr. 2682). JCI was only able to deal with the remaning outstanding contractual issues issues . 

that had not been finalized, including the rebate, after it had signed the contract. (Hall, Tr. 2682

2683). 

457. A later amendment was requested by JCI to include a consignment program for Europe. 
(Roe, Tr. 1684). This was agreed to by Daramic and included as an amendment to the contract. 
(Roe, Tr. 1684).
 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 457:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

458. The contract negotiations that began in 2002 resulted in a five-year supply agreement 
between Daramic and JCI effective on January 1, 2004, and ending December 31, 2008. 
(RXOO988; PX2052, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1673-1684). 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 458:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

459. Prom January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2008, ( 
_1 (RX00988, in camera; Hall, Tr. 2748, in camera). During is pen a so
purchased PE separators from Entek. (Hall, Tr. 2690). Thoughout the coure of JCI's contract 
with Daramic, JCI purchased between 110 and 120 millon square meters anually from Entek.
 

(Hall, Tr. 2690). JCI purchased on average 50 milion square meters anually from Daramic 
durg the period of 2004 though the end of 2007. (Hall, Tr. 2690). . 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 459:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

460. 

JCI constituted approximtely 15 to 16 percent 0 

Resoonse to Findin2 No. 460:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

461. Notwithstanding that its contractual relationship with JCI was ending, during the 
Owensboro strike in September 2008, Daramic had a phone conference with JCI every day to 
discuss the supply chain. (Hauswald, Tr. 1078). During the strike, JCI received separator 
material from Daranic's Prachinburi, Thailand facilty. (RXOlO13). JCI had not been supplied 
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by this facility before and was able to qualify the material in a matter of hour. (Hauswald, Tr. 
1082-1083). 

Response to Findine: No. 461: 
The findings proposition tht Daramic was doing something extraordinar for JCI outside 

of the contractual relationship is contrary to the evidence. Daramic had an ongoing contractual 

relationship that it had to abide by. Regardless of whether Daramic's contractual relationship 

with JCI was ending in 2009, Daramic was obligated under the 200 supply agreement to 

(RX00988 at 006, in camera). To the extent 

that Respondent is alleging that JCI received separator material from Thailand for use in Nort 

America, the cited material is not supportive. 

J (PX0911 
 (Roe, Dep. at 41-42, in camera)). The cited material with 

respect to the third sentence does not support the proposition that J CI qualified the material in a 

matter of hours. 

the Relationship(c) The Proposed Renewal of 


Response to Findine: No. 462: 
Complait counsel has no specific response: 

463: Staring in December of 2006, Daric and JCI entered into contract negotiations for a 
. contract extension to the existing 200 Daramic/JCI Supply Agreement. (Roe, Tr. 1685). One 
of the first meetings where an extension was discussed took place in November of 2006 at JCI's 
headquarers in Milwaukee during a visit by Hauswald and Roe. (Roe, Tr. 1686). The next 
meeting occurred at Daramic's headquarers in December of 
 2006. (Roe, Tr. 1686). Hauswald 
and Roe retured to JCI's Milwaukee offce in February 2007 
 for what they believed to be the 
finalization of the contract extension. (Roe, Tr. 1686). A conference call at the end of February 
2007 set up a March meeting in Milwaukee to have final negotiations on some unresolved minor 
points. (Roe, Tr. 1686).
 

Response to Findine No. 463: 
Evidence at trial contradicts this finding. Mr. Toth testified that meetings with JCI in 

May 2007 (which took place two months after the alleged conference call for final negotiations) 
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was largely an "introductory meeting" that also dealt with negotiating an agreement. (Toth, T~. 

1528-1529). In fact, as of early 2007, JCI and Daramic were negotiating 

L (PX15lO at 003, in camera). 

464; JCI, however, cancelled the March 2007 meeting that was to take place in Milwaukee
 

between JCI and Daramic and moved the meeting to a later date. (Roe, Tr, 1687). Daramic was 
told by JCI that this was to allow JCI to investigate a new opportunity. (Roe, Tr. 1687-1688). 

Response to Findinl! No. 464: 
Complaint Counsel 
 objects to this finding. Respondent is using statements allegedly 

made by JCI for the trth of the matter asserted and has failed to state that the admission of this 

evidence is limited to state of mind. 

465. On May 1, 2007, Bob Toth, Polypore's CEO, met with JCI's worldwide battery group 
president. (Roe; Tr. 1688; Toth, Tr. 1528). JCI informed Daramic that they had entered into a 
joint ventue agreement with a battery manufacturer in China called BFR. (Roe, Tr. 1688). JCI 
inormed DaramIc that contract negotiations would resume in the summer 2007. (Roe, Tr. 
1688). 

Response to Findinl! No. 465: 
Complaint Counsel objects to the second and third sentences of this finding. Respondent 

is using statements allegedly made by JCI for the truth of the matter asserted and has failed to 

state the admission of this evidence is limited to state of mind. 

466. Following the May i, 2007, visit to JCI, Daramic continued to follow up with JCI 
regarding contract negotiations, but was not told of JCI's June 4, 2007, agreement with Entek 
until 2008. (Roe, Tr. 1688; Toth, Tr. 1528-1534.) 

Response to Findine No. 466: 
Complaint Counsel objects to this finding. Respondent is using statements allegedly 

made by JCI for the truth of the matter asserted and has failed to state that the admission of this 

evidence is limited to state of mind. 

timeframe, t 
L (Weerts, Tr. 4471, in camera, RXoo130, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 467: 
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The cited material does not support the assertion that 

.J 

(RX00130 at 001-002, in camera). 

468. Toth met with Mr. Molinaroli, of JCI again in October 2007, where Molinario again 
indicated that a supply relationship with Daramic wasstil a possibility. (Toth, Tr. 1530). 

Response to Findine No. 468:
 
The statements attributed to Mr. Molinaroli are hearsay, offered for state of mind, and not
 

offered for the trth of 
 the matter assertd. (Toth, Tr. 1530). Polypore has failed to identify 

these statements as such pursuant to the court's Order on Post Trial Briefs of June 16,2009, and 

they should be stricken. 

469. Dàramic continued to negotiate a contract with JCI though the rest of 2007 and into 
2008. (Toth. Tr. 1532). Representatives from DaramIc had periodic contact with representatives 
from JCf and Daramic believed that 
 they were in negotiations for a supply agreement with JCI 
until late 2008. (Toth, Tr. 1533). 

Response to Findine No. 469:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

470. After a phone call in March 2008, Daramic was under the impression that JCI wanted to
 

negotiate two separate contracts, one for SLI and one for deep cycle. (Roe, Tr. 1689). Daramic 
believed that this would mean that all contract negotiations would then have to start over. (Roe, 
Tr.1689). Dararic agreed to continue negotiations under these new constraints imposed by JCI.
(Roe, Tr. 1691). . 

Response to Findine No. 470: 
Respondents' assertion in the second sentence is unsupported by the cited materiaL. 

471. During this time, Daramic did not know that JCI had been negotiating a global supply 
agreement with Entek or that, in fact, JCI had signed such an agreement with Entek on June 4, 
2007. (Roe, Tr. 1690; Toth, Tr. 1534-35, in camera; Hall, Tr. 2747-49, in camera; RX00038, in 
camera). 

Response to Findine No. 471: 
This finding is contradicted by documents and testimony on the record. In a September 

2007 meeting, l 
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_l (PX0471, in camera; PX0901 (Toth, Dep. at 281-282,286, in camera)).
 

472. Afer believing that they were in the process of negotiating a contract with JCI during the 
period of 2007 through summer 2008, Daramic was finally presented with a "phase-out plan" by 
JCI in August 2008. (Toth, Tr. 1533-1534; Roe, Tr. 1694-1695). While some possibilty
 

continues to be discussed regarding supply by Daramic, in approximately October 2008, JCI 
finally confirmed it would not be doing any business with Daramic after December 31,2008, the 
last day of the 2004 JCIIaramIc Supply Agreement. (Toth, Tr. 1534-1535). 

Response to Findine No. 472: 
Complaint Counsel objects to this finding. Respondent is using statements allegedly 

made by JCI for the trth of the matter asserted and has failed to state that the admission of this 

evidence is limited to state of mind. 

473. . Throughout 2007 and into 2008, JCI kept DararIc in the dark about JCI's intent and 
actual separator suppl y decision. 

Response to Findinl! No. 473:
 
Respondent's bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence. Furtermore, the finding is
 

contrdicted by documents and testimony on the record. In a September 2007 meeting, lll
 

l (PX0471, in camera;
 

PX0901 (Toth, Dep. at 281-282,286, in camera)). 

(d) JCI's Relationship with Entek
 

Response to Findinl! No. 474:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
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.1 (Hall, Tr. 2874, in camera; 

RX00072, in camera). 

· . .I'lt
 

Response to Findine: No. 476:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response. 

'1 (PX151O at 006, 

in camera; see also Hall, Tr. 2884, in camera l 

1 

.1 (Hall, Tr. 2828-2829, in camera). 
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.) (Hall, Tr. 2886

2887, in camera). 

) (Hall, Tr. 2887, in camera).
 

,) (Hall, Tr. 

2747, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4521, in camera), ( 

1 

_1 (PX0265 at 008, in camera). According to Daramic, 

1 (PX0265 at 00,007-008, in camera). 

010, in camera). (1 (PX0265 at 


_) (PX0265 at 011, in camera).
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Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004 ("demonstrate 

pricing power in the marketplace regardless of movements in material and energy costs."); 

PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 includedl' 

") l; PX0204 at 002 (Mr. 

Hauswald's 2006 goals included "Raise Daramic prices where possible to demonstrate pricing 

power regardless of cost movements")). 

Daramic's assessment that battery manufacturers lack buying power is confiried by
 

customer testimony at triaL. (See, e.g., Gilespie, Tr. 3002, in camera (Exide believes that 

negotiations with Daramic are )); Gilespie, Tr. 3066

3068 (Exide has not used its size as leverage in negotiations with Daramic); Gilespie, Tr. 3097 

(Exide has not used pressure points to negotiate and get their wil); Craig, Tr. 2565 (EnerSys 

does not consider itself a power buyer, "not at all, not close.");Benjamin Tr. 3525,3522 

(BulldogBattery received a 10% post-acquisition price increase which Bulldog considered 

"pretty exorbitant" but "(t)here was no way to try to negotiate a lower price: There was no place 

to go"); Godber, Tr. 242, in camera (Trojan concerned about Daramic's acquisition of 

Microporous because 

_l; Godber Tr. 133, 232-233, 239-242, in camera (notwithstanding the fact that Trojan
 

is the world's largest manufacturer of deep cycle batteries, 

Response to Findinl! No. 479:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
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_l (Hall, Tr. 2749, in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 481:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

482. The loss of JCI's business constituted a drop of $55 milion in revenue and $20 milion in 
contrbution for Daramic. (Toth, Tr. 1535). The loss of the JCI business also required a 
signific;ant amount of restructuring for DaramIc. (Toth. Tr. 1535). 

Response to Findine No. 482:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

483. The Owensboro plant had to be restructured and lines had to be shut down afer Daramic 
lost JCI's business to Entek. (Toth, Tr. 1535; Hauswald, Tr. 961). This has resulted in more 
than 60 workers being let go from that facilty. (Toth, Tr. 1535-1536). 

Resoonse to Findine No. 483:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

484. The loss of JCls business also required the complete shut down of DaramIc's Potenza,
 

Italy, facility. (RX00184, in camera, Toth, Tr.1535). This put more that 125 people out of 
work. (Toth, Tr. 1535). 

Response to Findinl! No. 484:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
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. .",.. .. II.. II
 

L (pX1506 

at 005, in camera). 

(e) JCI's Relationship with Microporous
 

486. During the 2003-2004 time period, Microporous supplied SLI samples to JCI for testing. 
(Hall, Tr. 2695-2696). These samples did not qualify for use at JCI. (Hall, Tr. 2696; Gilchst, 
Tr. 466, in camera). Additionally, JCI had general concerns about the quality of the
 

Microporous product. (RXOO071 at 03). 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 486: 
The cited material (RX0007 1) was not introduced at trial with a witness and is 

contradicted by evidence within the very same doèument that "rq)ualification moving forward" 

on Microporous samples. (RXOO71 at 01). 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2696-2697; PX0672 at 006, in 

camera; see generally CCFOF 594-600). 

487. Microporous again solicited JCI in 
 2005 to supply some of JCI's separator needs, but no 
agreement was reached. (Hall, Tr. 2694-2695). 

ResDonse toFindine No. 487:
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The material cited by Respondent does not support the statement that no agreement was 

reached. 

camera). 
(R00046 at 004, in camera). 
2694-2695). 

_I Mr. Hall testified that JCI's intentions with regard to possible purchase ofPE SLI
 

separators from Microporous was to "buy them in Europe and we would buy some in the United 

States." (Hall, Tr. 2695, see also RX006 at 002-003, in camera ( 

I. 

Furtermore, the material cited by Respondent does not support the statement that no agreement 

was reached. (Hall, Tr. 2694-2695). . 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 489: 
Evidence at trial contradicts the assertion that the non-assignent clause was the only 

reason that JCI and Microporous did not come to a supply agreement. JCI's work with 

Microporous did not ultimately result in a supply contract because of concerns that JCI had over 

Daramic's arbitration against Microporous (Hall, Tr. 2699-2700), and because Microporous was 

unable to give JCI the reassurance that it was looking for that if JCI went forward with a supply 
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contract with Microporous, Microporous would not eventually be sold to Daramic leaving JCI in 

the same position that it had been in 200. (Hall, Tr. 2700-2701). 

While discussions about the possible supply ofPE SLI separators did not pick up again 

after June 2007, discussions about Microporous possibly supplying deep cycle separators to JCI 

for use in JCI's golf car batteries continued right up until the acquisition of Microporous by 

Daramic. (Hall, Tr. 2704-2705). Indeed, prior to the acquisition of Microporous, JCI was 

testing Microporous' CellForce separator for use in JCI's golf car applications because JCI 

wanted "to see competition" in its acquisition of golf car separators. (Hall, Tr. 2704-2707). 

490. Microporous never had a contract with Jei for the use of CellForce in automotive 
batteriès. (Gilchrist, Tr. 562). Microporous was not sellng CellForce to JCI at the time of the 
acquisition by Daramic. (Gilchrist, Tr. 562). 

Response to Findine: No. 490: 
To the extent that Respondent is asserting that the lack of a contract between JCI and 

Microporous for the sale of CellForce in automotive applications would have prevented 

Microporous from attaining sales of CellForce to JCI, that assertion is contrary to evidence 

presented at triaL. A large portion of all battery separator purchases are completed without a 

contractual relationship between the buyer and the seller. It is not unusual for Microporous to do 

business without a contract. (Gilchrist, Tr. 614). Microporous made separator sales to EnerSys 

for fifty to sixty years without a contract. (Gilchrst, Tr. 614-615). Microporous is not the only 

separator manufacturer that regularly made sales to non-contract customers. __ 

_l (RXoo116 at 004, in camera). JCI also regularly purchases separators without a 

contract. Prom 2004-2007, JCI purchased over 100 milion square meters of separators from 

Entek on an anual basis without a contract. (Hall, 2686-2687, 2690). 
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1 (PX0419 at 008, in 

camera). l 

1 (PX0419 at 008, in camera). 

(£) JCI's Joint Ventures and Efforts at Vertical Integration
 

Response to Findine No. 491:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

492. JCI has
 .1 (Hall, Tr. 2825, 
in camera; RXOOO37-02, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 492:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2856, in camera). l_ 

S For example, the contract refers to the need for "global insurance." (RXQOO51; RXOO55). 
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.l (Hall, Tr. 2746. in camera). til 

.l (Hall. Tr. 2878, in camera; 

PX1509 at 009, in camera). t 

1 (PX0907 (Kung 

Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). 

494. BFR competes with both Entek and Daramic, as well as other smaller separator 
manufactuers. (Hauswald, Tr. 1034). 

Response to Findine No. 494: 
BFR competes with Entek and Daramic for sales in Asia, but to the extent that 

Respondent alleges that BFR competes with Entek and Daramic for sales of separators in Nort 

America, testimony at trial from Daramic, t l. Mr.
 

Roe testified that Daramic had never competed with BFR for business in Nort America. (Roe, 

Tr. 1807). Moreover, Daramic has never had to make price concessions to customers in Nort 

America due to competition from BFR or any other Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, 

Tr. 1813). t .l (See generally,
 

CCFOF 207-246). t 

1 (Weert. Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). t_
 

1 (Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). t_
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_.l (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). l
 

L (Hall, Tr. 2735, 2745-2747, in camera). 

camera; RX32, in camera). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2878-2879, in 

L (Hall, Tr. 2771, in camera), ( 

.) (Hall, Tr. 2771-2777, in camera). 

496. In order to secure the agreement. JCI was offered as much of the new line capacity as
 

they wanted. (RXOO37 at 002). 
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Response to Findinl! No. 496:
 
The cited material (RXOO037) was not introduced at tral with a witness.
 

_II 
L (Hall, Tr. 2769-2770, 2844, in camera). 

498. Additionally, BFR itself believes that it wil become more and more price competitive as 
time moves on. (RXOO56). 

Response to Findinl! No. 498: 
The material cited (RX00056) asserting that BFR wil become more price competitive for 

sale to customers in North America as time moves on, was not used at tral, mischaracterizes the 

evidence, and is contradicted by documents and testimony on the record. 

. _l (Hall, Tr. 2727-2735, in camera; PX1522 at 005, in camera; see generally CCFOF
 

213-229,234-240,243-246).
 

J (Hall, Tr. 2735-3736,2764, in camera).
 

L (CCFOF208-212). fil
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L (PX0907, (Kung Dep. at 172-173, in camera)). ( 

L (PX0265, at 018, in camera). 

.J (RX00049, in 

,l (PX0672 at 006, in camera). ( 

L (PX0672 at 006, in camera). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2776-2777, in camera; see generally CCFOF 983-986).i~l 
~~~ f fTf , 

Response to Findinl! No. 501: 
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l (See generally CCFOF 947-950, 966-967, 

969, 972-974, 983-986). 

l (Hall, Tr. 2881, in camera). i 

.l (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera; see 

also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera) ( 

.l (HaU, Tr.
 

2881, in camera;). i 

.l (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 262), in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr.
 

2498-2499, in camera). t
 

2881-2882, in camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 291, in camera)). t 

l (Hall, Tr.
 

2881-2882, in camera). 

.l (Axt, Tr. 2219, in 

camera). 

"J (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera).
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(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 283, in camera)). ( 

.J (Hall, Tr. 2880-2881, in camera). Furermore, neither ofthe documents 

cited in this finding were shown to the JCI witness at triaL. 

.J (Hall, 

(Hall, Tr. 2820-2821, in camera). 

(g) Today
 

a, r. , in camera). Moreover, as evi ence
 

pertaining to JCI, Entek and BFR, the Cour fuer finds:
 

Response to Findine: No. 503: 
The acquisition of Microporous by Polypore had an adverse effect on JCI's business. 

Prior to the acquisition of Microporous, JCI was testing Microporous' CellForce separator for 

use in JCI's golf car applications because JCI wanted "to see competition" in its acquisition of 

golf càr separators. (Hall, Tr. 2704-2707). l 

J (PX1515 at 002, in camera). 

Following the acquisition of MPLP, JCI scheduled what it called "red flag" meeting to discuss 

the impact of the acquisition on JCI's purchases of deep-cycle separators. (Hall, Tr. 2705-2707). 

J (PX1514, in camera). JCI is not aware of any 

separator manufacturer other than Daramic that can supply a deep-cycle battery separator that 

wil work in JCI's batteries. (Hall, Tr. 2705). 

Response to Findine No. 504: 
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Complaint counsel has no specific response. 

_l (Hall, Tr. 2727-2735, in camera; PX1522 at 005, in camera; see generally CCFOF
 

213-229,234-240,243-246). l 

L (Hall, Tr. 2735-3736,2764, in camera). 

L (CCFOF208-212). II
 

L (PX0907, (Kung Dep, at 172-173, in camera)). l 

L (pX0265, at 018, in camera). 

.l (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 186-187, in 

camera)). ( 

_l (Hall, Tr. 2735,2745-2747, in camera).
 

506. ( .l (Weerts, Tr. 4478, in
 

camera; RXOO133, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 506: 
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(
 

J (PX0471, in camera; Toth Tr. 1604-1605, in 

J 

(Simpson, Tr. 3390-3391, in camera). i
 

(Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). 

.) (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in 

camera). i_
.J (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196, in 


1 (Simpson, Tr. 3408, in camera). (II
.
J (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera). Dr. Simpson explained: i".
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I 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3441,
 

in camera). 

) (Símpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also 

Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera). 

.) (Simpson, Tr. 3197, in camera). As a matter of economic theory,
 

most-favored nation clauses tend to make firms less competitive by preventÌng them from 

making selectÌve price cuts. (Simpson, Tr. 3197-3178, in camera). 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3224, in camera, see generally 3209-3224, in camera).
 

.- .. . ,P¡: i
 
camera; RXOO053, in camera; RXOO52, in camera; RX00032). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 507: 
The assertion that battery manufacturers have buying power is contradicted by evidence 

L (PX0265 at 008, 
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in camera). According to Dararc, 

_l (PXÚ265 at 004, 007-008, in camera). l
 

l 

(PX0265 at 010, in camera). 

l (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera). 

Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004 

PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 included 

I; PX0204 at 002 (Mr. 

Hauswald's 2006 goals included "Raise Daramic priCes where possible to demonstrate pricing 

power regardless of cost movements.")) Daramic's assessment that battery manufactuers lack 

buying power is confrmed by the lengt's that JCI had to go though simply to prevent being 

forced into a contract that it did not desire from DaramIc. 

Despite JCI's size, it took JCI more than five years before it could successfully 

counteract DaramiC's strong supplier power and develop a strategy that met its separator supplier 

needs. As early as 2002, JCI felt that the curent suppliers had "an entitlement attitude" and that 

in order to get a "competitive price" more competition was needed amongst separator suppliers. 

(Hall, Tr. 2670-2672). At that time, JCI developed a strategy to develop new entrants for 

competition. (Hall, Tr. 2670). However, JCI was unable to leverage their global share to gain 

better prices from their existing suppliers or to develop new suppliers, as Daramic successfully 
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thwared JCI's efforts by forcing JCI into a contract that it did not wantto sign. (Hall, Tr. 2682). 

Specifically, JCI was unhappy with the pricing terms, the miimum volumes and the length of 

the contract, yet felt it had no choice but to sign the contract as it was with Daramic. (Hall, Tr. 

2674,2681-2682,2684). Daramic's coercion forced JCI to abandon its attempt to develop 
 a new 

separator supplier entrant at that time. (Hall, 
 2684-2685). JCI continued to pursue a strategy to 

meets its separator supply needs and looked to Microporous as a possible futue supplier. (Hall,
 

Tr.2693-2695). JCls work with Microporous did not ultimately result in a supply contract 

because of concerns that JCI had over DaramIc's arbitration against Microporous (Hall, Tr. 

2699-2700), and because Microporous was unable to give JCI the reassurance that it was lookig 

for that if JCI went forward with a supply contract with Microporous, Microporous would not 

eventually be sold to Daramic leaving JCI in the same position that it had been in 200. (Hall, 

Tr. 2700-2701). i 

L (Hall, Tr. 2748-2749, in camera). 

508. The JCI Entek agreement and relationship ard the BFR joint venture are likely to 
constrain prices for battery separators. 

Response to Findina No. 508: 
Ths bar assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. l 

L (Hall, Tr. 2727-2735, 2745-2747, in camera; 

PX1522 at 005, in camera; see generally CCFOF 213-229,234-240,243-246). i_
 

(Hall, Tr. 2735-2736, 2764, in camera). l 
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_l(CCFOF208-212). 

.L . (PX0907, (Kung Dep, at 

172- 173, in camera)). 

_l (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). i
 

) (Roe, Tr. 1807, 1813; Weerts,
 

Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). 

JCI's agreement with Entek is unlikely to constrain prices in the future. f_ 

1 (PX0471, in camera; Toth Tr. 1604-1605, in 

camera). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3390-3391, in camera). l
 

1 

(Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). l 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in 

camera). 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in
 

camera). 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196, in camera). i_
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J (Simpson, Tr. 3408, in camera). _ 

. J (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera). 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3441,
 

in camera). £ 

.J (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also
 

3024-3025, in camera). £
 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3197, in camera). As a matter of economic theory, most-


favored nation clauses tend to make firms less competitive by preventing them from making 

selective price cuts. (Simpson, Tr. 3197-3198, in camera). 

_.J (Simpson, Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). l
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_) (Simpson, Tr. 3221-3224, in camera, see generally 3209-3224, in camera).
 

509. Based on the foregoing findings, the Cour finds that the acquisition of Microporous by 
Polypore had no adverse effect on Jei because JCI, a large sophisticated buyer, had previously 
decided on its own course of aCtIon with respect to separator supply, and using that buying 
power, JCI implemented its own course of action regarding separator supply. As a result of 
JCI's actions, substantial battery separator manufacturing capacity became more available 
thoughout the world, and paricularly in North America. 

Response to Findine No. 509:
 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of.
 

evidence. (See CCRF 503-508). 

510. As noted above, while the events of 2004 concerning the execution of the supply 
agreement between JCI and Daramic are disputed, whatever occurred is immaterial in this 
matter, except that those events underscore that a large sophisticated buyer caD effectively 
implement its own course of action to secure its battery separator supply. 

Response to Findine No. 510:
 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. (See CCRF 44-459, 503-508). 

b. Exide Technologies, Inc.
 

(a) Background
 

511. Exide Technologies~ Inc., is a global battery manufacturer with facilties in Nort 
America, Europe and Asia. (Gilespie, Tr. 2957, 3093). 

Response to Findine No. 511:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 512:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

513. Exi~e's business is segmented into "Industrial" and "Transportation" units. The 
transporttion unit includes automotive, truck; motorcycles, recreational vehicles. golf car, and
 

boats, and industrial is subdivided into motive and network batteries. (RX01186 at 006-7; 
Gilespie, Tr. 2930).
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ResDonse to Findim! No. 513:
 
.Complaint Counel has no specific response.'
 

514. The separators used by Exide have different base materials, including PE, AGM, rubber 
and PVC, but otherwise have the same function. Primarly, Exide uses PE separators in its 
products. (Gilespie, Tr. 2931-32).
 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 2981-2982, 3042, in camera).
 

.J (Gilepsie, Tr. 3118, in camera).
 

516. Exide sold almost $3.7 bilion wort of batteries in fiscal 2008 and buys approximately 
battery separators per year. (RX01186 at 27,57; Gilespie, Tr. 2929). 

ResDonse to Findim! No. 516:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

$70 milion of 


517. Exide manges 15,000 suppliers globally for varous products including separators. 
(Gilespie Tr. 2995).
 

ResJinse to Findine No. 517: 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

(b) Exide Battery Separator Buying History
 

(i) Dararc Purchase of the Corydon Plant
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518. Although Exide was a pary to certin supply agreements for battery separators prior to 
1998 (see below), it also owned and ran its own vertically integrated facility in Corydon Indiana. 
(RX00899). 

Response to Findine No. 518: 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that Exide has any interest in vertically integrating 

into the manufacture of battery separators, such assertion is contrar to testimony at trial that 

Exide got out of that business because it was not a "core competency" for Exide, is not currently 

interested in vertically integrating into that the separator industry, and has "never had any 

intention of going back into that business." (Gilespie, Tr. 2983-2984). 

519. Seeking a cash infusion, in or about December 1998, Exide offered to sell to DaramIC the 
Corydon facilty in which Exide, at that time, made its own PE battery separators for the 
manufacture of its batteries. (RX00899). 

Response to Findine No. 519:
 
The cited material does not support the proposition.
 

520. On or about April 7,1999, Exide rejected Daramic's initial offer to purhase the Corydon 
facilty and informed Daramic that it had engaged another compàny to arange for "the sale of 
the plant accompaned by a multi-year contract for the supply of separator material equal to the 
plant's current capacity." (PX0724, emphasis added). 

Response to Finding: No. 520: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

521. By June 1999, Exide had received and was considering thee offers for purchase of the 
plant - all of which included a cash purchase price, pricing per thousand lineal feet of separators 
from the plant and a proposed term for the accompanying supply agreement for the purchase by 
Exide of the separators for the plant. (PX0726). 

Response to Finding: No. 521: 
Respondent's assertion tht Exide considered only three offers for the purchase of the 

Corydon facilty is contradicted by evidence that H&V was also an active bidder for the facilty. 

(See CCRF 522). 

522. The companes bidding on Corydon in June 1999 were Microporous, Daramic and Entek. 
(PX0726 at 002). 

Response to Findine No. 522: 
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Respondent's assertion that Microporous, Daramic and Entek were the only three 

companies bidding on Exide's Corydon facility is contradicted by evidence that H&V was also 

bidding on the facility. In June 1999 Exide's representatives contacted H&V invited fl&V to 

submit a proposal to purchase the Corydon assets. (PX1368 at 001). £ 

1 (PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. 11, in camera);PX0925 

(Porter, Dep. at 37-38, in camera); PX1368 at 00 1 -002; see also CCFOF 11 71- 11 77). 

523. Microporous offered Exide $25 - $29 milion in cash and requested a 5 year agreement 
with prices for separators ranging from $32-$33. (PX0726 at 002-3). 

Response to Findine No. 523:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

524. DaramIc submitted a matrix of purchase prices for a supply 
 'agreement from which Exide 
was able to choose the best option for it, based on its cash needs. (PX0726; PX0731; PX0908 at 
21, in camera). The lowest price for separators offered was $32 (equal to that offered by 
Microporous) and the amount of cash offered in that version of the matrx was $25.6 milion 
with a 10 year supply agreement. (PX0726; PX0731). 

1 (Hauswald, n. 763 (above market
 

pricing stemmed frm acquisition of Corydon)); Bregman, Tr. 2901, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 

3018-3020, in camera; see also PX1026, in camera). 

525. Entek offered $1.5 millon in cash, separators at a price of $31.75 and a 7 year agreement. 
(PX0726). 

Response to Findine No. 525:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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526. On or about August 4,1999, Exide accepted Daramic's offer at the $32 price level with a 
cas purchase price of $25.6 millon and assumption of lease obligations of $21 millon. Exide 
was "delighted" to have reached the agreement at that time. (PX0727 at 002). The agreement 
reached by Exide and Daramic was of great benefit to EX:ide in that it provided significant cash 
with an agreement to buy separators at a reasonable and, at that time, competitive market price. 
(PX0726; PX0727). 

Response to Findine No. 526: 
The cited material does not 
 support the Respondent's self-serving proposition that the
 

agreement was a great benefit to Exide.
 

Corydon));. 

Bregman, Tr. 2901, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3018-3020, in camera; see also PX1026, in 

camera). 

_ (Hauswald, Tr. 763 (above market pricing stemmed from acquisition of 


527.. None of the curent executives at Exide, including each of the two individuals who 
testified in Complait Counsel's case, were par of the negotiation or decision making related to 
the agreement reached between Exide and DarmIc in 1999, or the multiple subsequent 

. amendments, all of which include rovisions which benefit Exide. Giles ie Tr. 3065 3070' 
PX0835 at 002 in camera . 

Response to FindineNo. 527:
 
Respondent's self-serving assertion that its contracts with Exide are beneficial to Exide is
 

contradicted by testimony at tral. 

L (Hauswald, Tr. 763 (above market 

pricing stemmed from acquisition of Corydon)); Bregman, Tr. 2901, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 

3018-3020, in camera; see also PXI026, in camera). 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3001-3002, in camera; see generally Gilespie, Tr. 2999, 3074, 3152,
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in camera £ 

1; 

Gilespie, Tr. 3003, 3150-3151, in camera £ 

1; Gilespie, Tr. 3066

3067 (Exide does not feel thatit has many negotiating levers when dealing with Daramic); 

Gilespie, Tr. 3097-3098 (Ex 
 ide lacks pressure points in negotiations with Daramic and is 

therefore unable to exert its wil on Daramic to get price decreases)). £ 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3000,
 

in camera). £ 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 3000, in camera). £ 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 2978,
 

3098-3099,3112-3113, lncamera).
 

_1 (PX1050, in camera; Bregman, Tr. 2901-2905, in camera; see also CCFOF 1060

1065). 

(ii) Daramic's Prior Supply Agreement.
 

Response to Findine: No.528:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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Response to Findinl! No.529:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findinl! No.530:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1 (PX0724 at 002; RX00976 at 001, in 

camera). 

) (RX01517, in camera). 

Response to Findißl! No.533: 
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1 (RX01517 at 001, in camera). 

002, in camera). t_
l (RX01517 at 


1 (Hauswald, Tr. 763 (above market pricing stemmed from acquisition 

of Corydon)); Bregman, Tr. 2901, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3018-3020, in camera; see also 

PX1026, in camera). 

1 (CCRF 527). ( 
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l 

l (PX2051 at 001

002, in camera) l 

l Daramic's first deep-cycle separator, DC, was
 

introduced to the market in 2002, however the DC separators did not pass Exide' s testing and 

qualification and therefore l l 

(PX0319 at 003; Gilespie, Tr. 2937). 

Daramic then developed the HD separators to replace its DC separators, and provide.
 

improved performance over the DC separtors. (Roe, Tr. 1196; PX091 1 (Roe, Dep. at 69-70))., in camera

Daramic HD's first commercial sales took place in 2005. (Roe, Tr. 1209). Exide tested HD for 

over a year for use in its Salina battery manufacturing facility, and only afer testing 

demonstrated that HD met Exide's performance criteria for deep-cycle batteries could Exide 

begin to switch from Flex-Sil to HD l 1 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2935, 2936-2938). 

(PX0356, in camera). Even after Exide's initial 

qualification, furter work was required by Exide to qualify HD separators use in its Bristol 

manufacturing facilty. This qualification process has taken over a year and was stil ongoing at 
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the time of the acquisition of Microporous. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935). ( 

1 (PX0222 at 001, in camera). 

1 (CCRF 

535; see also CCFOF 347, 349, 368-370, 375-376, 382, 393-394, 398-405, 897).
 

Response to Findine No.537:
 
Respondent's self-serving assertion that its contracts with Exide are beneficial to Exide is
 

contradicted by testimony at triaL. (CCRF 527). ( 

1 (RXOI517 at 004, in camera). 
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_l (See RX00976 at 005, in camera (clause 7.3 of the Nort American Supply
 

Agreement); PX2052 at 005. in camera (clause 7.2 of the Automotive and Supply contract); 

the Golf 
 Car Separator Supply Contract).(PX2051 at 004, in camera (clause 6.1 of 


.J (Gilespie. Tr. 3003. 3150-3151, in camera). 

539. The Amendment contained significant terms which brought substantial financial benefit 
to Exide at a time when it was financially troubled. (RX01517, in camera; RX01285). 

Response to Findine No.S39:
 
Respondent's self-serving assertion that its contracts with Exide are beneficial to Exide is
 

contradicted by testimony at trial. (See CCRF 527,537). 

540. Exide fied for banruptcy in early 2002, (RX01285), and emerged from banptcy in 
May 2004. (PX0990 at 010). 

Response to Findin2 No.S40:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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.L (RX01281, in camra). 
from banptcy, Exide assumed the terms of the various contracts with Daramic. 

_l With respect to the third sentence, this bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence. 

L (RX00979 at 003, in camera). In fact, 

Exide has only had a consignment arrangement with DaramIc for products in Europe, and such 

agreement does not cover products purchased in Nort America. (Gilespie, Tr. 2992).
 

543. Despite the milions of dollars of revisions and concessions made by Daramic to Exide
 

following the execution of the original asset purchase agreement in 1999, which included by its 
terms a lO-year supply agreement, Exide routinely and repeatedly breached the terms of its 
agreements with Daramic by, among other things exceeding, often by milions of dollars, the 
capital limit approved by the banptcy cour. (RXOI282, RX01283, RX01284, RX01285). 

"l (Gilespie, Tr. 3099, see also Gilespie, Tr. 3112-3113, in
 

camera). 

544. Furer, despite the significat incentives to purchase golf car separators from DaramIc
 

staring in 2001, Exide did not approve Daramic golf car separators for use in Exide golf car 
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batteries until approximately October 2006, and did not purchase a single golf car separator 
from Daramic - and therefore did not obtain the value of the credits and concessions on the price 
of those separators - until 2006. (RX00314; Gilespie, Tr. 2937-38; RX0119, in camera). 

Response to Findine No.544: 
Respondent's implication that Exide dragged its feet from 2001 until 2006 before 

purchasing a golf car separator from Daramic is both disingenuous and contrary to the facts and 

testimony at triaL. The assertion is disingenuous because Daramic did not have a deep cycle 

separator that could be qualified at Exide until 
 2005. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935, 2936-2938). In fact, 

DaramIc did not even have deep cyCle separator that it was selling in 2001, and then when it did 

develop a deep cycle separator (Daramic DC), the separator failed Exide's testing and could not 

be qualified by Exide for use in its batteries. (PX0319 at 003; Gilespie, Tr. 2937). After 

Daramic developed an improved deep cycle separator (00) to replace its DC separators in 2005, 

(Roe, Tr. 1196,1209; PX0911 (Roe, Dep. 69-70)) Exide immediately tested 00 (a process that
in camera 

lasted over a year), and only afer testing demonstrated that HD met Exide's performance criteria 

for deep-cycle batteries could Exide begin to switch from Flex-Sil to HD f 

J. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935,2936-2938; see also CCRF 527). 

Response to Findine No.545:
 
. Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

546. In 2008, the purchase of HD separators (instead of Flex-Sil enerated a credit of about 
l-J for Exide. This meas. that the HD separators l J
 
~s expensive than the price it paid for Flex-Sit during that time. (RX01119, in camera; 
RX00945, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No.546:
 
The cited materials do not support the propositions made in this finding.
 

547. Despite this enormous incentive, _J not purchase any meaningful quantities of
 

HD unti 2006 - five years afer the incentive was introduced. (RX01119, in camera). 
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Response to Findine No.547: 
Respondent's implication that Exide dragged its feet from 2001 until 2006 before 

purchasing a golf car separator from DaramIc is both disingenuous and contrary to the facts and 

testimony at triaL. The assertion is disingenuous because DaramIc did not have a deep cycle 

separator that could be qualified at Exide until 2005. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935, 2936-2938). In fact, 

Daramc did not even have deep cycle separator that it was sellng in 2001, and then when it did 

develop a deep cycle separator (DaramIc DC), the separator failed Exide's testing and could not 

be qualified by Exide for use in its batteries. (PX0319 at 003; Gilespie, Tr. 2937). After 

Daramic developed an improved deep cycle separator (HD) to replace its DC separators in 2005, 

(Roe, Tr. 1196,1209; PX0911 (Roe, Dep. at 69-70)), Exide immediately tested HD (a process 

that lasted over a year), and only after testing demonstrated that HD met Exide's performance 

criteria for deep-cycle batteries could Exide begin to switch from Flex~Sil to HD l 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 2935, 2936-2938; see also CCRF 527). 

548. Mr. Gilespie admitted that using HD saves Exide "a lot of money" and, in an analysis of 
pricing between HD and Flex-SiL, HD was "considerably" lower in cost. (Gilespie, Tr. 2944, 
2947,2996). Furermore, he admitted that HD is not qualified for OEM use - meaning that no 
matter what the price, HD canot be. used in those types of batteries. (Gilespie, Tr. 3091; 
RX1094). 

Response to Findine No.548:
 
Respondent's assertion that HD canot be used in OEM batteries is contradicted by
 

testimony from Exide that it expects to qualify HD for use in all of its deep cycle batteries, 

including those going into OE applications. (Gilespie, Tr. 3091). Furermore, HD had already 

been qualified in certain deep cycle applications by one of 
 Exide's competitors. (Wallace, Tr. 

1933-1935). Moreover, approximately 90% of 
 the golf car batteries that Exide sells are sold 

into the aftermarket; thus Exide was already prepared to use HD in the overwhelming majority of 

its deep cycle batteries. (Gilespie, Tr. 2932). 
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7 , in camera; PX094 ,in camera) This di
 
5- 10% price difference between Flex-Sil and RD.
 

Response to Findine: No.549:
 
It is disingenuous of Respondent to claim that the amount of Flex-Sil that Exide
 

purchased in 2008 is in anyway representative of Exide' s tre intentions with regard to its desire 

to use HD separators given that Exide was forced by Daramic in 2008 to displace HD with Flex-

Sit (at a higher price) during Daramic's Owensboro strke, thus distorting the amounts of Flex-

Sil and HD that Exide purchased in 2008. (Roe, Tr. 1223). Because Exide understands thatII
 

is an exact substitute
~, for Flex-Sil, Exide requested HD pricing on the Flex-Sit separators it was 

forced to purchase during the strike, or alternatively to get the golf car separator credit applied 

to its purchases during the strike as contemplated in the GSCA, however Daramic refused on 

both accounts. (RXOI260). 

Furermore, Exide is stil in the process of qualifying HD for use in its deep cycle 

batteries, a process that takes a long period of time. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935-2936 (testing of HD is 

"ongoing" and the Exide "Bristol facilty is stil figuring that out."). 

) (PX0222 at 001, in camera). 

Finally, Daramic HD was the closest independently-owned substitute for Flex-Sit. Thus, 

if the owner of Flex -Sil were to increase price a little more, some of the sales that would be lost 

would shift to DaramIc HD. (Simpson, Tr. 3177-3178). If Flex-Siland Daramc HD are owned 

by the same owner, then the joint owner recovers some of the profit on the lost Flex-Sil sales that 

shift to Daramic HD. (Simpson, Tr. 3178). ( 
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) (Simpson, Tr. 3178, PX2251 at 017, in camera; Kahwaty, Tr. 

5514-5515, in camera). 

550. Flex-Sit and HD are not economic substitutes for each other under these circumstances. 
Moreover, the above findings raise questions of credibility concerning Exide's intent in ths 
proceeding, and Gilespie's testimony concerning the effect of HD as a price constraint on 
FLEX-SIL. 

Response to Findine: No.550: 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence thatHD and Fh~x-Sit were both functional and economic substitutes. Battery 

manufacturers viewed HD and Flex-Sil as substitutes for each other (See, e.g., Gilespie, Tr. 

2933; see also CCFOF 375-384), and HD sales had displaced Flex-Sil in deep cycle batteries. 

(See, e.g., Gilespie, Tr. 2936-2937; Gilchrst, Tr. 368-370; see also CCFOF 385-394). E,dde 

used HD on no less than three occasions to constrain the pricing of Flex-SiL. (See e.g., Gilespie, 

Tr. 2945-2953; see also CCFOF 398-405). l 

J (See, e.g., Gilchrist, Tr.
 

371-372; Godber, Tr. 190-191,204-205; 214-215, 258, in camera; McDonald, Tr. 3912; see also 

CCFOF 395-421).. Moreover, multiple witnesses also testified to the fact that after the 

acquisition, there is no product that is capable of similarly constraining the price of Flex-SiL. 

(CCFOF 422-424; 434-460). 

Finally, Daramic HD was the closest independently-owned substitute for Flex-SiL. Thus, 

if the owner of Flex-Sit were to increase price a little more, some of the sales that would be lost 

would shift to Daramic HD. (Simpson, Tr. 3177-3178). If Flex-Sil and DaramIc HD are owned 

by the same owner, then the joint owner recovers some of the profit on the lost Flex:-Sil sales that 

shift to Daramic HD. (Simpson, Tr. 3178). l 
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1 (Simpson, Tr. 3178, PX2251 at 017, in camra; 

Kahwaty, Tr. 5514-5515,,in camera). 

_1 (pX0835, in camera).
 

. 

. . ,: 

.) (PX0835, in camera;
 

CCRF 551). l 

1 ((Hauswald, Tr. 763 (above market pricing stemmed from acquisition 

of Corydon); Bregman, Tr. 2901, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3018-3020, in camera; see also 

PX1026, in camera; PX0835, in camera). 
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(PX083 , in camra; i espie, r. , in

camera). The contracts and amendments to the contracts that Dararc has agreed to with Exide 
have contained significant financial and competitive benefit to Exide. (RXOI517, in camera; 
RX01285). 

Response to Findine No.553:
 
Respondent's self-serving assertion that its contracts with Exide are beneficial to Exide is
 

contradicted by testimony at triaL. (CCRF 527). i 

L (PX1050, in camera; Bregman, Tr. 

2901-2905, in camera; see also CCFOF 1060~1065). 

554. Exide itself admits that Daramic has done things along the way to help Exide. (Gilespie, 
Tr. 3100). For instance, Mr. Gilespie testified that Exide was "treated. very well" durng the 
October 2006 force majeure event (which was clearly real to Exide), and that "it wasn't easy" 
durig that time for Daramic, but that it worked with Exide to ensure it received supplies. 
(PX1048; Gilespie, Tr. 2985, 3095). 

Response to Findine No.554:
 
Respondent's self-serving asserton that its contracts with Exide are beneficial toExide is
 

contradicted by testimony at triaL. (CCRF 527). i 

L (pX1050, in camera; Bregman, Tr. 

2901-2905, in camera; see also CCFOF 1060-1065). 

(CCRF 527). In fact, while Exide was not 

pleased with the contractual relationship that it had with Daramic, (Gilespie, Tr. 3065) i_ 
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1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3H2, 

in camera). ( 

1 (PX1OS0. in camera; Bregman, Tr. 2901-2905, in camera; see also 

CCFOF 1060-1065). 

1 (See e.g., 

RXOO976 at 004, in camera ( ii_ 
1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3102, in camera (_ 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3146-3148, in camera (
 

Gilespie, 3103, in camera ( 

PX1900 at 001, in camera (( 

1; PXI063 at 001, in camera ( 

l 
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L (Gilespie, Tr. 3003,3150-3151, in camera). 

.l (PX0261 at 003, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1786-1787, in camera).
 

L (See CCRF 538). 

L (See CCRF 

556). 

558. Furter, in the first five years of the agreement, from 1999-200, and in addition to the 

benefits set out above which were part of the multiple amendments, DaramIc did not pass on any 
raw material costs to Exide, despite the contractual provisions that would have allowed such 
increases. (Gilespie Tr. 3070). 

Response to Findine No.558:
 
The material cited does not support the proposition that Daramic actually experienced
 

any raw material increases from 1999-2004 that would have justifed a price increase as per the 
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contracts, nor is there any evidence anywhere on the record supporting such 
 a notion. (Gilespie, 

L (See CCRF 527). 

559. Exide has used the fact thatit is one of the largest battery manufacturers in the world as ' 
negotiating leverage with suppliers, including DaramIc. (Gilespie Tr. 3070-71). Even with 
written supply agreement with fixed pricing, Exide stil uses anyting "not clearly stated in the 
contract interpretation as leverage points" against Daramic. This includes technology, volumes 
and future business. (Gilespie Tr. 3071). These actions show the power and leverage Exide has 
vis a vis even its contractual suppliers. (Gilespie Tr. 3070-71). 

Response to Findin2 No.559: 
The material cited does not support the assertion that Exide used its size and buying 

power in negotiations with Daramic, and is contradicted by testimony by Mr. Gilespie that 

Exide is able to use its size as leverage in negotiations with Daramic. (Gilespie, Tr. 3070-3071). 

Nor did Mr. Gilespie testify that Exide uses anyting not clearly stated in the contract 

interpretation as leverage points against Daramic. (Gilespie, Tr. 3070-3071). 

Whereas, Exide feels that it does have some buyer power with regards to certain other 

raw material suppliers, it is crystal clear to Exide that it has no buyer power in its relationship 

with Dararic. (Gilespie, Tr. 3097-3098 (Ex 
 ide lacks pressure points in negotiations with 

DaramIc and therefore is unable to exert its wil on Daramic to get price decreases as it is able to 

do with many other suppliers)); see also CCFOF 1060-1065 i 

l; CCFOF 1069- 1078 l 

_l (See CCRF 478).
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1 (CCFOF 444-445). l 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3044-3046,3121, 

3132-3134, in camera). 

1 (PX0223 at 004, in camera). ( 

1 (PX0223 at 004, in camera). 

ReSDonse to Findinl! No.561: 
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L (CCFOF 444-445). ( 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 3044-3046,3121, 

3132-3134, in camera). 

562. The only option provided to Exide for avoiding the Microporous price inCreases prior to 
the Acquisition was to provide to Microporous "An updated MOD by Feb 14!! . . .A redline of 
the original contract proposal by Feb 14th. . . A commitment (contract) ready at the meeting on 
the 27 granting Microporous a minimum of 3,000,000 square meters of industrial motive power 
business in Europe to start no later than April 1, 2008." (RX01033). Without those items, Matt 
Wiljhelm, Microporous CFO told Exide that those actions "wil risk 'eo ardizIn future 
shi ments." RX01033 . 

L (CCFOF 444~445). ( 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 3044-3046, 3121, 

3132-3134, in camera). 
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) (PX0223 at 004, in camera). ( 

) (PX0223 at 004, in camera). 

(c) Microporous
 

563. Exide and Microporous had an over 60- ear relationshi 
based se arator roducts. (PX1018 at 004). ( 

Response to Findinu No.563:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

) (PX2190 at 019, in camera; RX00974 at 001, in 
camera). 

Response to Findinu No.564:
 
The cited material does not support the proposition that Exide purchases ACE-SIL for
 

use in golf car batteries. 

L (RX00974 at 008, in camera). 
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1 (Gilespie, Tr. 2935, 2936-2938; see also CCRF 527). 

L (PX2051 at 001-002, in camera). Finally, Exide 

testimony at trial made it clear that Exide views HD as a complete substitute for Flex-Si1. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2933, 2941-2944; CCFOF 375-376). 

566. Furtermore, Exide has al~o conceded that Flex-Sil is a different 
 type of product, with 
diferent consistency, and requiring different machines than Daramic's lI product or 
Microporous' CellForce product. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935-2936). 

Response to Findinsz No.566: 
Respondent's assertion that Exide concedes that Flex-Sil requires different machinery on 

the par of the battery manufactrer is contrary to the testimony of Mr. Gilespie. (Gilespie, Tr. 

2935~2936). Mr. Gilespie never said that Exide uses different machinery, but rather that when a 

battery manufacturer moves from one separator to another it requires tweaking of machinery to 

make sure it runs properly. This tweaking has an impact on the time it takes for any new 

separator to get qualifed by a battery manufacturer. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935-2936,2954). 

567. Exide also admits that its purchase of FLEX-SILGY separators for its golf car batteries is 
not due to price. (Gilespie TL 3092). 

Response to Findinsz No.567: 
To the extent that Respondent's asserts that Exide purchases the higher priced Flex-Sil 

because FIex-Sil is superior to HD, such assertion is contradicted by testimony at triaL. Exide 

. testimony at trial made it clear that Exide views HD as a complete substitute for Flex-Sil. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2933,2941-2944; CCFOF 375-376). 
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According to Exide, the reason that Exide continues to purchase Flex-Sit (at higher prices 

than HD) is because it has not yet had 
 the opportunity to fully qualify Flex-Sit for use in all of its 

deep-cycle batteries. As Mr. Gilespie testified, Exide stared qualifying Flex-Sil for use in its 

Salina facility and for use with its most popular batteries. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935, 3090-3091). 

Subsequently, Exide stared the process of qualifying HD in its other facilty that manufactures 

deep-cycle batteries, a process that 
 is ongoing. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935-2936, 2954). In the future, 

Exide intends on having all if its deep-cycle batteries go though the process of HD qualification. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3091).
 

568. In January 2008, Microporous was supplying Exide with ACE-SIUID products for
 

stationary and submarine applications, and Flex-Sil products for golf car applications. Sales of
 

those products from Microporous to Exide were approximately $3 milion in 2007. (PX1023 at 
098). 

Response to Findin2 No.568:
 
The cited material does not support the proposition that Microporous' sales to Exide were
 

$3 milion in 2007, but rather that sales to Exide exceeded $3 milion in2oo7. (PX1023 at 098). 

3128, in camera). 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3127-3128, in 

camera). 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 

3029, in camera). It was parly because of this reputation that Exide was working with 

Microporous to become a PE SLI separator supplier. (CCFOF 604-623). 
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570. The relationship between Exide and Microporous was difficult and constrained.. .
 
(RX00748 at 002). For instan~e, in 2005, when the paries were negotiating a new agreement 
and Microporous implemented a price increase, Exide cancelled a meeting to discuss the issues 
at the last minute after Microporous personnel had traveled to Georgia. Thereafter, Exide began 
unilaterally deducting the anounced price increase and energy surchages from their invoices 
and failed to pay certain invoices. Following these actions by Exide, Microporous theatened to 
cut off shipments if receivables were not brought current. Exide and Microporous were not able 
to finalize an agreement in 2005. (RX00748 at 002). 

Response to Findin1! No.570: 
The cited material does not support Respondent's assertion that the relationship between 

Exide and Microporous was difficult and constrained. (RX00748 at 002). Moreover, it is 

disingenuous of Respondent to point to specific steps that Exide took to fight a price increase on 

Flex-Sit as it was getting HD qualified, and then at the same time argue that Exide's testimony 

about the use of HD as a constraint is not credible. (CCRF 5005; RFOF 550). 

571. As of October 12, 2006, Microporous considered Exide to be "severely overleveraged." It 
had tightened its credit procedures with respect to Exide and purchased "receivables insurance" 
to protect itself from Exide's possible financial collapse. (PX2110 at 007; Trevathan, Tr. 3610
11). 

Response to Findin1! No.571: 
Notwithstanding Exide's debt position, Exide paid to Microporous "all amounts due since 

at least 2001." (PX2110 at 007). 

572. At nearly the same time, in March 2006, Exide had determined that the "(pJrices and 
(tJerms currently offered by Amerace are uncompetitive" and that Microporous had an "arogant 
attitude" and "take it or leave it" approach. (RX00314). 

Response to Findin1! No.572: 
It is disingenuous of Respondent to point to specific steps that Exide took to fight a price 

increase on Flex-Sit as it was getting HD qualified, and then atthe same time argue that Exide's 

testimony about the use of HD as a constraint is not credible. (CCRF 5005; RFOF 550). 

3041, in camera, 3085-86). 

Response to Findin1! No.573: 
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Respondent's assertion that Microporous' pricing only became competitive because of 

the parnership with Exide is contradicted by testimony at trial that Microporous became 

competitive once Exide qualified HD in 2006, at which point Exide finally had a competitive 

product with which to leverage the pricing that it was receiving on Flex -Sit separators. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2949-2950). Ac:cording to Mr. Gilespie, having HD qualified for use in some of 

Exide's deep cycle batteries "was the only reason why we were able to negotiate or have 

leverage" in negotiating with Microporous. (Gilespie, Tr.2949-2950). Mr. Gilespie was 

unable to use HD as leverage prior to 2006 because "we don't negotiate from the standpoint of 

we don't have a viable option, and until we have that viable option. Then we'll negotiate at that 

point." (Gilespie, Tr. 2950).
 

(Trevathan Dep., 37-39), in camera). 

Response to Findine No.S74: 
Notwithstanding Respondent's mischaracterization of Exide's relationship with 

Microporous, (See CCRF 569-573) Exide and Microporous worked together to enter into a long 

term supply relationship for the supply of PE SLI separators up until the date of the acquisition. 

(See CCFOF 604-623). 

575. Microporous continued to have concerns with Exide's lack of financial strength, but 
proceeded to discuss with Exide possible scenarios for an expansion of Microporous' Piney FIats 
and Feistritz facilities to accommodate Exide production. (PX1018 at 006; Trevathan, Tr. 3609
11; PX2030 (Heglie, IH at 40-41; PX2031 (Heglie Dep. 132-133)). 

Response to Findine No.S7S:
 

To the extent that Respondent asserts that Exide's financial position imperiled 

Microporous' expansion work with Exide, such assertion is contradicted by testimony to the 

contrary. Microporous worked with Exide up until the acquisition to become a supplier to 

Exide. (See CCFOF 604-623). Moreover, because Mr. Trevathan stated that Mr. Gilchrist was 
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the point person in negotiations with Exide on the expansion, Mr. Gilchrst's testimony should be 

accorded greater weight on the Exide negotiations. (Trevathan, Tr. 3756). According to Mr. 

Gilchrist there was ongoing activity between Microporous and Exide up until the time of the 

acquisition, including Microporous signing an MOD in the Fall of 
 2007, renewing it in February 

.2008, making sample materials, which were run at thee Exide plants in early 2008, and 

attending technical meetings between the two firs in Pars and Atlanta. (Gilchrist, Tr. 443

444). 

Additionally, Mr. Heglie did not testify about Exide's financial strengt or possible 

scenarios for an expansion at the pages cited from his Investigational Hearng transcript. 

the cited deposition testimony, Mr. Heglie(PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 40-41)). Furermore, as to 


testified that he did not recall how, if at all, Exide's financial position impacted MiCloporous' 

work with them. (PX230l (Heglie, Dep. 132-133)). 

576. In order to consider a possible expansion based on Exide. MiCloporous "required an
 

agreement. . . in the form of a long-term supply agreement that woulq have included terms for 
the company to supply a suffcient amount of volume that would have required or occupied a full 
production line. . . sold at a price that would have been financially attractive to (Microporous)." 
(Trevathan, Tr. 3613,3758-59). 

Response to Findine No.S76: , 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response; 

577. In addition, Microporous required funding for any expansion and approval from its board
 

of directors before it could move forward with the expansion. (Trevathan Tr. 3613). 

Response to Findine No.S77: .
To the extent that the assertions in this finding relate to the Phase II expansion for Exide, 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

578. Microporous could not have supplied SLI separators 
 requested by Exide with its existing 
separator lines. (pX099 (McDonald Dep. 9-10)). 

Response to Findine NoeS78:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3084).
 

Furthermore, Exide believed that the MOU would eventually lead to Exide's purchasing of PE 

SLI separators from MPLP in 2010. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976). ( 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3058-3059, in
 

camera). 

580. Despite this knowledge, Exide did not take any material steps to exhibit any commitment
 

to Microporous suffcient to allow Microporous to seek funding required for an expanion, seek 
approval from its board, or move forward with an expansion for Exide in any significant or 
realistic fashion. Specifically: 

a. In Spring 2007, Microporous provided to Exide schedules, quotations, an
 

MOD and a draft of a contract for the supply of SLI separators to Exide. Almost a 
full year later - on February 14, 2008, 
 only ten days before the Acquisition - the 
only thing Microporous had received back from Exide was an MOD that was 
signed after it had already expired by its own terms. (RX00009; RX00399). 

b. Following the original expiration of 
 the MOD on August 31, 2007, Exide 
made no genuine effort to renew the MOD until mid-February 2008. (Gilespie, 
Tr. 3075-76), when the MOD was renewed, it was for only 45 days. (RX00403). 
Based on the testimony heard by the Court, there is no reason to believe that the 
parties could have accomplished in the next 45 days what they had failed to do in
the 120+ days prior to the renewaL. . 
c. Exide's reason for signing the MOD extension appears to be primarily
 

because Microporous was insisting on a price increase that it had anounced to 
Exide and had hinted to Exide that shipments from Microporous were "at risk." 
Alberto Perez of Exide specifically noted to his superior, Pradeep Menon, that "I 
am trying to do everything I' can to keep the increase off the table until we can 
talk at the end of February and this extension (in my opinon) is (sic) a small 
concession." (RXOOO 10).
 

d. Less than two months before the Acquisition, Microporous was
 

"suddenly" asked by Exide to attend a "Separator Supplier Conference" in Pars, 
which included all of Exide' s suppliers, for a limited presentation. (PX 1 0 18 at . 
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004). Microporous was allotted only thee hours of time out of a thee day 
conference. (PX1018 at 002-3; PXL096; McDonald, Tr. 3838). There were no 
discussions related to the possible expansion or Exide's commitment to 
Microporous on the agenda. (PXL018 at 002-3). 

e. None of the individuals from Exide or Microporous who were described
 

as those controllng 
 the "spend and buy" - the primar negotiators for a possible 
supplier relationship between Microporous and Exide - (Gilchrist, Tr. 400, 486
87) attended the conference in Paris. Mr. Gilespie, Mr. Gilchrist and Mr. Ulsh 
were all absent. (McDonald, Tr. 3836-3837). In fact, the main representative from 
Exide in Paris was Alberto Perez who had, at the time of the meeting in January, 
only been on the job for a month or two. (PX0396; McDonald, Tr. 3845). 

f. Microporous was greatly disappointed at the length of time Microporous
 

was given to do its presentation, and at the overall tone of the meeting. 
(McDonald, Tr. 3839). 

g. The suggestion by Mr. Gilchrist in his testimony that the meeting in Paris
 

was a progression toward a contract between Microporous and Exide is not 
credible in light of Mr. McDonald's testimony and the contemporaneous 
documents related to that meeting. (Gilchrst, Tr. 444-45, in camera; PX0512). 

h. Exide told Microporous that the rubber pass though Microporous was
 

seeking to implement could have an adverse effect on any plans the companies 
had to expand together. (PX0396). Microporous responded that if it could not 
maintain its margins on its Flex-Sil "core business" it would not be able to "do the 
other things (it) was discussing with Exide. (PX0396). Exide then short paid 
Microporous. (RX1 034).
 

i. Exide was not privy to Microporous' expansion plans (GilespieTr. 3095).
 

In fact, t 
) (Gilespie, Tr. 3029, 3034, in camera ("Microporous 

was in Nort Carolina"); Gilespie Tr. 3064). The Cour finds this to be tellng of 
the lack of seriousness with which he and his company took Microporous as part 
of their long term plans. 

j. Exide never made any commitment of money to secure Microporous'
 

expansion plans for it and, in fact, made clear to Microporous that any capital 
spending had to be shouldered by Microporous for any expansion. (Gilespie, Tr. 
3088) 

k. Exide did not meet the schedule set out by Microporous. (Gilespie, Tr.
 

3081). The schedule provided to Exide by Microporous specified the dates by 
which Exide would be required to commit in order for Microporous to begin an 
expansion to supply Exide. Exide missed the required deadlines and thus, as of 
February 2008, Microporous was not in a position to complete an expansion in 
time for Exide. (Gilespie, Tr. 3081).
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1. Microporous' did not believe that the Exide contract would have become a
 

reality. Mr. Gilchrst testified that while it was his "intent" to complete such a 
contrct, "there were a lot of moving pars to be nailed down." (Gilchrist, Tr. 445) 
In mid-February 2008, a year after discussions had begu with Exide, Mr. 
McDonald stil did not believe that Exide was committed to having a business 
relationship with Microporous for the purchase of SLI separators. (McDonald, Tr. 
3843,3846-47). 

Response to Findioe No.580: 
Respondent's proposition that Exide did not take any material steps to move forward with 

Microporous fot the future supply of PE SLI separators is directly contradicted by testimony at 

trial, documents in evidence, and even by the very documents that Respondent cites in support of. 

this finding. 

The evidence at trial showed that Microporous and Exide continued to work together to 

enter into a supply relationship for PE SLI separators right up until the date of the acquisition. 

(See CCFOF 604-623). Afer negotiating the MOD, Exide went forward with testing of 

Microporous' separator samples and developing specific pricing for the separators. (Gilespie, 

Tr.2974). Exide personnel also met with MPLP personnel on numerous occasions in
 

fuerance of 
 their work together on future supply ofPE SLI separators. (Gilespie, Tr. 2975). 

Additionally, Exide was working throughout this period of time to get internal buy-in for the 

strategy to move forward with MPLP, including working on a red-lined draft of a supply 

contract. (Gilespie, Tr. 3075, 3077). On February 14,2008, just two weeks before the 

acquisition, Exide and MPLP extended their MOD. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976). At that point in time, 

Exide had every intention that they would be purchasing PE SLI separators from MPLP in 2010. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2976). ( 

L (Gilchrist, Tr. 446-447, in 

camera). 
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Contrar to Respondent's assertion, neither Exide nor Microporous viewed the fact that 

the original MOU had expired (subpar b)as a reason to stop their work on the expansion project. 

) (Gilchrist, 

Tr. 475, in camera). 

I~) (Gilchrist, Tr. 443-44, in camra) Mr. Gilchrist's testimony was corroborated by
 

testimony from Mr. Gilespie as to the steps that the parties were taking in furerance of the 

MOU. (Gilespie, Tr. 2974-2976, 3088-3089). Additionally, Exide was working thoughout this 

period of time to get internal buy-in for the strategy to move forward with MPLP, including 

working on a red-lined draft of a supply contract. (Gilespie, Tr. 3075, 3077). 

Respondent's assertion that Exide's reason for signing the MOUextension was because 

of an impending price increase (subpart c) is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Gilespie that. 

the price increase negotiations and the negotiations over Microporous'planned expansion were 

two separate issues. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976).
 

Contrar to Respondent's assertion that no discussion related to Microporous' expansion 

was on the agenda of the meeting in Pars (subpar d), Exide made it very clear to Microporous 

that it intended to use the meeting in Pars to discuss the expansion project as per tbe MOU.In 

this context, Mr. Perez informed Microporous that Microporous' s attendance at the meeting was 

vital because Microporous was a "key parner in (Exide's) strategic version and needs to be 

represented" at the meeting in Paris (PXLOI8 at 002), that "the futures of our companies are too 
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closely tied to miss this opportity" (PXlO18 at 003), and that Mr. Perez (a new Exide 

employee) needed to "trly understand, (Microporous') commitment to growing its business with 

Exide, and what steps can, are, and/or should be taken to make that happen." (PXL018 at 005). 

That Microporous understood Mr. Perez's language to be in reference to the potential 

expansion to supply PE SLI separators is made clear in the presentation that Microporous made 

to Exide at the meeting in Pars. (PX1023). This presentation is replete with references to 

Microporous' intention of supplying PE SLI separators to Exide as well as the ongoing work that 

the two companies were doing in fuerance of that objective. (See e.g., PX1023 at 003 

(Microporous objective for the Paris meeting included "gain your confdence for supply of . 

industrial and SLI separators"); PX1023 at 100 (timeline of ongoing work to test and quaÍify PE 

SLI separators at Exide's Salina and Bristol plants in the U.S.); PXlOZ3 at 101-lOZ (timelineof 

ongoing work to test and qualify PE SLI separators at thee of Exide's European battery 

manufacturing plants). 

Furhermore, contrary to Respondent's suggestion that Microporous was greatly 

. disappointed by the length and overall tone of the meeting (sl.bpar f), Microporous' 

contemporaneous call report described 
 this meeting as "more productive than we had expected." 

(PX0512 at 002). In fact, the meeting in Paris was attended by no less than seven Exide 

employees, representing key Exide constituencies (procurement, engineering and quality control) . 

from Nort America and Europe, including Mr. Alberto Perez, the person at Exide who had 

"global responsibility for separators 'in the strategic sense.'" (PX0512 at 001). Accordingto 

Microporous' call report on the Paris meeting, supply ofPE SLI separators was a key component 

of the meeting, as "(0 )ne large segment of the meeting revolved around our capabilties. Exide 

asked many questions concerning the ei;tire range of their SLI needs." (PX0512 at 002). 

Moreover, because Mr. Gilchrist was the point person negotiations with Exide on the 
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expansion, Mr. Gilchrist's testimony should be accorded greater weight that the testimony of 

either Mr. Trevathan or Mr.. McDonald on the Exide negotiations. (Gilchrist, Tr. 400; PX0920 

(Gilchrst, IH at 96); Trevathan, Tr. 3756). ( 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 44, in camera). 

_subpar i) is not indication of the seriousness of Exide' s work with Microporous, nor is 

it relevant in any way. This work 
 ,included, among other things, signing an MOU, testing of 

Microporous' separator samples and developing specific pricing for the separtors, multiple 

meetings IIi furtherance of their work together on future supply of PE SLI separators, an 

extension of the MOU in the middle of February 2008. (Gilespie, Tr. 2974-2976, 3075, 3077). 

By February 2008, Exide had every intention that they would be purchasing PE SLI separators 

from MPLP in 2010. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976). f 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 446-447, 

in camera). 

Respondent's assertion that Microporous' expanion would not have gone forward due to 

. 
Exide's lack of commtment of money to secure an expansion (subpar j) is disingenuous as a 

commitment was not something that either Exide or Microporous included in the MOU as a 

component of moving forward in their work together. (Gilespie, Tr. 3088; PX0056). 

The testimony cited to in subpart k does not support the proposition that Microporous 

was not in a position to complete an expansion in time for Exide. (Gilespie, Tr. 3081). On the 

contrary, Mr. Gilespie testified that he had every intention that Exide would be purchasing PE 
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SLI separators from MPLP in 2010. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976). l 

_l (Gilchrst, Tr. 446-447, in camera).
 

l (Gilchrist, Tr. 475, in camera). l 

) (Gilchrist, Tr. 445).
 

581. The Court finds Mr. Gilchrist's testimony that Exide was becomig "energized" in early 
2008 as not being credible in light of the above facts. There is no evidence that a long term 
agreement would have resulted between the two companies based on the findings set fort 
above. Moreover, as set fort in findings above, Microporous could not have undertaken any
 

sort of expansion on Exide's behalf given the position of its Board of Directors. 

Response to Findine No.581: 
Respondent's assertion that Mr. Gilchrist's testimony is not credible is contradicted by 

testimony and evidence on the record that Microporous and Exide continued to work together to 

enter into a supply relationship for PE SLI separators right up until the date of the acquisition. 

(See CCFOF 604-623; CCRF 580). 

Moreover Respondent's assertion that MiCloporous could not have undertaken any sort of 

expansion on Exide's behalf given the position of Microporous' Board of 
 Directors is directly 

contradicted by testimony of Mr. Heglie. Mr. Heglie testified that the draft mandate was not 

intended to tell Microporous management that there would be no furter expansion. 0 1(PX23 

(Heglie, Dep. at 65)). Nor did the draft mandate mean the Microporous should stop the work 

that was doing to try to grow the business. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 65~66)). There is nothing in 

the draft mandate that eliminated the possibilty of Microporous moving forward in its desire. to 

67)). In fact, Mr. Hegliecompete in the automotive separator market. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 


testified that he does not recall the Microporous Board ever communicating that Microporous 

could not compete in the automotive market. (PX23Öl (Heglie, Dep. at 68)). Mr. Heglie furter 

agreed that the draft mandate was not the last word on possible expansion for Microporous. 
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(PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 69); RX00401 at 002; PX2300 (Heglie, IHat 197)). Mr. Heglie also 

testified that nothing in the mandates would have prevented Microporous management from 

continuing to work with Exide on possible expansion for the PE SLI separator market. (PX230 i 

(Heglie, Dep. at 74)). In fact, he testified, that the Microporous Board was supportive of 

management's activity with Exide, "(b lecause it coúld generate a fair amount of capital, good 

return on the investment if it worked." (PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 153)). Finally, Mr. Heglie 

testified that the Microporous management was working in good faith with Exide and that at no 

point was it workig in something other than good faith with Exide ç;m potential expansion for 

PE SLIseparators. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 75-76)). 

582. In fact, taking the evidence and testimony related to the ExidelMicroporous discussions
 

and juxtaposing them to the discussions Microporous had with JCI in 2006 is tellng regarding 
Exide. Microporous was much fuer along in its negotiatios with JCI - a contract and redlines 
had been exchanged. testing was almost complete and Microporous management had "reviewed 
(the opportunity with JCIl in-depth and (was) extremely confident that it wil execute
 

successfully." (RXOO741; Trevathan, Tr. 3597). As ultimately occurred for Microporous with 
respect to the JCI opportunity, the Cour finds that Microporous' opportunity with Exide was, at 
best, a "hope" of Microporous as shown by Exide'sconduct.Based on the foregoing findings, 
there is no èvidentiar basis from which the Cour can reasonably find that any agreement would 
have resulted between Exide and Microporous, or that Microporous was a genuine competitor 'for 
Exide's separator business at the time of 
 the Acquisition.
 

Response to Findin2 No.582:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on Respondent's 

proposed fidings above that are incorrect and/or invalid; as detailed in CCRF 563-581. (See 

also CCFOF 604-623). Moreover, Respondent's attempt to confate the JCI and Exide situations 

makes no sense whatsoever given that the two battery manufacturers have different needs, 

different concerns and were in different supply situations. 

(d) Exide and Entek
 

583.
 
(Gilespie, Tr. 3021-22, in camera, 3122-27, in camera).
 

Response to Findine No.583: 
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L (Gilespie, Tr. 3128, in camera), ..
 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3124-3125, in . 

camera; see also CCRF 964). 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera; see 

also CCRF 964). 

L (Gilespie Tr. 2695; 3124, in camera, 3128, in camera) 

) (Gilespie
 

Tr. 2695; 3124, in camera, 3128, in camera). l 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; PX1902 at 001, in camera; see generally CCRF .
 

963-970). ( 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 3129-3130, in camera).
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J (PX1902 at 001, 

in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; I.
 

1; Gilespie, Tr. 3130, 3134-3135, in camera i_
 

1; PX1902 at 001, in camera; 

Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera 1_ 

1; Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in camera i 
_ni 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera; see also CCRF 964). 

J (Gilespie Tr. 3021, in camera; 3126, in camera; 3129

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3126, 3129, in camera; 

PX1902 at 001, in camera). 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera). 

.
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J (Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; PXl902 at 001, in camera; see 

generally CCRF 963-970). l 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3129

3130, in camera). 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in
 

camera). 

J (PX1086, in 

camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3021, in camera). 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 3021,
 

3123, in camera). 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3037, in camera). 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3123-24, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4486;
 

Weerts, Tr. 4521-23, in camera). 

Response to Findine No.587: 
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1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3123-24, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4486,
 

in camera). ( 

_1 (Weerts, Tr. 4521-4523, in camera). 

(PX1515 at 002, in camera ( 

_I; Gilespie, Tr. 2953-2954 (Daramic is the only provider of deep-cycle separators
 

following the 
 acquisition of Microporous). 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3126-27, in camera). Given the size and buying 
power that Exide has, the Court finds that the cost of purchasing tooling is a minor cost, 
paricularly given Exide's alleged concerns about having an additional separator source of 
supply. 

Response to Findin2 No.SSS:
 

Respondent's assertion that the acquisition of industral tooling would be a "minor cost" 

in1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3137-3138, 


camera). For instace, Microporous had no fewer than ten separate calender rolls (or tools) for 

the manufacture of CellForce separators (Gaugl, Tr. 4618), while Daramic has over 100 different 
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tolls that it utilzes in the production of separators. (Wear 4778A779). t -

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in 

camera; PX1902 at 001, in camera; see generally CCRF 963-970). 

(PX1902 at 001, in camera _ 

l; Weerts, Tr. 4515

l; 

PX1806 at 001, in camera t 

L (PX1902 at 001, in camera; 

Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; I."
 

l; Gilespie, Tr. 3130, 3134-3135, in camera t_
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); PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3040. in 

Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in camera l l.t_ I; 

_I (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera; see also CCRF 964).
 

1 

(PX1086, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3021, in camera). t 

I 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3021, 3123, in camra). t 

I (Gilespie, Tr. 3037, in camera).
 

(e) Exide's Continuing Action
 

590. In 2007, Exide issued a Request for Proposal ("RFP") to battery separator manufacturers
 

around the world. (Gilespie Tr; 2962).
 

Response to Findine No.S90: 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

591. Exide gave the suppliers to whom it issued the RFP the "choice to quote on pa or all or 
whatever they felt comfortable with..." Exide "left it up to (the separator manufacturers J to
 

decide what or any portion they wanted to quote on." (Gilespie Tr. 2965). 

)
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(PX0922 (Roe, IH at 228, ;;i camera)). l 

1 (PX1028 at 058

060, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1785- 1786, in camera; see also Gilespie, Tr. 2966).
 

592. The RFP called for each separator manufacturer to bid on all PE supplies globally at 
volumes of 25%,50%, 75% and 100%; however, Exide did not define in . 
 the RFP how the 
supplier was to bid a lower percentage, whether by plant, product mix or otherwise. (Gilespie, 
Tr. 2967; Gilespie, Tr. 3015, in camera). 

L (PX0922 

(Roe. IH at 228. in camera)). l 

) (PX1028 at 058-060, in camra; 

Roe. Tr. 1785-1786, in camera; see also Gilespie. Tr. 2966). l
 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3012, in camera).
 

camera). 

Response to findin2 No.S93: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

594. In fact, Mr. Gilespie testified that at the time of the RFP, prior to the Acquisition, 
. Daramic was the only company on the planet that could satisfy all of Exide's needs. (Gilespie. 

Tr. 2978) 
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Response to findine No.594:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

595. At the time of the Acquisition, Exide had not stared working with Microporous on
 

testing or approving Microporous' industrial PE material. (Gilespie, Tr. 2974). It is tellng that 
Exide had never even tested Microporous' SLI separators prior to RFP (Gilespie, Tr. 3083). 

Response to findine No~S9S:
 

Respondent's assertion that the fact that Exide had not tested Microporous' SLI 

separators prior to issuing the RFP is in anyway representative of Exide's seriousness with which 

it regarded Microporous is contrary to the evidence. To Exide, the signing of the MOD with 

Microporous was Exide's commitment to move forward. (Gilespie, Tr. 3084). 

camera). Moreover, 
 Microporous possessed the
-iilespie, Tr. 3088, 3127, in 


qualities that Exide was looking for in a separator manufacturer, including high quality products, 

the logistical abilty to supply Exide's facilities in Nort America and Europe. (Gilespiè, Tr. 

2957, 2969). i 

.J Gilespie, Tr. 3029-3030, in camera). Finally, testing was 

going very well at the time of Daramic's acquisition of Microporous, and Exide had "full 

intention that we were going to be buying separtors from Microporous in 2010." (Gilespie, Tr. 

2975-2976). 

To the extent that Respondent alleges tht by not testing Microporous' separators prior to 

the RFP, there would not be sufficient time to qualify the separators, such assertion is contrary to 

the evidence. At the time Exide issued the RF, there was stil plenty of time for Exide to 

qualify Microporous' separators prior to any purchases. At the time Exide issued the RFP in the 

summer of 2007, there were stil two and a half years before Exide could begin sourcing 

separators from any supplier other than Daramic. (PX2050 at 019, in camera i_ 

J; PX1047 (RF issued in 
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May 02, 2007). The time frames for the testing procedures of SLI separators set out in the RF 

indicated that SLI testing was expected to tae 18-24 months to complete, thus there was more 

than enough time for Exide to successfully qualify Microporous' PE SLI separators. (Gilespie, 

Tr. 2973; RX0013 at 009; PX1090). 

3106-3109, in camera; RXI036, in camera). 

L (RX1036 at 003, in 

camera). 

(RX1036 at 003, in camera; see also Gilespie, Tr. 3142; Roe, Tr. 1363-1364, in camera; 

PX0922 (Roe IH, 239, in camera)). ( 

l 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3143, in camera). 
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L (Gilespie, Tr. 3107, 3138, 3141-3142, in 

camera). 

l 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3011-3012, in camera; PXlO28 at 41-46,58-60, 

in camera). ( 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3140-3142, in camera). 

( 

PXlO28 at 058-059, in camera). ( 

_l. (Gilespie, Tr. 3142, in camera). 

Dr. Simpson used a hypothetical example to show how Daramic was able to offer these 

types of market share discount to customers, with an exclusionar effect. (Simpson, Tr. 3256

3261) In the hypothetical example, Daramic offers to sell a customer 100% of its needs at some 

per-unit price (1P) and offers to sell this customer 75% of its needs at a per-unit price that is 14% 

higher (1.14P). Assume furter that the customer wishes to buy 100 units. If a customer
 

purchases all of its 100 units of supply from Daramic, then it wil cost LOOP. If it chooses to use 

multiple suppliers, and purchases only 75 units from Daramic, it wil pay Daramic 85.5P for 

those 75 units. To break even with the prices offered under an exclusive contract, the customer 

wil pay no more than 14.5P for the remaining 25 units, or .5SP per unit. A competing supplier 
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would thus have to offer to 
 sell at a 42% discount compared to Dararnc's exclusive contract 

pricing simply to be price competitive with DaramIc for the customer's business. See (Simpson 

Tr. 3256-3260) 

Cost for first Cost for. remaining Total cost of 
 buying 100 units 
75% of supply, 25% of supply, or 
or 75 units 25 units
 

100% of supply IP * 75 IP * 25 75P + 25P = lOOP
 

purchased from 75P 25P
Daramic 

75% of supply 1. 14P*75 = Canot exceed 85.5P + 14.5P = ioop
 
purchased from 14.5P
85.5P
Daramic 

(.S8P per unit) 

l Exide believed that the more competition there was in the 

marketplace, the better off Exidewould be in the long ru Ìn obtaining lower costs, better quality 

and better service, (Gilespie, Tr. 2976-2978). 

l (PXlO63 at 001, in camera). 

597. In 2007, Exide also began to seek out battery separator manufacturers in Asia to supply 
product to Exide. (Gilespie Tr. 2962).
 

Response to findina No.597:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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camera). 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 3116, 3118, in 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 3025-3026, in camera). 

camera). ( 

1. (Gilespie, Tr. 3029-3031, in 

I (Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera). 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3025, in camera). 

1 (See e.g., Gilespie, Tr. 3024, 3041, in camera_ 

_1; Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera 

1; Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera _ 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3024

3025, in camera). 
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_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3028-3030, in camera). l 

1. (Gilespie, Tr. 3028-3036, in camera). 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3041, in camera). 

3034, in camera). 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3023-3024, in 

camera). 

1 (See CCRF 598). 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3027, in camera; RX00306 at 004, in camera). f 
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) (Gilespie, Tr. 3025

3026, in camera). 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 3025, in camera).
 

) (See CCRF 598, 995). 

Tr. 3026, in camera). Mr. Gilespie's credibilty is again to be questioned. 

Response to findine No.601: 
The evidence does not support Respondent's proposition that Microporous had only 11 

millon square meters of capacity at the time of the acquisition. At the time of the acquisition, in 

addition to the one PElCellForce line in Piney Flats, Microporous already had in place two more 

PElCellForce lines installed and in pre-operational phase in its Austria facility. (Gilchrist, Tr. 

334-335). In other words, contrary to Respondentsassertion, Microporous had 33 milion 

square meters of PElCellForce capacity in 2008, nearly two years before Exide expected to 

receive any PE SLI separators from Microporous. Additionally, Microporous' infastrcture
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included a Flex-Sit manufacturg line as well as an Ace-Sit manufacturing line, meaning that 

Microporous actually had fivemanufactUling liiies at the time of the acquisition. t_
 

1 (PX008l atOl8, in 

camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 374-375, in camera; PX0920 (Gilchrst 1m at 58-59; in camera). It is 

simply disingenuous to suggest that Microporous was planing on doubling overnight for Exide 

and then to use such an inaccurate proposition to try call Mr. Gilespie's credibilty into question. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3051-52, in camera). The Court in s
at suc testimony was coac e , rehearsed and arificial and evidences Exide's intent to 

inuence and use this proceeding for its own benefit. 

ReSDonse to findiUl! No.602:
 
With respect to the second sentence, this bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence.
 

603. Based on the foregoing findings, the Cour finds that Exide has substantial buying power 
in the marketplace because of its size and global business. Exide, as evidenced by its abilty to 
resist price increases and defeat energy surcharges (as found above), has the wherewithal and 
abilty to constrain prices, and that Exide has and wil continue to use such power against battery 
separator suppliers, including Daramic. 

ReSDonse to findiUl! No.603:
 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. i 

l. (PX0265 at 008, in camera). According to Daramic, 

l. (PX0265 at 004, 007-008, in camera). 

t 
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1 (PX0265 at 010, in camera). 

_1 (pX0265 at 011, in camera). 

Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's
 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004
 

("demonstrating pricing power in the market regardless of movements in material and energy

costs."); PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 included -
)); PX0204 at 

002 (Mr. Hauswald's 2006 goals included "Raise Daramic prices where possible to demonstrate 

pricing power regardless of cost movements") 

DaramIc's assessment that battery manufacturers lack buying power is confired by 

customer tèstimony at trial (see e.g., Gilespie, Tr. 3002, in camera (Exide believes that 

negotiations with Daramic are J); Gilespie, Tr. 3066

3068 (Ex 
 ide has not used its size as leverage in negotiations with Daramic); Gilespie, Tr. 3097 

(Exide has not used pressure points to negotiate and get their wil); Craig, Tr. 2565 (EnerSys 

does not consider itself a power buyer, "not at all, not close."); Benjamin Tr. 3525, 3522 

(Bulldog Battery received a 10% post-acquisition price increase which Bulldog considered 

"pretty exorbitant" but "(t)here was 
 no way to try to negotiate a lower price. There was no place 

to go"; Godber, Tr. 242, in camera 

_)); Godber Tr. 133,232-233,239-242, in camera (notwithstanding the fact that Trojan
 

is the world's largest manufacturer of deep cycle batteries, 

c. EnerSys
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604. EnerSys is a global manufacturer of industrial batteries, manufacturig and sellng 
batteries for fork lifts, UPS battery backup, specialty battery backup, telecom and utilties. (Axt, 
Tr. 2097). EnerSys is the world's largest manufacturer of industrial batteries. (Axt, Tr. 2228). 

Response to Findine No. 604: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

605. EnerSys has 20 plants worldwide, including four plants located in the United States, two 
located in Mexico, three located in China and five or six located in Europe. (Axt, Tr. 2227; RX 
1185 at 021). EnerSys manufactures flooded lead acid batteries in Nort America at its 
Richmond, Kentucky; Ooltewah, Tennessee; Monterrey, Mexico and Hays, Kanas facilities. 
(Axt, Tr.2099). 

Response to Findine No. 605: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

606. EnerSys' total battery sales for the past year were approximately $2 billon. (Axt, Tr. 
2227; RX 1185 at 063). This represents approximately 38-40% of the industrial battery sales in 
the world. (Axt, Tr. 2227).
 

Response to Findine No. 606: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

607. EnerSys' anual spend for battery separators in 2007 was approximately l-l
 

(Burkert, 'l . ,.. In 2007 EnerS s' anual spend for separators in ~aonly was 1 (Burkert, Tr. 2423, in

camera; RX 220, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 607: 
This Finding is contradicted by Mr. Burkert's testimony who testified that the.
 

1 figures included 

1 (Burkert, Tr. 2423, in camera). 

608. EnerSys manufacturers batteries outside of the United States for importing into the 
United States. For example, EnerSys manufactures. batteries for fork lift in Mexico which it 
ships to the United States. (Axt, Tr. 2228). EnerSys also manufactures AGM batteries in Chia 
which it imports into the United States. (Axt, Tr. 2229). 

Response to Findine No. 608:
 
EnerSys does not import flooded lead acid batteries into North America. (Craig, Tr.
 

2551; Axt, Tr. 2228,2301). 
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609. EnerSys has acquired over 23 companies and has entered into joint ventures. (Craig, Tr. 
2631, in camera; RX 229; RX1185 at 028). EnerSys has also entered into "global distrbution: 
and marketing allances." (RX230). In 2001, EnerSys purchased Hawker Batteries, a company
 

whose manufactuing operations were principally located in Europe. (Axt: Tr. 2119). EnerSys 
also acquired the motive power battery business of FlAMM, S.p.A. ("FIAM") in 2005. (RX 
1185 at 028). 

Response to Findine No. 609:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(a) EnerSys Battery Separators Buying History
 

(i) Daramic
 

1. DararIc's Sales to EnerSys
 

Response to Findin2 No. 610:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

L (RX 964 at 002, in camera). Daramic's reserving production capacity in its
facilties is a benefit to EnerSys and reflects a risk being borne by Dararic as part of this 
relationship. (Hauswald Tr. 1039-41; Roe Tr. 1770-72, in 
 camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 611: 
The second sentence is contradicted by Mr. Hauswald's testimony that the reseration of
 

production capacity is a benefit to Daramic. (Hauswald, Tr. 1038-1041) (EnerSys not 

mentioned). ( 

L (Roe, Tr. 1770-1772, in camera ( 

l. 
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Res onse to Findin No. 612:
 

In the fourt sentence, (
 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 823-825, in camera). 

camera). Daramic complied with this term. 

Response to Findine No. 613:
 
With respect to the third sentence, this bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence.
 

614. ( l 
(RX 964 at 001, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 614:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findine No. 615:
 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that by means of a declaration of force majeure,
 

under the terms of the 2004 contract, Daramic forced EnerSys to sign a new contract in October 

of 2006, which prevented EnerSys from switching most of its factories to Microporous upon the 

May 31,2007 expiration of 
 the 2004 contract. (Craig, Tr. 2562-2563; Axt, Tr. 2128-2129, 2148, 

2159, in camera; PX1259, in camera; see generally CCFOF 1111-1166). 

l 

(Axt, Tr. 2148-2150, in camera). 

L (Roe Tr. 1699; PX1289, in camera). Daramic sought a
 
response to that proposal so that it could make a decision and develop a plan for supplying 
EnerSys and other customers from its. facilties. (Roe, Tr. 1700). Despite repeated attempts to 
obtain a response to Daramic's proposal submitted in Februar, no response was received.
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DaramIc was in essence talking to itself as EnerSys was unwiling to engage in meaningfulnegotiations. (Toth, Tr. 1405-06). .
 
Response to Findinf! No. 616:
 
In the second sentence, Respondent's cite to Mr. Roe's testimony does not relate to
 

Daramic developing a plan for supplying EnerSys and other customers from its facilities. (Roe, 

Tr. 1700).
 

The statement in the third sentence is unsupported by any evidence. . The statements in 

the third and fourth sentences are contradicted by a great deal of record evidence related to the 

negotiations between EnerSys and Daramic from January to October 2006 culminating in 

DaramIc's declaration of 
 force majeure on October 6,2006. (CCFOF 1121-1128,1133-1136). 

In February 2006, Mr. Axt compared the competing proposal~ from Daramic and 

Microporous, and 

J. (Axt, Tr. 2166, in camera). He then 

informed DaramIc that 

) (Axt, Tr. 2166, in camera). However, EnerSys did not 

), because l_ 

J (Axt, Tr. 2166-2167, in çamera). In the following months, 

Mr. Axt continued 

) (Axt, Tr. 2166-2167, in camera). Following 

the meeting, DaramIc l ) on August 11,2006. 

(PXI204, in camera). The l 

) (PX1204 at 001, in camera; Axt, Tr. 2258, in 

camera). Daramic again ( 
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l (PX1204 at 001-003, in camera; Axt, 

Tr. 2255-2256, 2257, 2260, in camera). Mr. Axt then informed Daramic that 

l (Axt, Tr. 2146, 2260, in camera).
 

617. At the spring 2006 BCI meeting, Axt had a conversation with Toth. In that conversation, 
Axt told Toth that the contract between Daramic and EnerSys was not wort the paper it was 
written on, indicating that it would not be honored by EnerSys, and that Daramic's business was 
going to zero. (Toth, Tr. at 1512; Axt, Tr. at 2167-68, in camera). Toth responded that Daramic 
remained interested in earning EnerSys' business. (Toth, Tr. 1512). 

Response to Findine No. 617:
 
The statements in the second sentences are hearsay, offered for state of mind, and not
 

offered for the truth of 
 the matter asserted. (Toth, Tr. 1510-1512). Polypore has failed to 

identify these statements as such pursuant to the court's Order on Post Trial Briefs of June 16, 

2009, and they should be stricken. 

In addition, these hearsay statements are directly contradicted by the testimony of Mr. 

Axt who testified that he was discussing the assignabilty of the FIAMM contract with Mr. Toth 

and not the existing contract between EnerSys and Daramic. (Axt, Tr. 2168). 

618. In July, Roe of Daramic met with Axt of EnerSys regarding Daramic's proposal. At that
 

time, Axt advised Roe that EnerSys had decided to move most of their separator purchases from 
Daramic to Microporous. (Roe, Tr. 1701 at 02; Axt, Tr. 2169-70, in camera). Axt also advised 
Roe that. EnerSys would move to Microporous its separator purchases for its Motecchio Italy 
plant serving the FIAMM business. (Roe, Tr. 1701-02; PXI240). 

Response to Findine No. 618: 
The statements in the second and third sentences attibuted to Mr. Roe are heasay, 

offered for state of mind, and not offered for the trth of the matter asserted. (Roe, Tr. 1700

1702). Polypore has failed to identify these statements as such pursuant to the cour's Order on 

Post Trial Briefs of June 16.2009. and they should be stricken. 

(Roe, Tr. 1170-71, in camera; PX1240, in camera; PX1203. in camera). 
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(Roe, Tr. 1170-71, in camera; PX1240; PX1203, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 619:
 
Respondent cites to Mr. Hauswalds testimony, not Mr. Roe's, the cite does not support
 

the proposition and is improperly marked in camera. (Hauswald, Tr. 1170-71 (testimony 

unrelated to FlAMM)). 

620. Following the July meeting between Axt and Roe, Daramic subrritted another
 

EnerSys. (PX1204). In Se tember 2006, t 

l 
(Roe, Tr. 1772 in camera). At that time, EnerSys had made it clear to Daramic that it no longer
viewed Daramis as a long-term strategic parenter and instead EnerSys intended to move 
Daramic's business over to Microporous and that this would happen on a rollng basis as the 
EnerSys plants began rollng off their contractual commitments with Daramic in January 2008. 
(Roe, Tr. 1701-02).
 

Response to Findin2 No. 620:
 
The second sentence in this finding is contradicted by Mr. Axt's testimony, who testified
 

that he called Mr. Roe and told him EnerSys's decision, but nothing about dinner. (Axt, Tr. 

2283). 

621.. In October 2006, t
 

camera). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 621:
 
The statement in the third sentence is unsupported.
 

The statement in the four sentence is contradicted by Mr. Burkert's testimony that.
 

l (Burkert, Tr. 2426, in camera). 
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This finding does not explain why EnerSys signed a contract with DaramIc in October for 

less advantageous terms after informing Daramic in September that it was switching to 

Microporous. (compare RFOF 620 and RFOF 621). 

camera). ( 
camera; Burkert Tr. 2396). 
in camera). 

Response to Findim! No. 622:
 
The first sentence is not supported by the evidence. The document cited, RXOI119, does
 

not support this statement 

The second document cited, RX01 121 does not support the first 

sentènce, either, as 

2. EnerSys' Leverage in Prcing Negotiations
 

..) (Axt, Tr. 2146, 2260, in camera). On October 6, 2006, Daramc notifed EnerSys by
 

letter that evening (a Friday) "(Elffective immediately EnerSys wil receive most likely 10 to 

20%, if possible up to 50% of (its) normal material requirements for the next six to eight weeks." 

(PXI207). Mr. Toth threatened thatDaramIc was "going to stop shipping product to you 

(EnerSys) within two weeks if you don't sign a long-term contract. Correction. 10 to 20 percent 
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in the nexnwo weeks." (Craig, Tr. 2556-2557). After a short period of negotiations, EnerSys 

and Daramic l 

t (Axt, Tr. 2193, in
 

camera; PX1211, in camera; PX1224, in camera). 

624. EnerSys, as the largest manufacturer of industrial batteries in tbe world, with anual sales 
in 2007 of $2 bilion, approximately half of which was for industrial separators, had great 
leverage over its suppliers over issues of price and terms. (Craig, Tr. 2557, 2561;.Burkert Tr. 
2421-23, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 624:
 
This finding is contradicted by the facts and is not supported by the testimony cited.
 

EnerSysis not a power buyer. (Craig, Tr. 2565). l 

1 (Craig, Tr. 2566-2567, in camera). l 

.l (Craig, Tr. 2566-2567, in camera). 

The assertion that battery manufacturers have buying power is contradicted by evidence.-
t (pX0265 at 008, in camera). 

According to Daramic, i 

004, 007-008, in camera). l_1 (PX0265 at 


camera).(PX0265 at 010, in 


1 (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera). Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004 
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("demonstrating pricing power in the marketplace regardless of movements in material and 

energy costs."); PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 included_ 

1; PX0204 at 002 (Mr. Hauswald's 2006 goals included "(r)aise Daramic prices 

again where possible to demonstrate pricing power regardless of cost movements .") 

The testimony cited by respondent does not support this finding. Mr. Craig testified that 

Daramic ( 

1 (Craig, Tr. 2557, 2561). 

Similarly, ( 

1 (Burkert, Tr. 2421

2423, in camera) 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2244, in camera). 

1 

626. . In 2005, Daramic sought to
 

the U.S. (RX608). ( 
1 (RX582 in
 

camera; Axt, Tr. 2242-43, in camera). The negotiations between Daramic and EnerSys as to this 
surcharge are tellng as to EnerSys' strengt in negotiating the price of separators. Even though. 
EnerSys had objected only to an increase over 3% for Europe, and obtained a concession on this 
point from Daramic (RX582, in camera; RX209), EnerSys later sought to use this concession to 
argue for a price concession for the US as well. (RX584 at 001). ("Why do you continue to tr 
for an additional 3% in the US, it is not validated and wil never be confirmed."). (RX584 at 
001). . 

Response to Findine No. 626:
 
The four sentence of this finding is contradicted by the documents cited by respondent,
 

which demonstrate that Daramic specifically requested that there be furter discussions on the 

week of 
 December 20,2005, about a 3 percent price increase for the U.S. on January 1,2006 
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(RX00597 at 005). (Please note to reduce possible confsion that RX00597 is a single email 

chain containing each of the eInails cited by respondent as (RX00209, RX00582, RXOO583; and 

RXOO608)). 

The third sentence of this finding is contradicted by EnerSys's lack of market power. 

(See CCRF 624). 

1 

(RX596, in camera; Axt, Tr. 2249, in camera). It is apparent that EnerSys, even in 2005, was a 
tough negotiator. (RX00595). 

Response to Findine No. 627:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

628. In 2006, Daramic anounced aprice increase to its customers effective January 1, 2007 
due to its increasin cost of roduction. (RX831; RX773; RX606; RX1549; RX590; RX768 in 
camera). i 

camera; RX1032; Burkert, Tr. 2438, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 628:
 
The second sentence of respondent's finding is i
 

1 

(RX00768 at 001, in camera). 

629. In 2008, Daricanounced to its customers a price increase for 2009. (PX1550; 
PX372, in camera; RX536, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4191-93,4194-95. in camera; RX542). 

Response to Findine No. 629:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(Seibert, Tr. 4195, 4215-16, in camera; Axt, 
Tr. 2215-16, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 630: 
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This finding is contradicted by a number of facts in evidence. First, ( 

L (PX0852 at 001-002, in camera). 

Second, the dates given are inconsistent with the timing of Daramic's notices of price increases. 

J (PX0950 at 014, in camera). 

L (Axt, Tr. 2215-2216, in camera). Moreover, i.
 

l 

(PX0882 at 004; PX0950 at 005-013, in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2433, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4193, 

in camera). 

For example, i 

J (Seibert, Tr. 4298-4299, in camera; PX0950 at 

004-013). 

_l (PX0950 at 004-013, in camera; Riney, Tr. 4949, in camera, 4951, in camera).
 

L (PX0950 at 013, in camera). 

J (pX0950 at 014, in camra; 

PX0371). The proposed price increases by customer range from L 

(PX0950 at 014-015, in camera). 
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IIl. (PX0025 at 001, in camera; RXOO086). In February 2006, Daramic l_
 

L (Roe, Tr. 1699;
 

PX1289, in camera). ( 

(Axt, Tr, 2175-2176, in camera; PX1204, in camera). Similarly, Daramic announced a price 

increase to C&D in April 2006. (RXOO805). 

The statement in the third sentence is not supported by Mr. Axt's testimony. Mr. Axt 

. testified only that l_ 
(Axt,Tr. 2215-2216, in camera).
 

631. 
Seiber, Tr. 4193, in camera). ( 

L Seibert, Tr. 4214-15, in camera). ( 
L (Seibert, Tr. 4216, in camera; RX00927at 5-13, 

in camera). 

. Respon~ to FindinlZ No. 631: 
The second sentence is contradicted by Mr. Burkert's testimony that he called Mr. 

McDonald at DaramIc and l 

L (Burkert, Tr.
 

2346, in camera).
 

632. In October 2008, DaramIc anounced that due to extraordinary cost increases, including 
unprecedented energy cost increases, Daramic was increasin its ricing effective January 1,2009. (RX00564). ( L (Berkert, Tr. 2434, in 
camera). 

Response to Findine No. 632: 
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Respondent attempts to support the first sentence of this finding with a document not 

used at tria1. 

Response to Findin2 No. 633: 
This rinding is contradicted by a number of facts in evidence. l 

l (Burkert, Tr. 2464-2466, in camera; Burkert, 

Tr. 2467). 

) (Axt, Tr. 2215-2216, in camera). 

Respondent attempts to support this finding with documents that were not used at trial 

that are contradicted by EnerSys witness testimony. Further, respondent's statement in the first 

sentence that 

_J is not supported by Mr. Burkert's testimony. (Burkert, Tr. 2434, 2464-2465, in 
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camra 

The third sentence of this finding is unsupported by logic or evidence. EnerSys is not a 

power buyer. (Craig, Tr. 2565). r 

_l (Craig, Tr. 2566-2567, in camera).l
 

1 (Craig, Tr. 2566-2567, in camera). 

The assertion that battery manufacturers have buying power is contradicted by evidence 

1 (PX0265 at 008, in camera). 

According to Daramic, l 

004, 007-008, in camera). r_l (PX0265 at 


l 

. (PX0265 at 010, in camera). l 

l (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera). Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leaders are regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004 ("demonstrating 

pricing power in the marketplace regardless of movements in material and energy costs."); 

PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 included r 

l; PX0204 at 002 (Mr. 

Hauswald's 2006 goals included "(r)aise Daramic prices again where possible to demonstrate 

pricing power regardless of cost movements.") 
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The FTC's investigation and the curent administrative action are better explanations for 

Daramic's l 1 

635. EnerSys has itself anounced price increases, including a 6% increase effective JanuaIy 
1,2006 and another increase of 5% to 10% in 2006. (RX00231; RX00232). In reporting on its 
price increases in 2006, and in its subsequent Form 1O-K fiing for Fiscal Year 2008, EnerSys 
has noted cost increases for lead, copper, plastics and utilities. (RX232; RX1185 at 016, 034, 
04). No mention is made of polyethylene separators in these documents. Inllevent, EnerS s 
makes "stron efforts... to ass throu h sales price increases in all regions" 

(RXl185 at 044; Craig, Tr. 2553, in camera). An 
EnerSys attempts to "contro (its) raw materials costs through strategic purchasing decisions" 
including hedging arangements. (RX 1185 at 034; RX1185 at 011). 

Response to Findin2 No. 635:
 
Two of the thee documents with which respondent attempts to support this finding were
 

not used at trial, and all are contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Craig who testified that 
 I. 
1 (Craig, Tr. 2552-2554, in 

camera). 

3. Force Majeure Event
 

636. Complaint Counsel and EnerSys have both chiimed in this hearing that Daramc's force 
majeure, declared in October 2006, was fake. The evidence presented at trial adequately 
demonstrates that the force majeure event was not only real, but posed substantial diffculty to 
Daramic in the operation of its business. (Hauswald, Tr. 1101). 

Response to Findin2 No. 636: 
Respondent's use of 
 the phrase "force majeure event" is ambiguous and misleading. 

Respondent seeks to blur the distinction between three different declarations of force majeure in 

the polyethylene supply chain: (1) Shell Germany declared force majeure (no specific date was 

ever established) allegedly as a result of problems with an ethylene cracker; (2) Ticona's 

Oberhaus en PE facilty then declared force majeure on September 18,2006; and (3) Daramic 

then declared force majeure on October 6,2006. (RX01054 at 003; RX01598 at 001; PX1207). 

As detailed in Complaint Counsel's Reply Findings below, there is no solid evidence in the 
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record of a singular "event" to justify Daramic's declaration of force majeure supply conditions 

to its PE customers during the September/October 2006 timeframe. (See, e.g., CCRF 639-645, 

648-649, 654, 656). 

In addition, the proposed finding relies solely on the testimony of Mr. Hauswald. In 

response to questioning from the Court and from Complaint Counel, he admitted that_ 

I (Hauswald, Tr. 887-888, 1135, in camera).
 

Furermore, the proposed finding is contradicted by the substantial volume of evidence cited in 

CCRF 637-659. This evidence reveals that Daramic took advantage of a short-term shortfall in 

Europe, and hyped it as a worldwide PE supply crisis of Category 5 proportions. To the extent 

Respondent's proposed finding contains legal conclusions about the suffciency of the evidence 

presented at trial, Complaint Counsel objects. 

L (Hauswald, Tr. 884-85, in 
I (Hauswald, Tr. 885-86, in 

Response to Findine No. 637:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by other testimony from Mr. Hauswald, who
 

admitted that ( 

I (Hauswald, Tr. 946,1137-1138, in camera; RX00698 at 005, in camera; 

PX0473 at 006, in camera). Mr. Hauswalds assertion that ( 

I is unsupported by any indepenpent evidence. 

(Hauswald, Tr. 884, in camera). 

638. UHMWPE is the primary raw material used by Daramc. Daramic's purchases of 
UHMWPE are approximately 10 times greater than those of Microporous. (Trevathan, Tr. 
3646). 

Response to Findine No. 638: 
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Silca is the primar raw material used in the PE separator manufacturing process, as
 

DaramIC's own witness explained. (Hauswald, Tr. 997 (raw material formulation for making PE 

is "60 percent silca, 20 perçent polymer, and 20 percent oiL.")). Oil and solvent are important 

raw materials also. (Hauswald, Tr. 1020-1021; Hall, Tr. 2726, in camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 601). 

639. In September 2006, Ticona notified Daramic that it was experiencing a force majeure and 
Ticona anticipated that it would not be able to supply more than 50% of Daramic's demand for 
several months. (RXlO77, in camera; Hauswald Tr. 885, in camera; RX1598; Toth, Tr. 1404
05). 

Response to Findin2 No. 639:
 
This proposed finding is not supported by the evidence cited. The notice letter from
 

Ticona's European.headquarers to Daramic's head of 
 manufacturing in France establishes that 

the Ticona force majeure only affected production at its Oberhausen, Germany plant. (R01598 

at 001). Mr. Hauswald explained t
 

L (Hauswald, 

Tr. 885, in camera). This 
 proposition is further contradicted by Daramic's internal documents, 

as explained below. (See CCRF 641). 

The other evidence cited by 
 Respondent is not probative. Mr. Toth's testimony is non

responsive and speaks only to the issue of whether Daramic notified EnerSys and other 

customers that it was declaring its own force majeure. And the char reflected in RX01077 - an 

exhibit not used at trial 

camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 640: 
This.proposed finding is contradicted by logic and evidence. The Ticona force majeure 

event occured in Oberhausen, Germany. (Trevathan, Tr. 3645; Gilchrst, Tr. 625; Hauswald, Tr. 

1135-1137, in camera; PX0473 at 006, in camera; RX01598 at 001). t"
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1 (Hauswald, Tr. 1100, 1148, in camera; 

RX01598 at 001). 

) 

(PX0473 at 006, in camera; see also RX01598 at 001 ("(S)upplies in Nort America from 

(Ticona's) Bishop facility in Texas are not impacted."); Hauswald, Tr. 1136-1138, in camera)). 

(Hauswald, Tr. 884, in camera). 

Mr. Hauswald testified that i 

_1 (Hauswald, Tr. 1136-1138, in camera; PX0473 at 006, in camera i 

.1 He also stated that i 

) (Hauswald, Tr. 891, in camera). Respondent offered no contemporaneous 

evidence to support the proposition that its Nort American inventories or supplies of UHMWPE 

were "impacted adversely" by any force majeure events in 2005 or 2006. 

Tr. 886. in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 641:
 
The proposed finding is misleading. On September 15,2006, when Dararnc first learned
 

that Ticona was about to declare force majeure in Germany, it roughly estimated "a 
 capacity loss 

of 10 milion sqm." (RX01054 at 004). Only four days later, however, Daramic was optimistic 
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that it could "bridge this PE shortage without missed orders," and maintain "full capacity 

operation" at its thee affected plants 
 in Italy, Prance andThailand throughout the force majeure 

period. (RXOlOS4 at 002). In fact, Daramic believed its plan to obtain UHMWPE from an 

alternative supplier (Braskem) ard reallocate inventories and shipments among all its plants gave 

it a "very realistic" chance of continuing full operation worldwide as of 
 September 19,2006. 

(RX01054 at 002). The only potential affect on its PE separator output or "(i)mpact on 

customers" th~t Daramic anticipated was a "slight cosmetic compromise" in the appearance of 

some products due to "white streaks that have no effect on quality or (the) battery." (RX01054 

at 002 (also noting any cosmetically blemished products would stil have Daramic's "ful 

specification guarantee.")).
 

642, Following Ticona's announcement of the Force Majeure, Daramic attempted to find 
alternative supply of UHWPE. (Hauswald, Tr. 887, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1707). 
Representatives of Daramic worked long hours, traveling around the world tring to locate
 

alternate supply of UHMWPE and to move some of its existing supply of UHMWPE from 
Daramic's facilities in Nort America to Asia and Europe. (Hauswald, Tr. 891-92, in camera; 
RXlOS4). 

Response to Findine: No. 642:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response, other than to note these effort succeeded in
 

quickly mitigating the effect on Daramic of any PE shortfall from Oberhausen. (See, e.g., CCRF 

641,648,658). 

I (Hauswald. Tr. 887-88, in camera; RX698 at 005, in camera). 

I (Hauswald, Tr. 887-888,
 

1135, in camera). 

II (RX00806 at 035, in camera). Ironically, ( 
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1 . 

(Hauswald, Tr. 886-888, in camera; RX00707 at 005, in camera). 

644. Daramic declared a force majeure event as a result of the reduction of supply by Ticona 
and advised EnerSys, among other customers. (Hauswald, Tr. 889, in camera; RX698 at 005, in 
camera; RX1052; PX 1048; Roe, Tr. 1708-09. l
 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 889, in camera; RX698 at 005, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 644: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the fact that Daramic declared a force majeure 

event with respect to EnerSys in bad faith. (pX0480; see also CCRF 645, 648, 658; CCFOF 

1139-1141, 1143-1149). It is fuher contradicted by evidence showing that, in the months and 

days leading up to Daramic's force majeure anouncement on October 6, 2006, the company 

planned all along to present EnerSys with an ultimatum (agree to an undesired contract 

extension, or separator supply wil stop) as a means to maitain the customer's volumes and 

hinder its rival, MPLP. (CCRF 645-659; see also CCFOF 1087,1089,1101-1102,1117,1121

1122,1129,1138-1141,1145-1147,1161-1165). 

1 

(Hauswald, Tr. 890, in camera; Hauswald Tr. at 1143-46). Daramic advised its customers that it 
would need to allocate its separator production among its customers during this period of time. 
(Hauswald, Tr. 889-90, in camera; RX698 at 005; PX1048("(O)ur curent estimate is that this 
event wil likely impact our abilty to supply you with your full allocation of products though at 
least the middle of November.")). 

Response to Findine No. 645: 
This proposed finding is misleading because it fails to account for Daramic's actions to 

obtai alternative sources of UHMWPE, allocate its existing inventory and production, and 

maintain its output. (See CCRF 640-642). DaramIc's initial estimate of the impact from the 

Ticona force majeure on its PE production capacity was far more dire than what actually 
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transpired. (See CCRF 641, 648,658 (detailing how Daramic was able to maintain production. 

and mitigate any impact of the Ticona supply situation)). 

Furthermore, the cited testimony Of Mr. Hauswald does not support any finding that 

DaramIc allocated its separator production among its customers in a fair and balanced fashion. 

Rather, Mr. Hauswald made a remarkably candid admission: 

(Hauswald, Tr. 890, in camera). l_ 
just that. (CCFOF 1151-1154).(CCFOF 1139-1141, 1145-1146,1161-1162). And so it did 


(RX964 at 002-03 (emphasis added), in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 646:
 
This proposed finding is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. To the extent that 

Daramic once asserted its rights under this contract in litigation with EnerSys, and then 

voluntarly withdrew or dismissed those claims, it is barred from reassertg them in this 

proceeding. (Craig, Tr. 2559-2560, 2564). Moreover, the trncated contractual 
 language that 

Respondent references is highly misleading and self-serving. The full provision states: 
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(RX000964 at 002-003, in camera). Respondents proposed finding omits key language: 

(RXOO964 at 002, in camera). Daramic tries to have it both ways: 
 it claims no legal 

responsibilty for withholding supply from EnerSys under this proposed finding, but then tries to 

take credit for post hoc efforts to mitigate the situation. (See CCRF 656,657,659). These. 

inconsistent positions iluminate Daramic's true intent with respect to customers over which it 

exerted a high degree of market power. A furter irony is, as noted above (see CCRF 643), 

647. While Complaint Counsel has repeatedly attempted to portay Daramic as telling EnerSys 
that it would receive only 10% of its PE supply, a full review of the evidence demonstrates
 

amply that this simply was not the case at all. (Roe, Tr. 1707-09). Daramic actually advised in 
its letter to EnerSys that EnerSys would "receive most likely 10 to 20%, if possible up to 50%, of 
your normal material requirements for the next six to eight weeks. Based on the timing 
communicated to us by our vendor, our curent best estimate is that this event wil 
 likely impact 
our abilty to supply you with your full allocation of products though at least the middle of 
November." (PXI207). The Cour finds Complaint Counsel's assertion to this Cour that it 
would receive only 10% to be, at best, Qverstated. 

Response to Findine No. 647: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the words of Daramic's own witnesses. 

1 (Hauswald,
 

Tr. 950, in camera). Mr. Roe took charge of coinmunicating this decision to EnerSys and 

handling "(alll discussions of supply" with the customer. (PX0487 ("For EnerSys, the allocation 

is 10%."); see also CCFOF 1141,1144,1147). In light of this evidence, Respondents attempt to 
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parse the plain language of Mr. Roe's letter to Mr. Axt for exculpatory material is pointless. 

(PX1207). 

Response to Findine No. 648: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the cited evidence and numerous other facts in 

the trial record. The Ticona force majeure had no material impact on Daramic's PE production 

or sales. (See CCRF 641, 658). 

l (RX00707 at 005, in camera 

J; RX00698 at 009, 

in camera; I l; RX00806 at 035, in camera 

649. EnerSys admits that it confirmed with Micro orous that Ticona had suffered a 
disruption. (Axt, Tr. 2284-85; PX1209).
 

1 (RX35, in camera; Craig, Tr.
2617-18, in camera). Kubis was one of several EnerSys employees (including Craig) that Axt 
alerted about Daramic's force majeure on October 7, 2006. (PX2104). Craig also admits that 
Toth explained that Daramic was declarng the force majeure due to a problem that it was having 
with a supplier. (Craig, Tr. 2577).
 

Response to Findine No. 649:
 
This proposed rinding is not supported by the cited evidence. Mr. Axt confirmed with
 

Microporous that any "production disruption" involving Ticona was (a) limited to 
 Europe ("U.S. 

supply positions are whole."; (b) did not involve any "fire" at Ticona's ethylene supplier, 
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contrary to what Daramic had represented; and (c) supply would be restored "by month-end." 

(PXI209). The other evidence cited by Respondent is consistent with these facts. 

As for Entek and EnerSys, the contemporaneous evidence shows that Daramic disclosed 

. to Entek immediately after the force majeure that it had used its leverage over EnerSys in that 

situation intentionally to disadvantage MPLP. (PX1808). 

650. Daramic did not tell EnerSys' employees that if EnerSys signed a contract the force 
majeure would go away. (Toth, Tr. 1579; Roe, Tr. 1713, 1724). Not one single 
contemporaneous document has been provided by the FTC to support EnerSys' bald assertion 
that Toth told Craig that if EnerSys signed a contract the force majeure would go away. (Craig, 
Tr. 2571; Axt, Tr. 2294,2296). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 650: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the evidence. (See CCRF 654). 

(Axt, TI-. 2172, in camera). 
Yet, Axt also testifed that EnerSys prefers not to have written contracts and would rather
 

purchase product from its suppliers on a purchase order basis only. (Axt, Tr. 2110-11). C'We 
are a handshake type of company, we make agreements and we issue purchase orders for our 
material requirements for all of our factories around.the world."). 

Q Now, do you have any preference - at EnerSys would you prefer - how 
would you prefer to purchase your separators? 

A. We have a couple of 
 hundred suppliers. We do not have contracts as a 
norm. The only commodity we have contracts on is lead that we utilize in our 
plants. 

Q.. When do you - I mean, with respect to the contract you have with 
Daramic, would it be your preference to purchase from Daramic by contract or on 
a purchase order basis? 

* * *
 

. A. I would like to place purchase orders like I do with 90 percent of our other
 

suppliers. 
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(Axt, Tr. 2115-16).. 

Response to Findine: No. 651: 
This proposed finding mischaracterizes the cited testimony, and is contradicted by the 

weight of the evidence. (See CCRF 652). Respondent confates form and substance by making 

the incorrect assumption that only a contract - but not a purchase order - can bring a.customer 

"certainty of supply" and "stabilty of price." As Mr. Axt testified, EnerSys normally uses 

purchase orders to obtain reliable supplies and pricing, as well as the benefits of competition 

(Axt, Tr. 2116-2117). 

652. Such purchasing would of course be subject to availabilty of supply and pricing would 
vary. EnerSys' testimony is at best contradictory. EnerSys' assertions in this hearing that it was 
forced to sign a contract in October 2006 or else face spot pricing and availabilty, which its Vice 
President, Global Procurement testified he preferred anyway, are not credible. 

Response to Findine: No. 652:
 
This proposed finding is conclusory, argumentative and unsupported by evidence in the
 

. 

record. It directly contradicts - or worse, deliberately mischaracterizes - the testimony cited by 

Respondent imediately above. (See CCRF 651). The proposed finding is contradicted by the 

testimony of Mr. Axt, who stated that he considers purchase orders to be contracts with other 

separator suppliers (Arer-Sil, H&V, Dumas and Alpha Beta). (Axt, Tr. 2113). _ 

l 

(Axt, Tr. 2171-2173, in camera). 

224, in camera; Axt, Tr. 2265- 7, in camera; Axt, r. 

Response to Findine: No. 653: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the evidence that 

) (CCFOF 1123, 1136). 
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654. Complaint Counsel's and EnerSys' assertion that the force majeure was fake is also not 
borne out by any contemporaneous documentation submitted as evidence in this case. Both 
Craig and Axt admit they have no written email or memorandum reporting on the conversation 
that Craig claims to have had with Toth. (Craig, Tr. 2571, 2574-76, 2659~60; Axt, Tr. 2296).
 

The only document that Craig could point to and only after prompting by Complaint Counsel on 
re-direct (after testifyirg first in his deposition and then again at the hearing that he was not 
aware of any documentation of his purported conversation with Toth) was the Complaint fied by 
EnerSys against Daramic in October 2006. (RX243; Craig, Tr. 2658-59). Yet, as Craig admits, 
Toth is nowhere referenced in the Complaint. (Craig, Tr. 2658-59). 

Response to Findim! No, 654:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by several contemporaneous documents, in addition
 

to the testimony at triaL For example, Daramic itself was skeptical of the basis for Ticona's 

force majeure claim from the begining. (RXOI054 
 at 003 (noting "there is a lot of smoke 

around this" force majeure declaration, and "(t)he key issue actually is not the Shell Quaker (sic) 

failure, but the very tight ethylene supply situation in Europe.")). And as Respondent admits, 

I~1 (See CCRF 636,643). f
 

1 (RX0698 at 005, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 944-945, in camera). 

The complaint EnerSys filed on October 11, 2006 specifically alleges that Daramic told 

EnerSys its "supply problems wil 'go away' if EnerSys agrees to enter into a new long term 

contract between the paries at terms unilaterally dictated by Daramic . .." (RX00243 at 009). 

Paramic f 

"1 

(PX1211, in camera). That contemporaneous document l 

1 (PX1211 at 002, in camera; see also 
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(PX1224 at 004, in camera 

l; CCFOF 1153-1154). 

655. Significantly, EnerSys' Complaint seeks temporary and preliminary injunctive relief 
(RX243 at 002), yet no evidence exists that EnerSys took any additional steps to obtain such 
relief from any court, includin . holdin a hearn , submittin an motions, briefs or affdavits, or 
obtained such relief. l 

1 (RX1601, in camera; PX1224 in camera). As is clear, EnerSys
was represented by counsel throughout this timeframe. No evidence has been presented to this 
Cour that EnerSys ever sought to have its contract with DaramIc nullfied for supposedly 
signing it under duress and no evidence has even been presented to this Court that EnerSys ever 
made that assertion prior to the institution of this matter. 

Response to Findine: No. 655: 
This proposed finding is argumentative, improper and factually unsupported. EnerSys 

sought injunctive relief because Daramic's conduct theatened the company with "immediate and 

irreparable har arising from the shutdown of one or more of the EnerSys Plants." (RX00243 at 

003; see also CCFOF 1087,1147, 1151-1154). 

(See CCFOF 1152-1154). Respondent's 

unfounded speculation about alternative legal strategies EnerSys mayor may not have 

considered is not probative. Moreover, Respondent never explorèd these issues at tral. Such . 

information is likely to be protected by one or more legal privileges, in any event. 

656. DaramIc was proactive in its dealing with EnerSys on this force majeure event. Tucker 
Roe attempted to reach 
 EnerSys over the telephone before sending the letter notifyig EnerSys of 
the force majeure sitUation: (Roe, Tr. 1707-1711). Bob Tothon at least two occasions sent 
emails to John Craig assuring EnerSys that Daramic. was doing what it could to handle the 
situation fairly with it and apprising of the status of deliveries. (PX1287; PX1288; Craig, Tr. 
2577-82). Roe developed a plan with Axt whereby they would talk daily about the supply 
situation during this force majeure period. (Roe, Tr. 1711).. Toth told every customer with 
whom he spoke, including Craig, that Daramic was doing everyting that it could to get 
separators to them and that Daramic did not want to shut any of the customer's plants down. 
(Toth, Tr. 1406).
 

Response to Findine: No. 656: 
This proposed finding is contradicted by evidence £ 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 950, in camera). See also 
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(CCRF 647).
 

(See, e.g., PX0694 at 

001; PX0852 at 001, in camera; PX0986 at 001; PX1211 at 002, in camera; see generally 

CCFOF 1114, 1117, 1121-1122, 1139-1146). After-the-fact, self-serving testimony of DaramIc 

executives trying to justify their anticompetitive actions cares no weight. 

657. Daramic employees worked 12 hour days during this force majeure period trying to 
manage the situation, juggling schedules and verifying inventories aU in an effort to meet the 
customer requirements. (Roe, Tr. 1704-05). 

Response to Findinf! No. 657: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response, other than to note that the beneficial 

activities described in the cited testimony did not apply to DaramIc's conduct with respect to 

EnerSys until afer the companies had agreed to the contract extension. (See CCRF 644, 654, 

656, 659).
 

Response to Findinf! No. 658: 
This proposed finding misstates the cited testimony. Mr. Hauswald stated that _ 

J (Hauswald, Tr. 894, in camera). He furter 

admitted that, l 

J 

(Hauswald,Tr. 947-949, in camera; RX00698 at 009, in camera). This admission is consistent 

with several contemporaneous DararIc documents. (See CCRF 648 (detailng how Daramic 

was able to maintain production and mitigate any impact of 
 the Ticona supply situation)). 
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ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 659: 
This proposed fliding is not supported by the evidence. Mr. Axt testifed that l_
 

_1 (Axt, Tr. 2207, in camera; see also CCFOF 1154). 

(ii) Microporous
 

660. EnerSys purchased ACE-SIL(ß and
 

(Burkert, Tr. 2377; RX1120, in camera). ( 
1 (RXl120, in camera). EnerSys admits
 

that no other separator can be used in batteries using Ace-Sil separators except Ace-Sil
 

separators. (Axt, Tr. 2235).
 

ResDonse to Findini! No. 660:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

661. From 1996 up until the merger between Daramic and Microporous, EnerSys purchased 
separators from Microporous' Piney Flats, Tennessee facilty and shipped those separators to 
EnerSys' plants located in Europe and China. (Burkert, Tr. 2377, 2379). And from there, 
EnerSys used the MiCroporous battery separators in EnerSys batteries which it then sold to its 
customers. (Burkert, Tr. 2382-83). 

ReSDonse to Findin2: No. 661: 
The first sentence of 
 this finding is contradicted by Mr. Burkert's clarifying testimony 

that it was Microporous, itself, that shipped separators to EnerSys in Europe. (Burkert, Tr. 

2383). EnerSys then used those separators at its plants in Europe to make batteries for its 

European customers. (Burkert, Tr. 2383). 

662. Prior to the merger of Microporous and Daramic, less than 10% of the separators
 

purchased by EnerSys from Microporous remained in the United States. (Burkert, Tr. 2380, 
2381). 

ReSDonse to Findin2: No. 662: 
Ths finding is contradicted by Mr. Burkert's testimony who testified only with respect to 

the amount of CellForce that was purchased by EnerSys, and did not testify as to the amount of 

Ace-Sil (rubber) consumed by EnerSys in Nort America. (Burkert, Tr. 2379-2380). The 
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exclusionary contract that Daramic forced EnerSys to sign required that EnerSys purchase 90 

percent of its motive separators frm Daramic. (Burkert;Tr.2380-2381). 

Response to Findinl! No. 663:
 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. McDonald who testified that with
 

respect to
 1 (PX0921
 

(McDonald, IH at 202-204, in camera)). _ l
 

This finding is not supported by Mr. Axt's testimony that as of February 2006 the fi
 

1 (Burkert, Tr. 2407-2408,2458, in camera) (no testimony 

on development). 

664. At the tiine of the merger of Microporous and Daramic, the Feistritzplant was not in
 

commercial operation, and EnerSys, to the extent it needed separators from Microporous for its 
worldwide operations, would buy them from Microporous' Piney Flats, Tennessee facility. 
(Burkert, Tr. 2384-85; Axt, Tr. 2239). 

Response to Findinl! No. 664:
 
The Feistritz plant would have been operational in mid-Marh, two weeks afer
 

. Microporous was acquired. (Gilchrist, Tr. 309). Feistritz was already making production line 

samples for its customers prior to the acquisition. (Burkert, Tr. 2461). 

665. EnerSys does not believe it is necessary for its business for its separator suppliers to be 
physically located in both North America and Europe. (Burkert, Tr. 2385; RX224). 

Response to FindiUl! No. 665:
 
EnerSys prefers to have its separator suppliers to be located close to its plants, not
 

necessarly next door, but "within a 50-mile radius." (Axt, Tr. 2108). EnerSys prefers to have 
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local suppliers to reduce shipping costs, inventory carying costs, freight forward fees, logistics, 

lead times, timeliness of supply, and duties. (Axt, Tr. 2109,2130). This is paricularly tre in 

Europe and Nort America where EnerSys does a lot of 
 business. (Axt, Tr. 2108). Even for its 

low-volume motive business in China, EnerSys is concerned about logistics. (Axt, Tr.2240

2241). However there is i 1 (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera). 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2141-2142, in 

camera). However, this raised concerns for EnerSys because i 

l (Axt, Tr.
 

2142, in camera; PX1200 at 002, in camera). 

l (Axt,Tr. 2142, in camera)..
 

MPLP and EnerSys i ) (PX1200 at 001, in 

) (Axt, Tr. 2141, in camera). i_ 

(PX1200 at 002-003, in camera). 

666. EnerSys had for years purchased battery separators from Nort America and shipped 
them to its plants located in Europe and China. (Burkert, Tr. 2377-79; RX206 at 003, in 
camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 666: 
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Respondent attempts to support this finding with a document not used at tral that is 

contradicted by Mr. Burkert's testimony that EnerSys was not happy with the situation of having 

Microporous supply its European plants from North America, which is why it asked 

Microporous to build a plant in Austria. (Burkert, Tr. 2466-2467). 

1. EnerSys Enters Into Contract with Microporous
 

Response to FindinlZ No. 667: 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Craig who testified that he had not 

made a decision notto do business with Daramic. (Craig, Tr. 2595). "My objective is I want 

multiple sources. I want a competitive environment. And if we were to switch over to one other 

source and not do business with Daramic, that would put us right back were we are today." 

(Craig, Tr. 2505). Mr. Craig concluded that, despite the force majeure actions by Daramic, 

"business is business" and he hoped that EnerSys and Daramic would be able to do business 

together in the future. (Craig, Tr. 2596).
 

Mr. Burkert testified that even if EnerSys went 100% with Microporous, it would stil 

have DaramIc as a second source. (Burkert, Tr. 2424-2425,2459-2460). 

1 (RX206 at 005, in camera). i 
camera).1 (RX206 at 004, in 


Response to FindinlZ No. 669: 
EnerSys's plant in China would receive product from Piney Flats, Tennessee. (Axt, Tr. 

2240-2241). 
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1 

670. No credible evidence is in the record that the Feistritzfacility was intended to provide 
separators to EnerSys for its Nort America operations. 

Response to Findine No. 670:
 
This finding is contradicted by credible evidence that (
 

This meant that EnerSys would ( 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2144, in camera). Initially EnerSys committed every plant 

except Richmond, Kentucky, which was not included btcause EnerSys wished to keep two 

suppliers and because CellForce could not be sleeved at that time. (Axt, Tr. 2131). 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2256, in camera; RX207 at 009, in camera) 

Response to Findin2 No. 672:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

673. EnerSys did not enter into the contract with Microporous until Januar 2007 due to the 
fact that the Microporous board of directors, and the owners of Microporous, IGP Partners, did 
not provide its support to the project until 
 that time. (Axt, Tr. 2256, 2153, in camera; PX2300; 
PX2301). 

I (Axt, Tr. 2303-2304, in camera). 

2. EnerSys Intended to Move 100% of its Purchases
 

from Daramic to Microporous 
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1 RX220 at 008, in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2428, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 674: 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Craig who testified that he had not 

made a decision not to do business with Daramic. (Craig, Tr. 2595). "My objective is I want 

multiple sources. I want R competitive environment. And if we Were to switch over to one other 

source and not do business with Daramic, that would put us right back were we are today." 

(Craig, Tr.2595). Mr. Craig concluded that, despite the force majeure actions by Daramic, 

"business is business" and he hoped that EnerSys and Daramic would be able to do business 

together in the future. (Craig, Tr. 2596). 

The contract between Microporous and Daramic applied to 

) (RX00953 at 001-002, in camera). 

(RX00953 at 001-002, in camera). The contract commits 

EnerSys to purchase 

(compare RX00953 at 002, in camera and PX1259 at 003, in camra) 

) 

) (Burkert, Tr. 2429, 2431, in camera; RX221, in camera).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 675:
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) (CCRF 674, in camera). 

Res onse to Findin 
( 

L (CCRF 674, in camera). 

Finall , in its contract entered into with Micro orous in Januar 

L (RX953 at 003, in camera). The Court finds that
Daramic was not and would not be a competitive factor as related to EnerSys until at least July 
2013. 

(RX00953 at 001-002, in camera). The contract commits EnerSys to purchase 

1 (compare RX00953 at 002, in 

camera and PX1259 at 003, in camera) 

L (RX00953 at 002, in 

camera). Moreover, the contract applied to l 

(RX00953 at 001-002, in camera). l 

(Axt, Tr. 2214, in camera; RX00953, in camera). Without a competitor, customers have no way 

of knowing if the price increases being sought by DaramIc ate legitimate. (Benjamin, Tr. 3524

3525). 
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In previous negotiations, 

For example, on November 7, 2007, 

Tucker Roe wrote an email to Lary Burkert in which he informed Mr. Burkert that l_
 

1 (RX00768 at 001, in 

camera). Mr. Roe added, however, that Daramic would ( 

1 (RXOO768 at 001, in camera). 

l_ 
(_.l (CCFOF 1114-1115,1121, in camera). l_
 

1 (PX1224 at 007, in camera). 

3. EnerSys Refused Microporous Price Increases and
 

Surcharges 

Response to FindinlZ No. 678: 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Burkertwho testified that EnerSys 

accepted the rubber pass through with respect to Ace-Si1. (Burkert, Tr. 2313). Mr. Burkert 

further testified that EnerSys was able to avoid this preacquisition price increase in CellForce 

only by virtue of the then existing competition between Daramic and Microporous. (Burkert, Tr. 

2314-2315). 

With respect to the first sentence, this bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and 

is contradicted by Mr. Craig's testimony that EnerSys does not l 
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) (Craig, Tr..2566-2567, in camera). 

The assertion that battery manufacturers have buying power is contradicted by evidence 

l (PX0265 at 008, in camera). 

According to Daramic, i 

_l (PX0265 at 004, 007-008, in camera). (
 

(PX0265 at 010, in camera). ( 

1 (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera). Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004 

("demonstrating pricing power in the marketplace regardless of movements in material and 

energy costs."); PX0468 atOOl, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 included_ 

_I; PX0204 at 002 (Mr. Hauswald's 2006 goals included "(r)aise Daramic prices
 

again where possible to demonstrate prcing power regardless of cost movements.") 

l (Berkert.
 

Tr. 2434-37, in camera; RX228 at 001 in camera). This fuher evidences EnerSys' strength to 
use its buying power. 
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L (Burkert, Tr. 2458-2459, in 

camera). f
 

_1 (Burkert, Tr. 2460, in camera).
 

The assertion that battery manufacturers have buying power is contradicted by evidence 

1 (PX0265 at 008, in camera). 

According to Daramic, l 

_1 (PX0265 at 004, 007-008, in camera). t 

l 

(PX0265 at 010, in camera). l 

L (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera). Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004 

("demonstrating pricing power in the marketplace regardless of movements in material and 

energy costs."); PX0468 at 001, in camera 
 (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 includedt_ 

_1; PX0204 at 002 (Mr. Hauswald's 200 goals included "(r)aise Daramic prices
 

again where possible to demonstrate pricing power regardless of cost movements.") 

(b) Today
 

(i) Other Sources of Supply Are Available
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I 

680. EnerSys has available to it potential suppliers of battery separators for its industrial 
. batteries and, in fact, has been in discussion with thee potential suppliers since the merger of 

Daramic and Microporous was anounced. 

Response to Findius! No. 680: 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. Simply put, EnerSys has no suppliers of battery separators for its industrial batteries 

today. (Axt, Tr. 2101). Any potential suppliers to EnerSys are at least three years away from 

providing industrial (motive) separators if 
 they are successful at developing a motive separator 

and 40 months for UPS, again if they are successful in developing such a separator. (Gagge, Tr. 

2491-2492). 

L (Axt, Tr.2217-2219, in camera; PX1248 at 001, in camera). 

1. Entek
 

681. Entek, which had been a supplier of PE separators for industrial application in the 1990s, 
has at least twice expressed an interest to EnerSys to supply it with battery separators. (Burkert, 
Tr. 23111; Burkert, Tr. 2446, 2448, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2514, in camera). During Daramic's 
force majeure in 2006, Entek also expressed a wilingness to provide samples to EnerSys.
 

(RX201).
 

Response to Findine No. 681:
 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that Mr. Burkert specifically testified_
 

L (Burkert, Tr. 2447, in camera). 

L (Burkert, Tr. 2351-2352, in camera).
 

L (Burkert, Tr. 2352, in camera).
 

). (Burkert, Tr. 2353, in camera).
 

Mr. Burkert felt that
 

) (Burkert, Tr. 2353, in camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 2521, in camera). 
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As a result of these conversations. J 

(Burkert. Tr. 2357, in camera). . 

1 (Burkert. Tr. 2447. in camera). Mr. Burkert ttlstified that l_ 

_1 (Burkert, Tr. 2447. in camera). 

If EnerSys received l- 1 (Gagge. Tr. 2522. in camera): l 

- 1 (Gagge. Tr. 2522. in camera). 

The statement in the second sentence of this finding is supported only be a document not 

used at tral that is contradicted by the simple fact that l 

1 (Axt. Tr. 2189-2190, 

in camera). 

1 (Burkèrt,
 

Tr. 2355, in camera) (emphasis added). 

_1 (Burkert, Tr. 2447. in camera), Mr. Burkert testified that 
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(Burkert, Tr. 2447, in camera). 

L (Burkert, Tr. 2447-2448, in camera). 

_l (Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera).
 

lCGagge, Tr. 2522, in camera). 

683. l J 
(Burkert, Tr. 2448, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 683:
 
Polypore hopes to exploit an ambiguous statement in this finding. (
 

and Burkert, Tr. 2446-2448, in camera). 

L (compare Burkert, Tr. 2354, in camera 

2514, in camera). 

(Gagge, Tr. 2514, in camera). 

( 
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_1 (Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camra). t_
 

) (Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera). 

2. Asian Producers
 

in camera; RX193; RX203, in camera). l 
1 (RX1203, in camera). EnerSys also gave consideration to PT 

Separndo located in India (RX194) and Epoch located in China (RX195). 

Response to Findinl! No. 685:
 
With the exception of RX00239, none of the documents cited by respondent in this
 

finding were used at trial, and all are contradicted by the evidence, which shows that l_
 

J (Burkert, Tr. 2355-2360, in camera). EnerSys has no 

approved suppliers of battery separators for its motive or UPS batteries today. (Axt, Tr. 2101, 

2103-2104)._i 
_J (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 115), in camera; PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 117)).
 

J According to Amer-Sils Managing 

Director, l 

1 (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 94-95), in camera). _ 

_J (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 94, in camera)).
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2500, in camera). 

1 (Gagge, Tr. 2497-2499, in camera). 

1 (Gagge, Tr. 2499

2217-2219, in camera). l 

1 (PX1Z48 at 001, in camera). 

3. BFR 

1 (Axt, Tr. 

Response to FindinlZ No. 686: 

l 

1 (See generally CCFOF 947-950,966

967,969,972-974,983-986). 

1 (HalL, Tr. 2881, in camera). l 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2218, in
 

camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera) ( 

1 (Hall, Tr. 
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2881, in camera;). ( 

_J (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 262), in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 

2498-2499, in camera). 

) (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in camera; PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. at 291, in camera)). ( 

J (Axt, Tr. 2217-2219, in camera). Mr. 

Hall hasqcommunicated to ( 

1 (Hall, Tr. 

2881~2882, in camera). 

Respondent did not use any of the documents cited in this rinding at triaL. 

687. BFR, which produces battery separators for JCI, the world's largest manufacturer of 
automotive batteries, has advised EnerSys that it is capable of producing industrial PE separators 
for EnerSys. (RX225). BFR has also stated that it prefers establishing long term contracts with 
its key customers. (RX225). 

Resoonse to FindinlZ No. 687: 
This finding is contradicted by EnerSys testimony that it ( 

J (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera; see 

also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera). 

688. EnerSys agreed to support the rinancial cost of a new profie roll for BFR, at an 
approximate cost of $5,000. (RX237). 

ReSDonse to FindinlZ No. 688:
 
Respondent attempts to support this finding with a document not used at tral that is
 

contradicted by the trial testimony of Mr. Burkert who testified that 

1 (Burkert, Tr. 2448-2449, in camera). In addition, 
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T 

L (Axt, Tr. 2219, in camera). 

L (Axt, Tr. 2271, in 

camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 689:
 
The document cited by respondent in support of this finding, (RX00238), was not used at
 

trial and is contradicted by clear testimony that EnerSys received 

L (Gagge, Tr. 2497, in camera). 

) (Gagge, Tr. 2497-2499, in camera).
 

4. Anpei 

690. ) 
(Axt, Tr. 2272, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 691:
 
Respondent attempts to support this finding with a document it did not use at trial that is
 

contradicted by the trial testimony of Mr. Gagge who testified that 

_l(Gagge, Tr. 2515). 
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l(RXOO222 at 001, in camera). This 

document does, however, demonstrate that even without i 

1 (RXOO222 at 001, in camera). 

692. 1 (RX197, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 692: 
Respondent attempts to support this finding with a document it did not use at trial that is 

contradicted by the trial testimony of Mr. Gagge who testified that i 

1 (Gagge, Tr. 2499-2500, in camera). i_
 

1 (Gagge, Tr. 2499-2500, i11 camera). II
 

1 (Gagge,
 

Tr. 2499-2500, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 693: 
This finding is contradicted by Mr. Gagge's testimony that ( 

_ (Gagge, Tr. 2499-2500, in camera).
 

Moreover, this finding is not supportèd by Mr. Burkert's testimony who merely stated 

~l . (Burkert, Tr. 2445, in camera). Mr. Axt 

testifed that_ ) 

(Axt, Tr. 2272-2273, in camera). 
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L (Axt, Tr. 2273, in camera; Berkert, Tr. 2445, in
camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 694: 
Prior to the acquisition of Microporous by Daramic, l 

) (Axt, Tr. 2273, in
 

camera). After the acquisition, l 

_l (Axt, Tr. 2273, in camera). Thus, it was not until EnerSys leared that l_
 

l
 

In any event, EnerSys has been working with l
 

L (Gagge, Tr. 2507, in camera). 

5. Alpha Beta
 

camera; Axt, Tr. 2277, in camera; Berkert Tr. 2456, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 695:
 
The document cited for this proposition, which was not used at trial, actually says
 

(RXoo199 at 001). 

L (RX223, in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2450, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 696: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response except to note that respondent did not use 

RX00223 at triaL. 

Response to Findin2 No. 697:
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l 

The statement being offered in this finding is unreliable heasay and the speaker is not 

subject to cross-examination. 

Response to Findine No. 698:
 
This rinding is contradicted by the testimony of Messrs Axt and Burkert. Mr. Axt
 

testified that i 

_l (Axt, Tr. 2305, in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2450-2451, in camera). After working with
 

~l (Burkert, Tr. 2359, in camera).
 

_l (Axt, Tr. 2306, in camera).
 

6. Amer-Sil
 

Response to Findine No. 699: 
This rinding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Dauwe of Amer-Sil, who testified 

. that "rt)he only thing that EnerSys did was ask if we would be interested to make PE separators. 

The joint venture is an incorrect - factually incorrect." (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 90)). Amer-

J
 

(PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 115), in camera; PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 117)). l
 

J According to Amer-Sil's Managing Director, i_
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(PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 94-95), in camera). 

l (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 94), in 

camera). 

Mr. Burkert who l 

1 

(Burkert, Tr. 2355-2356, in camera). 

l (Burkert, Tr. 2357, in camera).
 

Respondent did not use PX1262 at trial, and it does not support the proposition. First, 

l Second, the document cited concludes with a 

September 2008 email from Mr. Gagge in which he writes "At this point, I would say thans but 

no thans on the PE replacement strategy. Make it known that we discussed at BCI and have yet 

to hear a plan from them. A sloth moves faster." (PX1262 at 001). 

l (Gagge, Tr. 2512, in camera; Axt, Tr. 2288, 2183, in
 
camera; PXI280)~ EnerSys has considered using Amer-Sil PVC separators. (PX1283). 

Resoonse to Findine No. 700: 
Respondent attempts to support this finding with documents it did not use at tral that are . 

contradicted by the testimony of Messrs Axt, Gagge, Gilchrist, Dauwe, and by Daramic's own 

documents: 

When EnerSys used Amer-Sil PVC separators in Europe during Daramic's declared force 

majeure in 2006, they were 20 percent more expensive than the PE that EnerSys was buying 

from DaramÌc. (Axt, Tr. 2102). l 

l 
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(Axt, Tr. 2307, in camera). 

(Burkert, Tr. 2357, in camera). i 

i (Gagge, Tr. 2521, in camera). l
 

I (Gagge, Tr. 2512, in camera).
 

L (Gagge, Tr. 2520, in camera). i.
 

l (Gagge, Tr. 2520, in camera).
l_ 
(Gagge, Tr. 2521, in camera). 

_i (Gagge, Tr. 2520, in camera).
 

i. 
_i (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 122), in camera) (
 

i (PX0916 (Dauwe,
 

Dep. at 88), in camera) i 

1 (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at158), in 

camera). 

Daramic's own documents detail these 
 problems with PVC, stating that "In Nort 

America and Western Europe, sintered PVC separators are never used in motive power 

applications. Batteries with sintered PVC separators wil not meet the demanding performance 

and cycle life applications (the battery is required to achieve a minimum life of 4 years under 

arduous deep-cycle 
 duty)." (PX1790 at 002). 
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The documents cited by respondent were not used at trial and do not support the 

proposition. One document cited by respondent, PX1280, relates only to Daramic's own 

product, Darak, and does not relate in any way to PVC or Amer-SiL. The other document, 

PX1283, relates to the potential use of PVC in light duty batteries in Eastern Europe during 

when EnerSys was unable to get suffcient supply of quality 

separators from DaramIc to keep its lines ruing. (Hauswald, Tr. 1071-1073) (55 day strike in 

Fall of 2008 at Owensboro affected all production there). The document highlights the problems 

with using PVC because it must be used in leaf form and is brittle. (PX1283 at 002). 

Daramic's Owensboro strike 


j	 . . 
j 

_1 (Burkert, Tr. 2356, in camera). 

Response to Findini! No. 701:
 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Dauwe of Amer-Sil, who testified
 

that U(t)he only thing that EnerSys did was ask if we would be interested to make PE separators. 

The joint venture is an incorrect ~ factually incorrect." (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 90)). Amer-

Sil has 

(PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 115), in camera; PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 117)). 

1 According to Amer-Sil's Managing Director, _ 

(PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 94-95), in camera). 

(Dauwe, Dep. at 94), in1 (PX0916 


camera). 
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EnerSys has considered vertical integration into separator manufacture, ( 

l (Burkert, Tr. 2366, in camera). EnerSys concluded that it ti
 

l (Craig, Tr. 2644, in camera).
 

1 (RX00199 at 001, in camera). ( 

1 (RX00239, in 

camera). l 

1 (Burkert, Tr. 2456, in camera). 

J (RX215, in camera). EnerSys also
 
used Amer-sil for increased production during the fall 2006 force majeure. (Axt 2287-88).
 

Response to Findine No. 702: 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Messrs Burkert, Gagge, and the 

document cited by respondent in support of the finding: 

Mr. Burkert testified that while EnerSys has considered vertical integration into separator 

manufacture, ( 

J (Burkert, Tr. 2366, in camera). With respect 

to Amer-Sil, Mr. Burkert only l 
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_J (Burken, Tr. 2355-2356, in camera). .
 

J (Burken, Tr. 2357, in camera). 

(Gagge, Tr. 2534-2535, in camera; RX00215, in camera (( J; 

RX00216-001 Cit)hats the argument that wil be presented by DaramIc"). EnerSys concluded 

J (Gagge, Tr. 2535

2536, in camera; RXOO216 at 001, in camera). 

When EnerSys used Amer-Sil PVC separators in Europe during Daramic's declared force 

majeUre in 2006, they were 20 percent more expensive than the PE that EnerSys was buying 

from Daramic. (Axt, Tr. 2102). ( 

(Axt, Tr. 2307, in camera). 

( urkert, Tr. 2357, incamera). ( 

J (Gagge, Tr. 2521. in camera). 

J (Gagge, Tr. 2512. in camera). 

7. Other Sources
 

J (Berkert, Tr. 2453-56, in camera; RX199, in camera). 

ResDonse to Findinl! No. 703: 
This finding, which is supported by a document not used at tral, is contradicted by the 

testimony of ( J (Burkert. Tr.
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2454, in camera). 

(Burkert, Tr. 2463, in camera). EnerSys has considered vertical integration 

into separator manufacture, ( 

1 (Burkert, Tr. 2366, in
 

camera). EncrSys concluded that it 

J (Craig, Tr. 2644, in
 

camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 704:
 
With respect to the first two sentenèes of this finding, these bare assertions are
 

unsupported by any evidence and are contradicted by a great deal of evidence. _ 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2273, in 

camera; Gagge, Tr. 2507, in camera). ( 

_1 (Axt,Tr. 2273-2274, in camera). f 

l (Craig, Tr. 2628

2629, in camera). 

IIf l that are detailed in respondent's findings above give the 

lie to this unsupported assertion. (RFOF 680-703). 
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1 (Gagge, Tr. 2528-2529, incamera). 

(Craig, Tr. 2629-30, in camera, 2631-32, in camera). 

_ (Craig, Tr. 2632).
 

L (Burkert, Tr. 

2447, in camera). t 

(Burkert, Tr. 2355

2360). 

1 (Gagge, Tr. 2498-2500, in camera). ct
 

1 by commencing testing on 

production samples. Any potential suppliers to Ep.erSys are at least thee years away from 

providing industrial (motive) separatòrs if they are successful at developing a motive separator 

and 40 months for UPS, again if they are successful in developing such a separator. (Gagge, Tr. 

2491-2492). t_
 

.J (Axt, Tr. 2217-2219, in camera; PX1248 at 001, in camera). 

L (RFOF 680-703, in 

camera), 
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Response to Findine No. 706:
 
This finding is contradicted by Mr. Axts testimony that the l
 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2272, in camera). It is further contradicted by Mr. 

Axt's testimony that 

(Axt, Tr. 2272-2273, in camera).
 

Respondent's cite to Mr. Axt's testimony does not support this finding. (Axt, Tr. 2272

2274, in camera) l_
 

1 

Response to Findine No. 707: 
This unsupported finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Dauwe, Mr. Burkert, 

Mr. Axt; and Mr. Craig. 

Mr. Dauwe of Amer-Sil testified that "(t)he only thing that EnerSys did was ask if we 

would be interested to make PE separators. The joint venture is an incorrect - factually 

incorrect." (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 90), see also CCRF 701, in camera . 
l 

EnerSys has considered vertical integration into separator 
 manufacture, l 
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L (Burkert, . Tr. 2366, in camera). EnerSys concluded that it _ 

) (Craig, Tr. 2644, in camera).
 

L (Craig, Tr. 2632, in 

camera). 

_I (Craig, Tr. 2631, in camera)
 

708. ( I (Axt, Tr. 2273, in
 
, camera; Berkert, Tr. 2445, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 708:
 
Prior to the acquisition of Microporous by Daramic, (
 

I (Axt, Tr. 2273, in
 

camera). After the acquisition, ( 

_I (Axt, Tr. 2273, in camera). Thus, it was not until EnerSys leared that
 

) (Gagge, Tr.
 

2507, in camera). 

(Gagge, Tr. 2518-19, in camera). 
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1 (Burkert, Tr. 2351-2352, in camera). (_ 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2271, in camera). 

Respondent's cite to Mr. Gagge's testimony does not support this finding. (no mention 

of Mr. Craig's knowledge). Even if it did, it would be unreliable and objectionable speculation. 

710. The above findings demonstrate a lack of any serious effort on EnerSys' par to find a 
supplier of PE separators despite ample opportunities to do so. 

Response to Findinl! No. 710: 
This unsupported finding is contradicted by fact, logic, and basic economics. That 

EnerSys would not move forward expeditiously in finding a second source while Daramic is 

demanding unprecedented price increases as their contract comes to an end is simply not 

credible. 

camera). 

I (Craig, Tr. 2643-2644, in camera). ( 

1 (Craig, Tr. 264

2645, in 
 camera). 

(Axt, Tr. 2238-39, 2250, in camera). This Court does not credit Axt's testimony. 

Response to Findiniæ No. 712: 
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Microporous was not 
 just a potential supplier to EnerSys, it was an actual supplier. 

(PXI259). EnerSys had been doing business with Microporous for more than 40 years. 

(pxoon at 044). 

Battery Separators(c) EnerSys Testing of 


713. l 
in camera). For example, during the strike at Daramic's Owensboro

IIl (Gagge, Tr. 2508,


facility, EnerSys accepted battery separators manufactured at the Feistritzlocation for use in 
EnerSys' facility in Monterrey, Mexico, after, at most, five months of testing. (Burkert Tr. 2400
01). 

(Gagge, Tr. 2508-2509, in camera). The testimony cited by respondent does not support the 

assertion. l 

L (Gagge, Tr. 2508, in camera) (no testimony 

l 

. Respondent's claim that EnerSys accepted separators from Feistritz with less than 5 

months of testing is also deceiving. EnerSys "started looking at CellForce in 2002. It was 

approved around 2007. It went 
 through five years oftesting." (Burkert, Tr. 2401). Moreover, 

Microporous sent EnerSys production samples from Feistritz prior to the acquisition by Daramic 

in February, 2008. (Burkert, Tr. 2467). 

Response to Findin2 No. 714: 
This finding is supported by a document not used at trial that is contradicted by Mr. 

Burkert's testimony that CellForce "went though five years of testing." (Burkert, Tr. 2401; 

Gilchrist, Tr. 618 (based on Microporous's experience in CellForce the internal customer process 
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can take four to five years)). 

_l (PX2188 at 002, in camera).
 

camera). 

Response to Findin2" No. 715: 
EnerSys "stared looking at CellForce in 2002. It was approved around 2007. It went 

through five years of testing." (Burkert, Tr. 2401). f 

L (RX00717 at 001; in camera). 

camera; RX204). 

Res onse to Findin
 
EnerSys received L
 L (Gagge, Tr. 

2497, in camera). l 

1 (Gagge, Tr. 2497-2499, in camera). 

1 (Gagge, Tr. 2499

2500, in camera). l L (Gagge, Tr. 

2499-2500, in camera). Just in terms of testing, l 
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) (Gagge, Tr. 2499-2500, in camera).
 

717. In a complaint fied by EnerSys against Daramic in state cour in Pennsylvana in October
 

2006, which was verified by Axt as EnerSys' Vice President, Global Procurement, EnerSys
 

admitted that obtaining replacement separators and qualifying an alternate supplier takes less 
than a year: 

Moreover, even if EnerSys was able to purchase replacement battery separators 
from other vendors, such products could not immediately be used by EnerSys and 
satisfy industry standards 
 for battery performance and life testing. Rather,

. significant engineering, testing, and manufacturing hurdles would be encountered 
to ensure that the replacement battery separators would satisfy these 
specifications. These engineering, testing and manufacturing hurdles can take as 
long as one year to overcome. 
(RX243 at 007 emphasis added). 

Response to Findin2 No. 717: .
 
Respondent attempts to support this finding with a document on which it did not bother 

to question Mr. Axt. This complaint, hastily fied by EnerSys within days ofDaramic's 

declaration of force majeure in 2006, is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Gagge, the engineer 

in charge of testing at EnerSys, who testified that motive battery separators undergo cycle testing 

for a period of 2.5 year at EnerSys. (Gagge, Tr. 2490). From begining to end the testing 

process taes "upwards of 
 three years, a six-month development cycle for production tooling, et 

cetera, and then the two and a half years of testing would follow." (Gagge, Tr. 2492). "It takes a 

long time to try and develop a supplier." (Axt, Tr. 2127). 

) (Whear, Tr. 4798; PX0568; see also Whear, Tr. 4813, in camera; 

PX0564, in camera). Testing for 
 motive power and stationar is a very long-term process thàt 

takes about two years to complete. (Whea, Tr. 4801, (PX0842 "Testing industrial cells is a very 

long term process (-2 years). . ,")). When C&D began testing HD for use in motive batteries, 

DaramIc understood that it would take two year to qualify the separator at C&D; (PX0806 at 

003). 
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1 (RX953 at 001, in camera). Accordingly, EnerSys
agreed with Microporous that EnerSys would be in a position to purchase, and Microporous 
would be in a position to sell, separators within 18 months of the execution of the contract. 

Response to Findine No. 718:
 
EnerSys "started looking at CellForce in 2002. It was approved around 2007. It went
 

through five years oftesting." (Burkert, Tr. 2401). i
 

001, in 
 camera).1 (RX00717 at 


1 (Axt, Tr. 2151-53, in camera, 2166-67, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 719:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(d) EnerSys' Business Today
 

(Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). 

(Simpson. Tr. 3195, in camera). 

(e) The Microporous Acquisition Did Not Result In ALoss Of
 
Technolo ical Inovation 
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at 08, in camera). l 

~i1 (Burkert, Tr. 2408, in camera). DaramIc also considers the white PE project as being
 
active, and awaits furter information from EnerSys regarding this sample testing. (Hauswald,
Tr. 1099). . 

1 (Brilmyer, Tr. 1924-1925; PX0665 at 002, in 

camera). Moreover, as far as EnerSys could tell, Daramic had no intention of spending an 

additional man hour working on the solution to its black scum problem embarked upon by 

MPLP. (PX0579 at 003, in camera 

1 (PX0913 (Whear,
 

Dep. at 197, in camera); Whear, Tr. 4825, in camera). 

(Whear, Tr. 

4722; PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 200, in camera)). 

723. While EnerSys witnesses testified that Microporous' white PE product in development 
was the answer to the BlackScum problem, the evidence demonstrates that, at best, this assertion 
is incorrect. (Whear,Tr. 4731-32, in camera; RX01298). 

a. First, so-called Black Scum is a problem encountered with
 

any PE product and is the result of oils found in the separator 
oxidizing. (Hauswald Tr. 1097-99; Whear Tr. at 4710-11; Burkert, 
Tr. 2316-17,2468). 
b. Second, Daramic studied the Black Scum problem in the
 

1990s and determined that the problem was the result of oils used 
in the 
 separators and develope a process using so-called clean oil 
to reduce the Black Scum problem. (Whear, Tr. 4710-11). 
Daramic has a patent on this clean oiL. (Wea, Tr. 4711). 
c. Third, while Gilchrist testified at this hearng that Black
 

Scum was the result of use of carbon black in PE separators and 
that Microporous' white PE was an example of Microporous' 
"innovation:' the Court finds that Gilchrist is misinformed. Black 
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Scum is not caused by carbon black but rather by oil from the 
separator, and that 
 the white PE product (also known as LENO) is 
not in fact the dramatic technological improvement that Gilchrst 
made it out to be. (Gilchrist, Tr. 353-355; Hauswald, Tr. 1098;
 

Whear, Tr. 4710-11' Whear Tr. 4731-32, in camera; PX0662, in 
camera 

Response to Findim! No. 723: 
While Black scum is a common problem for PE sel-ators MPLP was committed to 

finding an innovative solution. MPLP assembled a team of engineers, salespeople, and finance 

professionals to ensure that a solution would be found, there would be customers interested in it 

and that ultimately the product would be profitable for the company. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1837-1838). 

MPLP's solution to remove the calcium stearate had already proven effective in the Enersys 

batteries used in rail application from two of its European facilities. (PX0564 at 001 ("(Enersys L 

had one black scum incidence each in Poland and Hagen, but no incidences anymore after MP 

reduced the calcium stearate content."). In contrast, t 

J (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 197, in caméra); 

Whear, Tr. 4825, in camera).
 

(Whear, Tr. 4722; 

PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 200, in camera)). 

724.. EnerSys complained to Daramic that it was experiencing a Black Scum problem at its 
Hays, Kansas plant. (Whear, Tr. 4714). Daramic studied the problem extensively and
 

determined that cutting fluids used by EnerSys was causing this particular Black Scum problem. 
(Whear, Tr. 4719-21). Daramic met with representatives of EnerSys and recommended that 
EnerSys change its cutting fluid to reduce the frequ,ency of the Black Scum incidents. (Whear, 
Tr. 4721-22; PX1253; Berkert, Tr. 2397-98); 

J (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 197, in 

camera); Whear, Tr. 4718, 4825, in camera). 

(t) EnerSys' Witnesses Are Not Credible
 
Mr. Lay Axt, Mr. Lar Burkert, Mr. John 

Gagge and Mr. John Craig. Having viewed these witnesses and heard their testimony, the Cour 
725. This Court has heard the live testimony of 
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does not credit their testimony as being credible. The EnerSys witnesses were heavily coached 
. by FTC lawyers. (Axt, Tr. 2230; Burkert, Tr. 2369-76; Gagge, Tr. 2543-47; 
 RXOOI92-01-02). 

ReSDonseto Findine No. 725: 
The bare assertion in this finding that EnerSys witnesses are not credible is unsupported 

and refuted by the EnerSys witnesses' testimony and demeanors. Mr. Burkert testified that he 

did not go over his testimony with Mr. Dahm of the FTC when they met prior to Mr. Burkert's 

testimony. (Burkert, Tr. 2376-2377). Mr. Burkert also denied tellng any of the other EnerSys 

witnesses what they should say. (Burkert, Tr. 2376). 

The assertion that EnerSys witnesses were heavily coached is unsupported by the record 

which reflects no more than a competent investigation and normal trial preparation by Complaint 

CounseL. (Axt, Tr. 2230 (talked to FTC and EnerSys attorney about his deposition); Burkert, Tr. 

2369-2376 (one October 2008 interview with FTC, conference calls, and meeting prior to 

testimony); Gagge, Tr. 2543-2547 (interview in May, 2008, October, 2008, and shown a 

document by Mr. Dahil on May 12, 2009); RXoo192 at 001 and 002 (email related to October 

meeting with Messrs. Dahm and Robertson of the FTC). 

726. Led by Mr. John Craig, EnerSys has been a vocal opponent to the Daramic-Microporous
 

merger. Craig, having been described as bein on the "w ath" about the anounced merger 
(RX211; Ga e, Tr. 2544-46), 

l(Craig, Tr. 2619, in camera), 
(RX233, in camera; Craig, Tr. 2619-21, in camera). Craig then 

instrcted EnerSys employees to cooperate fully with the FTC lawyers (Gagge, Tr. 2547), which 
included voluntarily providing documents, dummy batteries and other information - some of 
which was not even requested by the FTC (Burkert, Tr. 2372-74; Burkert, Tr. 2404- 10, in 
camera; RX192; RX1017, in camera; RX221 in camera; RX1012; RX1208 in camera). Craig 
also provided the contact information for its outside counsel, Stevens & Lee, to EnerSys' 
competitors to contact the FTC regarding the DaramIc merger with Microporous. (Craig, Tr. 
2623, in camera; Godber, Tr. 280-282). 

1 (Craig, Tr. 2621, in camera;
 

RX00233, in camera). However, only one was inaccurate.
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L (Craig, Tr. 2621, in 

camera). In fact, Entek had exited the industral business without sellng it to anyone. (Burkert, 

Tr. 2311). 

1 (Craig, Tr. 2619-2620, in camera). i.
 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 869

870, in camera; Toth, Tr. 1396). 

That Mr. Craig is an opponent of 
 the merger and that he asked EnerSys personnel to 

cooperate with the FTC enhances his and their credibilty. 

727. In addition to the clear bias of EnerSys in this matter, the Court finds the testimony of 
EnerSys' witnesses as. inconsistent with each other, certain exhibits and prior deposition 
testimony. For example, Mr. Craig repeatedly feigned a lack of recollection of his deposition 
testimony but yet was able to recall, unsolicited, a particular page of his deposition transcript. 
(Craig, Tr. 2574-81, Craig, Tr. 2619-20, in camera; RX243; PX1288; PX1287). 

Response to Findine No. 727:
 
Respondent's unsupported allegation that Mr. Craig "feigned" a lack of recollection of .
 

his deposition is unconscionable and should not be tolerated by this cour. Respondent's counsel 

asked Mr. Craig to remember whether he had read an entire document at his deposition or 

portions of it, and whether any part of what he had read contained the phrase "putting a gu to 

Enersys' head" and Mr. Craig was unable to perform this miraculous feat at triaL. (Craig, Tr. 

respondent 

chooses to levy an unfounded accusation that Mr. Craig "feigned a lack of recollection." The 

finding is unfounded, unsupported, ridiculous, and should be stricken. 

2574). Rather than simply refresh Mr. Craig's recollection with the document, 


728. Craig testified. that he could not recall the content of the complaint fied by EnerSys 
against Daramic, even though he was questioned about it at his deposition and admitted at that 
time that the complaint did not allege that Dararic theatened to shut EnerSys down. (Craig, Tr. 
2575-76). Yet Craig was able to recall the content when asked questions about it by the FTC on 
re-direct, contradicting his prior sworn and unchanged testimony. (Craig, Ti. 2652-53). 

Response to Findine No. 728: 
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This finding is inaccurate and extraordinarily misleading. Mr. Craig was asked at 

his deposition where in the Complaint it was written that "Mr. Toth or Daramic 

threatened to shut EnerSys down." (Craig, Tr. 2575). Mr. Craig answered, trthfully, "I 

submit it doesn't." 

In fact, what the Complaint actually says is 

(s)imilarly, Daramic has specifically advised EnerSys that EnerSys's battery 
separator supply problems wil "go away" if EnerSys agrees to enter into a long 
term contract between the parties at terms unilaterally dictated by Daramic 
including EnerSys's worldwide battery sepàrator requirements. 

(RX00243 at 009). While this paragraph refers to the theats made by Mr. Toth, it does not 

specifically attribute the threat to him and does not say that "Daramic threatened to shut EnerSys 

down." Mr. Craig testified that while he does notrecall reading this statement in the Complaint, 

it accurately reflects his recollection of what Mr. Toth told him, though not in the exact same 

words. (Craig, Tr. 2653-2654). Respondents assertion that Mr. Craig recalled the contentofthe 

Complaint during Complaint Counsel's questioning is inaccurate and is not supported by the 

record. 

Mr. Craig's accurate and truthful testimony reflects well on his credibility and his 

testimony should be credited by the court. 

729. Craig also admitted that he read the testimony after the deposition, which included his 
prior testimony regarding the complaint, made no changes to it and signed the trancript under 
oath. (Craig, Tr. 2589-90,2591-92; Craig, Tr. 2620:-21, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 729:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

730. Axt and Craig both testified regarding a purorted conversation that 
 they claim occured 
with Mr. Toth regarding Daramic's declaration of a force majeure in October 2006. Yet, both 
Craig and Axt admitted that despite the supposed critical importance of Daramic separators to its 
business and supposed potential impact on its business of the force majeure, no one at EnerSys 
sent a single email or wrote a single memorandum documentin the u orted conversation. 
(Crai , Tr. 2593, 2659-60; Axt, Tr. 2293-96). l 

l (Axt, Tr. 2191, in camera), yet Craig testified that he 
alone was on the call with Toth and that he briefed Axt after the calL. (Craig, Tr. 2592,2571). 
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Response to Findinl! No. 730: 
This finding is contradicted by Paragraph 37 of the Complaint fied against 

Daramic by EnerSys in the Berks County, Pennsylvania Cour of Common Pleas on 

October 11, 2006, which states 

(sJimiIarly, Daramic has specifically advised EnerSys that EnerSys's battery 
separator supply problems wil "go away" if 
 EnerSys agrees to enter into a long 
term contract between the parties at term unihÙerally dictated by Daramic 
including EnerSys's worldwide battery separator requirements. 

(RX00243 at 009). This document reflects the conversation between Toth and Craig. (Craig, Tr. 

2653-2654). 

) (Axt, Tr. 2191, in camera). 

Tr. 2191-2192, in camera). Mr. Axts testimony that he did not speak with Mr. Toth personally, 

but was present when Mr. Craig spoke to Mr. Toth is consistent with Mr. Craig's testimony that 

only he and Toth were on the call. (Craig, Tr. 2592). When Mr. Craig was asked when he 

briefed Mr. Axt, he responded 
 "Sir, I don't recalL. It's three years ago. I really don't recall." 

(Craig, Tr. 2592-2593). None ofthes~ statements are inconsistent. 

j 

. 

1 

camera), and did not even böther to search the Internet for "force majeure and Ticona" to see 
what information he could lear. (Craig Tr. 2587). Had he contacted Exide's .purchasing
 

manager, Gilespie, he would have leared that Exide also received notication of the force 
majeure from Daramic. (RXI048). 

Response to Findinl! No. 731: 
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The force majeure was a fake with respect to Nort Amerca. EnerSys investigated 

DaramIc's force majeure claim, and determined that the asserted force majeure was a sham. (i) 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2206, in camera; see also Hauswald, Tr. 1136, in camera). (ii) 

EnerSys contacted its second PE supplier, Microporous to investigate. On October 9.2006, 

Microporous reported that in the United States no allocation was planned and that "U.S. supply 

positions are whole." (PX1209). (ii) Mr. Craig contacted the CEOs of several other battery 

manufacturers, including East Penn, Trojan. and Exide. Each executive reported that his 

company had not been informed that there was a product shortge; furter, these companies had 

not been informed that there would be a curtailment of supply. (Craig, Tr. 2558). Microporous 

was "never affected by the same (limited PE supply) conditions" as Daramic claimed to be 

during October 2006, even though both companies obtained their PE stock for making separators 

from Ticona. (Gilchrist, Tr. 414-415; Trevathan, Tr. 3655). 

The CEO of EnerSys, John Craig, called the CEO of Daramic, Bob Toth. shortly after the 

confrmed that the 
force majeure announcement. (Craig, Tr. 2556). Their conversation 


prospective curailment was a ploy aimed at forcing EnerSys to enter into a new long term 

contract for the majority of its requirements. Specifically, Mr. Toth theatened that Daramic was 

"going to stop shipping productto you (EnerSys) within two weeks if you don't sign a long-term 

contract. Correction. 10 to 20 percent in the next two weeks." (Craig, Tr. 2556-2559).11 

1 (Craig, Tr. 2562-2563, 2570, 

in camera). 
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When it inormed Exide, a competitor of EnerSys, of the force majeure event on 

October 6, 2006, Daramic pledged to continue supplying Exide with "80% to 90%. and if . 

possible up to 100%" of its normal requirements in the following weeks. (PX1048). 

During the force majeure period, Daramic "treated Exide very well," and "did a very good 
 job" 

of supplying the separators Exide needed at that time. (Gilespie, Tr. 2985, 3095-3096.) Nobody 

from Daramic told Exide that their supply would be cut off or that Daramic would not sell to 

them during the force majeure. (Gilespie, Tr. 2985, 3155; PX1048). 

After the acquisition of lVicroporous, Mr. Hauswald and Mr. Roe of Daramic told.
 

L (Gilchrist, Tr. 414; Gilchrist, Tr. 621, in camera). 

When EnerSys attempted to alter the language it had negotiated with Microporous as a 

result of its force majeure experience with Daramic, Mr. Gilchrist was understandably upset, 

writing that he did "not understand why the 'policy' changes at EnerSys relative to agreements in 

light of the Daramic coercion and why that has to affect our dealings. Especially since we have 

never - and wil never - conduct our business like Daramic does." (PXI215). Because of the 

additional delay that negotiating new contract language would introduce, Mr. Gilchrist agreed to 

accept the insurance provisions and the minor wording, but refused the maj ority of the other 

inclusions that would "bog us down." (PX1215). Thus the inclusion of a force majeure 

provision in the contract between EnerSys and Microporous is hardly "curous." 

732. Axt claims that EnerSys is "a com an
 

stick to them." Axt, Tr. 2116 . 
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l (Axt, Tr. 2263
64, in camera; PX1205). Axt's past conduct fuer undermines his credibilty in this hearing. 

J 

(Axt, Tr.2251, 2263-64, in camera; PXI215). As Mr. Craig pointed out, "they held a gun to our 

head, that sign the contract or we'll shut you down." (Craig, Tr. 2562). Even Microporous 

understood that Mr. Axt could not keep his agreement with them under those circumstances. 

(PXI215; Axt, Tr. 2297). 

J (PX1289 at 001-003, in camera; Axt, Tr. 2160-2161, in 

J (Axt, Tr. 2260, in camera). EnerSys 

did not get sufficient assurance of Microporous's commitment until September 22,2006. 

(PXI206). 

(Axt, Tr. 2126,2166-2167; Axt, Tr. 2260, in camera). l_
 

~J (Axt, Tr. 2260, in camera). Moreover, the MOD between Microporous and EnerSys
 

expired by its term on May 1,2006. (PX1200 at 004). 

Mr. Axt met personally with Messrs Roe and.Hauswald on July 6,2006, to inorm them 

that EnerSys was switching to Microporous. (Axt, Tr. 2252-2~5~. l 
II camera 
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1 

_1 (PX1204, in camera).
 

(Axt, Tr. 2260, in camera). 

733. Thus, as set forth in the above findings, the Court finds that EnerSys has participated in 
this proceeding for purposes of obtaining advantages for EnerSys and that EnerSys' employees 
offered their testimony in effect to achieve those purposes. Accordingly, the Court canot credit 
any of the EnerSys witnesses. 

Response to Findiß£! No. 733: 
This bare assertion is not supported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. Daramic cites no advantage that EnerSys might gain from being a witness in this 

matter. The only thing EnerSys has to gain is the return of a competitor to Daramic. On the 

other hand, EnerSys faces the danger of retaliation in terms of supply disruptions and pricing 

from an angry Daramic. The EnerSys witnesses are brave and credible people. 

d. Trojan
 

734. Trojan Battery Company ("Trojan") is a global manufacturer of industrial batteries, 
manufacturg and selling batteries primarily for golf cars, but also for marine, floor scrubber 
and aerial work platform applications. (Godber, Tr. 133-134, 142-143). Trojan products are 
sold in what Trojan terms a "niche market." (Godber, Tr. 133). 

Response to findine No.734:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

Response to findine No.735:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

736. Trojan sells approximately 40% of its batteries to original equipment manufacturers and 
sellers of new equipment and 60% to the after-market, where batteries are sold for use in used 
equipment). (Godber. Tr. 144.) Trojan's OE sales are mostly domestic (which Trojan defines as 
Nort. America) with only 4% being sold internationally. In after-market sales, 35-38% of 
Trojan's sales are domestic with the remainder being international. (Godber, Tr. 144.) 

Response to findine No.736:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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(a) Trojan's Products
 

737. Trojan believes the composition of its golf cart batteries is unique and it 
 refers to the
 

material in its batteries, including separators, as "our Coke formula" to which Trojan attributes 
its success. (Godber, Tr. 138.) 

Response to find in!! No.737: 
The cited material does not support Respondent's assertion that Trojan believes that its 

separators are par öf what it refers to as "our Coke formula". In actuality, Mr. Godber testified 

that it is the active material that Trojan puts into the actual positive plates of its deep-cycle 

batteries that is referred to as their "Coke formula". (Godber, Tr. 138). The active material of 

the plate does not include the separator. 

738. Trojan acquires AGM battery separators from China and uses those separators primarily 
in its marine line. (Godber, Tr. 148.) Trojan's product sales and purchases of component pars 
indicate that it is involved in activity thoughout 
 the global marketplace. 

Response to findin!! No.738: 
With respect to the second sentence, this bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence. 

Moreover, it is disingenuous of Respondent to assert that Respondent that Trojan's acquisition of 

AGM separators is indicative of a global marketplace, given that Trojan's sales of AGM 

batteries constitute only one percent of Trojan's total sales. (Godber, Tr. 148). 

739. Trojan competes with US Battery, Exide, Crown Battery, East Penn Battery, Surette, a 
Canadian company, Johnson Controls, Global and Yuasa for customers. (Godber, Tr. 145.) 
Global and Yuasa are Asian battery manufacturers. (Godber, Tr. 145; Thuet, Tr. 4369-70). 

Resoonse to findin!! No.739: 
To the 
 extent that Respondent asserts that Trojan competes with Global and Yuasa for 

sales of deep-cycle batteries in Nort America, such assertion is contradicted by testimony from 

Mr. Godber that Trojan "probably" competes with Global and Yuasa overseas. (Godber, Tr. 

145). 

740. Trojan 
 considers Flex-Sil to be a unique battery separator. Because of Flex-Sil's 
tmiqueness, Trojan has invested substantial time and effort in marketing Flex-Sil to its 
customers. (Godber, Tr. 277.) 
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Response to findine No.740: 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that because Trojan considers Flex-Sil to be a 

unque product, there was no separator that competed for Trojan separator purchases, such 

assertion is contradicted by testimony at triaL. (See CCRF748; CCFOF 406-421). 
late 2008. 

741. Trojan had never tried to qualify CellForce for use in OEM applications until 


(Godber, Tr. 277-278.) 

No.741:dineResponse to fin 


To the extent that Respondent asserts that Trojan was not interested in qualifying 

CellForce for use in OEM applications prior to late 2008, such assertion is contradicted by 

testimony from Mr. Godber that Trojan was unable to attempt to qualify CellForce in OEM 

applications until such time as Trojan was able to gain access to CellForce for the particular 

sized battery it was trying to qualify. (Gadber, Tr. 277-278). In fact, Mr. Godber testifed he 

understood that CellForce production had been capacity constrained prior to 2008. (Gadber, Tr. 

193-195,198). Despite Microporous' capacity constraints, Trojan continued to seek to get 

access to more CellForce from Microporous, and expected to be able to purchase 38 milion 

Force due to the Austrian expansion. (Godber, Tr. 192-193,225-228).Cellmore pieces of 


However, following Daramic's acquisition of Microporous, the delivery of increased amounts of 

CelIForce was delayed due to the stre in Owensboro, costing Trojan about $140,000. (Godber, 

Tr. 177,227-229). 

(b) Trojan's Relationship with Microparous
 

battery separators from Microporous in the mid-1980's and
742. Trojan began purchasing 


signed its first agreement with Microporous in 1987. (Godber, Tr. 155.) untii the acquisition of 
Microporous by Polypore in 2008, Microporous was Trojan's exclusive battery separator 
supplier. (Godber, Tr. 153). Trojan believes that it was Microporous' largest customer.
 

(Godber, Tr. 157). 

Response to findine No.742: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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743. Trojan first began purchasing Flex-Sil from Microporous in the mid-1980's and in
 

approximately 1999, began purchasing CellForce from Microporous. (Godber, Tr. 155-156,
 

166). 

Response to fin dine No.743: 
Respondent's assertion that Trojan began purchasing CelIForce from Microporous in 

1999 is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Godber that Trojan's purchases of CellForce did not 

begin until200L. (Godber, Tr. 165-167; see also Gilchrist, Tr. 325 (Trojan began purchasing 

CellForce for commercial use În 2002)). 
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Response to finding No.744: 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that Trojan's actual purchases of CellForce are 

reflective of the amount of CellForce that Trojan's in fact desired to purchase, such assertion is 

contradicted by evidence that Trojan wanted access to more CellForce but was unable to 

purchase more due to capacity constraints at Microporous. Mr. Godber testified he understood 

that CellForce production had been capacity constrained prior to 2008. (Godber, Tr. 193-195, 

198). In fact, due to the capacity constraint, Microporous offered to sell Flex-Sil to Microporous 

at CellForce pricing in 2006. (Godber, Tr. 198; PX1659). Trojan agreed to ths arangement and 

thus purchased less CellForce than it otherwise would have in order to give Microporous the 

abilty to service a different customer. (Godber, Tr. 198). 

Despite Microporous' capacity constraints, Trojan continued to seek to get access to 

more CellForce from Microporous, and expected to be able to purchase 38 milion more pieces 

of CellForce due to the Austrian expansion. (Godber, Tr. 192-193,225-228). However, 

following Daramic's acquisition of Microporous, the delivery of increased amounts of CellForce 

was delayed due to the strike in Owensboro, costing Trojan about $140,000. (Godber, Tr. 177, 

227-229). 
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Response to findin2 No.745: 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that because Trojan has only qualified HD in its 

batteries, HD did not serve as a competitive constraint on Trojan's purchases of 

Flex-Sil, such assertion is contradicted by testimony at tral as well as by contemporaneous 

Pacer line of 


documents. (See CCRF748;see also CCFOF 406-421) 

746. Since March 2006, Trojan had not initiated any additional testing whatsoever with 
respect to HD until 2009. (Godber, Tr. 273-274). Trojan has never purchased any HD
 

separators from Daramic and it has no contract presently to purchase any HD product. (Godber, 
Tr.270-271). Trojan has never made any attempt to qualify DaramIc's HD product for an OEM 
application. (Godber, Tr. 271).
 

Response to findin2 No.746: 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that because Trojan has only qualified HD in its 

batteries, HD did not serve as a competitive constraint on Trojan's purchases of 

Flex-Sil, such assertion is contradicted by testimony at trial as well as by contemporaneous 

Pacer line of 


documents. (See CCRF748; see also CCFOF 406-421). 

747. Trojan's testing of Daramic's HD product reveaed that CellForce performed better than
 

HD by 10-15% and that Flex-Sil perfnrmed better than CellForce by 15-20%. (Godber, Tr. 271). 
Accordingly, Flex-Sil, based on Trojan's testing, has a significantly better performance than 
Daramic's HD. 

Response to findin2 No.747:
 
To the extent that Respondent assert that because HD did not perform as well in testing,
 

Flex-Sil, such assertion is
it could not serve as a competitive constraint on Trojan's purchases of 


contradicted by testimony at trial as well as contemporaneous documents. (See CCRF748; see 
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also CCFOF 406-421). Moreover, Mr. Goober testified that HD pedormed well enough to be 

substituted into any of the 25% of Trojan's batteries that either curently use CellForce, or could 

potentially useCellForce. (Godber, Tr. 172-173). 

748. Complaint Counsel contends and Trojan claims, through the testimony of its Chief 
Executive Officer, Rick Godber, that Daramic's HD constituted economic "leverage" for 
 Trojan 
to use in negotiations with Microporous concerning price increases: The facts do not support
such contention and claim: .
 

a. Trojan and Microporous were in a long-term contract or
 

relationship at the time Trojan's CEO alleges such "leveraging" 
discussions took place. 

b. The only evidence adduced through Trojan's CEO
 
concerning savings consisted of $200,000-300,000 in savings
 

attributable to redesign and reengineering by Microporous - not 
price concessions. (Godber, Tr. 282-283). 

Response to findin2 No.748:
 
Respondent's proposition that HD did not constitute economic leverage for Trojan to use
 

in negotiations is contradicted by multiple pieces of evidence and testimony at triaL. Moreover, 

Respondent's contention that the only evidence adduced at trial of Trojan's use of HD as 

leverage concerned $200.000-300.000 in cost savings simply ignores testimony from Mr. Godber 

and Mr. Gilchrist concerning the numerous occasions when HD was successfully used by Trojan 

as leverage. in negotiations with Microporous. In fact, tral testimony as well as
 

contemporaneous documentary evidence prove that Trojan successfully used HD as leverage in 

negotiations with Microporous on multiple occasions. 

The first instance when Trojan successfully used RD as economic leverage came soon 

afer Trojan leared of RD. At that time, Trojan inormed Microporous that it needed cost
 

reductions because it had another potential source of separators and Trojan was "using this as 

leverage in terms of trying to get some concessions out of Mike (Gilchrist) of capacity and of 

price." (Godber, Tr. 184). Subsequently, Trojan received pricing from DaramIc on HD which 

was 10':28% lower than Mtcroporous' Flex-Sil pricing. (Godber, Tr. 188). Soon thereafter, 
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Trojan informed Microporous that HD "appears to be a fairly imediate replacement for
 

CellForce at a substantially lower cost. Longer term it may work as a Flex-Sil replacement in 

our products, and even of more concern those of our competitors." (PX1655 at 001). Trojan 

also indicated to Microporous that Trojan's efforts to qualify HD would be correlated to the kind 

of "cost relief' that Microporous would provide now and in the future. (PX1655 at 001). In this 

context, Trojan further informed Microporous that "it may be wise to dual source our separator 

needs." (PX1655 at 002). Micropotous responded to these threats by proposing $900,000 of 

potential savings to Trojan, of which Trojan ended up receiving $200,000-300,000 in cost 

savings based on the threat of HD. (Godber, Tr. 191-192). Moreover, Mr. Gadber testified that 

prior to the introduction of HD, Trojan was unable to induce anything related to price reductions 

in negotiations with Microporous. (Godber, Tr. 198-199). 

Mr. Godber's testimony as to this particular instance where Trojan usedHD as leverage 

is furter corroborated by other contemporaneous Trojan documents indicating that it saw HD as 

a competitive lever. (See PX1651 (Trojan meeting with Daramic due to "need for second source 

to ensure supply and competitive pricing"); PXl~54, in camera ( _
 

l. 

The second time that Trojan successfully used HD as leverage in negotiations with 

Microporous came in the Fall of 2005 when Trojan used the threat of moving business to HD to 

negotiate down a proposed price energy charge from 5.5 percent to 3.75 percent. (Godber, Tr. 

200-201). 
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The third time that Trojan successfully used HD as leverage in negotiations with 

Microporous came in early 2006 when Microporous attempted to increase the prices it charged 

Trojan by around 6.5 percent for Flex-Sit and by 4.5 percent for CellForce. (Godber, Tr. 202). 

Trojan did not accept the price increases. (Godber, Tr. 202). Mr. Godber testified that in his 

negotiations with Microporous, Trojan used the only ammunition it had -- the threat of switching 

to ED separators -- to reduce the amount of the price increase down to 4.5 percent across the 

board for all Microporous separators. (Godber, Tr. 202). The fact that Trojan threatened to 

move product to HD is corroborated by contemporaneous communications between Mr. Godber 

and Mr. Gilchrist wherein Mr. Gilchrist stated: "We must put the specter of Daramic's (HD) 

product totally behind us." (PX1660 at 004; Godber, Tr. 203-204). 

The fourt time that Trojan successfully used HD as leverage in 
 negotiations with 

Microporouscame in 2007 when Microporous attempted to impose a base price increase of 

6 percent on all of Trojan's Flex-Sil separators, and 4% on all of Trojan's CelIForce
 

separators.: (Godber, Tr. 293-295; PX1664; PX0428 at 001, 003, in camera). 
 The price 

increases covered all of the separators that went into Trojan's OE and afermarket golf batteries. 

(Goober, Tr. 293-295). ( 

1 (Godber, Tr. 204~205; see also PX0428 at 

001, in camera ( 

1. A Trojan internal email exchange confirs 

that at this time, Trojan was contemplating HD as an alternative on some of its product lines and 

was also contemplating giving up the exclusive separator design that Microporous provided 

Trojan in return for its sole source commitment. (Godber, Tr. 206-207; PX1(i63). 
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1 (Godber, Tr. 214-215; 

Gilchrist, Tr. 408-410,526, in camera; PX1664, 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 410, 526, in camera). 

Mr. Godber's testimony and documentary evidence is further corroborated by testimony 

from Mr. Gilchrst who testified that Trojan used HD as leverage in pricing negotiations with 

Microporous, and indicated that Trojan would bring up HD "every time there was us instigating 

the need for a price increase." (Gilchrist, Tr. 371-372,406). 

Polypore's 

l (RXOOI67, in camera.) (Godber, Tr. 255-256, in camera). (Emphasis
 
added. ) 

l (Godber, Tr. 257-258,
 

in camera). Moreover, Mr., Godber's testimony at trial was corroborated by testimony from Mr. 
. 
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Gilchrist that Trojan used HD as leverage in every negotiation over a price increase. (Gilchrist, 

tr. 371-372,406). 

, in camera) - fJ (RXOOl71 


J If, however, such

"leveraging" discussions had been as prominent as Trojan's CEO testified, his memory would 
have been clearer 9 months ago, and he would not have sent this email stating that he could not 
swear to any "leveraging" in August 2008. Instead, Trojan's CEO's memory appears to have 
been the product of coaching rather than tre, sincere recollection - raising questions about histruthfulness. '
 

J (See CCRF 748). ( 

L (Godber, Tr. 257-258, in camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 371

372,406). ( 

_l (See CCRF 748).
 

With respect to the fourth and fift sentences, these bare assertions are unsupported by 

any evidence. 

751. As shown in finding of fact 744, above, in the 5 years preceding the merger, Trojan's 
purchases of CellForce constituted less than 6% of its total purchases from Microporous. The 
annual average of dollars spent on CellForce was $907,00, compared to $14,133,000 spent on 
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Flex-SiL. CellForce was only approved for afer market products. Accordingly, given the low
 

percentage of purchases of CelIForce, it is not credible that Trojan could have used the
replacement of CellForce with RD as "negotiating leverage" againt Microporous. Even if 
Trojan had threatened to convert all of its CellForce purchases to RD, the amount was not 
significantenough to have the negotiating impact claimed by Trojan. 

Response to findinlZ No.7St:
 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. First, Respondent's assertion that Trojan's history of CellForce purchases implies that 

Trojan could not have used HD as leverage in negotiations with Microporous is contradicted by 

testimony and contemporaneous documents that clearly prove that Trojan successfully used HD 

as leverage in negotiations with Microporous on numerous occasions. (See CCRF 748). Second, 

Trojan's history of CeIlForce purchases is not indicative of the amount of CeIlForce that Trojan 

wished to purchase from Microparous. (See CCRF 744). Moreover, Respondent's assertion that 

Trojan's purchases of CellForce constitute less than 6% of Trojan's total purchases of separators 

is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Godber that Trojan is currently using CellForce in 16% of 

its batteries and intends on increasing that amount to 21 %. (Gadber, Tr. 176). 

752. Trojan's CEO's testimony regarding disclosures of Trojan's testing information is 
inconsistent with the testimony of Mike Gilchrst, Microporous' former CEO, and Steve 
McDonald. Microporous' VP of Sales. Mr. Godber testifed that he had made Microporous 
aware of Trojan's test results of the HD product since late spring 2006. (Godber, Tr. 286-87). 
Mike Gilchrist testified that Microporous had not been informed of Trojan's test results. 
Confrming this testimony is an email to Mr. Godber from Mike Gilchrist in September 2007. 
stating that no test results had been shared with Microporous concerng Trojan's test results of 
HD products: 
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(PX428 at 003, in camera) 

Response to fin dim! No,752:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

753. As a matter of logic, Trojan would not have shared test results that on their face would 
have reduced its negotiating "leverage." Again, these facts raise issues of credibilty about Mr. 
Godber's testimony. 

Response to findin!! No.753:
 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. Respondent's assertion that if 
 Trojan shared test results with Microporous it would 

have reduced its leverage and thus Mr. Godber's testimony is not credible, is contradicted by 

testimony and contemporaneous documents that clearly prove that Trojan successfully used HD 

as leverage in negotiations with Microporous on numerous occasions. (See CCRF 748). 

754. Based on the above, the Court finds that the combination of these things all point to a 
simple fact, Trojan's purchases and Trojan's mode of dealing with Microporous was such that it 
used the prospect of Daramic' s HD product as negotiating leverage and it had not achieved prior 
reductions or surcharge elimination based on the threat of switching to RD. 

Response to findine No.754:
 
This bare assertion is unupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. Respondent's assertion that Trojan's could not have used RD as leverage in 

negotiations with Microporous is contradicted by testimony and contemporaneous documents 

that clearly prove that Trojan successfully used HD as leverage in negotiations with Microporous 

on numerous occasions. (See CCRF 748). 

755. Furer, Trojan's purchases of Flex-Sil are such that there is no indication Trojan has
 

made any real effort to move from either CellForce or to HD as Mr. Godber claims. 

Response to findin!! No.755: 
Respondent's ambiguous finding is unsupported by any evidence. To the extent that 

Respondent asserts that Trojan has made no real effort to move to Cellforce, such assertion is 
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contradicted by testimony from Mr. Godber that Trojan is currently using CellForce in 16% of its 

batteries and intends on increasing that amount to 21 %. (Godber, Tr. 176). 

(d) Trojan's Bias (and Use of Its Buying Power) Against DaramIc
 

756. Trojan had been single sourcing its battery separator supply for a number of years and 
had made very little effort to obtain a second source. (Godber, Tr. 278-279.)
 

Response to findine No.756:
 
Respondent's assertion that Trojan made little effort to obtain a second source of 
 battery 

separators is contradicted by testimony and documentary evidence indicating that Trojan did in 

fact look for a second source of battery separators to qualify for use in Troj an's batteries. First, 

in the 1990's Trojan made an attempt to work with Entek to get a second source of deep-cycle 

battery separators, but Entek was unable to meet Trojan's performance needs. (Godber, Tr. 289). 

At a later date, Trojan talked to a couple of other battery separator manufacturers about a second 

source of deep-cycle separators but they did not work out either. (Godber, Tr. 279). 

Moreover, Trojan viewed the introduction of DaramIc' s HD separators as an opportunity 

to qualify 
 a second source of separators for security of supply and to maintain competitive
 

pricing. (Godber, Tr. 177-180). In early 2005, Trojan's laid outIts separator strategy -- a
 

strategy that included using Datamc for a "second source to ensure supply and competitive
 

pricing." (PX 1651).
 

) (PXI654, in camera). Trojan in fact tested and qualified 

HD for 
 use in its Pacer batteries. (Godber, Tr. 170-171). Following Daramic's introduction of 

HD, Trojan made it clear to Microporous the amount of effort Trojan put into using HD as a 

second source of supply was dependent on the type of cost relief that Microporous would 

. provide to Trojan. (PX1655 at 001-002). After sending this message, Trojan received cost 
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savings andlor reductions in proposed price increases in all subsequent price negotiations with 

Microporous because of the threat of HD as a second source of supply. (See CCRF 748). 

757. Shortly after the merger, Trojan's CEO talked with EnerSys' CEO, John Craig, durng
 

which Trojan was invited to join an effort to fight Polypore's acquisition of Microporous. Trojan 
responded that it was willng to participate "wholeheartedly" in the effort. Trojan thereafter 
returned a questionnaire submitted by counsel selected by EnerSys and soon thereafter was in 
direct and regular communication with the FfC concerning this matter. (Godber, Tr. 280-282). 

Response to findin2 No.7S7: 
The statements in the first sentence attributed to Mr. Craig are hearsay, offered for state 

of mind, and not offered for the truth of the matter asserted. (Godber, Tr. 280-281). Polypore 

has failed to identify these statements as such pursuant to the court's Order on Post Trial Briefs 

of June 16,2009, and they should be stricken. 

Moreover, contrary to Respondent's assertion that Trojan merely joined onto to fight 

Polypore's acquisition of Microporous due to discussions with EnerSys, testimony at tral 

indicates that Mr. Godber was "extremely" concerned about the acquisition prior to any 

discussions with EnerSys. (Godber, Tr. 290). Trojan's concern stemmed from the fact that the 

"acquisition left us with no alternatives. We definitely had only one place we could go to buy a 

separator for our product." (Godber, Tr. 291). 

758. As set fort below, Trojan's buyig power and "wholeheared" efforts to fight the 
acquisition are shown in Trojan's negotiations with DaramIc regarding a new long-term contract 
and price increases. 

Response to flndin2 No.758: 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of .. 

evidence. 

_l. (PX0265 at 008, in camera). According to Daramic, (
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J. (PX0265 at 004, 007-008, in camera)~ 

J (PX0265 at 010, in camera). (I
 

_ J (PX0265 at 011, in camera).
 

Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industry, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 004 

("demonstrating pricing power in the market regardless of movements in material and energy 

costs."); PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 incÍuded ( 

J); PX0204 at 

002 (Mr. Hauswalds 2006 goals included "Raise DaramIc prices where possible to demonstrate 

pricing power regardless of cost movements") 

DaramIc's assessment that battery manufacturers lack buying power is confirmed by 

customer testimony at triaL. (see e.g., Gilespie, Tr. 3002, in camera (Exide believes that 

negotiations with Daramic are I J); Gilespie, Tr. 3066

3068 (Exide has not used its size as leverage in negotiations with Daramic); Gilespie, Tr. 3097 

(Exide has not used pressure points to negotiate and get their wil); Craig, Tr. 2565 (EnerSys 

does not consider itself a power buyer, "not at aIL, not close."); Benjamin Tr. 3525, 3522. 

(Bulldog Battery received a 10% post-acquisition price increase which Bulldog considered 

"pretty exorbitant" but "(t)here was no way to try to negotiate a lower price. There was no place 

to go"; Godber, Tr. 242, in camera (Trojan concemèd about Daramic's acquisition of 

Microporous because I 

_n; Godber Tr. 133,232-233,239-242, in camera (notwithstanding the fact that Trojan
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is the world's largest manufacturer of deep cycle batteries, l 

)). 

759. Hary Seibert, Daramic's Vice President and Business Director, met with Trojan on 
October 1, 2008, to discuss Daramic's requested price increases for 2009 of 13% and 15% for 
FLEX-SIL and CellForce. (Seibert, Tr. 4196-98). The meeting was short and terse, as Trojan's 
CEO unequivocally rejected the price increase. (Seibert, Tr. 4196-4200) Seibert persisted in 
following up and shortly thereafter offered to compromise to 10% increases for both products, 
the im lementation of the increases to be s lit between September 2008 and 2009. l 

1 (Seibert, Tr. 4200, in camera). l 

) (Godber, Tr. 232

235, in camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 408-410). It is simply disingenuous for Respondent to imply that 

Trojan has buyer power and/or bias in this matter based on Trojan's rejection of a price increase 

that it had no obligation to accept. 

In September 2007, Trojan and Microporous agreed to fixed price increases for the period 

of December 1, 2008 until at least September 2009 of 2.5 percent for Flex-Sil and i.5 percent for 

CellForce. This agreement was negotiated prior to DaramIc's acquisition of Microporous when 

HD and Flex-Sil/CellForce were manufactued by independent entities. (PX1664). At the time, 

Trojan had used HD as competitive leverage in negotiations to achieve this agreement. (See
 

CCRF 748). l 

. (Gilchrist, Tr. 408-410; Godber, Tr. 214-215, 235, in camera). In fact, Daramic knew full well 

that the intent of the September 26, 2007 pricing agreement between Trojan and Microporous 
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was to limit all price increases durig the two year time period to those laid out in the September 

agreement between Microporous and Trojan. (PX1664; Gilchrist, Tr. 410-411). Moreover, 

Daramic had actually inormed Trojan that it was "prepared to stand behind the commitments 

that (Microporous 1 made to you before this acquisition." (PX1666). ( 

L (PXI664; PX1666).
 

L (Godber, Tr. 236-238, in camera). l 

L (Godber, Tr. 236-238, in camera). l_
 

L (Godber, Tr. 238, in 

camera). l 

l 

Additionally, the statements in the second and third sentences attbuted to Mr. Godber 

are hearsay, offered for state of mind, and not offered for the trth of the matter asserted. 

(Siebert. Tr. 4196-4200, 4207, 4212, in camera). Polypore has failed to identify these statements 
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as such pursuant to the cour's Order on Post Trial Briefs of June 16,2009, and they should be 

stricken. 

Response to finding No.760:
 
The statements in the first through fifth sentences attributed to Mr. Godber (Seibert, Tr.
 

4209-4211, in camera) are hearsay, offered for state of mind, and not offered for the truth of the 

matter asserted. (Siebert, Tr. 4207,4212, in camera). Poiyp~re has failed to identify these 

statements as such pursuant to the court's Order on Post Trial Briefs of June 16,2009, and they 

should be stricken. 

l (PX1666; Goober, Tr. 215-217,
 

238-241, in camera). 

In fact, prior 
 to the acquisition, all of the major terms of the contract had been agreed to 

by Trojan and Microporous (Godber, Tr. 217). l 

l (Godber, Tr. 216, 239, in camera), and the pricing that Trojan would 
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l 

pay for the separators under the contract. (Godber, Tr. 216). f
 

(Godber, Tr. 239-241, in camera). f 

1 (Seibert, Tr. 4211, in 

761. In response to Trojan's continuing threats of a lawsuit, Daramic's CEO, in March 2009,
 

initiated a telephone call to Trojan's CEO in response to Toth's request that he explained why 
there was this kind of disagreement that caused Trojan to threaten a lawsuit. Godber responded: 
"We need exclusivity and we need a long-term, secure supply position." (Toth, Tr. 1542-1543). 
Toth proceeded to give Trojan and Godber ideas about how the two companies could come 
together, to which Godber told Toth that he would have to call him back. (Toth, Tr. 1543-1544). 
Even after an additional message from Toth, however, Godber never returned the calL. Instead, 
Daramic received another threat of a lawsuit, at which point Daramic decided to initiate a lawsuit 
in Nort Carolina in order to havin been sued in California. Toth, Tr. 1544-1545). Even in his
 

cross-examination, f 

Response to findiUl! No.761: 
The statements in the second and third sentences attributed to Mr. Godber (Toth Tr. 

1542-1544) are hearsay, offered for state of mind, and not offered for the truth of the matter 

assered. (Toth,Tr. 1540). Polypore has failed to identify these statements as such pursuant to 

the court's Order on Post Trial Briefs of June 16,2009, and they should be stricken. 

762. Based on the foregoing findings of fact, the Cour finds that Trojan is a sophisticated 
buyer that utilzed its size and buying power to reject or hold down price increases with both 
Microporous and Daramic. Trojan has repeatedly and consistently used its superior economic 
power in its negotiations with Microporous. 

Response to findine: No.762: 
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This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

Respondent to allege onevidence. (See CCRF 748, 758-760). Moreover, it is disingenuous of 


the one hand that Trojan did not use HD as competitive leverage with Microporous and in turn 

call into question Mr. Godber's credibilty (See RFOF 748. 751. 754-755), and then on the other 

hand to assert that Trojan repeatedly used economic power in negotiations with Microporous. 

Testimony at trial made it clear that Troj an was onl y able to obtain price concessions 

from Microporous due to the presence of a competitive substitute product (Daramic's HD). (See 

Godber, Tr. 223 (HD was the only product that Trojan was able to successfully use as leverage in 

negotiations with Microporous over price); Godber, Tr. 258, in camera f 

1; Gilchrist, Tr. 371-372, 379 (Trojan used the threat of 

switching to Daramic's HD as leverage in pricing negotiations with Microporous); Godber, Tr. 

241, in camera f 

1; see also CCRF 748). 

prior conduct with Microporous, Trojan763. The Court furter finds that, consistent with its 


used that economic power, the pendency of this proceeding and the theat of California-based 
a long-term contràct and lower pricing for DaramIc.
 

. Response to finding: No.763:
 

lawsuits to negotiate 


This bare asserton is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. (See CCRF 748, 758-76, 762). 

764. The Court furter finds, based on the above, that Trojan has the economic power to
 

constrain pnces of battery separator manufacturers, including Daramic. 

Response to finding: No.764 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. (See CCRF 748,758-76,762). 

B. The Other Buyers
 

a. East Penn
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765. East Penn Manufacturing ("East Penn") is a global lead-acid battery and wire and cable 
. manufactuing company, with manufacturing facilities in the United States and China. (Leister. 
Tr. 3968-69). East Penn's anual sales revenue is approximately $1.25 billon. (Lister, Tr.
 

3968).
 

. Response to findine No.765
 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that East Penn has battery manufacturing facilties 

in locations other than the United States, such assertion is contradicted by testimony from Mr. 

Leister that East Penn does not manufacture any batteries in China. (Leister, Tr. 4030). 

766. East Penn's business is segmented into "Wire and Cable," "Automotive," and
 

"Industrial" divisions. (Leister, Tr. 3968-69). The automotive division manufactures starting, 
lighting and ignition ("SLI") batteries for use in cars, trucks, boats, recreational vehicles, power 
sports vehicles (e.g., "four-wheelers") and golf cars. (Leister, Tr. 3976-77). The industrial 
division is separated into motive power batteries used in forklifts and other equipment, and 
stationary batteries used for backup power systems. (Leister, Tr. 3977). 

Response to findinlZ No.766 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

767. The separators used by East Penn have different base materials including PE, AGM and 
phenolic resin. (Leister, Tr. 3980). Primarily, East Penn used PE separators in its products. 
(Leister, Tr. 3978-79). 

Response to findine No.767 
. Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

768. East Penn uses "straight PE" separators (Le., contaInIng no other additives) in the 
batteries it manufactures for golf carts, floor scrubbers, and other deep cycle batteries. (Leister, 
Tr. 3979). 

Response to findine No.768 
Respondent's assertion that East Penn uses "straight PE" separators in its golf car 

and floor scrubber batteries is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Leister that East Penn actually 

uses Daramic HD separators in those batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4038-4039; see also Roe, Tr. 1220

1221). Mr. Leister was asked the following questions and gave the following answers on cross 

examintion: 

Q. And you're aware that the separators that East Penn uses in its golf cart 
contain a special formula to help reduce antimony transfer; correct? 
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A. . Yes.
 

Q. And that's important in golf car batteries; correct? 

A. Correct. 

antimony suppression is important in golf car batteries. 

A I have heard that. Yes. 

Q. The reduction of 


Q. And the separator that East Penn is buying from Daramic for its golf car 
batteries has a special formula to do just that, to reduce antimony transfer; 
correct? 

A. Yes.
 

Q. And that's the HD separator; com~ct? 

A. Yes.
 

Q, . And that's the same separator that you use in your floor scrubbers; correct? 

A. Yes.
 

(Leister, Tr. 4038-4039). 

769. The PE separators used by East Penn for SLI batteries and industrial motive batteries are 
made of the same material, and can be made using the same process and equipment. Only the 
finishing process is different. (Leister. Tr. 3984). 

Response to findin2 No.769 
Respondent's assertion that the PE separators used by East Penn for SLI batteries and 

motive batteries are indistinguishable other than with regard to the finishing process is 

contradicted by testimony by Mr. Leister on other variations between separators. (Leister, Tr. 

4023-4024). Specifically, Mr. Leister testified that varations in separator properties including 

electrical resistance, puncture resistance and oxidation resistance, are all important in 

determining which separator to use in any paricular end use application. (Leister, Tr. 4023

4024). Moreover, the CL separators that Daramic sells for motive power applications differ from 

Daramic's SLI separators in that CL is formulated from UHM, amorphous silca and 

proprietary "clean" oil for use in traction and stationary battery applications." (PX0582 at 050). 
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This clean oil is added to the PE in the mixer, well before the finishing stage of th~ 

manufacturing process. (Gilchrist, Tr. 593). 

(a) East Penn Battery Separator Buying History
 

(i) Daramic
 

camera). 

Response to findinii No.770
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to findinii No.771
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

4000, in camera). 

l (Leister, Tr. 4000, in camera). ( 

l (Leister, Tr. 4005, in
 

camera). However, with Daramic's acquisition of Microporous, East Penn no longer has a 

second source of industrial separator supply. (Leister, Tr. 4027-4028). i 
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"l (PX0257 at 001, in camera; PX0258 at 002).
 

Response to finding: No.773
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to finding: No.774 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

775. Prior to the entry of the Purchase Agreement, Daramic and East Penn also engaged in
 

negotiations regarding price increases, which resulted in a lesser price increase than Daramic 
originally requested. (RX00086). 

Response to finding: No.775 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that Daramic historically lowered its prices to East 

Penn due to East Penn having buying power, such assertion is contradicted by evidence that the 

reason that Daramic historically lowered prices to East Penn was because of competition from 

Microporous. ( 

l (PX0243 at 002, in camera). In 2004, Daramic again reacted 

to Microporous price competition on motive power separators by lowering prices by 3 percent at 

East Penn to maintain that business. (PX0409 at 001; Roe, Tr. 1262-1263). ( 
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1 (PX0257 at 001, in camera; PX0258 at (02). 

776. East Penn reviews its suppliers on a regular basis in the areas of quality, delivery 
performance, technology, information feedback and cost. (Leister, Tr. 3986). Daramic
 

consistently ranks in the top 20 suppliers, with a score of 80%-90%. (Leister, Tr. 3987). 
Daramic rates "excellent" with East Penn in on-time delivery and technology, and is equal to all 
competitors with respect to quality. (Leister, Tr. 3988). 

Response to findin2 No.776 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(ii) Microporous
 

777. East Penn has previously purchased small quantities of a rubber-based PE separator from 
Microporous for use in motive power batteries. The separators purchased from Microporous
 

never exceeded 10% of the total amount of separators purchased for use 
 by East Penn in motive 
power batteries. (Leister, Tr. 3980). East Penn has never purchased any other type of separator 
from Microporous for commercial use in any other battery application. (Leister, Tr. 3985-86. 
3990,3991). 

Response to findin2 No.777 
The material cited does not support Respondent's proposition that East Penn's purchases 

from Microporous never exceeded 10% of the total amount of separators purchased for use by 

East Pènn in motive batteries. (Leister, Tr. 3980). Moreover, the mere presence of Microporous 

as a potential second source of motive separators enabled East Penn to get price reductions on all 

of its separators. (See CCRF 775). 

778. East Penn has never had a long-term supply contract or a memorandum of understading 
with Microporous for the purchase of separators. (Leister, Tr. 3989, Gilchrst, Tr. 503, in 
camera). 

Response to findinl! No.778
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to findinl! No.779 
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(PX0243 at 002, in camera). In 2004, Daramic again reacted to Microporous price competition 

on motive power separators by lowering prices by 3% at East Penn to maintain that business. 

(PX0409 at 001; Roe, Tr. 1262-1263). i 

L (PX0257 at 001, in camera; 

PX0258 at 002). 

780. In 2007, East Penn discussed the possibility of Microporous supplying PE separators to
 

East Penn for use in SLI batteries. (Leister, Tr. 3990). East Penn provided Microporous par 
numbers and volumes that East Penn might be interested in purchasing from Microporous, but 
Microporous did not have the machinery or the tooling to supply the volumes that East Penn 
requested. (Leister,Tr.3991). 

Response to findine No,780 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that East Penn lost interest in purchasing PE SLI 

separators from Microporous because in 2007 Microporous did not have the machinery to supply. 

East Penn the volumes it had requested, such assertion is contradicted by evidence that East Penn 

was looking to the future for a supply relationship with Microporous. (See CCFOF 624-629). In 

fact, during East Penn's visit to Piney Flats in October 2007, East Pen indicated that purchases 

of PE SLI separators from Microporous could not commence prior to the first or second quarter 

of 2009. (PX0082 at 002). ( 
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J (PX2091, in camera; RX01519 at 008, in camera). (_
 

1 (PX2091 at 001-002, in camera). 

781. Microporous never committed to East Penn that it could supply East Penn with the sizes 
and volumes of PE separators discussed in 2007. (Leister, Tr. S991). East Penn did not want to 
enter into a memorandum of understanding ("MOU") with Microporous, therefore, the 
discussions between the two companies "fizzled out" prior to Daramic's acquisition of 
Microporous. (Leister, Tr. 4019).
 

Response to findine No.781
 
Respondent's assertion that discussions between Microporous and East Penn fizzled out
 

prior to Daramic's acquisition of Microporous is contradicted by evidence that East Penn (i) 

wanted a new East Coast supplier of PE SLI separators, (ii) believed that Entek would not open a 

new facility on the East Coast, (iii) saw Microporous as a viable PE SLI supplier, (iv) indicated 

that it would be wiling to enter a long term contract with Microporous as a sign of their 

seriousness, and (v) never ruled out the possibilty of buying PE SLI separators from 

Microporous at some point in the future. (Leister, Tr. 4007-4008, 4016-4021; see also CCFOF 

624-629). ( 

J 

(PX2091, in camera; RX01519 at 008, in camera). f 

_i (PX2091 at 001-002, in camera).
 

782. Microporous has never been qualified by East Penn as an alternative supplier of PE 
separators. 

Response to findine No.782 
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This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by _ 

1 (PX2091 at 001-002, in camera). 

783. Based on the foregoing, this Court finds that there is no credible evidence that East Penn 
would have entered into any supply contract with Microporous had the merger not occurred. 
Complaint Counsel's suggestion otherwise is pure speculation. 

Response to findin2 No.783 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. (See CCFOF 624-629; CCRF 780-781) 

(iii) Entek
 

784. East Penn purchases approximately 30% of its SLI PE separator needs from Entek, plus 
or minus 10% depending on seasonality. (Leister, Tr. 3984-85). 

Response to findiDi! No.784 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that prior to the acquisition of Microporous, East 

Penn planned to continue purchasing 30% of its PE SLI separators from Entek, such assertion is 

contradicted by testimony that East Penn was dissatisfied with the long lead times and added 

freight costs that East Penn faces when ordering PE SLI separators from Entek on the West. 

CoaSt. (Leister, Tr. 4008). Prior to Daramic' s acquisition of Microporous, East Penn tured to 

Microporous as a possible supplier of PE SLI separators 
 because it was not satisfied with the 

supply situation from Entek. (See CCRF 780-781). Moreover, Microporous believed that it 

would have been producing PE SLI separators for East Penn, but for the acquisition. (Trevathan, 

Tr. 3722-3723 (Phase II for East Penn was "discontinued because ofthe acquisition of 

Microporous by Daramic.")). 

785. Approximately three years ago, East Penn also purchased PE separators from Entek for 
use in deep-cycle applications. (Leister, Tr. 3985). When East Penn purchased separators for 
both SLI and deep-cycle applications from Entek, Entek supplied approximately 50% of all of . 
East Penn's PE separator needs. (Leister, Tr. 3985). 

Response to finding: No.785 
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To the extent that Respondent asserts that East Penn can use PE separators from Entek 

for its deep-cycle battery applications, such assertion is contradicted by the record. First, East 

Penn does not even know whether Entek curently sells deep-cycle separators. (Leister, Tr. 

4041). Second, whatever type of separators that East Penn previously purchased from Entek for 

use in some of its deep-cycle batteries, such separators would not be sufficient to prevent 

DaramIc from raising the price on deep-cycle separators because even three years ago, East Penn 

was paying Entek higher prices for deep cycle separators than East Penn is currently paying to 

Daramic for HD separators. (Leister, Tr. 4041). Third, East Penn recognizes that the reduction 

of antimony transfer is important property for separators used in deep cycle batteries, and thus it 

currently uses DaramIc HD separators in its golf cart and floor scmbber batteries in order to 

reduce antimony transfer in those batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4038-4039). Since Entek lacks the 

separator technology to make a separator that effectively reduces antimony transfer in deep-cycle 

batteries, Entek separators are not be a viable substitute for the HDseparators that East Penn 

currently purchases from Daramic. (See CCFOF 85-87, 920, 932). 

786. Entek has approached East Pen within the last year to supply separators that can be used 
in deep-cycle applications. (Leister, Tr. 3993). 

Response to findin2 No.786 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that East Penn can use PE separators from Entek 

for its deep-cycle battery applications, such assertion is contradicted by the record. (See CCRF 

785). 

787. East Penn considers Entek an alterntive supplier of PE separators for use in deep-cycle 
applications. (Leister, Tr. 3993). 

Response to findin2 No.787 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that East Penn can use PE separators from Entek 

for its deep-cycle battery applications, such assertion is contradicted by the record. (See CCRF 

785). 
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(iv) Today
 

788. East Penn's sales to date in 2009 are down approximately 10% over last year. 
 ((Leister,
Tr. 3970). 

Response to findin!! No.788
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

789. Although East Penn purchases PE separators from only Daramic and Entek, it has tested 
PE separators from Anpei and considers Anpei to be a viable alternative supplier for its 
operations in the United States. (Leister, Tr. 3992-93; RX00079). 

Response to findin!! No.789 
Respondent's proposition that East Penn considers Anpei to be a viable alternative 

supplier for its operations in the United States is contradicted by testimony at triaL. East Penn is 

not currently seeking to obtain PE separators supplies from any Asian PE separator 

manufacturer, nor does East Penn even know if Anpei has the available capacity to supply East 

Penn with separators. (Leister, Tr. 4035-4036). East Penn believes that obtaining PE separator 

suppler from Anpei in Asia would be a logistical challenge that would pose an even greater 

challenge to East Penn than does its current supply situation with Entek. (Leister, Tr. 4035). 

Given that East Penn is currently dissatisfied with obtaining supply from Entek's West Coast 

manufacturing facility due to long lead times and added freight charges, turning to Anpei for 

supply would pose even greater problems for East Penn. (Lister, Tr. 4008-4009, 4035).
 

Moreover, to the extent that Respondent assert that East Penn has tested PE SLI, motive, 

stationar or deep-cycle separators from Anpei, such assertion is contradicted by testimony at 

trial that the only Anpei separators that East Penn has ever tested were separators for lawn 

mower batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4032). 

b. Crown Batterv Manufacturing Co.
 

790. Crown Battery Manufacturing Co. produces and sells SLI and industrial batteries. 
(Balcerzak, Tr. 4092). 

Response to Findi"!! No 790: 
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Because Crown labels its golf and scrubber batteries as SLI counter to convention within 

the industr, this finding is true, however misleading. 

791. The SLI segment constitutes approximately half of Crown's business. (Balcerzak, Tr. 
4092). Crown's SLI batteries are used in automotive replacement, truck and bus applications, as 
well as deep cycle applications such as golf carts, sweeper/scrubber and marine. (Balcerzak, Tr. 
4092). 

Response to Findin2 No. 791. 
See response to Finding No. 790. 

792. The motive power industrial segment constitutes the remaining half of Crown's business. 
(Balcerzak, Tr. 4092). These batteries are primarily used in forklift and mining equipment 
applications. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4092).
 

Response to Findin2 No. 792:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

793. Each year, Crown manufactures between 800,000 and 1 milion automotive batteries. 
(Balcerzak, Tr. 4092-93). In its industrial division, Crown produces between 350,000 and 
400,000 cells per year. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4093). 

Response to Findin2 No. 793:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

794. Crown uses PE separators in nearly all of its batteries. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4093-95). In its 
golf car batteries, Crown uses Flex-Sil separators. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4093). 

Response to Findinl! No. 794:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

4113-14, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 795: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(a) Crown Battery Separator Buying History
 

(i) Daramic
 

796. Crown and Daramc were paries to a Supply Agreement which was effective from 
Januar 1, 2005 to December 31, 2007. (RX00995 at 001). Pursuant to the terms of that 
contrct, Crown purchased 100% of its PE separator requirements from Daramic. (RX00995 at 
001). 
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Response to findine No. 796: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

797. Crown tested DaramIC's HD product for use in its golf car batteries, but HD did not 
perform as well as FIex-SiI. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4095). Based on those testing results, Crown did 
not consider switching from FIex-Sil to HD for use in its. golf cart batteries. (Balcerzak, Tr. 
4095). Crown has never used HD in its golf carbatteries. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4096, 4124). 

Response to findinl! No. 797: 
This finding is directly contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Balcerzak himself. Mr. 

Balcerzak explicitly acknowledged that HD had been approved for use in golf batteries at crown. 
(Balcerzak, Tr. 4123 ("Yes, PE with the HD (additive) has been qualified for golf.")). 

798. During the labor stoppage at Daramic's Owensboro plant, Crown did not have to shut 
down any of its production lines and did not lose any production time. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4098-99). 
To help Crown stay in production. Daramic produced separators for Crown at its plants in 
Corydon, Indiana and Piney Flats, Tennessee. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4099-4100). In addition, Daramic 
maintained daily communications with Crown during the strike. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4100). 

Response to Findinl! No. 798: .
 

During the Daramic Strike at the Owensboro facility, Crown experienced some order 

disruption, coming close to shutting down productions lines as a result of the strike. (Balcerzak, 

Tr. 4099). 

4117, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 799: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

800. Crown emerged "remarkably unscathed" from the labor stoppage and 
 congratulated 
Daramic for doing "a heckuva good job" keeping Crown in production. (RX00330; Balcerzak,
 

Tr.4101-02). 

Response to Findi20 No. 800:
 
According to a contemporaneous document Mr. Balcerzak inormed Daranic that
 

Daramic had "the distinction of being the only Crown supplier who has ever held BOTH our 

highest and lowest ratings." (PX0987 at 002). Crown highlighted thee "primary reasons for 

this low rating. . . Poor product quality (10 Non-conformances over the past 12 months). . . Poor 
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delivery/product availabilty (product unavailable for production at least 5 times over past year). 

. . Very poor corrective action response by Daramic..."(PX0987 at 002). 

(Balcerzak, 

Tr. 4118-4119, in camera). 

Crown's business. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4132).802. The Owensboro work stoppage did not impact 


Response to Findin2 No. 802:
 
See response to Finding No. 800.
 

(ii) Microporous
 

803. Crown uses Flex-Sil separators in its golf car batteries. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4093). Crown 
has used Flex-Sil in its golf cart batteries since at least 1988. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4095). 

Response to Finding: No. 803: 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

has never used CellForce on a commercial basis in its golf cart batteries. 
(Balcerzak, Tr. 4096). 
804. Crown 


Response to Findine No. 804:
 
This finding is false, and is contradicted by testimony of Mr. Balcerzak who_
 

). 

(Balcerzak, Tr. 4118-4119, in camera). 

805. Crown approved CellForce for use on a temporary variation basis durg the Owensboro 
strike. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4119). Crown used CellForce in lieu of PE separators in its industrial 
batteries for two weeks during the strike. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4119-20). 

Response to. Findin2 No. 805:
 
See response to Finding No.80l.
 

806. CelIForce has not been qualified by Crown for general commercial use in any
 

application. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4119-20). 

Response.to. Findin2 No. 806: 
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(PX0947 at 001, in 

camera). This was a development that Daramic was very concerned about and on which it kep~ a 

close eye. (PX0998 ("Art Balcerzak said they mUst continue to evaluate Cell force (sic) because 

pricing is so attractive. If the Cellforce (sic) cells test, (sic) better than standard Daramic we may 

need to step up the qualification of HD."). Daramic was, thus, concerned about competition 

from MPLP at Crown. 

(iii) Entek
 

807. In the past, Entek supplied nearly 100% of Crown's needs for industrial PE battery 
separators. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4097). Around 2002 or 2003, Entek moved the production of 
industrial separators to its facility in the United Kingdom. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4097). At that same 
time, the quality of Entek's product deteriorated significantly, and Crown's engineering
 

department disqualified Entek's separators for use in Crown's industrial batteries. (Balcerzak, 
Tr. 4097). 

Response to Findin2 No. 807:
 
Crown actually ceased purchasing from Entek for two reasons: first the quality was poor
 

and Entek's attempts to remedy the quality issues were unsuccessful; second, afer Entek's U.K. 

facility was opened 
 it informed Crown that its separators would be sourced from this facilty and 

Crown objected to the logistical difficulties that would impose on its supply chain. (Balcerzak, 

Tr. 4097, 4130). 

808. When Entek began producing industrial separators in the United Kingdom, the logistics 
of obtaining separators from overseas did not create an impediment. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4129). The 
poor quality of Entek's industrial separators, not 
 the location of Entek's plant, caused Crown to 
drop Entekas a supplier. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4128-29). 

Response to Findin2 No. 808: 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Balcerzak who maintained that the 

logistics were a problem for Crown. Mr. Balcerzak testified that Crown liked to keep "just in 

time" inventory and that having to ship separators from Europe would make that more difficult. 

(Balcerzak, Tr. 4130). See response to finding No 807. 

809. Crown has not attempted to obtain industrial separators from Entek since the Owensboro 
stre because Crown does not need a second supplier. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4131). 
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Response to Findine: No. 809: 
Prior to having Daramic as its sole source of supply for battery separators, Crown 

purchased PE separators from Entek for its industrial batteries. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4097). Crown 

actually ceased purchasing from Entek for two reasons: first the quality was poor and Entek's 

attempts to remedy the quality issues were unsuccessful; second, after Entek's U.K. facility was 

opened it informed Crown that its separators would be sourced from this facility and Crown 

objected to the logistical difficulties that would impose on its supply chain. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4097, 

4130). 

810. Entek is clIrrently developing a deep cycle separator. (Balcarzak, Tr. 4130-31,4138-39). 
At the BCI conference in May 2009, Entek expressed a desire to supply samples of its deep cycle 
separator to Crown and indicated that it would provide samples this year. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4138
39). 

Response to Finding No. 810: 
This finding is not 
 supported by any documentary evidence or the testimony of an Entek 

representative. Respondent failed to ask a single question to Entek at trial regarding this 

supposed deep-cycle project. (Weerts, Tr. 4450-4528). There is no evidence that Entek is 

actually intending to create such a product. In fact, Crown had been requesting samples form 

Entek for well over a year without ever receiving a single separator. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4138-4139). 

(iv) Today
 

camera). 

and after the theat of MPLP had passed due 

to the acquisition, Daramic dropped to having the lowest rating of any of Crown's suppliers. 

(PX0987 at 002). 
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contract proposal to Crown was for a term of three years. . (Roe, Tr. 1722). In its response to 
Daramic's proposal, Crown asked for a term offive years. (Roe, Tr. 1722). 

Resposne to Findine No. 812:
 
This finding is contradicted by testimony from Crown representative Art Ba1cerzak.fll
 

J 

(Balcerzak, Tr. 4111, in camera). 

08, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 813: 
It is more relevant to note that Daramic did consider MPLP in making its contract pitch to 

Crown. Daramic went to certain customers offering beneficial contractual terms in order to 

secure their business and to prevent erosion of Daramic's customer base. (Roe, Tr. 1289-1291). 

In addition to beneficial pricing terms, Daramic offered those customers identified as at risk of 

loss to MPLP guaranteed delivery times, committed inventory stock, rebate schedules and 

consignent to secure the business with Daramic (PX0258 at 001; Roe, Tr. 1292)._ 

~) (Roe, Tr. 1352, in camera).
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L (PX0258 at 002; PX0255 at 001, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1291-1294, 1350-1354. in 

camera). 

815. ( 
4108 in camera). 
_l (Balcerzak, Tr. 4108. in camera).
 

Response to Findin2 No. 815: 
. After its acquisition of MPLP, Daramic is the only option for Crown's industrial 

separator supply. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4127-4128). When DaramIc had quality problems with its 

separators at Crown. its salesman, Randy Hanschu understood that Crown had nowhere to turn. 

(pX0803 at 001 ("It is sure getting diffcult to convince our customers we are not a 

monopoly:')). 

816. Crown decided to sole-source its separators from DaraIic because of Daramic's history 
of supplying high quality separators. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4125). 

Response to Findius! No. 816:
 
When Crown negotiated the contract with Daramic they did not considered other
 

separator suppliers because other than MPLP and Daramc, _ (
 

_ (Balcerzak, Tr. 4106, in.camera).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 817:
 
Crown was upset with DaramIc's performance as a supplier and expressed its
 

disappointment in letters to Randy Handshu at Daramic. (See Response to Finding No. 800). 
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818. As a customer, Crown has not seen any difference in the quality of Daramic's products 
since the acquisition. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4103). In fact, the acquisition has had absolutely no
 

impact on Crown's business. (Balcerzak, Tr. 4103). 

Response to Findine: No 818: 
This finding is contradicted by evidence that after the acquisition DaramIc's rating as a 

supplier dropped precipitously, moving Daramic from the number one rated supplier prior to the 

merger to the worst after. (PX0987 at 002). 

c. Douglas Battery Manufacturing Company
 

819. Douglas Battery Manufacturing Company ("Douglas Battery") is a battery manufacturer 
headquarered in Winston-Salem, Nort Carolina. (Douglas, Tr. 4048). 
 This family owned and 
managed company was founded in 1921. (Douglas, Tr. 4048). 

Response to Findine: No. 819:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

820. Prior to 2005, Douglas Battery produced automotive batteries. (Douglas, Tr. 4048). In
 

2005, however, Douglas Battery made a strategic decision to no longer produce batteries for 
automotive applications. (Douglas, Tr. 4048). 

Response to Findin2 No. 820:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

821. Douglas' decision to stop producing SLI batteries was driven by several factors, 
including the rising costs of raw materials, the consolidation of the battery manufacturing
 

industr, and "intense" competition from offshore and south of the border. (Douglas, Tr. 404849,4051-52). . 
Response to Findin2 No. 821: 
The assertion that there is intense competition from offshore battery producers is 

contradicted by the fact that "U.S. based battery manufacturers dominate the lead acid battery 

market and have erected imposing barers to entry, such as economies of scale and high brand 

awareness," (PX2110 at 004). 

(PX0403 at 005-006; Craig, Tr. 2552-2554, in camera). 

822. Following the consolidation of the battery industry, only five battèry manufacturers 
remain in the United States: (1) Johnson Controls, a "behemoth" of an organization, (2) Exide, a 
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large company that has experienced financial turmoil, including a banptcy, over the past few 
years, (3) East Penn, a "fine" private company, (4) Crown, a smaller player, and (5) Douglas 
Battery. (Douglas, Tr. 4049). 

Response to Findinf! No. 822: 
This finding is contradicted by a number of documents and a good deal of testimony. For 

example, Mr. Douglas does not list EnerSys, Bulldog Battery, Trojan, or U.S. Battery, all of 

whom testified at the hearing and are battery manufacturers in 
 the United States. (CCFOF 

1219-1220,1222,1227-1229,1236-1237,1239,1245-1246). 

(PXI450, in camera; see also PXOO26, in camera; PX0044 at 

00-009, in camera). 

823. Douglas Battery currently produces cycling batteries, including "material-handling 
batteries, coal mining batteries, and batteries for UPS and telecom." (Douglas, Tr. 407-48, 
4054). 

Response to Findine: No. 823:
 
This finding is contradicted by a great deal of testimony. An uninterrptible power
 

supply or source ("UPS") battery is 
 designed to be used as a backup power source usually for 

computer systems; (Brilmyer, Tr. 183~ Roe, Tr. 1736- 1737; see also Axt, Tr. 2099). In the 

event of a power failure, the UPS batteries are designed to provide a quick burst of energy 

between 5 to 30 minutes in duration. The batteries are typically built using clear cases that allow 

for the easy visual inspection and maintenance of electrolyte levels within the battery. These 

batteries need to be trstworty and are generally rated at 15 to 20 year life span. (Brilmyer, Tr. 

1833). Thus UPS batteries are not "cycling" batteries as claimed by respondent in this finding. 

The testimony cited by respondent does not support the finding. (Douglas, Tr. 4047

4048) (no statement at all related to "cycling batteries"). 

824. Douglas Battery purchases separators for both flooded lead-acid batteries and valve 
regulated lead-acid batteries. (Douglas, Tr. 4053-54). Douglas uses AGM separators in its 
VRLA batteries. (Douglas, Tr. 4053-54). 
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Response to Findin!! No. 824:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(a) Douglas Battery Separator Buying History
 

(i) Daramic
 

825. Douglas Battery has purchased separators for its flooded lead acid batteries from Daramic 
since at least 1974. (Douglas, Tr. 4059). Jim Douglas, the Executive Vice President at Douglas, 
described Daramic as having the "highest integrity, good people devoted to the battery business" 
and Daramìc's employees as "good, honest type people.'.' (Douglas, Tr. 4060, 4062). 

Response to Findine No. 825:
 
This finding is contradicted by a number of facts in evidence.
 

L (CCFOF 1139-1143; 

Gilchrist, Tr. 414-415, 621). Daramic has entered into an ilegal non-compete agreement with 

H&V in order to prevent H&V from entering any of 
 the PE markets. (CCFOF 1180-81). 

l (PX1738 at 001-002; Whear, Tr. 4829-4833, 

in camera). 

l (Douglas, Tr. 4072, in camera; PX2058, in camera) 

l 

(PX2058 at 017, in camera). 

827. Douglas is, and has been, satisfied and impressed with the quality of Daramic's 
separators. (Douglas, Tr. 4061) Furermore, Douglas believes the pricing it has received from 
Daramic has been "very fair" and "value-added." (Douglas, Tr. 4061). 

Response to Findin!! No. 827:
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l 

(PX0808 at 001; PX0116 at 001, in camera 

(ii) Microporous
 

828. Douglas Battery t l. 
(Douglas, Tr. 4063, Douglas, Tr. 4067, in camera). 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 828: 
This finding is not supported by the evidence cited by respondent. (Douglas, Tr. 4063 

(no testimony about purchases prior to 2(04); Douglas Tr. 4067, in camera 

Ð Yet, Douglas had
 

in fact discussed purchasing Microporous's motive separators 
 in 2004. (Douglas, Tr. 4076);
 

Douglas also sought separators from Microporous again in 2007. (PX1810 at 001-(02). 

829. Microporous has not contacted Douglas about a possible supply relationship or 
agreement since 2004. (Douglas, Tr. 4063). 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 829: 
Mr. Douglas testifed only that he was not aware of any contact with Microporous. 

(Douglas, Tr. 4063). In fact, Douglas Battery contacted Microporous in 2007 and the companies 

got as far as discussing pricing. (PX181O at 001-002). 

830. At that time, Steve McDonald, on behalf of Microporous, approached Douglas Battery
 

about purchasing battery separators from Microporous. (Douglas, Tr. 4062-63). 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 830:
 
Complaint Counsel hâs no specific response.
 

831. Douglas Battery found the Microporous product too brittle and decided 
 not to 
 purchase
separators from or enter into a supply agreement with Microporous at that time, or at any later 
time. (Douglas, Tr. 4062-63,4084). 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 831:
 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that Douglas sought a quote from Microporous in
 

2007 because Daramic's prices were "extremely high." (PX181O at 001). Mr. Douglas testified 
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that 

l (Douglas, Tr. 4074, in 

camera). 

. The testimony cited by respondent does not support the proposition. Mr. Douglas 

testified only that he had tested a Microporous golf cart separator and found it to be too brittle, 

he did not testify that he would not enter into a supply agreement with Microporous at any later 

timè. (Douglas, Tr. 4084 (tested separators for PX1402 and PX1400); Douglas, Tr. 4062-63 

(unrelated to testing or a supply agreement with Microporous)). 

832. Microporous has had no competitive influence on Douglas. In fact, Microporous has not 
even discussed the supply of separators with Douglas since 200. (Douglas, Tr. 4063, Douglas, 
Tr. 407, in camera).
 

I (PX0255 at 001, in camera). 

(PX2001 at 005, in camera; PX1810 

at 001-002). 

Douglas actually sought separators from Microporous in 2007 because it felt that 

Daramic's prices were "extremely high" and received lower prices from Microporous than from 

Daramic. (PX1810 at 001-002). Douglas also sought a quote from Entek, but Entek was not 

interested. (PX181O at 001-002). 

Mr. Douglas also testified that prior to the acquisition, both Daramic and Microporous 

made motive power separators, but that today, other than Daramic, there is no one else who sells 

a motive separator in North America. (Douglas, Tr. 4081,4076). 
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Tr. 503, in camera). 

(PX2oo 1 at 0054. 
in camera 

(iii) Entek
 

834. Douglas Battery purchased separators from Entek many years ago when Douglas Battery
 

was engaged in sellng SLI separators. (Douglas, Tr. 4064). Douglas Battery has had no 
discussions about future supply with Entek since that time. (Douglas, Tr. 4064-65). 

Response to Findine No. 834:
 
Entek does not make motive battery separators. (Douglas, Tr. 4064).
 

(iv) Today
 

835. Douglas Battery has felt the effects of the current economic recession. (Douglas, Tr. 
4056). Sales for 2008 total 
 approximately $57 milion. (Douglas, Tr.1056-57). On the other 
hand, sales for 2009 are projected to be approximately $33 to $35 milion. (Douglas, Tr. 4056). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). 

(PX2058 at 017, in camera). 

Response to Finding No. 837:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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camera). 

L (PX0255 at 001, in camera). . 

(PX2oo1 at 005, in camera; PX1810 

at 001-002). 

Douglas actually sought separators from Microporous in 2007 because it felt that 

Daramic's prices were "extremely high" and received lower prices from Microporous than from 

Daramic. (PX18lO at 001-002). Douglas also sought a quote from Entek, but Entek was not 

interested. (PX1810 at 001-002). 

Mr. Douglas also testified that prior to the acquisition, both Daramic and Microporous 

made motive power separators, but that today, other than Daramic, there is no one else who sells 

a motive separator in Nort America. (Douglas, Tr. 4081, 4076). 

839. Currntly, Douglas is also in discussions with AmerSil, a Luxembourg company 
 and 
manufacturer of PVC separators. (Douglas, Tr. 4063). Amersil contacted Douglas Battery in 
2008 expressing an interest in "establishing a foothold in Nort America." (Douglas, Tr. 4063). 
Douglas Battery is currently waiting to test a new product technology that Amersil is developing. 
(Douglas, Tr. 4063-64). 

_J (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 115), in camera; PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 117)).
 

L According to Amer-Sil's Managing 

Director, 
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J (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 94-95), in camera). Amer-Sil's
 

owners thought
 

_l (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 94), in camera).
 

840. This Cour concludes based on the above findings, that Complaint Counsel has failed to 
show that Microporous was a competitive factor with respect to Douglas, Crown or East Penn 
(the companies comprising the so-called "MP Plan") at the time these companes entered into 
their contracts with Daramic in late 2007 or early 2008. 

ResDonse to Findine No. 840:
 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. With respect to Douglas Battery, it is clear that Microporous was a competitive factor 

in the pricing and terms that it received from Daramic. l 

l (PX0255 at 001, in camera). l 

(PX2001 at 005, in camera; PX1810 

at 001-002). 

Douglas actually sought separators from Microporous in 2007 because it felt that 

Daramic's prices were "extremely high" and received lower prices from Microporous than from 

Daramic. (PX181O at 001-002). Douglas also sought a quote from Entek, but Entekwas not 

interested. (PX181O at 001-002). 

Mr. Douglas also testified that prior to the acquisition, both Daramic and Microporous 

made motive power separators, but that today, other than Daramic, there is no one else who sells 

a motive separator in North America. (Douglas, Tr. 4081, 4076). 

It is more relevant to note that Daramic did consider MPLP in making its contract pitch 

to Crown. Daramc went 'to certain customers offering beneficial contractual terms in order to 
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secure their business and to prevent erosion of Daramic's customer base. (Roe, Tr. 1290-1291). 

Crown has qualified CelIForce for Motive Power batteries. (PX0947 at 001). This was a 

development that DaramIc was very concerned about and on which it kept a close eye. (PX0998 

said they must continue to evaluate Cell force (sic) because pricing is so 

attractive. If the Cellforce (sic) cells test, (sic) better than standard DaramIC we may need to step 

up the qualification of RD.") DaramIc was, thus, concerned about competition from MPLP at 

Crown. 

C'Ar Balcerzak 


1 (PX0258 at 002; PX0255 at 001, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1292-1294, in camera, 

1350-1354, in camera). MPLP had a competitive infuence therefore whether or not Crown is 

aware of the impact. 

(PX0243 at 02, in camera). In 2004, DaramIc again reacted to Microporous price competition on 

motive power separators by lowering prices by 3% at East Penn to maintain that business. 

(PX0409 at 01; Roe, Tr. 1262-1263). ( 

ed 
\. 
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L (PX0257 at 001, in camera; 

PX0258 at 002). 

During East Penn's visit to Piney Flats in October 2007, East Penn indicated that 

purchases ofPE SLI separators from Microporous could not commence prior to the first or 

second quarer of 2009. (PX0082 at 002). i 

1 (PX2091, in camera; RX1519 at 008, in camera). i_
 

1 (PX2091 at 001-002, in camera). 

East Penn (i) wanted a new East Coast supplier of PE SLI separators, (ii) believed that 

Entek would not open a new facilty on the East Coast, 
 (iii) saw Microporous as a viable PE SLI 

supplier, (iv) indicated that it would be wiling to enter a long term contract with Microporous as 

a sign of their seriousness, and (v) never ruled out the possibilty of buying PE SLI separators 

from Microporous at some point in the future. (Leister, Tr. 40-4008, 4016-4021; see also 

CCFOF 624-629). i 

L (PX2091, in camra; RX1519 at 008. in camera). ( 

1 (PX2091 at 001-002, in camera). 

In addition to beneficial pricing terms, Daramic offered those customers identified as at 

risk of loss to MPLP guaranteed delivery times, committed inventory stock, rebate schedules and 

consignment to secure the business with Daramic. (PX0258 at 01; Roe, Tr. 1292). Daramic 
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~i1 (Roe, Tr. 1352, in camera).
 

d. U.S. Battery
 

841. U.S. Battery Manufacturing ("U.S. Battery") is headquarered in Corona, California. 
(Wallace, Tr. 1927). .
 

Response to Findin2 No. 841: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

842. U.S. Battery has two manufacturing facilties: one in Corona, California and another in .
Augusta, Georgia. (Wallace, Tr. 1957). .
 

Response to Findin2 No 842: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

843. Although U.S. Battery purchases separators from Nort American suppliers, the 
separators are used in batteries that are sold across the globe. (Walla~e, Tr. 1958-59). In fact, 
from its two Nort American manufacturing facilties, U.S. Battery sells batteries to customers in 
sixty countres worldwide. (Wallace, Tr. 1957-58). 

Response to Findin2 No 843: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

844. U.S. Battery primarly manufactures batteries used in deep cycle applications, but also 
manufactures specialty batteries and batteries used in miltar SLI applications. (Wallace, Tr. 
1927,1930; Qureshi, Tr. 2075). 

Response to Findine No 844:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

845. U.S. Battery's deep cycle batteries are used in golf carts, floor scrubbers, aerial lifts, 
mare applications, long-haul trucks, recreational vehicles, wind and solar power applications, 
and reserve power applications. (Wallace, Tr. 1955-56; Qureshi, Tr. 2076-77).
 

Response to Findim~ No 845:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

846. In fact, U.S. Battery can adjust the wiring of its deep cycle batteries so that the batteries 
can be used in a wide variety of end-use applications. (Wallace, Tr. 1956-57). 

Response to Findine No. 846:
 
The cited testimony does not support this finding. The fact that the deep-cycle
 

application is represented by several .different end uses, and the batteries used in each end use 
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need to be wired, does not suggest that how a battery is wired can determine in what end use the 

battery wil be used.
 

847. U.S. Battery's 2008 revenues were in excess of $160 millon. (Wallace, Tr. 1929-30).
 

ResDonse to Findine No 847:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

848. In the past few years, U.S. Battery has been able to increase its revenue by aggressively 
developing new markets, such as Europe and the Pacific rim, and acquiring new accounts. 
(Wallace, Tr. 1930).
 

Response to Findine No 848: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

849. U.S Battery's competitors include Trojan Battery, East Penn Manufacturig, Crown 
Battery, Exide, Superior Battery, and Johnson Controls. (Wallace, Tr. 1938). 

Response to Findine No 849: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

850. U.S. Battery provides a waranty on its batteries based upon its level of confidence in the
product. (Qureshi, Tr. 2066-67). . 

Response to Findine No 850: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

851. The waranty U.S. Battery offers on its premium line of batteries is one year. The 
waranty U.S. Battery offers on its economy line of batteries is six months. (Wallace, Tr. 1965
66). u.s. Battery prefers to use a Flex-Sit separator be used in any battery it offers under a one-


year waranty. (PX1764 at 002). Consequently, U.S. Battery uses only Flex-Sil separators in its 
premium batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1967; Qureshi, Tr. 2062). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 851: 
On ten different models of batteries produced by U.S. Battery containing the HD 

separator, U.S. Battery offers a one year waranty. (Qureshi, Tr. 2066-67). Therefore, the extent 

of the waranty of a paricular model depends only partly on the separator. In fact, as Mr. 

Qureshi explained at tral, the waranty lengt is more dependant on the number of lead plates
 

within the battery than on the typ of separator. (Qureshi, Tr. 2085). 

(a) U.S. Battery Separator Buying History
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852. Prior to the acquisition, U.S. Battery was purchasing separtors from Daramic and
 

Microporous. (Wallace, Tr. 1938). Microporous, however, was U.S. Battery's primar separator 
supplier. (PX0681 at 001). .
 

Response to Findim! No 852:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

853. U.S. Battery first began buying separators from Daramic for deep cycle applications in
 

2003: (Wallace, Tr. 1945; Qureshi, Tr. 2021). At this time, U.S. Battery was purchasing the 
Daramic DC separator. 
 (Wallace, Tr. 1946-47; Qureshi,Tr. 2021). U.S. Battery began using
Daramic HD, and stopped using Daramic DC, in 2006. (Qureshi, Tr. 2028). 

Response to Findim! No 853:
 
Complaint Cqunsel has no specific response.
 

854. U.S. Battery was also purchasing Flex-Sil separators from Microporous in 2003.
 

(Wallace, Tr. 1945-46). In fact, U.S. Battery has been using FIex-Sil separators since at least 
1993. (Qurçshi, Tr. 2013). 

Response to Findinf! No 854: 
. Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

855. Pror to the acquisition, U.S. Battery was purchasing Daramic HD separators for its low-


end batteries and Flex-Sil separators for its premium batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1958-60, 1967). 

Response to Findinf! No. 855: 
Mr. Wallace was asked about the quality range of products sold by U.S. Battery at trhil, 

to which Mr. Wallace responded, "(a)ll of our products are premium products. There are 

different categories of those premium products." (Wallace, Tr. 1969). Later when Mr. Wallace 

was asked by respondent whether U.S. Battery considered FIex-Sil a superior product Mr. 

Wallace responded simply, "No." (Wallace, Tr: 1971). Mr. Wallace continued to testify that 

according to the tests ru by U.S. Battery, the Flex-Sil separator was not superior in performance 

to HD . (Wallace, Tr~ 1971-1972). 

856. U.S. Battery purchased Flex-Sil separators from Microporous' Piney Flats, Tennessee
 

facilty and Daramic HD separators from Darmic's Owensboro, Kentucky facility. (Wallace, 
Tr. 1945, 1958-59).
 

Response to Findinf! No 856: 

Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

Battery Today(b) U.S.. 
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857. U.S. Battery currently purchases Daramic HD and Flex-Sil separators from Daramic for
 

use in its deep cycle batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1931, 1942-43). Flex-Sil, however, is the only 
separator U.S. Battery uses in its premium batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1967; Qureshi, Tr. 2062; 
Whear, Tr. 4840, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 857:
 
The citations provided concernng Flex-Sil being the only separator used in "premium"
 

batteries at U.S. Battery do not support that conclusion. Furtermore, as previously stated, along 

with those batteries which contain Flex-Sit and carr the one year waranty there are ten different 

models of batteries that have HD separators. 
 and carry a one year waranty at U.S. Battery. 

(Qureshi, Tr. 2066-67). 

858. U.S. Battery has two new products that it plans to bring to the market in 2009, US 27DC 
and US 31DC. Both batteries wil use a Flex-Sit separator. (Wallace, Tr. 1948-49, Qureshi, Tr. 
2044). 

Response to Findine No. 858: 
The irony of ths finding is remarkable. The reason why U.S. Battery wil be using Flex-

Sit in these new models is because Daramic has refused to supply its HD separator which theses 

batteries were specifically designed around. (Qureshi, Tr. 2042-2044; Wallace, Tr. 1948-1950). 

859. U.S. Battery wil soon be manufacturing a deep cycle battery that uses an absorptive glass 
mat ("AGM") separator. (Wallace, Tr. 1975). For these batteries, U.S. Battery intends to 
purchase AGM separators from a supplier in China and import the separators to its Nort 
American manufacturing facilties. (Wallace, Tr. 1975~76). 

Response to Findine No 859: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(c) Separators Used in Deep Cycle Applications
 

860. U.S. Battery considers itself, and in fact holas itself out to its customers, as the leading 
manufacturer of deep cycle batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1955; Qureshi, Tr. 2076). 

Response to Findine No 860:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific r.esponse. 

861. U.S. Battery is the second largest manufacturer of deep cycle batteries, with a market 
share of 45% - 48% in the deep cycle battery market. (Wallace, Tr. 1938-39). 

Response to Findine No 861:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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862. U.S. Battery manufactures between 1.5 milion and 2 milion deep cycle batteries per 
year. (Qureshi, Tr. 2076). 

Response to Findinl! No 862: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

863. Approximately 80% of U.S. Battery's revenue is attributable to sales of deep cycle 
batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1930). 

Response to Findinl! No 863:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

864. U.S. Battery's anual spend on separators used in dee
 c cle batteries is a roximately 
$8 milion. (Wallace, Tr. 1931). In 2007, over 90% lofU.S. 
Battery's separator purchases were Flex -Sit separators. 

(Wallace, Tr. 1961-62; Qureshi, Tr.

2064-65; PX0949 at 229, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No 864: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

865. This is tre even though a Flex-Sil separator costs twice as much as a Daramic HD
 

separator. (Wallace, Tr. 1972; Qureshi, Tr. 2064).
 

Response to Findiiie No. 865:
 
This finding misstates and mischaracterizes the evidence. The Daramic DC separator, the
 

progenitor to lI, was roughly half 
 the cost of Flex-Sit at the time U.S. Battery was purchasing 

DC. (Qureshi, Tr. 2063-2064). Flex-Sil was not always twice the price of DC; MPLP lowered 

the price of its Flex-Sit separator in order to combat the entry of Daramic in to the deep-cycle 

market at U.S. Battery in 2003. (Qureshi, Tr. 2021-2023). 

866. Premium batteries make up at least 80% of U.S. Battery's deep cycle business. (Wallace, 
Tr. 1967). However, less than 20% of U.S. Battery's deep cycle batteries are used in original 
equipment applications. (Wallace, Tr. 1976); 

Response to Findinsz No 866: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

(d) Flex-Sit
 

867. U.S. Battery advertises to its customers that the components of its batteries maximize the 
life and performance of its batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1963). This message is set forth on U.S. 
Battery's website. (Wallace, Tr. 1963).
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Response to Finding: No 867:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

868. On its website, U.S. Battery describes its batteries as using "premium micro-rib Flex-Sil 
separators." (Wallace, Tr. 1964; RXOl643). In fact, the website materials were created 
specifically to show that U.S. Battery's batteries contained a Flex-Sil separators. (Wallace, Tr. 
1978-79). In contrast, there is no reference to Daramic HD anywhere on U.S. Battery's website. 
(Wallace, Tr. 1963-65). 

Response to Finding: No 868:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

869. Flex-Sil is the only separator U.S. Battery uses in its premium deep cycle batteries.
 

(Wallace, Tr. 1967; Qureshi, Tr. 2062; Whear, Tr. 4840, in camera). 

Response to Finding: No. 869:
 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Wallace who stated that all U.S.
 

Battery batteries were considered premium. (Wallace, Tr. 1969). The waranty on batteries 

containing Flex-Sit separators and those containing HD are the same where the other 

components of the battery are of similar quality. (Qureshi, Tr. 2066 (Ten different U.S. Battery 

models contain lI and have a 1 yeaI waranty)). Thus the reputation and financial 

responsibilty of 
 U.S. Battery as a company is no less at risk when using Flex-Sil or HD 

separators. . Furhermore, U.S. Battery would be using more HD in place of Flex-Sil had 

Daramic not restrcted U.S. Battery's access. (Wallace, Tr. 1979). 

870. Batteries with Flex-Sit separators have a minimum warranty of one year and the waranty
 

could last for as long as two years. (Wallace, Tr. 1966). U.S. Battery distinguishes its premium 
batteries to its customers based on this extended waranty. (Wallace, Tr. 1970). The longer 
waranty is signifcant to customers who continue to purchase U.S. Battery's premium batteries
 

based in par on the longer waranty on these premium batteries.. (Wallace, Tr. 1970-71). 

Response to Finding: No. 870: 
The citations do not support the assertion in the above finding. Furermore, the 

waranty on batteries containing Flex-Sil separators and those containing HD are the same where 

the other components of the battery are of similar quality. (Qureshi, Tr. 2066 (Ten different U.S. 

Battery models contain HD and have a 1 year waranty)). 

( e) Daramic HD
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871. While premium batteries make up at least 80% of U.S. Battery's deep-cycle business, 
U.S. Battery does not use Daramc HD separators in its premium batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1967). 

Response to Findine No 871:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

872. Furermore, Daramic HDhas not been qualified by U.s. Battery for deep cycle batteries 
that are used in original equipment end-use applications. (McDonald, Tr. 3822; Roe, Tr. 1762). 

Response to Findine No. 872: 
This finding is directly contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Wallace, who testifed that 

in fact U.S. Battery does sell batteries containing Daramic's HD separator to original equipment 

manufacturers. (Wallace, Tr. 1933-1935).
 

873. U.S. Battery did develop a new, low-cost golf car battery using Daramic HD that would
 

be sold without a waranty. (McDonald, Tr. 3822~ Roe, Tr. 1762; Whear, 4840). 

Response to Findine No. 873:
 
The battery referred to in this finding, US 1800, was developed in 2003 and although it
 

did not cary a warranty, it used Dararnc DC, not HD. (Wallace, Tr. 1945). 

874. Daramic HD has the disadvantage of being more flexible than Flex-SiL, which causes 
problems on U.S. Battery's production lines. (Qureshi, Tr. 2072). 

Respond to Findine No. 874: 
To the extent that the flexibilty was a problem with HD that issue has been largely 

resolved as the workers become more familar with the product's handling characteristics. 

l (McDonald, Tr. 3914~ PX1746 at 002; RXOO780 at 001;
 
RXI093; RX657, in camera) 

Response to Findine No. 875: 
This Finding is utterly without merit. U.S. Battery uses HD in several battery models, ten 

of which cary its maximum waranty. (Qureshi, Tr. 2066). U.S. Battery could not use HD if it 

had failed prematuely. Mr. Wallace testified that according to the tests run by U.S. Battery, the 

Flex-Sil separator was not superior in performance to HD. (Wallace, Tr. 1972). 

876. U.S. Battery offers a six month waranty for batteries made with Daramic HD.
 

(Wallace, Tr. 1965).
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Response to Findinf! No. 876: 
This finding is false and contradicted by testimony from U.S. Battery. U.S. Battery uses 

HD in several battery models, ten of 
 which car its maximum one year waranty. (Qureshi, Tr. 

2066). 

877. For these reasons, U.S. Battery has never switched from FIex-Sil to Daramic HD in a golf
 

car battery. (McDonald, Tr. 3945-46, 3956-58).
 

Response to Findinf! No. 877: 
This finding is false and directly contradicted by the very testimony Respondent cites in 

support. When asked what U.S. Battery would have used if they had not decided to use HD in its 

E line golf cart batteries, Mr. McDonald adniitted it would have been FIex-Si1. (McDonald, Tr. 

3946 ("Q: And if they didn't use HD, what other kind of separator could they use in the new 

battery? A: They would have used FIex-Sil most likely.") 

878. U.S. Battery suspended purchases of Daramc HD in late 2007. (Qureshi, Tr. 2073). 

Response to Findinf! No. 878: 
The citation does not support this finding. In fact, U.S. Battery has not suspended its 

purchases of HD. (Qureshi, Tr. 2086-2087). Furhermore, U.S. Battery designed new models 

around the HD separator only to be told afer the merger that it was not available in the size 

requested. (Qureshi, Tr. 2042-2044; Wallace, Tr. 1948-1950). 

. (f) CellForce
 

879. In 2007, U.S. Battery informed Microporous that it would not recommend a CellForce
 

. separator for use in its premium batteries. (Qureshi, Tr. 2070; PX1763 at 003). 

Response to Findinf! No. 879: 
The citation does not support the assertion. Mr. Qureshi testified that at the time in 

question U.S. Battery simply did not have sufficient evidence to make the judgment on whether 

or not to qualify CellForce in its top of the line batteries. (Qureshi, Tr. 2070). 

e. Bulldog Battery
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880. Bulldog Battery manufacturers flooded lead-acid batteries for motive power industrial 
applications. (Benjamin, Tr. 3504). The batteries manufactured by Bulldog are used priarily in
 

fork truck (fork lift) applications. (Benjamin, Tr. 3504). 

Response to Findine No. 880: 
Complaint Counsel has no speifiC response. 

881. Bulldog is headquarered and has its sole manufacturng facility in Wabash, Indiana. 
(Benjamin, Tr. 3533). 

Response to Findine No. 881:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

882. There are only five North American battery manufacturers producing and sellng motive 
power batteries. (Benjamin, Tr. 3537). 

Response to Findine No. 882:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

883. Bulldog comprises 10% of the Nort American motive power market and competes with
 

EnerSys, Douglas and East Penn. (Benjamin, Tr. 3507). 

Response to Findine No. 883:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

884. Bulldog uses a .140 width separator profie for 95% of its batteries. (BeItamin, Tr. 
3534-3535, 3545). 

Response to Findine No. 884:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifiC response.
 

885. The .140 width separator used by Bulldog is an off-size thickness for a battery separator. 
thickest battery separator

(Benjamin, Tr. 3537). The .140 width separator used by Bulldog is the 


found in forklift batteries. (Benjamin, Tr. 3537). Bulldog is the only Nort American 
manufacturer of motive power batteries that uses a .140 width separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3537). 

Response to Findine No. 885: 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separtor that Bulldog purchases is a 140 rim or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

886. It is difficult for battery separator suppliers to manufacture a .140 width separator.
 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3537-3539). 

Response to Findine No. 886: 
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To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is a 140 rim or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

887. Bulldog has encountered several quality issues with the .140 width separator, including 
pinholes in the separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3538). 

Response to FindiUl! No. 887:
 
Where as Bulldog Battery consistently experienced quality issues when DaramIc
 

separators prior to Bulldog Battery's switch to Microporous's motive 

separators, when Microporous began supplying Bulldog, there were no quality problems after the 

first thee weeks of their relationship. (Benjamin, Tr. 3509, 3511, 3538-3539). To the extent 

that Respondent is suggesting that. i 40 width is in mils, the evidence in the record contradicts 

this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is a 140 rim or said another way 140 

manufactued its motive 


thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

888. A battery separator supplier needs a paricular calender roll in order to maufacture a 
.140 width separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3539-3540). 

Response to Findine: No. 888:
 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the
 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchasesîs a 140 rim or 

said another way '140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

(a) Bulldog Battery Separator Buying History
 

(i) Through 2002
 

889. Though 2002, Bulldog purchased all of its battery separators from Daramic. (Benjamin, 
Tr. 3509). 

Response to Findine: No. 889: 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

(ii) 2003
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890. In 2003, Bulldog began purchasing all of its separator requirements for the .140 width 
separator profie from Microporous. This represented 95% of Bulldog's battery separator needs. 
(Benjamin, Tr. 3534-3535). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 890: 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is a 140 rim or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

891. The remaining 5% of Bulldog's battery separator needs continued to be supplied by 
Darmic, as Microporous did not have the tooling to manufacture these paricular separator 
profies. (Benjamin, Tr. 3512-3513, 3534-3535).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 891:
 
The assertion Respondent's make in their rinding is not supported by Benjamin, Tr.
 

3512-3513. 

892. After the switch to Microporous, Bulldog began using Microporous' CellForce battery
 

separator product for the .140 width separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3518, 3535). 

Response to Findinl! No. 892: 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is a 140 rim or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

893. From 2003 until the acquisition, Bulldog used only the CellForce battery separator 
product for the .140 width separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3518, 3535). 

Response to Findinsi No. 893: 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is a 140 rim or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjam, Tr. 3535). 

894. Before Microporous could supply .140 width separators to Bulldog, it was necessary for 
Microporous to purchase a new calender roll that was capable of manufacturig .140 width 
separators. (Benjamin, Tr. 3512, 3514, 3540). 

Response to Findinsi No. 894: 
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To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is a 140ßm or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

895. Microporous required Bulldog to enter into a supply agreement with Microporous before 
it would agree to acquire the new calender roll. (Benjamin, Tr. 3540).
 

Response to Findine No. 895:
 
The proposition tht Bulldog Battery had to commit to a supply agreement before
 

Microporous would agree to acquire the new calender roll is contradicted by evidence in the 

record. Mr. Benjamin proposed to Microporous that Bulldog Battery would buy the calender roll 

if Microporous would run it. Microporous countered this proposal by offering to buy the tool if 

Bulldog Battery signed a one year supply agreement. Bulldog Battery was free to choose what 

. ever option it wanted. Thus, Bulldog Battery had two options, buy the calender roll for 

Microporous or sign a one year supply agreement with Microporous and get the tool for free. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3513-3514). 

896. After 
 Bulldog switched suppliers and began purchasing all of its .140 width separator 
requirements from Microporous, Daramic scrapped the calender roll it had been using to
 

manufacturer .140 width separators. (Benjamin, Tr. 3541). 

Response to Findin2 No. 896: 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separtor that Bulldog purchases is a 140 rim or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 

897. From the time Daramic scrapped the calender roll it had been using to manufacturer .140 
width separators for Bulldog up through the present, Microporous (and now Daramic post-
acquisition) was the only battery separator supplier in the world that had a calender roll capable 
of manufacturig a .140 width 
 separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3542-3543).
 

Response to Findin2 No. 897.:
 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils, the evidence in the 

record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is a i 40 rim or 

said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 
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898. Prom 2005 up until the present, it would take only about 12 weeks for any other separator 
supplier to be able to manufacture and supply Bulldog with .140 width separators. (Benjamin, 
Tr. 3543). 

Resoonse to Findinl!No. 898: .
 
The proposition that a calender roll takes 12 weeks to manufactuer is contradicted by the 

. fact that Mr. Benjamin did not know how long it took to purchase and grove a calender roll. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3541). Thus, the assertion Respondent's make in their finding is not supported 

by Benjamin, Tr. 3543. 

(iii) 200
 

899. Daramic approached Bulldog Battery in 2006 with a proposal to regain Bulldog's 
business for the .140 width separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516, 3545). 

Response to Findinl! No. 899: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

900. At this time, Daramic would have needed to acquire and groove a new calender roll in 
order to be able to manufacturer a .140 separator for Bulldog. (Benjamin, Tr. 3541).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 90:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Having calender rolls is not a 

necessary requirement for bidding on a customer's separator business. (BeItamin, Tr. 3559).
 

Purchasing calender rolls to use for Bulldog Battery would be an extra expense for Daramic. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3558). 

901. Bulldog ultimately kept its business with Microporous in 2006. (BeItamin, Tr. 3549). 

Response to Findinl! No. 901: 
. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Bulldog Battery received a lower 

price from Microporous afer telIing the Miçroporous's salesman, Roger Berger, that Daramic 

had offered Bulldog Battery lower pricing. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516-3517). Bulldog Battery 

received a letter from Microporous notifying it that Microporous would be lowering the pricing 

to Bulldog Battery in order to come close to Daramic's pricing. Roger Berger told Mr. Benjamin 

that Microporous was lowering Bulldog Battery's pricing because "Well, we want to stay 
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competitive. We want to keep your business." (Benjamin, Tr. 3516-3517). Microporous's 

pricing was competitive and Bulldog Battery was happy with the quality of 
 Microporous's 

CellForce separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516, 3555).
 

902. Pricing was not a factor in Bulldog's decision to keep Microporous as its 
 sole supplier for 
the .140 width separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516). 

Response to Findin2 No. 902: 
The proposition is 
 contradicted by the record evidence. Bulldog Battery compared 

Microporous's pricing to Daramic's pricing to deterine if Microporous was charging it a 

competitive price. (Benjamin, Tr. 3523-3525). In 2006, Microporous's pricing was competitive. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3516). 

903. Bulldog actually informed Microporous of the proposal it received from Daramic. 
(Benjamin, Tr. 3546). 

Response to Findin2 No. 903: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Bulldog Battery received a lower 

price from Microporous after tellng the Microporous' s salesman, Roger Berger, that Daramic 

had offered Bulldog Battery lower pricing. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516-3517). Bulldog Battery 

received a letter from Microporous notifying it that Microporous would be lowerig its pricing to 

Bulldog Battery in order to come close to Daramic's pricing. Roger Berger told Mr. Benjamin 

that Microporous was lowering Bulldog Battery's pricing because "Well, we want to stay 

competitive. We wantto keep your business." (Benjamin, Tr. 3516-3517). Microporous's 

pricing was competitive and Bulldog battery was happy with the quality of Microporous's 

CellFqrce separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516, 3555).
 

904. At that. time, Bulldog also informed Microporous that it had no intention of leaving 
Microporous and made it clear that Bulldog was not theatening Microporous with the Daramic 
proposal. (Benjamin, Tr. 3546-3547). 

Response to Finding No. 904:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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905. In fact, Bulldog did not have any intention of switching its supplier of the .140 width 
separator from Microporous to Daramic. (Benjamin, Tr. 3545). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 90S: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Bulldog Battery received a lower 

price from Microporous after telling the Microporous's salesman, Roger Berger. that Daramic 

had off~red Bulldog Battery lower pricing. (Benjamin. Tr. 3516-3517). Bulldog Battery 

comparèd Microporous' s pricing to Daramic' s pricing to determine if Microporous was charging 

it a competitive price. (Benjamin, Tr. 3523.3525). In 2006, Microporous' s pricing was 

competitive. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516). Microporous's pricing was competitive and Bulldog Battery
 

was happy with the quality of Microporous's Cell 
 Force separator and the reliable delivery. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3516~3517, 3555). 

906. Bulldog did not use the Daramic proposal as an ultimatum to obtain price concessions 
from Microporous. (Benjamin, Tr. 3547). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 906:
 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Bulldog Battery received a lower 

price from Microporous after tellng the Microporous's salesman, Roger Berger, that Daramic 

had offered Bulldog Battery lower pricing. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516.3517). Bulldog Battery 

received a letter from Microporous notifying it that Microporous would be lowering its pricing to 

Bulldog Battery in order to come close to DaramIc's pricing. Roger Berger told Mr. Benjamin 

that Microporous was lowering Bulldog Battery's pricing because "Well, we want to stay 

competitive. We want to keep your business." (Benjamin, Tr. 3516-3517). Microporous's 

pricing was competitive and Bulldog Battery was happy with the quality of Microporous's 

CellForce separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516, 3555).
 

907. In actuality, Bulldog informed Microporous of Daramic's proposal so that Microporous
 

would be aware of Daramic's intentions in the marketplace. (Benjamin, Tr. 3547). 

Response to Findine No. 907: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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908. Microporous lowered the price of the .140 width battery separator to Bulldog as a than-
you for Bulldog informing Microporous of Daramic's activities in the marketplace. (Benjamin, 
Tr. 3548).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 908: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Bulldog Battery received a lower 

price from Microporous after telling the Microporous's salesman, Roger Berger, that Daramic 

had offered Bulldog Battery lower pricing. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516-3517). Bulldog Battery 

received a letter from Microporous notifying it that Microporous would be lowering its pricing to 

Bulldog Battery in order to come close to Daramic's pricing; Roger Berger told Mr. Benjai;in . 

that Microporous was lowering Bulldog Battery's pricing because "Well, we want to stay 

competitive. We want to keep your business." (Benjamin, Tr. 3516-3517). Microporous's 

pricing was competitive and Bulldog Battery was happy with the quality of Microporous' s 

CellForce separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3516, 3555).
 

909. This price adjustment took effect January 2,2007. (Benjamin, Tr. 3547-3548).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 909:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

910. Lèss than one year after Microporous lowered the price of the .140 width separator, 
Bulldog received a price increase on the .140 width separator from Microporous consisting of a 
price increase and a rubber surcharge. (Benjamin, Tr. 3548-49). . 

Response to Findinl! No. 910:
 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that Microporous's price decrease was short
 

term, it should be noted that the price decrease that Microporous gave Bulldog Battery was at a 
. 

minimum 364 days. (Benjamin, Tr. 3547-3548). Moreover, the price increase that Bulldog 

simply passing along its
Battery received from Microporous occurred because Microporous was 


cost. (Benjamin, Tr. 3553).
 

Additionally, to the extent that Respondent is suggesting that .140 width is in mils; the 

evidence in the record contradicts this point. The .140 width separator that Bulldog purchases is 

a 140 rim or said another way 140 thousands. (Benjamin, Tr. 3535). 
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(iv) Post-Acquisition
 

911. . Bulldog Battery continues to use the CellForce separator today for at least 95% of its 
battery separator requirements. (Benjamin, Tr. 3504,3518,3535-36). 

Response tò Findine No. 911:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

912. Similar to the pre-acquisition time period, post-acquisition only one battery separator
 

supplier produces the CellForce separator. (Benjamin, Tr. 3549). 

Response to Findine No. 912:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

913. Bulldog has not qualified Daramic's HD separator product for use in its batteries. 
(Benjamin, Tr. 3564). 

Response to Findine No. 913: 
The proposition is contradicted by the fact that Bulldog Battery could use Daramic's HD 

in its motive batteries if it wanted to. Today, if there was an indep.endent Microporous, Bulldog 

Battery would have a choice of purchasing lI separators manufactured by Daramic or 

CellForce separators manufactured by Microporous. (Benjamin~ Tr. 3555). 

914. Setting aside any quality issues durg the Owensboro.strike, Bulldog is pleased with the 
quality of the .140 width separator being manufactured by DaramIc. (Benjamin, Tr. 3556). 

Response to Findine No. 914: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. When Bulldog Battery bought 

motive separators from Daramic prior to its switch to Microporous, those separators came from 

Daramic's Owensboro plant. When Bulldog Battery bought motive separators fróm an 

independent Microporous, those separators were manufactured at Microporous' s Piney Flats 

facilty. Now that Daramic.has acquired Microporous, Bulldog Battery's motive separ~tors stil 

come from the Piney Flats facilty. Thus, post-acquisition, there has been no change in the 

manufacturing location of Bulldog Battery's motive battery separators. (Benjamin, Tr. 3509). 

915. Bulldog has had no discussions with Entek regarding its battery separator needs over the 
past several years. (Benjamin, Tr. 3521). 

Response to FindiUl! No. 915:
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To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that Bulldog Battery failed to look at Entek 

as a possible motive separator supplier, this assertion is contradicted by the evidence. In the past 

Entek has refused to supply separators for this application despite a request to do so by Bulldog 

conversation with Entek about a supply
Battery. (Benjamin, Tr. 3519). Based on its 


relationship, Bulldog Battery concluded that Entek was simply not interested in supplying 

industrial battery applications with separators. After Entek told Bulldog Battery that it was "not 

interested in getting into the industriaL. We don't want to manufacture the material that you're 

using, and we're quite happy with the market that we have. So, we're.going to stay there." 

Bulldog Battery took Entek off its supplier list and no longer pursued them as a supplier of 

motive battery separators. (Benjamin, Tr. 3520-3521). Entek has never approached Bulldog 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3521).
Battery in an effort to supply its motive separator needs. 


Response to Findinf! No. 916: 
Complait Counsel has no specific response. 

917. Daramic also notified Bulldog of a price increase effective January 1,2009. (Benjamin, 
Tr. 3521-3522). 

Response to Findim! No, 917: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

918. Daramic's energy surcharge and 2009 price adjustment were based on raw material cost
 

increases. (Benjamin, Tr. 3523). 

Response to Findinl! No. 918:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Bulldog Battery has no abilty to
 

determine whether thes price increases are justified by increases in Daramic's raw material costs. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3524-3525). However, compared to past pricing increases from motive separator 

suppliers, the President of Bulldog Battery feels the 10% price increase is "pretty exorbitant." 
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(Benjamin, Tr. 3525). For example, in the five year period during which Bulldog Battery 

purchased CellForce separators from Microporous, the cumulative price increases from 

Microporous totaled about 3% and the largest price increase was 1-112%. (Benjamin, Tr. 3526). 

In the past, Bulldog Battery would have been able to assess whether the costs increases 

were justified by comparg the cost increases Daramic announced to those that Microporous 

anounced. (Benjamin, Tr. 3523). If Bulldog Battery got a price increase letter"... from one 

and not the other, that would raise some questions." (Benjamin, Tr. 3524-3525). 

919. Bulldog did not protest DaramIc's price adjustments because Bulldog understood
 

Daramic was just passing along its cost increases. (Benjamin, Tr. 3553-3554). 

Response to Findine: No. 919: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. After Daramic notified Bulldog 

Battery that a ten percent price increase effective January 1,2009 would be occurring, Mr. 

Benjamin, the President, stated he did not try to negotiate a lower price with Daramic because 

"(t)here was no way to negotiate a lower price. There was no place to go." (Benjamin, Tr. 

3522). After the anounced price increase Bulldog Battery did not look to source their needs 

from another motive battery separator manufacture because there is no other supplier. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3526). 

920. In 2009, Daramic lowered the price of the .140 width separator to Bulldog by rescinding 
the energy surcharge. (Benjamin, Tr. 3554). 

Response to Findine No. 920: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. . Although Daramic may have 

discontinued the price increase that was called the "energy surcharge," a new energy related 

price increase took its place in 2009. Bulldog Battery received a price increase letter that stated 

prices would increase by 10% on Januar 1, 2009. One of the reasons for this 10% price 

. increase according to DaramIc was the "unprecedented increases in energy," which included 

natural gas and electricity. (PX0415). 
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(vi) Owensboro Strike
 

921. In the fall of 
 2008, a strike at DaramIc's Owensboro facilty resulted in Bulldog receiving 
parial shipments from Daramic. (Benjamin, Tr. 3529,3531). 

Response to Findin2 No. 921: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. On two separate occasions 

Bulldog Battery was forced to shutdown par of its motive battery manufacturing operations for 

two days because it had not received any shipments of separators. (Benjamin, Tr. 3532-3533). 

Because Bulldog Battery shutdown par of its motive battery manufacturng operations for a total 

of four days during the Owensboro strike, Bulldog Battery's customers experienced delayed 

deliveries. (Benjamin, Tr. 3532-3533). Bulldog Battery could not get motive separators from 

another separator producer in order to save par of its motive battery building operation from 

being shutdown because Daramic is the only manufacturer of motive separators today. 

(Benjamin, Tr. 3533). 

922. Daramic stayed in constant communication with Bulldog durig the course of the 
Owensboro strike and informed Bulldog that it was using all means necessary to fulfil Bulldog's 
separator supply needs. (Benjamin, Tr. 3551-3552). 

Response to Findin2 No. 922:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Not one person at Daramic called
 

anyone at Bulldog Battery to tell them that there was a strike going on at DaramIc's Owensboro 

plant and that Bulldog Battery would be receiving parial shipments. (Benjami, Tr. 3529-3532). 

Mr. Benjamin called his former Daramic salesman, Randy Hanschu, to tell him that Bulldog 

Battery was about to TUn out of motive separators that afternoon. Randy Hanschu told him that 

there was a strike in the Owensboro plant. (Benjamin, Tr. 3531-3532). Mr. Benjamin then 

called Tucker Roe to explain the grave circumstances that Bulldog Battery was about to be 

facing if Daramic did not immediately ship more motive separators to them. (Benjamin, Tr. 

3532). 
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923. In fact, Daramic informed Bulldog that it would attempt to get 
 Bulldog as much of its 
requested supply as possible during the strie. (Benjamin,Tr.3531). 

Response to Findine No. 923: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Daramic inormed Bulldog 

Battery after it had already been receiving parial shipments of motive separators and after Mr. 

Benjamin called both Randy Hanschu and Tucker Roe to explain that Bulldog Battery was about 

to run out of motive separators and would have to dose par of its motive battery building 

operation. (Benjamin, Tr. 3529-3532). 

924. Bulldog threatened legal action against Daramic because of the supply issues during the 
Owensboro strike. (Benjamin, Tr. 3552). 

Response to Findine No. 924: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

925. Bulldog did not commence any legal proceedings against Daramic, however, because it 
was Bulldog's opinion that Daramic was doing everyting within its power to supply Bulldog 
with separator materiaL. (Benjamin, Tr. 3552). 

Response to Findine No. 925:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. According to Mr. Benjamin, who
 

stated twice that the legal proceedings against Daramic did not commence because legal action 

would not have been cost effective. (Benjamin, Tr. 3552, 3562). Mr. 
 Benjamin went on to 

explain the reason in more detail, when given the opportunity. He stated the suit '~was kind of a 

veiled threat, because I was desperate to get material, and I figured if I threatened with some 

legal. action, it might give me some infuence on their response.,. Bringing a legal action for four 

days' lost production would not be practica1." (Benjamin, Tr. 3562). 

VI. The Competition 

A. Entek
 

a. Company Background
 

926. Entek consists of three companies: Entek Holding Company, Entek International LLC
 

and Entek International Ltd. Entek Holding Company is a holding company that controls and 
operates Entek International LLC, which is located in Lebanon, Oregon, and Entek International 
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Ltd., which is located in the United Kingdom. (Weerts, Tr. 4450). Unless otherwise stated, 
"Entek" refers to all of them. 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 926:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

l (RXOO116, in camera).

~ manufacturer for SL. I in Nort America
 
__l (Gilchrist, Tr. 624; RXOO124, in camera).
 

_l (PX0949 at 190-214, in camera; PX1833 at 013-065, in camera, PXOO33 at 041 

(Simpson report), in camera; CCFOF 305). l 

_l (RXOOI24, in camera).
 

l 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3128, in camera). l 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4503-4504, in camera). However, 

Entek's reputation is that it does not manufacture industrial battery separators. (Gilchrist, Tr. 

429-430 (Entek has chosen to focus on the SLI separator market); Benjamin, Tr. 3519-3521 

(Entek not interested in supplying separators to Bulldog Battery despite a direct request from 

Bulldog); Gilespie, Tr. 3037, in camera ( 

l; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera _~ 
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1; Burkert, Tr. 2353, in camera 

l
 

(
 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera (( 1; 

Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera ( 

1; PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129- . 

3135, in camera 

1 

1 (Godber, Tr. 288-290 (Trojan worked 

with Entek in 1990's on deep cycle separator that did not perform adequately, and does not 

believe that Entek has any new technology for this application); PX1515 at 002, in camera 

l; Gilchrst, Tr. 

363, 365, 389-390 (Entek unlikely to develop a separator for the deep-cycle market because it 

was unsuccessful in developing a competitive product for this market in 1996, and Entek's 

separators are based on polyethylene material which is inert and has no effect on inhibiting the. 

antimony transfer process.)) 

929. A company related to Entek is in the business of selln 
make a PE line. (Hauswald, Tr. 1167). 

_1 (Weerts, Tr. 4498-4499. in camera). 
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(RXOO015 at 002, in camera). 

) (RX00146 at 002, in camera). 

. RX00114 at 004, in camera). 

) (Weerts, Tr.
 

4504, in camera). 

Response to Findim! No. 931:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findine: No. 932:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Entek serves the world from onl two facilties, one in Nort America and one in the 
(Weerts Tr. 4450-51) l 

camera). 
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1 Entek has a manufacturing plant in 

North America where Nort American battery manufacturers have a strong preference for local 

supply. (Leister, Tr. 4007-4009, 4020 (East Penn prefers local supply to reduce supply risk); 

Balcerzak, Tr. 4129-4130 (sourcing from overseas would interfere with efforts to maintain just in 

time delivery of separator supply); Douglas, Tr. 4080 (Oouglas has a preference for local supply 

in order to reduce distace, time, and travel, and to maintain just-in-time deliveries and facilitate 

quick response from separator suppliers); Axt, Tr. 2108 (EnerSys prefers to have local suppliers 

in Nort America toreduce shipping costs, inventory carying costs, freight forward fees, lead 

times, timeliness of supply, and duties); Gilespie, Tr. 3034-3037, in camera _ 

1 

I (RX00114 at 024-077, in camera). ( 

I (RX001 15 at 003, in camera). 

I (Roe, Tr. 1233-1234; Thuet, Tr. 4357-4358, in camera).
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Response to Findine No. 934:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to;Findine No. 935:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

4465-4466, in camera).
 

_l (RXOlOOl, in camera; RX00114, incamera; PX0907, in camera; PX1833)
 

Response to Findin2 No. 936:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findin2 No. 937:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

57, in camera) 

1 (RXOOI14 at 008, in camera (Entek's response to FfC Civil 

Investigative Demand); see also PX1833 at 008, in camera ( 
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_l (RXOO114 at 008, in camera). (
 

I (PX1806 at 001, in camera). 

_l (Weert, Tr. 4503-4504, in camera; RX00114 at 008, in camera). (
 

l 

(Weerts, Tr. 4504, in camera). ( 

_l (RXOO14 at 008, in camera).
 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera). 

I (Weerts, Tr. 4515

4516, in camera; see also RX00114 at 
 008, in camera f 

I (Weert, Tr.
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4516, in camera). 

J (Weerts, Tr. 4516, in camera). 

£ 

J (Weerts, Tr. 4492

4493, in camera; PX1833 at 004, in camera). £ 

J (RX00114, in camera). £_ 

J (Weerts, Tr. 4493-4494, in camra). II 

camera). £ 
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L (Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera)~ . 

l 

(Weerts, Tr. 4516, in camera). l 

L (RXOOI14 at 008, in 

camera). 

4522, in camera). l 
Tr. 4489, in camera). 

_J 
l (See e.g., Weerts, Tr. 4484, in camera l 

J; PX1810 at 001, in camera l 

J; Benjamin, Tr. 3519

3521 (Bulldog Battery understood that Entek did not want to bid on its industrial separator 

business)). 

L (RX00114 at 008, in camera (Entek's response to FTC Civil Investigative. 
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Demand; see also CCRF 938)). l 

1 (PX1902 at 001, in 

camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera). l 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3130,3134-3135, in camera). 

1 (PX1902 at 00 1, in camera ( 

l; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 

3040, in camera ( 

J; PX1823 at 001, in camera ( 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in
 

camera; Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera). 

b. Entek's Competitors
 

1 (RXOOI24 at 005, in 
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Weerts, Tr. 4468, in camera). 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4502, in camera). (
 

(Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4501,
 

in camera). 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera).
 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 942:
 
The material cited by Respondent mischaracterizes the evidence and is directly
 

contradicted by Entek's testimony and documents. 
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1 (RXOO124 at 004, in camera). 

1 

(RXOO124 at 004, in camera t_
 

n. 

l 

(RX00355 at 32, in camera 

l; RX00259 at 027, in camera 

I 

_1 (Weerts, Tr. 4517, in camera). 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, 4517, in camera). 

c. Entek' s Current Excess Capacity Crisis
 

Response to Findine No. 943: 
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_l (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera).
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3195,
 

in camera). 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in
 

camera). 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2521-2522, in camera; Simpson, 

Tr. 3195-3196, in camera). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3408, in camera). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also 3024-3025, in 

camra). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3197, in camera). As a matter of economic theory, most-favored nation clauses
 

tend to make firs less competitive by preventing them from making selective price cuts. 
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(Simpson, Tr. 3197-3198). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. . 

3198-3199, in camera). ( 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3224, in camera, 

see generally 3209-3224, in camera). 

1 (Simpson,
 

Tr. 3195, in camera). ( 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). .
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in camera).
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_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also 3024

3025, in camera). 

J (RX00114 at 008, in camera (Entek's response to FTC Civil Investigative 

Demand; see also CCRF 938). 

J (PX1902 at 001, in 

camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera). 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3130,3134-3135, in camera). 

l (PX1515 at 002, in camera _ 

J; Godber, Tr. 288-290 (Trojan worked 

with Entek in 1990's on deep cycle separator that did not perform adequately, and Trojan does 

not believe that Entek has any new technology for this application); Gilchrist, Tr. 363, 365 

(Entek unlikely to develop a separator for the deep-cycle market because it was unsuccessful in 

developing a competitive product for this market in 1996, and Entek's separators are based on 

polyethylene material which is inert and has no effect on inhibiting the antimony transfer 

process)). 

l (PX1902 at 001, in camera 

J; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 
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3040, in camera ( 

l; PX1823 at 001, in camera 

( 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in 

camera; Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196,3408, in camera). 

945. Based on the foregoing findings of fact, the Court finds that Entek's excess capacity is 
significant economic motivation for Entek to pursue customers.for all types of PE separators and 
to lower prices. The Cour fuer finds that today's existing economic conditions and Entek's
 

excess capacity ar significant motivation for Entek to lower prices and compete aggessively 
based on pnce, which wil constrain price increases by competitors, including Daramic. 

Response to Findin2 No. 945:
 
Thi~ bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. (See CCRF 943-944). 

d. EIitèk's Growth
 

1 (RXOl119, in camera). A ition y, nte was recen y
 
battery about becoming a second source of supply for Trojan at the 2009approached by Trojan 


BCI convention. (Godber, Tr. 278). Entek continues to compete with Daramic for East Penn's
 

business. (Seibert, Tr. 4176-77). 

Response to Findin2 No. 946: 
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--
l (RXOOI16 at 004, in camera). 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4470, in camera).
 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3022, in camera). ( 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 

3021,3124, in camera). ( 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3021, 3123, in camera). 
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l 

(PX19Ò2 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera (. 

l; Gilespie, Tr. 

3130,3134-3135, in camera ( 

_l; PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera (
 

l; Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in 

) 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 2953~2954 

(only one provider of deep cycle separators today); Gilespie, Tr. 2933 (Flex-Sil and HD are the 

only separators that meet the performance criteria of 
 Exide's deep cycle batteries); Gilespie, Tr. 

3041, in camera ( 

); Gilespie, Tr. 

3049, in camera ( 

). 

Moreover, prior to the acquisition, Microporous was positioned to win some of 
 Exide's 

business and to become deeply established as a third competitor in the PE SLI market, thereby 

creating a more competitive environment in the PE SLI separator market. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976 

(Exide had "full intention" of buying PE SLI separators in Nort America from Microporous 
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beginning in 2010); Gilespie, Tr. 2976-2977 (Ex 
 ide wanted to multi-source its separator 

business because it felt that "the more competition that is in the marketplace, the better it would 

be in the long run, and the better from a cost standpoint we would be")). 

The material cited in the four sentence does not support the assertioIl that Entek 

approached Trojan about becoming a second supplier for Trojan. (Godber, Tr. 278). 

Furthermore, Trojan's testimony directly contradicts the assertion that Entek might be a second 

source for Trojan's deep cycle separator needs. (Godber, Tr. 289 (Trojan does not believe that 

Entek has the technology to make deep cycle separators); Godber, Tr. 290 (Entek has not called 

on Trojan with regards to deep cycle separators since the mid-90's)). 

The material cited in the fift sentence does not support the assertion that Daramic 

competes for East Penn's motive, stationary or deep cycle business, and is contradicted by 

testimony at tral. (Leister, Tr. 4027-4028 (Entek not makg motive separators); Leister, Tr. 

4028 (Entek not approved for East Penn's industrial separators); Leister, Tr. 4041 (Entek not 

price competitive for separators for deep cycle)). (
 

IIl (Leister, Tr. 3998-3999, in camera; RX01519 at 001, in camera; Leister, Tr. 4007-4009
 

(East Penn wants local supply from an east coast supplier); Leister Tr. 4020-4021 (East Penn 

does not believe that Entek wil open up an east coast manufacturing facility); Leister, Tr. 4007

4021 (East Penn negotiated with Microporous about possible supply of PE SLI separators in 

order to obtain more local supply ofPE SLI separators)). 

947. From the above findings, the Court further fiiids that Entek is highy motivated to 
produce industrial PE separators and to be a deterrent to Daramic, or anyone else in raising 
prices. 

Response to Findine No. 947: 
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This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. Daramic did not lower prices on industrial PE separators due to competition from 

Entek prior to the acquisition of Microporous, nor 

has it done so since the 
 acquisition of
 

Microporous. (Roe, Tr. 1264-1266, 1812-1813, 1278-:1279; (PX0911 (Roe, Dep. at 16, in
 

camera)).
 

(CCRF 938-940, 943-946). 

(a) JCI
 

) (RX00133, in camera). f
 

J (Weerts, Ti. 4469, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 948:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

RX00131, in camera). ( 

. _.J (RXOOI33, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4469, in camera).
 

) (PX151O at 00,
 

in camera; see also Hall, Tr. 2884, in camera (( 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 950: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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(RXoo133, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4476, in camera). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2874, in camera; 

Rxooon, in camera). 

001-02, in camera; Weert, Tr. 4474, in camera). 

Response to FindiDI! No. 952: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

J (RXoo133, in camera, Weerts, Tr. 4478, in camera). 

.J (Simpson, Tr. 3197-3198, in camera).
 

_) (Simpson, Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). l
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l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3224, in camera, see generally 3209-3224, in camera). 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3390-3391, in camera).
 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). (
 

L (Simpson,
 

Tr. 3195, in camera). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in camera). 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3441-3442, in camera). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also 3024-3025, in 

camera). 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 954: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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J (PX1SlO at 006, 

in camera; see also Hall, Tr. 2884, in camera ( 

(Weerts, Tr. 4459, in camera; Hall Tr.2828, in
camera;RXOO065 at 007, in camera). 

(See CCRF 955). 
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l (Hall, Tr. 2886-2887, in camera). i 

l (Hall, Tr. 2887, in
 

camera). 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4496-97, in camera).
 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4497, in camera).
 

) (Hall, Tr. 2875, in camera). 

(Hall, Tr. 2886-2887, in camera). 

1 (RX000133, in camera; Weert, Tr. 4477, in camera) 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4480, in camera; Hall, Tr. 2825, in camera). i
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_l (Hall, Tr. 2705, 2874, in camera; PX1515 at 002, in camera; PX1514, in camera).
 

L (Hall, Tr.
 

2747, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4521, in camera), l 

_l.. (PX0265 at 008, in camera). According to Daramic, l
 

L (PX0265 at 00, 007-008, in camera). 

L (PX0265 at 010, in camera). l 

_l (PX0265 at 011, in camera).
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Because it is the separator suppliers that have the power in the industr, Daramic's 

leadership is regularly called upon to demonstrate pricing power. (PX0832 at 00 

of movements in material and energy
("demonstrating pricing power in the market regardless 


costs.");PX0468 at 001, in camera (Mr. Toth's goals for 2008 included ( 

1; 

PX0204 at 002 (Mr. Hauswald's 2006 goals included "(rlaise Daramic prices where possible to 

demonstrate pricing power regardless of cost movements")). 

Daramic's assessment that battery manufacturers lack buying power is confrmed by 

ide believes thate.g., Gilespie, Tr. 3002, in camera (Ex
customer testimony at trial. (See, 


negotiations with Daramic are l 1; Gilespie, Tr. 3066

3068 (Exide has not used its size as leverage in negotiations with Daramic); Gilespie, Tr. 3097 

(Exide has not used pressure points to negotiate and get their wil); Craig, Tr. 2565 (EnerSys . 

does not consider itself a power buyer, "not at all, not close."); Benjamin, Tr. 3525, 3522 

(Bulldog Battery received a 10% post-acquisition price increase which Bulldog considered 

"pretty exorbitant" but "(tlhere was no way to try to negotiate a lower price. There was no place 

to go"); Godber, Tr. 242, in camera (Trojan concerned about Daramic's acquisition of 

Microporous because l 

_l; Godber, Tr. 133,232-233,239-242, in camera (notwithstanding the fact that Trojan
 

is the world's largest manufacturer of deep cycle batteries, (
 

l
 

Response to Findine No. 961: 
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l (Weerts, Tr. 4483, in camera; 

RX00132, in camera). 

962. ( 
(RX00150, in camera; RX183, in camera). 

1 In fact, JCI's testimony at trial was that it did 

not know of any separator manufacturer other than Daramic that can supply a deep cycle battery 

separator that wil work in JCI's batteries. (Hall, Tr. 2705). 

1 (RXOOI83 at 002, in camera ( 

1 

(b) Exide
 

963. l 
4483, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3021, in camera). l
 

) (Giles ie, Tr. 3126, in camera). l
 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3021, in camera). 

Response to Findim! No. 963: 
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camera). ( 

3021, in camera). i 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in 

1 (PX1086, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 

1 (Gilespie, Tr.3021, 3123, in camera). ti 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3037, in camera). 

_J (Weerts, Tr. 4484, in camera; PX1815 at 001, in camera). i
 

J (Weerts, Tr. 4507, in camera; see also
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1 

PX1812 at 001, in camera C 

1. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera). cl 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; PX1902 at 001, 

in camera). i 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3129-3130, in camera). 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera). 

(PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera i.1 

1; Gilespie, Tr. 

3130,3134-3135, in 
 camera (( 

_1; PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera C 

1; Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in 
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1 (Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera; see also RXoo114 at 008, in camera 

.); PX1902 at 001, in camera H
 

(PX1806 at 001, in camera). ( 

1 (Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera). 

1 (Weerts,
 

Tr. 4484-4486, in camera). 

(
 
(Weerts, Tr. 4485, in camera).
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J (PX1812 at 001, in camera; see also Weerts, 

Tr. 4507, in camera 

. l-; RXOO 114 at 008, in camera l
 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in
 

camera; see also CCRF 964). 

J (RXOOI41,.in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3124, in camera). 

Response to Findin!! No. 967:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

4522-23, in camera). 

J 

(Weerts, Tr. 4489, 4522-4523, in camera). l 

J 

J 
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(PX1902 at 001, in camera l 

h Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera; 

J; PX1806 at 001, in cametà l 

J; Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera l 

1; RXOO114 at 008, in 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3124-3125, in camera; see also CCRF 964). 

J 

(Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). 

J (RX00114 at 008, in 

camera (Entek's response to FlC Civil Investigative Demand); see also PX1833 at 
 008, in 
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_l(
 
l 

(PX1806 at 001, in camera). ( 

L (RX00114 

at 008, in camera). 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4493-4494, in camera). ( 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4515, in camera). ( 

L (RXOO114 at 008, in camera; see also Weerts, Tr. 4515

4516, in camera ( 

l; RXooU4 at 008, in camera i-

l 

( 

L (RXOO183 at 002, in camera l. 

l; see also 

Godber, Tr. 289 (Entek does not have the technology to make deep cycle separators)). 
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_ (PX1902 at 001, in camera (
 

); Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera; ( 

); PX1806 at 001, in camera ( 

1 

1 (PX1902 at 001, in camera; 

1; Gilespie, Tr. 3130, 3134-3135, in camera ( 

1; PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in 

camera ( 

Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in camera l 11_ 
1; 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera; see also CCRF 964). 
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1 (Weerts, Tr. 4490, in

camera). 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3021, in camera) l 

3021,3040, in camera). 

L (Gilespíe, Tr. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3021, in camera) 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3021, 3040, in camera). 

e. Entek as a Supplier 

l 

camera.) 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4510-4511, in camera). 
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f. Entek's Relationship with Dumas
 

974. Around 2000, Entek entered into an allance with Dumas, an AGM manufacturer. (Roe, 
1745; RX151). Entek and Dumas presented themselves jointly in the marketplace. (Roe, Tr. 
1745). This prompted Dararic to enter into a similar alliance with H&V. (Roe, Tr. 1745). 

Response to Finding: No. 974: 
The proposition that Daramic entered into an allance with H& V because of the 

Enteklumas allance is contradicted by evidence that Daramic entered into a Cross Agency 

Agreement with H&V in order to keep H&V from entering the PE separator markets. (PXOI69 

at 001; CCFOF 1167-1196) . 

The statement in the second sentence attributed to Mr. Roe is hearsay, offered for state of 

mind, and not offered for the trth of the matter asserted. (Roe, Tr. 1745). Polypore has failed to
 

identify the statement as such pursuant to the court's Order on Post Trial Briefs of June 16,2009, 

and they should be stricken. 

g. Summar Findings
 

975. Based on the foregoing findings, the Court furer finds that: Entek's 2008 capacity 
expansion is a, signifcant factor which impacts the supply of PE battery separators because it 
increases the PE battery separator production capacity worldwide and in Nort America. 

Response to Finding: No. 975: 
This bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of 

evidence. (CCRF 928, 938-939,942-944,947,953). 

976. Entek's underutilzed capacity wil result in its aggressive solicitation of new business 
and the reduction of its piices. Entek's extra capacity and the global economy are factors that 
wil constrain prices for all battery separator manufacturers, including Daramic. 

Response to Finding: No. 976:
 
This bare asserton is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. (CCRF 928,938-939,942-944, 947,953). 

B. Oter Competitors
 

a. BFR
 



L (RX0009; RXOOO50 at 004, in camera;- Hauswald, Tr. 1033, in camera; 
RX32, in camera). James Kung, who built the PE lines that are 
 currently in 0 ration at BFR,
was also a arial owner when BFR was established. (Hauswald, Tr. 1033). ( 

camera).(RX00069, in 


Response to Findine No. 977: 
Respondent attempts to support this finding with a document (RXOO069) it did not use at 

tral. 

L (RXOOO53, in camera; RXOOO52, in

camera; Hall, Tr. 2715-16; Hall, Tr. 2820-21, in camera). 

_l (Hall, Tr. 2820-2821, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 979:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findinl! No. 980:
 
Complaint Counsel has no.specific response.
 

Hall, Tr. 2770, in camera). 
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1 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2765, in camera). 

(Hall, Tr. 2765, in camera). 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2878-2879, in 

camera). l 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2771, in camera), ( 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2771-2777, in camera). 

Rèsponse to Findin2 No. 982:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2769-2770, 2844, in camera). 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2735-2736, 2764, in camera). 
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) (Hall, Tr. 2727-2735, in camera; 

PX1522 at 005, in camera; see generally CCFOF 213-229, 234-240,243-246). t_
 

) (CCFOF 208-212). l_
 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 172-173, in camera)). l 

1 (PX0265, at 018, in camera). 

984. BFR also believes that it wil continue to become more price competitive. (RXOO56). 

Response to Findine: No. 984: 
The material cited (RX00056) asserting that BFR wil become more price competitive for 

sale to customers in North America as time moves on, was not used at trial, mischaracterizes the 

evidence, and is contradicted by documents and testimony on the record. The document cited by 

Respondent (RX00056) is dated from February 2007 and indicates that BFR wil become more 

competitive when the four production line is added. l 

_l (Hall, Tr. 2727-2735, in camera; PX1522 at 005, in camera; see generally CCFOF
 

213-229,234-240, 243-246). l 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2735-2736, 2764, in camera). 
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i 

1 (CCFOF 208-212). .
 

1 (PX0907, (Kung, Dep. at 172-173, in camera). 

1 (PX0265, at 018, in caera).
 

.~i1 (RXOO050 at 011, in camera). JeI's intends to "make (BFR) a wor c ass separator
 
supplier to JCI and other batter manufacturers," and its operations could expand outside of


_l (RX58, in camera).
 

L (Hall, Tr. 2856, in camera). i.
 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2746, in camera). i.
 

L (Hall, Tr. 2878, in camera; 

PX1509 at 009, in camera). 

L (PX0907 (Kung 

Dep. at 186-187, in camera)).
 

(
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l (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 92, in 

camera)) l 

l -(HalL, Tr. 2842, in camera; RXOO58, in . 

camera; see also PX0907 at 015 (Kung, Dep. at 106, in camera) l 

l; PX0907 at 015 (Kung, Dep. at 103, in 

l 

986. BFR competes with both Entek and Daramic, as well as other smaller separator 
manufacturers. (Hauswald, Tr. p. 1034). 

Response to Findin2 No. 986: 
BFR competes with Entek and Daramic for sales in Asia, but to the extent that 

Respondent alleges that BFR competes with Entek and Daramic for sales of separators in Nort 

America, Mr. 

Roe testified that Daramic had never competed with BFR for business in Nort America. (Roe, 

Tr. 1807). Moreover, Daramic has never had to make price concessions to customers in North 

America due to competition from BFRor any other Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, 

Tr.1813). l 
l (See generally,
 

CCFOF 207-246). 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). (_ 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). i_
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_l (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). l.
 

L (Hall, Tr. 2735,2745-2747, in camera). 

987. Daramic's witnesses testified that Daramic has lost business to BFR. and that the business 
"goes back and forth." (Hauswald, Tr. 1034; Thuet, Tr. 4331, 4348, 4445). 

ReSDonse to Findios! No. 987: 
To the extent that Respondent asserts that Daramic has lost business to BFR in Nort 

America, such assertion is contradicted by testimony at trial from DaramIc's own witnesses. Mr. 

Roe testified that he is not aware of any instance prior to Daramic's acquisition of MPLP where 

Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort American battery manufacturers with PE 

separators for use in any type of flooded lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). l
 

L (Roe, Tr. 1807; TImet,
 

Tr. 4379-4380; Seibert, Tr. 4165, in camera; PX0902 (Keith Dep. at 81,127-128, in camera); 

PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). Nor has Daramic ever lowered prices on 

separators sold to customers in Nort America due competition from BFR. (Roe, Tr. 1812

1813). 

988. Using its access to competitive material, Daramic has tested BFR's PE separators and has 
found them to be comparable to Daramic's product, with no significant difference in the materia1. 
(Thuet, Tr. 4335-36). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2771

2773, in camera; see also CCFOF 983-986). 
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L (RXOOO48, in camera; RX00049; Hall, Tr. 2853-54, in camera). 

L (RX00049, in 

camera). 

1 (PX0672 at 006, in camera). ( 

1 (PX0672 at 006, in camera). 

Res onse to Findin 
l 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2776-2777, in camera; see generally CCFOF983-986). 

1 (See generally CCFOF 947-950,966-967, 
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969,972-974,983-986). 

) (Hall, Tr. 2881, in camera). t 

) (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera; see 

also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera). 

) (Hall, Tr. 2881, in
 

camera). t 

) 

(pX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 262, in camera); Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2498-2499, 

in camera). ( 

L (Hall. Tr. 2881-2882, in 

camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 291, in camera)). t 

L (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in came.ra). 

I. (Axt, Tr. 2219, in 

camera). 

) (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera). 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 283, in camera)). 

J (Hall, Tr. 2880-2881, in camera). 

Furtermore, none of the documents cited in this finding were used at triaL. 
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Response to Findin2 No. 992:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

I (Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; 

Gagge, Tr. 2498-2499, in camera; Axt. Tr. 2218, in camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 
 262), in 

camera)). 

1 (Burkert,
 

Tr. 2363-2364, in camera). 
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J (Hall, Tr. 2880, in camera 

J 

_J (Hall, Tr. 2846-2847,2879, in camera). l 

J (PX0903 (TImet Dep. at 29, 

in camera l_


_J 

_l (See e.g., Axt. Tr. 2220, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera; CCFOF
 

207-246,251). 

J (Hall, Tr. 2735, 2745-2747, in camera; see also CCFOF 207-' 
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L (Hall, Tr. 2727, in camera; PX1522 at 005, in camera). 

L (PX1522 at 005, in camera; Hall, Tr. 

2727,2734-2735, in camera). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2735

2736, 2764, in camera). £ 

1 (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 172-173, in camera)). l_
 

1 (PX1522 at 005, in camera; see also CCFOF 234-242). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2745, in camera). 
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L (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera; see also PX1248 at 001, in 

camera 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in 

camera). 

( 

L (RX01497 at 001-002, in camera; see also Toth, Tr. 1404 (the 

Asian separator manufacturers are not sellng separators in Nort America because the margins 

are not high enough)). 

i 

L (Roe, Tr. 1812-1813; Weert, Tr. 4501, 4512, in 

camera; see also Weert, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera l
 

_l 
996. In addition to Entek and BFR, there are numerous companies thoughout the world that
 

compete with Daramic in the sale of battery separators. (Hauswald, Tr. 853, 859, in camera; 
camera). These companies have become prolific in theHauswald, Tr. 1032-37; RX00239, in 
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past few year and their influence and reach is expanding rapidly. (Hauswald, Tr. 1032-37; 
Thuet, Tr. 4331, 4348, 4445).
 

ResDonse to Findine No. 996:
 
Daramic competes with various companies for sales of separators in Asia and other part 

of the world, but to the extent that Respondent alleges that Daramic competes in Nort America 

with any company other than Entek for sales of PE SLI separators, or has any competition 

whatsoever in Nort America for sales of deep-cycle, motive and/or UPS separators,_ 

-
Mr. Roe testified that he is not aware of any instance prior to Daramic's acquisition of
 

MPLP where Asian maufacturers ofPE separators supplied Nort American battery
 

manufacturers with PE separators for use in any type of flooded lead aCid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 

) (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237, 1807, 1812-1813; 

Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380; Seibert, Tr. 4165, in camera; PX0902 (Keith, Dep. at 81, 127-128, in 

camera); PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). Nor has Daramic ever lowered prices 

. on separators sold to customers in North America due competition from any of the Asian battery 

separator manufacturers. (Roe, Tr. 1812-1813). 

Notwithstanding post-acquisition price increases, Daramic has not lost any Nort 

American motive power or deep cycle business to any competitor since the acquisition of 

Microporous, nor has it had to adjust prices in Nort America on such separators due to 

competition from any other supplier since the acquisition of Microporous. (Roe, Tr. 1217-1218, 

1236-1237,1279,1812-1813). 

) (See CCFOF 251-252). i 
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) 

(Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). l 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4501,
 

4512, in camera). 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 186-187, in camera)). l_ 

) (Hall, Tr. 2735, 2745-2747, in camera). 

) (Hall, Tr. 2746, in camera). 

b. NSG
 

Response to Findine No. 997:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

998. NSG is a public company that releases and publishes its financial condition. (Thuet, Tr. 
4386). 

Response to Findine No. 998: 
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Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

999. The capacity of NSG's Japanese plant is approximately 30 milion square meters, and the 
capacity of the line in China is 10 mlllion square meters. (Hauswald, Tr. 1108; Thuet, Tr. 4330). 

Response to Findine No. 999:
 
The evidence in the record contradicts the size of NSG' s PE plant. According to the
 

l (RX01073 at 015, in camera; RXOI084 

at 001, in camera). 

1000. Daramic considers NSG to be one of its primary competitors. (Thuet, Tr. 4330; PX0522). 

Response to Findine No. 100: 
This proposition is contradicted by the fact that Daramic 

1 (RX01084 at 001, in camra; RxOl085 at 009, in camera; Roe, Tr. 

1235; Simpson, Tr. 3390, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4261, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty confrmed that 

) (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in 

camera). In fact, Tucker Roe stated no Asian suppliers have ever supplied PE separators to 

Nort America. (Roe, Tr. 1236; see generally CCFOF 288,295,298,305,939). Moreover, if 

NSG is a primary competitor, than Daramic's competition 
 are way back in the rear view mior 

. because Daramic in its ( 

(PX0265 at 016, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 934-936). 

) (PX0196 at 006, in 

camera). 

Additionally, NSG refused to quote on Exide's RF due of 
 NSG's new relationship with 

Daramic, despite previous assurances that it wanted 
 to bid on Exide's PE business. (Gilespie, 

Tr. 2963-2964; PXI079 at 001-003). In July 2007, NSG informed Exide that it had sold the 

majority interest of its Tianjin, China 
 facility to Daramic, and suggested that Exide contact 
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Daramic for a quote on supply from Tianjin because according to NSG, "Daramic has the 

management authority to decide product mix and customer pricing." (PX1079 at (03). NSG 

also informed Exide that it did not have the capacity to service new PE separator customers from 

its manufacturing facilty in Japan. (PX1079 at 003; see also CCFOF 937). 

Lastly, when Mr. Thuet testified that NSG was a primar competitor of Daramic, he was 

specifically discussing primary competitors in Asia. Mr. Thuet also stated"... we have much 

more competition in Asia compared to other regions in the world." (Thuet, Tr. 4330). __l (RXO 1073 at 22, in 

camera; Seibert, Tr. 4259-4260, 
 in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1001:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findio2 No. 1002: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

l (pX0196 at 002, in camera). One of the objectives listed 

in the ( 
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l (PX0231 at 011, in camera; PX0966 at 

025. in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 100: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

Response to Findine No. 1005:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findine No. 1006: 
DaramIc operates the Tianjin plant, not NSG. (Toth, Tr. 1396). 

(PXOI96 at 005. in camera). 

1 (RXOlO84 at 001, in camera; RXlO85 at 009, in camera; Roe, Tr. 

1235; Simpson, Tr. 3390, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4261, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty confirmed that 

l (Kahwaty, Tl; 5343. in
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camera). In fact, Tucker Roe stated no Asian suppliers have ever suppliedPE separators to 

Nort America. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237; see generally CCFOF 288,295,298,305,939). 

.J (PX0265 at 016, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 934-936).
 

J (PX0196
 

at 006, in camera). 

Additionally, this proposition is contradicted by the fact that NSG refused to quote on 

Exide's RFP due of NSG's new relationship with Dararic, despite previous assurances that it 

wanted to bid on Exide's PE business. (Gilespie, Tr. 2963-2964; PX1079 at 001-003). In July 

2007, NSG inormed Exide that it had sold the majority interest of its Tianjin, China facilty to 

Daramic, and suggested that Exide contact DaramIc for a quote on supply from Tianjin because 

according to NSG,"Daramic has the management authority to decide product mix and customer 

pricing." (pX1079 at 003). NSG also informed Exide that it did not have the capacity to service 

new PE separator customers from its manufacturing facility in Japan. (pX1079 at 003; see also 

CCFOF 937). 

Lastly, DaramIc has an option to buy NSG's interest in the joint venture. (Thuet, Tr. 

4402). 

J (Thuet, Tr. 4410, in camera). 
-

_1 (RX01073 at 022, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4259-4260). 

1008. . In addition to its facilty in Japan, NSG has a footprint in Nort America with a facilty in 
North Carolina. (Thuet, Tr: 4382-84, 4441-42) 

Response to Findine No. 1008: 
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This proposition is contradicted by the fact that Mr. Thuet is not aware of NSG sellng 

any PE separators for automotive, deep-cycle, motive, UPS, or stationar products in Nort
 

America. (Thuet, Tr. 4384). Moreover, Mr. Thuet is not aware of any Asian separiitor
 

manufacturer who plans to build a separator manufacturing plant in North America. (Thuet, Tr.
 

4385).
 

1009. Since the joint venture between Daramic and NSGwas consummated, Daramic has
 
continued to test NSG's competitive product from Japan, and has c~ntinued to find NSG's 
separators to be comparable to its own separators. (Thuet, Tr. 4335-36; PXOI94, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1009:
 
Daramic operates the Tianjin plant, not NSG. (Toth, Tr. 1396).
 

(PX0196 at 005, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1010:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response
 

1011. Daramic faces competition from NSG not only 
 throughout Asia, but also in Eastern
 

Europe and other pars of the world. (Tuet, Tr. 4340).
 

at 001, in camera; RX1085 at 00, in camera; Roe, Tr.1 (RX1084 


1235; Simpson, Tr. 3390, in camera; Seibert; Tr. 4261, in camera). 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr; 5343, 

in camera). In Fact, Tucker Roe stated no Asian suppliers have ever supplied PE separators to
 

Nort America. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237; see generally CCFOF 288,295,298,305,939). 
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_l (PX0265 at 016, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 934-936).
 

l (PX0196
 

at 006, in camera). 

Additionally, this proposition is contradicted by the fact that NSG refused to quote on 

Exide's RFP due of NSG's new relationship with Daramic, despite previous assurances that it 

wanted to bid on Exide's PE business. (Gilespie, Tr. 2963-2964;PX1079 at 001-003). In July 

2007, NSG informed Exide tht it had sold the majority interest of its 
 Tianjin, China facilty to 

Daramic, and suggested that Exide contact Daramic for a quote on supply from Tianjin because 

according to NSG, "Daramic has the management authority to decide product mix and customer 

pricing." (PX1079 at 003). NSG also informed Exide thàt it did not have the capacity to service 

new PE separator customers from its manufacturing facility in Japan. (PX1079 at 003; See also 

CCFOF 937). 

1012. Daramic faces competition with NSG forboth automotive and industrial separators, both 
directly in Asia; and indirectly throughout the world. For example, Asian companies, such as 
Leach in China, export industrial batteries containing NSG separators to Nort America. (Thuet, 
Tr. 4348). 

Response to Findine No. 1012: 
This proposition is contradicted by the fact that Mr. Thuet is not aware of NSG seIlng 

. any PE separators for automotive or motive separators in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4384). 

) (R.lO84 at 001, in camera; 

R.1085 at 009, in camera; 
 Roe, Tr. 1235; Simpson,Tr. 3390, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4261, in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty confired that
 

In Fact, Tucker Roe stated no Asian 

suppliers have ever supplied PE separators to Nort America. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237; see 

l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 
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generally CCFOF 288, 295, 298, 305, 939). l_ 
1 (PX0265 at 016, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 

934-936). .
006, in camera). Lastly, Leoch isnot a1 (PX0196 at 


competitor of NSG or Daramic because Leoch neither manufacturers nor sells industrial battery 

separators. (Thuet,Tr.4382). 

Additionally, this proposition is contradicted by the fact that NSG refused to quote on 

Exide's RFP due of NSG's new relationship with Daramic, despite previous assurances that it 

wanted to bid on Exide's PE business. (Gilespie, Tr. 2963~2964; PX1079 
 at 001-003).. In July 

2007, NSG informed Exide that it had sold the majority interest of its Tianjin, China facility to 

Daramic, and suggested that Exide contact Daramic for a quote on supply from Tianjin because 

according to NSG, "Daramic has the management authority to decide product mix and customer 

pricing." (PX1079 at 003). NSG also informed Exide that it did not have the capacity to service 

new PE separator customers from its manufacturing facility in Japan. (PXI079 at 003; see also 

CCFOF 937). 

) (PX0917 (Cullen Dep. at 245-46, 251), in camera; 
RXOO095, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1013: 
Whether NSG is a competitive theat in AGM separators is not germane to this case 

because AGM separators are used in AGM batteries, not flooded lead-acid batteries. (PX0925 

(Porter, Dep. at 23-24, in camera)). AGM batteries, i.e., absorbed glass mat, are not flooded 

lead-acid batteries. (Wallace, Tr. 1978). Flooded lead-acid batteries are different from valve
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regulated andAGM technology. (Douglas, Tr. 4052-4053). Flooded batteries have electrolyte. 

freely flowing while valve-regulated batteries use an absorbed glass mat that absorbs the acid 

like a thick toilet tissue so there is no free acid in the battery. (Douglas, Tr. 4053-4054). AGM 

separators are more expensive than PE battery separators. (Gilespie, Tr. 2982). 

1014. Exide requested that NSG bid on the RF it provided to worldwide battery separator 
manufacturers in 2007. NSG did not submit a quote because it did not have capacity at its 
Japanese facility. (PX1079; Gilespie, Tr. 2953). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1014: 
This proposition is contradicted by the fact that NSG refused to quote on Exide's RFP 

due ofNSG's new relationship with Daramic, despite previous assurances that it wanted to bid 

on Exide's PE business. (Gilespie, Tr. 2963-2964; PXi079 at 001-003). In July 2007, NSG 

informed Exide that it had söld the majority interest of its Tianjin, China facilty to Daramic, and 

suggested thatExide contact Daramic for a quote on supply from Tianjin because according to 

NSG, "Daramic has the management authority to decide product mix and customer pricing." 

(PX1079 at 003). NSG also informed Exide that it did not have the capacity to service new PE 

separator customers from its manufacturing facility in Japan. (PX1079 at 003; see also CCFOF 

937). 

c. Anpei
 

1015. Anpei is a Taiwanese company with plants in Tianjin, China, Guangzhou, China, and 
Taiwan. Anpei'sPE plant is in Tianjin, China. (Hauswald, Tr. 1030). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1015: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

l (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 42-43), in camera). 

Response to Findiniz No. 1016: . .

The proposition of the second sentence is contradicted by the record evidence. _ 
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camera))._ (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 45-46, in 


_.." (PX097 (Kung Dep. at 46, in camera)).
 

J (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 50-51), in camera; RX0043

..) milion square meters ofPE separators. (RXOlO84, in camera; RXOI85, in camera
 

) milion square meters, with 

_J square meters being for motorcycle separators)). Included in the tIJ milions 

square meters of PE separators are l.J millon square meters of separators used in
 

motorcycle batteries. Additionally, none of the cites provided b'y Respondent state Anpei's total 

capacity. (RX01084, in camera).1018. J
 
(Hauswald, Tr. 859-60, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 1030; Timet, Tr. 4331; PX0917 (Cullen Dep. 
at 283, in camera; PX0907 (Kung Dep. 42-43, 50-51), in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1018:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1019. Anpei sells and ships its product thoughout the world. (Hauswald, Tr. 860-63, in 
camera; Hauswald, Tr. 1030; Thuet,Tr. 4331, 4340; RXOlO64; RX01342). 

Response to FindiOl! No. 1019: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the record evidence. 

J (Seibert, Tr.
 

4165, in camera). 

J (Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382; Seibert, Tr. 4266-4267, in camera). 
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Nor has Daramic ever seen any instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers selling PE 

separators for flooded lead acid batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379

4380). i 

l (RX01084, in camera; RX0185, in camera). 

According to Polypre's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not sellng separators in 

North America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe testified that he is not aware of any instance prior to 

DaramIc's acquisition of MPLP where Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort 

American battery manufacturers with PE separators for use in any type of flooded lead-acid 

batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe further testified that he does not know of any instances 

where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had supplied Nort American battery manufacturers 

with separators for any type of flooded applications since the acquisition of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 

1236-1237). i 

l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in 

camera). i 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1020:
 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by testimony at trial from Daramic,
 

ii-l, and documents contradict this finding. Daramic has never had to make price
 

concessions to customers in Nort America due to competition from any Asian battery separator 

manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). i 

I (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). 
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To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that l 

L (Seibert, Tr. 4165, in camera). l 

L (TImet, Tr. 4381-4382; 

Seibert, Tr. 4266-4267, in camera; RX01084, in camera; RX0185, in camera). Nor has Daramic 

ever seen any instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers selling PE separators for 

flooded lead acid batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). l. 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera). t_
 

1 (Weert, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera).
 

1021. Anpei's product, like that of BFR and NSG, is considered to be comparable to the product 
manufactured by Daramic and Entek. Anpei produces 
 high quality PE separators which are 
used in OEM applications. (Hauswald, Tr. 1037). 

L (Seibert, Tr. 4165,4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381

4382). Nor has Daramic ever seen any instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers 

selling PE separators for flooded lead acid batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 

4379-4380). l 

1 (RX01084, in camera; RX0185, in camera). 
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According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not selling separators in 

Nort America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe testified that he is not aware of any instace prior to 

Daramic's acquisition of MPLP where Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort 

American battery manufacturers with PE separators for use in any type of flooded lead-acid 

batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe furter testified that he does not know of any instances
 

where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had supplied Nort American battery manufacturers 

with separators for any type of flooded applications since the acquisition of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 

1236-1237). ( 

l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in
 

I (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera). 

Response to Findinii No. 1022:
 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the fact that
 

l (Seibert, Tr. 4165, 4266~4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 

4381-4382). Nor has Daramic ever seen any instances of Asian PE battery separator 

manufacturers selling PE separators for flooded lead acid batteries to customers in Nort 

America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). ( 

1 (RXOI084, in camera; 

RX0185, in camera). According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not 

selling separators in North America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe testifed that he is notaware of 

any instance prior to Daramic's acquisition of MPLP where Asian manufacturers ofPE 
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separatórs supplied North American battery manufacturers with PE separators for use in any type 

of flooded lead-acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe furter testified that he does not know 

of any instaces where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had supplied Nort American battery 

manufactuers with separators for any type of flooded applications since the acquisition of 

MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). 

J 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). ( 

J (Weerts, Tr.
 

4500-4502, in camera). 

Daramic has never had to make price concessions to customers in Nort America due to 

competition from any Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, Tr.1813). £_ 

J (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). £ 

_J (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera). i 

J 

(Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). 

1023. DaramIc has tested Anpei material and found it to be comparable to its own separators, 
with no significant difference in the quality of the materia1. (Thuet, Tr. 4336, 4349) 

Response to Findine No. 1023:
 
The proposition that Anpei's separators are comparable to DaramIc's separators is
 

contrdicted by the record evidence. l 
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J (PX0265 at 016, 

in camera). 

(Axt, Tr. 2219, in camera) 

J (Axt, Tr. 2217, in camera). l 

J (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera). EnerSys is 

working to locate a source of ( 

) (Burkert, Tr. 2360, in camera). ll 

) (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera). When ( 

) could actually supply EnerSys with 

product. (Burkert, Tr. 2360, in camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 2500, incamera). 

) (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera; see also PX1248 at 001, in 

camera (( 

.J 
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Res onse to Findin
 
The proposition that
 

l is contradicted by the record evidence. 

l (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera).
 

EnerSys is working to locate a source of ( 

I (Burkert, Tr. 2360, in camera). When_ 

l could actually 

supply EnerSys with product. (Burkert, Tr. 2360, in camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 2500, in 

camera). 

Moreover, the proposition that l I today 

for new tooling is contradicted by the evidence. Mr. Axt testified that ( 

I (Axt, Tr. 2272-2273, in camera).
 

Lastly,
 

I (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera; see also PX1248 at 

001, in camera l 

1 
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Res onse to Findin . No. 1026: 
The proposition that l 

_l is contradicted by the record evidence. EnerSys's statements demonstrate that
 

_l (See Burkert, Tr. 2360, in camera (When l
 

L could actually supply EnerSys with product.); see 

also Gagge, Tr. 2500, in camera). Mr. Axt stated l' 

L (Axt, Tr. 2272-2273, in camera). 

Res onse to Findin No. 1027:
 

The proposition that l 

is contradicted by the record evidence. The only testing that l 

L However, l 

L (Burkert, Tr. 2388, in camera). 

1028. East Penn has also solicited a quote for PE separators from Anpei. (Leister, Tr. 3993). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1028:
 

The proposition is contradicted by the evidence in the record. In 2003, East Penn had 

discussions with Anpei for PE separators to be used in lawn mower batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4032). 

The discussions between East Penn and Anpei never progressed. (Leister, Tr. 4032). Mr. Leister. 

stated that Anpei did not have the capability to supply a customer in the United States. (Leister, 

Tr. 4035). Mr. Liester is not aware of any instance where East Penn used the presence of Anpei 
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to leverage price negotiations with Daramic or Entek. (Leister, Tr. 4036). East Penn is not 

currently looking to be sourced by Anpei. (Leister, Tr. 4035). 

1029. East Penn has tested and approved the Anpei separators. (Leister, Tr. 3993,4032-33). 

Response to Findine No. 1029: 
The proposition is contradicted by the evidence in the record. In 2003, East Penn had 

discussions with Anpei for PE separators to be used in lawn mower batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4032). 

The discussions between East Penn and Anpei never progressed. (Leister, Tr. 4032). Mr. Leister 

stated that Anpei did not have the capability to supply a customer in the United States. (Leister, 

Tr. 4035). Mr. Liester is not aware of any instance where East Penn used the presence of Anpei 

to leverage price negotiations with Daramic or Entek. (Leister, Tr. 4036). East Penn is not 

currently looking to be sourced by Anpei. (Leister, Tr. 4035). 

1030. Mr. Leister from East Penn testified that if the PE separator industry were to change such 
that East Penn could not obtain supply from its current PE "Suppliers, it would consider Anpei to 
be an alternative supplier. (Leister, Tr. 3993). 

Response to Findine No. 1030: 
The proposition is contradicted by the evidence in the record. In 2003, East Penn had 

discussions with Anpei for PE separators to be used in lawn mower batteries. (Leister, Tr; 4032). 

The discussions between East Penn and Anpei never progressed. (Leister; Tr. 4032). Mr. Leister 

stated that Anpei did not have the capability to supply a customer in the United States. (Leister, 

Tr. 4035). Mr. Liester is not aware of any instance where East Penn used the presence of Anpei 

to leverage price negotiations with Daramic or Entek. (Leister, Tr. 4036). East Penn is not 

curently looking to be sourced by Anpei. (Leister, Tr. 4035). 

d. Separindo
 

1031. Separindo is a company located in Indonesia that produces PE separators for SLI and 
industrial applications. . Its lines were built by James Kung and have a total capacity of 17-20 
milion square meters. Separdo is about the same siZe as the former Microporous. (Hauswald, 
Tr. 1036; PXI073; Seibert, Tr. 4160, in camera; Thuet, Tr. 4331; PX0922 (Roe, IHT at 337), in 
camera). 
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Response to Findin2 No. 1031: 
The proposition that Separdo has 

contradicted by the record evidence. l
 

1 milion square meters ofPE separators. (RXOI084, in camera; 

RXOO185, in camera 1 milion 

square meters)). 

Moreover, prior to the acquisition, Microporous was planning to expand by building two 

PE lines in Feistritz, Austria and one slated to be 
 built in Piney Flats, Tennessee. (Gaugl, Tr. 

4576, 4560). When Microparous began ordering equipment for the expansion, it ordered 

equipment for three lines. (Gaugl, Tr. 4576). The former Microporous's two PE lines in Austria 

became operational shortly after the acquisition and had a total capacity of.1 milion square 

meters. (Gilchrist, Tr. 300; Roe, Tr., 1377, in camera). l 

) milion square meters of PE separators, 

without including the Feistrtz expansion-capacity in this total. (RX01084, in camera)... 

1 (RXOI084, in camera; 

Roe, Tr., 1377, in camera). 

_.1 (RXOlO84, in camera).
 

1032. Daramic has tested Separindo separators and has found them to be "quite good" and 
comparable to Daramic's separators with no significant difference between the 
 products. (Thuet,
 

Tr. 4335-36; 4542-43) 

Response to Findinsz No. 1032: 
The proposition that Separindo's separators are "quite good" and comparable to 

DaramIc's separators is contradicted by the record evidence. ( 
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1 (PX0265 at 016; 

in camra). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1033:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

e. Sebang
 

1 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 563; Hauswald, Tr. 1035; Seibert Tr. 4264-65, in camera; Thuet, Tr. 4331; 
(PX0922 (Roe, IH at337), in camera); 

Response to Findin2 No. 1034:
 
The proposition that Sebang has
 1 is contradicted by 

the record evidence. í 

1 milion square meters ofPE separators. (RXOI084, in camera; see also 

PX0275 at 020, in camera ( 1 of capacity)). 

The proposition that Sebang sells to í 1 is contradicted by the 

record evidence. Approximately l-J of Sebang's PE separators are l 

1 (RX01084, in camera; Seibert, 

Tr. 4264-4265, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. .1035: 
To the extent that Respondent is suggesting that Sebang wil provide more available 

capacity to the marketplace, it should be remembered that Sebang uses approximately l_
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l (PX0922 (Roe, IH at 329, in 

camera)). 

l (Gaugl, Tr. 4532; PX0905 (Gaugl, Dep. at 10-12), in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1036: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1037. At the time that the Jungfer lines were installed at SebanglGlobal, Mr. Gaugl was
 

required to prove that the lines could produce material that was "in spec" and capable of ruing 
a certain "thoughput," both of which were derined in the equipment purchase agreement 
between the two companies. (Gaugl, Tr. 4539-40). 

Response to Findine: No. 1037:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1038. To be "in spec" means that the separator is specified by certain charcteristics, including, 
but not limited to, tensile strength, pin puncture resistace, electrcal resistance, dimensional
 

stabilty. All these specs were specifed in the contract, and Mr. Gaugl and his team were 
required to show that the material produced on those lines met the specifications. (Gaugl, Tr. 
4539-40). 

Response to Findine: No. 1038:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1039. In order to prove that the material was "in spec," a head-to-head comparson was made 
with other separators, including those of Daramic, Entek and Jungfer, showing that the new lines 
at Global/Sebang were able to produce a separator of equal quality. The results proved the 
material was in spec and capable of the required throughput. (Gaugl, Tr. 4541-42). 

Response to Findine: No. 1039:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
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1 (PX0265 at 016, in camera). 

Moreover, Mr. Gaugl stated 
 that the Jungfer line he installed at Baotou produced "in 

spec" separators. However, according to Mr. Hauswald, Baotou could only produce separators 

with a backweb thickness of 250. Mr. Hauswald also wrote after touring Baotou's facilty that it 

could not produce separators with a backweb thickness of 250 due to "pinhole reasons," which 

created a high scrap rate. (PX0654 at 004). In another email.Mr. Hauswald wrote that "sand 

wind enterig every where in the plant, and creating stoppage and pinoles." (PX0697 at 001). 

( 

_1 (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 177, in camera)).
 

1 (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 177, 

in camera)). 

1040. Daramic has tested Sebang separators and has found them to be "quite good" and
 

comparable to Daramic's separators with no significant difference between the products. (Thuet, 
Tr. 4335-36; 4542-43). 

Response to Findine No. 1040:
 
The proposition that Global's separators are "quite good" and comparable to Daramic's
 

separators is contradicted by the record evidence. ( 

1 (PX0265 at 016, in camera). 

f. Baotou
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1041. Baotou is located in Inner Mongolia, Nortern China. It produces PE separators for 
industral and automotive applications with one Jungfer line that was. installed in the late-1990s. 
(Gilchrist, Tr., 563; Hauswald, Tr. 1035, 1110; Thuet, Tr. 4336; PXOI84, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1041: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1042. The line at Baotou was originally installed by Peter Gaugl. The line has a capacity of 7 
milion square 
 meters. (Gaugl, Tr.4532-33). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1042:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1043. Daramic has tested Baotou material and found it to be comparable 
 to Daramic material, 
with no significant difference in the quality of the materiaL. (Thuet, Tr. 4336,4349). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1043:
 
The proposition that Baotou's separators are comparable to DaramIc's separators is
 

contradicted by the record evidence. i
 

1 (PX0265 

at 016, in camera). 

Moreover, according to Mr. Hauswald, Baotou could only produce separators with a 

backweb thickness of 
 250. (PX0654 at 004). And these separators were not of equal quality of 

Daramic's because Baotou's factory had "sand wind entering every where in the plant, and 

creating stoppage and pinholes." (PX0697 at 001). i
 

1 (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 19, in camera)). 

1 (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 109-110, in camera)). 

(pX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 177, in camera)). 

1 (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 177, in 

camera)). 
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1044. Furer, at the time that Mr. Gaugl installed the line at Baotou, he was responsible for 
testing the material that came off the line and ensuring that it was within certain specifications 
outlined in the agreement between Jungfer and Baotou. The specifications constituted the 
industry standards at that time for separators sold by all competitors. (Gaugl, Tr. 4538). 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 1044: 
The evidence in the record shows that Baotou was not able to produce a separator that 

met industry standards. 

) (PX0265 at 016, 

in camera). 

Moreover, according to Mr. Hauswald, Baotou could only produce separators with a 

backweb thickness of 250. (PX0654 at 004). And these separators were not of equal quality 
 of 

Daramic's because Baotou's factory had "sand wind entering every where in the plant, and 

creating stoppage and pinholes." (PX0697 at 001). 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 119, in camera)). 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 109-110, in camera)). 

(PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 177, in camera)). 

1 (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 177, in 

camera)). . 

1045. Mr. Gaugl and Jungfer were able to prove that the material produced on the Baotou lines 
was "in spec" in a head-to-head comparison with Daramic, Entek and Jungfer separators, and 
capable of the required throughput. (Gaugl, Tr. 4541-42). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1045: 
The evidence in the record shows that Baotou was not able to produce a separator that 

met industry standards. 
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L (pX0265 at 016, 

in camera). 

Moreover, according to Mr. Hauswald, Baotou could only produce separators with a 

backweb thickness of 250. (PX0654 at 004). And these separators were not of equal quality 
 of 

Daramic's because Baotou's factory had "sand wind entering every where in the plant, and 

creating stoppage and pinholes." (PX0697 at 001).( 

.) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 119, in camera)). 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 109-110, in camera)). 

)
 

(PX0913 (Whear, Dep, at 177, in camera)).
 

1 (PX0913 (Whear, Dep. at 177, in 

camera)). 

g. Smaller Competitors
 

(a) Epoch
 

1046. Epoch is a company formed by former employees of BFR which stared operations in late 
2006 or early 2007. (Thuet 4333-34). Epoch operates one 6 millon square meter production line 
near Shanghai. (Hauswald, Tr. 1036; Thuet, Tr. 4331-32). The line was not built by Jungfer. 

. (Hauswald, Tr. 1185). 

Response to Findine No. 1046: 
The proposition that Epoch was legally formed from former BFR employees is 

contradicted by the record evidence. ( 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 

113, in camera)). ( 
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l (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 113, 123, in camera)). 

1047. Daramic considers Epoch to be very aggressive in the global separator market. Today, 
Daramic faces competition from Epoch in China, as well as exports from Epoch in other areas of 
the world, including Europe. (Thuet, Tr. 4333; Hauswald, Tr. 1035-36; RXOO195; PX0994, in 
camera; RX00551 at 00, in camera; RX01003 at 007, in camera). 

Response to Findios! No. 1047: 
This entire finding is contradicted by the record evidence. 

l (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 113, in camera)). (_ 

_1 (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 113, in camera)). ( 

l (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 113,
 

123, in camera)). ( 1 (PX0907 (Kung, 

Dep. at 123, in camera)). 

_ (PX0903 (Thuet, Dep. at 58-60, in camera)).
 

(Thuet, Tr. 4413-4414, in camera). 

l (Seibert, Tr. 4165, 

4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382). Nor has Daramic ever seen any instances of 

Asian PE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead acid batteries to 

customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian 
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separator manufacturers are not sellng separators in Nort America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe 

testified that he is not aware of any instance prior to Daramic's acquisition of MPLP where 

manufacturers with PE 
Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort American battery 


separators for use in any type of flooded lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe fuer 

testified that he does not know of any instances where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had 

supplied North American battery manufacturers with separators for any type of flooded 

applications since the acquisition of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236~1237). t 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). ( 

_) (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera).
 

Thuet testified that Epoh is currently producing and sellng separators, and DaramIc 
continues to meet Epoch in the competitive market every day. (Thuet, Tr. 4333) 

Response to Findine No. 1048: 

1048. Mr. 


This entire finding is contradicted by the record evidence. ( 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 113, in camera)). t.
 

) 

(PX0907(Kung, Dep. at 113, 123, in camera)). l 

_J (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 132, in camera)).
 

Daramic does not continue to meet Epoch in Nort America. ( 

J (Seibert, Tr. 4165, 

4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382). Nor has Daramic ever seen any instances of 

Asian PE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead acid batteries to 
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customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian 

separator manufacturers are not sellng separators in North America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe 

testified that he is not aware of any instace prior to Daramic's acquisition of MPLP where 

Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort American battery manufacturers with PE 

separators for use in any type of flooded lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe fuer 

testifed that he does not know of any instances where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had 

supplied Nort American battery manufacturers with separators for any type of flooded 

applications since the acquisition of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). ( 

) (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). ( 

_) (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera).
 

) (Seibert, Tr. 4165, 

4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382). 

(b) M-Arow and Genius
 

camera; Thuet, Tr. 4332-4334). 
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l 

ReSDonse to Findios! No. 10S0:
 
The proposition that Asian battery separator manufactuers like M-Arow are
 

J is contradicted by the record evidence. 

. (PX0265 at 016, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 935, in 

camera). The drivers were the following: l 

) (PX0265 at 016, ín 

camera; Hauswald, Tr. 935, in camera). 

1051. Genius is another small separator manufacturer, with one millon square meters of 
capacity. It competes with Daramic in China. (Thuet, Tr. 4332). 

ReSDonse to Findine: No.10S1:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

h. The Threat of Other Competition
 

007, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4465, in camera; RX01003, in camera). 

J 

(Seibert, TL 4165, 4266-4267, in camera, TImet, TL 4381-4382). Nor has Daramic ever seen 

any instances of AsianPE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead 

acid batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). ( 

_J (RX01084, in camera; RXOO185, in camera). According to Polypore's CEO, the
 

Asian separator manufacturers are not sellng separators in Nort America. (Toth, Tr. 1404).
 

Mr. Roe testified that he is not aware of any instance prior to Daramic's acquisition of MPLP
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where Asian manufacturers of PE separators supplied Nort American battery manufacturers 

with PE separators for use in any type of flooded lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe 

furher testified that he does not know of any instances where an Asian PE separatot 

manufacturer had supplied North American battery manufacturers with separators for any type of 

MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237).flooded applications since the acquisition of 

L (Kawaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). ( 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera). 

Microporous did not consider the regional Asian suppliers as potential competitors for its 

separator business in North America. (Gilchrst, Tr. 308). Mr. Gilchrist explained, aside from 

Daramic and Entek. there were no other competitors that 

against Daramic and Entek. (Gilchrst, Tr. 4l4).
II camera 

Dararic has never had to make price concessions to customers in North America due to
 

competition from any Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). (_ 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). ( 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camra). (
 

(Weerts, Tr. 4501,4512, in camera). 
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Additionally, the L from a 

manufacturing operations perspective. It has peen Mr. Gilespie's experience that the l"
 

) than US separator manufacturers. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3031-3032, in camera). According to Mr. Gilespie, 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3032, in camera). l
 

L (Burkert, Tr. 2366-2367, in camera). 

Asian firs do not compare favorably to the former Microporous.
 

L (Axt, Tr. 2221, 

in camera). Because l ) are located in _) technical vÎsits are more
 

difficult and time consuming, as well as additional transportation costs and times, duties, and 

extra inventory. (Axt, Tr. 2223, in camera). ( 

L (Axt, Tr. 2223, in camera; see 

generally, CCFOF 971-982). 

1053. Furter, Daramic has had to react competitively to the surplus capacity aU over the world, 
including that of Asian competitors, by being as creative as possible with new products and 
making sure its customer service is as good, if not better, than its competition. Daramic has also 
had to adjust its prices in response to aggressive competition from Asian separator
 

manufacturers. (Thuet, Tr. 4342-43). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1053: 
The proposition in this finding is contradicted by the evidence in the record. Daramic 

does not compete with any Asian battery separator producer in Nort America. (Seibert, Tr. 

4165,4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382). Nor has Daramic ever seen any instances 
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of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead acid batteries 

to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). 

(RX01084, in 

camera; RXOOI85, in camera). 

The testimony of several of 
 Daramic's management and its Economic expert contradict 

the above finding. According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not 

selling separators in Nort America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe testified that he is not aware of 

any instance prior to Daramic's acquisition of MPLP where Asian manufacturers of PE 

separators supplied Nort America battery manufacturers with PE separators for use in any type 

offlooded lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). Mr. Roe furter testified that he does not 

know of any instances where an Asian PE separator manufactuer had supplied Nort American . 

battery manufacturers with separators for any type of flooded applications since the acquisition 

of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). Dr. Kahwaty confirmed that ( 

1 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 

Lastly, Daramic has never had to make price concessions to customers in Nort America 

due to competition from any Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). 

Response to Findine: No. 1054: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera).
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L (Weerts, Tr. 4500

4503, in camera). ( 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4501,4512, in 

camera). ( 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1055:
 
The proposition is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Weerts.
 

(Weerts,Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera).
-
L (Weerts, Tr. 4502, in camera). ( 

1 (Weers, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera).
 

_1 (Weerts, Tr. 4501, in camera). 
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Response to Findinu No.10S6:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1057. Additionally, Asian deep-cycle batteries for use in floor-scrubbers and golf cars are 
already being imported into Nort America by at least two Chinese companies, Leoch and RPS, 
which is exporting deep-cycle batteries to Florida from China. (Thuet, Tr. 4446-47). 

Response to Findinu No. 10S7:
 
The proposition is contradicted by testimony from Mr. Thuet. Mr. Thuet did not know
 

the volume of batteries that either Leoch or RPS was importing into Nort America, which 

means its canot be much of a cómpetitive restraint. (Thuet, Tr. 4447). 

1058. Based 
 on the foregoing findings, the Court finds that there are numerous battery separator 
manufacturers who have the abilty to produce, and have a history of producing, battery separator 
products comparable to Daramic and Entek. Many of these manufacturers are located in Asia. 

Response to Findinu No.10S8:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on Respondent's
 

proposed findings 1002, 1008-1009,1011,1020,1022-1025,1028,1030,1033,1040-1041,. . 
104-1045,1049,1051,1053 thatare incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF for 1002, 

1008-1009,1011,1020,1022-1025,1028,1030,1033,1040-1041. 1044-1045, 1049, 1051, 

1053. (CCRF 1002,1008-1009, 1011, 1020, 1022-1025, 1028, 1030, 1033, 1040-1041, 1044

1045, 1049, 1051, 1053).
 

. (pX0265 at 016, in camera). 

_l were also included as the "Worst In Industr" in Daramic's Strategy Audit in the same
 

categories as _l in addition to these two categories - ( 

_l (PX0265 at 016, in camera).
 

1059. The Court further finds that given the excess capacity Ín the marketplace, these 
manufachrrers are likely to begin aggressive efforts to sell separators in Nort America. 

Response to Findinu No. 10S9: 
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on Respondent's
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based 


proposed findings 1002, 1009-1010, 1013-1014, 1020-1021,1023,1025-1031,1035,1048-1051, 

1053-1057 that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF for 1002, 1009-1010, 1013

1014,1020-1021,1023,1025-1031,1035,1048-1051,1053-1057. (CCRF 1002, 100-1010, 

1013-1014,1020-1021,1023,1025-1031,1035, 1048-1051, 1053-1057). 

1 (Seibert, Tr. 4165, 

4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382, in camera). Nor has Daramic ever seen any 

instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead acid 

batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). 

The testimony of several of Daramic' s management and its Economic expert contradict 

the above finding. According to P01ypore's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not 

selling separators in North America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe furter testified that he does not 

know of any instances where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had supplied Nort American 

battery manufacturers with separators for any type of flooded applications since the acquisition 

of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). 

Lastly, Daramic has never had to make price concessions to customers in Nort America 

due to competition from any Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). 

1060. The Cour fuer finds that curent market conditions, including without limitation the 
number of Asian suppliers, the strength of competition, and the amount of excess capacity, wil 
constrain pricing and prevent any potential anti-competitive effects of the acquisition. 

Response to Fhidini! No. 1060:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on Respondent's
 

proposed findings l002~ 1009-1010,1013-1014,1020-1021,1023,1025-1031,1035,1048-1051, 

1053-1057, 1060 that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF for 1002, 100-1010, 

1013-1014,1020-1021,1023,1025-1031,1035, 1048-1051, 1053-1057, 1060. (CCRF 1002, 

1009-1010,1013-1014,1020-1021,1023,1025-1031, 1035,1048-1051,1053-1057,1060). 
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l 

(Seibert, Tr. 4165,4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382).. Nor has Daramic ever seen 

any instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead 

acid batteries to customers in NortAmerica. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). 

VII. Ease of Entry
 

A. Timeliness
 

a. Construction of a PE Production Line
 

1061. A PE se arator roduction line can be completely installed and begin commercial 
operation in Gau 1, Tr. 4543; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 27-29, 43), in 
camera). On average, it takes l. (Gaugl, 

Tr. 4543; Hauswald, Tr. 873-75, 880, 883, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1061:
 
This finding's assertion is not supported by the evidence relied upon. Mr. Gaugl testified
 

that the shortest time to install a PE separator line was 16 months and that the longest was 19 tò 

20 months. (Gaugl, Tr. 4543). He furer testified that the average time to install a line is 18 

. months. (Gaugl, Tr. 4543). Mr. Gaugl never testified that a line could be installed in 12 months. 

PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. at 27-29), in camera). 

(Hauswald, Tr. 873-875, in camera). 

(PX0207 at 050,072, in camera). Therefore; 

from planing to installation the plant took approximately two years to complete. 

The installation of a line also does not include the planing, designing, debugging, and 

satisfaction of customer testing aid qualification requirements. Installation of a PE line usually 

ends with a 24-hour test ru, which demonstrates that the line is capable of producing in-spec 
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material at a certain throughput. (Gaugl, Tr. 4539)~ 

new~(PX0905 (Gaugl, Dep. at 4,3-44. Debugging of 


In camera 

lines continues weii after the initial 24-hour test. (Gaugl, Tr. 4594-4595). i_ 

) (PX0907 (Kung, De~
 

at 132), in camera). Passing the 24-hour test ru does not mean that a new PE line wil operate 

without problems. (Gaugl, Tr. 4595). Prblems that occur after the 24-hour test are not always 

obvious at the time of the 24-hour test. (Gaugl, Tr. 4595). In addition, the determination of 

whether the PE material from a new PE production line is "in-spec," does not include testing the 

separator in a battery. (Gaugl, Tr. 4620). The battery maker makes the decision about testing a 

separator in a battery. (Gaugl, Tr. 4620) 

Microporous's PE/CellForce line in Tennessee took over two years from planing to
 

commercial product. 

1 (PX2235 at 004, in camera). 

Beginnng in early 2001, MPLP began producing CellForce on a production line at its Piney 

FIats facilty. (Gilchrst, Tr. 321-322). Planning for and developing a new separator plant takes 

more than two years. The expansion undertaken by Microporous in Austri.a was difficult and 

required "a very significant effort" by Microporous. (Trevathan, Tr. 3650-3660). Microporous 

began planing to build a new plant in Europe in early 1999. (Gilchrist, Tr. 329-330). Before he 

ordered the equipment for Microporous' s Austran expansion, Mr. Gaugl had to design the 

specifications of the equipment for the line. (Gaugl, Tr. 4608-4609). Mr.Gaugl designed the 

equipment to be installed in Austria in 2005. (Gaugl, Tr. 4609). 
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L (PX061 1; PX0905 (Gaugl, Dep. at 128-129), in camera). 

1062. Generally, the time period to install a PE line can be broken down as follows: The layout 
of the production line and specifications of the equipment can be completed in 2 months. 
(Gaugl, Tr. 4543). The longest lead time equipment takes about 10 months to procure. (Gaugl, 
Tr. 4543-44). Engineering details of the line are typically finalized while waiting for the 
equipment to arive, so there is no additional time needed for this step. (Gaugl, Tr. 4544). 
Installation of the equipment can be completed in approximately 4 months, and the initial star-
up and debugging of the production line takes about 2 months. (Gaugl, Tr. 4544). 

Response to Findine No. 1062: 
Complaint counsel has no specific response to the finding's assertion to the extent it 

provides a general 
 18 month time line for installation-only of a PE separator line. On average it 

takes an experienceq PE line builder approximately 18 months to install a PE separator line in an 

existing facility. (Gaugl, Tr. 4543). But that time may. 
 range up to 20 months. (Gaugl Tr. 4543). 

The long lead time items 
 for a PE line can take from ten to twelve months to arve (Trevathan, 

Tr. 3600), 2 months longer than the 10 months stated by the finding as the time to acquire the 

longest lead equipment. The long lead time items included the dryers; extruders, and the 

calender systems. (Trevathan, Tr. 3600). 

In addition, remedying problems that occur after the 24-hour test ru are not included 

within the 18 months. For example, Mr. Gaugl discovered problems with the line he installed at 

Piney Flats after the one year waranty period given to Microporous by Jungfer. The new line at 

Piney Flats encountered problems with the extraction system that caused the PE material to 

wrinke, which only appeared after the line was operating on a day-to~day basis, and after the 

waranty period. (Gaugl, Tr. 4597, 4599). . Wried material is a problem for battery producers~ 

(Gangl, Tr. 4597). It is also a problem for Microporous, because wrinkled PE material results in 

scrap materiaL. (Gaugl, Tr. 4597). Scrap material leads to higher production costs because the 

PE line has less throughput. (Gaugl, Tr. 4598-4599). 
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1063. PE separators have been manufactued for over fifty (50) years and the manufacturing 
technology for such separtors is well known. (Hauswald, Tr. 957-59) Daramic uses the original 
equipment installed on its lines in Owensboro in 1981. (Hauswald, Tr. 960-61). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1063:
 
This finding's assertion that PE separators have been manufactured for,over fifty (50)
 

years is wrong. W.R. Grace expanded its Owensboro plant to become the first PE separator 37 

years ago in 1972. (PX0582 at 014). The testimony Respondent relies on to support this finding 

states that W.R. Grace stared the separator business in 1954; however, it did not produce PE 

separators until much later. (Hauswald, Tr. 959; PX0582 at 014). 

Additionally, Respondent's assertion that the manufacturg technology for PE separators 

is well known is contradicted by the evidence. (See generally, CCFOF 817-846; 1009-1029). 

The process for making PE separators "is not 
 available to everybody." (Gaugl, Tr. 4547). The 

PE production process is a . Only a limited 

number of people in the world have the necessary experience to oversee a project involving 

installation of a new PE line. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 102), in camera). ( 

J 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 98-100), in camera). 

J (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 101), in 

camera). 

Response to FindiI11! No. 1064: 
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Respondent's claim that "most pieces" of 
 equipment can 
 be purchased "off-the-shelf' is 

contradicted by evidence. The process requires 15 to 18 different pieces of equipment. (Gaugl, 

Tr. 4610; see also PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 134-135), in camera (one PE line at l_l
 

)). One canot call a machine supplier and order a complete PE battery
 

separator line. (Gaugl, Tr. 4610-4611). Moreover, "long-lead-time items," which include some 

special-order items, canot be purchased "off-the-shelf." (Gaugl, Tr. 4544). Mr. Gaugl, . 

Respondent's witness that was responsible for setting up the Feistrtz facilty, testified that the 

long-lead items included the calender, the distilation unit, and the drers. (Gaugl, Tr. 4544). He 

also testified 
 that the distilation unt, the condensation unit, the carbon beds and the extractor, 

were "special-order equipment which you canot buy right off the shelf." (Gaugl, Tr. 4544

4545). Moreover, the equipment is far from off-the~shelf. 

L (Hall, Tr. 

2769-2770, in camera). l
 

_l (Gaugl, Tr. 4612; PX0905 (Gaugl, Dep. at 77), in camera; Gaugl, Tr. 4612). The
 

machine suppliers draw up blueprints for the equipment based on the specifications Microporous 

provided. (Gaugl, Tr. 4611-4612). l 

l 

(PX0924 (Jensen, Dep. at 24-25, in camera)). 

l 
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1 (Weerts, Tr. 4498-4499, 

in camera). 

1065. Other pieces of equipment, such as the distilation unit, the condensation unit, the carbon 
beds and the extractor, must be ordered. (Gaugl, Tr. 4544-45). Although this equipment must be 
ordered, there is nothing special or unique about it. For instance, a distilation unit may be 
ordered for a PE production line, but it can also be ordered for other applications, such as making 
alcohoL. (Gaugl, Tr. 4545-46). 

Response to Findine: No. 1065: 
Respondent's assertion that there is nothing special or unique about PE equipment that 

must be ordered is contradicted by the evidence. The extractor for example is far from ordinary: 

"Separator manufacturers typically hire engineers to fabricate these extractors, since they are not 

currently commercially available." (PX0950 at 040). 

1 (PX0924 (Jensen, Dep. at 24-25, 

in camera)). Likewise, prior to it's acquisition by Daramic, Microporous also had its machine 

suppliers sign non-disclosure agreements that 
 prevent the machine suppliers from giving the 

specifications of 
 the machines that it was ordering to Microporous's competitors. (Gaugl, Tr. 

1 (Gaugl, Tr. 4612; PX0905 (Gaugl,Dep. at 77, in camera). If, as Respondent 

contends, "there is nothing .special or unique" about equipment that must be ordered, then there 

would be no need to keep the specifications confdentiaL. Even with regard to the distilation 

unit, which Respondent uses to ilustrate the lack of uniqueness, Mr. Gaugl testified that one. .
 
must stil specify what type of thoughput you want to run on the distilation and what kind of 

liquids you want to separate." (Gaugl, Tr. 4546). 

1066. . Calender rolls can be procured in 12-14 weeks from anyone of several vendors located 
 in 
the U.S. and Europe. (Gaugl, Tr. 4553-54). 

Response to Findine: No~ 1066: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 
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1067. It is not diffcult to find and lear about the equipment needed to build a PE line. (Gaugl, 
Tr. 4546). Anyone can lear about the equipment by visiting' trade shows, researching online, or 
reviewing catalogues provided by vendors. (Gaugl, Tr. 4546). 

Response to Findine No. 1067: 
This finding's assertion that it is not difficult to lear about the equipment is ambiguous. 

To the extent that Respondent is asserting that it is not difficult to lear about the equipment, 

such that one could, for each machine supplier: 1) specify each individual component needed, 2) 

provide the machine supplier with the correct specifications, work with an engineer to specially 

design the extractor, which is not commercially available, and 
 3) provide the machine supplier 

with the design of the connection points so that the machines would all work together, the 

evidence contradicts Respondent's assertion. (This response wil not address the difficulties of 

learing about the equipment in a maner sufficient to run it to produce acceptable materiaL. For 

findings on that topic. (See e.g. CCFOF 824, 830-837).) For example, by the time Mr. Gangl 

became responsible for designing the Microporous line in Piney Flats, Tennessee, he had seven 

years of experience setting up PE production lines. (Gaugl, Tr. 4595). 

_ ((PX0590 (Gaugl, Arb. Dep. at 56-57) in camera); Gaugl, Tr. 4590). The new line at 

Piney Flats also encountered problems with the extraction system that caused the PE material to 

wrile, which only appeared after the line was operating on a day-to-day basis, and after the 

waranty period had expired. (Gaugl, Tr. 4597, 4599). Wrinkled material is a problem for 

battery producers. (Gaugl, Tr. 4597). It is also a problem for the separator manufacturer, 

because wrnkled PE material results in scrap material. (Gaugl, Tr. 4597). Scrap material 
 leads 

to higher production costs because the PE line has lower thoughput. (Gaugl, Tr. 4598-4599). 

1068. The equipment and technology needed to set up a new PE line is not proprietar and is 
generally known and available in the 
 industry. (Gaugl, Tr. 4547). The process of manufacturing 
PE separators is not a secret. (Gaugl, Tr. 4547). To the contrary, there are "a lot of people" who 
know the process. (Gaugl, Tr. 4547). 
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ResDonse to Findine No. 1068: 
The manufacturing process for making PE separators "is not available to everybody." 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4547). Although Mr. Gaugl claimed there are mány people who know the 

technology, he only identified James Kung, two former Jungfer employees - Dr. Winkler and 

Mr. Duya - and "certain people at Daramic as well as at Entek" that he believed could design 

and put together a line. (Gaugl, Tr. 4642). ( 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 92, in camera)). 

Daramic considers the process to be a trade secrete.( 

~(PX2237 at 002, in camera). The process Mr. 

Gaugl installed at Piney Flats for Microporous was basically the Jungfer process. (Gaugl, Tr. 

4627). l 

1 (PX0533 at 003, 

in camera). DaramIc claims that the Jungfer process is a Daramic trade secret. (Hauswald, Tr. 

1153). One reaon why Daramic sued Microporous was to prevent them from using the 

Jungfer process for the automotive separator business. Daramic claimed the process was a 

Daramic trade secret. (Hauswald, Tr. 1153-1154; PX2241 at 007,
 :). Daramic 

considers every aspect of the' technology and equipment that DaramIc bought from Jungfer to be 

a Daramic trade secret. (Hauswald, Tr. 1155; see also CCFOF 1023- 1029). 

1069. Several individuals in the battery separator industry know how to install a PH separator 
line. (Gaugl, Tr. 4547-48). For example, James Kung, Dr. Herwig Winker, a former Jungfer 
employee, and Hans-Peter Gaugl, who is not under a non-compete with Daramicknows how to 
install a PE line. (Gaugl, Tr. 4547-48,4611; Kung Depo, 10). l 
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l (RX58,

in camera). 

Response to Findinf! No. 1069: 
. This finding is contradicted by the evidence. The manufacturing process for making PE 

separators "is not available to everybody." (Gaugl, Tr. 4547). ( 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 103), in camera). l 

l (PX0907
 

(Kung, Dep. at 106, in camera). ( 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 27), in camera). 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 

101), in camera). l 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 102), in camera). 

1070. l have all developed and set up new production
 
lines in 18 months or less. (RXoo147 at 001, in camera; RX01314 at 001, in camera; RXOI045 
at 001, in camera). For 
 example, DaramIc built a greenfield production facility in Prachinburi, 
Thailand with a capacity of 15 milion square meters in approximately 16 months. (Hauswald, 
Tr. 11 11-12). When Daramic moved two production lines from Austria to Thailand, it took.
 

l to reassemble the lines and begin producing product. (Hauswald, Tr. 873-75,
in camera; RX0099 at 032, in camera). Moreover, Daramic built a 30 millon square meter
line and began producing PE separators on that line ) (Hauswald, 
Tr. 880, 883, in camera). 

Response to Findinf! No. 1070: 
This finding's assertion is contradicted by the evidence. Respondent's cont~ntion that a 

PE production line ca be "developed" and installed in less than 18 months is contrary to the 

evidence. Respondent's witness that was called to testify specifically about the time it took to 

install a line stated that the shortest time to install a PE separator line was 16 months, and the 
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longest was 19 to 20 months. (Gaugl, Tr. 4543). He further testified that the average time to 

install a line is 18 months. (Gaugl, Tr. 4543). The planning and development work, were not 

specifically included in his estimates. Moreover, Mr. Gaugl never testified that a line could be 

installed in 12 months. 

PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 27-29), in camera). 

(Hauswald, Tr. 873-875, in camera). _ 

(PX0207 at 050, 072, in camera; 

Hauswald, Tr. 875-876). 

1 (PX1510 at 00,
 

in camera; see also Hall, Tr. 2884, in camera Cl 

1072. Microporous i~1ine and began commercial production from its 
facilty in Austria in l__l. (RXOI045, in camera).
 

Response to Findin1! No. 1072: 
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The citation does not support this finding. The document appears to be a time line that 

was updated on December 7,2007, showing activity on Microporous's expansion going 
 back to 

June 2006. However, the timeline's activity does not cover the time prior to June 200. 

Respondent acknowledges that Microporous's expansion plans go back at least to 2005. (RFOF 

369). In fact, Microporous began planing to build a new plant in Europe in early 1999. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 329-330). Before he ordered the equipment for Microporous's Austrian 

expansion, Mr. Gaugl had to design the specifications of the equipment for the line. (Gaugl, Tr. 

. 4608-4609). Mr. Gaugl designed the equipment to be installed in Austria in 2005. (Gaugl,Tr. 

) (PX0611; PX0905 (Gaugl, Dep. at 

128-129), in camera). With regard to the activities at the Austrian facility after the timeline was 

updated, the facility did not operate on a regular schedule until June 2008, not March of 2008 as 

is indicated. (Gaugl, Tr. 4603). 

4543-4,4550); RX1029, in camera; RXOlO45, in camera ( 
); RXI046, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1073: 
This finding's contention that Microporous purchased and installed, and then began 

producing PE industral separators with, the Jungfer line at Piney Flats within 16 to 20 months is 

contradicted by the evidence. The development of the CellForce product took may years. 

(Gilchnst, Tr. 323). CellForce was initially developed by Microporous in 1995-1996. (Gilchrst, 

Tr. 316-317, 324-325). ( 

) (PX 2235 at 004, in camera). 

Begining in early 2001, MPLP began producing CellForce on a production line at its Piney 

Flats facility. (Gilchrist, Tr. 321-322). Moreover, the line did not make a profit until 2004, 
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about thee years after it was installed. (Gilchrist; Tr. 393). The Piney flats line had a number. 

of problems that persisted well after the one year waranty period given to Microporous by 

Jungfer. (Gaugl, Tr. 4596-97, 4599). 

1074. James Kun , one of the individuals who knows how to install a PE line, (__ 
)., (PX0907 (Kung, 

Response to Findine No. 1074:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response to the finding's assertion that generally
 

installation-only of a PE separator line takes 18 months. (See CCRF 1061-1062). 

) (Hall, Tr. 2765, in camera). t_ 

_l (Hall, Tr. 2765, in camera). (
 

L (Hall, Tr. 2878, in 

L (Hall, Tr. 2771, in camera), ( 

l (Hall, Tr. 2771-2777, in camera). 
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b. Testing ofPE Product
 

1076. A battery separator maufacturer does not need to complete construction of a new PE 
separator line before it can be in testin roducts from that line. Rather, much of the re uireatesting t ).
(RXOlO45-001, in camera). 

Response to Findin!! No. 1076: 
The finding's contention that a separator manufacturer does not need to complete 

constrction of a line before it can begin testing product from that line makes no sense and is not 

supported by the document cited. 

L (RXOI045, in camera). 

Because no witness testified about this document, it is dubious support for Respondent's 

proposition in this finding. In any event, it is not clear how one would test a product from a line 

before completing the line. 

In addition, Dr. Simpson discounted one's abilty to enter the battery separator industr 

by doing multiple steps concurrently. Dr. Simpson noted that some 
 of these assets needed to be 

acquired sequentially - "you can't test a product until you develop a product and you can't get 

learing by doing until you're actually producing the product and figuring out through producing 

it how to make it more efficiently." (Simpson, Tr. 3206, in camera). 

Moreover, it is the battery manufacturer, not the separator manufacturer, whose testing 

matters, which adds significantly to the amount of time it takes to enter any of the markets. In 

2006, Mr. Hauswald expressed t 
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IIl (PX2267 at 004, in camera). This delay was due to the fact that i 

L (PX2267 at 004, in camera). 

Additionally, customers require that they test production samples, separators made on a 

supplier's production line, and generally wil not give their final approval for separators mad~ 

only in a laboratory off of pilot lines. (Gagge, Tr. 2484-2486). 

For example, At EnerSys the process for testing and validating anew separator product 

involves preliminary material tests of separator samples, which are typically made in a 

laboratory, and final tests 
 of production samples in actual batteries. The preliminar tests 

involve testing the separator material in puncture, shrinkage and electrical resistance tests, as 

well as analyzing its brittleness and composition, i.e., paricularly oiL. (pagge, Tr. 2484-2485, 

2487). If the separator samples pass these preliminar tests, EnerSys wil request the potential 

supplier to provide production samples, i.e., separators made on the supplier's production line. 

(Gagge, Tr. 2484-2486). 

After receiving production samples from a potential separator supplier, EnerSys builds 

test batteries with the new separators. These test batteries undergo performance and battery life 

tests. The performance tests essentially analyze whether the battery with the new separator wil 

generate the electrical current specified for the battery. The battery life tests are time-consuming 

because they are designed to determne whether the battery wil perform well for the duration of 

the battery's waranty period. These tests involve placing the 
 test bátteries in a box which has an 

elevated temperature. (Gagge, Tr. 2484-2487, 2488-2489). The elevatedtemperature helps age 

the battery. (Gagge, Tr. 2489).
 

Qualifying a separator to meet the performance specifications is not the only step that is 

required before the separator can be sold in commercial batteries. (Gilespie, Tr. 2935~2936). 
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After a separator is qualified, a battery manufacturer must make sure the separator is ruablein . 

the battery manufacturing facilties. (Gilespie, Tr. 2936; see also Gagge, Tr. 2488). Use of a 

new separator requires the battery manufacturer to understand and tweak the battery 

manufacturing machines to be able to run a different type of product. (Gilespie, Tr. 2936). 

With regard to the finding's contention that testinK and building a line can be done within 

the applicable two year time frame, the evidence contradicts this contention, and supports the 

proposition that testing alone takes over two years. Respondent itself recognizes that testing for 

most applications takes more than two year. Testing for traction batteries takes up to 3 year. 

(Whear, Tr. 4798; PX0568; see also Whear, Tr. 4813, in camera; PX0564, in camera; CCFOF 

906-908). Testing for motive power and stationary is a very long-term process that takes about 

two year to complete. (Whear, Tr. 4801, (P)C0842 "Testing industrial cells is a very long term 

process (-2 years). . .")). When C&D began testing lI for use in motive batteries, Daramic 

understood that it would take two year to qualify the separator at C&D. (PX0806 at 003). 

Daramic expected customer qualification of lI for use in deep-cycle batteries to take 18 months 

of testing or longer. (PX0262 at 003). When Trojan was adding another deep-cycle battery 

plant, Pierre Hauswald wrote Bob Toth,- 1 (PX2248 at 001, in camera). 

Less than one year later, Daramic put together an l 

1. (PX0263 at 008, in 

camera). 

Customers provided testimony that testing takes at least two years. Motive battery 

separators undergo cycle testing for a period of 2.5 years at EnerSys. (Gagge, Tr. 2490). Exide 

expects testing of motive power and stationary separators to take a minimum of two years. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2973-2974; RX00013 at 009; PXI090 at 004 (Exide timeline indicating a 26 
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month timeframe for industral product validation and testig). Testing and qualification of 

deep-cycle battery separators typically takes between 18 and 24 months. (Gilespie, Tr. 2934). 

Exide's testing ofMPLP's PE SLI separators was scheduled to take 18-24 months to complete. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 2973; RXOO13 at 009 (test sequence for automotive separators "expected to take 

9 months for life cycle and 1 year for field test"); PX1090). If a Nort American battery 

manufacturer decided to begin testing Amer-Sil's PVC separators for use in Nort America, the 

separators would not be in use for at least two years time as testig 
 and qualification of Amer

Sil's PVC separators typically takes two years or longer. (PX0916 (Dauwe, Dep. at 163-164)). 

If l-J obtains the appropriate calender roll, it would take
 ) before 

EnerSys could begin ordering product from them. (Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 

2498-2499, in camera). ). If l 

J could actually supply EnerSys with product. (Burkert, Tr. 2360, in 

camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 2500, in camera). It is not possible to accelerate the testing. 

(Gagge, Tr. 2508-2509, in camera). 

in camera; RX01139; RX01140; RX01141, in camera; 
in camera; RX01l45, in .camera; RX01146; RX01l47, in camera;
 

), in camera; RX01149 at 2 
)), in camera; RX01150 at 3 

Response to Findine No. 1077:
 
Respondent's finding is not supported by the evidence cited. (See CCRF 1076 stating
 

that for most applications testing alone takes over tW? years.). None of the documents were 

testified to at triaL. Moreover, the documents cited do not support Respondent's contention that 
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customers' testing needs can be shortened depending upon the customer. A number of the 

documents talk of testing by non-Nort American customers of 
 product produced outside of 

Nort America. (See e.g., RX01137; RX01139; RX01140; RX01141; RX01142; RX01149; 

RX01 155;RXl 156). Moreover, it is not clear from most of the documents whether the testing 

that is being discussed is the only testing that is being conducted, or whether the testing is part of 

an ongoing effort to qualify the product. (RXOl137 (Document discusses oxidation resistance 

testing, but does not state whether this is the first test, last test or only test). With regard to 

customers qualifying HD from Piney Flats (e.g., RX01147; RXOl148 at 002), or qualifying 

CellForce from Feistritz, (e.g., RX01144; RX01145) in less time than normally required for 

testing these products in deep-cycle or industrial applications, such examples do not provide 

evidence that customer qualification of a new supplier could be done in less than two years. (See 

CCRF 1076; CCFOF 881-908). 

The testimony cited in this 
 finding also does not support Respondent's contention that 

customers can substantially affect testing times. Mr. Whear testified that testing of 
 the separator 

does not tae as long as the battery, but then conceded that customers test the separators ín a 

battery to see how it works before they actually approve it. (Whear, Tr. 4788-4789). Likewise, 

Mr. Gagge does not support Respondent's position. 

L (Gagge, Tr. 2508-2509, in camera). Finally, 

the char concerning which Mr. Gilespie testified also does not support this finding. (Gilespie, 

Tr.2975-2976). 

1078. Battery manufacturers can also send battenes to outside firms for testing, often resulting 
in shorter testing times. (RXOOOO7). For instance, Exide determined that complete life cycle 
testing would take less than six and a half months if the testing was conducted by an outside 
firm. (RX00007). 

Response to Findinl! No.I07S: 
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The finding is contradicted by its 
 own citation. In RXOO7, an Exide email chain, John 

Miler very explicitly states, "since day 1 we have been speaking to the 2 year approval process 

for industrial that takes us into 2010." (RX00007 at 002). Later in the chain third pary testing is 

discussed, and there Mr. Miler says that they wil do testing in Augustofthe same year, eight 

months later, not that the testing wil be fully completed then. (RXOOO7 at 001). 

1079. Testing of a separator product can take as little as a couple of months. (Gilchrist, Tr. 
567). In fact. testing the basic functionality of a separator can be accomplished in a few weeks. 
(Gilchrst, Tr. 567-68). The testing process for an automotive separator typically lasts less than a 
year. (Gilchrist, Tr. 567; RXOoo14 at 001). Complete testing and final acceptance of a new 
separator by a customer typically takes less than one to two years. (PX23OO (Heglie, IH at 
127); RX00243-007; RXOO014 at 001). A battery should last at least 700 cycles. (Qureshi, Tr. 
2031). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1079: 

This finding is contradicted by the evidence already referenced and cited in Response to 

Finding No. 1076. (See Response to Finding No. 1076). 

1080. In a complaint fied by EnerSys against Daramic in October 2006, which was verified by
 

Lary Axt as EnerSys' Vice President, Global Procurement, EnerSysadmitted that obtaining 
replacement separators and qualifying an alternate supplier takes less than a year: 

Moreover, even if 
 EnerSys was able to purchase replacement battery separators 
from other vendors, such products could not immediately be used by EnerSys and 
satisf industry standards for battery performance and life testing. Rather, 
significant engineering, testing, and manufacturing hurdles would be encountered 
to ensure that the replacement battery separators would satisfy these 
specifcations. These engineering, testing and manufacturing hurdles can take as
 

long as one year to overcome. 

(RXOO243 at 007, emphasis added). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1080: 

The citation is not supportive of the finding. Mr. Axt is not an engineer and 

furthermore, did not draf this document. Mr. Gagge, onthe other hand, is and engineer 

and did testify to this question in court before Your Honor; and there, Mr. Gagge 

emphatically stated, "it's about a two-and-a-halfyear process to ensure to ourselves and 
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to be able to show objective data to our customers that we can, you know, fulfil our 

waranties andthat we have a product that does what we say it does." (Gagge, Tr.2491, 

emphasis added). 

1081. Axt s admission comports with what was summarized in a Microporous call report with 
him in October 2006. (RX01162-02)("6-12 months perod for qualification/acceptance of newproduct."). .. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1081: 

The citation does not support the proposition in the finding. It is unclear what this 

document stands for at all. Any reference to testing is shrouded in uncertainty since we do not 

know what application is referred to, what type of testing, or whether testing is being referred to 

at all. Moreover the document is aMPLP call report which canot pass a minimal hearsay 

analysis and purports to record themusings of Mr. Axt, rather than an engineer or someone 

involved with, ånd expert in, the qualification process. When a person from EnerSys who fits 

that description was questioned at trial, the answer was clear as to the required length of testing 

required for qualifcation: two and a half years. (See Response to Finding No. 1080). 

1082. Nawaz Qureshi, the Vice President of Engineering and Technology at U.S. Battery, 
testified that a separator can be qualified after 750 cycles. (Qureshi Tr. 2068). Durig testing, a 
battery can be cycled 2-4 times per day. (Qureshi, Tr. 2067-68). Thus, a separator can be fully 
qualified for commercial use in less than one year. (Qureshi, Tr. 2067-68). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1082: 
This finding is contradicted by Mr. Qureshi's actual experience. U.S. Battery began 

working with Daramic on its Dararic DC separator in the late 1990's. (Qureshi, Tr. 2014-15). 

The product was commercialized in about 2002. (Qureshi, Tr. 2021). U.S. Battery began 

purchasing Daramic DC in approximately 2003. (Qureshi, Tr. 2021). Moreover, Mr. Qureshi 

also testified that the "qualification process" entails cycle testing batteries to death, which for 

U.S. Battery's products was 1200 to 1300 cycles. (Qureshi, Tr. 2032). 
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1083. Trojan Battery completed testing and qualified Daramic's HD product in a total of nine 
months. (Godber, Tr. 170-71). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1083:
 
Complaint counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findin2 No. 1084:
 

It is the battery manufacturer not the separator manufacturer that would have to undergo
 

testing when necessar. Here it may not have been necessar due to the fact that EIitek was 

already qualified and the material was the same. When a line is added the only testing that 

would be required would be a runnability test since the'material is the same the battery 

manufacturer would already be familiar with the performance of the material. (Gilespie, Tr. 

2936; see also Gagge, Tr. 2488). Moreover, Entek is a manufacturer of SLI separator 

exclusively and SLI separators have much less stringent testing requirements than industrial or 

deep-cycle battery separators. (RXOO13 at 009). 

(RX00342-020, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No.l08S: 

Even a cursory reading of RXOO342-030 reveals that the one customer referred to in this 

finding is an Asian customer, and little else is known of it. What is clear is that in Nort 

America, testing for industrial and deep-cycle batteries takes two to two and a half years to 

complete. (See Response to Findings Nos. 1076 and 1080). 

1086. The Technical Requirements outlined in Exide's Global PE Separator RFQ state that the 
testing and validation process wil take up to 1 year and 9 months for transportation (SLI) 
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separators and up.to 2 years for industrial separators. (RXOOO13 at 009). According to Exide, 
these validation times include both life cycle and field testing. (RXOO13 at 009). 

RespOnse to Findine No. 1086: 
Complaint counsel has no specific response. However, the actual document states: ''Tis 

test sequence is expected to take up to 9 months for life cycle and 1 year for field test for 

Transportation (SLIl product." (RXOOO13 at 009).
 

Response to Findine No. 1087: 
This finding is not supported by the testimony cited. 

L (Hall, Tr. 2814, in 

camera). (Hall, 

Tr.2S15). t
II camera 

_i (Hall, Tr. 2815). With regard to the document referencing Dr. Johns, it is a
 

Microporous document relaying hearay. Moreover, it is unclear what product is being 

discussed. No witness provided testimony regarding this document. 

i (RXOÖ076 at 001, in camera). 

1088. Based on the above findings, the Court finds that the introduction of a competitive 
product can be accomplished in a timely fashion (i.e., less than two years),
 

Response to Findine No. 1088:
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This finding states a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on 

Respondent's proposed findings above that are incorrect and/or invaIid, as detailed in CCRF 

1061-1087. 

B. Suficiency
 

Entek curently has a t 
4459-60, in camera). 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera).
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3195, 

in camera). l 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in 

camera). Moreover, the acquisition of Microporous eliminated a competitor that was shakng 

things up in the SLI market. (See PX042S ~t 002", 
In camera 

l 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera; Simpson, Tr.3442, in camera). l_
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1 (Simpson, Tr. 3197, in 

camera). As a matter of economic theory, 
 most-favored nation clauses tend to make firs less
 

competitive by preventing them from making selective price cuts. (Simpson, Tr. 3197-3198). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3224, in camera, see generally 

3209-3224, in cameta). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3201-3202, in 

camera). 

_1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 

3195-3196, in camera). (
 

1 (RXoo1l4 at 008, in camera (Entek's response to FTC 

Civil Investigative Demand; see also CCRF 938). 
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l 

(PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; Weert, Tr. 4509, in camera). li.
 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 3130, 3134

3135, in camera). 

J (PX1902 at 001, in camra i 

l; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera; 

Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera i 

J; PX1823 at 001, in camera 

i 

J.
 

i
 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in
 

camera; Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196,3408, in camera). 

J (PX1515 at 002, in camera i 
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l; (Godber; Tr~ 288-290) (Trojan worked with Entek in 1990's on deep cycle 

separator that did not perform adequately, and Trojan does not believe that Entek has any new 

technology for this application); (Gilchrist, Tr. 363, 365, 389-390) (Entek unlikely to develop a 

separator for the deep-cycle market because it was unsuccessful in developing a competitive 

product for this market in 1996, and Entek's separators are based on polyethylene material which 

is inert and has no effect on inhibiting the antimony transfer process). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3408, in camera). 

camera). 

) At the time of the
 

acquisition, in addition to the one PElCellForce line in Piney Flats, Microporous already had in 

place two more PElCellForce lines installed and in pre-operational phase in its Austria facilty. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 334-335). t 

L (PX0081 at 018, in 

camera). 
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_. (PX0081 at 018, in camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 374-375, in camera; PX0920 (Gilchrist
 

IHT. at 58-59, in camera; PX0957 at 007, in camera 

) Gilchrist, Tr. 374-375; PX0920 (Gilchrist IHT at 58-59, in camera). 

) (Gilchrist, Tr. 446

447; Gilespie, Tr. 2968-2969,2976; PXI080; PXOO81 at 018, in camera). 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4459-4460, in camera). l
 

) (RXOO 114 at 024-077, in camera; see also CCRF 

933). 

Entek l
 
4492-93, in camera).
 

). (RXOOI14 at 008, in camera (Entek's response to FTC Civil 

Investigative Demand); see also PX1833 at 008, in camera l 
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_l (RXoo114 at 008, in camera). (
 

l (PX1806 at 001, in camera). 

( 

_J (Weerts, Tr. 4503~4504, in camera; RX00114 at 008, in camera).
 

(Weerts, Tr. 4504, in camera). ( 

_ Ì (RXOO14 at 008, in camera).
 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera). 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4515

4516, in camera; see also RXOO i 14 at 008, in camera ( 
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l (Weerts,
 

Tr. 4516, in camera). (( 

(Weerts, Tr. 4516, in camera). 

L (Weert, Tr. 4492-4493, in camera) (PX1833 at 

004, in camera 

."J. 

_1I_l (PX1830 at 011, in camera)~
 

camera). 

L (RXoo114 at 008, in
 

camera (Entek's response to FTC Civil Investigative Demand); see also PX1833 at 008, in
 

_l.t 
(PX1806 at 001, in camera). l 
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I (RXOO114 at 008, 

in camera). 

I (PX1902 at 001, in camera ( 

I; Gilespie, Tr. 3126-3127, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4488, in 

camera; RFOF 512 (Exide is either the largest or second largest battery manufacturer in the 

world)). ( 

I (Weerts, Tr. 4503-4504,4526-4527, in camera) (b) I_ 

I (Gilespie, Tr. 3126

3127, in camera), l I (Gilespie, Tr. 

3137-3138, in camera). 

I (Gilespie, Tr. 3137-3138, in
 

camera). For instance, Microporous had no fewer than ten separate calendar rolls (or tools) for 

the manufacture of Cell 
 Force separators (Gaugl, Tr. 4618), while DararIc has over 100 different 

tolls that it utilizes in the production of separators. (Whear 4778-4779). 

I (Weerts, Tr. 4493-4494, in camera). l 

I (Weerts, Tr. 4515, in camera). 

(RXOO014 at 008, in camera; see also Weerts, Tr. 4515
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4516, in camera l 

l;RXOO114 at 008, in camera _ 

1093. As long as a separator manufacturer has calender rolls on hand, it takes only a few hours 
to switch production from SLI to industral, or vice versa. (Gilchrist, Tr. 558-59). Calender rolls 
cost around $20,00, regardless of whether they are used to make SLI or industrial product. 
(Gilchrist, Tr. 559). 

Response to findine No. 1093:
 
Respondent's assertion that Entek could switch to production of industral separators in
 

only a few hours is contradicted by testimony at triaL. (See CCRF 1092). The assertion that it, '

would cost only $20,00 for Entek to acquire a calendar roll is contradicted by testimony at triaL. 

(See CCRF 1092). 

1094. Based on the findings listed above, the Court finds that the introduction of additional 
production is sufficient to counteract any competition which could potentially be lost due to the 
acquisition. 

Response to findine No.1094:
 
Ths bare assertion is unsupported by any evidence and is contradicted by a great deal of
 

evidence. (See CCRF 1089-1093). 

C. Likelihood
 

a. Costs of Constructing aPE Separator. Line 

1095. A PE line w~uction capacity of 3 to 5 milion square meters can be constructed 
for approximately i__i. (Hauswald, Tr. 881, in camera). .
 

Response to Findine No. 1095: 
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The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The industry standard for the 

cost of a PE production line is about .l per square meter, which means if a company wants to 

L production line it wil cost ) (PX0907 

20 (Polypore CID Response)). For example, it cost(Kung, Dep. 34, in camera); PX0949 at 


) (PX0907 (Kung,
 

Dep. 34-35, in camera)). 

1 (PX097 (Kung, Dep. 61-62, in camera)). 

1096. The_l square meter line installed by Microporous in Piney Flats cost i
_i. (Hauswald, Tr. 882, in camera).
 

Response to Finding: No. 1096:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The industr standard for the
 

cost of a PE production line is about .l per square meter, which means if a company wants to 

L production line it wil cost J (PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. 34, in camera); PX0949 at 20 (Polypore eID Response)). For example, it cost 

L (PX0907 (Kung, 

Dep. 34-35, in camera)). 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 61-62, in camera)). 

Moreover, the line installed at Micropòrous's Piney FIats was I 

J (Gilchrist, Tr. 320

321, in camera). 

1097. It costs approximately $9 millon to build a PE line with a capacity to produce 11 milion 
square meters per year. (Gaugl, Tr. 4547).
 

Response to Finding: No. 1097: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The industry standard for the 

cost of a PE production line is about III per square meter, which means if a company wants to 

build a ) production line it wil cost J (PX0907 
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(Kung, Dep. 34, in camera); PX0949 at 20 (Polypore CID Response)). For example, it cost 

L (PX0907 (Kung, 

Dep. 34-35, in camera)). ll
 

in camera)).) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 61-62, 


Moreover, Respondent's own document states 
 that building a PE line with a 

L (RXOI050 at 005, in camera) 

1098. Calender rolls, which allow a producer to switch between automotive and industrial 
separators, cost between $20,000 and $50,000. (Gaugl, Tr. 4553; Weerts, Tr. 4488-89). 

Response to Findina No. 1098:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Respondent contradicts itself in
 

RFOF 588, which states l 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3137-3138, in camera). 

Furtermore, a battery separator manufacturer needs 

J (Gilespie, Tr. 3138, in camera). For instace, 

Microporous had no fewer than ten separate calender rolls (or tools) for the manufacture of 

CellForce separators (Gaugl, Tr. 4618), while Daramic has over 100 different tolls that it utilzes 

in ,the production of separators. (Whear, Tr. 4778-4779). 

1099. Daramic installed a production line with a capacity of 15 milion square meters in 
Prachinburi, Thailand for a cost of $11.5 milion. (Hauswald, Tr. 1112). This constrction was a 
greenfield operation. (Hauswald, Tr. 1111). 

Response to Findina No. 1099:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The industry standard for the
 

cost of a PE production line is about .l per square meter, which meaIs if a company wants to 

J production line it wil cost ) (PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. 34, in camera); PX0949 at 20 (Polypore CID Response)). For example, it cost 

J (PX0907 (Kung,
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Dep. 34-35, in camera)). I
 

I (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 61-62, in camera)). 

1100. Daramic also considered installng a greenfeld operation in Brazil with a capacity of 10 
milion square meters. (Hauswald, Tr. 1113). Although this production facility was not 
ultimately constrcted, DaramIc's analysis showed that the total cost of 
 building the plant would 
be approximately $6.9 milion. (Hauswald, Tr. 1113-14; RX00654). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1100:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The estimated cost for Daramic
 

to build a greenfield facility in Brazil is lower than the industry stadard for two reasons. First, 

. according to Respondent's documents, I_I offered to sell Daramic
 

1 

l (RX00694
 

at 001, incamera). Respondent figure of $6.9 milion to build a line in Brazil is only an 

estimate; the actual cost to build the plant could be significantly higher because PE separators ar 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 

39-40, in camera); Hauswald, Tr. 1114). 

The industr standard for the cost of a PE production line is about .I per square meter, 

which means if a company wants to build a L production line it wil cost 

1 (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 34, in camera); PX0949 at 020 (Polypore CID . 

Response)). For example, it cost I 

L (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 34-35, in camera)). i 

L (PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. 61-62, in camera)). 

1101. Daramic's cost estimate for installng a 30 milion square meter production line in
 

Prachinburi totaled i_i. (RX0105U at 005, in camera; RX01050 at 017, in camera).
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Response to Findine No. 1101:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Respondent's document states
 

that the .l milion square meter expansion wil cost
 L (RX01050 at 002, in 

camera). The industry standard for the cost of a PE production line is about .l per square
 

meter, which means if a company wants to build a L production line it 

wil cost
 L (PX0907(Kung, Dep. 34, in camera); PX0949 at 020 (Polypore 

CID Response)). For example, it cost ( 

L (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 34-35, in camera)). ( 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 61-62, in camra)). 

l. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 27, 34-35), in camera). 

. Response to Findin2 No. 1102:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

J. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 54, 61), in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1103: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

Response to Findine No. 1104:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The industry standard for the
 

cost of a PE production line is about .J per square meter, which means if a company wants to 

build a J production line it wil cost J (PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. 34, in camera); PX0949 at 020 (Polypore CID Response)). For example, it cost 

( J (PX0907 (Kung, 
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Dep. 34-35, in camera)). i
 

1 (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 61-62, in camera)). 

Moreover, the line installed at Microporous's Piney Flats was develope and installed by 

Jungfer. Jungfer was purchased by Daramic and then shutdown. (Gilchrist, Tr. 320-321, in 

camera). 

b. Asian Competitors
 

1105. DaramIc's primary competitors in Asia include NSG (33 milion square meter capacity), 
BFR (30 milion square meter capacity), Anpei (22 milion square meter capacity), Separndo 
(17 milion square meter capacity), Sebang (15 milion square meter capacity) and Epoch (6 
milion square meters capacity). 
 (Thuet, Tr. 4330-32). Daramic's competitors in Asia are very 
aggressive. (Thuet, Tr. 4330). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1105: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Mr. Thuet does not work for any 

of these Asian separator producers and therefore does not have first hand knowledge about their 

actual capacity. Any of the volumes he stated are merely speculation on his par about the size 

. 

of a competitor. (Thuet, Tr. 4385-4386). For example testimony at trial from a BFR Board 

member showed that BFR had only a capacity of.1 milion square meters afer the addition
 

square meters that Mr. Thuet 

stated. (Hall, Tr. 2769, in camera; PX0672 at 001, in camera). 

When Mr. Thuet testified that DaramIc's competitors are very aggressive, he was 

specifically referring to DaramIc's competitors' behavior in Asia. Mr. Thuet stated ..... we have 

much more competition in Asia compared to other regions in the world." (Thuet, Tr. 4330). 

_1 (Seibert, Tr. 4165, 4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382; see generally 

CCRF 1002,1009-1010,1013-1014, 1020-1021, 1023, 1025-1031, 1035, 1048-1051, 1053

1057). Nor has Daramic ever seen any instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers 
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selling PE separators for flooded lead acid batteries to customers in North America. (Thuet, Tr. 

4379-4380). 

The testimony of several of Daramic' s management and its Economic expert contradict 

the above finding. According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not 

selling separators in Nort America. (Toth; Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe furter testified that he does not 

know of any instances where an Asian PE separator manufactuer had supplied Nort American 

battery manufacturers with separators for any type of flooded applications since the acquisition 

of MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). Dr. Kahwaty confirmed that ( 

l 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 

Lastly, Nort American battery separator manufacturers have never lowered prices due to 

Asian battery separator producers' . presence. Dararnc has never had to make price concessions 

to customers in Nort America due to competition from any Asian battery separator 

manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). (
 

) (Weert, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). (I~ 

L (Weert. Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). ( 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503. in camera). 

1106. The Asian PE separator industry is expanding rapidly. (Thuet, Tr. 4333). Since 2006, 
BFR added two additional production lines which doubled its capacity. (Thuet. Tr. 4333). In 
addition, Separdo and Anpei each recently added a production line. (Thuet, Tr. 4333). 
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Response to Findine No. 1106: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. I 

L (RXO 1050 at 3, in camera; 

PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 142, in camera)). I 

_l (RXOl050 at 5, in camera). The local PE separator producers - does include 

DaramIc production facilties in Asia - do not have sufficient capacity to support the demand of 

the Asian battery manufacturers. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 146, in camera)). Asian is a net 

purchaser ofPE separators. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 147, in camera)). 

Moreover, it was not difficult to 

(PX0907 (Kung,Dep. at 54, 61, in camera)). 

1107. Daramic tested PE separators produced by its Asian competitors and found no differences 
between its separators and those manufactured by the. competitors. (Thuet, Tr. 4335-36; Gaugl, 
Tr. 4541-42). The test results showed that the competitors' separators are comparable to 
Daramic's separators from a materials and performance stadpoint. (Thuet, Tr. 4335-36; Gaugl, 
Tr.4541-42). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1107:
 
The proposition that Asian battery separtor manufacturers are comparable to Daramic
 

separators is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRFQF 1002,1008-100,9,1011, 1020, 

1022-1025, 1028, 1030, 1033, 1040-1041, 1044-1045, 1049,1051,1053). Daramic's Strtegy
 

Audit listed tIl as "Worst in Industry" for
 

"Best in Industry" in those categories. (PX0265 at 16, in_l where as it considered itself 


L were also included as the "Worst In 

Industry" in Daramic's Strategy Audit in the same categories as i_i in addition to these
 

two categories - I i (PX0265 at 16, in camera). 

1108. Curently, there are 50 milion square meters per year of excess PE separator 
 production 
capacity in Asia. (Thuet, Tr. 4329-30). Daramic has 10-15 milion square meters of excess 
capacity in Asia. (Thuet, Tr. 4338).
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Response to Findine No. 1108: 
The propositions in this finding are contradicted by the record evidence. Mr.Thuet does 

not work for any of these Asian separator producers and therefore does not have first hand 

knowledge about their actual capacity. Any of the volumes he stated are merely speculation on 

his par about the size of a competitor. (Thuet, Tr. 4385-4386). For example testimony at trial 

from a BFR Board member showed that BFR had only a capacity of .l milion square meters 

after the addition of ( l not the wildly higher _quare meters 

that Mr. Thuet stated. (Hall, Tr. 2769, in camera; PX0672 at 001, in camera). Moreover, BFR 

has not lost any business due to the recession. (Hall, Tr.2853, in camera). 

. Lastly, regardless of the excess capacity in Asia, Asian battery separator manufacturers 

have no impact on pricing in Nort America. Daramic has never had to make price concessions 

to customers in Nort America due to competition from any Asian battery separator 

manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). f
 

l (Weerts, Tr: 4500-4503, in camera). l"
 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). l
 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera).
 

1109. Due to the excess capacity in Asia, separator manufacturers located in Asia are exporting 
products to otherpars of the world. (Thuet, Tr. 4339-40). For example, Daramic is exporting
 

separators to Europe, the Middle East and South America. 
 (Thuet, Tr. 4339). NSG, Anpei and 
Epoch are also exporting to Europe and South America. (Thuet, Tr. 4339-40). 

Response to Findine No. i109: 
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The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

) (Seibert, Tr. 4165, 4266

4267, in camera, TImet, Tr. 4381-4382; see generally CCRF 1002,1009-1010,1013-1014, 

1020-1021,1023,1025-1031,1035,1048'-1051,1053-1057). Nor has Daramic ever seen any 

instances of Asian PE battery separator manufacturers sellng PE separators for flooded lead acid 

batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). 

The testimony of several of 
 Daramic's management and its Economic expert contradict 

the above finding. According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not 

selling separators in Nort America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe furter testified that he does not 

know of any instances where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had supplied Nort American 

battery manufacturers with separators for any typ of flooded applications since the acquisition 

òf MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). Dr. Kahwaty confrmed that 

) 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 

Moreover, Nort American battery separator manufactuers have never lowered pnces 

due to Asian battery separator producers' presence. Daramic has never had to make price 

concessions to customers in North America due to competition from any Asian battery separator 

manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). £
 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). £I~ 

) (Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). £ 
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l (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera).
 

Lastly, Dr. Simpson testified that the
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 

3195, in camera). 

(Hall, Tr. 2846-47, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1110: 
Respondent's assertions that there are no additional taxes or duties in Thailand is directly 

contradicted by its own document. Specifically, Respondent's document states one (_ 

l (RX01435 at 3, in camera). 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2880, in camera 

1. 

.1 (Hall, Tr. 2846-2847. 2879. in camera). (
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l (PX0903 (Thuet Dep. at 29, in camera 

l). 

Lastly, Dr. Kung stated that it costs.to ship from Nort America to China. 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 154-155, in camra)). 

The cost of manufacturin se arators in Asia 
l. (Thuet, Tr. 4357-58, in camera). It costs (

l a typical SLI separator in Asia compared to Eur~Tr. 4357, in 
camera). Likewise, the cost of manufacturing separators in the U.S. ~l the cost of
 

producing in Asia. (Thuet, Tr. 4357-58, in camera). 

l (Han, Tr. 2735,
 

2745-2747, in camera; see also CCFOF 207-246). 

l (Hall, Tr. 2727,
 

in camera; PX1522 at 005, in camera). ( 

(PX1522 at 005, in camera; Hall, Tr. 2727, 2734-2735, in camera). 

( 

l (Hall, Tr. 2735

2736,2764, in camera). ( 

L (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 172-173, in camera)). (_
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L (PX1522 at 005, in camera; see also CCFOF 234-242). 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2745, in camera). 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera; see also PX1248 at 001, in 

camera ( 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in 

camera). 
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1 (RX01497 at 001-002, in camera; see also Toth, Tr. 1404 (the 

Asian separator manufacturers are not sellng separators in Nort America because the margins 

are not high enough). 

i 

1 (Roe, Tr. 1812-1813; Weert, Tr. 4501, 4512, in 

camera; see also Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera 

-). 

L (See CCRF 995). 

C. Entek Excess Capacity
 

(Weerts, Tr. 4495, in camera). 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1112: 
The assertions in this finding are contradicted by the record evidence. i_
 

1 (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). l 
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_i (Weerts? Tr. 4501,4512, in camera).
 

_i (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera).
 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also Gilespie; Tr. 

3024-3025, in camera). 

i (Simp~on, Tr. 3197, in camera).
 

i (Simpson, Tr. 3197-3198, in camera). i
 

i (Simpson. TL 3198-3199, in camera). (
 

i (Simpson, Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). -l
 

i (Simpson, Tr. 3224, in camera; see
 

generally Simpson, Tr. 3209-3224, in camera). 
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l (Simpson,
 

Tr. 3195, in camera). ( 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). (.
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in camera).
 

l (RX00l14 at 008, in camera (Entek's response to FTC Civil Investigative 

Demand); see also CCRF 938). ( 

l (PX1902 at 001, in 

camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camra). ( 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 3130, 3134-3135, in camera).
 

( 

l (PX1515 at 002, in 

camera ( 

l; Godber, Tr. 288

290 (Trojan worked with Entek in the1990's on deep cycle separator that did not perform 

adequately, and Trojan does not believe that 
 Entek has any new technology for this application); 

Gilchrist, Tr. 363, 365, 389-390 (Entek unlikely to develop a separator for the deep-cycle market 

because it was unsuccessful in developing a competitive product for this market in 1996, and 

Entek's separators are based on polyethylene material which is inert and has no effect on 

inhibiting the antimony transfer process)). 
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( 

l (PX1902 at 001, in camera 

l; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera; Gilespie, Tf. 

3040, in camera ( 

l; PX1823 at 001, in camera 

_l). 
l 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in
 

camera; Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196, 3408, in camera). 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera).
 

( 

l (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in
 

camera). 
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Response to Findim! No. 1113: 
The assertions in ths finding are contradicted by the record evidence. l_
 

L (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503, in camera). 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4501,4512, in camera). i
 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4502A503, in camera).
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also Gilespie, Tr. 

3024-3025. in camera). i 

__l (Simpson, Tr. 3197, in camera).
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3197-3198. in camera). 

L (Simpson. Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). i
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l (Simpson, Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). _ 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3224, in camera, see
 

generally Simpson, Tr. 3209-3224, in camera). 

l (Simpson,
 

Tr. 3195, in camera). l 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). l.
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in camera).
 

l (RXool14 at 008, in camera (Entek's response to FTC Civil Investigative 

Demand); see also CCRF 938). l 

l (PX1902 at 001, in 

camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3129, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera). l 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 3130, 3134-3135, in camera).
 

l (PX1515 at 002, in 

camera l 
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1; Godber, Tr. 288

290 (Trojan worked with Entek in the 
 1990' s on deep cycle separator that did not perform 

adequately, and Trojan does not believe that Entek has any new technology for this application); 

. Gilchrist, Tr. 363, 365, 389-390 (Entek unlikely to develop a separator for the deep..cycle market 

because it was unsuccessful in developing a competitive product for this market in 1996, and 

Entek's separators are based on polyethylene material which is inert and has no effect on 

inhibiting the antimony transfer process)).
 

l
 

1 (PX1902 at 001, in camera ( 

1; Weerts, Tr. 4509, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 

3040, in çamera l 

l; PX1823 at 001, in camera l 

_n. 
i 

l (Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in .
 

camera; Gagge, Tr. 2522, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196, 3408, in camera).
 

d. Sponsored EntryN ertical Integration
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....,

Response to Findine: No. 1114: 


The assertions in this finding are 
 contradicted by the record evidence. 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2749, in camera). 

1. (RXOO73; Hall, Tr. 2826-28, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1115: 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response. 

1116. Another example is 
(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 59), in camera). 
_. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 59), in camera). BFR was founded in 2900~
venture a reement between Fen an Grou and Risin Grou. (RXOO50-04). _ 

1. (RXOO53, in camera; 
'oint venture 
 continued to be 

1. (RX00032, 

Res onse to Findin 
The assertion that 

1 (RXOO50 at 

004, in camera). BFR started producing PE separators in 2002, long before JCI became a 

member of the joint venture. (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 54-55); RX00053, in camera; RXoo052, in 
II camera 

camera; Hall, Tr. 2715-2716). 

1117. BFR supplies separators on a global basis, including into South America. (RXOO50 at 
11). When the supply agreement with BFR was signed, JCI intended to "make (BFR) a world 
class separator supplier to JCI and other battery manufacturers." (RXoo055). 
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Response to Findine No. 1117:
 
The assertions in this finding are contradicted by the record evidence.
 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2856, in camera). 

) (Hall, Tr. 2745-2746, in camera). _ 

J (Hall, Tr. 2878, in camera; PX1509 

at 009, in camera). f 

) (PX0907 (Kung Dep. at 

186-187, in camera)). 

Response to Findine: No. 1118:
 
The assertions in this finding are contradicted by the record evidence.
 

J (See generally CCFOF 947-950, 966-967,969,972-974, 

983-986). l 

_l (Hall, Tr. 2881, in camera).
 

J (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera; see also Gagge, Tr. 

2499, in camera) l 
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1 (Hall, Tr. 2881, in camera;). 

1 (PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. at 262, in camera); Burkert, Tr. 2362; in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2498-2499, in 

) (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, tn 

camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 291, in camera)). ( 

) (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in camera). 

J (Axt, Tr. 2219, in
 

) (Axt,Tr. 2220, in camera).
 

) 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 283, in camera)). f 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2880-2881, in camera). Furermore, neither of the documents 

cited in this finding were shown to the JCI witness at triaL. 

1119. f J. (Hall, Tr. 2820
21, in camera; RX950, in camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No,l119:
 
The proposition is contradicted by. the record evidence.
 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2820-2821, in camera). 

1120. One of Daramic's customers,
 

(Thuet, Tr. 4361-65, in camera). The two companies are negotiating the 
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l 

Daramic would install a PE line in a location owned by_ 
(Thuet, Tr. 4361-65, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. H20: 
The assertions in this finding are contradicted by the record evidence. i_
 

(Thuet, Tr. 4421, in camera). To the extent that Respondent's are suggesting that battery 

manufacturers. are pursuing joint ventues with battery separator manufactures to fulfil their 

separator needs, th.e record clearly indicates this is not corrt. (Godber, Tr. 230 (Trojan would 

not vertically integrate because of the cost and required resources); Liester, Tr. 4038 (East Penn 

has no plans to vertically integrate); Benjamin, Tr. 3527-3529 (Bulldog Battery wil not 

vertically integrate because it does not possess the know-how needed 
 to manufacture separators); 

Craig, Tr. 264, in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2363, 2365, in camera i
 

_l; Hall, Tr. 2703 (JCI has not considered building its own PE separator
 

manufacturing lines to manufacture separators for internal use)). 

Res onse to Findin No. 
 1121: 
The proposition that i I is contradicted by the 

record evidence. Approximately i.i of Sebang's PE separators are consumed internally and
 

the remaining i_i are purchased by i~i customers. (RX01084, in camera; Seibert, Tr.
 

.4264-4265, in camera). 

1122. Based on the above findings, the Court finds that entr into the separator industry would 
be profitable. The Court furter finds that entry is likely by Entek, numerous Asian suppliers,
 

. and/or sponsored entry/vertical integration by battery manufacturers. . 

Response to Findine No. 1122: 
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This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is based on Respondent's 

proposed findings 1061-1122 that are incorrect and/or invalid, as detailed in CCRF for 1061

1122. (See CCRF 1061-1122). 

VIlle The H&V Agreement
 

A. The Cross A!!ency Agreement Between H& V and Daramic was a Leßitimate
 

Sales Joint Venture Between the Companies 

l. (RXOO688, in camera). The companies also planed potential 
sharng of technologies and development of new products at the outset of the Agreement. (Roe, 
Tr. 1746-47). 

Response to Findine No. 1123: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response to the first sentence of this proposed finding. 

The second sentence is factually incorrect. The cited testimony of Mr. Roe does not mention or 

refer to any "planing" by the companies, nor does it represent any statement by, or position of 

H&V. The testimony relates solely to perceived benefits to Dafamicfrom entering the 

Agreement. (Roe, Tr. 1746-1747). Moreover, the "potential" activities noted in the second 

sentence of the proposed finding were outside the scope of the Agreement (CCFOF 1193-1194; 

RXOO374 at 001), and none of 
 these "potential" activities ( ). 

(PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 106-107, 156-157, 167-168), in camera; see also PX0200 at 004 (press 

release of the companies to anounce their collaboration states "In the future there may be . 

potential for joint R&D and engineering initiatives ...")).
 

1124. Importantly, Daramic makes PE se arators; H&V did not, and does not.
 
4679-80; PXOO94; PX0200). (
 

I (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 15-16), in camera; PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 5-6), in 
camera; Whear, Tr. 4738, in camera). Daramic had and has no plans. to produce AGM 
separators, and H&V had and has no plans to produce PE separators. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 
39), in camera; PX0200). In fact, one of the benefits of the Agreemenuo Daramic was having 
an AGM product in its portfolio. (Roe, Tr. 1746). Accordingly, Daramic and H&V were not 
actual or potential competitors. (PX0011; PX0200; Hauswald, Tr. 645). 

Response to Findine No. 1124:
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Daramic and H& V were potential competitors, but for their agreement not to compete. 

This proposed finding combines falsehood with fact in an attempt to obscure that reality. 

The first two Sentences of this proposed finding are accurte, as is the fourh sentence. . 

The thrd is false. The evidence cited by Respondent does not support this statement; rather, it 

directly contradicts it. "Elimination of (a) potential competitor" is the primar benefit of 
 the 

DaramicI& V Agreement for the companies, as noted by the exhibit on which Respondent 

relies. (PX0200 at 005). And Mr. Porter testified that H&V is 
 "always looking for 

opportunities to provide other types of separator (other than AGMl to the industry," 

including PE battery separators. (PX0925 at 016 (Porter, Dep. at 37 )). The
 

weight of the evidence proves that H& V had plans to enter the production and sale of PE
 

separators prior to its agreement not to compete with Daramic. (CCFOF 1168-1181). In 

addition, contemporaneous evidence proves that l 

the Agreement. (RX00366, in camera (l 

). 

The fift sentence of this proposed finding is false for the same reasons. Because of their 

agreement not to compete, l 

as PXOO 11 

reflects. (PXOOl1, in camera; see also CCFOF 1187). The second exhibit cited by Respondent 

states that a key benefit to the companies of their agreement not to compete was the 

"(e)limination of potential competitor(s)." (pX02oo at 005). Finally, the testimony of Mr. 

Hauswald shows that Daramic planned and attempted to manufacture AGM separators and/or 

separators made of other materials to replace AGM separators in sealed lead acid batteries prior 

to the Agreement. (Hauswald, Tr. 645-646 (Daramic "made a lot of samples" for customers 
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from 1994 through 200 "to go in the AGM business."); see also PX0923 (Hauswald, IHT at 

287, in camera)). 

1125. One of the pnmar motivations for the Agreement was to allow Dararic and H&V to 
compete with a similar joint venture between Entek and Dumas, an AGM producer. (Roe, Tr. 
1745; RX151). 

1 (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 1 10), in
camera). Likewise, Dararic felt that it needed an allance with H&V in order to effectively 
compete against Entek/umas. (Roe, Tr. 1745). 

Response to Findine No. 1125:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response, except to note that the Enteklumas
 

relationship ( , and there is no evidence itwas renewed after its initial term 

ended on August 31, 2002. (PX0917 (Porter, Dep. at 154-155, in camera); RXoo151 at 005). 

1126. As par of the Agreement, H&V and Daramic engaged in joint activities including 
significant joint marketing, promotional efforts and joint exhibits at trade shows and conventions 
- activities which have been "very successfuL." (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 126-28), in camera; 
Roe, Tr. 1746-47; RX373). In addition, Daramic and H&V paricipated in joint customer 
appreciation events. (Roe, Tr. 1746-47; RXl102; RXll03; RXll04; RX1105). These efforts 
were successful in opening doors in regions of the world where Daramic or H& V had little or no 
presence. (Roe, Tr. 1746-47; PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 126-27), in camera; RXllOl; RX363; 
RXl106). ( 

(Roe, Tr. 1747-48; RX363; RX364; RX365; RX381; RXlloo, in camera; 
RXl108, in camera; RXl109, in camera; RX11l0, incamera; RX1111, in camera; RX1112, in
 

camera; RXl1l3, in camera; RXl114, in camera; RXll15, in camera; RXll16, in camera;
 

RXI117, in 
 camera; RXll18). 

Response to Findine No. 1126: 
This proposed finding mischaracterizes the cited evidence. Mr. Porter testified that the
 

companies hosted joint "hospitality event(s)" for customers at industry conventions, and he 

''thought they were very successful in attracting a large part of the convention." (PX0925
 

(Porter, Dep. at 127-128 )). He did not testify that Daramic and H& V engaged in 

any "signifcant joint marketing" or other promotional effort "(i)n addition" to the annual 

customer appreciation events, . as Respondent's proposed finding asserts. 
 The proposed 

finding is furter contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Hauswald, who 
 stated that l 
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l. (PX0923 (Hauswald IHT at 280,282, in camera); see 

also CCFOF 1186). The testimony of Mr. Roe also contradicts this proposed finding. He 

admitted that the Agreement was not necessar for the companies to conduct their joint customer 

appreciation events. (CCFOF 1192). 

To the extent that the proposed finding implies that the Agreement led to increased sales 

of Daramic PE separators anywhere in the world, or that it led to increased sales of AGM 

separators made by H& V in any country other than Brazil or India, it is contradicted by the facts. 

(CCFOF 1186, 1196; see also Roe, Tr. 1747-1748, 1810; PX0923 (Hauswald, IHT at 281-282, in 

camera)). 

1127. Because they produced products using different technologies, H& V and Daramic looked 
at joint reseach and development opportunities for new roducts. (Roe, Tr. 1747; PX0917 
(Cullen, De . at 119-23), in camera). ( 

(Cullen, Dep. at 119-23), in camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1127: 
This proposed finding is irelevant, because any joint R&D activity undertaken would 

have been outside the scope of the Agreement. (CCFOF 1194). To the extent such activity was 

"looked at" by the companies, l (CCRF 1123;
 

PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 156-157,167-168 ); PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 120-121, in 

camera); Roe, Tr. 1809; see also CCFOF 1193). 

) (PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 314-15), in camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1128:
 
See CCRF 1123, 1126. See also CCFOF 1184-1187.
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) (PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 68-69), in camera). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1129: .
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response beyond the facts previously identified in 

CCRF 1126 and CCFOF 1182-1187 and 1192-1196. 

1130. The joint activity by the two companies explains the necessity for the non-compete 
clause in the Agreement. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 65-66) ). As par of the joint
 

activity the two companies shared a great deal of confidential product, marketing and customer 
information. (PX0925 (porter, Dep. at 65-66) ). These exchanges promoted and
 

faciltated the venture's activities. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 126-28), in camera; Roe, Tr. 1746
47). But they could not and would not have occured without some provision preventing their
 

improper use. (PX0925 (porter~ Dep. at 65-66) ).
 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1130: 
This proposed .finding is contradicted by the fact that Daramic and H&V agreed upon 

measures to protect fully their respective confdential and/or competitively sensitive information 

that had nothing to do with 1 (PX02oo at 006 

(informing customers that DaramIc and H&V "have Confidentiality Agreements with each other 

and (they) wil respect customer (confidentiality) agreements. . ."); RXOO367 at 001 ("A 

Confidentiality Agreement exists between (the) companies and each of its employees."); CCFOF 

1194-1195). No evidence in the record supports a finding of "necessity" for 

l (CCFOF 1184-1186,1192-1196). Stated differently, 

the evidence does not support a finding that, but for 

_1 the pari~s' respective confidential information would have been at risk of 

improper use while they conducted joint activities. 
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Response to Findine No. 1131:
 
This proposed finding is contradicted by the fact that, when it executed the Cross Agency
 

Agreement, l 

1 because H& V had "threatened" to enter the PE 

business. (PX0094 at 002, 012, in camera; PX0169 at 001; PX0035at 005-006; see also 

CCFOF 1 171-1185). In addition, the evidence does not support any finding in which the 

Agreement is characterized as a 'joint venture." There was no integration of the companies' 

sales forces, technical staff, production facilities, R&D operations, intellectual property, or other 

productive assets during the life of the Agreement, and Respondent has offered no evidence that 

any such integration took place. Daramic's documents and the testimony of its management 

prove that no real 'joint ventue" was created. (RX00370 at 002 ("To date, the only real 

activities that are on-going are (DaramIc's AGM sales efforts) in Brazil and the co-hosting of the 

BCI evening event. The BCI event can be co-hosted without an agreement."); CCFOF 1184

1186,1190,1192-1194, 1196; CCRF 1126-1129). 

1132. Based on the above findings, the Agreement between Daramic and H&V was a legitimate 
and productive cooperative venture which (1) had no effect of limiting or restraining competition 
between the two companies and/or (2) was reasonably ancilary because it promoted the success 
of this more extensive cooperation. 

Response to Findine No. 1132:
 
This proposed finding is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Moreover, it is
 

contradicted by the weight of the evidence. (See CCRF 1123-1131; CCFOF 1167-1196). The
 

Agreement never rose to the level of a legitimate joint venture that waranted
 

1 

. ix. Remedy
 

A. There is no Basis for any Required Divestiture of the Feistritz Plant 
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1133. The Fle seek's divestiture of the former Microporous plant in Austria (the 
"FeistritzPlann. For the reasons set fort herein, no relief is necessary, but even if it were, 
divestiture of the Feistrtz Plant is unwaranted, inappropriate under the facts and, significantly, 
outside of the jurisdiction of the FlC. 

Response to Findine: No. 1133: 
This is a legal çonclusion, not a factual assertion. 

1134. First, the FeistrtzPlant was not a par of the acquisition as an operating facility since it 
was not in operation as of 
 February 29,2008. 

Response to Findine: No. 1134: 
This finding does not contain any citations to the record. 

l (PX0078 at 012, in camera; PX0162 at 019, in camera). 

l PX0078 at 025, in 

camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 309,334-35; Gaugl, Tr. 4601-4602, 4626-4627. 

1135. Second, the FeistritzPlant is not located within Nort America, the relevant geographic 
market alleged by the FlC 

Response to Findine: No. 1135: 
Complaint Counsel haS- no specific response. 

J (Trevathan, Tr. 3571-72;

RX01227 at 002,039,063-066, in camera; RX01228, in camera; RX01229 at 047, in camera; 
RXOI572; RXI042, in camera; RX546, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1136: 
Respondent's assertion is not supported by the citations provided. The Feistritz Plant was 

owned by Microporous GmbH and Microporous GmbH was owned by Microporous L.P. 

(PX061 i at 003). 

1137. Fourt, inclusion of the Feistrtzplant with U.S.-based assets that could be subject to a 
divestiture order is not, necessary in order for those assets to be "viable." In fact, Gilchrist 
admitted during the hearing that the FeistritzPlant was not necessary for Microporous to be 
viable, and that Microporous for years had manufactured and shipped separators out of Piney 
Flats to Europe and Asia. (Gilchrist, Tr. 511, in cflmera; Gilchrist, Tr. 540-41). 

Response to Findine: No. 1137: 
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The Feistritz Plant would aid viabilty and competitiveness of an acquirer by enabling it 

to serve global customers and giving the acquirer a second source of supply in case problems 

arose at one plant. (Gaugl. Tr. 4602; see CCFOF 1034, 1203, 1206, 1207, 1209, 1210, 1214, 

1215, 1216).
 

1138. Fift, the FeistritzPlant, which came online in March - June 2008, does not sell products
 

to customers located in Nort America or the United States. (Gaugl, Tr. at 4643). 

Response to Findine No. 1138: 
The cited testimony does not support the assertion that the Feistritz Plant came online in 

March - June 2008. Evidence in the record states that ( 

l PX0078 at 025, in camera; Gilchrist, Tr. 

309,334-35; Gaugl, Tr. 4601-4602,4626-4627. 

1139. Sixth, the FTC has not shown that operation of the Feistritz plant enhanced Nort 
American (or United States) competitive conditions, the United States being the jurisdiction for 
which the FTC has authority to act regarding maintenance of competitive conditions. More 
specifically, there is no 
 evidence that opening of the Feistritz Plant had the effect of enabling the 
plant in Piney Flats, Tennessee, to sell products either in the United States or Nort America that 
it otherwise would not have been able to sell. 

Response to Findine No. 1139: 
This finding does not contain any citations to the record. The Feistritz Plant would aid 

viabilty and competitiveness of an acquirer by enabling it to serve global customers and provide 

the acquirer a second source of supply in case problems arose at one plant. (Gaugl. Tr. 4602; see 

CCFOF 1034, 1203, 1206. 1207, 1209, 1210, f214, 1215, 1216). GilchrisUestifed that
 

Microporous had more offers for business than it was going to be able to handle. (Gilchrist, 

Tr. 3441 Trevathan testified that opening of the Feistritz Plant freed up capacity at Piney Flats. 

(Trevathan, Tr. 3721). 

1140. There is no dispute that the plant was not in operation as of February 29, 2008. The 
FeistritzPlant did not commence operation until March 2008 and did not become fuly 
operational until June 2008. (Gaugl, Tr. 4603; Gilchrist, Tr. 374-75). Thus, when Daramic 

. acquired Microporous on February 29, 2008, as a par of that transaction it did not acquire an 
operating plant in Feistritz, Austria. Divestiture should not be required of a business that was 
simply not part of the acquisition. 
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Response to Findine No. 1140: 
Respondent's assertion that the Feinstitz Plant did not commence operation until March 

2008 and did not become fully operational until June 2008 is not supported by the citation to 

Gilchrst's testimony provided. The Feistrtz Plant was owned by Microporous and acquired by 

Respondent as par of the acquisition of Microporous. (PX0078 at 012, in .camera; PX0162 at 

019, in camera). The last sentence is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. 

) 
Respondents global geographic market is accepted, the(Kahwaty, Tr: 5519, in camera). Even if 


"competitive effects story," does not support any required divestiture of the Feistrtz Plant. 

Response to Fiiidine No. 1141: 
The Feistritz Plant would aid viabilty and competitiveness of an acquirer by enabling it 

to serve global customers and giving the acquirer a second source of supply in case problems 

arose at one plant. (Gaugl, Tr. 4602; see CCFOF 1034, 1203, 1206,1207, 1209, 1210, 1214, 

1215, 1216). The last sentence is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion and does not contain 

any citations to the record. 

Res onse to Findin No. 1142:
 

Respondent's assertion that ( 

) is not supported by the citation provided. 

) (Gilchrist,

Tr. 502, in camera). The Microporous Board was concerned about Microporous' financial 
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situation given this exposure and questioned Gilchrist's fmancial acumen. 
 (PX2301 (Heglie Dep. 
at 91-93, 149-153)). As of December 31, 2007, Microporous had tremendous debt of
 

approximately $46,139,000. (PX0078 at 021; Gilchrst, Tr. 549). This debt included monies 
expended in 2007 for the Feistritz expansion. (PX0078 at 021, Gilchrist, Tr. 550). 

Response to Findine No. 1143:
 
There is no citation to the record for the first sentence. Respondent's assertion that "the
 

Microporous Board was concerned about Microporous' financial situation given this exposure 

and questioned Gilchrist's financial acumen" is not suppoited by the citation provided. 

1144. Whatever may have been the circumstances as of February 2008, it is quite clear today 
that adding Feistritz to a divestiture package would only create serious viabilty issues for the 
"newco" and would add to the difficulty of accomplishing divestitue. Feistritz is now operating 
at approximatel 70% ca acit and 2009 forecasts were that, considered as a free-standing
entity, ( l. (Gaugl, Tr. 4569, 4571-73;
 
Riney, Tr. 4962, 4969, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 922, in camera). Moreover, without the 
addition of the transferred Potenza orders, the capacity level at Feistrtz would only be about 35
40%. (Gaugl, Tr. 4572-73). This is the level at which Feistrtz would be operating had the 
merger not occurred. Including FeistrItz operating at 35-40% of capacity with a projected net 
income deficit of a roximatel $4 milion would create an extremel unattractive divestiture 
package. 

L (RX1603, in camera). (Riney, Tr. 5020-22, in camera;
RX1603, in camra). 

Response to Findine No. 1144:
 
The first sentence is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion
 

that "Feistritz is now operating at approximately 70% capacity" is not supported by the citations 

provided. The last thee sentences are legal conclusions, not factual assertions. 

. 1l45. Nor is there evidence to support any claim that the Feistritz plant has indirectly added to
 

output or otherwise promoted competitive conditions in the U.S. or Nort America. While the 
CellForce line at Piney Flats was apparently operatig at or near full capacity in 2005, there was 
discussion of expanding that capacity (Trevathan, Tr. 3582) and an expansion plan was 
momentarily implemented. That plan, however, was terminated in 2007, never revived and the 
Piney Flats CellForce line is now operating at 35-40% capacity. (Trevathan, Tr. 3647). 

Response to Findine No. 1145:
 
Respondent's assertion that "an expansion plan was momentarly implemented. That
 

plan, however, was terminated in 2007, never revived" is not supported by the citation provided. 
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1146. At the time of the acquisition, apparently some 60% of the PE line at Piney Flats was 
being exported to Europe and sold to EnerSys. (Trevathan, Tr. 3774; Gaugl, Tr. 4555). The 
plan, which was implemented, was for the EnerSys product to be produced at the Feistritz plant 
when it came online. These numbers show that the CellForce line at Piney Flats did not add to 
its customer base afer the transfer of 60% of its production to Feistritz. The transfer to Feistritz 
theoretically enabled Piney Flats to produce more product for 
 U.S. and Nort America sales, but 
that production did not occur and that has never been the reality. 

Response to Findine No. 1146:
 
There are no citations in the record for the last three sentences. The last two sentences
 

are legal conclusions, not factual assertions. 

1147. Different plans had been considered regarding the addition of production facilities in 
Europe and at Piney Flats. The facilty at Feistritz was to be used primarily to supply EnerSys in 
Europe. But conversations with JCI and Exide in the U.S. led to consideration of adding a line in 
Piney Flats. In fact, certain assets for this "third line" (at Piney Flats) were purchased. However, 
both JCI and Exide terminated their interests in purchasing product from Microporous and the 
equipment purchase was put "on hold" in May 2007. The equipment that had already been 
purchased was put in boxes and, as of June 200, it was sitting in those boxes located in Feistrtz 
and Piney Flats. (Gaugl, Tr. 4558-65;Trevathan, Tr. 3598-3615). 

Response to Findine No. 1147: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1148: Trevathan testified that producing the EnerSys products at Feistritz freed up capacity at 
Piney Flats (Trevàthan, Tr. 3721) and- "helped Mlcroporous expand its business in the United 
States." Trevathan, Tr. 3773. He said that "we would be able to go out to customers and bring in 
incremental volume." (Trevathan, Tr. 3774). But he was never asked and never testified that 
Microporous actually obtained new business in the U.S. that made use of the freed-up capacity. 
( 

Tr. 503, in camera). 

Res onse to Findin No. 1148:
 

Respondent's assertion that ( 

L is not supported by the citation provided. 

1149. In short, there is no credible evidence that the capacity at Piney Flats that became 

available as a result of the Feistritz plant was actually put to use producing product for U.S. or 
Nort American customers. And there is certainly no credible evidence that that capacity was 
necessary to enable Piney Flats to supply all of its customers. 

Response to Findine No. 1149:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion.
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1150. Accordingly, there is no basis for any requirement that the Feistrtz plant be divested. 

Response to Findina No. 1150:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion.
 

B. Any Competitive Har From the Merger Could Be Addressed Through
 

Divestiture of Microporous' PE Line in Piney Flats 

1151. No evidence has been presented to this Cour that Daramic's acquisition of the ACE-
SILQ!product line from Microporous has had any anticompetitive effect. Accordingly, there is 
no basis for its request that the ACE-SILQ! production line be divested. 

Response to Findine No. 1151: 
ACE~SIL is used as 
 an input in the production of CellForce. (Gilchrst, Tr. 312; 

Hauswald, Tr. 672). The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant, which contain the ACE~SIL 

production line (along with the Flex-sil prouction line) and the CellForce production line, have 

never been operated independently. (Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same plant 

manager and the adminstrative offce for both buildings are contained in the building housing 

the ACE-SIL production line. (Gilchrst, Tr. 311, 539). 

Response to Findina No. 1152:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion.
 

L (PXOO78 at 008; Gilchrist, Tr. 305,343; see also CCFOF 260~263.) At the 

time of the acquisition, Daramic's profit margins on HD were ("l than the profit margins on
 

CellForce and Flex-Sil (Gilchrist, Tr. 467, in camera). 
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1153. Witnesses from U.S. Battery and Exide testified that they are interested in increasing the 
amount of HD they purchase. If there were a separate company producing DaramIc RD, that 
would be in conformity with the plans of these companies. A divestiture of Daramic HD would 
be easier to accomplish than a divestiture of a CellForce production facilty, as there would be no 
lingering issue of obtaining the ACE-SIL(s dust. Divestiture of the PE line with the abilty to 
make Daramic HD would produce the same competitive effect and avoid the issue of obtaining 
the ACE-SIL(ß dust by the acquirig company that it would need to make CellForce. 

Response to Findine: No. 1153:
 
The first sentence does not contain any citations to the record. The last thee sentences
 

are legal conclusions, not factual assertions. At the time of the acquisition, Daramic's profit
 

margins on HD were t-i than the profit margins on CellForce and Flex-Sil (Gilchrist, Tr. 

467, in camera). 

1154. If there were some competitive concern about the alleged motive market segment, such
 

concern could be adequately addressed by divestiture of 
 the PE line in riney Flats designed to
 

produce straight PE separators and also having the abilty to produce either CellForce or HD. 
That capacity would replicate the capacity of Microporous PE line pre-merger. 

Response to Findine: No. 1154:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion.
 

1155. Evidence has been presented to this Cour that a divestitue of the PE line at Piney Flats 
is feasible. The Piney Flats facilty is actually comprised of two plants: a rubber plant and a PE 
plant. The rubber and PE plants are housed in separate facilities and have separate entrances and 
loading bays. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311-14,539; Hauswald, Tr. 999-1000). 

Response to Findine: No. 1155: 
ACE-SIL is used as an input in the production of 
 Cell Force. (Gilchrist Tr. 312; 

Hauswald, Tr. 672). The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant have never been operated 

independently. (Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same plant manager and same 

administrative office. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311,.539). 

i (Kahwaty, Tr. 5547-48, in camera). Moreover,
 
even if two nearby factories were 
 producing competitive products, there would be no competitive 
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problem as this is a common circumstance in other industries, such as computers software or 
steel production. 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1156:
 

Dr. Simpson testified that to restore competition a remedy would need to recreate a firm 

similar to Microporous. (See CCFOF 1197-lI98). The two buildings at the Piney Flats.Plant 

have never been operated independently. (Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same 

plant manager and same administrative offce. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311, 539). The last sentence is a 

legal conclusion, not a factual 
 assertion and does not contain any citations to the record. 

C. Conduct Remedy
 

1157. This Court has reviewed the record and finds no basis for any remedy 
 pertinent to the
 

H&V Cross-Agency Agreement as there is no evidence that that agreement in any way harmed 
competition. The FTC has wholly failed to introduce any evidence that H&V has given any 
serious consideration to ever getting into the PE separator industry. In fact, the evidence is to the 
contrary. 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1157:
 

This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. l

1 (CCFOF 1168-1178). Daramic was concerned that H&V would enter 

the PE separator industry. (CCFOF 1179, lI81). 

1158. Similarly, the Court has reviewed the record and 
 finds no 
 basis for any relief relating to
Daramic's contracts. These contracts did not restrct entry and the principal contracts at issue 

ide, EnerSys and JCI) either have expired or are about to expire. As to the remaining Nort(Ex 

America contracts, East Penn, Douglas and Crown have only expressed great satisfaction with 
their contracts arid dealings with Daramic and Trojan actually wishes to contract with Daramic 
for a ten year period. 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1158: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. 

X. Expert Testimony
 

A. Dr. John Simpson
 

1159. Complaint Counsel has proffered the testimony of Dr. John Simpson ("Simpson") as an 
expert inantitrit economics and industrial organization. This Court ruled that it would consider
 

such opinions offered by Simpson if 
 they meet the proper legal standard. (Simpson, Tr. 3164). 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1159: 
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Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1160. This Court has considered the opinions offered by Simpson in this matter. In general, the 

Cour finds that Simpson, while qualified to offer opinions as an expert in antitrust economics 

and industrial organization, failed to undertake any serious analysis of the issues in this matter. 

Instead, Simpson in many respects ignored the Merger Guidelines and its commentar and 

undertook a cursory review of testimony and exhibits, many of. which were assembled by 

Complaint Counselor FTC staff attorneys. Simpson's work fell far short of the standard 

required of the FTC here. 

Response to Findine No. 1160: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. First, the claim that ( 

L (PXOO33, in camera; PX2251, in camera). 

Second, the claim that Dr. Simpson ignored the Merger Guidelines and its 
 commentar is 

contradicted by the Dr. Simpson's testimony. (Simpson, Tr. 3166,3494). 

a. Simpson Is Biased in Ariving at His Opinions
 

1161. While not by 
 itself disqualifying, this Court notes that Dr. Simpson is biased in his work 
in this matter. 

Response to Findine No. 1161: 
This is a legal conclusion, not afactual assertion. The proposition.is contradicted by the 

record evidence. Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the absence of anyting in 

the record suggesting that Dr. Simpson was biased. (Simpson, Tr. 3161-3501). Respondent's. 

attempt to discredit Dr. Simpson's credibilty is entirely unsuccessfuL. Dr. Kahwatyalso 

developed his antitrst expertise at afederal antitnist agency, but was only at the Deparment of 

Justice for a mere 4 years. (See RFOF 1304). 
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1162. Firt, Dr~ Simpson has been employed by the FTC his entire career. (Simpson, Tr. 3268). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1162:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1163. Second, when Simpson began his review of this matter, he was provided 
 a copy of four or 
five binders of documents assembled by Complaint Counselor FTC staff attorneys for his. 
review. (Simpson, Tr. 3269, 3271). Simpson used these binders in arving at his opinions in 
this case. (Simpson, Tr. 3270). Simpson did not undertake a wholly independent review of the 
evidence in this matter.
 

Response to Findin2 No. 1163:
 
The proposition that Dr. Simpson did not undertake a wholly independent review of the 

evidence in this matter is èontradicted by Dr. Simpson's tral testimony. At trial Dr. Simpson 

stated he had access to all documents, including paper and electronic databases. Additionally, 

Dr. Simpson stated that he looked at documents on his own. Documents that were given to Dr. 

Simpson by FTC attorneys were at his request. Dr. Simpson requested these documents because 

they were "either important documents to get up to speed on the case" or documents "related to 

paricular issues." (Simpson, Tr. 3490-3491).
 

i 164. Third, Simpson never visited a battery manufacturing facilty Qr a battery separator 
manufacturng facilty. (Simpson, Tr. 3285-86). Nor did Simpson personally look at a PE 
production line, or an extruder or extractor, as did Dr. Kahwaty. (Simpson, Tr. 3286). Simpson 
only looked a single separator at the time he gave his deposition, which was after he had arrived 
at his opinions in this matter. (Simpson, Tr. 3286-87). Simpson's failure to review the actual 
products and their manufacturing process here is troubling and certainly underscores the lack of 
any thorough analysis by Simpson. Instead, Simpson's review appears to have largely stared 

. and stopped with his consideration of documents and testimony provided to him by the FTC's 
counse1. (Simpson, Tr. 3270-71, 3273-74, 3278-79; Simpson, Tr. 3446, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 
3499 ("I relied heavily on (some review of documents and some review of testimony) 
 in forming 
my opinions"); RX01651). 

Response to Findine: No. 1164: 


The 
 proposition is contradicted by Dr. Simpson's testimony and by the Merger 

Guidelines. The assertion in the four sentence of the finding that Dr. Simpson's failure to 

review the actual products and their manufacturing process underscores the lack of any thorough 

analysis is contradicted by Dr. Simpson's testimony that "a lot of times, the information that one 
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gets from customers, the information one finds in documents, and everyting else is sufficient to 

form an opinion." (Simpson, Tr. 3498; Merger Guidelines Commentar at 17). 

The assertion in the fifth sentence of the finding that Dr. Simpson's review has stared 

and stopped with his consíderation of documents and testimony is contradicted by Dr. Simpson's 

testimony that he independently exained transcripts from the trial, depositions, investigational 

hearings, Dr. Kahwaty's expert report, and documents submitted by both Polypre and various 

third-paries. (Simpson, Tr. 3167-3168, 3490-3491). 

1165. Fourt, Simpson obtained a copy of the Complaint and reviewed the product markets
 

defined in that Complaint before he began his work in this matter. (Simpson, Tr. 3270).
 

Simpson's opinion that there are four product markets - the same product markets defined in the 
Complaint which he reviewed at the onset of this engagement - casts doubt on the independence 
of his work. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1165:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the FfC's Complaint and by Dr. Simpson's testimony.
 

The FfC's Complaint also defines a broader product market comprised of PE battery separators. 

(RXOI572 at 002). f 1 (Simpson,
 

Tr. 3458-3459, in camera). 

1 Additionally, Dr. Simpson testifed that at no time did 

Complaint Counselor Complaint Counsel's staf 
 tell him what market to find or how to write his 

report. (Simpson, Tr. 3458-3459, in camera). 

1166. Fifth, Simpson did not review each relevant deposition transcript, or review all of the 
relevant testimony at trial, in arving at his opinions in this matter. (Sim son, Tr. 3271, 3278~ 
79; Simpson, Tr. 3391-92, in camera; Sim son, Tr. 3168; RX01651). ( 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3327, 3329-30, 3473-74, 3478, 3481-82, in
 
camera). Simpson did not test his theories or conclusions against the data available to him. . 

Response to Findinl! No. 1166: 
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This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. The assertion in the first sentence of the finding that Dr. Simpson failed to 

review each relevant deposition transcript, or review all of the relevant testimony at tral, in 

ariving at his opinions in this matter is not true. Dr. Simpson reviewed most of 
 the 

investigational hearings and depositions in this matter and read nearly all of the trial testimony 

that occurred prior to his testimony. (Simpson, Tr. 3167-3168). 

The assertion in the second sentence of the finding that Dr. Simpson was remiss in not 

conducting an econometric analysis is misleading in that Respondent's own expert witness also 

did not present an econometric analysis. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5482-5483). 

The assertion in the third sentence of the finding that Dr. Simpson failed to test his 

theories or coIiclusions against the data available to him is simply untrue. 

l (PX0033 at 40-42, 46

48, in camera). Dr. Simpson used data presented by 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3184-3187, 3215-3224, 

3230, 3330, in camera). 

1167. For example, Simpson did not review the testimony of John Craig, the CEO of EnerSys, 
and did not even know at his deposition, after he had prepared his report setting fort his 
opinions, whó Craig was. (Simpson, Tr. 3271, 3273-74). Attorneys working with Complaint 
Counsel directed Simpson to deposition testimony to review. (Simpson, Tr. 3279). Simpson did 
not read the deposition testimony of Kevin Porter of H&V ("Porter") (Simpson, Tr. 3278-79, 
3287; Simpson, Tr. 3391, in camera; RXOI651),yet offered the opinion to this Cour that the 
Cross Agency Agreement between Respondent and H&V was evidence of anticom etitive 
conduct. (PXOO33, in camera; Sim son, Tr. 3264; Sim son, Tr. 3391-92, in camera). 

l (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 39), in camera). This Cour
believes that Potter's testimony,is relevant and important to the consideration of the question of 
what weight, if any, should be given to the Cross Agency Agreement. Simpson's failure to 
consider this testimony undermines the validity of his opinions and demonstrates the lack of 
analysis that fuher undermines his opinions. This Court canot credit Simpson's opinion with 
respect to the Cross Agency Agreement. 
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. Response to Findin2 No. 1167: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. The assertion in the second sentence of the finding that Complaint Còunsel's 

attorneys directed Dr. Simpson to deposition testimony to review is wrong. Dr. Simpson 

independently choose what depositions and investigational hearings to read and how much to 

read of the selected depositions and investigational hearings. (Simpson, Tr. 3279). At trial Dr. 

Simpson went on to say, "(t)here might have been instances where a -- where one of the 

attorneys working with complaint counsel would say, 'Have you looked at this section of this 

transcript?' And I would look at it." (Simpson, Tr. 3279). Although, Dr. Simpson did not read 

Mr. Porter's Deposition, he did read the Deposition of H&V' s Bob Cullen and looked at 

Daramic and H&V documents that discussed the cross-agency agreement. (RX01651). 

Lastly, the citation provided does not support that Porter testified that he was not 

aware of any evidence that H& V had considered getting into the PE separator business. 

(PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 39. )). In fact, Mr. Porter had lots of knowledge that H&V 

considered getting into the PE separator business. Mr. Porter stated H&V is "always looking 

for opportnities to provide other types of separator roiher than AGM) to the industry/, 

including PE battery separators. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 37, )). Additionally,
 

Mr. Porter stated that H&V "expressd through a letter of interest to the broker an 

interest in looking at the opportunity" to purchas Exide's Corydon PE facilty in 1999. 

(pX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 35 )). However, Dr. Simpson did not have to read Mr. 

Porter's deposition to know about H&V's interest in getting into PEbecause he saw documents 

that demonstrated this. (PX1368). Val Hollngsworth, President and CEO of H&V, asked 

Kevin Porter, then VP of the Battery Separator Business Unit at H&V, to prepare a 

valuation estimate of the Corydon asts. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 42-43
 )). Mr.
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Porter piiepared the valuation estimate based on information supplied by BHC. (PX0925 

(Porter, Dep. at 35 )). 

:In response to a deposition question that asked "Was this the first time that H&V 

. considered entering the polyethylene separator business?," Mr. Porter said "I don't know 

if this was the first." (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 36-37 )). 

1168.. Simpson also did not review the trial testimony of several other witnesses in this matter. 
'~I've been following the transcript pretty much until the last cou Ie of da s when there was a 
da or so that I missed." (Simpson, Tr. 3168). (
 

(Burkert, 
Tr. 2446-48, in camera). The Court finds this testimony of Mr. Hall to be paricularly important 
to the Court's consideration of the issues here, and Simpson's failure to consider this testimony 
while stil ariving at his opinion undermines the validity of the opinion offered and demonstrates 
the lack of careful and thorough consideration of the facts in this matter thoughout Simpson's 
report. This Court does not credit Simpson's opinion regarding the significance of the Entek-JCI 
contract. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1168:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the
 

record evidence. As an expert witness, Dr. Simpson is entitled to use deposition testimony to 

form his opinion. In his deposition, ( (PXOO33, in camera). 

_ (Simpson, Tr. 3197, in camera). i
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1 (Simpson, Tr. 

3197-3198, in camera). 

1169. Simpson provided drafts of his report to the FfC and modified his report to incorporate 
the FfC's suggested changes to it. (Simpson, Tr. 3280). 

Response to Findine: No. 
 1169: 

The proposition is contradicted by Dr. Simpson's testimony. Periodic copies of 
 Dr. 

Simpson's expert reports were given to attorneys working with Comphiint Counsel to keep them 

up to date as to how Dr. Simpson was progressing. (Simpson, Tr. 3280). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3459, in 

camera). However, there were instances where he made minor changes to his export reports 

based upon feedback from the attorneys. (Simpson, Tr. 3280). 

1170. Simpson testified that his report contained all of his opinions and bases for his opinions. 
(Simpson, Tr. 3277). Simpson never supplemented his report beyond his initial rebuttal report. 
(Simpson, Tr. 3277). At the hearing, Simpson tried to offer additional testimony and bases for 
his opinions not reflected in his reports, including the use of a demonstrative that he provided in 
his testimony (PX4001; Simpson, Tr. 3278). This 
 Court wil not consider such testimony or
 
exhibit from Dr. Simpson. 

Response to Findine: No. 1170: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. PX4001 is a demonstrative that Dr. Simpson drew at Complaint Counsel's 

request to show how contracts that offer a buyer a discount if it buys 100 percent of its 

requirements exclusive1yfrom one supplier can be exclusionar. (Simpson, Tr. 3256-3261).
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(PXOO33 at 26, in camera). 

1 (PX0033 at 29-30, in camera). 

b. Simpson's Methodology Is Flawed
 

1171. This Court has considered Simpson's testimony regarding his methodology followed in
 

ariving at his opinions. The .Court believes that Simpson's methodology was fatally flawed,
 

inconsistent with the teaching of the Horizontal Merger Guidelines ("Merger Guidelines"), and 
biased toward arriving at opinions on markets set out by Complaint Counel in the Complaint. 
This Cour canot give any weight to Simpson's opinions in this matter. 

Response to Findine No.U71: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. (See CCRF 1171-1302; see also PX0033, in camera; PX2251, in camera). 

Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the absence of anyting in the record 

suggesting that Dr. Simpson was biased. (Simpson, Tr. 3161-3501). Respondent's attemptto 

discredit Dr. Simpson's credibilty is entirely unsuccessfuL. Dr. Kahwaty also developed his 

antitrst expertise at a federal antitrst agency, but was only at the Department of Justice for a
 

mere 4 years. (See RFOF 1304). 

c. Simpson Did Not Do Ouantitative Analysis As Required by the Merger
 

Guidelines and Commentar 

1172. Simpson agrees that the Merger Guidelines. are an appropriate methodology to use in 
considering ths merger and that analysis is required under the Merger Guidelines~ (Simpson, Tr. 
3281-82). 

Response to Findine No.U72: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

l (PX0033 at 00 (emp asis a e , in camera . 
hearing, evidently realizing the fundamental problem with his work, Simpson shifted his 
position, testifying his analysis followed the Merger Guidelines. (Simpson, Tr. 3166, 3282).

of what is required
However, a review of Simpson's work shows that Simpson fell far short 


under the Merger Guidelines or even "broadly following" the Merger Guidelines.
 

Response to Findine No.U73:
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. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1171 -1302; see also 

PXOO33, in camera; PX2251, in camera). Dr. Simpson stated his 

"overall analysis followed the Merger Guidelines, so I would first 
define product and geographic markets, then identify market 
paricipants, calculate market shares and concentration. Then I 
would analyze competitive effects. Then I would analyze entry. 
And to the extent necessary, I would analyze efficiencies and 
failing firm." (Simpson, Tr. 3166). 

1174. The Commentary to the Merger Guidelines states: 
In evaluating the likely competitive effects of a proposed merger, the Agencies 
assess the full range of qualitative and quatitative evidence obtained from the 
merging paries, their competitors, their customers and a varety of other sources." 

(RX01652) 

Response to Findine No. 1174: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1175. Simpson surprisingly disagreed with this stated position of the FTC. (Simpson, Tr. 

3282). 

Response to Findin2 No.1l7S: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The previous finding, RFOF 

1174 cited the following statement in the Commentar to the Merger Guidelines, "fi)n evaluating 

the likely competitive effects of a proposed merger, the Agencies assess the full range of 

qualitative and quantitative evidence obtained from the merging paries, their competitors, their 

customers and a variety of other sources." (See RFOF 1174). The Commentar on the Merger 

Guidelines also states in 
 the same paragraph, "(t)his understanding draws heavily on the 

qualitative evidence from documents and first-hand observations of the industr by customers 

and other market paricipants. In some cases, this understanding is enhanced significantly by 

quantitative analysis of various sorts." (emphasis added) (RX01652 at 017). Moreover, Dr. 

Simpson testified: "I thnk one needs to look at sufficient evidence to answer the problem. There 
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could be instances where the qualitative evidence is extremely strong and one would not feel 

compelled to look at quantitative evidence, and vice versa." (Simpson, Tr. 3283). 

1176. Simpson also surrisingly testified that he had never read the entirety of the Commentary 
to the Merger Guidelines. (Simpson, Tr. 3283-84). 

Response to Finding: No. 1176:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr Simpson stated "I'm not 100
 

percent certain that I read the whole thing." (Simpson, Tr. 3284). Additionally; Dr Simpson 

stated "(q)uite recently, I read the section for market definition that was not the recounting of 
 the 

specific cases, but more the text of that section. Dr. Simpson does not read the cases because he 

is not a lawyer. (Simpson, Tr. 3492). 

1177. Simpson admitted repeatedly in his testimony that with the exception of his consideration 
of the HHI numbers; his opinions are based on qualitative, not quantitative evidence. 

Response to Finding: No. 1177: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The Merger Guidelines and the 

Commentary on the Merger Guidelines do not require that quantitative data be used to analyze 

the effect of a merger. (See.CCRF 1175; RX01652 at 017). Dr. Simpson used numerical data 

that he compiled to support his conclusions about market shares, HHIs, price changes, and share 

of markets covered by exclusive contracts. (Simpson, Tr. 3190-3191).
 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3184-3187, 3215-3224 in camera, 3230 in camera, 3330 in
 

camera). 

1178. 

Response to Finding: No. 1178. a:
 
To the extent that Respondent has transcribed Dr. Simpson's statement from the
 

trscript, the statement is misleading. In this case a quantitative analysis either could
 

not be performed or would have added nothing to the analysis. (Simpson, Tr. 5478
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1 (Kahwaty, 5482-5483, in camera). 

Lastly, the Merger Guidelines and the Commentar on the Merger Guidelines do not 

require that quantitative data be used to analyze the effect of a merger. (See CCRF 1175; 

RX01652 at 017). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3327-28, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3496
97); 

ReSDonse to Findine No.1l7S. b:
 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The statement in (b) that 

) is not 

. . supported by the testimony Respondent cites. (Simpson, Tr. 3474, 3327-3328, in 

camera; Simpson, Tr. 3496-3497). Lastly, the Merger Guidelines and the Commentary 

on the Merger Guidelines do not require that quantitàtive data be used to analyze the 

effect of a merger. (See CCRF 1175; RX01652 at 017). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1178. c: 
To the extent that Respondent has transcribed Dr. Simpson's statement from the 

transcript, the statement is misleading. In this case a quantitative analysis either could 

not be performed or would have added nothing to the analysis. (Simpson, Tr. 5478

5479). Lastly, the Merger Guidelines and the Commentar on the Merger Guidelines do 
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not require that quantitative data be used to analyze the effect of a merger. (See CCRF 

1175; RX01652 at 017). 

Response to Findinl! No. d:1178. 

To the extent that Respondent has transcribed Dr. Simpson's statement from the 

transcript. the statement is misleading. In this case a quantitative analysis either could 

not be pedormed or would have added nothing to the analysis. (Simpson, Tr. 3498). 

Lastly, the Merger Guidelines and the Commentar on the Merger 
 Guidelines do not 

require that quantitative data be used to analyze the effect of a merger. (See CCRF 1175; 

RX01652 at 017). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1178. e:
 
To the extent that Respondent has transcribed Dr. Simpson's statement from the
 

transcript, the statement is misleading. f 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3346, 

in camera). Lastly, the Merger Guidelines and the Commentay on the Merger 

Guidelines do not require that quantitative data be used to analyze the effect of a merger. 

(See CCRF 1175; RX01652 at 017). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1178. f: 
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The statement that 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3415-3416, in camera). To the extent that Respondent has
 

trancribed Dr. Simpson's statement from the transcript, the statements is misleading. In 

this case a quantitative analysis either could not be performed or would have added 

nothing to the analysis~ Lastly, the Merger Guidelines and the Commentar on the 

Merger Guidelines do not require that quantitative data be used to analyze the effect of a 

merger. (See CCRF 1175; RX01652 at 011). 

in camera; see also Simpson, Tr. 3474, in camera) ( 
_l (Simpson, Tr. 3482, in camera); and
 

Response to Findine: No. 1178. e:: 
To the extent that Respondent has transcribed Dr. Simpson's statement from the 

trancript. the statements is misleading. In this case a quantitative analysis either could 

not be pedormed or would have added nothing to the analysis. Lastly, the Merger 

Guidelines and the Commentary on the Merger Guidelines do not require that 

quantitative data be used to analyze the effect of a merger. (See CCRF 1175; RX01652 

at 017). 
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L (Simpson, Tr. 3482, in camera). 

(PX0265 at 004,011, in camera; CCFOF 1030- 1036). To the extent that Respondent has 

transcribed Dr. Simpson's statement from the transcript, the statements is misleading. In 

this case a quantitative analysis either could not be pedormed or would have added 

nothing to the analysis. (See, e.g., Simpson, Tr. 3346, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3498; 

Kahwaty, Tr. 5364, 5478-5479, 5481-5483, in camera). Lastly, the Merger 
 Guidelines 

and the Commentar on the Merger Guidelines do not require that quantitative data be 

used to analyze the effect of a merger. (See CCRF 1175; RX01652 at 017). 

1179. This Cour finds that Dr. Simpson did not perform any serious quantitative analysis in 
this matter - rigorous or otherwise - which is contrary to the dictates of the Merger Guidelines 
and Commentary. As Simpson himself testified: 

* * *
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. . l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3327, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1179:
 
This is an improper legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The Merger Guidelines and
 

the Commentar on the Merger Guidelines do nQt require that quantitative data be used to 

analyze the effect of a merger. (See CCRF 1175, RX01652 at 017). 

d. Simpson Did Not Follow the Merger Guidelines in Defining His Four
 

Product Markets 

1180. The Merger Guidelines require that in defining the product market that the analysis stars 
with each product of the merging companies "narowly defined": 

Specifically, the Agency wil begin with each product (narowly defined) 
produced or sold by each merging fir and ask what would happen if a 

hypthetical monopolist of that product imposed at least a 'small but. significant 
and nontransitory' increase in price, but the terms of sale of all other products 
remained constant. 

(RX01653 at 009). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 
 1180: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The Merger Guidelines state: 

"Because the speCific standards set fort in the Guidelines must be applied 
to a broad range of possible factual circumstances, mechanical application 
of those standards may provide misleading answers to the economic.
 

questions raised under the antitrust laws. . .. Therefore, the Agency wil 
apply the standards of the Guidelines reasonably and flexibly to the 
paricular facts and circumstances of each proposed merger." (RX01653at 1). . 

The Commentar on the Merger Guidelines state: 

"At times, the Agencies may act conservatively and focus on a market 
definition that might not be the smallest possible relevant market. For 
example, the Agencies may focus initially on a bright line identifying a 
group of products or areas within which it is clear that a hypothetical 
monopolist would raise price significantly and seek to determine whether 
anticompetitiveeffects are--or are not--likely to result from the transaction 
in such a candidate market. If the anwer for the broader market is likely 
to be the same as for any plausible smaller relevant market, there is no 
need to pinpoint the smallest market as the precise line drawn does not 
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affect the determination of whether a. merger is anticompetitive." 
(RX01652 at 013). 

Thus, the Merger Guidelines do not require what Respondent claims. (RX01652 at 013). 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3294, in camera). In

fact, Simpson testified that he followed this approach. (Simpson, Tr. 3170; Simpson, Tr 3294
95, in camera). 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3294 in
 

camera). 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1182:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. At least twice, Dr. Simpson
 

explained in detail how he went about defining his four product markets. 

Q. "Why didn't you group those together, like deep-cycle and motive
 
or UPS with deep-cycle or some other way of aggregating them together?
 

A. The staring point -- based on my understanding of the record, the
 
starting point for defining the product market would be to look at the
 
paricular separators that are sold and ask what are the substitutes for
 
these. And from my understanding of the record, you have a battery
 
manufacturer and they're designing a battery for a paricular use. The use 
that the battery would be put to then determines the performance
 
characteristics of the battery. And then the performance characteristics of
 
the battery ultimately determine what type of separator is going to be used
 
in the battery. And then the types of separators in the battery would be
 
limited to a small number as far as composition 
 and as far as size and
 
things like that. So if one were to do that, one ends up with a bunch of
 
very small product markets and in some cases even specific to a paricular
 
manufacturer, a paricular buyer. And then --: then that raises the question,
 
well, are we going to analyze every single one of 
 these product markets. 
And for me the answer was no, that for tractabilty it makes sense to
 
aggregate these very narow product markets up into broader ones where
 
the market conditions are the same across them, market conditions being
 
things like entry and who the market paricipants are. And -
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Q. Höw does that fit with economic theory? 

A. I mean, the reason to do it is for tractabilty. And for instance, if
 
you had a merger of two shoe manufacturers, from the demand-side
 
substitution, a size 7 shoe is not a substitute for a size 10 shoe, which is
 
not is a substitute for a size 13 shoe. But if you had such a merger, you
 
wouldn't want to analyze -- we're going to analyze this effect on the size 7
 
and then we're going to move to the size 8 and the size 9. No. It makes
 
sense to aggregate it up. And that's what I did, and that is consistent with
 
what the FTC and the DOJ say in their merger - in their commentary on
 
the Merger Guidelines." (Simpson Tr. 3173-3175; see also RX01652 at
 
013-014; RX01653 §1.321, n. 14). 

l (PX0033 at 005 (emphasis added), in camera;
Simpson, Tr. 3295, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 
 1183: 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1184. While Simpson testified that he followed the Merger Guidelines, it is apparent from his 
testimony that he did not. Simpson did not define his markets by staring with the products, 
narowly defined, of the mer in firs.a. ( 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3296, 3297-98, 3299, 3300-01, 3302,
 
3470-71, in camera). 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3301,3295, in camera).
 

camera). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3301-02, in camera; PX0033 at 004 (fn. 3), in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No, 1184. a-d:
 
The propositions a - d contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1181).
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3302, in camera).
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ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1185:
 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

L (Simp~on, Tr.
3354, 3376-77, in camera). Simpson's treatment of his UPS separator market highlights the 
inadequacy of his work. 

ReSDonse to Fiodio2 No. 1186:
 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. ( 

1 (Simpson Tr. 3172-3173; 

PX0033 at 016-017, in camera). l 

L (PX0033 at 016-017, in 

camera; PX0078 at 028; PX0135 at 002, in camera; PXOI40, in camera; PX0402 at 022, in 

camera). Specifically, these documents talk about taking sales away from Daramic in this 

market. Daramic had the ! 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3187; Simpson, Tr. 3193-3194, in 

camera). 

. 
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. .. 

. l
 
(Simpson, Tr. 3300, in camera). 

Resoonse to Findinl! No. 
 1187:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

) (PX0033 016-017, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1188: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1189. Simpson's deep cycle product market is also flawed in that it fails to account for the use 
of PE only separators b batter manufacturers.a. ( 

3308, in camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1189. a: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1189. b:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1189, c).
 

c. East Penn's witness testified that East Penn uses straight PE separators in
 

some of its deep cycle batteries. Leister Tr. at 3978-80. 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1189. c: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Mr. Leister was asked the 

following questions and gave the following answers on cross examination: 
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Q, And you're aware that the separators that East Penn uses in its golf cars 
contain a special formula to help reduce antimony transfer; correct? .
 

A. Yes.
 

Q. And that's important in golf car batteries; correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. The reduction of antimony suppression is important in golf car batteries. 

A. I have heard that. Yes. 

Q. And the separator that East Penn is buying from Daramic for its golf car 
batteries has a special formulato do just that, to reduce antimony transfer; 
correct? 

A. Yes.
 

Q. And that's the HD separator; correct? 

A. Yes.
 

Q. And that's the same separator that you use in your floor scrbbers; correct? 

A. Yes.
 

(Leister, Tr. 4038-4039). 

Secondly, as Mr. Leister stated the reduction of antimony suppression is 

important in golf car batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4039). Thus, deep-cycle batteries are 

distinct from SLI batteries. SLI batteries are used to start an engine, whereas 

"deep-cycle batteries are designed to ru at relatively lower curent draw for a 

long period of time, such as driving a golf car, scissor lifts, floor-sweeping 

machines." (Qureshi, Tr.1994; see also CCFOF 68). 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 1189. d:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Deep-cycle batteries are distinct
 

from SLI batteries. SLI batteries are used to star an engine, whereas "deep-cycle batteries are 
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designed to run at relatively lower current draw for a long period of time, such as driving a golf 

car, scissor lifts, floor-sweeping machines." (Qureshi, Tr. 1994). The components of deep-

cycle batteries differ from an SLI battery. Deep-cycle batteries use a high-antimony lead alloy 

grid and use high-density active material that takes longer to fall apar. (Qureshi, Tr. 1995). The 

positive lead alloy grid at U.S. Battery has an antimony content of 5% and the negative grd has 

an antimony content 
 of 2.75%. (Qureshi, Tr. 1998). The deep-cycle separator reduces antimony 

transfer which can cause antimony poison. (Godber,Tr. 139). The reduction of antimony. 

transfer is important property for separtors used in deep-cycle batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4039). 

SLI grids have much lower antimony content or none at all. (Qureshi, Tr. 1996). Also the grid 

for a deep-cycle battery is generally thicker than that of an SLI battery. (Qureshi, Tr. 1997). 

l (Simpson, Tr. at 3308, in camera). Yet, Simpson did not account for ths "dual 
usage" of separators in analyzing his product markets. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1190:
 
The citation for Respondent's finding does not support the proposition asserted.
 

Moreover, the assertion in the last sentence does not have a citation. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1191: 
The Citation for Respondent's fmding does not support the proposition asserted. Dr. 

Simpson stated i 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3303, in camera). To the extent that Respondent's are 

asserting that the there are no backweb thickness differences between a CellForce separator used 

in deep-cycle applications verse a CellForce separator used in motive applications, the record 

evidence does not support this position. (Whear, Tr. 4690, 4691-92, 4697, 4968). 
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1192. Simpson also acknowledges that there is overlap of the use of separators from 
 one of his 
product market to another: 

.
 

. J
 

(Simpson, Tr. 3308, in camera).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 1192:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. First, the Merger Guidelines do 

not require that markets be distinct and separate. (See RX01652 at 15 ("Integrated Analysis 

Takes into Account the Defined Market Boundaries are Not Necessarily Precise or Rigid."). 

Second, 

_J (Simpson, Tr. 3306-3308, in camera). l
 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3306-3308, in 

camra). 

3306-08, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1193: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence: First, the Merger Guidelines do 

not require that markets be distinct and separate. (See RX01652 at 15 ("Integrated Analysis 

Takes into Account the Defined Market Boundaries are Not Necessarily Precise or Rigid."). 

_J (Simpson, Tr. 3306-3308, in camera). l
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1 (Simpson, Tr. 3306-3308, in 

camera). 

1194. This Court canot give any weight to Simpson's opinions with respect to product markets
 

and his opinions in this regard are not accepted. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1194: 
This is an improper legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is 

contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1180-1193). 

e. Simpson Ignored the All PE Separator Market in Ariving at His Opinions 

1195. l 1 (Simpson, Tr. 3322, in
 
camera). . 

Response to Findin2 No. 1195: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence~
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3322, in camera; PX2251 at 003~OO5, in camera 

.1 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3322, in 

camera). 
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) 

(Simpson, Tr. 3324, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1197: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

f. Simpson Does Not Account for AceSil at All in His Product Markets
 

Response to Findine No. 1198: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson noted that he "had 

seen evidence, either documents or statements by market paricipants, saying that a lot of people 

saw Ace-Sil as a separate product." (Simpson, Tr. 3320-3321); 

1199. Again, Simpson's failure to account for the AceSil product in his product markets
 

demonstrates that Simpson's four markets are not properly drawn and Simpson has defined his 
product markets to meet the allegations of the Complaint. Simpson offers no opinion with 
respect to AceSil. This Cour finds that the merger has had no effect on any market served by 
AceSi1. 

Response to Findine No. 1199: 
This is an improper legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is 

contradicted by the record evidence. If the merger has had no effect on any market served by 

Ace-Sil- on which both Dr. Simpson and Dr. Kahwaty agree (See RFOF 1198). - then Dr. 

Simpson was justified in not anlyzing it as par of his overall analysis of the competitive effects 

of this acquisition. Thus, the statement that "Simpson's failure to account for the Ace-Sil 

product in his product markets demonstrates that Simpson's four markets are not properly 

drawn" is nonsensicaL. 
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g. Simpson's Opinion on FlexSil is Contrary to the Facts and Not Supported
by Analysis .
 
1 (Simpson, Tr. 3320, in camera). In ariving at this opinion, however, Simpson
 

ignores that FlexSil is made of rubber and the overwhelming evidence in the case that Flex-Sil is 
considered the industry standard separator for deep cycle batteries (RX01643; Gilchrist, Tr. 535; 
Godber Tr. 271, 277; Wallace, Tr. 1964-1965; Quereshi Tr. 2072; McDonald, Tr. 3818), is 
demanded by battery customers due to its superior performance and product life (Gilchrist Tr. 
536; McDonald Tr. 3787; Godber Tr. 271, 277; Wallace Tr. 1964-1965), and as such, bears a 
premium price (Wallace, Tr. 1967-72; Quereshi, Tr. 2065 (FlexSil is sold in U.S. Battery's 
premium line, FlexSil constituted approximately 95% of 
 U.S. Battery's purchase of separators in 
2007 and is twice as expensive as Daramic 00); McDonald Tr. 3820). From the evidence 
presented in this hearing, FlexSil is the only battery separator actuly advertised by battery 
companies. (Godber, Tr. 277; Wallace, Tr. 1963-1965; RX01643). Moreover, despite FlexSil 
constituting over 95% of its separtor purchases and being twice as expensive at Daramic HD, 
U.S. Battery did not move its purchases to Daramic 00. (Qureshi, Tr. 2067; Wallace, Tr. 1972). 
This fact alone 
 demonstrates the premium nature of the FlexSil product. Simpson ignores all of 
this evidence and finds, instead, that FlexSil, Daramic lI and CellForce constitute his deep 
cycle battery separator market. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1200:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson testified that "Flex-


Sil has some unique properties that make it a bit different than some of the other separators, and 

because it's somewhat differentiated, the owner of Flex-Sil has market power." (Simpson, Tr. 

3176). Dr. Simpson then testified that "(given this market power) the owner of Flex-Sil would 

increase the price until something is a close competitor, and then the record tells us that close 

competitor is Daramic 00." (Simpson Tr. 3180). 

1201. Moreover, Simpson asserts that Dar;imic lI
 

substitute, to FlexSiL. (Sim son, Tr. 3180-81). ( 

J 
(Simpson, Tr. 3322, in camera). He simply assumes this and did not estimate the cross-price 
elasticity between Flex-Sil and any other product, including Daramic RD. 

Response to Findinl. No. 1201: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson opined, _ 
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J (Simpson Tr. 3456

3457, in camera). 

h. Simpson Fails to Support His Geographic Market with Analysis
 

1202. Simpson offered his opinion that the relevant geographic market is Nort America. 
(PXOO33 at 6-7, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3182). The Court finds that Simpson's opinion 
regarding the relevant geographic market is not supported by any appropriate, quantitative 
analysis and is contradicted by substantial evidence in this case, which Simpson never addressed. 
Therefore, this Cour does not give any weight to Simpson's opinion regarding the geographic 
market. 

Response to FindiUl! No. 1202: 
This is an improper legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is 

contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCFOF 161-257). 

1203. First, in determining the geographic market, Simpson agrees that the relevant question is 
whether arbitrage can occur for products manufactured in Nort America:

tI 

- (Simpson. Tr. 3328, in camera; RX01653 at 10. 

. Response to Findin2 No. 1203:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1204. l J (Simpson, 
Tr. 3329-30, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1204:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1205).
 

1205. Instead, Simpson relied solely on the testimony of battery separator customers as to 
whether they would arbitrage separators: 
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(Simpson, Tr. 3333, in camera). 

Response to Findinsz No. 1205: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3461, PX0033 at 006-007, in camera; PX2251 at 

005, in camera). 

Response to Findinsz No. 1206: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

L (Simpson, Tr. 

3327, in camera). 

. 1207. ( L (Simpson, Tr. 3327, in camera) (I 
_l (Simpson, Tr. 3475-76, in camera). 

Response to Findinsæ No. 1207: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

(Simpson Tr. 3475, in camera). 

3333-34, in camera). 

Response to Findinsæ No. 1208: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 
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J (Simpson, Tr. 3333-3334, in
 

camera). l 

_i (Hauswald, Tr. 712; Kahwaty, Tr. 5366, in camera; see also Hauswald, Tr. 937-938,
 

in camera; RX01435 at 003, in camera_i 
3423, in camera). 

Response to FindiOl! No. 1209: 
The proposition is contradicted by Dr. Simpson's testimony at trial. 

J Dr. Simpson 

testified: 

(Simpson, Tr. 3420-3421, in camera). 

Judge Chappell asked a hypothetical question whether it would matter where the 
 separator is 

coming from if the identical separator is being sold at the same price from different plants around 

the world and had on time delivery. Dr Simpson replied, 
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l (Simpson, Tr. 3423
3424, in camera). 

However, record evidence shows that all plants are not created equal; in fact, plants 

located in different geographic areas have different quality, cost, and pricing. Daramic's 

( 

l where as it considered itself"Best in Industry" in those categories. 

(PX0265 at 16, in camera). i l were also included
 

as the "Worst In Industry" in Daramic's Strategy Audit in the same categories as i_l in
 

addition to these two categories - i l (pX0265 at 16, in 
camera). (See also CCRF 1002, 1008-1009, 1011, 1020,1022-1025,1028,1030,1033,1040

1041,1044-1045,1049,1051,1053). 

in camera).l (Hall, Tr. 2745, 


l (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera; see also PX1248 at 001, in 
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l (Gilepsie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera).
 

1210. In arving at his opinion, though, Simpson ignored
 

a. the testimony of Mr. Wallace of U.S. Battery, who testified about U.S.
 

Battery obtaining Interstate Battery's Supplier of 
 the Year Award for 7 years for 
on time shipments when it received all of its separator products for all of its 
facilties, in California and Georgia, from Microporous' facilty in Piney Flats, 
Tennessee and Daramic's Owensboro, Kentucky facilty (Wallace Tr. at 1936-37, 
1957-60); 

Response to Findine No. 1210. a: .
 

The Respondent has not cited to any evidence in the record to support the 

assertion that Dr. Simpson ignored this piece of evidence. (See RFOF 1210, a). 

b. the testimony of Larry Burkert of EnerSys who testifed that having the
 

ability to supply locally was not a necessary requirement to supply product to 
EnerSys, a company with manufacturing facilities around the lobe (Burkert Tr. 
2383; Sim son, Tr. 3336-37, in camera ( 

Response to Findine No. 1210. b:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

l (RXOO224;
 

Simpson, Tr. 3451, in camera). 

the testimon of Dou las and other witnesses regarding the _ 
l (Douglas, Tr. 4066-67;

Simpson, Tr. 3336, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 1084-85); and 

Response to Findine No. 1210. c:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Mr. Douglàs's testimony
 

occurred afer Dr. Simpson testified. Thus, Dr. Simpson was not in a position to ignore it. Dr. 

Simpson's testimony ended at Tr. 3501, Mr. Douglas's testimony began 
 at Tr. 4047. (Simpson, 

Tr. 3501; Douglas, Tr. 4047). 

d. 

camera; RXOO162, in camera). 
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Response to Findine No. 1210. d:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

l (Simpson,
 
Tr. 3335, in camera). Simpson fails to explain or 
 justify his opinion in the light of this evidence 
regarding the supply of separators. 

Response to Findine No. 1211: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson clearly explained 

that he concluded that "manufacturers of these products can set different prices for different 

geographic regions; in other words, they can price-discriminate based upon geography." 

(Simpson, Tr. 3183). In such a case, shipments by Entek and Microporous to customers located 

outside of Nort America would not be relevant for determing whether a hypothetical 

monopoly seller of battery separators in Nort America could profitably increase price. 

Moreover, ( 

l (Roe, Tr. 1233-1234; Thuet, Tr. 4357-4358, in camera). Daramic 

market document extols the benefits of local supply and technical centers. (PX0582 at 018, 020 

("Local Supply Prom a Global Company")). The succeeding pages note the various plant 

locations and their intended geographic focus for supply e.g. "Selestat, France provides local 

supply. .. to Europe". (PX0582 at 021). 

Additionally, ( 

Entek has a 
 manufacturing plant in North America where Nort American battery manufacturers 

have a strong preference for local supply. (Leister, Tr. 4007-4009, 4020 (East Pen prefers local 

supply to reduce supply risk); Balcerzak, Tr. 4129-4130 (sourcing from overseas would interfere 

with efforts to maintain 
 just in time delivery of separator supply); Douglas, Tr. 4080 (Douglas 
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preference for local supply in order to reduce distance, time, and travel, and to maintain 

just-in-time deliveries and facilitate quick response from separator suppliers); Axt, Tr. 2108 

has a 


(EnerSys prefers to have local suppliers in Nort America to reduce shipping costs, inventory 

carying costs, freight forward fees, lead times, timeliness of supply, and duties); Gilespie, Tr. 

3034-3037, in camra ( 

l 

(RXOO1l4 at 024-077, in camera). ( 

(RXOO1l5 at 003, in camera). 

Lastly, there is no factual support for the second sentences assertion. (ROF 1211). 

.il ;',.,"
 

camera; PX0522, in camera). Again, Simpson's opinion in this regard is not supported by 
credible evidence and fails to account for substantial evidence demonstrating that local supply is 
not a significant factor in determining the relevant geographic market. 

Response to Findine No. 1212: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3339-3340, in camera; PX0522, in 

camera). However, ( 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3339-3340, in camera; 3449-3450, in camera; 

assertion. (See
 
PX0522, in camera). Lastly, there is no factual support for the third sentences 


RFOF 1212). 
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Response to Findine No. 1213: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. ( 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3352, in camera). 

1 (See generallyCCFOF 947-950,966-967, 

969, 972-974, 983-986). 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2881, in camera). ( 

l (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera; see
 

also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera) 

l (Hall, Tr. 2881, in
 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 262, in camera); Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2498-2499, 

in camera)). ( 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in 

camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 291, in camera)). 
 ( 

1 (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in camera). 

Thus, BFR wil not be cost competitive in North America. (See CCRF 984). 
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Lastly, ( 

J (Axt. Tr. 2218, in
 

camera). EnerSys is working to locate a source of ( 

l (Burkert, Tr. 2360, in camera). 1_ 

l (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera). When'" 

l could actually 

supply EnerSys with product. (Burker, Tr. 2360, in cam.era; see also Gagge, Tr. 2500, in 

camera). 

1214. Simpson selectively refers to information outside his pu 
it suits his pose and he ignores it elsewhere. For exam Ie, I 

(Simpson, Tr. 3399-3400, in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 1214:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. I 

_ The only thing that respondents can cite is that
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J (Simpson, Tr. 3399-3400, in camera). 

1. Simpson's Market Share and Concentration Analysis is Flawed
 

(a) Simpson Did Not Consider Uncommitted Entrants
 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3341, in camera; RX01653 at 008, 014). 

Response to Finding: No. 1215: 
Complaint Counsel has not specifc response. 

3342-43,3346-47, in camera). 

. J 

(Simpson, Tr. 3347, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1216: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson testified: i_
 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3342-3343, in camera). Thus, Dr. Simpson did not offer a 

standard that was inconsistent with the Merger Guidelines. Moreover, Dr. Simpson did not fail 

to recall the Merger Guideline's requirement regarding sun costs. Dr. Simpson is correct that 

the Merger Guidelines do not necessarily require that one look at sunk costs. The Merger 

. Guidelines require that uncommitted entry both occur within one year and not require significant 

sunk costs. (RX01653 at 014). Consequently, if the evidence showed that uncommitted entry 
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could not occur within one year, it would not be necessary to estimate sunk costs. (RX01653 at 

014). 

Response to Findimi: No. 1217: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1216). 

3461, in camera). Simpson is incorrect. 

Response to Findine No. 1218: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1219). 

1219. The Merger Guidelines do not require that an uncommtted entrant have an effect pre-
merger. Rather, the Merger Guidelines simply state that a firm wil. be considered as an 
uncommitted entrant if it can enter in less than a year as such a firm, making such a quick entry, 
would have likely infuenced the market pre-merger and post-merger: 

Uncommitted entrants are capable of makng such quick and uncommitted supply 
responses that they likely infuenced the market premerger, would infuence it 
post-merger, and accordingly are considered as market paricipants at both times. 

(RX01653 at 008). 

Response to Findine No. 1219: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The Merger Guidelines do not 

require that an uncommitted entrant have an effect pre-merger. Rather, the Merger Guidelines 

simply state that a firm wil be considered as an uncommitted entrant if it can enter in less than a 

year as such a fir, making such a quick entry, would have likely inuenced the market pre-

merger and post-merger: 

Uncommitted entrants are capable of makng such 
 quick and uncommitted supply 
responses that they likely infuenced the market premerger, would influence it 
post-merger, and accordingly are considered as market paricipants at both times. 

(RX01653 at 008).
 

A careful reading of the passage they cite from the Merger Guidelines indicates that the
 

reason the Merger Guidelines would consider a fir that could make such quick and
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uncommitted supply responses as. a market paricipant is because that fir likely influenced the 

market pre-merger and would inuence it post-merger. (RX01653 at 008). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3445. in 
1 (Simpson, Tr. 3478, 

Response to Findine No. 1220:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196 in camera; see 

also CCFOF 307). 

1 Dr. Simpson 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 

3195-3196. in camera). i
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3196, in 

camera). Additionally, ( 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5389, 5391-5392, in 

camera; Simpson, Tr. 3348, in camera). 
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. 

. . 

.
 

.
 . 

. _i 
(Simpson, Tr. 3348-50, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1221:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1222).
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. .
 . 

. .
 . 

. .
 

. . . . . . . . l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3350-51, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1222:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The purose of defining markets
 

and identifying market paricipants is to reach an understadig of a merger's likely effect on 

competition. (RX01652 at 005). ( 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3439, in 

camera; CCFOF 604-623).. ( 

_l (PX0080 at 060, in camera). Daramic feared that Microporous would take market
 

share from it. (See CCFOF 526-527). In fact, Daramc had responded to Microporous's entry 

into the SLI market by lowering the price of its SLI separators to at least one customer. 

(PX0258). 
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) (See CCFOF 501-507). l 

) (See CCFOF 

508-519). ) (See CCFOF 

520). 

In contrast, identifying l 

) (See CCFOF 311-319). And, ( 

1 (See CCFOF 919-932; CCFOF 311-319). Similarly, identifying 

), 

(See CCFOF 260-267, 283-286, 933-986). 

camera; Axt, Tr. 2145, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1223:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1222).
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Response to Findin2 No. 1224:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1222). Additionally,
 

L (See generally CCFOF 947-950,966-967, 

969; 972-974, 983-986). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2881, in camera). 

L (Axt, Tr. 2218, in camera; see 

also Gagge, Tr. 2499, in camera) 

L (Hall, Tr. 2881, in 

camera;). 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 262), in camera; Burkert, Tr. 2362, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2498-2499, 

in camera)). 

I (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in 

camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 291, in camera)). 

L (Hall, Tr. 2881-2882, in camera). 

Thus,BFR wil not be cost competitive in Nort America. (CCRF 984). 

1225. Simpson's disparate treatment of Entek and Microporous undermines any credibilty in 
his opinions in this matter. This Cour simply cannot give any weight to Simpson's opinions 
because of 
 his shoddy methodology and complete disregard of Entek as an uncommitted entrant. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1225: 
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This is an improper legal conclusion,. not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving 

assertion is not supported by any evidence in the record and does not have a citation supporting 

it. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1222). 

j. Simpson's llI Analysis is Incorrect
 

1226. Complaint Counsel argues that the llI numbers are a bar to the merger of Daramic and
 

Micropörous. This Court finds that Complaint Counsel canot rely on the Hil numbers here, as
 

Simpson's numbers are inaccurate. 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 1226: 
This is an improper legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is 

not supported by any evidence in the record and does not have a citation supporting it. The 

proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1229,1230,1231,1233). 

1 (Simpson,
 
Tr. 3356, in camera). Simpson's 
 view here is in accord with Kahwaty's view and the previous 
position of the FlC. 

The Horizontal Merger Guidelines promulgated by the U.S. Deparment of Justice 
and the Federal Trade Commission state 
 that 'market shares and concentration
 

data provide only the starting point analyzing the competitive impact of a
 

merger.' Neverteless, the market share and concentration levels at which the 
Agencies have challenged mergers ar significant. Although large market
 

shares and high concentration by themselves are an insuffcient basis for 
challenging a merger, low market shares and concentration are a suffcient 
basis for not challenging a merger. 

(Merger Challenges Data, Fiscal Years 1999-2003, Issued by the Federal Trade 
Commission and the U.S. Deparment of Justice, December 18,2003 (emphasis 
added); see also Kahwaty Tr. 5580-83, in camera.) 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 1227:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

1228. Beyond this basic point, though, the Cour finds several significant deficiencies with 
Simpson's HHI calculations. 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 1228: 
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This is an improper legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is 

not supported by any evidence in the record and does not have a citation supporting it. The 

proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1229.1230. 1231. 1233). 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3341. in camera; RX01653 at 007-08, 014-20; 
Kahwaty, Tr. 5381. 5566-68. in camera). Under the Merger Guidelines, uncommitted entrants
 

are to be assigned market shares. 

ReSDonse to FiiIdine No. 1229:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

1 (See CCFOF 311

319,919-932). Moreover, l 

J (Kahwaty. Tr. 5389, 5391-5392, in
 

camera; see also CCRF 1220). 

;J 
(Gilchrist, Tr. 470-72). Reviewing Mr. Gilchrist's testimony with that of Mr. Heglie and other 
witnesses, it is apparent that Mr. Gilchrist was rone to exa eration about Micro orous' 
ros ects. (Gilchrist, Tr. 498-99) ( 

J. 507-09, in camera; PX2301 (Heglie. Dep. at 8); Trevathan 
Tr. 3705:"08; RX00401). Simpson gave no apparent consideration to this significant defect with 
his methodology. 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1230:
 

The proposition is contradicted b~ the record evidence. The Merger Guidelines instruct 

that market shares (and thus HHIs) should be calculated using the best indicator of firms' future 

competitive significance. (RX01653 at 016-017). l 

1 (PX0033 at 41, in camera). However, MPLP was positioned to 

make sales in the near future. (Gilespie, Tr. 2976 ("We (Exide) had full intention that we were 
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going to be buying Microporous (SLI) separators in 2010"). Thus, using MPLP's 2007 market 

. share would not be the best indicator of its future significace. Noting this, Dr. Simpson 

observed that L (CCFOF 

301-302). ( 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3439, in camera). A Daramic document
 

L (CCFOF 303). 

Lastly, Mr: Heglie testified that the mandates were not intended to tell MicroporOlls. 

management that there would be no furer expansion. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 65)). Nor did 

the mandate mean the Microporous should stop the work that was doing to try to grow the 

business. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 65-66)). There is nothing in the mandate that eliminated the 

possibilty of Microporous moving forward in its desire to compete in the automotive separator 

market. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 67)). In fact, Mr. Heglie testified that he does not recall the 

Microporous Board ever communicating that Microporous could not compete in the automotive 

market. (PX230 1 (Heglie, Dep. at 68)). Mr. Heglie fuer agreed that the mandate was not the
 

last word on possible expansion for Microporous. (PX2301 (Heglie, Dep. at 69); RXOO401 at 

002; PX2300 (Heglie, IH at 197)). For a more detailed discussion see CCFOF 687-691. 

. l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3359, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1231:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
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l (See PX0033 at 041, in camera). il.
 

_l (PXOO33 at 041, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3189-3190).
 

1232. L (Simpson, Tr. 3391. in camera). The 
loss of JCI as a customer resulted in Daramic losing $55 milion in anual sales and the closing 
of one plant in Italy (Potenza) in its entirety and a significant reduction in the production at its 
Owensboro facilty. (Hauswald, Tr. 908, 1119). Obviously. the loss of JCI's business was 
significant to Daramic and reduced its share of Simpson's SLI market. Yet, Simpson did not 
consider this in his 
 calculations. This is a fatal error. 

Response to Findiniz No. 1232: 
Respondent's assertion in the second sentence that a signifcant reduction at its 

Owensboro facilty is not supported by the citation provided. Respondent's self-serving 

assertions in the third and fourt sentences in this finding does not have a citation supporting it. 

l 

(See PXOO33 at 041. in camera). 

L 

(Simpson. Tr. '3354, 3376, in camera). Again, this demonstrates the complete lack of any 
credible analysis by Simpson of the issues and undermines the credibilty of his opinons. 

Response to Findiniz No. 1233: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Respondent's correctly note that 

Dr. Simpson did not present HHI calculations for the UPS market. However, Dr. Simpson did 

describe the competitive environment for that market. (Simpson, Tr. 3187). i 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3376, in camera). Respondent then ignores all of Dr. Simpson~s other
 

testimony along with his two expert reports to assert that "this demonstrates the complete lack of 

any credible analysis by Simpson of issues and undermines the credibility of his opinions.", 
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Respondent leaves unexplained exactly how these two things could undermine all of Dr. 

Simpson's testimony. 

Moreover, this is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving 

assertions in the third sentence in this finding is not supported by any evidence in the record and 

does not have a citation supporting it. 

1234. This Cour gives no weight to Simpson's market share or market concentration analysis. 

ReSDonse to Findill! No. 1234: 
. This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion in 

this finding is not supported by any evidence in the record and does not have a citation 

supporting it. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1229-1233). 

k. Simpson's opinion regarding competitive effects is flawed and canot be
 

considered. 

l (pX0033 at 019-20, in camera; Simpson, Tr.
3201-02, in camera). Simpson's opinions, agai, are flawed and canot be given any credit by 
this Cour. 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1235: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1236). 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3363, in camera).

has shown neither here and Simpson has not expressed a credible opinion on either. 

ReSDonse to Findin2 No. 1236: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion in 

the second sentence in this finding is not supported by evidence in the record and does not have a 

citation supporting it. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. For a more 

detailed explanation see CCFOF 324-665. 
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Response to Findine No. 1237: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3196, in camera).
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3196-3197, in camera).
 

Moreover, Entek is not a market paricipant in either the deep-cycle or the motive
 

separator markets.
 

_ (SeeCCFOF 311-319). And, l
 

J (See CCFOF 311-319, 919-932). Specifically, ( 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196 in camera). 

J (Kahwaty, Tr.
 

5389,5391-5392, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3348, in camera).
 

J 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5392, in camera). ( 

) (Kahwaty, Tr. 5394, in
 

. camera). l 

J (Kahwaty, Tr. 5393, in camera). 
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) (Simpson, Tr. 3478, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4459. in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 1238: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. l 

(PX0033 at 019, in camera). ( 

) (PX0033 at 019, 

in camera). ( 

) (See, e.g. PX2251 at 

007-008, in camera). ( 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3199, in Camera; PXOO33 at 19, 

in camera; PX2251 at 007-008, in camera). 

L (Gilespie, Tr. 2966, 

2976-2978,3022, in camera). 

_ (PX1902 at 001, in camera
 

l; Weerts, Tr. 4515-4516, in camera; 

l; PX1806 at 001, in camera ( 

I 
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) (PX1902 at 001, in camera; 

); PX1902 at 001, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3040; in 

camera l ); 

Gilespie, Tr. 3038-3039, in camera l l_ 
_i (Gilespie, Tr. 3040, in camera; see also CCRF 964).
 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3389-91, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3278-79, 3287; Simpson, 
Tr. 3391, in camera; RXOI651). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1239:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson reviewed the
 

Deposition of H&V's Bob Cullen and looked at Daramc and H&V documents that discussed the 

cross-agency agreement. (RX01651). Dr. Simpson based his belief that coordinated effects 

could occur in this market on much more than the 

(RXOO668; PX0033 at 020-021, in camera; PX2251 at 008-010, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3199

3202, in càmera). For instance, l 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3200, in camera).
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I 

(Simpson, Tr. 3200, in camera). 

RX1653 at 021). 

ResDonse to Findin2 No. 1240:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

Response to Findin2 No. 1241:
 
Respondent's first assertions in this fmding are not supported by the citation.
 

Respondent's second assertion in this finding is not supported by the citation. Specifically, the 

cite that it uses does not reference any loss of business by r_i to r_l The
 

proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. While_I did shift some of its battery 

separator purchases from r_i to r"i, the record suggests that Daramic may not have
 

been hur by this. (PX0471, in camera f(
 

I; Toth, Tr. 1603-1605, in camera). 

1. Simpson's Opinion on Ease of Entrv is Not SUDDorted
1242. ( J
(Simpson, Tr. 3205, in camera). In arving at this opinion, though, Simpson demonstrates a
 

lack of analysis, a great exaggeratiort of certain facts and a complete disregard for others, all in 
an effort to 
 support his opinion that entry cannot occur in less than two years. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1242: 

Respondent's self-serving assertion in the second sentence is not supported by a citation. 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1243). 
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Response to Findine No. 1243:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion
 

in this finding is not supported by evidence in the record. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. ( 

.J (Simpson, Tr. 3205-3207, in camera). 

Second, the record overwhelmingly shows that entry would not be timely. (See CCFOF 

817-1043). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3206-3207, in camera). 

Past instances of entry by'Microporous with its CellForce separator and Daramic's with 

its deep-cycle separator was ilustrative that entry cannot occur in a timely period. Daramic's 

own development of its deep-cycle separator ( J (PX0950 at 06, in 

camera; PX0433 at 001; PX0319-003; see also CCFOF 336, 339-340, 355). Daramic began 

testing different additives for its new deep-cycle separator as early as 1999. (Wear, Tr. 4777

4778). But it was not until 
 2005 that Daramic made its first commercial sales. (Whear, Tr. 

4778). The development of Microporous's CellForce separator took many years. (Gilchrist, Tr. 

323). CellForce was initially developed by Microporous in 1995-1996 and begining in early 

2001, MPLP began producing CellForce on a production line at its Piney Flats facility. 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 316-317, 321-322; see also CCFOF 847-860). 
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Response to Findinl! No. 124:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

Response to Findinl! No. 1245: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Pre-acquisition, Microporous 

was profitable and was a competitive threat. (Trevathan, Tr. 3652; Roe, Tr. 1281; PX0482at 

002; see also CCFOF 326, 346, 425, 465-466, 472-490,501-507,526-527,529,104). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3396-97, in camera; RX01649). 

Response to Findine No. 1246: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. i
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3396-3397, in camera;
 

RX01649). 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3397, in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 1247: 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Respondent's assertion that Dr. 

Simpson did not recall that I 

1 is not supported by the cite provided. 
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(Simpson, Tr. 3398-3399, in camera). In fact, Dr. Simpson stated that l 

1 . (Simpson, Tr. 3398-3399, in camera). l 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3399, in camera).
 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3401-02, in camera). e evi ence
in this case is that it took Microporous only 16-20 months to purchase, intall and begin 
producing industral se arators off of the lun fer line. (Gaii I Tr. 4543-44; RX01029, in


camera; RXOlO45, l )), in camera; RX1046. in 
camera). This Cour finds Simpson's failure to consider this evidence, as to his own geographic 
market, fatal to his opinion regarding entry~
 

Response to Findin!! No, 1248:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion in
 

the last sentence of 
 this finding is not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by 

the record evidence. Respondent argues that l_l was able to add a line to its l"
 

~l facility in ), which does not include the time spent planing the expansion. 

In fact, according to Mr. Gaugl, 

) (PX0590 (Gaugl,
 

Arb. Dep.at 52-53), in camera). Moreover, Respondent's use of 
 RX0145, for the proposition 

that 

) (RX0145, in
 

camera). Respondent then argues that Dr. Simpson's entire testimony regarding entry is flawed 

because he did not focus on this piece of evidence. Dr. Simpson stated that building a new plant 

would take l ) (PX0033 at 010, in camera). 

Response to Findin!! No. 1249:
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The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Respondent's assertion that Dr. 

Simpson did not factor testimony from l_l of" 
 regarding testing times into his 

opinion is not supported by the citation. (Simpson, Tr. 3402-3403, in camera). Moreover, Dr. 

Simpson clealy did consider testimony from in forming his opinion. (PX0033 at 

011, in camera l 

1250. This Court also acknowledges the evidence in this case that separator manufacturers in 
Asia have, in less than two years, added new capacity of equal or greater capacity than that of 
Microporous' Piney FIats single PE line and that these companies (Anpei, BFR, Separindo, 
Sebang) have greater PE capacity than Microporous. (Thuet, Tr. 4330-32; Hauswald, Tr. 1036; 
PX1073 at 015; Seibert, Tr. 4160; PX0922 (Roe, IHT at 337), in camera.) 

Response to Findin2 No. 1250:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

1 (Horizontal Merger Guidelines §3.0; Simpson, Tr. 3204-3205, in 

camera). 

Secondly, l 

1 (RX1084 at, in 

camera; Gaugl, Tr. 4533; Gilchrist, Tr. 312-313, 300 (Microporous's Austrian expanion was 

stil ongoing at the time it was acquired by Daramic)). This total does not even include the 11 

milion square meter line in a box that Microporous had paid for, :but not installed yet. (Gaugl, 

Tr. 4560, 4565; see also CCFOF 666-668, 698). 

1251. Based on the evidence that a new PE line of the same size as Microporous' single PE line 
in Piney Flats can be built and placed into operation in less than 18 months, as evidenced by 
Microporous, BFR and Entek, and testing can occur in less than 6 months, this Cour simply 
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does not find Simpson's opinion that entr canot occur in less than two years to be credible. 
Simpson has discussed the timelines of entry only and has ignored the questions of sufficiency 
and likelihood of entry. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1251:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion is
 

not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. . 

(Horizontal Merger.Guidelines § 3.0; 

Simpson, Tr. 3204-3205, in camera). 

m. Daramic's Post Acquisition Price Increases Do Not Support the FlC's 
Position 

(Simpson, Tr. 3220, in camera). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1252:
 
Complaint COlmsel has no specific response.
 

.J fPX33 at 023-024, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3368, 3369, in 
camera). This Cour canot accept Simpson's opinion here in that it is beyond what was 
expressed in his report, and at best, demonstrates an ever-changing opinion that Simpson 
attempts to bolster as he meets criticism of his work. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1253:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion in
 

the last sentence is not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record 

evidence. Dr. Simpson testified that he believed 

_J (Simpson, Tr. 3224, in camera).
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.l (Simpson, Tr. 3209-3224, in camera).
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3214, in camera; CCFOF 773-774,803-805, 

816).
 

1254. Even if one moves past Simpson's ever-changing opinion, his opinion at the hearing
 
flawed and canot be given any weight.regarding Daramic's price increases is 


Response to Findine No. 1254: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion is 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRFnot supported by a citation. 


1255). 

1 l Simpson, Tr. , in camera. oreover,
 

Simpson had available to him data derived from DaramIc's Advanced Forecast System that was 
produced to the FlC repeatedly, but did not use such data. (RX00631, in camera; RXOO677, in 
camera; RX01119, in camera; RX01323, in camera; RX01604, in camera; RX01605, in
camera; and PX01450, in camera). ~.
 

Response to Findine No. 1255: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson did not testify he 

had data on_l actual input costs. (Simpson, Tr. 3216, in camera). Rather, Dr. 

Simpson testified that (_l never provided that information even though it was
 

specifically requested in Complaint Counsel's first set of interrogatories. (Simpson, Tr. 3216, in 

camera). 

1 

(Simpson, Tr. 3218, in camera). l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3370, in camera). Respondent incorrectly claims that it provided Complaint 

Counsel with access to Daramic's AFS because the AFS is an Access database. What 

Respondent has provided Complaint Counsel has been data selected by Respondent from the
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AFS and placed into Excel Pivot Table worksheets. l 

.J (Simpson, Tr. 3370-3371, in
 

camera; Seibert, Tr. 4270, in camera).1256. ( .J
(Simpson, Tr. 3218-19, in camera). At best, Simpson's testimony begs the question as he did no 
analysis here to show that is the case. Moreover, Simpson's testimony regarding Daramic's cost 
data demonstrates Simpson's lack of appreciation of the maner in which DaramIc sets its 
pncing. 

Response to Findios! No. 1256: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. This is a legal conclusion, not a 

factual asserton. Respondent's self-serving assertion in the second and third sentence is not 

supported by a citation. In the testimony respondent cites, Dr. Simpson testified that l_
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3219, in
 

camera). Respondent's claim that "Simpson's testimony regarding Daramic's cost data 

demonstrates Simpson's lack of appreciation of the manner in which Dararc sets its pricing" is 

also contradicted by the record. (See CCRF 1258). 

Response to Findine No. 1257: 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

L (Seibert, Tr.
4189-91, in camera). i And in setting that pricing, Daramic looks at its actual costs for the prior 
year.l (Seibert, Tr. 4190-91, in camera). Following this approach, a drop in petroleum after
 

August 2008 would have no bearing and would be irrelevant to the uestion of whether ricin
 

sought in August of 2008 was cost 'ustified. l 

in camera). Simpson's consideration of general costsI (Kahwaty, Tr. 5203-08, 


following the relevant period when pricing was set demonstrates again that Simpson's
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i 

methodology is flawed and that Simpson is attempting to find facts to buttress his opinion rather 
than basing his opinion on the relevant facts. 

Response to Findine: No. 12S8: 
Respondeht s self-serving assertion in the last sentence is not supported by a citation. 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. First, Respondent's statement that 

_l is not accurate.
 

). (Godber, Tr. 235-236, in camera). Moreover, in 

Respondent's response to Complaint Counsel's first interrogatory, respondent 

) (PX0950 at
 

00-016, in camera). Indeed, Respondent's RFOF 1280 acknowledges that Daramic negotiated
 

the price increases that it anounced in 2008 with its customers. (See CCRF 1280). i_ 

) (Riney, Tr. 4995, in camra; PX0033 at 045, in camera). 

Secondly, Respondent's statement that Simpson's methodology is flawed and that 

Simpson is attempting to find facts to buttess his opinion rather than basing his opinion on the 

relevant facts" is contradicted by the record. Daramic's raw material and energy inputs are based 

on crde oiL. (PX2068 at 001). Daramic instrcted customers who were dubious about its claim 

that its input costs had increased to check general price indices based on crude oiL. (PX2068 at 

001). 

5207, in camera). 
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Response to Findinl! No. 1259:
 
(The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3214-3219, in camera).
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3215-3216, in camera). Daramic had 

previously told its customers that examiing such a price index was precisely what they should 

do to veriy chânges in Daramic's input costs. (PX2068 at 001). 

1260. This Cour finds Simpson's opinion regarding Daramic's price increase to be unreliable 
and therefore, it wil be given no weight. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1260: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion is 

not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

1258-1259). 

camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1261:
 
(The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

camera; see also CCFOF 

790-803). 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3214, in 


1262. This Court has considered Simpson's testimony concerning his difference-in-difference 
analysis and finds that it is fundamentally flawed. This Cour gives no weight to his opinion 
based on this analysis. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1262: 
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This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving assertion is 

not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

1263-1269). 

. . . . 

. .. .l 
(Simpson, Tr. 3380-81, in camera). 

ReSDonse to Findinf! No. 1263: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1264. Yet, Simpson's control group, which consists of three customers that entered into 
contracts with Daramic in late 2007 or early 2008, in no way accounts for the extraordinar cost 
shocks experienced in 2008. 

. ResDonse to Findine No. 1264:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3221-3222, in camera). Dr. Simpson 
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stated that l 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3221-3222, in camera; PX0033 at 025, in camra). 

Dr. Simpson noted that l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3465-3466, in camera). Dr. Simpson also noted that l 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3464, in camera). Dr. Simpson 

explained that l 

camera). For a more detailed analysis of Dr. 
(Simpson,Tr. 3464, in camera; PXOO33 at 024, in 


Simpson's DID, see CCFOF 797-802. 

3383-84, in camera)., 

Response to Findine No. 1265:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3382, in camera). Based on this fact alone, it is 
apparent that Simpson violated the very requirement that he testified must be followed of 
accounting for cost shocks, . 

Response to Findine No. 1266: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. l 
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1 (CCFOF 726; PX0255 at 001; in camera; Roe, Tr. 1292-1294, 1350

1354, in camera). Thus, the contracts accounted for cost shocks - they only did so by assumig 

that Daramic would absorb such cost shocks. Had the acquisition not occurred, other customers 

could have received similar favorable treatment. (See CCFOF 799-802). 

1267. . As there is no way that a contract with price adjustments set to 0% for 2009 could in any 
way account for an tell us anyting about how pricing would have changed in 2009 had the
 

acquisition not occured, Simpson's opinion based on his DID analysis is without any merit and 
wil not be considered by this Court. 

Response to Findine: No. 1267: 

This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is not 

supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. i_
 

L (CCFOF 726; PX0255 at 001, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1292

1294,1350-1354, in camera). Thus, the contracts accounted for cost shocks - they only did so 

by assuming that Daramic would absorb such cost shocks. Had the acquisition not occurred. 

other customers could have received similar favorable treatment. (See CCFOF 799-802). 

Response to Findine: No. 1268: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. Dr. Simpson explaied ( 

L (CCFOF 799). Daramic was 
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concerned that Crown Battery, Douglas Battery, and East Penn Battery would shift their 

purchases to Microporous. (Roe, Tr. 1287-1289; PX0258 at 002). To prevent this, in the Fall qf 

2007, Daramic offered these firs long-term contracts under its_that limited their price
 

increases in 2009. (Roe, Tr. 1293; PX0258 at 001; CCFOF 800); 

(CCFOF 802). 

Regardless of the specific comparison one wants to make, the customers that Daramic 

offered favorable pricing in response to MPLP's expansion received lower price increases than 

other firms. (CCFOF 802). Other firms, which were not offered long-term contracts under the 

t_, received much larger price increases. t
 

L (RX00945 at 091, in camera; PX0950 

at 015, 071-072, in camera). t 

I (RX00945 at 091, in camera). _ 

I (Gilespie, Tr. 3000, in camera).
 

Trojan, which had a contract with Microporous, ( 

I (Godber, Tr. 236-38, in camera; PX0950 at 014, in 

camera). 

Response to Findin~ No. 1269: 
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The proposítion is contradicted by the record evidence. 

_) (Simpson, Tr; 3473, in camera).
 

1270. Simply put, this Cour can draw no conclusions from Simpson's DID approach and wil 
give it no weight here. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1270: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent' sself-serving assertion is 

not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

1263-1269). 

n. Simpson's Opinon Regarding Monopolization is Flawed
 

) See e.g. (Simpson, Tr. 3229, in camera). This Cour has considered Simpson's
 
testimony and finds it unpersuasive for a number of reasons and wil not give it weight. 

Resoonse to Findinl! No. 1271:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving statement is
 

not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. i.
 

(Simpson, Tr. 3224-3236, in camera; PX0241, in 

camera). 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3225-3236, in camera). 

1272. First, Simpson fails to acknowledge that many of Daramic's contracts were not exclusive 
and in fact, permitted the customer to buy from other 
 suppliers; (RXQ0983 (EnerSys contract), 
in camera; RX01519 (East Penn Contract), in camera). 
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Response to Findine No. 1272:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson acknowledged that
 

some of t_l contracts were ( l. (PX0033 at 047, in camera). 

l (PX0033 at 047, in 

camera). 

(Douglas, Tr. 4067, in camera; Balcerzak, Tr. 4106-07, in
 

camera). In fact, Jim Douglas testified that Douglas Battery had not seen anyone from
 

Microporous for years prior to the merger. (Douglas, Tr. 4062-63). 

Response to Findine No, 1273:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

(Douglas, Tr. 4067, in camera). And, t 

J (Balcerzak, Tr. 4106-4107, in camera; Balcerzak, Tr. 

4120-4121). t 

J (PX0255, in camera; PX0257, in camera; PX0258). 

l (PX0265, in camera; PX0295, in camera; PX0536, in
 
camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1274:
 
First, the proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. According to .
 

1 (PX2251 at 003-005, in camera). 
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Second, Complaint Counsel used its best efforts to verify the .1 and l-1 figues
 

but could not, due to the lack of pinpoint citation by the Respondent. Thus, Complait Counsel 

believes these figures are not factually supported. 

. 
Response to Findine: No. 1275: 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson accounted for the 

fact that í
 

1 (PX0033 at 047, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3236, in camera). 
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1276. Accordingly, at any given point, volume was available to be provided to a new supplier. 
In this case, customers could have begun to discuss buying from Microporous and Microporous 

point.could have entertained expansion based on those discussions at any given 


Response to Findinsi No. 1276:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3230, in camera; PX0033 at 

047, in camera). 

1277. Significantly, Simpson fails to acknowledge that even though JCI was not under a 
contrct with Entek or Daramic for its supply in the United States for years, JCI stil did not buy 
separators from Microporous. (Hall, Tr. 2802-03). This fact undermines Simpson's premise that 
exclusive contracts impeded entry or buying from Daramic's rivals. 

Response to Findine: No. 1277: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. t 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3209, in camera; PX0033 at 030, in camera). 

(PXOO33 at 025,030, in camera). This delay imposed costs on Microporous. (PX1215).
 

Michael Gilchrst, Microporous's President at the time, later wrote Mr. Axt: "We 

(Microporous 1 are taking a significant hit with the altered dates as our initial profitability and 

retur on our capita is thrown off by almost a year later due to Daramic." (PXI215). 

_1 (PX0092 at 002).
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I (Simpson, Tr. 3230, in camera;
 

PX0033 at 046, in camera). 

1278. Fourt to the extent that Simpson's views here are based on his views re ardin 
the Court, as stated above, does not credit his 0 inion on entry barriers. t
 

(Hal, Tr.
 

2765, 2827, in camra, Weerts, Tr. 4458, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4165, 4175-76, in camera; 
Thuet, Tr. 4340; RXOOO62, in camera). And Simpson has offered no credible basis to believe 
that Daramic could somehow prevent the expansion or entry into Nort America by such firms. 

Response to Finding: No. 1278: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's self-serving statements 

in the first and four sentences are not supportd by a citation. The proposition is contradicted 

by the record evidence. Respondent's claim that entry is easy is manifestly wrong. (See 

generally, CCFOF 817-1043). f 

I (Simpson, Tr. 3224-3236, in camera).
 

_l (Seibert, Tr. 4165,4266-4267, in camera, Thuet, Tr. 4381-4382). Nor has Daramic
 

sellng PE separators forever seen any instances of Asian PE battery separator maufacturers 


flooded lead 
 acid batteries to customers in Nort America. (Thuet, Tr. 4379-4380). f_ 

1 (RX01084, in camera; RX01085, in camera). Even with the expanded 

capacity in the marketplace, these manufactuers are not likely to begin aggressive efforts to sell 

separators in Nort America. (CCRF 1002,1009-1010,1013-1014,1020-1021,1023,1025

1031,1035,1048-1051,1053-1057). 
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According to Polypore's CEO, the Asian separator manufacturers are not selling 

separators in Nort America. (Toth, Tr. 1404). Mr. Roe testified that he is not aware of any 

instance prior to Darc;s acquisition of MPLP where Asian manufacturers of PE separators 

supplied Nort American battery manufacturers with PE separators for use in any type of flooded 

lead acid batteries. (Roe, Tr. 1236). Mr. Roe furter testified that he does not know of any 

instances where an Asian PE separator manufacturer had supplied Nort American battery 

manufacturers with separators for any type of flooded applications since the acquisition of 

MPLP. (Roe, Tr. 1236-1237). t 

1 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). t 

1 (Weerts, Tr.
 

4500-4502, in camera). 

Microporous did not consider the regional Asian suppliers as potential competitors for its 

separator business in North America. (Gilchrist, Tr. 308). Mr. Gilchrist explained; aside from 

Daramic and Entek, there 

rGilchrst, Tr. 423-424). 

Daramc has never had to make price concessions to customers in Nort America due to 

competition from any Asian battery separator manufacturer. (Roe, Tr. 1813). t_
 

1 (Weerts, Tr. 4500-4503. in camera). t 

_l (Weerts, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera). (
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l 

(Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in camera). 

Additionally, the ( 

manufacturing operations perspective. It has been Mr. Gilespie's experience that the (~ 

L than US separator mànufacturers. 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3031 -3032, in camra). According to Mr. Gilespie, the majority of separators 

manufactued in Asia are manufactured for the Chinese market, 

_l (Gilespie, Tr. 3032, in camerà). (
 

camera).L (Burkert, Tr. 2366-2367, in 


Asian firms do not compare favorably to the former Microporous. ( 

J (Axt, Tr. 2221,
 

in camera). Because l L are located in l"',l technical visits are more 

diffcult and time consuming, as well as additional transportation costs and times, duties, and 

extra inventory. (Axt, Tr. 2223, in camra). ( 

1 (Axt, Tr. 2223-2224, in 

camera; see generally CCFOF 971-982). 

1279. Fift, to the extent that Simpson bases his opinion here on Daramic's dealings with
 

EnerSys in 2006 durg 
 the force majeure, this Cour rejects Simpson's opinion, as, for the 
reasons stated previously, this Cour finds the force majeure experienced by Daramic in 2006 
was real and not fake as the FTC and Simpson assert. .
 

Response to Findin2 No. 1279: 
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This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. I 

1 (PX0694 at 001; PX121 1 at 001, in camera; PX0456 at 001; see generally 

CCRF 636-659). 

par on Daramic's price increase anounced in 2008.1280. Sixth, Simpson's opinion. based in 


fails to account for the substantial evidence that Daramicnegotiates price with its customers and 
that l 

1. (Axt Tr. 2213, 2249 in camera; Gilespie Tr. 3044-3045, in
 

camera;; Seibert Tr. 4194-4213, in camera;; Godber Tr. 201-202). 

Response to Findine No. 1280: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. l 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3222-3223, in camera). Moreover. I 

1 (PXI224. in camera; PX2054. in camera; RX00968, in camera; PX0439. in
 

cameta; PX0950 at 004,014, in camera). 

Additionally, just prior to Daramic's acquisition of Microporous, Trojan was in 

discussions with Microporous on a contract extension and had agreed to most major terms 

including contract length and the pricing formula. (Godber Tr. 215-217). Notwithstanding 

DaramIc's pledge to l 1 before the acquisition, 

l 

_1 (Godber, Tr. 239. incamera; see also CCFOF 435). Those changes included the
 

l 
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1 

(Godber, Tr. 239-240, in camera). ( 

1 (Godber, Tr. 240, in 

camera). f 

1 (Godber, Tr. 241, in camera). 

L (Simpson Tr. 3230-31, in camera,'), it is evident that Simpson did not 
consider all of the relevant facts and testimony. Dararic witnesses testified about the benefits to 
customers and Daramic in having contracts that set certain percentages to be supplied. 

Daramic's contracts help provide certainty(Hauswald, Tr. 1037-41, 1094-96; Roe, Tr. 1728-29). 


of supply to a customer and help DaramIc plan to maintain its factories and production lines. 
Without adequate assurances of demand, Daramic canot maintain its production lines 
throughout the world. These 
 contracts amount to a sharing of risk between customer and 
Daramic. (Hauswald, Tr. at 1096). 

Response to Findine No. 1281: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. ( 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3230

3231, in camera). Respondent claims in this proposed finding that without adequate assurances 

of demand, DaramIc canot maintain its production lines t:roughout the world. However, in 

RFOF 1277, respondent notes that "JCI was not under contract with Entek or DaramIc for its 

supply in the United States for years." f 

.l (Hauswald, Tr.
 

909, in camera; RFOF 1277). In fact, the record indicates that firms can maintain their 

prodùction lines without resorting to exclusive contracts. (See CCFOF 1104-1107). Most MPLP 

customers did not have actual supply contracts with MPLP. (Trevathan, Tr. 3773). Some 

customers in fact "contributed over one milion dollars in sales without contracts." (Trevathan, 

Tr. 3775). ( 
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l 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3232, in camera).
 

1282. Moreover, Daramic cannot keep its lines operating without assurances from its customers 
that there wil be enough demand to justify the plant's continued operation. It is for this reason 
that obtaining an assurance of demand of 10% or 50% may not be suffcient to make it economic 
to continue operating the plant if Daramic canot fil the remaining capacity. This fact was 
evidenced by the impact on Daramic's business that resulted from its loss of the JCI business at 
the end of 2008. Based on that loss of commitment, DaramIc closed one plant in Italy. and 
reduced significantly its lines in Owensboro, Kentucky. (Hauswald, Tr. 918, in camera;; Riney, 
Tr. 4930-31, in camera; Hall, Tr. at 2791-92). Simpson ignored the loss of the Jei business 
here, as he did in his HHI calculations. 

Response to Findine No. 1282:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 1281).
 

Response to Findine No. 1283:
 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence.
 

(Simpson, Tr. 3482, in camera). This information included Daramic documents that describe 

). (PX0265 at 004, 011, in camera; CCFOF 1030

1036). Dr. Simpson reviewed a Daramic document l 

) (PXOI94, in
 

camera). The Daràmc group concluded that "t 

)"(Hauswald, Tr. 

802, in camera; PX0194 at 018, in camera). For scale-based benefits, Mr. Hauswald agreed that 

the l 

(Hauswald, Tr. 804-805, in camera; PX0194 at 025, in camera). At the time of the corprate 
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strtegy workshop, Mr. Hauswald acknowledged that ( 

1 (Hauswald, Tr. 934, in camera). 

(Simpson, L 

3404, in camera). In addition, the Complaint alleges that Daramic maintained "monopoly 

power", not "market power." (RX01572 at 008). 

ReSDonse to Findinsz No. 1284: 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Respondent misquotes Dr. 

ofSimpson's testimony. (Simpson Tr. 3404, in camera). There is nothing on Tr. 3404 the 

Simpson transcript that says t 1 (Simpson, Tr. 

3404, in camera). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3406, in camera). 

ReSDonse to Findiosz No. 1285: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson stated t_
 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3406, in camera).
 

However, there is legal precedent that supports his theory that monopoly power can exist 

with less than 50 percent of the market. A market share of less than 50 percent, combined with 

other relevant factors, may demonstrate monopoly power. See Hayden Publg. Co., Inc. v. Cox 

Broad. Corp., 730 F.2d 64, 69n.7 (2d Cir. 1984) ("a party may have monopoly power in a 

parícular market. even though its market share is less than 50%"); Broadway Delivery Corp. v. 

United Parcel Servo of America, 651 F.2d 122, 127-30 (2d Cir. 1981), ceTl. denied, 454 U.S. 968 

jury instrction that reqùired 50% or greater market share to find monopoly 

power, concluding that, "when the evidence presents a fair jury issue of monopoly power, the 

jury should not be told that it must find monopoly power lacking below a specified share or 

eXIsting above a specified share"); Yoder Bros., Inc. v. Cal.-Fla. Plant Corp., 537 F.2d 1347, 

(1982) (rejecting 
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1367 n.19 (5th Cir. 1976) (rejecting "a rigid rule requiring 50% of the market for a 

monopolization offense without regard to any other factors"); cf. United States v. Dentsply, 399 

F.3d 181, 187 (3d Cir. 2005) ("(aJ less than predominant share of the market combined with 

other relevant factors may suffice to demonstrate market power"). 

1286. This Court also is not aware of, and the FlC has not brought to this Cour's attention, a 
case where monopoly power was found to exist with less than a 50% share of the market. 

Response to Findine No. 1286: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is not 

supported by a citation. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3355-57, in camera; PX0033 at 041, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1287: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1288. Although the FfC alleges in the Complaint that Daramic maintained monopoly power in 
each of the FlC's four product markets (deep cycle, motive, SLI, UPS) (Complaint 11 39), no
 

evidence has been presented to this Cour for which this Court to conclude that Daramic ever had 
a monopol in an of those alle ed markets, let alon "maintainin" a mono 01 in those 
markets. ( 

Response to Findine No. 1288: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is not 

supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. First, the record 

is clear that Daramic had market power in the four markets identified in the FlC'g complaint. 

(See. e.g. CCFOF 1058-1088). Daramic's market share of. in 2007 for motive separators
 

and_in 2007 for UPS separators certainly was indicative of monopoly power. (PXOO33 at 

017,4.2J. 
m camera 
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Contrary to Respondent's finding, Daramic would be able to use monopoly power to 

maintain a monopoly in deep-cycle. Respondent's documents show that Microporous and 

Daramic are the only current sellers and the only market paricipants in the Nort American 

market for rubber and PE/rubber deep-cycle battery separators used in golf cars and scrubbers. 

(PX0131 at 035; PXLL04 at 001; PX0395 at 027). Sales data from 2007 show that the change in 

HHI and the post-merger HHI for the deep-cycle market far exceeds the thesholds listed in the 

Merger Guidelines. (Simpson, Tr. 3184-3185). l 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3184

3185; PX0033 at 040, 042, in camera). Dr. Simpson noted that the 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3438, in camera). 

Additionally, DaramIc would be able to maintain its monopoly power that it would have 

lost. had it not acquired Microporous. Mr. Gilchrist informed the Microporous board tht .
 

1 (PX0080 at 058

059. in camera; see also Gilchrist Tr., 398-399)). Sales data estimated by 
 Microporous for 2010 

show that the change in HHI (4872) and the post-merger HHI (10000) for the motive market 

exceeds the thresholds listed in the Merger Guidelines. (Simpson, Tr. 3185-3186). Sales data 

from 2007 show that the change in HHI and the post-merger HHI for the motive market far 

exceeds the thesholds listed in the Merger Guidelines. (Simpson, Tr. 3184-3185). Daramic's 

acquisition of Microporous increased the l in the motive market. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3185; PX0033 at 040,042, in camera). As a result of the acquisition, Daramic has 

"complete control" or more than 97% of the industrial markets for motive power separators 
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world-wide. Arer-Sil in Luxembourg would be the remaining competitor. (PX0076 at 002. 

Gilchrist, Tr. 422). 

Lastly, although Daramic had slightly less than 50% market share in SLI separators, it 

viewed itself as the "market leader" when it comes to pricing. (PX0235). DaramIC was the first 

in the industry to anounce a price increase for 2006. Soon afer DaramIc's anouncement, 

Entek "followed our lead" and increased prices. (PX0235). Daramic was "excited" because 

Entek "had again shown that Daramic is the market leader." (PX0235). Daramic's VP of 

worldwide sales informed his sales team to "NOt BE AFRAID TO FORCE THE INCREASE." 

(PX0235, emphasis in original). Moreover, every quarer, Mr. Toth does an internal call for 

people inside the company, which is designed to be a motivational message to the organization. 

(Toth, Tr. 1439). A document from the March 2006 conference call with Mr. Toth's handwritten 

notes entitled "Bob Toth Talking Points - 4QN ear-end 05 Internal Call," states: "Specifically, 

we wil continue demonstrating pricing power in the market, not only to stay ahead of rising 

costs, but to capture the value we bring to our customers." (PX0938 at 002; Toth, Tr. 1439

1440; see also CCFOF 1079- 1082). 

camera) 

. Response to FindiD2 No. 1289: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. Respondent's assertion in the second sentence is not supported by the citation. 

Dr. Simpson discussed the 1 in his expert report. (PX0033 at 031, in 

camera). Additionally, Dr. Simpson discussed the ldurng his direct 

testimony and was cross-examined by Respondent. (Simpson, Tr. 3264; Simpson,Tr. 3391
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3392, in camera). A letter written to Bob Toth by Pierre Hauswald, described this agreement as 

follows: "Because H& V threatened us of going in the PE separator business, we made a strategic 

allance with them. We wil not produce AGM, and they wil not produce PE separator. . 

Agreement stared on April 1,2001 and wil expire on April 
 1, 2006. Then we have another 5

year non-compete." (PXOO35 at 005-006). l 

031, in 
 camera)._ (PXOO33 at 


(PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 15-16)~ in camera; PX0917 (Cullen, 
Dep. at 5-6), in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1290: 
Respondent's assertion is not supported by either the Porter or Cullen citation. 

Moreover, Cullen, Dep. 6 is not designated in PX0917. The proposition is contradicted by the 

record evidence. (See CCFOF 1167-1181). H&V is "always looking for opportunities to 

provide other types of separator (other than AGMJ to the industry," including PE battery 

separators. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 37)). Mr. Porter stated that U&V "expressed through 

a letter of interest to the broker an interest in. looking at the opportunity" to purchase 

Exide's Corydon PE facility in 1999. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 35 ; see also 

PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 11, in camera)). Mr. Hollngswort, the President ofH&V, sent a non

binding offer of $26 millon to the investment baning firm trying to sell Exide' s Corydon plant. 

(PX1368 at 001). In response to a deposition question that asked "Was this the first time that
 

H&V considered entenng the polyethylene separator business?," Mr. Porter said "I don't 

know if this was the first." (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. 36-37 ). Even afer Daramic 

purchased the Corydon facilty, Daramic remained concerned that H& V would pursue an 

alternative strategy for entering the PE separator market. (PX0169 at 001; PX0035 at 005). l. 
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l 

this
(PX0169 at 001; PX2143 at 001, in camera). The core of 


(PX0169 

at 001; PX0094 at 002-003, in camera; PX0035 at 005-006; PX2150 at 001, in camera; PX1356 

at 001). 

1291. Moreover, Simpson does not appear to have considered the substantial evidence 
regarding the joint marketing and cross sellng that occurred as a result of this Agreement. (Roe, 
Tr. 1745-48; RXOllOO; RXOll01; RXO 11 02; RXOl103; RXOll04; RXOll 05; RXOl107; 

RX01108; RXOll09; RXOI110; RX01111; RX01112; RXOll13; RXOl114; RXOI115; 
RX01116; RX01117; RX01118; PX0117 (Cullen, Dep. at 11, 13, 18), in camera; PX0925 

the fact that the(porter, Dep. at 17,32), in camera). Nor did Simpson consider the evidence of 


non-compete provision was utilized to protect the sharing of confidential business information 
between H&V and Daramic (PXOO94, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1745-47). 

Response to Findine No. 1291:
 
Respondent's assertion is not supported by either the Porter or Cullen citation. The
 

proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCFOF 1182-1196). The paries
\ 

contemplated that ( 

(PX0094 at 002, 003, 013-022, in camera; PX0925 

(porter, Dep. at 126-127) (( 

l); Roe, Tr. at 1746, 1811 (Daramic 

contemplated sales opportunties in "new markets, new territories" such as Eastern Europe or 

Asia, where H&V "may 
 have better representation.")). Thus, virtually all collaboration in the 

United States was excluded. (PX0094 at 013, in camera ( 

all potential customers in the Americas had 

100% supply relationships with Daramic and/or H&V at the time the Agreement was entered); 

PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 95-97 parties' 

); PX1325 at 001 (virtually 


not a subject of
) (North America 


discussions about "areas of geographic opportunity for either company." )). 
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The sales agency was ( 

li (PX0923 (Hauswald, IH at 280), in camera (l
 

l). The
 

Agreement is not needed to put on customer appreciation events jointly. (Roe, Tr. 1811":1812; 

RX00370 at 002). Al H&V employee stated, I don't see any benefit in co-sponsoring with 

Daramic." (PXOO09 at 001). DaramIc representatives have made a ( 

_1 (PX0014, in camera; PX2145 at 001-002). The Agreement is not needed to put on
 

customer appreciation events jointly. (Roe, Tr. 1811-1812; RX00370 at 002). Duringthe life of 

the cross-agency agreement between Daramic and H&V, Daramic never paid any commissions 

to H&V because H&V never made any sales of PE during the course of the agreement. (Roe, Tr. 

1810). 

At the time that the paries ( 

(PX0923 (Hauswald, IH at 286, in 

camera)). In considering ( 

(PX0923 (Hauswald, 

IH at 290, in camera)). That ( 

_1 (PX0923 (Hauswald, IH at 292, in camera)). 

Joint technical collaboration ( 1 (PX1356 at 

DOl ( 

Daramic and H& V did not develop any new separator product for a battery
 

application as a result of the Agreement. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 107-108 )). 
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To the extent that the parties to the Cross Agency Agreement 

) (PX0094 at 007

008, in camera; PX1356 at 001 (noting"(a) Confidentiality Agreement exists between 

(H&V/Daramic) and each of its employees" that covers exchanges between the companies and 

communications with customers in connection with activities contemplated 
 by the Agreement)). 

1292. Finally, Simpson has offered no opinion, and no evidence has been presented by the FTC 
to this Cour, that the Cross Agency Agreement has actually resulted in any competitive harm. 

Response to Findine No. 1292: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Please see CCRF 1289 - 1 29 1 and 

CCFOF 1167-1196. An example of evidence presented by both Dr. Simpson and Complaint 

Counsel is a letter written to Bob Toth by Pierre Hauswald, described this agreement as follows: 

"Because H& V threatened us of going in the PE separator business, we made a strategic allance 

with them. We wil not produce AGM, and they wil not produce PE separator. Agreement 

stared on April 1, 2001 and wil expire on April 
 1, 2006. Then we have another 5-year non

compete." (PX0035 at 005-006). l 

(PX0033 at 031, in camera). 

1293. This Cour does not credit Simpson's opinions regarding the FTC's claims of 
monopolization. 

Response to Findine No. 1293: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is not 

supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

1271-1292). 

. (Simpson, Tr. 3226, in camera).
 

o. Simpson's Opinions Regarding Relief Are Overbroad and Unsupported bv
 

the Evidence 
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1294. Simpson's opinion regarding the appropriate remedy in this matter, should the Court find 
the need for some relief, is inconsistent at best, and in any event, clearly overstated. 

Response to Findine: No. 1294: 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is not 

supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

1295-1301). 

at 032, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1295:
 
Respondent's assertion is not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by
 

the record evidence. Dr. Simpson testified: 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3408-09; 3410-11, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1296:
 
Respondent's assertion that Dr. Simpson stated that (
 

_i The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson testified that the 

capacity of ( L was ("comparable to about a line of l._i square 

(meters)" of SLI separators. (Simpson, Tr. 3410, in camera). 
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Response to FindinlZ No. 1297: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. 

L (Roe, Tr. 1233-1234; Thuet, Tr. 

4357-4358, in camera). Daramic market document extols the benefits of local supply and 

technical centers. (PX0582 at 018, 020 ("Local Supply From a Global Company") The 

succeeding pages note the various plant locations and their intended geographic focus for supply . 

e.g. "Selestat, France provides local supply. ., to Eurpe". (PX0582 at 021). 

Additionally, 

Entek has a manufacturig plant in Nort America wher North America battery manufactuers 

have a strong preference for local supply. (Leister, Tr. 4007-4009,4020 (East Penn prefers local 

supply to reduce supply risk); Balcerzak, Tr. 4129-4130 (sourcing from overseas would interere 

just in time delivery of separator supply); Douglas, Tr. 4080 (Douglas 

has a preference for local supply in order to reduce distance, time, and travel, and to maintain 

just-in-time qeliveries and faciltate quick response from separator suppliers); Axt, Tr. 2108 

(EnerSys prefers to have local suppliers in Nort America to reduce shipping costs, inventory 

carying costs, freight forward fees, lead times, timeliness of supply, and duties; Gilespie, Tr. 

with efforts to maintain 


3034-3037, in camera ( 

024-077, in camera).
(RX00114 at 
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(RXOO115 at 003, in camera).
 

1298. Accordingly, under Simpson's own view of restoring the level of competition at the time
 
of the merger, in this geographic market, and with the only overlap of sales occuring in 
Simpson's motive market, competition could be adequately restored through a forced sale of 
Microporous' PE line in Piney Flats, Tennessee. 

Response to Findine No. 1298: 

Respondent's assertion is not supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by 

the record evidence. Dr. Simpson explained why a remedy would need to recreate a firm similar 

to the Microporous that would have existed but for the acquisition. (See CCFOF 1197-1198). 

Dr. Simpson testified that to restore the competition lost though Daramic's acquisition of 

Microporous, a remedy would need to recreate a fir similar to the Microporous that would have 

existed but for the acquisition. (Simpson, Tr. 3262-3263). Dr. Simpson stated that, at a 

minimum, this would require recreating a firm witl production facilities in both the United 

States and Europe, with intellectual property comparable to that of Microporous, a technical staff 

comparable to that of Microporous, a product mix comparable to that of Microporous, and 

intagible assets (knowledgeable and skiled workforce, industry reputation) comparable to that 

of Microporous. (Simpson, Tr. 3263). A divestitue needs to include the former MPLP facilities 

and the business associated with those facilties to provide the scale needed to compete. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3418, in camera). ( 

II) (Simpson, Tr. 3418, in camera). Mr. Gilchrist testified that Microporous_ 

_1. (Gilchrist, Tr. 525, 593-601, in camera).
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). (Simpson Tr. 3225-3226;3229, 3233, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3053, in 

camera). 

Sufficient entry would require an entrant to have two manufacturing facilities to replicate 

the redundancy and surety of supply provided by MPLP and Daramic. Dararic emphasizes the 

separator manufacturg plants when dealing withimportance of maintaining multiple 


customers. (Roe, Tr. 1318-1319). Daramic believes that having manufactug facilities in 

the world provides security of supply to customers. (Roe, Tr. 1318-1319).various pars of 


Daramic views ( 1 (HausWald, Tr. 722, 726-727, 807, in 

camera). Daramic advertises to customers that it can give them local supply from a global 

company. (Hauswald, Tr. 711, 722; PX0582 at 018). As Mr. Axt noted, ( 

_l (Axt, Tr. 2143, in camera). It was critical for EnerSys that its suppliers have more
 

than one plant. (Axt, Tr. 2129). The reason Microporous decided to open a second facility in 

Europe was twofold. A European facilty would be close to EnerSys's European operations, and 

having a second facility in Austria provides backup for the United States if something were to 

happen at Piney Flats. (Gaugl, Tr. 4602). 

There was more than an overlap in sales between Daramic and Microporous in UPS. 

Prior to the acquisition, Microporous paricipated in the North American UPS market with its 

CellForce product. (Gilchrist, Tr. 300-301). 

An overlap existed between DaramIc and Microporous in the SLI market. Prior to the 

acquisition, Microporous had manufactured and sold SLI separators in Nort America and 

considered itself a competitor in that market. (Gilchrist, Tr. 308,311,313,341-342). Daramic 
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i 

market share charts for SLI in Nort America give MPLP a 4 percent share of SLI sales, Entek 

49 percent, and Daramic 47 percent, but nothing to any Asian producer. (PX0264 at 003). 

Moreover, this SLI market share would increase because Microporous planed to produce 

polyethylene (PE) separators for automotive batteries on one of the two production lines at its 

recently built piant in Feistritz, Austria. (Gilchrist, Tr. 331-332). Dr. Simpson noted that a 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3439, in camera). i 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3186; PX0033 at 041 (Simpson Report), in camera). 

Another demonstration of Microporous's impact on the SLI market is the use of the i_
 

L (PX0080 at 060, in camera). 

Using these estimated sales, Microporous would have had 

1 (PX0080 at 60; in camera). Additionally, 

several of Microporous' s i 

1 (Gilchrist, Tr. 345-346; 440-443, in camera). 

Moreover, Daramic offered lower prices for SLI battery separators in response to competition 

from Microporous. (PX0258).
 

Pre-acquisition, there was an overlap existed between Daramic and Microporous in the 

deep-cycle market. The only competitors in the world for the sale of battery separators for deep-

cycle applications before the acquisition were Daramic and Microporous. (Godber, Tr. 153-54; 

Gilchrist, Tr. 305, 343; Wallace, Tr. 1931, 1943; Hauswald, Tr. 674-675; McDonald, Tr. 3948). 

Daramic and Microporous competed for the sale of separators that went into golf cart batteries 
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prior to the acquisition,. (Hauswald, Tr. 653-654). Post-acquisition, the only separators that are 

available for flooded lead acid deep-cycle batteries are Flex-SiL, RD, and CellForce, which all 

come from Daramic. (Godber, Tr. 151-152; see also Qureshi, Tr. 2004). Respondent's 

documents show that Microporous and Daramic are the only current sellers and the only market 

paricipants in the Nort American market for rubber and PE/rubber deep-cycle battery
 

separators used in golf carts and scrubbers. (PX0131 at 035; PXll04 at 001; PX0395 at027, in 

camera). Sales data from 2007 show that the change in HHI and the post-merger HH for the 

deep-cycle market far exceeds the thresholds listed in the Merger Guidelines. (Simpson, Tr. 

3184-3185). i 

1 (Simpson. Tr. 3184-3185; PX0033 at 040, 042, in camera). 

Dr. Simpson noted that the. 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3438, in camera).
 

(PX2251 at 016, in camera). 

Response to Findinsæ No. 1299: 
The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Dr. Simpson did not change his 

opinion about the appropriate remedy between writing his intial report and wrting his rebuttal 

report. In his initial report, Dr. Simpson wrote: 

Dr. Simpson then wrote: 
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In his rebuttal report, Dr. Simpson wrote: 

(PX2251 at 016, in camera). 

1300. This Court does not credit Simpson's opinion on the appropriate relief. Simpson failed 
to acknowledge that the competition lost in his geographic market was only 1 production Iine of 
less than 10 milion square meters. Simpson also failed to acknowledge any competitive issue 
here could be adequately addressed by divesting only the PE line at Piney Flats, which is housed 
in a facilty separate from the rubber separator plant in Piney Flats. There is also no evidence 
before this Cour that Simpson gave any consideration to the separate facilities for manufacturing 
rubber and PE separators at Piney Flats. (Hauswald, Tr. at 999- 1000; Gilchrist, Tr. at 539).
Simpson's changing opinion on relief is overbroad. . 

Response to Findioe No. 1300:
 
This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is not
 

supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

1295-1299). 
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Res onse to Findin No. 1301:
 

Respondent's assertion that a ( 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3427, in camera).
 

The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. Respondent argues that 

( 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3426, in camera). Even if this were tre, a likely reason for 

t ) lack of contracts was ( ) to deprive 

t_) of sales. (E.g., PX0255, in camera; PX0257, in camera; PX0258). Thus,
 

respondent's proposed finding only underscores a possible need to place restrictions on 

DaramIC's 1 

Conclusionp. 

.) (Simpson, Tr. 3483-86, in camera) . 
meet the required legal standard and are rejected. 

Response to Findine No. 1302: 

This is a legal conclusion, not a factual assertion. Respondent's assertion is not 

supported by a citation. The proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. (See CCRF 

1159-1301). 

B. Dr. Henrv Kahwaty
 

a. Foundation for Economic Opinions
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1303. Dr. Henry Kahwaty is now, and has been since 2001-02, a director with LECG, an 
economic consulting firm. LECG provides expert analysis relating to economics, finance and

his employment at LECG, more
accounting. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5062). Durg the last thee years of 


than 90% of Dr. Kahwaty's time has been spent on antitrst-related matters. (Kahwaty, Tr. 
5066). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1303: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1304. Dr. Kahwaty has an undergraduäte degree, a masters in economics and a Ph.D in 
economics from the University of Pennsylvania. After obtaining his degrees' from the University 
of Pennsylvania, from 1991 to 1995 he was employed by the Antitrust Division of the U.S. 
Deparment of Justice where he worked in the economic analysis group. That work involved 
both merger and monopolization matters and included. preparng questions for industry 
executives, analyzing data, preparing civil investigative demands, drafing Har-Scott-Rodino 
second requests, reviewing data and information obtained in connection with investigations and 
making recommendations either to close investigations or to bring enforcement actions.(Kahwaty, Tr. 5063). .
 

Response to Findine: No. 1304: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1305. Dr. Kahwaty has authored papers on antitrst and industrial organization topics and, 
during his time at the University of Pennsylvania, he taught industrial organization and
 

microeconomics. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5066). He has testified on antitrst-related issues in deposition, 
and has also testified at tral in the Southern District of New York. He testified at a hearing 
before the European Commission on an antitrust case. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5066-67; Kahwaty, Tr.5252, in camera). . 

Response to Findine: No. 1305 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

1306. In this matter, Dr. Kahwaty was asked to review the allegations of the complaint as well 
as the expert report of Dr. John Simpson and to present his opinions regarding both. He prepared 
an ex ert re ort relatin to these matters, which is RX00945. 

Response to Findinl! No. 1306:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5081-82, in camera). 
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ReSDonse to Findinl! No. 1307: 

Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

b. General 
 Economic Opinions 

1308. Dr. Kahwaty has offered a number of opinions as an expert in this matter, including that: 

a. l 
(Kahwaty, Tr. 5071, in camera); 

ResDonse to Findinl! No. 
 nos a.:
 
Flex-Sil is not its own antitrst product market. (
 

l (pX0904 (Seibert, Dep. at 59, in camera); 

Godber, Tr. 152-153; Gilespie, Tr. 2933; Gilchrist, Tr. 467-468, in camera). Daramic HD was 

specifcally tageted as an alternative to Microporous's Flex-Sil for use in golf car and floor 

scrubber batteries. (PX03 19 at 003). In Februar 2007, Mr. Roe, informed the individuals at 

Daramic who were directly in charge of HD strategy that HD was meant for the same market as 

MPLP's Flex-Sil separator. (PX03 16 at 002; Roe, Tr. 1200-1201). Mr. Keith, a Dararnc 

salesman, described the competition between HD and Flex-SiL, stating that Daramic "must 

continue to improve our service on HD or we stand a good chance of losing golf car business 

back to Amerace Flex-SiL." (PX0413 at 5). In response to another email from Mr. Keith that. . 

said "( w)e know we can price the product where we want to either get business or cause 

Amerace to reduce theirs," Mr. Seibert asked "knowing that we're 'competitive' should we take 

prices down 5% to 10% to get even more aggressive?" (PX0329 at 001). ( 

1 targeted a complete conversion of Exide' s deep-cycle 

replacement batteries from Flex-Sil to HD. (pX0263 at 008, in camera). ( 

1 

(PX0263 at 008, in camera). ( 
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l (PX0263 at 008, in 

camera). 

i l 

(PX0904 (Seibert, Dep. at 106-107, in camera)). Daramic's February 2007 HD Product Strategy 

Presentation showed that i 

l 

(PX0023 at 010, in camera). 

Daramic HD was the closest independently-owned substitute for Flex-SiL Thus, if the 

owner of Flex-Sil were to increase price a little more, some of the sales that would be lost would 

shift to Daramic HD. (Simpson, Tr. 3177-3178). If Flex-Sil and Daramic HD are owned by the 

same entity, then that joint owner recovers some of the profit on the lost Flex-Sit sales that shift 

to Daramic HD. (Simpson, Tr. 3178). "(Iln this way a price increase that would not make sense 
, 

for an independently owned Flex-Sil (or Flex-Sil andCellForce) would make sense if they also 

owned Daramic HD." (Simpson, Tr. 3178, PX2251 at 017, in camera; Kahwaty, Tr. 5514-5515, 

in camera). Dr. Simpson rejects Dr. Kahwaty's argument that Flex-Sil's pricing is constrained. 

by a long-term contract with Trojan setting its price below the profit maximizing level because 

MPLP was recently willng to offer concessions to buyers of Flex-Si1; MPLP presumably would 

be unwiling to lower price fuer if it already thought that it had set too Iowa price. (Simpson, 

Tr.3181-3182). 

At Trojan, U.S. Battery and other customers, Flex-Sil competes against Daramic HD. 

For example, Trojan used HD to get a better price on its purchases of Flex-Sit. (Godber, Tr. 202

205,214-215; PX1664 ; Gilchrist, Tr. 371-372, 379; PX1663; Gilespie, Tr; 2945

2953; Kahwaty, Tr. 5325, in camera, Simpson, Tr. 3176-3177, in camera). At U.S. Battery, 
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Microporous responded to Daramic's introduction of the DC separator by offering to lower the 

price of its FIex-Sil separator for use in theUS 1800 battery to close to the price of the Daramic 

product. (Qureshi, Tr. 2023; PX1764 at 002; McDonald, Tr. 3947). u.s. Battery tested DaramIc 

HD product and the Microporous FIex-Sil product side by side and 
 determined the two "are very 

comparable." (Qureshi, Tr. 2033). The main advantage of HD is its cost advantage. (Qureshi, 

Tr.2033). 

b. ( L (Kahwaty, Tr. 5071, in camera); 

Response to Findine: No. 1308 b.: 
Dr. Kahwaty's definition of an all PE product market requires that supply-side 

substitution occur within one year in order to include Entek, an SLI PE supplier, in the deep-

cycle, motive, and UPS markets, which he asserts would permit him to aggregate these markets 

into a single all PE market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5152-55; in camera). Dr. Kahwaty later denied using 

supply-side substitution in order to define an all PE market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5306, in camera). 

Neverteless, Dr. Kahwaty testifed that supply side substitution must occur within one year to 

consider a supplierto be in a market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5390, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty furter 

testified that customer testing requirements of more than a year would preclude a supplier from 

being considered an uncommitted entrant in a market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5391, in camera). 

Supply side substitution is not observed either prior to or after thei-acquisition of 

Microporous by Daramic. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5529-5531). Easy supply side substitution is not 

observed because customers must test new separators before they put them in their batteries for a 

period of 18 months t040 months depending on the market. (CCFOF 881-908). In addition, 

prior to the 18 months to 40 months of customer testing for a producer to supply an untested 

separator, depending on the market, entry by an existing supplier would require that the firm 

acquire an appropriate calender roll, which takes12 weeks and costs up to $60,000 (Benjamin, 

Tr. 3543; Whear, Tr. 4778). 
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24 

Dr. Simpson noted that l"l does not currently make deep-cycle or motive battery
 

separators and thus would need l__ before it could have a significant effect on these 

markets as a supplier. (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196, in camera). _ does not curently 

maufacture motive power or stationar separators. (Gilespie, Tr. 3037, in camera). 

Customer testing requirements in the motive market take two years or more. (Gilespie, 

Tr. 2973-74; Gagge, Tr. 2490,2492; Whear, Tr. 4798, 4801; PX0568; PX0842; PX0806 at 003; 

see also Whear, Tr. 4813, in camera; PX0564, in camera). 

UPS separator testing takes at least 40 months. (Gagge, Tr. 2491-2492). For the UPS 

market, a supplier would have to invent something that does not create black scum, however 

long that might take. (Gilchrist, Tr. 353-354). 

Testing and qualification of deep-cycle battery separators typically takes between 18 and 

months. (Gilespie, Tr. 2934). A field test for a deep-cycle separator generally is a two-year 

time frame to understand how the battery is going to perform in the field. (Godber, Tr. 163). 

Laboratory testing is typically performed before field. testing to see if the laboratory numbers are 

good enough to merit the more expensive field testing. (Godber, Tr. 164). Daramic expected 

customer qualification of HD for use in deep-cycle batteries to take 18 months of testing or 

longer. (PX0262 at 003). For the deep-cycle market, a supplier would also have to invent 

something that suppresses antimony, however long that might take. (Godber, Tr. 137-140). 

Exide's testing ofPE SLI separators takes 18-24 months to complete. (Gilespie, Tr. 

2973; see also RX00013 at 009 (test sequence for automotive separators "expected to take up to 

9 months for life cycle and 1 year for field test"); PX1090). 

Because of long customer testing times, neither Entek, nor any other pure SLI PE 

separator supplier can be considered an uncommitted entrant into the motive, UPS, or deep-cycle 
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markets. Accordingly, these markets all have different paricipants and dynamics, and Dr. 

Kahwaty's all PE market is not a valid antitrst market. 

c. ( ) 
(Kahwaty, Tr. 5072, in camera); 

Response to Findin2 No. 1308 c.:
 
Dr. Simpson explained that North America is the relevant geographic market within
 

which to analyze this transaction. (Simpson, Tr. 3182-3183). A hypothetical monopolist of all 

. production facilities in Nort America can price discriminate to Nort American customers. 

because suppliers ship directly to customers. (PX0920 (Gilchrist IHT at 64-65), in camera; see 

PX0033 at 005 FN5, in camera; PX2251 at 004, in camera). 

(Riney, Tr. 4958, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1317). ( 

) (Roe, Tr. 1797, 1799, in camera). The average price of an SLI 

separators sold in Nort America is $0.70 per square meter. (Roe, Tr; 1313). Whereas in Europe 

the average price of an SLI separator is $1.00 per square meter at today's exchange rates. (Roe, 

Tr; 1313-1314). 

Exide currently pays Daramic ( 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 2998, in camera, 3060-3062, in 

camera). 

Because manufacturers of deep-cycle, motive, UPS, and SLI battery separators can set 

different prices for different geographic regions they can price discriminate based on geography. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3183; PX1450). 

Dr. Kahwaty admitted that he knows of no examples of the type of arbitrage on which his 

worldwide geographic market is based ( 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5364, in camera). 
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ResDonse to Finding No. 1308 d.: 
In thee of four relevant markets - deep cycle, UPS, and motive - the merger resulted in a 

monopoly with impeded entr. Unilateral effects in these markets are a near certainty. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3172-3173, 3184; Simpson; Tr. 3192-3193, 3363, in camera)~ The acquisition 

enabled Daramic to increase price unilaterally. (Simpson, Tr. 3192-3194, in camera; CCFOF 

394-529). 

Daramic's acquisition of 
 Microporous had two harul unilateral effects in the SLI 

market. The first concerns sales to Exide. (Simpson, Tr. 3194, in camera). Although 

Microporous would not initially be in a position to supply all of the needs of Exide. Exide 

wanted to have Microporous as an independent supplier because they. believed that they could 

obtain better pricing with an additional supplier competing for their business. (Simpson, Tr. 

3194. in camera). The second effect concern sales to smaller battery manufacturers. Dr. 

Simpson testified: "For smaller battery manufacturers, Microporous would be in a position to 

meet all of their demand. And Microporous could be 
 their best supplier, in which case 

eliminating it would reduce competition. They (Microporous) could be their second best 

supplier, in which ca~e they would be the constraint on the supplier who was the best. ... (In 

that way), the acquisition would reduce competition." (Simpson, Tr. 3194-3195, in camera). In 

fact, Daramic had already lowered prices to some smaller battery manufacturers in response to 

Microporous's expansion of capacity. (PX0258). This is reflected in Daramic documents 

demonstrating that Daramic offered lower prices for SLI battery separators in response to 

competition from Microporous prior to the acquisition. (PX0258). Other Daramicdocuments 

generally reference l 

(PX0276 at 009, in camera; PX0174 at 003, in camera). 
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The acquisition wil facilitate coordinated interaction. (Simpson, Tr. 3201, in camera). 

In SLI, the merger would eliminate one 
 of thee suppliers, enhancing the abilty to monitor any 

explicit or implicit noncompetitive agreement. (Simpson, Tr. 3201, in camera). The acquisition 

also removed a maverick, the firm that was most aggressive about introducing new products and 

adding market share. (Simpson, Tr. 3202, in camera). 

The SLI market lends itself to coordinated interaction because (1) there are a small 

number of firms; (2) there is repeated interactions among those firm; and (3) information is 

about competitor actions is readily available in the marketplace. (Simpson, Tr. 3290-3291, in 

camera). Daramic has
 

(Simpson, Tr. 3390-3391, in camera). 

l 

L (PX0265 at 004, in camera). 

_l (PX0265 at 004, 008, in camera). In comments on an earlier draft of this Strategy
 

Audit, Tucker Roe of Daramic stated: "i would say that over the past years there has not been an 

aggressive rivalry among competitors but this has changed when Microporous Products entered 

the market and more recently seen by Entek." (PX0482 at 002; Roe, Tr. 1281). Finally, a 

Microporous document titled "Overview of Battery Separator hidustry, September 2007" states: 

"Microporous Products, at the invitation of these (battery) manufacturers seeks to become a 

supplier to the domestic U.S. automotive industry and help the above manufacturers create a 

more competitive environment." (PX0088 at 001-002). 
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ReSDonse to Findin2 No.130S e.: 
Entry is not likely and would not be timely nor sufficient to offset the competitive har 

caused by the merger. Entry would take at least several years. (Simpson, Tr. 3207-3208; 

Simpson, Tr. 3395, in camera). Other than Microporous and Daramic, no entrants into any 

relevant market in Nort America can be identified. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5378, 5417, 5344-45, in 

camera). No Asian PE battery separator manufacturer has ever competed in Nort America. 

(Thuet, Tr. 4379-4382; Seibert, Tr. 4266-4267, in camera; Seibert, Tr. 4165, in camera; 

RX01084, in camera; Toth, Tr. 1404; Gilchrist, Tr. 308; Weerts, Tr. 4500-4502, in camera). 

Entr would have to occur in Nort America to offset the competitive harm of the 

merger, since expansions in Asia have never impacted prices in Nort America. (Kahwaty, Tr. 

5373, in camera (no evidence of impact on Nort American pricing from expansions in Asia); 

Roe, Tr. 1813; Weerts, Tr. 4501, in camera). 

Bariers to entr include a significant capital investment, sophisticated production
 

procesSes, extensive customer relationships, patent-protected technology and high customer 

switching costs. (Gilchrist, Tr. 604-05; RX00741 at 015). ( 

l . (PX0265 at 004, in camera). 

L (PX0265 at 011, in 

camera). In order to have the competitive advantage of meeting the widest range of customer 

needs, Daramic has 
 patents and know-how, product customization, technical support, sales 

support, and 
 battery expertise. (Hauswald, Tr. 825-826, in camera; PX0194 at 036, in camera). 
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£ 

J (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 102), in 

camera). Manufactuers of separators have special know-how obtaed in a learing-by-doing 

fashion. For example, Microporous "leared a lot of lessons, painful lessons, expensive lessons" 

when initially manufacturing CellForce at Piney Flats. These "expensive lessons" were 

incorporated into its new production lines in Feistritz. (Gilchrist, Tr. 395-397). 

Dr. Simpson noted that t_ does not currently make deep-cycle or industral battery 

separators and thus would need l_ J before it could have a significant effect on these 

markets as a supplier. (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196, 3408, in camera). Specifically, Dr. Simpson 

explained that 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3408, in camera).
 

For entry to be sufficient, it must replace the competition lost through the merger or 

acquisition. (Simpson, Tr. 3204, in camera; Merger Guidelines §3.4). Dr. Simpson explained 

that since this acquisition eliminated Microporous as a competitor, suffcient entry would need to 

replace Microporous as a competitor to be sufficient. (Simpson, Tr. 3205, in camera). 

Mr. Gilchrst explained, aside from Daramic and Entek, ther 

¡ 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 423-~34).
II camera 

J 

(Gilespie, Tr. 3028-3030, in camera). MPLP was better situated than all of the potential 

_ suppliers in terms of l 
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(Gilespie, Tr. 3028-3036, in camera). Asian firm do not 

compare favorably to the former Microporous. i 

(Axt, Tr. 2221, in camera). 

Microporous's motive product was approved at EnerSys i 

(Axt, Tr. 2222, in camera). Because are 

located in i_i technical visits are more difficult and time consuming, as well as additional
 

transportation costs and times, duties, and extra inventory. (Axt, Tr. 2223, in camera). l

(Axt, Tr. 2223-2224, in camera). 

f. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5073, in
camera);
 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1308 f.:
 
Dr. Kahwaty's assertion is contradicted by the simple fact that Daramic was alread 

lowering its pricesfor PE in response to Microporous's efforts to get customers. (Roe, Tr. 1261, 

1263-1266,1812-1813; PX0247, in camera; PX0153 at 2; PX0243, in camera; PX0023 at 004, 

in camera; PX0836 at 001; PX0409 at 001). i 

(See e..g. 

Axt, Tr. 2166, in camera; PX1204, in camera; PX0209 at 001). Dr. Simpson noted that even if 

did have higher cost than l_ in the manufacture of l_
 

l these higher costs did not prevent Microporous from competing. (Simpson, Tr. 

3463, in camera). Significantly, Daramic offered lower prices for SLI battery separators in 

response to competition from Microporous . (PX0258). In addition, since l_
 

(Riney, Tr. 5004,4961-4962, in camera). 
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Dr. Kahwaty admits that he did not actually compare the production costs of CellForce 

vs. HD and concedes that 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5259, 5261, in camera; PX0395 at 040-041, in camera). 

Dr. Kahwaty did not know whether ( 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5259, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty testified that he did not 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 

5255, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty also testifed that ( 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5217, 5256, in camera). Of course this makes no sense 

since PE is produced in roll form and then cut into pieces. (Hauswald, Tr. 1020- 1022). Labor is 

) of manufacturing a PE separator. (Hall, Tr. 2727~2728, 

in camera). Much of the manufacturng process is ( 

.) (Hall, Tr. 2727-2728, in 

camera). Thus the unsupported assertion that Microporous is a high cost producer of roll form 

PE is unlikely because the savings at the cutting machine would have to be extravagant to make 

it a lower cost producer of 
 cut pieces, or the costs would have to be very close to Daramic's to 

begin with. 

5249-50, in camera (not offering efficiencies defense)). However, the line on which 

Microporous intended to produce PE in Piney Flats has not yet been built. (Gaugl, Tr. 4560). 

Microporous would have benefited from the scale economies of adding the additional lines in 

Piney Flats for EnerSys and Exide. (PXOO72 at 067 ("rMicroporous's) rm)anagement anticipates 

that the successful execution of 
 the U.S. and European automotive SLI initiative would also 

deliver significant additional efficiences to the Company's cost strcture"); Gilchrist, Tr. 373
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374). PE battery separator plants make continuous improvements in efficiency and quality. 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4605). It is reasonable to expect that MPLP would implement the lessons it leared 

building the thee previous lines when it builds its fourh, fifth, and sixth PE lines. (See Gaugl, 

Tr. 4601). 

Dr. Kahwaty's method is fudamentally flawed. It does not tae an economist to see that 

such a method is inherently uneliable, because it does not contain the actual production costs as 

a staing point (i.e. comparing x-I to y is meaningless without knowing the values of x and y).
 

If Microporous's costs were equal to or lower than DaramIc's prior to the transaction, then 
 they 

are even lower now. 

g. ( l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5073, in
camera); 

.l (Simpson, Tr. 3226, in camera, see also Simpson, Tr. 3404-3405 

(Dr. Simpson refers to degrees of market power rather than monopoly power, but the analysis is 

the same). 

DaramIc's premerger market shares in SLL motive, and UPS demonstrate its market 

power. MPLP documents reflect the fact that motive separators are a product market and reflect 

a highly concentrated Nort American geographic market projecting shares of 29 percent for 

Microporous and 71 percent for Daramic in 2008. (PXOO72 at 024-025). Daramie PE separators 

have 95% market share for UPS battery applications in Nort America. (Brilmyer, Tr. 1833

1834). As a result of the acquisition, Daraínic has "complete control" of theindustrial flooded 

reserve power separator markets world-wide. (PX0076 at 002, see also Gilchrist, Tr. 422). 

Daramic has 56% of the automotive sales worldwide, with around 50% in the Americas. 

(PX0040 at 002; PX0308 at 001, in camera ( J); PX0194 at 
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019, in camera; PX0207 at 067, in camera ( l). Daramic had a 53% 

market share in SLI in 2005. (PXOO72 at 028). Post merger, DaramIc's market share in motive 

is 100% and Daramic now has "complete control" or 100% of 
 the deep-cycle separator markets 

world-wide. (PX0076 at 002; Gilchrist, Tr. 421). 

Daramic's internal documents reflect its abilty to control price: "Specifically, we wil 

continue demonstrating pricing power in the market, not only to stay ahead of rising costs, but to 

capture the value we bring to our customers," (PX0938 at 002; Toth, Tr. 1439-1440; PX0831 at 

003 ("Pricing power to capture the value we bring to customers"); Toth, Tr. 1447; PX0832 at 

004, ("wil continue demonstrating pricing power in the market regardless of movements in 

material and energy costs.")), 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3209, in camera). 

There is a significant body of evidence demonstrating Daramic's abilty to deter entry. Through 

its contracting, corporate agreements, and mergers, Daramic has forestalled entry into the 

relevant markets. (PX0211, in camera; PX0212, in camera; PX0255 at 001, in camera; PX0257, 

in camera; PX0258 at 001; PX0744 at 001; PX0033 at 028-031, in camera; PX0171 at (04). 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3226-3227). l 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3227, in camera). (
 

l (Simpson~ Tr. 3227,
 

in camera). l 
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1 (Simpson,
 

Tr. 3227-328, in camera). 

Market share discounts operate to deter entr as well. (Simpson, Tr. 3256-3261). 

Dararc's response to Exide's RFP is a perfect example of this as it 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 

3012, in camera; PX1036 at 002-003, in camera). 

(PX0033 at 030, in camera). This delay imposed costs on Microporous. (PXI215). 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3236, in camera; PXOO33 at 046, in camera). 

(Simpsón, Tr. 3230, in camera; 

PX0033 at 047, in camera). 

camera).
 

As discussed above, Daramic possesses monopoly power.
 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3230-3232, in 


1 (Simpson, Tr; 3209, in camera). 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3236, in camera; PX2052 at 002, in camera; PX2054 at 

003, in camera; PX2056 at 001, in camera; PX2057 at 001, in camera; 
 see PX0033 at 046, in 

camera; PX0949 at 22-189,218-220, in camera). 
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1 (Simpson, Tr. 3230, in camera; PX0637 at 002, in camera; PX2052 at 

002, in camera; PX2054 at 003; PX2055 at 002, in camera; PX2056 at 001, in camera; PX2058 

at 002, in camera; see PX0033 at 047, in camera; PX0949 at 22-189, 218-220, in camera). 

Market share discounts' operate to deter entry as well. (Simpson, Tr. 3256-3261 
 ,in camera). 

Daramic's response to Exide's RFP is a perfect example of this as it 

1 (Gilespie, Tr. 

3012, in camera; PX1036 at 002-003, in camera). 

f 

1 

(PX0033 at 025, 030, in camera). This delay imposed costs on Microporous. (PX1215). 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3226-3229, in camera). l_
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3227, in camera). 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3227, in camera). (
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3227-3228, in camera). 

l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3227-3228, in camera). l
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l 

l (Simpson, Tr. 3227, in camera; PX0265 at 004, in camera; PX0595, 

PX0835 at 003, in camera). f 

(Simpson, Tr. 3227, in camera). 

. (Simpson, Tr. 3227-3228, in camera). f_ 

_. (Simpson, Tr. 3228, in camera).
 

(Simpson, Tr. 3228, in camera). 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3229, in camera). l_
 

L (Simpson, 

Tr. 3229, in camera). ( 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3229, in camera).

i. l L (Kahwaty,
Tr. 5075, in camera); 

Response to Findine No. 1308 I.: 
The cross agency agreement prevented entry by H&V into the markets for PE separators 

and prevented entr by DaramIc into the markets 
 for AOM separators which would have resulted 

in increased competition and lower prices in the markets for PE and AGM. separators. H& V is 

"always looking for opportunities to provide other types of separator (other than AGMJ to the 

industr," including PE battery separators. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 37)). H&V was 
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(interested in purchasing the Corydon PE facilty.l (PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 11)). On July 1, 

1999, H&V submitted to BHC a proposal to acquire the Corydon plant for $26,000,000 in cash, 

and to enter into a series of 
 five-year agreements to supply PE and AGM battery separators to 

Exide. (PX1368 at 001-002). Daramic was a competing bidder. (PX0726 at 006-008). Daramic 

was aware that H&V was interested in the Corydon facilty. (Hauswald, Tr. 640-641; PX0169 at 

00 l). Although ( J Darmic remained concerned that H& Y
 

would pursue an alternative strategy for entering the PE separator market. (PX0169 at 001; 

PX0035 at 005). 

The original ( 

_.J (PX0094 at 001-002, 006, in camera).
 

.J (PX0158, in camera; PX2147). 

The paries agreed and understood that 

"J (PX0094 at 002, in camera; RX01014; PX2150 at 001, in camera; PX0158, in camera).
 

In considering ( 

J (PX0923 (Hauswald, IH 

at 290)" in camera). That ( 

_J (PX0923 (Hauswald, IH at 292, in camera)).
 

_.J (PX2150 at 001, in cam~ra; PX1318). See dlso (RXoo095 at 001, in camera
 

As a result of the cross agency agreement, the Nort American markets for motive and 

SLI separators have remained a duopoly, and the market for UPS separators has remained a 
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monopoly, since 1999, until the 
 acquisition of 
 Microporous reduced competition in these markets 

even furter.
 

Response to Findin2: No. 
 1308 i.: .
 
Dr. Simpson testified that to restore the competition lost though Daramic's acquisition of 

Microporous, a remedy would need to recreate a firm similar to the Microporous that would have 

existed but for the acquisition. (Simpson, Tr. 3262-3263). Dr. Simpson stated that, at a 

miimum, this would require recreating a firm with production facilities in both the United 

States and Europe, with intellectual property comparable to that of Microporous, a techncal staff 

comparable to that of Microporous, a product mix comparable to that of Microporous, and 

intangible assets (knowledgeable and skiled workforce, industr reputation) comparable to that 

of Microporous. (Simpson, Tr. 3263). 

) 

(Simpson, Tr. 3418, in camera; pxoon at 067 ("(Microporous's) (m)anagement anticipates that 

the successful execution of 
 the U.S. and European automotive SLI initiative would also deliver 

significant additional efficiences to the Company's cost structue")). ( 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3418~ in camera). Mr. Gilchrst testified 

that Microporous ( 

). (Gilchrist, Tr. 525, 593-601, in camera). 

( 

). (Axt, Tr. 2143, in camera). 
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l. (Simpson Tr. 3225-3226; 3229, 3233, in camera;
 

Gilespie, Tr. 3053, in camera). 

The Feistrtz Plant would aid viabilty and competitiveness of an acquirer by enabling it 

to serve global customers and giving the acquirer a second source of supply in case problems 

arose at one plant. (PFOF 1034, 1203,1206,1207,1209,1210,1214,1215,1216; Gaugl, Tr. 

l Trevathan testified that opening of the Feistrtz . 

Plant freed up capacity at Piney Flats. (Trevathan, Tr. 3721). 

k. 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1308 k.: 
This "finding" is no more than a vaguely worded ad hominem. Dr. Simpson's opinions 

are well reaSoned, ignore no evidence, are fully and accurately supported, consistent, follow the 

Horizontal Merger Guidelines and discuss appropriate and necessary relief. Dr. Simpson wrote 

two detailed reports and testified for approximately two days. (PX0033; PX2251; Simpson, Tr 

3161-3503). Respondent's assertion that Dr. Simpson ignored the Merger Guidelines and its 

commentary is contradiCted by Dr. Simpson's testimony. (Simpson, Tr. 3166, 3494). 

1309. This Cour credits Dr. Kahwaty's opinons as well stated and supported and accepts those 
opinions under the relevant standards. 

Response to Findin2 No. 1309: 
Dr. Kahwaty abandoned or weakend a number of his opinions under cross examination. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5077-5081, in 


(See e.g. Kahwaty, Tr. 5249, 5261, 5269, 5294, 5317, 5325, 5326, 5332, 5343, 5344, 5354, 5364, 

5370,5382,5417, in camera). 
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ReSDonse to Findine No. 
 1310:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
 

L (Kahwaty, Tr. 5071, 5106-07, 5112-13, in
camera). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1311:
 

Flex-Sil is not its own antitrust product market. (CCRF 1308 a.). 

ResDonse to Findine: No. 1312:
 
The evidence demonstrates that the geographic market is Nort America. (CCRF 1308
 

c.). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 
 1313: 
The evidence demonstrates that in thee markets, the merger creates a monopoly where 

unilateral effects are a certinty, while in SLI, the merger would eliminate one of thee suppliers. 

causing unilateral effects and making coordinated effects more likely. (CCRF 1308 d.). 

camera). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1314:
 

Other than Microporous and Daramic, no entry has occured in recent years and none is 

likely. (CCRF 1308 e.). 

L (Kahwaty, Tr. 5073, in camera). 
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Response to Findine No. 1315:
 
Dr. Kahwaty did not offer an efficiencies analysis of any kind. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5249-5250,
 

in camera ("I've not argued an effciencies defense."). The assertion that Microporous was a 

high-cost producer is contrdicted by the record. (CCRF 1308 f.). 

1316. 

_l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5073-74, in camera).
 

. (Simpson, Tr. 3226, in camera, see also Simpson, Tr. 3404-3405, 

in camera (Dr. Simpson uses the term market 
 power rather than monopoly power, but they arc 

the same). In recent years, Dararnc has witheld supply, theatened to cut off large customers, 

and raised its prices, with no fear of entry by Entek or anyone else. (CCRF 1308 g.). 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1317: 
. Dr. Simpson uses the term market power rather than monopoly power, but most 

economists consider them to have the same meaning. (Simpson, Tr. 3404-3405, in camera). Dr. 

Simpson testified that Dararnc had market power both before and after its acquisition of 

Microporous. (Simpson, Tr. 3226, in camera). 

Pre-merger, Daramic impeded Microporous's entry by refusing to supply separtors to 

customers dealing with Microporous. (CCFOF 1108-1166). 
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"Daramic's acquisition of 
 Microporous led to price increases." (Simpson, Tr. 3165). 

Post-merger, Daramic raised prices beyond what was justified by its costs, with little regard of
 

competition from Entek, Asian suppliers, or anyone else. (Simpson, Tr. 3199, 3463, in camera;.
 

CCFOF 790-816).
 

1318. lDr. Kahwaty's testimony supports the view that the Cross-Agency Agreement between
 
Daramic and H&V did not har competition.l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5074-75, in camera.) 

Response to Findine: No. 1318: 
The cross agency agreement prevented entry by H& V into the markets for PE separators 

and prevented entry by Dáramic into the markets for AGM separators which would have resulted 

in increased competition and lower prices in the markets for PE and AGM separators. (CCRF 

1308 i.). 

in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1319: 
The remedies sought by the FTC are appropriate and are choosen to replace the 

competition lost as a result of Daramic' s anticompetitive behavior and the acquisition of 

Microporous. (CCRF 1308 j.). 

Response to Findine: No. 1320: 
This finding is contradicted 
 by the fact that Dr. Simpson's analysis includes the basic 

industr facts and characteristics that Dr. Kahwaty claims are missing. Dr. Simpson analyzed 

whether or not Entek was an uncommitted entrant in the motive, UPS, and deep-cycle markets. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3342, in camera; PX2251 at 007-008, in camera; PX0033 at 008-009, 015, in 

camera). Developing and testing a new separator takes several years. (Simpson, Tr. 3207-3208, 
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in camera, 3395, in camera). Thus, supply side substitution and entr - in terms of new sales to 

new customers - can occur only afer a long delay. (Simpson, Tr. 3206-08, in camera). Not in 

two hours as Kahwatyclaims. 

Dr. Simpson also very carefully analyzed the affects of contracts on pricing in the 

industry. (See e.g. Simpson, Tr. 3197, 3226-29,31-32,64,3350,87-88,96-97,3426,38,62,75, 

in camera). Among other things, he found that Daramic used exclusive contracts to exclude 

competition. (Simpson, Tr. 3209, in camera; PX0033 at 030, in camera). Moreover, Dr. 

Kahwaty's reliance on contract pricing is misplaced. New prices are freqeuently negotiated and 

taen durg a pre-existing contract in this industr. For example, on November 7, 2007, Tucker 

Roe wrote an email to Lary Burkert in which he informed Mr. Burkert that 

) (RXOO768 at 001, in camera). 

Mr. Roe added, however, that DaramIc would 

L (RX00768 at 001, in camera). Indeed the entire 20 price
 

negotiations between EnerSys and Daramic stared in 

the contract was to expire in_ (CCFOF 1114-1115,1121, in camera). Thenew 

in October of 2006, approximately eight months before the previous 

contract was to expire. (PX1224 at 007, in camera). 

Dr. Simpson's analysis is far more nuanced than Dr. Kahwaty's, as Dr. Simpson took into 

account both large purchasers of separators and small ones. (Simpson, Tr. 3194-3195, in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty does not account for the fact that large, sophisticated purchasers of 

separators like EnerSys are neverteless victims of Daramic's monopoly power. (CCRF 624). 

Daramic's own strategic audit states that 

contract pricing began 


1. (PX0265 at 008, in èamera). 

_1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5077, in camera). 
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ReSDonse to Findine No. 1321: 

Dr. Simpson in fact did look at the available empirical data in conducting his analysis. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3415, in camera). This included an empirical analysis of the impact of the 

acquisition on the pricing of Flex-Sit. (Simpson, Tr. 3472-3473, in camera). Dr. Simpson also 

used an empirical approach in his use of the differences-in-differences analysis. (Simpson, Tr. 

3473, in camera). Contrary to Kahwaty's assertion, empirical analysis is not necessary to 

answer the question of whether arbitrage would defeat geographic price discrimination. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3325, in camera). Furter, Dr. Simpson addressed the question of cross-price 

elasticities implicitly by means of the hypothetical monopolist test. (Simpson, Tr. 3482-83, in 

camera). Dr. Simpson's reliance on testimony to examine cross elasticity is appropriate under 

the Horizontal Merger Guidelines 6, 7, and 9. By contrast, Dr. Kahwaty admitted that he knows 

of no examples of the type of arbitrage on which his broadly defined market is based (other than 

an intemal- and inconsequential- transfer within Daramic). (Kahwaty, Tr. 5364, in camera). 

Despite his erroneous allegations, 
 Dr. Kahwaty himself did not present an econometric analysis. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5482-5483, in camera). Moreover, the Merger Guidelines and the Commentary 

on the Merger Guidelines do not require that quantitative data be used to analyze the effect of a 

merger. (See CCRF 1175; RX01652 at 017). 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5080-81, in camera). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1322: 
This "finding" is a vaguely worded ad hominem. It is contradicted by the detailed, high-

quality work encompassed in Dr. Simpson's two expert reports and nearly two days of 
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testimony. (PX0033, in camera; PX2251, in camera; Simpson, Tr 3161-3503, in camera). Dr. 

Simpson did empirical work on this case where it was appropriate. (CCRF 1321). . 

Response to Findine: No. 1323: 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response. 

Response to Findine: No. 1324: 
This "finding" is no more than an ad hominem. It is contradicted by the flawless, 

detailed, high-quality work encompassed in Dr. Simpson's two expert reports and nearly two 

days of 
 testimony. (PX0033~ in camera; PX2251, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3161-3503, in 

camera). 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5078-80, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3187; 
Simpson, Tr. 3199, 3341-3342, in camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1325: 
Dr. Simpson's testimony is consistent with the facts. If product testing requires more 

than a year then Entek should not be considered either as an uncommitted entrant or a paricipant 

in a deep-cycle market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5391, in camera). Deep-cycle testing takes more than a 

year. (CCFOF 896-904). In contrast, Microporous's white PE had been in testing at EnerSys, 

was fully developed, and EnerSys had agreed to purchase white PE from Microporous. . (CCRF 

663; Axt, Tr. 2104; Burkert, Tr. 2326). Microporous anticipated separator sales from project 

LENO in late 2008 or early 2009. (Brilrryer, Tr. 1858; PX0664 at 002, in camera). 

camera). 
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Response to Findine No. 1326:
 
This "finding" is a vaguely worded ad hominem. Dr. Simpson testifed that he followed
 

the Merger Guidelines approach. (Simpson, Tr. 3170; Simpson, Tr. 3294-3295, in camera). 

1327. l 
(Kahwaty, Tr. 5080, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1327: 
The remedies sought by the FTC are appropriate and are choosen to replace the 

competition lost as a result of Daramic' s anticompetitive behavior and the acquisition of 

Microporous. (CCRF 1308 j.). 

Response to Findine No..1328: 
The bare assertions in this finding are not supported by evidence and are no more than an 

ad hominem attack. The supposed "facts" that respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. 

Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken (impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his 

opinion). The only actual evidence cited does not support the assertion. (RX00677, in camera 

(no mention of prices)). 

Dr. Simpson's anaysis of the Entek/JCI MFN provision is supported by actual evidence. 

camera). 
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Response to Findinl! No. 1329: 
The bare assertions in this finding are not supported by evidence. The supposed "facts" 

that respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5097, in camera). 

. ResDonse to Findinl! No. 1330: 
The bare assertions in this finding are not supported by evidence. The supposed "facts" 

that respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be strcken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

The unsupported assertions in this finding are contradicted by a great deal of evidence. 

Supply side substitution does not occur in this industry because customer testing takes year. 

(CCRF 1308 b.). Intellectual Property and proprietar technology are bariers to entry. (CCFOF 

1003-1029).
 

1331. Daramic now has substantial excess capacity. Its plant at Potenza has been shut down
. . :.d th . t' b . i t d Thailand. (Hauswald, Tr. 1118-i119~ 
) (Kahwaty, Tr. 5098, in camera). (_
Kahwaty, Tr. 5099, in camera; Weerts, Tr. 4459-60, in 

camera). 

Response to Firidine No. 1331: 
This finding is contradicted by Mr. Hauswald who testifed that 

) (Hauswald, Tr. 910, in 
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camera). One line in Potenza is stil there. (Hauswald, Tr. 712-713). The cite provided by 

respondent does not support the assertion (Hauswald, Tr. 1118-19 (no mention of where 

equipment is going)). 

The assertion that i L is not supported by the 

record. Mr. Weerts testified that i L in Europe. (Weerts, 

Tr. 4458-4459, in camera). 

5100, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1332:
 
The bare assertions in this finding are unsupported, and are contradicted by the evidence.
 

According to one Daramic document, there are at least-Ðaramic customers in Nort America, 

DatamIc's sales. (PX1450, inafwhichpresumably make up the other supposed i.i of 


camera). The majority of DaramIc' s customers, therefore, are small. 

The supposed "facts" that respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this 

finding should be stricken (impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Response to Findine: No. 1333: 
These findings are contradicted by the evidence. Customers testify that as a result of the 

merger, they have no competitive options in the motive, UPS, and deep-cycle markets and that 

Daramic l. (Gilespie, Tr. 3021, in camera; Axt, Tr. 2186-2187, in camera; 

Craig, Tr. 2567. in camera). 
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The bare assertions in this finding are unsupported. The supposed "facts" that respondent 

attempts to introduce thrugh Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken (impermssible to 

cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

c. Product Market Issues
 

. Response to Findinl! No. 1334: 
Dr. Kahwaty misconstres the requirements of a Merger Guidelines analysis. As Dr. 

Simpson explained, the proposition is contradicted by the record evidence. The Merger 

Guidelines state: 

(B)ecause the specifc standards set fort in the Guidelines must be applied to a
 

broad range of possible factual circumtances, mechaical application of those 
standards may provide misleading answers to the economic questions raised under 
the antitrust laws. . .. Therefore, the Agency wil apply the standards of the 
Guidelines reasonably and flexibly to the paricular facts and circumstaces of 
each proposed merger. 

(RX01653 at 004). The Commenta on the Merger Guidelines state: 

(a)t times, the Agencies may act conservatively and focus on a market definition 
that might not be the smallest possible relevant market. For example,the 
Agencies may focus initially on a bright line identifying a group of products or 
areas within which it is clear that a hypothetical monopolist would raise price 
significantly and seek to determine whether anticompetitive effects are--or are 
not--likely to result from the transaction in such a candidate market. If the answer 
for the broader market is likely to be the same as for any plausible smaller
 

relevant market, there is no need to pinpoint the smallest market as the precise 
line drawn does not affect the determination of whether a merger is
 

anticompetitive. " 

(RX01652 at 013). Thus, the Merger Guidelines do not require what respondent claims. 

In fact, Dr. Simpson's analysis is the result of aggregating individual markets for which the 

competitive conditions are similar. This aggregation is done to simplify the presentation without 
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affecting the analysis. (Simpson, Tr. 3173-3 i 74, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty agrees that this is 

entirely proper. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5294, in camera). 

1335. 1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5112-13, in camera). 

Response to FIiidinii No. 1335:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specifc response.
 

Response to Findinii No. 1336:
 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that economic testimony reaches the conclusion
 

that Flex-Sil is not a properly defined antitrst product market, but rather is in the deep-cycle 

product market. (Simpson, Tr. 3176). Contrary to Dr. Kahwaty's testimony, however, Dr. 

Simpson's testimony is supported by evidence in the record. (CCRF 1308 a.). 

Response to Findinii No. 1337: .
 
This confusing assertion appears to be self-defeating and is not supported by the 

testímony cited by respondent. The proper way to define a product market under the Merger 

Guidelines can be found in Section 1.1 of 
 the Giùdelines. (RX01653 at 009). 

Response to Findinii No. 1338: 
The bare assertions in this finding are unsupported, and are contradicted by the evidence. 

The supposed "facts" that respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding 

should be stricken (impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). Contrar to Dr. 
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Kahwaty's testimony, Trojan was considering moving another 10 to 15 percent of its batteries to 

CellForce rather than the 4 percent suggested by Dr. Kahwaty. (Godber, Tr. 226-227). 

Moreover, as Dr. Kahwaty is aware, Trojan used lI to get a better price on its purchases of 

Flex-SiI. (Godber, Tr. 191-192,201-202; CCRF 395-421; Kahwaty, Tr. 5325, in camera). 

Kahwaty canot properly conclude, from the customers' perspective, that the two products are in 

different markets. 

Dr. Simpson opined, given that Flex-Sil and CellForce were owned by the same entity, 

that entity would be setting optimal priCes for those products, and as far as what would represent 

a constraint on that entity, it would not be CellForce; it would be the independently owned 

product, DaramIc lI. (Simpson, Tr. 3177-3178). Moreover, Dr. Simpson stated the ultimate 

question is would this acquisition enable the owner of Flex-Sil to set a higher price, and it was 

DaramIc lI that was the constraint on the Flex-Sil pricing; it would be the shift in sales to 

Daramic HD that would be recaptured by this joint owner that would support higher pricing for 

Flex-Sil. (Simpson Tr. 3456-3457, in camera).
 

L (KlIwaty, Tr. 5117-19, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 2954-2955;
Gilespie, Tr. 2996, in camera; Gilespie, Tr. 3092; RX01l19, in camera) 

Response to Findine No. 1339: .
 
The bare assertions in this rinding are unsupported, and are contradicted by the evidence. 

The cites at the end of this finding are not to a U.S. Battery witness, but to the testimony of Mr. 

Gilespie of 
 Exide and support only the assertion in the second sentence that Flex-Sil is priced 

higher than lI. The supposed "facts" that respondent attempts to introduce though Dr.
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Kahwatyin this finding should be stricken (impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his 

opinion). 

Contrar to the assertions made in this finding, Dr. Kahwaty is aware that U.S. Battery 

and Exide are both interested in expanding their purchases of HD. (Qureshi, Tr. 2090; PX0904 

(Seibert, Dep. at 191, in camera; Kahwaty, Tr. 5551-5552, in camera). Indeed as Dr. Kahwaty 

acknowledged, U.S. Battery views FIex-Sil and HD as comparable, and would buy more HD if 

Daramic was wiling to supply it. (Qureshi, Tr. 2063 ("identical in performance"), 2049, 2090; 

Kahwaty, Tr. 5333, in camera). U.S. Battery was also successful in getting lower prices for 

Flex-Sil by theatening to move to Daramic's deep-cycle product. (Wallace, Tr. 1946). Thus a 

SSNIPin Flex-Sil pncing would lead to greater switching by U.S. Battery, but for DaramIc's 

refusal to sell HDto them. (Wallace, Tr. 1979-1980; See also PX0904 (Seibert, Dep. at 191, in 

camera)). 

camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1340: 
Dr. Kahwaty's assertions in this finding are unsupported, 
 and are contradicted by the 

evidence. The cites in this finding are not to a U.S. Bàttery witness, but to the testimony of Dr. 
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Kahwaty. The supposed "facts" that respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in 

ths finding should be stricken (impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Contrar to the assertions made in this finding, Dr. Kahwaty is aware that u.s. Battery
 

and Exide are both interested in expanding their purchases of HD. (Qureshi, Tr. 2090; PX0904 

(Seibert, Dep. at 191, in camera; Kahwaty, Tr. 5551-5552, in camera). As Dr. Kahwaty admits, 

U.S. Battery is already wiling to switch more than the 28.2 percent of its purchases that would 

defeat a price increase in Flex-Sil in defining a product market under a critical loss analysis. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5330-5331). Indeed as Dr. Kahwaty acknowledged, U.S. Battery views Flex-Sil 

and HD as comparable, and would buy more HD if DaramIc was wiling to supply it. (Qureshi, 

Tr. 2063 ("identical 
 in performance"), 2049, 2090; Kahwaty, Tr. 5333, in camera). U.S. Battery 

was also successful in getting lower prices for Flex-Sil by threatening to move to DaramIc's 

deep-cycle product. (Wallace, Tr. 1946; Qureshi, Tr. 2023). Thus a SSNIP in Flex-Sil pricing 

would lead to greater switching by U.S. Battery, but for Daramic's refusal to sell HD to them. 

(Wallace, Tr. 1979-1980; see also PX0904 (Seibert, Dep. at 191, in camera)). According to Dr. 

Kahwaty's analysis, a switch from FIex-SiI to HD by U.S. Battery alone would render a price 

increase in.Flex-Sit unprofitable (assuming hypothetically that HD remained the same price or 

U.S. Battery were permitted to switch), and thus Flex-Sil must be in the product market. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5330, in camera). 

Critically however, Dr. Kahwaty fails to acknowledge the market place reality that U.S. 

Battery and Trojan have already succeeded in getting lower prices for Flex-Sit by theatening to 

switch their deep-cycle separator purchases to HD~ something they would not be able to do if the 

products were not in the same market. (Wallace, Tr. 1946; Qureshi, Tr. 2023; Godber, Tr. 191

192,201-202; CCRF 395-421). 
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camera; RXOO983; in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1341: 
The assertions in this fllding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. There is no evidence that Dr. 

Simpson assumes tht HD controlled the price of Flex-Sil. Dr. Simpson carefully analyzed the 

effect of AD pricing on Flex-Sit price. (Simpson, Tr. 3472-3473, in camera). Nor is there any 

evidence that Dr. Simpson failed to take into account that Microporous could not simply raise the 

price of Flex-Sil because the price is set by contracts. In fact. Dr. Simpson's analysis includes 

existing contracts and negotiations. (CCRF 1320). 

The facts support Dr. Simpson's anlysis and are contrary to Dr. Kahwaty's unsupportd 

assertions. Microporous raised Flex-Sil prices to customers with whom it had contracts that had 

been in existence for many years, but was constrained from doing so fully because of 

competition from HD. (see CCRF 395-21). Thus, as Dr. Kahwaty was forced to acknowledge, 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5325, in 

camera). Moreover. Trojan and Microporous were negotiating a contract extension prior to the 

acquisition, including price terms. (Godbèr. Tr. 215-216). The extension was not 
 completed 

prior to the acquisition. (Godber, Tr. 215-216). ( 

L (Godber, Tr. 

236-238. in camera (( 
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Response to Findine No. 1342: 
The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this rinding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion)~ 

Supply-side substitution is not easy and is not observed in this industry because customer 

testing requirements for new separators take longer than a year for each of these .markets. 

(CCRF 1308 b.). 

. . 
Tr. 5137-39, in camera). 

Response to Findinsæ No. 1343: 
In the second sentence, Dr. Kahwaty attempts to confuse the court. Dr. Simpson 

analyzed each product then aggregated them into "buckets" for tractabilty. (Simpson, Tr. 3173

3174). Dr. Kahwaty wòuld have the cour suffer through an analysis of each SKU, something 

even he was unprepared to do. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5143, in camera ("ri)n fact,it's probably a good 

thing to do. Instead of coming here and talking about 500 markets, we can aggregate those 

individual markets, individual markets up"). Thus, the Nort American deep-cycle "bucket" 

includes all SKUs sold into deep-cycle applications and delivered in Nort America. (See 

Simpson, Tr. 3173-3174). The same is tre with each of the markets analyzed by Dr. Simpson. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3173-3174). The SKUs purchased by Daramic's customers are each sold to a 

specific customer, a specific location, and a specific end use. (See PX1450, in camera; Simpson, 

Tr. 3i71~.Ji74). 
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(Kahwaty, Tr. 5137-38, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1344: 
The assertions in this finding 
 are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

East Penn uses the HD separator from DaramIc for its golf car and floor scrubber 

batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4039). Crown has never used PE in its golf cart batteries. (Balcerza, Tr. 

(PXI450, in camera). In a multi-milion dollar 

market, with no other customers using PE (with or without fiberglass) in deep èycle applications, 

PE can safely be excluded from the deep-cycle market. 

Response to Findine No. 1345: 
The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's.assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. Dr. Simpson aggregated 

markets for tractibilty and ease of presentation and described the relevant competitive 

conditions, including the identity and size of suppliers. (Simpson, Tr. 3173-3174). Dr. Kahwaty 

would have the court suffer through an analysis of each SKU, something even he was unprepared 
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to do. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5143, in camera ("(iJn fact, it's probably a good thing to do. Instead of 

coming here and talking about 500 markets, we can aggregate those individual markets, 

individual markets up"). 

Dr. Kahwaty in fact aggregates all PE into a single market, arguing that they are all 

subject to the same competitive analysis. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5144-5151, in camera). Thus Dr. 

Kahwaty's argument is flawed, as nowhere in the record does he walk the cour though any of 

the smaller markets that he argues make up ~ all PE market. The difference is that Dr. Kahwaty 

uses supply-side substitution in his definition of product market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5152, in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty err because market definition is a demand side analysis. (RX01653 at 

010 ("(tJhe terms of sale of all other products are held constat in order to focus market. 

definition on the behavior of consumers. Movement in the term of sale for other products, as 

may result for the 
 behavior of producers of those products, are accounted for in the analysis of 

competitive effects and entry.")). Even if 
 Dr. Kahwaty were correct that aggregation should 

account for supply-side responses, his assertion that supply-side responses would be sufciently 

quick and easy to make Entek or any other SLI PE supplier an uncommitted entrant into any of 

the other markets is contradicted by the fact that customer testing on new separators takes longer 

than a year. (CCRF 1308 b.). 

Response to Findine: No. 1346: 
The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 
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respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Dr. Kahwaty in fact aggregates all PE into a single market, arguing that they are all 

subject to the same competitive analysis. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5144-5151, in camera).' Dr. Kahwaty 

uses supply-side substitution in his definition of product market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5152, in 

camra). Dr. Kahwaty err because market definition is a demand side analysis. (RX01653 at 

010 ("(tJhe terms of sale of all other products are held constant in order to focus market 

definition on the behavior of consumers. Movement in the terms of sale for other products, as 

may result for the behavior of producers of those products, are accounted for in the analysis of 

competitive effects and entry")). Even if 
 Dr. Kahwaty were correct that aggregation should 

account for supply-side responses, his assertion that supply-side responses would be sufficiently 

quick and easy to make Entek or any other SLI PE supplier an uncommitted entrant into any of 

the other markets is contradicted by the fact that customer testing on new separators taes longer 

than a year. (CCRF 1308 b.). 

Response to Findine No. 1347: 
The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. Dr. Kahwaty in fact 

aggregates all PE into a single market, arguing that they are all subject to the same competitive 

analysis. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5144-5151, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty uses supply-side substitution in 

his definition of product market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5152, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty errs because 

market definition is a demand side analysis. (RX01653 at 010 ("(tJhe terms of sale of all other 

products are held constant in order to focus market definition on the behavior of consumers, 
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Movement in the terms of sale for other products, as may result for the behavior of producers of 

those products, are accounted for in the analysis of competitive effects and entry")). Even if Dr. 

Kahwaty were correct that aggregation should 
 account for supply-side responses, his assertion 

that supply-side responses would be suffciently quick and easy to make Entek or any other SLI 

PE supplier an uncommitted entrant into any of the other markets is contradicted by the fact that 

customer testing on new separators takes longer than a year. (CCRF 1308 b.; Simpson, Tr. 3205, 

3207, in camera). 

Response to Findiniz No. 1348: 
The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. Dr. Kahwaty has evidently had 

no conversation with Entek or any of the customers who testified at trial, but apparently relies 

only on Daramic's self-serving statements about supply-side substitution, without crediting the 

DaramIc documents that contradict it. 

Dr. Simpson believes that supply-side substitution, as defined in the HorizoIital Merger 

Guidelines, is not possible. (Simpson, Tr. 3205, 3207, in camera). The only two firms capable 

of supply-side substitution are Daramic and Microporous, at specific customers, because they are 

the only two firms that are qualified for products in different markets by those specific 

customers. Supply side substitution is greatly delayed by the testing required of new products 

(or new applications of existing products) (CCRF 1308 b.; Simpson, Tr. 3205, 3207, in camera). 

d. Geographic Market
 

1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5158, 5172-73, in camera. 

Response to Findiniz No. 1349: 
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This finding is contradicted by the economic testimony of Dr. Simpson that establishes 

that the geographic maret for all of 
 the markets is Nort America. (Simpson, Tr. 3182-3183). 

The abilty of suppliers to price discriminate (i.e. set different prices to customers in different 

regions) supports a more narrow market limited to North America. (Simpson, Tr. 3182-3183). 

Dr. Kahwaty's rebuttal requires that customers be able to arbitrage a Nort American price 

increase by shipping separators back to Nort America. (Simpson, Tr. 3328-3329, in camera). 

When Nort American customers canot arbitrage then the geographic market is Nort America. 

(Simpson, Tr.3333, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty knows of no examples of the arbitrage on which 

he bases a global market. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5364, in camera). The only example of a common 

profie ever sent from abroad to Nort America by a customer cost the customer 20 percent more 

for the material and was done only because Daramic did not have sufficient supply. (Burkert, Tr. 

2333-2334). Moreover, Daramic can selectively raise prices in Nort America on those SKUs 

sold only in Nort America. (PX1450, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3182-3183,3172-3174). 

ReSDonse to Findinl! No. 1350: 
The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. .. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be strcken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Dr. Kahwaty's argument in this finding defies logic. A Nort American geographic 

market is possible because firms can price discriminate. (Simpson, Tr. 3182-3183). This means 

that Entek and Daramic can export at lower prices than they sell domestically. If they do this, 

then there would be no effect on their sales ahroad(i.e. no loss at all). Dr. Kahwaty concedes 

that this analysis is only relevant "in the absence of an abilty to price-discriminate." (Kahwaty, 
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Tr. 5160, in camera). Daramic's abilty to price discriminate is shown by the evidence. 

(CCFOF 53-55,161-169). 

in camera). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1351: 
Dr. Kahwaty concedes that this applies only "in the absence of an abilty to price-

discriminate." (Kahwaty, Tr. 5160, in camera). A Nort American geographic market is 

possible because firms can price discriminate. (Simpson, Tr. 3182-3183). This means that Entek 

and Daramic can export at lower prices than they sell domestically. If they do this, then there 

would be no effect on their sales abroad (Le. no loss at all, much less a critical loss). Daramic's 

ability to price discriminate is shown by the evidence. (CCFOF 53-55,161-169). 

This finding is not supported by the documents cited, which are Daramic documents, 

contain no information about Entek, and do 
 not appear to show exports. (RX00677,.in camera; 

RX01407, in camera). Thus the assertiön is not supported at alL. 

camera). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1352: 
This finding is contradicted by the facts, which demonstrate that Asian suppliers are a 

poor, high-cost substitute for U.S. production ofPE battery separators for the relevant markets 

and would not constrain SSNIPs by Nort American producers in Nort America. (Simpson. Tr. 

3182-3183; CCFOF 170-257). 
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l 

L (Hall. Tr. 2735, 2745-2747, in camera; see also CCFOF 207

.l (Hall, Tr. 2727. in camera; PX1522 at 005, in camera). 

J (PX1522 at 005, in camera; Hall. Tr. 

2727, 2734-2735, in camera).
 

L (Hall, Tr. 2735-2736,2764, in camera). I
 

.J (PX0907 

(Kung, Dep. at 172-173, in camera)). I
 

(PX1522 at 005, in camera; see also CCFOF 234-242). 
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l (Hall, Tr. 2745, in camera). 

l (Axt, Tr. 2220, in camera; see also PX1248 at 001, in 

camera l 

1 (Gilepsie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera). 

(RX01497 at 01-02, in camera; see also Toth, Tr. 1404 (the 

Asian separator manufacturers are not sellng 
 separators in Nort America because the margins 

are not high enough). 

l (Roe, Tr. 1812-1813; Weerts, Tr. 4501, 4512, in
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camera; see also Weers, Tr. 4502-4503, in camera 

_D. 
Even Dr. Kahwaty admitted being aware of no Asian suppliers ever sellng PE separators 

in any product market in North America. (Kabwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 

Response to FindinS! No. 1353: 
Dr. Kahwaty concedes that his analysis with respect to Entek and Daric exports applies 

only "in the absence of an abilty to price-discriminate." (Kahwaty, Tr. 5160, in camera). A 

Nort American geographic market is possible because firms can price discriminate. (Simpson, 

Tr.3182-3183). This means that Entek and Daramic can export at lower prices than they 
 sell 

domestically. If they do this, then there would be no effect on their sales abroad (i.e. no loss at 

all, much less a critical loss). Daramic's abilty to price discriminate is shown by the evidence. 

(CCFOF 53-55,161-169). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by 
 the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). Dr. Kahwaty conceded that 

. international trade flows do not include any imports to North America, and Dr. Kahwaty did not 

have any data for any of the Asian firms. (Kahwaty, Tr; 4369-4370, in camera). 

Kahwaty, Tr. 5164-65, in camera). 
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Response to Findine No. 1354: 
This finding is contradicted by the economic testimony of Dr. Simpson that establishes 

that the geographic market for all of 
 the product markets is Nort America. (Simpson, Tr. 3182

3183). The abilty of suppliers to price discriminate (i.e. set different prices to customers in 

different regions) supports a more narow market limited to Nort America. (Simpson, Tr. 3182

3183). Daramic's ability to price discriminate is shown by the evidence. (CCFOF 53-55,161

169). Daramic can selectively raise pricès in Nort America on those SKUs sold only in Nort 

America. (PXI450, in camera; Simpson, Tr. 3182-3183, 3172-3174). 

Dr. Kahwaty's argument that the markets 
 are global requires that customers be able to 

arbitrage a Nort American price increase by shipping separators back to Nort America. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3328-3329, in camera). When Nort American customers cannot arbitrage then 

the geographic market is Nort America. (Simpson, Tr. 3333, in camera). The inabilty of 

customers to arbitrage is supported by the evidence. (CCFOF 163, 199-246,53-55). There are 

no opportunities for arbitrage between Nort and South America because buyers on the two 

continents are buying different SKUs. (PXI450, in camera). Indeed, Dr. Kahwaty knows of no . 

examples of arbitrage. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5364, in camera). The only example of a substitute profie 

ever sent from abroad to Nort America by a customer was for one SKU sent from Europe to 

Mexico which cost the customer 20 percent more for the material. (Burkert, Tr. 2333-2334 

(material shipped at EnerSys's cost to cover lack of supply during Owensboro strike)). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 
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Response to Findine No. 1355: 
. The assertion in this finding is not supported by the record. Dr. Simpson testified that he 

considered arbitrage in his analysis. (Simpson, Tr. 3328, in camera). When Nort American 

customers canot arbitrage then the geographic market is Nort America. (Simpson, Tr. 3333, in 

camera). The inabilty of customers to arbitrage is supported by the evidence. (CCFOF163, 

199-246,53-55). 

Response to Findine No. 1356:
 
This finding is unsupported by any facts and is contradicted by a great deal of facts that
 

show that Asian separators are not cost competitive in Nort America. (See CCFOF 185-190, 

202-203,211,213-246; Weerts, Tr. 4500, in camera; PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 172), in camera 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 189, in camera). 

(PX1522 at 005, in camera ( 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 148-149), in 
 camera). This finding is also contradicted by Mr. Kung's 

testimony that
 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. 176-77), in camera).
 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3237-3238, in camera). 
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l (Simpson, Tr. 3238, in camera). l
 

l (Simpson.
 

Tr. 3238. in 
 camera). Finally, l 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3238. in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty admitted being aware of no Asian suppliers sellng in Nort America. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5343). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermssible to cite expert for anyiing but his opinion). 

L (Kahwaty, Tr. 5168-70, in camera; RXOO677).
 

Response to Findine No. 1357:
 
This finding is contradicted by the evidence which shows that other Asian producers with 

significantly smaller lines are higher cost. (CCFOF 956-982). Me Kung testified that l_ 

.J (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 154-156). in 

. )
 

(PX1522 at 005. in camera). l 
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) (Hall, Tr. 2736, in camera). (_ 

) This does not include any other inland freight,
 

logistics costs and, of coure, no margin.
 

) (PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 188

89), in camera). Thus small manufacturing lines are more expensive.
 

J (PX0645 at 011, in camera; Kahwaty, Tr. 5168-5169, in camera 

(( D. Dr. Kahwaty does not include import or export duties, 

or China's nonrecoverable V AT in his calculation, all of which would increase the costs of Asian 

producers. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5354, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty admitted being aware of t_
 

J (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 

The document cited by respondent does not appear to support thè assertions made in this 

finding. (R00677, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in this finding is unsupported, and is 

contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that respondent attempts to introduce 

thrugh Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken (impermissible to cite expert for anytng 

but his opinion). 

camera). 

Response to FindinlZ No. 1358: 
Asian producers are already producing at a higher cost than prices after a SSNIP in North 

America, without any margin. (CCRF 1357). Warehousing facilties would add additional costs. 
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(Kahwaty, Tr. 5379-5380, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty admitted being aware of_ 

) (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported~ and is contradicted by the evidence. Thè supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1359: 
Asian producers are already producing at a higher cost than prices after a SSNIP in Nonh 

America, without any margin. (CCRF 1357). Warehousing facilties would add additional costs. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5379-5380, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty admitted being aware of_ 

l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera).
 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be 
 stricken 

(impermssible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1360: 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Weert, who testified 

(Weerts, Tr. 4503, in camera). It is 

contradicted by the testimony of Mr. Hall, who noted 

(Hall, Tr. 2722, in camera). Mr. Burkert also testified that 
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EnerSys paid a duty of 6.5 percent when it had to import separators from Austria to Mexico. 

(Burkert, Tr. 2402). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1361:
 
This finding is contradicted by Mr. Kung who testified that
 

(PX0907 (Kung, Dep. at 146-147), in camera). Asian PE firms are 

not cost competitive in Nort America: (CCRF 1357). If they were, they would have expanded 

capacity.and exportd seperators to Nort America. Despite the assertion in this finding that 

there have been "so few" imports, l 

L (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

e. Concentration and Competitive Effects
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Response to Findin!! No. 1362:
 
The Horizontal Merger Guidelines state that the very high HHIs and deltas like those
 

observed in this case create a presumption of competitive har. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5294, in camera). 

l (Hall, Tr. 2828-2829, in camera). 

2828-2829, in camera). (
 

_l (Hall, Tr. 2886-2887, in camera). i
 

l (Hall, Tr. 2887, in camera). 

To use Dr. Kahwaty's method consistently, all customer switches since 2007 would have 

to be accounted for, something Dr. Kahwaty failed to do. 

Response to Findin!! No. 1363: 
The Horizontal Merger Guidelines state that the very high HHIs and deltas, like those 

observed in this case create a presumption of competitive har. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5294, in camera). 

Response to Findin!! No. 136: 
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This finding is contradicted by the record. The purpose of defining markets and 

identifying market paricipants is to reach an understanding of a merger's likely effect on 

competition. (RX01652 at 010). Identifying Microporous as a market paricipant in SLI is 

consistent with that purose. Microporous was marketing SLI separators and Exide was 

interested in obtaining SLI battery separators from Microporous. (Simpson, Tr. 3439, in camera; 

CCFOF 604-630). Microporous envisioned taing market share away from Daramic. (PX0080 

at 060, in camera). Daramic feared that Microporous would take market shar from it. (CCFOF 

526-527). In fact, Daramic had responded to Microporous'sentr into the SLI market by 

lowering the price of its SLI separators to at least one customer. (PX0258). Identifying 

Microporous as a market paricipant in UPS is also consistent with the purose of defItiing 

markets and identifying market paricipants. MPLP was Daramic's only competitive constraint 

in UPS. (CCFOF 501-507). MPLP was in the process of commercializing a UPS separator that 

would address the black scum issue. (CCFOF 508-519). And, MPLP expected to make sales in 

late 2008 or early 2009. (CCFOF 520). 

In contrast, identifying Entek as a market paricipant in either the deep-cycle or motive . 

separator market would not be consistent with the purpose of defining niarkets and identifying 

market paricipants. Entek has repeatedly declined to serve the deep-cycle and motive separator
 

markets. (CCFOF 311-319). And, Entek would need several year to obtain the tangible and 

intangible assets required to compete at the level of 
 Daramic or the pre-acquisition MPLP. 

(CCFOF 919-932, CCFOF 311-319). Similarly, identifying Amer-Sil, BFR, Anpei, or other 

Asian firms as market paricipants in the Nort American SLI, deep-cycle, motive, or UPS 

would not be consistent with the purose of defining markets and identifying market paricipants 

since they could not enter in under two years and were not viewed by customers as reasonable 

alternatives to Daramic or Microporous. (CCFOF 260-267, 283-286, 933-986): 
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The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty'sassertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be strcken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5178, in camera). 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1365:
 

Dr. Simpson's testimony is consistent with industr facts. East Penn buys Daramic's HD 

separators for its deep-cycle batteries. (Leister, Tr. 4039). East Penn was paying Entek higher 

prices for deep-cycle separators than East Penn is curently paying to Daramic for HD 

separators. (Leister, Tr. 4041). Dr. Simpson noted that l-0es not currently make deep-

cycle or motive battery separators and thus would need t_l before it could have a
 

significant effect on these markets as a supplier. (Simpson, Tr. 3195-3196, in camera). 

Specifically, Dr. Simpson explained that to enter the deep-cycle battery separator market at a 

level sufficient to restore the pre-acquisition competitive environment, t_ would need to 

develop a reliable product, modify its production line, get qualified by customers, and then gain 

the learning by doing necessary to be effcient. (Simpson, Tr. 3408, in camera).. It wil tae at
 

least 18 months of customer testing for Entek to reenter the deep-cycle market. (CCFOF 896

904). 

Entek is unlikely to develop a separator for the deep-cycle market because it was 

unsuccessful in 
 developing a competitive product for this market in 1996. (Gilchrist, Tr. 363). 

Moreover, Entek's separators are based on polyethylene rnterialwhich is inert and has no effect 

on inhibiting the antimony transfer process. (Gilchrist, Tr. 365, 389-390). JCI pursued 
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discussions with Entek about possible supply of deep-cycle separators. JCI 

L (PX1515 at 006, in camera).
 

Dr. Kahwaty was forced to admit
 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5417, in camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Accordingly, Entek is not an uncommitted entrant in the deep-cycle market. 

f; Economic testimony supports the view that.the acquisition would produce
 

no anticomoetitive unilateral affects. 

ReSpOnse to Findinf! No. 1366: 
This finding is contradicted by the facts. Even in, the broad market defined by 

respondent's expert, high concentration creates a presumption of competitive harm. (Kahwaty, 

Tr. 5294, in camera). 

Moreover, the evidence shows that Microporous was à low cost producer and a maverick 

wiling to take lower margins for its products to gain market share. (CCRF 1308 f.). Dr. 

Kahwaty conceded 
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(Kahwaty, Tr. 5255, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty also conceded that 

he could not say whether MiCloporous (Kahwaty, Tr. 

5256, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty then conceded 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5259, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty was also unable to . 

cite any data to support his argument that 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5257, in camera). The statement in the lást sentence is also 

contradicted by Dr. Kahwaty's nonsensical assertion that 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5217, 5256, in camera). 

Dr. Kahwaty acknowledged that, after allowing for its Feistritz facilty, MiCloporous had 

_ (Kahwaty, Tr: 5432, in camera). Microporous was also expanding quickly, adding lines
 

to take on new customers. 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is. contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respOndent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in ths finding should be strcken 

but his opinion). 

It follows that there is a well established basis for concern that the acquisition would give 

Daramic an increased abilty to raise prices in the PE separator market that respondent argues. 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting 


Response to Findine No. 1367: 
This finding is contradicted by the testimony 
 of Mr. Hall, who testified that he did not 

know whether 
I (Hall,
 

Tr. 2825-2826, in camera). Furter, Mr. Gilespie testified that Exide is reluctant to buy from a 

supplier that is parly owned by a competitor because Exide considers it a risk that t_
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l. (Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera). Exide considers_ 

) as adding risk to the supply chain. (Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in 

camera). 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera). Dr. Simpson 

explained: 

L (Simpson, 

Tr. 3441, in camera). l 

) (Simpson, Tr. 3442, in camera; see also
 

Gilespie, Tr. 3024-3025, in camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed statement by Mr. 

Hall that respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

Tr. 5181-82, in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1368: 
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Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record; Dr. Simpson explained that 

the terms of coordination need not be overly elaborate - such terms could be as simple as a 

division of markets or the assignment of customers. (Simpson, Tr. 3200, in camera). 

Coordination via a market division agreement - similar to that explicitly agreed upon by 
 Daramic 

and H&V - would be relatively simple to monitor and enforce. (Simpson, Tr. 3389-3390, in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty later conceded that his testimony on the likelihood of coordinated 

interaction concerned coordination of price rather than market division or assignent of 

customers. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5473-5476, in camera). 

The acquisition wil facilitate coordinated interaction. (Simpson, Tr. 3201; in camera). 

In SLI, the merger would eliminate one of thee suppliers, enhancing the abilty to monitor any 

explicit or implicit noncompetitive agreement. (Simpson, Tr. 3201-3202, in camera). The . 

acquisition also removed a maverick firm, the firm that was mQst aggressive about introducing 

new products and adding market share. (Simpson, Tr. 3201-3202, in 
 camera). 

The SLI market lends itself to coordinated interaction because (1) there are a small 

number of firms; (2) there is repeated interactions among those firms; and (3) information is 

about competitor actions is readily available in the marketplace. ( 

(Simpson, Tr. 3390-3391, in camera). 

ReSDonse to Findine: No. 1369: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record, which shows that DaramIc 

was knowledgeable about the actions of its competitors and Dr. Simpson explained how 
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punshment for any violation could work. (CCFOF 530-546; Simpson Tr. 3200, in camera, 

PX2251 at 009-010 Dr. Kahwaty admitted being aware 
 of 

_l (Kahwaty, Tr. 5343, in camera).
 

(PX0471, in camera; Toth Tr. 1604-1605, in camera). This shift occurred after the merger with 

Microporous and during the course of the FfC's investigation. f 

L (Simpson, Tr. 3390-3391, in camera). 

The assertions in this findig are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce thugh Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anytg but his opinion). 

Response to Findin2 No. 1370:
 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by Dr. Simpson's testimony, explaining
 

that "the fact that a company has excess capacity does not automatically make it a fierce 

competitor." (Simpson Tr. 3196, in camera). Dr. Simpson pointed out that_excess 

capacity was created by the recession and would likely go away when the economy recovers. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3195, in camera). Finally, Dr. Simpson noted that Daramic did not seem to fear 
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inasmuch as they were aggressively increasing prices to their customers. 

(Simpson,Tr. 3198-3199, in camera). In addition, DaramIc has traditionally viewed"as 

following its lead on pricing. (CCFOF 548). 

_ does nót have suffcient capacity to pick up all of Exide's business. _ 

1 (RFOF 1089). 

Exide purchases more than 50 milion sqlm of separators per year. (PXI450, in camera). Entek 

does not make the motive, UPS, or deep-cycle separators that Exide also buys 
 from Daramic.
 

(CCFOF 307-319). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

anyting but his opinion).(impermissible to cite expert for 


ResDonse to Findim! No. 1371:
 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record., which demonstrates that
 

Daramic and Microporous were the only competitors in the deep-cycle and motive markets. 

(CCFOF 258-288). The recrd shows that Daramic was the primary supplier of UPS but MPLP 

was a market paricipant and was about to commercialize a product. (CCFOF 289-292). The 

record shows that SLI customers benefitted from competition between Daramic and 

Microporous. (PX0254, in camera, PX0255, in camera, PX0257, in camera, PX0258). 

Respondent incorrectly claim that Dr. Simpson did not analyze whether Daramic and 

Microporous were the first and second best choices of customers. 
 (PXOO33 at 012-013,015, 

016-017,019-020, in camera). In the motive, deep cycle, and UPS markets, the merger would 
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eliminate one of only two competitors, by definition eliminating the first choice. (Simpson, Tr. 

3172-3173,3184,3192-3193, 3363, 
 in camera). 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5186-87, in camera). 

Response to Fiodine No. 1372: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record., which shows that SLI 

customers benefitted from competition between Daramic and Microporous. (PX0254, in 

camera, PX0255, in camera, PX0257, in camera, PX0258). In order for this to have occured, 

Microporous must have been a legitimate first or second choice. In addition, at the time of the 

acquisition, l 
L (Gilespie, Tr. 2976,
 

in camera 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupportd, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be strcken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

g. No evidence of post-acquisition price increases
 

5187-88, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1373: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. In the middle of a 

recession, allegedly beset by Entek and Asian suppliers, and confronted with falling input costs, 
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Daramic (CCFOF 422-424). 

(Simpson, Tr. 3211-3219, in camera; PX0203 at 85-8~. 
in camera 

Economic analysis indicates that Daramic increased price anticompetitively as a result of 

this acquisition. (CCFOF 790-816). The two methods that Dr. Simpson used ar widely 

accepted in the industrial organization field. (Simpson, Tr. 3209-3211, in camera). Respondent 

incorrectly states that Dr. Simpson testified that the issue of whether Danimic incrased price 

could only be investigated using econometrics. (Simpson, Tr. 3209-3211, in camera). 

Respondent's error is manifest in their citation of Dr. Kahwaty's testimony for something to 

which respondent claims Dr. Simpson testified. 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

L (Kahwaty, Tr. 5190-92, 5207, in camera). 

Resoonse to Findin2 No~ 1374:
 

Respondent's assertion that Dr. Simpson's difference-in-differences analysis was 

inadequate is contradicted by the record. (RFOF 1263-1269). Respondent's argument that Dr. 
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Simpson's control group did not adequately capture market conditions in a but-for world without 

the acquisition is also contÚidicted by the record. Dr. Simpson explained why 

(CCFOF 799-801). 

These thee firms received more favorable pricing than firms that were not covered by long-term 

contracts, firms that had contracts with Microporous, and firms that had entered into long-term 

contracts with Daramic prior to the more-competitive environment created by Microporous's 

expansion. (CCFOF 802). Simply put, the customers that Daramic offered favorable pricing in 

response to MPLP's expanion received lower price increases than other firms. 

The distinction between the control and treatment groups highight the fact that Daramic 

has, on numerous occasions, raised its prices in the middle of a contract. Whether Daramic 

chooses to bear this risk is a competitive tactic (just as pricing is). The control grup consists of 

customers for whom Dararic agreed to bear the risk of cost increases, a pre-merger benefit 

offered by Daramic to compete with Microporous. By contrast, the treatment group consists of . 

customers who agreed to bear par of the risk of cost increases. Pre-merger competition 

motivated Daramic to bear risk that it shed post-merger, to the detriment of its customers. The 

treatment group wound up paying higher prices in par due to the effect of the merger on 

Daramic's market power. The control group, of course, did not, (PXOO33 at 25, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1375: 
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This finding is contradicted by the testimony of Dr. Simpson 
 that preacquisition DaramIC 

accepted the risk of being unable to pass on "cost shocks" in order to stymie Microporous' s 

expansion. (CCRF 1374). 

. The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kaiwaty's assertion in 

this rinding is unupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Response to Findine No. 1376:
 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the fact that Daramic knew that the
 

contracts that set zero percent price increases for 2009 eliminated the possibilty of passing 

through cost increaes. (CCFOF 726, PX0255 at 001, in camera; Roe, Tr. 1292-1294, 1350

1354, in camera). Thus, the contracts accounted for cost shocks - they only did so by assuming 

that DaramIc would absorb such cost shocks. Had the acquisition not occured, other customers 

could have received similar favorable treatment. 

The two methods that Dr. Simpson used are widely accepted in the industral 

organization field. (Simpson, Tr. 3209-3211, in camera). Moreover, Complaint Counsel 

requested price data from respondent and did not receive it. (PX0950 at 016-017, in camera;. 

Simpson, Tr. 3369-3373, in camera). Respondent may not now hide behind its refusal to 

produce damning information--Complaint Counsel is entitled to a presumption that th~ data, had 

it been produced as required, would also support its case. 
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I (Kahwaty, Tr. 5204-05, 5557-58, in camra). 

Response to Findine No. 1377: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Dr. Simpson did not 

discuss the price index for plastic products. (Simpson, Tr. 3214~3219, in camera). Rather, Dr. 

Simpson discussed a general price 
 index based on crude oiL. (Simpson, Tr. 3215-3216, in 

camera). Daramic had previously told its customers that examning such a price index was 

precisely what they should do to verify changes in DaramIc's input costs. (PX2068 at 001; 

Kahwaty, Tr. 5495-5496, in camera). 

h. Ease of entry
 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5209-15, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1378: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Entry into the production 

of battery separators is not easy. (CCFOF 817-1043; CCRF 1308 e.). 

Response to Findine No. 1379:
 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Respondent alleges that
 

Entek and firms added production capacity outside Nort America to argue that entr is easy. 

But Entek is an existing competitor in SLI, not an entrant. (CCRF 296). Likewise, BFR and 

Anpei have added additional SLI capacity, a market they already compete in abroad. 
 (CCRF 
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321,894). In addition, the record shows that entry involves much more than adding production 

.èapacity abroad (CCFOF 817-918). 

). (Axt, Tr.2221, in camera; 

Burkert, Tr. 2359-2360, in camera). Buyers of motive and UPS battery separators do not view 

Anpei and Separindo as able to replace the competition in the motive or UPS separator markets 

lost by DaramIc's acquisition of MPLP. (CCFOF 936,960,965,967-968,970-971): 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion 
 in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Response to Findine No. 1380: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Dr. Kahwaty alleges tht 

firm added production capacity outside Nort America to argue that entry is easy. (CCRF 296). 

Likewise, BFR and Anpei have added additional SLI capacity, a market they already compete in 

abroad. (CCRF 321,894, 1379). The record shows that entry involves much more than adding 

production capacity abroad. (CCRF 817-918,1379). 

. The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that' 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert fòr anything but his opinion). 
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Response to Findine No. 1381: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Dr. Simpson carefully 

considered what would be required for foreign firms to enter the North American geographic 

market and for firms producing only SLI separators to enter one of the markets for deep-cycle, 

motive, or UPS separators. (CCFOF 919,847-918). Dr. Simpson concluded, and the record 

indicates, that these types of entry would not be timely, likely, nor sufficient to replace the 

competition lost as a result of the merger. (CCFOF 919,847-918). 

The only firm available in Nort America to expand is Entek. Entek's expansion could 

only be timely in SLI. (CCFOF 919-932, 881-904, 905-908). 

The creation of anew facilty by an Asian producer in Nort America would be de novo 

entry and would not be timely, likely, nor sufficient to replace the competition lost as a result of 

the merger. (CCFOF 817-918,937-1036). 

The second sentence, which states: "(t)he acquisition of assets that Dr. Simpson 

describes and the long time frames that he indicates would be necessary would not be applicable 

to a firm that is already paricipating in the market" is tre, but irrelevant: one would not analyze 

entry by firs already participating in a market.
 

5213-14, in camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1382: 
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Respondent's proposed finding is contradiCted by the record. ( 

) (Axt, Tr. 2150, in camera ((
 

L (Axt, Tr. 2151, in camera). Thus, a new entrant would have to build at least 

two lines in order to get the business of just one customer. 

Furter, respondent suggests that a firm could attain scale economies with one production 

line. Relating to this, Dr. Kahwaty initially testified that a divestiture of one production line 

would be suficient to remedy any anticompetitive har from ths acquisition. (Kahwaty, Tr.
 

5239, in camera). However, Dr. Kahwaty later conceded that he had done absolutely no analysis 

to determine what it would take to have a stand-alone business at Newco that would be 

profitable. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5271, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty furter conceded that there is nothing 

in the record to suggest that another fir would buy a divestiture package comprised of one 

production line of Daramic HD or Cellforce along with equipment for a second line. (Kahwaty, 

Tr. 5272, in camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's asserton in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 
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1 (Kahwaty, Tr. 5532, in 
camera). 

Response to Finding: No. 1383: 
Dr. Kahwaty's assertion about the length of time an expansion in Europe by an 

incumbent producer there tells the cour nothing about de novo entry into Nort America. New 

product testing takes 18 to 40 months depending on the market. (CCRF 1308 b., 1308 e.). 

Beyond the need for production,. there are numerous other barriers to entry including l

) (PX0265 at 004, OIL, in camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

i. Efficiencies
 

Response to Findine No. 1384:
 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Dr. Kahwaty conceded that
 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 

5256, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty conceded that he had not compared the production cost of 

CellForce with DaramIc RD. (Kahwaty 5259, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty was unable to cite any 

data to support his argument that 

_ (Kahwaty, Tr. 5257, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty later acknowledged that, after
 

allowing for its Feistritz facilty, ( 
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J (Kahwaty, Tr. 5432, in 

camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

Dr. Kahwaty did not offer an efficiencies analysis of any kind. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5249-5250, 

in camera). 

camera). 

ResDonse to Findine No. 1385: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Dr. Kahwaty did not 

analyze effciencies other than to attempt to argue that MPLP had_ (Kahwaty, Tr. 

5215, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty conceded that his discussion of effciencies was not offered to 

say that such efficiencies are sufficient to counteract the competitive concern in this cae. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5249-5250, in camera). Dr. Kahwaty conceded that he had not analyzed whether 

any cost savings from the acquisition would be passed on to customers. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5250, in 

camera). Dr. Kahwaty did not offer an efficiencies analysis of any kind, but discussed only 

competitive effects. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5249-5250, in camera). 

l (KahwatyTr. 5215-5218, in 
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') (PX0950 at 060, in camera). DaramIc last updated its interrogatories on March 

17,2009. (PX0952, in camera). ( 

) (PX0033 at 11, in camera; PX0950 at 59-60, in camera; 

PX0912 (Riney, Dep. 53, 54,71,77), in camera). Dr. Simpson concluded that Daramic's 

acquisition of Microporous did not generate efficiencies suffcient to justify this acquisition. 

(Simpson, Tr. 3240, in camera). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

j. Monopoly power
 

) (Kahwaty, Tr. 5223-5224, in camera).
 

Response to Findine No. 1386:
 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by many facts showing that Daramic has
 

market power in the four markets identified in the FTC's complaint. E.g., (CCFOF 270-271, 

279-280, 1058-1088). As a result of 
 the acquisition. Daramic has "complete control" Or 100% of 

the deep-cycle separator markets world-wide. (PX0076 at 002, 
 Gilchrist, Tr. 421).~ .
 

Response to Findine No. 1387: 
This finding is contradicted by Daramic's documents which show its global market share 

to be at least 57 percent in 2006, and 58% in 2005. (PX0355 at 15; PX0245 at 015; PX0308 at 
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004, in camera). In 2007, Daramic had a . percent share of the Americas in all PE sales. 

(PX0308 at 001, in camera). Daramic's premerger market shares in SLI, motive, and UPS . 

demonstrate its market power. MPLP documents reflect the fact that motive separators are a 

product market and reflect a highly concentrated North American geographic market projecting 

shares of 29 percent for Microporous and 71 percent for Daramic in 2008. (PXoon at 024-025). 

. Daramic PE separators have 95% market share for UPS battery applications in North America. 

(Brilmyer, Tr. 1834). As a result of the acquisition, Daramic has "complete control" of the 

industrial flooded reserve power separator markets world-wide. (PX0076 at 002, Gilchrst, Tr. 

422). Daramic has 56% of the automotive sales worldwide, with around 50% in the Americas. 

(pX0040 at 002; PX0308 at 001, in camera (l-lshare in Americas in 2007); PX0194 at 019,
 

in camera; PX0207 at 067, in camera (l"~worldwide in 2007). Daramic had a 53% market 

share in SLI in 2005. pxoon at 028. Post merger, Daramic's market share in motive is 100%
 

and Daramic now has "complete control" or 100% of the deep-cycle separator markets world

wide. (PX0076 at 002, Gilchrist, Tr. 421).
 

Response to Findine: No. 1388:
 
This finding is contradicted by Daramic's documents, which reflect market shares in the
 

Americas to be in the _1 range. (PX0076 at 002; PX0308at 001, in camera).
 

Daramic has also demonstrated its abilty to dictate SLI market pricing in its recent negotiations 

with Exide. (CCFOF 1059-1088). 
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Response to Findin2 No. 1389: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. Daramic has demonstrated 

its abilty to dictate price to its customers. (CCFOF 1059-1088). When faced with the prospect 

of losing business to other suppliers, Daramic has threatened to cut off supply to its customers. 

(CCRF 1108-1166; PX1793, in camera; Hauswald, Tr. 743-744; Hauswald,Tr. 1132-1133, in 

camera; Roe, Tr. 1267-1268; Hall, Tr. 2869-2870; McDonald, Tr. 3880-3882). This is evidence 

of monopoly power. 

It is not surrising that Exide should refuse to pay it. 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion); 

(PX2050, in camera). 


Response to Findinl! No. 1390: 
Respondent's proposed finding is contradicted by the record. DaramIc has monopoly 

power and had monopoly power prior to the merger. (CCRF 1308 g.). The evidence shows that 

entry into these markets is difficult and would not be timely. (CCFOF 817-1043). Kahwaty 

alleges, without support, only expansions by incumbent suppliers in the markets in which they 

already competed. (CCRF1379-80). The record also demonstrates that Daramc used exclusive 

contracts to further impede entry into these markets. (CCFOF 1101-3). 
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The assertions in ths finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be strcken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anything but his opinion). 

k. Customer contracts
 

Response to Findinl! No. 1391:
 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that Exclusionar contracts impeded entry by
 

Microporous into the SLI and motive power markets. (CCRF 1308 h.). 

_l (Simpson, Tr. 3230, in camera). (
 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 

3231, in camera). t 

1 (Simpson, Tr. 3232, in camera). 

J (Kahwaty, Tr. 5225-5226, 5232, in camera).
 

Response to Findinl! No. 1392: 
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This finding is contradicted by the fact that the exclusionary contracts at issue operated in 

;
specific markets, not to a general all PE market argued by respondent. 

l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3236, in camera; PX2052 at 002, in camera; PX2054 at 003, in camera; PX2056 

at 001, in camera; PX2057 at 001, in camera; see PXOO33 at 046, in camera PX0949 at 22-189; 

218-220, in camera). f 

l 

(Simpson, Tr. 3230, in camera; PX0637 at 002, in camera; PX2052 at 002, in camera; PX2054 

at 003, in camera; PX2055 at 002, in camera; PX2056 at 001, in camra; PX2058 at 002, in 

camera; See PX0033at 047, in camera; PX0949 at 22-189; 218-220, in camera). Market share 

discounts operate to deter entry as welL. (Simpson, Tr. 3256-3261, in camera). Daramic's 

response to Exide's RFP is a perfect example of this as it ( 

) (Gilespie, Tr. 3012; in camera;
 

PX1036 at 002, in camera; PXI036 at 003, in camera). 

As Dr. Kahwaty acknowledged, the monopolization counts are not forward-looking, but 
-' 

apply to past conduct. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5227-5228, in camera). Thus it does not matter that some 

of the exclusionary contracts at issue have expired, Darmic can simply replace them with new 

ones. 

The assertions in this 
 finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 
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_J (Simpson, Tr. 3230, in camera). ( 

l (Simpson, Tr.
 

3231, in camera). f 

J (Simpson, Tr. 3232, in camera). 

The cited testimony by Mr. Douglas does not support the finding, but relates only to a 

J (Douglas, Tr.
 

4066-4067, in camera (no connection to exclusivity or effciency). The cited testimony by Mr. 

Balcerzak also does not support the finding, but relates only to the ( 

J (Balcerzak, Tr. 4112-4114, in 

camera (no connection to exclusivity or efficiency).. 

5234, in camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1394: 
In deep-cycle, where intellectual property and technological barers exist, Daramic does 

not need an exclusive contract to exclude competition and has fought to avoid entering into a 

long term contract with Trojan, who seeks one. (RFOF 759-761). 

1. The DaramicI& V agreement
 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5234, in camera).. 
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Response to Findine: No. 1395: 
The cross agency agreement prevented entr by H&V into the markets forPE separators 

and prevented entry by Daramic into the markets for AGM separators which would have resulted 

in increased competition and lower prices in the markets for PE and AGM separators. H& V is 

i "always looking for opportities to provide other types of separator (other than AGM) to the 

industr," including PE battery separators. l (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 37)). H&V was 

i interested in purchasing the Corydon PE facility.) (PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at i 1)). .on July 1, 

1999, H&V submitted to BHC a proposal to acquire the Corydon plant for $26,00,00 in cash, 

and to enter into a series of 
 five-year agreements to supply PE and AGM battery separators to 

Exide. (PX1368 at 001-002). Daramic was a competig bidder. (PX0726 at 006-008). Daramic 

was aware that H&V was interested in the Corydon facilty. (Hauswald, Tr. 640-641; PX0169 at 

001). Although ( L Daramic remained concerned that H& V 

would pursue an alternative strategy for entering the PE separator market. (PX0169 at 001; 

PX0035 at 005). 

The original ( 

L (pX0094 at 001-002,006, in camera). 

) (PXOI58, in camera; PX2147, 

in camera). The paries agreed and understood that ( 

. 1 (PX0094 at 002, in camera; RX01014; PX2150 at 001, in camera; 

PX0158, in camera). 

In considerìng L
 

) (PX0923 (Hauswald, IH 

at 290), in cámera). That ( 
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_1 (PX0923 (Hauswald, IH at 292, in camera)). 

_1 (PX2150 at 001, in camera; PX1318; see also RXOO095 at 001, in camera i_
 

1). 

As a result of the cross agency agreement, the Nort American markets for motive and 

SLI separators have remained a duopoly, and the market for UPS separators has remained a 

.monopoly, since 1999, until the acquisition of 
 Microporous reduced competition in these markets 

even furter.
 

camera). 

Response to Findinl! No. 1396: 
This finding is contradicted by H& V's actual effort to enter the PE market by acquisition 

of Exide's Corydon plant. (PX0917 (Cullen, Dep. at 11)). H&V is ("always looking for 

opportunties to provide other types of separator (other than AGM) to the industry," including PE 

battery separators.l (PX0925 (porter, Dep. at 37)). On July 1, 1999, H&V submitted to BHC a 

proposal to acquire the Corydon plant for $26,000,000 in cash, and to enter into a series of five-

year agreements to supply PE and AGM battery separators to Exide. (PX1368 at 001-002). 

Daramic was a competing bidder. (PX0726 at 006-008). DaramIc was aware that H&V was 

interested in the Corydon facility. (Hauswald, Tr. 640-641; PX0169 at 001). 

Daramic, likewise, has long expressed an interest in entering AGM. In April, 2005, Mr. 

Hauswald wrote "( e ) 
 very time Frank, or the Board or me meet investors, they ALL ask: what 
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about AGM ? Ai:en't you missing the boat? What do you do ? . . . Only during the last 3 months, 

we got 2 offers to buy, in Asia, AGM and Glassmat manufacturing plants. Funy enough, it 

would have been a great deal! Either they want a JV with us, or to sell everything. We can't 

because of the agreement with H&V." (PXOI69 at 001). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1397: 
Daramic and H& V did not develop any new separator product for a battery
 

application as a result of the Agreement. (PX0925 (Porter, Dep. at 107-108) )).
 

Joint technical collaboration was not within the scope of the Agreement. (PX1356 at 001) 

(Daramic and H&V each "wil maintain (their) own intellectual property" under the Agreement). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in this 

finding is unsupported, and is contradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be strcken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opIIion). 

camera). 

Response to Findine No. 1398: 
This finding is contradicted by the fact that both Daramic and H& V had expressed 

interest in entering the market of the other, and had agreed with each other not to. (CCRF 1396, 
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1308 i.). Dr. Kahwaty's assertion is pure obfuscation: that there is little evidence of efforts to 

enter each other's markets after the agreement is hardly surprising in view of the fact that they 

had agreed not to enter each other's markets. 

The assertions in this finding are not suppòrted by any facts. 
 Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in 

this finding is unsupported, and is coIltradicted by the evidence. The supposed "facts" that 

respondent attempts to introduce though Dr. Kahwaty in this finding should be stricken 

(impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

m. Remedies
 

Resoonse to Findin2 No. 1399: 
The remedies sought by Complaint Counsel are appropriate and necssary to restore 

competition. (CCRF 1308 j.) 

Response to Findin2 No. 1400:
 
The Feistritz Plant would aid viability and competitiveness of an acquirer by enabling it
 

to serve global customers and giving the acquirer a second 
 source of supply in case problems 

arose at one plant. (CCFOF 1034, 1203, 1206, 1207, 1209, 1210, 1214, 1215, 1216; Gaugl, Tr. 

4602). ( 

1 (Gilchrst, Tr. 344). Trevathan testified that opening of the Feistritz Plant 

freed up capacity at Piney Flats. (Trevathan, Tr. 3721). Dr. Simpson testifed ilat to restore 

competition a remedy would need to recreate a fir similar to Microporous. (CCFOF 1197

1198). 
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Tr. 5555. 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5523). Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in the 

fmal sentence of this finding is contradicted by the fact that the Feistritz Plant would aid viabilty 

and competitiveness of an acquirer by enabling it to serve global customers and giving the 

acquirer a second source of supply in case problems arose at one plant. (CCFOF 1Ò34, 1203, 

1206, 1207, 1209, 1210, 1214, 1215, 1216; Gaugl, Tr. 4602). Dr. Simpson testified that to 

restore competition a remedy would need to recreate a firm similar to Microporous. (CCFOF 

1197-1198). Indeed, as Mr. Axt of 
 EnerSys testified, building Feistritz was the only way that 

Microporous was able to gain all of 
 EnerSys's Nort American business. (Axt, Tr. 2129 ("(w)e 

canot rely on one manufacturing facility to support our motive power business. It's 50 percent 

of our revenue. We couldn't have just one 
 plant, one provider for separator for motive 

power.")). 

Response to Findine No. 1402: 
ACE-SIL is used as an input in the production of CellForce. (Gilchrist Tr. 312; . 

Hauswald, Tr. 672; PX0798). The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant, which contain the 
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ACE-SIL production line (along with the Flex-sil production line) and the CellForce production 

line, have never been operated independently. (Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the 

same plant manager, (Gilchrist, Tr. 539), and the administrative office for both buildings are 

contained in the building housing the ACE-SIL production line. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311). Dr. 

Simpson testified that to restore còmpetition a remedy would need to recreate a firm similar to 

Microporous. (CCFOF 1197-1198). 

Response to Findine No. 1403:
 
Flex-sil is not its own product market. (CCRF 1308 a.) Flex-Sil competed with Daramic
 

lI in deep-cycle. (PX0078 at 007; Gilchrst, Tr. 305, 343; PFOF 260-263). At the time of the 

acquisition, Daramc's profit margins on HD were _than the 
 profit margins on CellForce 

and Flex-Sil (Gilchrist, Tr. 467, in camera). Dr. Simpson testified that to restore competition a 

remedy would need to recreate a firm similar to Microporous. (CCFOF 1197-1198). 

5561-62. 

Response to Findine No. 1404: 
At the time of the acquisition, Daramìc's profit margins on HD were _ithan the 

profit margins on CellForce and Flex-Sit (Gilchrist, Tr. 467, in camera). 
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The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant have never been operated independently. 

(Gaugl,Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same plant manager. (Gilchrist, Tr. 539). They 

also share the same administrative office. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311). 

The assertions in this finding are not supported by any facts. (See also RFOF 1143 (no 

citation to record for same proposition). Dr. Kahwaty's assertion in this finding is unsupported. 

The supposed "facts" that respondent attempts to introduce through Dr. Kahwaty in this finding 

should be stricken (impermissible to cite expert for anyting but his opinion). 

Response to Findim! No. 1405: 
Microporous competed in the motive market with CellForce. (Gilchrst, Tr. 385). If the 

divested entity had HD, it would have to produce a new motive separator. Testing of a new 

product in motive power takes three years. (Whear, Tr. 4798; PX0568; see also Whear, Tr. 4813, 

in camera; PX0564, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2490). It would thus take Newco three years to 

reenter the market for motive power with some other separator. Microporous' s UPS product also 

contained AceSil dust. (PX0661 at 001). Newco would have to invent a new product which 

would have to undergo at least 40 months of testing to reenter the UPS market. (Gagge, Tr. 

2491-2492). Thus Dr. Kahwaty's proposed "remedy" would not remedy the har in the motive 

or UPS markets and create a high cost competitor in the deep-cycle market. The divestiture of 

HD would be significantly more difficult than a divestitue of the entire former Microporous. 

The two buildings at the Piney Flats 
 Plant have never been operated independently. 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same plant manager. (Gilchrist, Tr. 539). They 

also share the same administrative offce. (Gilchrst, Tr. 311).
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At the time of the acquisition, Daramic's profit margins on HD were _ than the 

profit margins on CellForce and Flex-Sil (Gilchrst, Tr. 467, in camera).
 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1406: 
Microporous competed in 
 the motive market with CellForce. (Gilchrist, Tr. 385). If the 

divested entity had only PE and/or HD, it would have to produce a new motive separator. 

Testing of a new product in motive power takes three years. (Whear, Tr. 4798; PX0568; see also 

Whear, Tr. 4813, in camera; PX0564, in camera; Gagge, Tr. 2490). It would thus take Newco 

the years to reenter the market for motive power with some other separator. The divestiture of
 

CellForce would require the divestiture of the AceSilline because AceSil dust is the input for 

CellForce. (Gilchrist Tr. 312; Hauswald, Tr. 672; PX0798). Dr. Simpson testified that to restore 

competition a remedy would need to recreate a firm similar to Microporous. (CCFOF 1197

1198). 

The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant have never been operated independently. 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same plant manager. (Gilchrist, Tr. 539). They 

also share the same administrative office. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311). 

1407. The viabilty of divestiture to deal with any competition concerns might be increased if 
 it 
were not to a brand new starup company (a "Newco") but rather to an established company that 
has some experience in the industr but that would be competitively acceptable. Kahwaty,
 

Tr. 5572 - 73. 

ReSDonse to Findine No. 1407:
 
Complaint Counsel has no specific response.
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Response to Findine No. 1408: 
The equipment purchased 
 by Microporous for its Nort American expansion is necessary 

to support the EnerS ys business for which Microporous had contracted. ( 

_l. (RX00207 at 010; Axt, Tr. 2152, in camera). (
 

l (RX00207 at 010; Axt, Tr. 2156, in camera). According 

to Mr. Axt, ( 

1. (Axt, Tr.
 

2153, in camera).In order for Newco to support the EnerSys business, Daramic wil need to 

install this line in Piney Flats. 

Response to Findine No. 1409:
 
The H&V cross-agency agreement hared competition in the markets for PE and AGM
 

separators by reducing competition in those markets. (CCRF 1308 L). 

Response to Findine No. 1410: 
Daramic's exclusionar contracts hared competition. (CCRF 1391-94). 

As Dr. Kahwatý a,cknowledged, the monopolization counts are not forward-looking, but 

apply to past conduct. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5227-5228, in camera). Thus it does not matter that some 

of the exclusionary contracts at issue have expired, as a monopolist. DaramIc can simply replace 

them with new ones as it did with EnerSys in 2006. (CCFOF 1111-66). 
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Response to Findine: No. 1411: 
The facts demonstrate that Microporous would be a strong, vibrant, rapidly expanding 

company today. (CCRF 421-22). 

5546-49. in camera). 

Response to Findine: No. 1412: 
The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant, which contain the ACE-SIL production line 

(along with the Flex-sil production line) and the CellForce production line, have never been 

operated independently. (Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same plant manager, 

(Gilchrist, Tr. 539), and the adminstrative office for both buildings are contained in the building 

housing the ACE-SIL production line. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311). Dr. Simpson testified that the 

likelihood of coordinated effects are increased by information transparency. (CCRF 1308 d.). 

Sharng common office space, parkig lots, and other necessar interaction would enhance the 

probabliity that the post divestiture firms would coordinate their behaviour. Dr. Simpson also. 

testifed that to restore competition a remedy would need to recreate a firm similar to 

Microporous. (CCFOF 1197-1198). 

Response to Findine: No. 1413: 
ACE-SIL is used as an input in the production of Cell 
 Force. (Gilchrist Tr. 312; 

Hauswald, Tr. 672; PX0798). The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant, which contain the 
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ACE-SIL production line (along with the Flex-sil production line) and the CellForce production: 

line, have never been operated independently. (Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the 

same plant manager, (Gilchrist, Tr. 539), and the administrative office for both buildings are 

contained in the building housing the ACE-SIL production line. (Gilchrst, Tr. 311). Dr. 

Simpson testified that the likelihood of coordinated effects are increased by information 

transparency. (CCRF 1308 d.). Sharng common offce space, parking lots, and other necessary 

interaction would enhance the probablilty that the post divestiture firm would coordinate their 

behaviour. Dr. Simpson also testified that to restore competition a remedy would need to 

recreate a fir similar to Microporous. (CCFOF .1197 -1198). 

ReSDonse to Findinl! No. 1414: 
The two buildings at the Piney Flats Plant have never been operated independently. 

(Gaugl, Tr. 4641). The two buildings share the same plant manager. (Gilchrist, Tr. 539). They 

also share the same administrative office. (Gilchrist, Tr. 311). 

Dr. Simpson testified that the likelihood of coordinated effects are increased by 

information transparency. (CCRF 1308 d.). Sharing common offce space, parking lots, and 

other necessary interaction would enhance the probablility that the post divestiture firms would 

coordinate their behaviour. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
 

XI. COMPLAINT COUNSEL BEAR THE BUREN OF PERSUASION. ON ALL
 
ELEMENTS OF A SECTION 7 VIOLATION. 

1415. Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits mergers/acquisitions "where in any line of 
commerce. . . in any section of the country, the effect of such acquisition may be substantially to 
lessen competition; or to tend to create a monopoly." 15 U:S.C. § 18. 

1416. Complaint Counsel bear the burden of proving every element of the claim that the merger 
or acquisition violates Section 7.. Complaint Counsel retain the ultimate burden of persuasion at 
all times and on all components of the Section 7 claim. FTC v. Arch Coal, Inc., 329 F. Supp.2d 
109, 116-17 (D.D.C. 2004); FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708, 715 (D.C Cirl. 2001); FTC 
v. Univ. Health, Inc., 937 F.2d 1206, 1218 (11th Cir. 1991); United States v. Oracle Corp., 331 
F. Supp.2d 1098, 1110 (N.D. Cat. 2004). 

1417. The legality of a particular merger or acquisition should be determned based on the 
conditions prevailng at the time of the trial or administrative hearing. United States v. E./. 
duPont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586, 597-98 (1957). Post-acquisition evidence may be 
introduced to show that a merger or acquisition did not violate Section 7 so long as the events 
shown by the evidence were not controlled by the acquiring fir. United States v. General
 

Dynamics Corp., 415 U.S. 485, 506 (1974); Lektro-Vend Corp. v. Vendo Co., 660 F.2d 255,276 
(7th Cir. 1981); United States v. International Harvester Co., 564 F.2d 769, 7'77-80 (7th Cir. 
i 977). 

A. MERGER CHALLENGES HA VE GENERALLY OCCURRED IN
 
INDUSTRIES WHRE THE CONCENTRATION LEVELS SPECIFIED .BY 
THE GUIDELINES HAVE BEEN EXCEEDED SUBSTANTIALLY. 

1418. The Horizontal Merger Guidelines (hereinafer, "Merger Guidelines" or "Guidelines") 
were issued in 1992 by the Federal Trade Commssion and the United States Deparment of 
Justice Antitrust Division. These Guidelines use, and define, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 
("HH") as the method of measuring pre-merger and post-merger market concentration. 

1419. The Merger Guidelines provide that where the post-merger HHI exceeds certain levels, it 
wil be presumed that mergers producing a certin increase in the HHI are likely to create or 
enhance market power or faciltate its exercise. Sec. 1.51 ( c). The Guidelines also provÍde, 
however, that ths "presumption may be overcome by a showing that factors set fort in Sections 
2-5 of the Guidelines make it unlikely that the merger wil create or enhance market power or 
faciltate its exercise, in light of market concentration and market shares." Sec.1.51(c). 

1420. According to data issued jointly by the FTC and the Antitrust Division in 2003, which 
was a study of merger challenges that had occurred during 1999 to 2003, the actual merger 
challenges involved post-merger HHIs that were substantially higher than the level stated in the 
Merger Guidelines as triggering a presumption of market power. Federal Trade Commission & 
U.S. Department of Justice, Merger Challenges Data, Fiscal Years 1999-2003 (Dec. 18,2003). 
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B. THE GUIDELINES IDENTIFY A FIVE-STEP APPROACH TO THE
 
ANALYSIS OF A MERGER OR ACQUISITION. 

1421. The Merger Guidelines set up a five-step approach to the assessment of a merger or 
acquisition under Section 7: (1) defining the relevant market or markets and assessing
 

concentration in that market or markets; (2) determining whether the acquisition would trigger 
concerns about impact on competition; (3) assessing entry conditions and whether new entry 
would moderate or eliminate any concerns regarding impact on competition; (4) considering 
whether the acquisition would result in efficiencies; and (5) determining whether the acquired 
còmpany was a failng firm. Guidelines Sections 1 - 5. 

C. COMPLAIN COUNSEL MUST PROVE THE RELEVAN PRODUCT
 
MARKET OR MARKETS AN THEY HAVE FAILED TO DO SO. 

1422. Complaint Counsel must establish the relevant product market or markets and the 
geographic terrtory for each of them as a precondition to any Section 7 claim. "Determination 
of a releVant market is the necessary predicate" to a claimed violation of Section 7. United 
States v. E.1. duPont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586, 593 (1957). The Merger Guidelines 
require definition of the relevant product and geographic markets in order to determine whether 
there has been a violation. "A merger is unlikely to create or enhance market power or facilitate 
its exercise unless it signifcantly increases concentrtion and results in a concentrated market, 
properly defined and measured." Sec. 1.0. 

1423. A relevant market must be defined even though the agency or the court relies on direct 
evidence of market power or competitive effects. Proof of an effect on competition "is virtually 
meanngless if it is entirely unmoored from at least a rough definition of a product and 
geographic market." Republic Tobacco Co. v. North Atlantic Trading Co., 381 F.3d 717, 737 
(,lh Cir. 2004). . 

1424. In several cases, challenges to mergers were rejected where the plaintiff failed to 
establish the relevant market. FTC v. Freeman Hospital, 69 F.3d 260 (8th Cir. 1995); California 
v. Sutter Health System, 84 F. Supp.2d 1057 (N.D. CaL. 2000). 

1425. For puroses of determining both the product or products and the geographic area of the 
relevant market or markets, the Guidelines apply the "'smallest market' principle." Section.
 

1.21. 

1426. To define the product market, the Guidelines "begin with each product. . . produced or 
sold by each merging firm and ask what would happen if a hypothetical monopolist of that 
product imposed at least a 'small but significant and nontransitory' increase in price ("SSNIP"), 
but the terms of sale of all other products remained constant." Sec. 1.11. If the result of that 
price increase were that the hypthetical monopolist would not find the price increase profitable, 
then it would be necessary to add to the relevant product market the product(s) to which
 

purchasers shifted. The process would then be repeated until a product or group of products is 
identifed for which the SSNIP is profitable. Sec. 1.11. 

1427. Complaint Counsel in this case have not used the hypothetical monopolist (SSNIP) 
system as the basis for identifying the relevant product markets they 
 allege. The only use of the 
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SSNIP system made by Complaint Counsel is for the purse of contending that non-PE battery 
separators are not included intheIr relevant product markets. Complaint Counsel's Pre-Trial 
Brief at 8 - 13. IIstead they rely upon a claim that battery separators used in certain
 

applications canot be used in other applications. Complaint, 
 1: 14. In doing so, Complaint

Counsel apply an erroneous priciple and one that is not supported by the facts. This Cour . 
concludes that AceSil and FlexSil are separate markets and that an all PE separator market exists. 

1428. Based on the Cour's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal stadards and 
principles set fort herein, the Cour concludes that Complaint Counsel has failed to prove the 
relevant product market or markets. 

D. COMPLAINT COUNSEL MUST PROVE THE RELEVANT GEOGRAPHIC
 
MARKET OR MARKETS AND THEY HAVE FAILED TO DO SO. 

1429. To define the geographic market, the Guidelines "delineate the geographic market to be a 
region such that a hypothetical monopolist that was the only present or future producer of the 
relevant product at locations in that region would profitably impose at least a 'small but 
significant and nontransitory' increase in price ("SSNIP"), holding constant the terms of sale for 
all products produced elsewhere." Sec. 1.21. If purchasers, in response to 
 the SSNIP, shifed to 
suppliers outside the initial area, then it would necssar to add to the geographic market the areas 
to which these purchasers switched. Sec. 1.21. 

1430. Similarly, for purposes of defining the relevant geographic market, Complaint Counsel 
do not use the "smallest market principle" incorporated in the Merger Guidelines and they do not 
use the SSNIP system promulgated by the Guidelines. Complaint Counsel claim that "(a) 
monopolist of all Nort American separator production could profitably increase prices to North 
American customers for each relevant product by a SSNIP." Complaint Counsel's Pre-Trial 
Brief at 13 (emphasis added). . The Guidelines, however, contain no requirement that the
 

profitabilty of the price increase be limited to customers actually located within the initial 
territory. The Guidelines simply ask whether the "hypothetical monopolist. . . (could) profitably 
impose a (SSNIP), holding constant the terms of sale for all products produced elsewhere." The 
Guidelines then inquire as to the responses of "buyers," without reference to their location. 

1431. Based on the Court's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
priniples set fort here, the Court concludes that Complaint Counsel has failed to prove the
 

relevant geographic market or markets. 

E. COMPLAINT COUNSEL FAIL PROPERLY TO TAK ACCOUNT OF ALL
 
MARKET PARTICIPANTS FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING MARKET 
CONCENTATION EVEN IN THE IMROPER MARKETS THEY ALLEGE. 

1432. In order to calculate market concentration in each relevant market, the Guidelines direct 
that market participants be identifed. Market participants include firms that produce or sell the 
products in the 
 relevant market, including vertically integrated firms "to the extent that such 
inclusion accurately reflects their competitive significance in the relevant market prior to the 
merger." Sec. 1.31. 
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1433. According to the Guidelines, other firms wil also be included as market paricipants even 
though they are not curently producing or sellng products in the relevant market. These firIs 
are referred to as "uncommitted entrants." They are counted if production or sales by them in 
the market are "likely to occur within one year and without the expenditue of significant sun 
costs of entry and exit, in response to a (SSNIP)." Sec. 1.32. The category of uncommitted 
entrants includes firms that can within the timeframe specified and without incurg significant 
sun costs shift production from the production of other products to the production of products hi 
the relevant market ("production substitution"). Sec. 1.321. Complaint Counsel's concentration 
calculations for their alleged motive, UPS and deep cycle makets are defective because of their 
failure to include Entek, a significant uncommitted entrant, in their calculations for these 
markets. 

1434. Based on the Cour's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
principles set fort herein, the Cour concludes that Complaint Counsel has failed to take account 
of all market paricipants for puroses of calculating market concentration, even in the improper
 

market( s) they allege. 

F. MARKET SHA ALONE MAY NOT BE SUFICIENT TO PREDICT THE
 
COMPETITIVE EFFCTS OF A MERGER OR ACQUISITION. 

1435. Market shares are calculated for all firms determined to be'tarket paricipants and, for 
purposes of gauging the level of market concentration, the HHI is then calculated using the 
market sharès, Sees. 1.4 and 1.5. . 

1436. Courts and the FlC canot rely on market shares and concentrtion alone to determine 
whether a violation of Section 7 has occured. Such inormation alone does not "as. a matter of 
logic, necessarily give a proper picture of a company's future abilty to compete." United States 
v. General Dynamics Corp., 415 U.S. 486, 501 (1974). Cours must also assess the "structure,. 
history and probable future" of the relevant product market. .Id. at 501-02. The court in Baker 
Hughes said that "(t)he Supreme Cour has adopted a totality-of-the-circumstances approach to 
(Section 7), weighing a variety of factors to determine the effects of paricular transactions on 
competition." United States v. Baker Hughes, Inc., 908 F.2d 981, 984 (D.C. Cir. 1990). The 
Merger Guidelines provide that "market share and concentration data provide only the staing
 

point for analyzing the competitive impact of a merger" (Sec. 2.0) and that "market share and 
market concentration data may either understate or overstate the likely future competitive 
significance of a firm or firms in the market or the impact of a merger." Sec. 1.52. 

1437. In this case, however, the very low market share of Microporous before the acquisition 
demonstrates that it had no abilty to increae output suffciently to affect market prices in the PE
 

separator market, even in Nort America alone. "The smaller the percentage of total supply that 
a firm controls, the more severely it must restrict its own output in order to produce a given price 
increase, and the less likely it is that an output restriction wil be profitable." Merger Guidelines 
Sec. 2.0. 

1438. In the Boeing/cDoiiell Douglas merger (1997), the FlC itself decided, even though 
the two companies were two of three market competitors and Boeing had 60% of the market, that 
the merger should not be challenged because McDonnell Douglas was "no longer in a position to 
infuence significantly the competitive dynamics of the commercial aircraft market" and that it 
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was "no longer an effective competitor." The Commission decided that McDonnell Douglas was 
"no longer a competitive constraint on the pricing of Boeing and Airbus." See Statement öf 
Chairan Robert Pitofsky and Còmm'rs Janet D. Steiger, Roscoe B. Staret II, and Christine A 
Varney, Boeing Co., FTC File No. 971-0051 (July 1, 1997), available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/1997/07/boeingsta.shtm. Federal Trade Commission & U.S. Deparment 
of Justice, Commenta on the Horizontal Merger Guidelines (2006) at 16. 

1439. Based on the Court's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
priciples set forth herein, the Court concludes that the evidence adduced by Complaint Counsel 
with respect to DaramIc's so-called "market shares" is insufficient to predict the competitive 
effects of Polyp ore's acquisition of Microporous. 

G. COMPLAIN COUNSEL HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO SHOW THAT THE
 
ACQUISITION WOULD HARM COMPETITION BECAUSE OF 
COORDINATED INTERACTION. 

1440. The Merger Guidelines outline the two principal methods of assessing the possibilty of 
an anticompetitive effect resulting from a merger, coordinated interaction and unilateral effects. 
Secs. 2.1 and 2.2. "Successful coordination typically requires rivals (1) to reach terms of 
coordination that are profitable to each of the paricipants in the coordinating group, (2) to have a 
means to detect deviations that would undermine the coordinated interaction, and (3) to have the 
ability to punish deviating firms, so as to restore the coordinated status quo and diminish the risk 
of deviations. . . . It may be relatively more difficult for firms to coordinate on multiple
 

dimensions of competition in markets with complex .product characteristics or terms of trade." 
Commentary on the Horizontal Merger Guidelines at 18-19. 

1441. In addition: the presence of sophisticated customers ("power buyers") in markets
 

involving inequent purchases, long-term contracts and bidding can be a substatial factor in 
promoting a competitive market. In United States v.Baker Hughes Inc., 908 F.2d 981, 986 (D.C. 
cIr. 1990) the cour in afirg the lower cour pointed to the fact of söphisticated buyers
 

purchasing expensive equipment using "multiple, confidential bids for each order." The court 
said that "(t)his sophistication . . . was likely to promote competition even in a higWy 
concentrated market." 908 F.2d at 986. ABA Section of Antitrst Law, Mergers and 
Acquisitions at 159-60 (3d ed. 2008) (hereinafter, "ABA, Mergers and Acquisitions") ("Cour 
have recognized that evidence that a small number of buyers purchase most of the product in the 
market indicates that sellers may not have a great deal of freedom in establishing prices and thus 
may be less likely to adhere to a collusive agreement. Sophisticated buyers are more likely to 
detect collusion and offer sellers large orders to induce defections from the agreement or to 
vertically integrate."); FTC v. Elders Grain, 868 F.2d 901, 905 Oth Cir. 1989)(sophisticated 
buyers may cause sellers to cheat on any price agreement); FtC v. R.R. Donnelley & Sons Cò., 
Civ. No. 90-1619 SSH, 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11361, at 10 (D.D.C. 1990)("(T)he sophistication 
and bargaining power of buyers play a significant role in assessing the effects of a proposed 
transaction.") 

1442. Complaint Counsel have been unable to prove sufficient facts to support the coordinated 
interaction theory. The problem for their case is the aggressiveness of DaramIc's two largest 
customers in moving purchases away from Daramic in favor of its largest rival, Entek. Entek has 
taken over Daramic's second largest customer, JCI, and has been negotiating with Exide 
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(Daramic's largest customer) to acquire its business. Entek also competes aggressively with 
Daramic for East Penn's business. In this competitive climate, coordinated interaction wil not 
occur. 

1443. Past efforts of the FlC to apply the coordinated effects theory to nonprice coordination
 

have been unsuccessfu1. E.g., FTC v. Arch Coal, Inc., 329 F. Supp.2d 109 (D.D.C. 2004)(cour 
rejected the FlC's theory that the sellers would use tacit coordination to restrict output). 

144. Respondent's economist expert, Dr. Henr Kahwaty, concluded that anticompetitive 
coordinated effects were not likely to result from the Daramic acquisition of Microporous. 
(Kahwaty, Tr. 5072). (
 

1445. Based on the Cour's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
principles set fort herein, the Court concludes that the evidence adduced by Complaint Counsel 
is insufficient to show that Polypore's acquisition of Microporous would har competition 
because of coordinated interaction. 

H. COMPLAIN COUNSEL HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO SHOW THAT THE
 
ACQUISITION WOULD HARM COMPETITION BECAUSE OF 
ANTICOMPETITIVE UNILATERAL EFFCTS. 

1446. The Merger Guidelines describe the unilateral effects theory as follows: "A merger 
between firms in a market for differentiated products may diminish competition by enabling the 
merged firm to profit by unilaterally raising the price of one or both products above the 
premerger leveL." Sec. 2.21. Such a price increase is possible only if a significant portion of 
sales in the market are "accounted for by consumers who regard the 
 products of the merging 
firs as their first and second choices, and. . . repositioning of the nön-paries' product lines to
 

replace the localized competition lost through the merger (is) unlikely." Id. The court in United 
States v. Oracle Corp., 331 F. Supp.2d 1098 (N.D. CaL. 2004) described four factors as 
preconditions for a unilateral effects c1aimin such a product setting: (1) the products are 
differentiated; (2) the products "controlled by the merging firms must be close substitutes;" (3) 
products produced by'other firm in the market "must be suffciently different" that a SSNIP 
would be profitable for the merged firm; and (4) "repositioning by the non-merging firms must 
be unlikely." 331 F. Supp.2d at 1117-18. Applying these priciples, the cour rejected the 
governent's clàim of anticompetitive unilateral effects in Oracle, finding that the government 
failed to prove that the products of the merging companies occupied a "product 'node'. alone," 
i.e., "a 'node' or an area of localized competition." Id. at 1170, 1172. . 
1447. The presence of sophisticated customers ("power buyers") in markets involving 
infrequent purchases, long-term contracts and bidding can be a substantial factor in promoting a 
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competitive market. . In Baker Hughes, the cour in affiring the lower court pointed to the fact
 

of sophisticated. buyers purchasing expensive equipment using "multiple, coiûdential bids for 
each order." The court said that "(t)his sophistication. . . was likely to promote competition 
even in a highy concentrated market." 908 F.2d at 986. The role of such purchasers was also 
relied upon in United States v. Country Lake Foods, Inc., 754 F. Supp. 669, 673 (D. MN 1990) 
where the five substantial purchasers of fluid milk in the MSP/MSA, if faced with a theatened 
price increase, would "negotiate a reduction or . . . seek a substitute or replacement supplier of 
fluid milk," if necessary "from outside dairies." This Court has found substantial evidence in the 
record .that Daramic's customers are sophisticated buyers, yielding great power in contract 
negotiations and pricing. This Court concludes that such customers, including JCI, EnerSys and 
Exide are power buyers. 

1448. The FfC itself has recognized that where its focus in a merger case is on the alleged 
dominance of the merged entity, it must show that the "merger may result in a single firm that so 
dominates a market that it is able. to maintain prices above the level that would prevail if the 
market were competitive" and it must show that such increased prices are. accompanied by 
"lower output." In the Matter of Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., Dkt. No. 9300 at 7 (Jan. 6, 2005). 
Forsyth v. Humana, Inc., 114 F.3d 1467, 1476 (9th Cir. 1997). 

1449. Complaint Counsel have also been unable to prove suffcient facts to support their 
Unilateral effects theory. As with the coordinated interaction theory, the problem for their case is 
the aggressiveness of DaramIc's two largest customers iI moving purchases away from Daramic 
in favor of its largest rival, Entek. Entek has taken over Daramic's second largest customer, JCI, 
and has been negotiating with Exide (Daramic's largest customer) to acquire its business. These 
facts show that Daramic does not have unilateral power in,the PE separator market. 

1450. Complaint Counsel have been unable tomake the necessary showings in this case. They 
have been unable to show (1) that the alleged price increases were accompanied by lower output; 
(2) that the alleged price increases were out of line with pre-acquisition increases or that they 
were not cost justified; or (3) that the alleged price 
 increases were the result of post-merger
 

enhanced market power as opposed to other, competitively neutral factors. 

(Kahwaty~ Tr. 5187-5207, 5557-58, in

camera). This Court credits and accepts the opinions of Dr. Kahwaty, gives no weight to the 
opinions of Dr. .Simpson and concludes that Complaint Counsel has failed to show that the 
acquisition would har competition because of anticompetitive unilateral effects. 

Response to Conclusion of Law No. 1451:
 
Dr. Kahwaty is not the law. This Conclusion of Law is an improper factual assertion and
 

should be stricken. 
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1452. Based on the Court's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
principles set fort herein, the Cour concludes that the evidence adduced by Complaint Counsel 
is insufficient to show that ,Polypore's acquisition of Microporous would har competition 
because of anticompetitive unilateral effects. 

i. COMPLAIN COUNSEL HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO SHOW THAT THERE
 
ARE SIGNIFICANT BARRllRS TO ENTRY INTO THE PRODUCTION AND 
SALE OF BATTERY SEPARATORS. 

1453. The Merger Guidelines provide that "(a) merger is not likely to create or enhance market 
power or to facilitate its exercise, if entr into the market is so easy that market paricipants, afer 
the merger, either collectively or unilaterally could not profitably maintan a price increase above 
premerger levels. Such entry likely wil deter 
 an anticompetitive merger in its incipiency, or 
deter or counteract the competitive effects of concern." Sec. 3.0. "In the absence of signficant 
(entry) barriers, a company probably canot maintain supracompetitive prices for any lengt of 
time." Baker Hughes, 908 F.2d at 987. The Guidelines further provide that if entry wil be 
"timely, likely and sufficient in its magntude," then "the merger raises 
 no antitrst concem and 
ordinarly requires no furter analysis." Id. The Guidelines consider entry to be timely where it
 

"can be achieved within two years from initial planing to significant market impact." Sec. 3.2. 
Entr wil be considered likely "if it would be profitable at premerger prices, and if such prices 
could be secured by the entrant." Sec. 3.3. Entr is likely to be sufficient whenever it is likely 
pursuant to Sec. 3.3. Sec. 3.4. 

1454. Another form of ehtr contemplated by the Guidelines occurs if differentiated product 
markets where "rival sellers likely would replace any localized competition lost through the 
merger by repositioning their product lines." Sec. 2.212. The Guidelines note that "where it is 
costly for buyers to evaluate product quality, buyers who consider purchasing from both merging 
paries may limit the total number of sellers they consider. If either of the merging firm would 
be replaced in such buyers' consideration by an equally competitive seller not formerly 
considered, then the merger is not likely to lead to a unilateral elevation of prices." Id. 

1455. "(L)arge, sophisticated buyers can counteract potentially anticompetitive postmerger
 

behavior by encouraging entry. A 'power buyer' may subsidize new entry or incumbent
 

expansion in order to increase market output or lessen the likelihood of seller coordination. The 
power .buyer itself may bècome a seller via vertical integration with an existing producer." 
ABA, Mergers 
 and Acquisitions at 196 n.27. 

1456. Respondent's economist expert, Dr. Henry Kahwaty, concluded that anyanticompetitive 
effects that might arise from the acquisition of Microporpous by Daramic would be dispelled by 
new entry. (Kahwaty, Tr. 5072-73). 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5209-14, 5532, in 
camera). This Court credits and accepts the opinions of 
 Dr.. Kahwaty. 

Response to Conclnsion of Law No. 1456: 
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Dr. Kahwaty is not the law. This Conclusion of Law is 
 an improper factual assertion and 

should be strcken.
 

1457. Based on the Court's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal stadards and 
principles set fort herein, the Court concludes that Complaint Counsel has not shown that there 
are significant barriers to entry into the production of and sale of battery separators. 

J. COMPLAINT COUNSEL HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO SHOW THAT
 
MICROPOROUS WAS A VIABLE POTENTIA ENTRA INTO
 
SEGMENTS OF THE BATIERY SEPARTOR INDUSTRY OTHER THAN 
DEEP CYCLE. 

1458. The Supreme Cour ii United States v. Marine Bancorp., 418 U.S. 602 (1974) provided 
the legal standards relating both to the theory of elimination of actual potential competition and 
the theory of perceived potential competition. The Cour affirmed the district court, which had 
decided against the governent 011 the ground that extensive state and federal regulation of 

. bans created "legal" bariers to entry preventing National Bank of Commerce ("NBC"), a 
. subsidiary of Marine Bancorp based in Seattle, from entering independently into the Spokane 
baning market located in the eastern par of the state. The Court identified the elements of the 

perceived potential competition theory, stating: "(A) market extention merger may be unlawful 
if the target market is substatially concentrated, if the acquirig fir has the characteristics,
 

capabilities and economic incentive to render it a perceived potential de novo entrant, and if the 
acquiring firm's premerger presence on the fringe of the target market in fact tempered
 

ologopolistic behavior on the part of existing participants in that market." 418 U.S. at 624-25. 
The Court found in this case, however, that existing paricipants in the Spokane baning market 
were aware of the regulatory barers preventing NBC from entering that market and, therefore, 
from exercising any competitive impact in that market. 

1459. The Court in Marine Bancorp also applied the actual potential competition theory and 
. defined its elements by stating two requirments, in addition to those identified for the preceived 
potential competition theory: (1) "that in fact NBC has available feasible means for entering the 
Spokane market other by by acquiring WTB; and (2) that those means offer a substantial 
likelihood of ultimately producing deconcentration of that market or other signficant
 

procompetitive effects." 418 U.S. at 633. The Court found that this second requiremçnt was not 
met because legal restrictions would have prevented expansion from an initial toehold 
acquisition. 418 U.S. at 636-37. 

1460. As for the first prong, the FTC itself has required "clear proof' that the firm would have 
entered the 
 market. In re B.AT. Industries, 104 F.T.C. 852,926-28 (1984). In B.A.T. Industries, 
the FTC found that subjective evidence, e.g., capital expenditure plans and internal management 
studies, were the "best evidence" that the firm would have entered but it also relied on objective 
evidence, e.g., capabilties, interests and incentives to enter. 104 F.T.C. at 922,926-28. 

1461. Based on the Court's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
principles, Complaint Counsel has not shown that Microporous was a viable potential entrant 
into segments of the battery separator industry other 
 than the deep cycle. 
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K. MICROPOROUS WAS IN A PRECARIOUS FINANCIAL CONDITION AS OF
 
THE TIM OF THE ACQUISITION, WHICH SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED
 
ITS COMPETITIVE SIGNIFICANCE. 

1462. The Merger Guidelines recognze that acquisition of a "failing firm" would not be likely 
to have an adverse effect on competition. Status of a "failng firm" is recognized if (1) the firm 
"would be unable to meet its financial obligations in the near future;" (2) if it could not 
reorganize successfully under Ch; 11 of the Banptcy Act; (3) if it has attempted in good faith 
to obtain alternative offers of acquisition of its assets that would retain its assets in the relevant 
maket "and pose a less severe danger to competition than does the proposed merger;" and (4) if, 
"absent the acquisition, the assets of the failing fim would exit the relevant market." Sec. 5.1. 

1463. Moreover, no violation of Section 7 has been found in some cases where the cour found 
the acquired firm not to be actually failing but to be for some reason in a sufficiently weak 
condition that it would not be an effective competitor. United States v. International Harvester 
Co., 564 F.2d 769 (ih Cir. 1977)(impaired financial resources);. United States v. Consolidated 
Foods Corp., 455 F. Supp. 108 (E.D. Pa, 1978)(sales decline to the point that abilty to compete 
was impaied); FTC v. National Tea Co., 603 F.2d 694 (8ih Cir. 1979)(acquired company 
impaired and likely to depar the market). See ABA Mergers and Acquisitions at 285-86. 

1464. The Merger Guidelines point out that "recent or ongoing changes in the market may 
indicate that the curnt market share of a paricular firm either understates or overstates the
 

firm's future competitive significance" and "The Agency wil consider reasonably predictable 
effects of recent or ongoing changes in market conditions in interpreting market concentration 
and market share data." Sec. 1.521. These provisions are based on United States v. General
 

Dynamics Corp., 415 U.S. 486 (1974) where the Cour found no violation of Section 7 because 
the acquired company's coal reserves 
 were depleted or committed in long term contracts. The 
analysis did not create a failing company finding but a finding that the acquisition would not 
produce an adverse effect on competition. An FTC Staff Report concluded that this form of 
analysis was appropriate. FlC Sta Report, Anticipatig the 21st Century: Competition Policy
 

in the New High-Tech, Global Marketplace, reprinted in 70 Antitrust & Trade 
 Reg. Rep. (BNA) 
No. 1765, S-1 (June 6, 1996). These concepts may have application in this case where the 
general economic downturn has created substantial excess. capacity in the industry and where the 
economic decline combined with Microporous' pre-transaction weak financial condition and 
poor management raise questions as to whether the firm would have surived the recession as a 
viable competitive entity. 

1465. Based on the Cour's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
principles set fort herein, the Court concludes that Microporous was in precarious financial
 

condition as of the time of the acquistition, such that Microporous was not competitively. 
significant. 

L. DARAMIC HAS 
 REALIZED SUBSTANTIAL EFFICIENCIES SINCE THE 
ACOUISITION AND THESE HAVE GENERATED PROCOMPETITIVE
 
EFFCTS. 

1466. The Merger Guidelines recognize that effciencies may result from mergers and state that 
"(t)he Agency wil not challenge a merger if cognizable efficiencies are of a character and 
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magnitude such that the merger is not likely to be anticompetitive in any relevant market." Sec. 
4. "Cognizable efficiencies" are dermed as "merger-specific efficiencies that have been verified 
and do not arse from anti 
 competitive reduction in output or service." ¡d. The Guiddines praise 
one kind of efficiency that has been realized in this case: "efficiencies resulting from shifting 
production among facilities formerly owned separately, which enable the merging firms to 
reduce the marginal cost of production, are more likely to be susceptible to verification, merger-
specific, and substantial, and are less likely to result from anticompetitive reductions in output." 

1467. The 8th Circuit Court of Appeals held in the Tenet Health Care case that "the district 
court should . . . have considered evidence of enhanced efficiency in the context of the
 

competitive effects of the merger." It held that there was evidence that the merged hospital
 

could offer better medical care than either of the merging hospitals could alone and that it would 
"be able to attract more highly qualified physicians and specialists and to offer integrated 
delivery and some tertiar care." United States v. Tenet Health Care Corp.. 186 F.3d 1045,
 

1054 (8th Cir. 1999). 

1468. Based on the Cour's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
principles set forth herein, the Cour concludes that Daramic has realized substantial efficiencies 
since the acquisition and those have generated procompetitive effects. 

M. CUSTOMER TESTIMONY . MAY BE OF LIMITED WEIGHT AND
 
SIGNIFICANCE REGARDING SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES. 

1469. The cours treat with great care and caution customer testimony about relevant markets 
and adverse effects on competition allegedly resulting from mergers and acquisitions. In United 
States v. Oracle Corp., 331 F. Supp.2d 1098 (N.D.CaL. 2004), the governent offered ten 
witnesses on the product market and competitive effects questions. Their testimony supported
 

the government's position that "high function enterprise resource planing software" was the 
relevant product market. But the court concludep that the testimony was "largely unhelpful" 
because the witnesses testifed to their preferences and "(tlhere was little, if any, testimony by 
these witnesses about what they would or could do or not do. to avoid a priCe increase from a 
post-merger Oracle." 331 F. Supp.2d at 1131. The court said that none gave testimony about the 
costs of alternatives, the cost of outsourcing or "how much it would cost to adapt other vendors' 
products to the same functionality that the Oracle and PeopleS 
 oft products afford." ¡d. Finally, 
the court said that "unsubstantiated customer apprehensions do not substitute for hard evidence." 
¡d. 

1470. Based on a number of factors as discussed in the foregoing findings of fact, the Cour has 
multiple questions about the credibility of customer testimony and concludes that it is of limited 
utilty in this matter.
 

N. COMPLAIN COUNSEL'S EXPERT LACKED INDEPENDENCE AND
 
FAILED TO PERFORM ANALYSIS NECESSARY TO FORM AND 
SUBSTANTIATE HIS OPINIONS. 

1471. Independent analysis of the issues forming the opinion of a proffered expert witness is 
critical to a cour's receipt of that expert's opinion. In re TMI Litil!ation, 193 F.3d 613, 698 (3rd 
Cir. 1999), opinion amended by In re TMI Litigation, 199 F.3d 158 (3rd Cir. 2000); Crowley v. 
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Chait, 322 F.Supp.2d 530, 542, 546-547 (D.N.J. 2004); Lyman v. St. Jude Medical S.c., Inc., 
580 F.Supp.2d 719, 726-727 (E.D.Wis. 2008). ''Tat an expert testifies based on research he 
has conducted independent of the litigation provides important, objective proof that the research 
comports with the dictates of good science." Daubert v. Merrell Vow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 43 
F.3d 1311, 1317 (9th Cir. 1995) citing Peter W. Huber, Galieo's Revenge: Junk Science in the 
Courtroom, 206-09 (1991). Under Federal Rule of Evidence 702, a testifying expert lacks 
credibilty absent evidence of independence from the pary or its advocates. Trigon Ins. Co. v. 
United States, 204 F.R.D. 277,295 (E.D. Va. 2001); see also Fed.R.Evid. 702 (Expert testimony 
wil be admissible if "scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge wil assist the trier of 
fact to understand the evidence or determine a fact in issue.") 

1472. Complaint Counsel's expert, John Simpson, offered little more than a regurgitation of the 
allegations of the Complaint and certain selected testimony. Simpson ignored key evidence and 
failed to conduct any quantative analysis outside of his HHI calcuations, which were in any event 
in error. Much more.is required for this Cour to accept Dr. Simpson's opinions. Accordingly, 
this Cour concludes that Dr. Simpson's opinions failed to meet the relevant legal standard and 
are unsupported by the record. In addition, Dr. Simpson lacked credibilty in his testimony 
regarding his opinions and the ~aner in which they were derived. Therefore, this Cour wil 
give no weight to Dr. Simpson's opinons. 

Response to Conclusion of Law No. 
 1472: 

Dr. Kahwaty is not the law. This Conclusion of Law is an improper factual assertion and 

should be stricken. 

O. COMPLAINT COUNSEL 
 FAILED TO PROVE THAT DARAMIC ENGAGED 
IN "MONOPOLIZATION" THROUGH THE USE OF EXCLUSIONARY
 
CONTRACTS. 

1473. The offense of monopolization under Section 2 of the Sherman Act "requires, in addition 
to the possession of monopoly power in the relevant market, 'the wilful acquisition or 
maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a 
superior product, business acumen, or historic accident.'" Verizon Communications Inc. v. Law 
Offces of Curtis V. Trinka, 124 S. Ct. 872, 878-79 (2004), quoting United States v. Grinnell 
Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 570-71 (1966). 

1474. Monopoly power is "the power to control prices or exclude competition." United States 
v. E.l. duPont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 391 (1956). Daramic had no abilty to control 
prices or exclude competition. Monopoly power that exists for only a short period of time wil 
not support a monopolization claim. "Market power, to be meaningful for antitrst purses, 

must be durable." Reazin v. Blue Cross & Blue Shželd, 899 F.2d 951, 968 (10th Cir. 1990). 

1475. Moreover, monopoly power canot exist where barier to entry are non-existant or 
modest. United States v. Mžcrosoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 54 (DC Cir. 2oo1)("rB)ecause of the 
possibilty of competition from new entrants, looking to market shares alone can be 
misleading.") Bariers to entry into the production and sale of 
 battery separators are modest. A 
firm may not have monopoly power if 
 the industry faces "dwindling market demand." Antitrst 
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L. Dev. at 236. The market for battery separators has been dwindling since before the 
acquisition occurred. 

1476. Respondent's economist expert. Dr. Henr Kahwaty. concluded that Daramic did not 
have monopoly power both because it lacked the power to control prices or exclude entry and 
because its market shares were inufficient to support a finding that it had monopoly power. 
(Kahwaty, Tr. 5073-74). 

Response to Conclusion of Law No. 1476:
 
Dr. Kahwaty is not the law. This Conclusion 'of Law is an improper factual assertion and
 

should be stricken. 

1477. For exclusive dealing arangements to raise antitrst problems, "the competition 
foreclosed by the contract must be found to constitute a substantial share of the relevant market." 
Tampa Electric Co. v. Nashvile Coal Co., 365 U.S. 320. 328 (1961). Jefferson Parish Hospital 
District No.2 v. Hyde, 466 U.S. 2,45 (1984)("Exclusive dealing is an uneasonable restraint on 
trade only when a significant fraction of buyers or sellers are frozen out of a market by the 
exclusive deaL"). The plaintiff must prove the degree of market foreclosure and show that it is 
substatiaL. United States v. Microsoft Corp.. 253 F.3d 34, 69 (D.C. Cir. 2001) ("it is clear that 
in all cases the plaintiff must both define the relevant market and prove the degree of 
foreclosure;" "(t)he share of the market foreclosed is important because, for the contract to have
 

an adverse effect upon competition, 'the opportunities for other traders to enter into or remain in 
that market must be significatly limited:" quoting Tampa Electric, 365 U.S. at 328.). Roland 
Machinery Co. v. Dresser Industries, Inc., 749 F.2d 380, 394 (7th Cir. 1984)(The plaintiff in an 
exclusive dealing case "must prove. . . that it is likely to keep at least one significant competitor 
of the defendant from doing business in a relevant market. If there is no exclusion of a. 
significant competitor, the agreement canot possibly har competition.") United States v. 
Dentsply Intl, Inc., 399 F.3d 181, 191 (3d Cir. 2005)("(t)he test is . . . whether the challenged 
practices bar a substantial number of rivals or severely restrict the market's ambit.") 

1478. The allegedly exclusionar contracts pointed to by Complaint Counsel were. in fact, not 
exclusionary. Microporous was not excluded by these contracts either because it was not being 
considered by the customers for such contracts or because it lacked capacity at the time to 
produce the products that were the subject of the contracts. Moreover, Complait Counsel have 
failed to make any showing of the extent to which the claim the market was foreclosed b the 
aile edl exclusionar contracts.
 

(Kahwaty, Tr. 5224-33. in camera).
Court credits and accepts the opinions of Dr. Kahwaty. 

Response to Conclusion of Law No. 1478: 
Dr. Kahwaty is not the law. This Conclusion of Law is an 
 improper factual assertion and 

should be stricken. 
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1479. Based on the foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal stadards and principles 
set fort herein, the Cour concludes that Complaint Counsel failed to prove that Darmic
 

engaged in "monopolization" though the use of exclusory contracts. 

XII. COMPLAINT 
 COUNSEL FAIED TO PROVE THAT THE 
 CROSS AGENCY 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN DARAMC AN H&V UNLA WFULL Y 
RESTRAINED TRADE. 

A. The Agreement is Governed by the Ancilarv Restraints Doctrine. 

1480. The ancilar restraints concept is traced to Addyston Pipe & Steel co. v. United States, 
i 75 U.S. 211 (1899). The doctrine is used in assessing à joint venture or competitor 
collaboration that has a legitimate business purose but also has some components that are 
claimed to adversely affect competition. As explained more recently by the Supreme Cour in 
Texco Inc. v. Dagher, 547 U.S. 1, 7 (2006), the doctrne requires a cour to determine whether it 
confronts "a naked restraint of trade. . . or one that is ancilar to the legitimate and competitive 

puroses of the business association." 

1481. Ancilary restraint analysis was used by the cour in Polk Brothers, Inc. v. Forest City 
Enterprises, 776 F.2d 185 (7th Cir. 1985). The 
 cour found no violation where two potential 
retail competitors agreed not to sell competing products in order to faciltate joint ownership of a 
retail outlet. It held that this ancilar restraint was valid because it might "contribute to the
 

success of a cooperative venture that promises greater productivity and output." 776 F.2d at 189. 

B. The FrC's "Inerentlv Suspect" Doctrine has not been Accepted bv the Supreme
 

Cour. 

1482. The FTC adopted its "inherently suspect" doctrine in In re Massachusetts Board of 
Registration in Optometry, 110 F.T.C. 549 (1988). That doctrine, paricularly its 
 burden shifting 
component, was challenged in PolyGram Holding, Inc. v. FTC, 416 F.3d 29 (D.C. Cir. 2005) and 

. has not been accepted by the Supreme Cour. Texaco Inc. v. Dagher was a joint sales venture 
case decided after Polygram. In that case, the Cour did not recognze the "inherently suspect" 
system but endorsed (without applying it) the historical "ancilary restraints" . method for 
assessing collateral restraints in 
 joint ventures. 

1483. The FTC's "inerently suspect" doctrine is subject to significant limitations. In North 
Texas Specialty Physicians v. FTC, 528 F.3d 346 (5th Cir 2008), the cour said that before a 
court or the FTC can shift the burden to the defendant to show procompetitive effects, it must 
make its "inherently suspect" anouncement in more than a "cursory 
 and conclusory manner." 
528 F.3d at 361. 

1484. Like the agreement in Polk Brothers, the agreement between DaramIc and H&V was a 
legitimate and productive "cooperative venture" which (1) had no effect of limiting or restraining 
competition between the two companies and/or (2) was reasonably ancilary because it 
"promote(d) the success of 
 this more extensive cooperation." 776 F.2d at 189. 
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1485. Respondent's economist expert, Dr. Henry Kahwaty, concluded that the agreement
 

between Daramic and H&V did not have any adverse effect on competition. (Kahwaty, Tr. 
5074-75). Dr. Kahwaty testified that in the absence of any evidence indicating that Daramic and 
H&V intended to commence production of products made by the other company, the joint 
marketing arangements contemplated by the agreement were procompetitive. This Court credits 
and accepts the opinions of Dr. Kahwaty. 

Response to Conclusion of Law No. 1485: 
Dr. Kahwaty is not the law. This Conclusion of 
 Law is an improper factual assertion and 

should be strcken.
 

1486. Based on the Cour's foregoing findings of fact and the applicable legal standards and 
principles set fort herein, the Cour concludes that Complaint Counsel failed to prove that the 
Cross Agency Agreement bet~een Daramic and H&V unlawfully restrained trade. 

XIII. THE DIVSTITUR AND OTHER RELIEF SOUGHT BY COMPLAINT
 
COUNSEL ARE UNCESSARILY OVERBROAD TO ADDRESS COMPLAINT
 
COUNSEL'S COMPETITION CONCERNS AN ARE PUNITIVE. 

A. Divestiture of all the 
 Acquied Assets is not Required bv Law. 

1487. Complete divestiture of all acquired assets is not required unless necessar to restore the 
competition lost. RSR Corp. v. FTC, 602 F.2d 1317, 1325-26 (9th Cir. 1979); United States v. 
Waste Management, 588 F. Supp. 498, 514 (S.D.N.Y. 1983), rev'd on other grounds, 743 F.2d 
976 (2d Cir. 1984). There was no competitive overlap between Microporous' Ace-Sil and Flex-


Sit products and any products sold by Daramic, and Microporous' plant in Feistritz, Austria, did 
not sell product in the US. Accordingly, there is no basis for any claim that these production
 

assets should be divested. 

1488. Respondent's economist expert, Dr. Henr Kahwaty, concluded that 
 "the remedies that 
the FTC is seeking in this matter are overbroad and not supported by the record." (Kahwaty, Tr. 
5075, 5080). 

Response to Conclusion of Law No. 1488: 
Dr. Kahwaty is not the law. This Conclusion of Law is an improper factual assertion and 

should be stricken. 

B. Any Divestiture or other Relief must be Keyed to the Status of the Acquired 
Company Today if the Acquisition had not Occurred. 

1489. The "key" to an antitrst remedy is a deteimination of the measures needed to effectively 
restore the competition that was lost and eliminate the effects of the acquisition. In the Matter of 
Chicago Bridge & Co., Dkt. No. 9300 at 7.cOp. of Comm'n)(Jan. 6, 2005). Relief is intended to 
"restore competition to the state in which it existed prior to, and would have continued to exist 
but for, the ilegal merger." In the Matter of B.F. Goodrich Co., 110 F.T.C. 207, 345 (1988). 
Complaint Counsel fail to acknowledge Microporous' weak financial condition at the time of 
 the 
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acquisition and the real likelihood that it might not have surived the current economic downtu 
or, at a minimum, would have been reduced to the status of an ineffective competitor. 

C. Divestiture is an Equitable Remedy the Need for which must be Proved~ and
 

Punitive Relief is not Permissible. 

1490. Divestiture is "an equitable remedy designed to protect the public interest." UnlÍed States 
v. E.l duPont de Nemours & Co., 366 U.S. 316,326 (1961). It must be based on facts "and 
economic theory as applied to such facts." United States v; Crowl!ll, Coller & MacMilian, Inc., 
361 F.Supp. 983, 991 (D.C.N.Y. 1973) Court are not authorized in civil proceedings to punish 
antitrst violators, and relief must not be punitive." E.1. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 366 U.S. at 
326; In the Matter of Grand Union Co., 102 F.T.C. 812 (1983)("The Supreme Court. . . has 
ruled that punitive relief is inappropriate in a civil antitrst proceeding."). Complaint Counsel 
has failed to prove facts to support all the claims for relief, in paricular the claim that certain 
DaraIic assets that were not par of the acquisition should be divested. Any such divestiture 
would be punitive. 

D. Relief. including Divestiture, in a Consummated Merger Case Should be
 

Fashioned Giving Consideration to Post-Transaction Developments and Market 
Conditions at the Time the Relief is Ordered. 

1491. In Evanston Northwestern Healthcare Corporation, FTC Docket No. 9315 (Aug. 6, 
2007) the Commission considered relief to be ordered in a case where the merger had occurred 
some seven years earlier. In light of various costs and risks associated with divestiture and since 
certain improvements that had been made by the merged entity might be adversely affeCted if 
divestiture were ordered, the Commission adopted instead a conduct remedy that required 
separate negotiating teams for the formerly separate hospitals. The CoInission said, "A long 
time has elapsed between the closing of the merger and the conclusion of the litigation. This 
does not preclude the Commission from ordering divestiture, but it would make a divestiture 
much more diffcult, with a greater risk of unforeseen costs and failure." FTC Docket No. 9315 
at 89. 

1492. Similarly, in Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., FTC Docket No. 9300 (January 6, 2005), the 
Commission ordered certain "water tan assets" to be included in divestiture even though those 
assets were not involved in production of the relevant products. The Commission believed that 
inclusion of the water tan assets was appropriate since revenue from those assets had helped
 

stabilze the relevant market businesses. However, in order "to ensure that narower relief is 
available if it is warranted by market conditions," the Commission also "included a provision 
that allows the exclusion of the water tan assets if the acquirer and monitor trustee both find 
them unecessary and agree to exclude them." FTC Docket No. 9300 at 95. Reflecting this 
tailoring of the divestiture order in light of conditions existing at the time of the divestitue, the 
5th Circuit Cour of Appeals in affrming the Commission noted that "CB&I and the monitor are 
required to divest to the new separate entity no more nor less of the former PDM assets as. are 
necessary for the new separate entity to compete with CB&I in the relevant markets on an equal 
footing." Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. v. FTC, 534 F.3d 410, 442 (5th Cir. 2oo8)(emphasis
 

added). 
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E. COMPLAINT COUNSEL HAS FAILED TO SHOW THAT RECISSION OF
 
DARAMICS CONTRACTS is WARRANTD OR NECESSARY. 

1493. Complaint Counsel seeks recission of Daramic's contracts entered into subsequent to the 
acquistition. See Complaint, XiV. Based on the evidence, this Court concludes that such relief 
is neither waranted nor necessary. Complaint Counsel has failed to prove its conduct claims and 
therefore, no relief is required. In addition, to the extent Complaint Counsel seeks recission of 
contracts entered into prior to the acquisition. which is not par of the relief sought in the 
Complaint, such relief, for the reasons stated above, is also not required, necessary or waranted. 

XIV. CONCLUSION
 

For the reasons stated above, the Cour finds that Complaint Counel have not proven 

their claims and the acquisition between Polypore and Microporous Products has not, and wil 

not, cause competitive har in the worldwide PE separator market. Accordingly, the Cour 

dismisses the FTC's claims with prejudice. 
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Dated: August 7, 2009
 Respectfull y submitted, 

By: A ll ¡e~~

J. RgBERT ROBERTSON 
Federal Trade Commission
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Washington, DC 20580
 
Telephone: (202) 326-2008
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